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I. Conduction of Heat in Liquids.—Historical Treatment.

By C. Chiiee, M.A.J Fellow of King's College, Cambridge*

.

POSSIBLY the earliest experiment of any note on the

conduction of heat in liquids is due to Despretzf. He
supplied hot water at intervals of five minutes to a metal

vessel in contact with the upper surface of water contained in

a vertical cylinder, and observed the readings of a series of

thermometers at different depths, some in the axis and others

at or near the cylindrical surface. He specially observed the

temperatures in the stationary condition when the heat sup-

plied just balanced that lost by the apparatus. He found that

the temperature in the axis of the cylinder then followed

precisely the same law as in a metal bar of small cross section

heated at one end to a constant temperature ; i. e. if v denote

the temperature at depth x, he found v one'''', where q de-

pends on the material and dimensions of the cylinder. By
comparison of two cylinders of the same material he found

\ogq a (diameter)"^, a relation which also holds in the case of

metal cylinders. Near the surface of the water the tempera-

ture did not vary much over a horizontal cross section, but at

depths of the same order as the diameter of the cylinder the

variation was very considerable. As a single experiment

occupied Despretz for sixty hours, and the method seems

• Communicated by the Author.

t Compfes liendus, 1838, p. 933 ; and Ann. de Chim. it de Phijs. 1639,

Ixxi. p. 216.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 140. July 1887. B
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icarcely fitted to sni)i)ly accurate numerical results, the in-

crcst attachirifT to his observations is chiefly historical.

A sliffht modification of Despret/Zs method was applied by

rierr Taalzow ^, who sought to determine whether there was

any connexion between the conductivities for heat and for

electricity possessed by various liquids. He observed the

stationary temperatures finally indicated by four thermometers

at ditrerent depths below the surface of the liquids, where the

lieat was a[)plied. The formulae he employed do not seem

likely to give anything directly proportional to the conduc-

tivity, but his observations were sufficient to prove that no

relation exists between the conductivities for heat and for

electricity. For instance, water and sulphuric acid conducted

heat very similarly, the former being, according to Paalzow,

slightly the })etter conductor.

In the article on Heat, in the Encydopcedia Bintannica, Sir

W. Thomson quotes with approval the value obtained by
Mr. J. T. Bottomley for the conductivity of water. The
method employed was a slight modification of Despretz's, hot

water being cautiously poured on the top of a board, of dia-

meter slightly less than that of a vertical Avooden cylinder

containing water on which the board floated. The method
seems open to the same objections as Despretz's, and the com-
parison of other fluids with water would involve considerable

difficulties. Bottomley found for the absolute conductivity of

water in the C.G.S. system "002
; but, as will be seen, this

differs somewhat widely from subsequent and more reliable

results.

In the ' Philosophical Transactions ' for 1869, p. 637, is a

paper on our subject by the late Prof. Guthrie. As the

memoir is readily accessible, it is sufficient to say that his

apparatus consisted of two equal hollow metal cones, which
could 1)0 placed with their bases horizontal at small determi-
nate distances apart. The litjuid to be examined was intro-

duced between the bas(>s, where it was maintained by the

capillary l\)rces at its surface. A current of hot water was
circulated through the upper cone, and the temperature of the
air in the lower cone was determined by the height of a cohnnn
of coloured fluid in a tube connnunicating with the interior

of the cone.

The deductions made by Prof. Guthrie from his experi-
ments are of an extremely fallacious nature, and as they are
not infre(|uentlv quoted it seems desirable to examine them
briefly.

In his first series of experiments a hot current was suddenly
* I'opjr. Ann. cx.\xiv. 1SG8, p. 018.
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instituted in the upper cone, and the timo-inierval observed

when an alteration in the level of tlie coloured fluid became
apparent. This he denotes by t, and calls the " tiine-of-heat

penetration." Be denotes by T the temperature of the lower

cone, by dT the excess of temperature of the current in the

upper cone, and by 8 the thickness of the liquid layer. He found
that t diminishes when dT is increased, and is not directly pro-

portional to 8. He thence unwarrantabh' assumed the con-

ductivity to increase with the temperature. Possibly a clear

idea of his views will best be given by a statement he makes
on page 649 :

—" If we had found that the time t . . . had been
the same for heat of all temperatures, wo should of course

expect to find the time t proportional to the thickness 8." A
very slight acquaintance with the mathematical theory is suf-

ficient to show that this is incorrect. In fact there should be

an immediate effect gradually increasing ; and the interval,

prior to its detection, depends on the delicacy of the apparatus

and the fineness of the observer's senses.

In a second series of experiments he obtained what he terms
a " measure of the resistance " of the conductivity. First,

the bases of the co:ies were placed in contact, and the level of

the coloured fluid read off at equal intervals of time subsequent
to the commencement of a hot current in the upper cone.

The cones were then separated to a certain distance, a liquid

introduced, and the experiment repeated. The difference

between the readinofs in the two cases he considered a direct

measure of the quantity of heat stopped by the liquid, and this

he supposed to measure the thermal resistance, i. e. the reci-

procal of the conductivity. On page 658 he says :
—" . . . the

specific heat of the liquid in these contact experiments is of

no influence;" and on the following page he shows how to

deduce numerical results from the observations.

The theory is altogether faulty, and the numerical results,

though doubtless accurate measures of something, are totally

misleading. I have been unable to find any means of obtain-

ing probable results from the data supplied.

There are two points, however, of great importance that

Prof. Guthrie's experiments seem to establish. Apart from
conduction proper or convection-currents, there are still two
ways in which heat might travel from the upper cone to the

lower. This might take place by radiation ; and that a certain

amount of heat is so transferred is unquestionable. That it

is comparatively small may be deduced from the fact that a

decided interval (several seconds) elapsed after the heat was
applied before any movement of the coloured fluid could be
detected. Prof. Guthrie was evidently much influenced by

B 2
'
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ideas derived from Prof. Tyndall's experiments on radiant

heat, and seemed ready to attach at least sufficient importance

to this agency. He assured himself, however, that tlie inser-

tion in the li([uid of a thin film of Swedish filtering-jiaper,

which would have a great influence on radiant heat, produced

scarcely any effect in his experiment.

The other po.-sible disturbing cause is diffusion. Guthrie,

however, painted the base of his upper cone with a soluble

aniline dye, but observed no trace of colour in the liquid near

the lower cone, and thence concluded that no sensible part of

the phenomenon was due to this agency. These results are

of fniidamcntal importance from their bearing on the methods
of subsequent o])servers.

Herr Lundquist^, in a paper which I have j,been unable to

meet with, obtained, by the same method as Angstrom em-
ployed for metals, absolute values for the conductivity, k, of

several liquids. The following results, in which the units are

centimetre, gramme, and minute, are given in a paper (pre-

sently to be considered) by Herr Weber, who considers Lund-
quist's method very accurate but very tedious.

Temperature, k, k.

Centigrade. Lundquist. Weber.

Water 40-8 -0937 -0953

Salt-solution, of")

density 1-178,/
43-9 -0897 -0901

•0872
Sulphate of zinc, \ ^-.^ .Q^-g
of density 1*382, j

For the last liijuid Lundquist took as the specific heat the

value '77, while the correct value according to Weber is '697,

and the corrected value of k would be •08()2. Weber deter-

mined k at only two tem)»eratures, the highest being 23°, and
deduced the third column of the preceding Table by assuming

the conductivity to vary uniformly with the temperature.

Thus the agreement of his results and Lundquist's does not,

as will more fully appear subsequently, form so convincing a

proof of their accuracy as might be thought at first sight.

Herr Winki'hnannt has investigated the conductivity of a

considerable number of liquids. His apparatus consisted

essentially of two brass cylinders, one enclosing the other.

The inner was completely closed, save for a small hole at

the centre of its upper surface in which was fastened a glass

tube. This tube jtasscd through a corresponding hole in the

* I'pMttii i'niirrsitcts Arsskri/t, 1809, p. 1.

+ I'l'gjT- ''inn. diii. p. 461.



Conduction of Heat in Liquids.

upper surface of the outer cylinder, and could be fixed there

in such a position that the distance between ihe surfaces of

the two cylinders was everywhere the same. The tube was

then bent twice at right angles, and terminated in a beaker of

mercury. The height of the mercury in the tube varies with

the temperature of the air in the inner cylinder, which may
thus be determined. The liquid to be examined was enclosed

between the cylinders, and communicated with the exterior

only through a small funnel in the upper surface of the outer

cylinder, which was also originally filled with the liquid. This

little arrangement kept the space between the cylinders always

filled.

The experiment consisted in plunging the apparatus into

ice-cold water and observing the height of the mercury at

subsequent intervals of time. Denoting the temperature of

the enclosed air before immersion by Tq, and at a time t after

immersion by t, Winkelmann uses the formula vt= log (tq/t),

where v is the " velocity of cooling." He assumes that the

temperature of the enclosed liquid is the same at equal dis-

tances from the surface of the outer cylinder ; that this outer

cylinder is at the same zero-temperature as the surrounding

ice-water; and that the inner cylinder, the liquid layer touch-

ing it, and the enclosed air are always of one temperature.

He then takes for the temperature of the liquid the formula

where x is the distance from the outer cylinder, and a, /3, y are

constants determined from the conditions assumed at the

bounding surfaces of the liquid.

That results based on so many assumptions should not be

altogether satisfactory is not surprising ; and Winkelmann
found, from observations with three different apparatus, that

the value of the conductivity supplied by his formulae rose as

the thickness of the liquid layer was increased.

He had previously found that the outer cylinder became
surrounded by a layer of water decidedly above the freezing-

point, and employed a stirrer to promote circulation. He
attributes the discrepancy in the results obtained from the

three double cylinders to the fact that the stirrer, while main-

taining the curved surface of the outer cylinder at 0°, did not

remove the heated water from its top or bottom. Thus, deno-

ting the true conductivity by K, while p stands for the ratio

of the top and base to the entire surface of the outer cylinder

of the apparatus which gave for the apparent conductivity the

value k, be uses the equation
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where it depends only on the nature of the liquid. From the

three double cylinders, for each of which p is known, he thus

^ets thre(^ equations. Any two of these ^ive a value for n,

and thus three values may be deduced for K. According to

Winkelman, these values agreed marvellously for nearly every

liquid examined. The following Table contains the apparent

conductivities kx, A-g, ^'3 deduced from the three apparatus, in

which the thicknesses of theli(pnd layers were "2, "26, and "5

ccntim. respectively. K denotes the true conductivity ac-

cording to Winkelmann.

1 k.
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liquid is introduced between the two glasses, the interval be-

tween which can communicate with the exterior by a small

lateral aperture, some distance below the junctions of the

glasses but above a fixed level, to which the enclosed liquid is

brought. In the mouth of the inner glass is a cork holding

fast the stem of a thermometer with a long bulb. The inner

glass is filled with mercury up to a fixed level slightly lower

than the level of the liquid to be examined, and the thermo-
meter is fixed so that its entire bulb is surrounded by the

mercury. The distance between the curved surfaces of the

glasses is small compared to the radius of the inner glass,

which in turn is small compared to the length of the glasses

or of the bulb of the thermometer. Thus fairly good results

may be expected from a mathematical treatment which regards

the liquid as existing between two infinite circular cylinders.

Beetz's main observations consist of two series, one at a low,

the other at a higher temperature. In the former the whole
apparatus was immersed in an ice-bath and removed when the

enclosed thermometer indicated 1°C. It was then wiped dry,

and, on the thermometer indicating 2°, plunged into a bath

of water at 20°. The bath was kejjt full to the top, so that

the apparatus was always immersed to the same depth. The
moment when the thermometer indicated 4° was taken as a

starting-point, and the times of rising successive intervals of
2° carefully noted. In the second series the apparatus was
immersed in a water-bath of over 45°, and at 44° plunged
into the water-bath of 20°, the times of cooling successive

intervals of 2° being reckoned from the moment when the

thermometer stood at 40°. For the velocity v of cooling or

heating, Beetz assumed the formula

vt= log(T,/T);

where t„ is the difference between the temperatures of the

enclosed thermometer and the bath at the instant from which
the time is reckoned, whilst r is the difference at time t. He
supj)Osed the conductivity of the liquid to be proportional to

a quantity C given by 10~^C= y log<?. He found that the

above formula did not apply to the interval immediately sub-

sequent to the immersion of the apj»aratus, and that towards

the end of the experiment it again failed. For the intervals

corresponding to the limiting values G°-14° in the first series

of experiments, and 36°-26° in the second, it answered very
well. The discrepancy in the later stage of the experiment
seemed due to the gradual collection round the apparatus of a

layer of water differing in temperature from the rest of the

bath.
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That Beetz's formula is incorrect has been clearly pointed

out by Weber*. He looks on the liquid as bounded by two

infinite cylinders and supposes the thermometer, the sur-

rounding mercury, the inner glass vessel, and the inner

surface of the liquid to be at one temperature. He thence

deduces for the temperature-difference the equation

T=2Ae "'=
,

where t is the time, k the conductivity of the liquid, p the

density and c the specific heat of mercury, while A is a con-

stant. The summation extends to all values of m given by
the equation

Jo(mri)Y^(mr2)— Jo(m>-2)Yo(7nrt) _ 2pc

where 1\, r^ are the radii of the surfaces bounding the liquid,

whose density is pi and specific heat Ci, and J, Y stand as

usual for the two solutions of the Bessel's equation of the

degree indicated by the suffix. Supposing r^— Vi small com-
pared to Vi, it is easily proved that the least root of the above

equation is much smaller than the next. This explains why,

except at the commencement of the heating or cooling, the

retention of but a single term, viz. t=Ag pc
,
gives a fairly

satisfactory result.

Weber contents himself with proving the falsity of Beetz's

equation. It is not, however, difficult to obtain an approxi-

mate value for the least value of vi, and thus to deduce from

Beetz's observations fairly satisfactory values for the conduc-

tivity. Thus, supposing ?n(r2— rj) small, we may put

Jo(?m-2) = Jo(mri) +77?(r2— ri)Jo'(?7jr,),

where t /_ ^ t

and use a similar result for Yo(mr2).

Also Jo' = -Ji, andYo'=-Yi;
thus the equation reduces to

Pi<-i

whence _ nt
,

T= TQe Pi'"i
,

where n is constant for the apparatus. We should thus get

k cr pi Ci C ] i. e. we have only to multiply Beetz's numbers by

the specitic heat of unit volume of the liquid considered to

Wiod. Anit. Vyl. X. Y\^.
480 400.
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obtain values of a moderate degree of accuracy. In every

case, however, a certain amount of error will exist, for glass

is a very bad conductor ; and so the inner glass vessel, how-
ever thin, will vary in temperature throughout its thickness,

and the thermometer thus will not give the temperature of the

inner layer of the liquid. The connexion between the outer

and inner glasses, and the divergence of the apparatus from

the form assumed in the mathematical investigation, have also

some effect.

The question of convection-currents was carefully considered

by Beetz. He introduced some lycopodium-seed into the

liquid under investigation and watched it during the experi-

ment through a microscope. He had no difficulty in detect-

ing currents travelling down the one glass surface and up the

other. Experimenting with water at the lower temperature

he gradually thickened it with meal till no currents appeared,

but found scarcely any change in his value for the conduc-

tivity. He even boiled the water and meal and let it cool, so

as to form a thick paste, without producing much effect. He
thus concluded that at low temperatures the convection-

currents were negligible. With our ainended formula for

the conductivity his conclusion would scarcely be justified ;

but without exact knowledge of the change in the density and
specific heat it is impossible to deduce trustworthy results.

At higher temperatures Beetz found convection-currents to

play a decided part. As the thickness of his liquid layer was
the same as in Winkelmann's smallest apparatus, these facts

go far to justify Weber's objections to Winkelmann's method.
Beetz examined a very large number of solutions of differ-

ent strengths, in all cases stating the density ; thus, where the

specific heats are known, his results can be easily modified

according to the amended formula. His two series of obser-

vations answered to mean temperatures of about 11° and 32°

respectively, and thus measures of the increase of the conduc-
tivity with the temperature might be deduced. As there is a

comparatively small change in the specific heat of unit volume
of most liquids for a temperature-variation of 21°, the numbers
actually given by Beetz would suffice. The values so deduced
are, however, generally several times greater than those ob-

tained by more trustworthy methods, which points distinctly

to an increase of convection-currents with the temperature.

Beetz introduced in the liquids colouring-matter variously

affecting radiant heat, but could detect no change in the con-

ductivity. He is thus at one with Guthrie in this matter.

The following Table gives a summary of Beetz's results for

such of the liquids and solutions as I can find the specific
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heats of. The first column of relative values is tluit dednced

by Beetz's formula, the second that deduced by mine, taking

the conductivity of water as 100.
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with the upper plate, a closed vessel. Two wires of different

metals have their one junction fused to the upper surface of the

u})per copper plate, and their other junction kept in ice. This

supplies a thermoelectric current, which traverses a reflecting

galvanometer, whose readings supply data for the calculation

of the temperature of the hot junction. When the apparatus

has heen for some time at a fixed temperature, as indicated by
the constancy of the galvanometer-reading, the lower plate is

suddenly placed on a horizontal block of ice at 0°; a screen of

metal, maintained at 0°, is at once put over the apparatus

;

and the time noted. The weight of the apparatus presses out

the melted water, and so keeps the surface of the ice-plate

horizontal and its temperature at 0*^. After about two and
a half minutes, readings of the galvanometer are begun, and
repeated at regular short intervals. The law of cooling of the

hot junction is thus obtained ; and the dimensions and other

properties of the apparatus being kuown, the conductivity of

the liquid may be calculated.

Weber's mathematical treatment is not satisfactory, as he
started with an unwarrantable assumption, so as to lighten

the work, Avhich presents serious difficulties. He first

attempts to show that, practically, the upper copper plate

is at one temperature throughout. Let ?« denote the tem-
perature at time t, p the density, c the specific heat, k the

internal and A the external conductivity of the liquid layer,

whose thickness is A; and let the same letters, with sufhx 1,

refer to the upper copper plate. Then, in treating the plate,

Weber at once assumes that at its lower surface

Ui= u and /, —-=^—

.

d.v i\

The former relation may be correct, and Lorberg considers that

it follows from Poisson's theory of heat. Further, most, if

not all, writers on the present subject have assumed that there

is no discontinuity in temperature in passing from any one
medium to another in contact with it. This is a matter
of great importance when the conduction takes place through
thin layers, and any uncertainty on the point is much to be
regretted. The results of direct exjjeriments, however, have
been contradictory ; and several high authorities hold a con-
trary opinion. The second equation is, as Lorberg has shown,
undoubtedly erroneous ; thus, Weber's proof that the copper
plate is isothermal is little better than a pure assum})tion.

Granting, however, the first equation, Lorberg shows conclu-

sively that either coppei- plate is very nearly at one temperature

throughout.
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Weber next considers the liquid layer separately ; and his

work, though of a somewhat approximate nature, is fairly

satisfactory. His conclusions are practically in accord with

those deduced by Lorborg from a very able and complete

treatment. Lorberg considers the case of n horizontal disks

of the same radius, but of different materials, one above

another, all originally at one temperature. The lowest is

suddenly put on an ice-j)late, and the whole surrounded by
an atmosphere at 0°. The problem is very complicated,

especially as Lorberg is driven to attach different meanings
to the same letter in different parts of the work, and has to

use an elaborate system of suffixes. He applies the results

to three disks—copper, w\ater, copper—in order, but compli-

cates matters still further by inverting his previous notation.

The conclusion come to both by AV'^eber and Lorberg is

that, when cooling has lasted a comparatively short time, the

temperature of the hot junction is given with sufficient

accuracy by a single term,

u, = Ae-'^"'.

According to the former,

pc

while the latter gets

k ^ 2 h
ii? = ~ q- + , . -

,

pc Iv pc

where R is the radius of either plate. Neglecting smaller

terms, Lorberg's equation for q is, in the present notation,

'-^Aitang'A= l f
-^^

-rl u + a; ) + -•-
t" u *

pc ^ q^ pyCi k Vli Ai/ q- k K
while Weber's differs only in leaving out the term in li.

In Lorberg's equation (25), from which the above equation

is taken, there are several terms of a lower order. These are

deduced from his general equation (22), with which 1 entirely

agree. 1 further coincide with the approximate equation

given above, but after carefully working through all the

algebra, which Lorberg leaves the reader to sujjply, am
unable to agree entirely with these secondary terms. The
discrepancy, however, would affect the value of q only to a

very small extent. Lorberg finally gives

g2=
(-231)-'

I -2539 --1472 ^\ \

=:4"758— term in h :
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while Weber has

q^ = 4-778.

Lorberg's work, with the arithmetical coefficients of which I

do not entirely agree, would indicate that the term in It, itself

supposed to be a very small quantity, is negligible without

sensible error. Thus, Lorberg's more exact treatment would
alter Weber's values for the conductivity by less than ^ per

cent., which is far less than the probable experimental error.

In my opinion Lorberg, in not a few cases, uses more figures

after his decimal point than circumstances warrant. He is

also entirely dependent on Weber's measurements of the

apparatus, which are hardly likely to possess the extreme

accuracy he supposes. It would, for instance, be difficult to

determine the distance between the copper plates exact to

one-hundredth of a millimetre ; but an error of this amount
would produce as great an effect -in the value of the con-

ductivity as Lorberg's corrections do.

I shall now examine somewhat closely Weber's and Lor-
berg's numerical deductions from the former's experiments.

When dealing with water at a low temperature, Weber took

observations every ten seconds. He denotes by Xn the

(n-fl)th galvanometer-reading; thus Xn and Xn+% denote

readings at an interval of one minute. A fall of 1° in the

hot junction corresponds to a decrease of about 17 divisions

in the galvanometer-reading. The Table on p. 14 is part

of a table given by Weber*, along with an extension by
Lorberg t^

The first reading corresponds to a temperature 15°'59 in

the hot junction, and the last to 3°*56.

The application of this table follows very simply from the

formula ,,

Thus, assuming uo:x, and counting t in minutes, we get
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Time.
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he assumes ^= /;o(l +«?/), where a= '00786 and /r,, refers to

0° 0. Lorlicrg, applying his own method of calculation to

one of Weber^s observations at the higher temperature, found

/x.'^
= '42877; whence «="005. Lorberg employs his own value

for a. to show that the divergence between his and Weber's
values for M/i^ in the first experiment are much too great to

be due to the change in k. Employing Weber's value for «,

which seems fiiirer, I find that only about one half the

divergence could be accounted for. Lorbero; further con-

siders the fluctuations in Weber's table of values for M/a^ to

be considerably beyond the limits of errors of observation, and
finds that they cannot be explained by supposing k, k-^, &c.

to be quadratic functions of the temperature. The following

is the theory he propounds to account for all the phe-

nomena :

—

It is, he says, very unlikely that the metal cover of the

apparatus remains at 0°, but, on the contrary, it will after a

short time assume a temperature 6. This obviously will

modify the temperature of the apparatus, and will, he sup-

poses, produce in the upper copper plate a constant excess t

over the temperature given by the mathematical theory.

Thus the temperature measured by the galvanometer is really

T+ u ; and, the deflection varying as the temperature, we
should have

where s is a constant given by

s{l — e~^'')= Xr,+&— e~'"''Xn^ g„, say.

The formula log " ' obviously eliminates s and gives

/x^ directly. Lorberg then forms a table of values of ^„, and
from them deduces .s= 8 27. He also has a table of values of

log— ^+l?_j and of a corresponding quantity q,^. This

gives a value for fi^ agreeing well with his other value, and
gives s= 8"24. He points out, what is unassailable, that a

given error in the scale-reading would produce a much smaller

eft'ect on AVeber's quantities than on his own. Assuming '4

of a scale-division as a superior limit to the error, he points

out that this would not account for the fluctuations in Weber's
table. It would, however, correspond to an error of "Oil in

the value of log

—

n±^
^^^^j ^^ .y j^^ ^j^^ value of q„.

Lorberg thus considers the fluctuations in his own tables
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remarkably small and fully accounted for by errors of

reading.

It is quite true that the greatest deviation of ^„ from its

mean value is only '6 ; but as this mean value is only

2*7, a greater accuracy would seem desirable. Also, in

log

—

^— one deviation is as much as '015, which

exceeds Lorberg\s limit. This quantity is further so much
of the nature of an average, that large deviations could

hardly be expected. I have constructed a table of values of

log —'^——^^±^- ; and though the mean value deduced for M/a''

is nearly the same as Lorberg's, the numbers fluctuate from
•1875 to "1522, and so represent a deviation much above what
Lorberg allows to be possible. I have also calculated s after

Lorberg's method from the formula

s(l — e~ «') = .r„+m— a'„g ^

,

putting ?n= 2, 3, 5, 8, and 9, and obtained values of 5 steadily

increasing from 7*82 to 8'36, A study of Weber's table

also shows that in several cases, allowing Lorberg's full

error, we should get

which would absolutely make jx^ a negative quantity. Weber
himself says he had observed the galvanometer-zero to alter

as much as 1*2 scale-divisions per minute, and complains of

fluctuations occurring, especially in his experiments on water.

There is finally somewhat of a dilemma. Lorberg's method
would indicate that /u-^ remaineil constant during the whole
range of each experiment, and so was independent of the

temperature ; but the values he obtains from the two experi-

ments at different temperatures are different, and so would
require fx^ to increase with the temperature.

The value Lorberg finds for 5 would give t about i°, and
this, he thinks, might escape detection. I agree with him in

thinking it inilikely that the cover and its enclosed atmo-
sphere remain at zero temperature throughout, but think it

equally unlikely that t should be a constant. Weber gives

only one specimen table at each tenijierature for his exj)eri-

ments on water ; thus Lorberg availed himself of all the data

at his disposal, as he limitetl his criticism to water. This

seems, however, rather a slender foundation to build an
elaborate theory on, especially as the value for k deduced
after Weber's method from the typical experiment at the
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meanlower temperature exceeded by fully 3 per cent, the

deduced from all the experiments of that series.

I have applied Lorberg's method to the other specimen
tables given by Weber, which supply the observations taken

in a single ex[)eriment on each of the three fluids glycerine,

benzine, and mercury. Employing s and r as in Lorberg's

tables on water, my results are as follows:

—

After Weber.
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one to expect an effect so marked as seems actually to have

occurrciJ, and rather suggests that a good deal of evaporation

uiay have taken place. In tlie more volatih^ liquids this would
natui'ally occur, and as modifying not only the quantity of fluid

but also the surface conditions, would afii'ct the accuracy of

the theory. The diminution of the area of the jdates and of

the distance between them would be too small to introduce

any sensible error.

The following Table gives Weber's results, along with

those given l)y Lorberg for water, and the values 1 have

obtained by Lorberg's method for glycerine and ijenzine. In

each case Weber's value is that placed first. The temperature

is about 4° 0. when not otherwise stated. The units are

centimetre, gramme, and minute.
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in diameter and '9 centim. in thickness. In the cylindrical

surface of each is a hole, which contains the bulb of a very-

flat thermometer graduated to fifths of a degree. The ther-

mometer-stems project horizontally from the plates, which we
shall denote by I., II., and III. in descending order. By
means of small holes in I. and II., which can be closed by
copper plugs, liquids may be introduced between I. and it.

and also between II. and III. The lower plate (III.) is sup-

ported on a metal vessel kept at a constant low temperature
;

while on I. is placed a second metal vessel, through which a

stream of hot water is maintained. The experiment consists

in observing the readings T^^, T2, T3 of the thermometers in

I., TI., and III., when all have become stationary.

Let e,, €2 denote the thickness of the upper and lower layers

of liquid, and Kj, Ko the conductivities of these liquids. Also
let e^^ and Kq denote similar quantities for the middle plate II.;

and suppose S the cross section, A the cylindrical surface, and
li the external conductivity of this same plate. Then Chris-

tiansen gives two approximate formulae. The first is

K2 _ e, Ti-Ta-g
Kj-^.T.-Ta-S'

, a = ||(T.-T.)

is a small quantity. The second is

where

Kg ^2

T,-T3 f. AA.,T,-Tol
Ti-tA «K2T2-T3J'

In the first the thermometers are supposed to indicate the

arithmetical mean of the temperatures of the upper and lower
surfaces of their respective plates, which are not assumed
equal. Any variation with the temperature in the con-
ductivity of either liquid is neglected. The second formula
supposes the temperatures of plates I. and III. to be the same
throughout. It, however, allows for a variation in the con-
ductivity of either liquid, after the law

K = K„(l+aM),

where u is the temperature, and makes no assumption as to

the value of a. In it K^ refers to a temperature ^(Ti + To),

and K2 to ^(T2 + T3). In both formulas it is assumed that

contiguous layers of any two matiTJals have always the same
temjierature, and the external conductivity of the liquids is

neglected. Christiansen also obtains a formula depending on
the cooling of the apparatus from which to obtain absolute

C2
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measures of the conductivity. It is, however, based on a

rather imperfect mathematical treatment ; and no clear idea

is <i;iven of how the experimental work may be carried out.

Some more delicate method of determining the temjjeratures

would be desirable. Since no results seem to have been

actually obtained by this formula, further explanation is

unnecessary.

The formula actually employed is the second one of the two
given above. Thus Christiansen's results theoretically apply

to a perfectly determinate temperature ; and if the relation

between the conductivity and the temperature be linear, they

are not open to the charge of implicitly neglecting the varia-

tion of the conductivity.

The method has some obvious advantages. It seems very

simple in execution, and allows the conductivities of any two
liquids to be compared directly through a single experiment.

Further, as the temperature is kept stationary, the readings

can be taken with great accuracy, and no errors consequent on
slight mistakes in measuring time-intervals can come in. For
the same reason, much less objection could be taken to the

assumption that no discontinuity of temperature exists in

passing across the common surface of a liquid and metal.

There is at least one rather serious objection, however. In

the actual experiments there existed a ditference of from 11°

to lii° between the temperatures of the two fluid layers—

a

difference varying with the nature of the fluid. Thus the

conductivities do not refer to any standard temperature ; and
if the variation of the conductivity with the temj)erature be

as large as found by Weber, the comparison instituted is

somewhat misleading.

With one exception, the upper fluid was air ; while different

liquids were successively introduced between the two lower

plates, and in neither layer was the mean temperature the

same in any two exjieriments. In one experiment only was
the air replaced by a liquid, leading to a direct comparison

between the conductivities in glycerine and olive-oil. The
value obtained for the ratio was 1*845 : 1; while that deduced
from the separate experiments with air was 1'87 : 1. Con-
sidering the complete difference in the temperatures to which
the conductivities refei', this coincidence is not so convincing

as Christiansen seems to think. No doubt the dilflcultyas to

the variation in temperature could be surmounted by experi-

ments in which both layers are tilled with the same fluid.

This would enable the dependence of the conductivity on the

temperature to be directly determined for each fluid separately.

This being found, a single con)parison between any two fluids
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would give the ratio of their conductivities at any required

temperature. Christiansen seems to have seen the necessity

for determining the variation of conductivity in air, but made
no attempt to investigate it fur any of the hquids. From
several experiments, in which both intervals were occupied by

air, he found, assuming

k = Ico{l +-/t\,

where Z-q refers to temperature 0° and k to temperature t, the

value of 7 to be 001504. He does not, however, apparently

consider the result sufficiently trustworthy to be applied to

the actual corrections.

Another point requiring criticism is the extreme thinness

of the fluid layers. Thus, the lower was usually '1909 centim.

and the upper only •0214. In the experiments with air in

both intervals these were equal, being '0214 centim. in one set

and '0754 in another. The mere measurement to so great a

degree of accuracy would be by no means easy, and the

plates would require to be extremely smooth and accurately

plane. An error in the thickness would produce an exactly

proportionate error in the conductivity. Then the tem-

peratures of the plates separated by the thin (or air) layer

differed by from 10° to nearly 25°. Thus the air would be very

far removed from a uniform medium ; and unless the law

connecting the conductivity and the temperature be strictly

linear, a very serious error might be introduced. There

would also be a great deal of radiation across the fluid layers,

and the effects of diffusion even would require to be examined.

There is also the question whether there is not a species of

internal radiation, distinct from ordinary conduction, in the

case of a gas or liquid, at least when the variation in tempe-

rature is so extremely rapid as occurs here.

To obtain absolute values of the conductivities from

Christiansen's results, the value of the conductivity in air is

required. The values obtained from the Kinetic Theory of

Gases bv the formula? of Maxwell and Clausius almost agree,

and their mean is in C.G.S. units '0000490. The rate of

increase with the temperature is 7= "00183 according to

Clausius, and twice as much according to Maxwell. Almost

identical values for the condactivity have been obtained

experimentally by Graetz and also by Kundt and Warburg,

and the former found 7= "0018. Somewhat different values

have, however, been found by other observers, e. g. Winkel-

mann, who got a decidedly different value for y. He and

Graetz indulge in mutual criticisms, and neither seems to put

the accuracy of his results above suspicion.
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The following table, mainly taken from Christiansen's

paper, gives a summary of his results. K denotes the ratio

of the conductivity of the liquid mentioned, at the tem-

perature i(T2-fT3);to that of air at ilT.+l^) ; while K' is

the value found for the liquid by Weber in his experiments

at low temperatures, i. e. about 4^. I have calculated the last

column, assuming for the conductivity of air at 0° the value

•000049* in C.G.S. units, and taking 7= -0018; k refers to

the temperature ^(Tg + Tj), and belongs to the liquid men-

tioned opposite, the unit of time being one minute.
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variously stated. In one place its diameter is said to be

"06 centim., while in another place the radius of the outer

surface is said to be '0(\ centim. and to bear to the radius of

the inner surface the ratio 3:2. The length is variously

stated as 9'8 or 8'9 centim. A layer of warmer water tended

to gather round the pipe, but was dispersed by means of a

brush driven by electricity. Graetz assumed that, through

the action of the brush, the outer surface of the pipe was
always kept at the same temperature Tq as the surrounding

fluid.

After some preliminary calculations of a rough nature, Graetz

proceeds to a complete mathematical treatment. He shows

that no sensible error is introduced by supposing the pipe of

one temperature throughout. He then assumes Poiseuille's

law, that in a pipe of radius R, from which TrR'^a is the

quantity of liquid issuing in unit time, the velocity at a

distance r from the axis is 2af 1 — ^^^ \ •

Emj)loying this expression in his differential equation, he

found, by a satisfactory process, that the mean temperature of

the issuing liquid is given by the equation

U = T^^p^e~ic'W,

where k, p, c have their usual meaning, I is the length of the

pipe, V the volume of liquid issuing per minute, and /x,- the

root of a certain equation. The two first roots are /ii= 2'7043

and ;u,2=6'50, and the terms answering to the other roots are

negligible. The coefficients p^ and ^)2 are also numerical

quantities, which can be calculated from the mathematical

theory. In his first paper, however, Graetz thought it easier

to deduce them from three observations on copper-sulphate

solution, in which the liquid traversed the pipe under three

different pressures. The values so deduceil were p,= "91264

and p2= '0i24:[) ; and these were employed in calculating the

conductivities of all the other liquids. In most cases the

licjuid traversed the pipe under at least two different pres-

sures ; and the results obtained appear to agree remarkably

well. These results were uniformly considerably larger than

Weber's ; and believing them to be true, Graetz indulges in

a good deal of criticism, and accepts Lorberg's corrections as

tending in the right direction. In his second paper, how-

ever, he is able to determine j>i and /).2 directly from his

mathematical theory ; and it turns out that y',=:-8l747 and

p2^='0d2b.

This itreat diveroenco from tli(> \aluet< cmuloved of course
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completely invalidates the conclusions drawn from the first

])aper. After this it might seem unnecessary further to con-

sid(!r that paper, but for Graetz^s statement that it will still be

useful tor giving comparative values of the conductivity, and

that it may throw some light on the trustworthiness of the

method. On page 90 is given the formula from which the

calculations are said to be derived. In it /Ltj is incorrectly

given as 2"4043. In five out of six of the following tables of

data I is given as 9*8 centim. These tables give a summary
of the data obtained in the experiments on six different liquids,

the number of experiments on each varying from five to thir-

teen. I may safely assert that in most, if not all, of these

experiments it will be found that the values found by Graetz

for the conductivity are very far from satisfying his < quation,

whether / be 9"8 or &{). tSingularly enough, however, taking

/= 8*9, if the index of e be multiplied by '1 the equation will

in most, cases be very nearly satisfied ; and in some cases a

still better result is obtained by multiplying the second term,

which is comparatively very small, by 10. I have calculated

out seventeen of the exjjeriments, including the three from

which pi andy>2 ^^'t^re calculated, and in only one did this emen-
dation fail nearly to satisfy the equation. Putting /=9"8

centim. will be found to place Graetz's results in a worse light

even than 8*9. As the index of e consists of a series of fac-

tors, three or four of which are constants, it would seem
probable that Graetz calculated the value of the constant part

once for all. One of these factors is tt, and it seems quite

22
possible that this may have been put eqtial -^r, and the 7 may

have been overlooked. If this explanation be correct the

decimal place also nuist have been misplaced, which might
easily occur.

The product kl occurs in the index of e ; thus, as the second

term is very small, an error of the above nature, or in the

value of /, would not seriously have affected the relative values

of the conductivity provided the coefficient pi had been cor-

rect. A glance at the formula, however, will show that since

j[>i
was incorrectly taken, no trustworthy results can be ob-

tained without rep.eating the entii-e calculation. The results

deduced when the correct values of y)i and yo are inserted do
not seem very consistent, and it is scarcely worth while con-

sidering them here.

In his second paper Graetz employs the amended coefficients,

and attributes the errors in the values obtained exjierimentally

to his having made the liipiids traverse the pipe at velocities

exceeding the limits io \\\\\v\\ Poiseuille's law could l)e applieil.

This explanation sei'nis vitterly inconsistent with observations
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he makes on the results obtained by varying the velocity.

Commencing with a very rapid current, the value given for k

bv his theory is distinctly said to increase as the velocity is

diminished, and this to a very decided amount*. For a con-

siderable diminution in the velocity the value found for k is

then almost constant, and this value is assumed by Graetz to

be the correct one. For very slow currents, again, the value

appears to diminish. There Avere also certain practical diffi-

culties in employing very slow currents. In these the differ-

ence between U and Tq is so small that any slight fluctuation

in the former has a serious effect on the results ; further, the

difference between U and T^ is so great that it is hard to say

to what temperature the value found for k should be assigned.

But the main difficulty consists in determining U correctlv.

With moderately fast currents the liquid threads of different

temperature in the pipe mix on issuing into the much Avider

tube, and the reading of a thermometer in this tube is nearly

inde})endent of its position. With slow currents, however,
the threads do not mix properly; and even the introduction of

a Z-shaped tube at the end of the pipe failed to effect a
thorough mixture.

Graetz points out that, in his first paper in the differential

equation employed, it is tacitly assumed that k is independent
of the temperature. He does not, however, succeed in re-

moving this objection unless two very doubtful points be
conceded. The first is that the temperature of the liquid in

the pipe depends only on the distance from the axis ; and the

second that the higher value of the conductivity in the warmer
layers is exactly counteracted by the increase in the velocity

in capillary tubes with the temperature. The effect of gravity

would render doubtful the first assumption, and the second
seems decidedly improbable. The point is of considerable

importance ; for, according to the theory, there must have
been in some of the experiments a difference of 20° C. between
the temperature of the entering liquid in the axis and at the

surface of the pipe.

In the second series of experiments the material of the pipe

was ])latinum, which was selected as being less exposed to

chemical action. Graetz also takes / as the length of the pipe

exposed to the water in the bath ; the ends, which were fixed

into the corks, being excluded. Thus, in the various experi-

ments I is stated variously as from ()*145 to 7*71 centim. In
the first series of experiments one is left to conclude that I was
the entire length of the pipe; and it seems highly questionable

what a correct use of the theory requires. In fact the

formula employed assumes / to be the length of the column of

* See pages 346 & 347 of Graetz's second paper.
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the liquid, which is surrounded by a metal cylinder at T^°; the

liquid before entering the cylinder having a uniform tempera-

ture Ti, and leaving with a mean temperature U. Now if

Graetz be correct in supposing that the metal cylinder is so

good a conductor as to be of the temperature Tq throughout

its entire thickness when surrounded by water of temperature

To, it seems obvious that the ends of the pipe cannot preserve

a totally different temperature. For instance, at the end
where the liquid enters, the part of the pipe imbedded in the

cork seems at least as likely to have the temperature Tq as the

temperature Tj ; and there can be little doul)t that in reality

the tem])erature is intermediate between the two, and varies

from point to })oint of the pipe. Since I occurs as a factor of

k in the formula, any error in / produces an exactly propor-

tional error in k in the opposite direction. If the above view

be correct, / is uniformly given too small, and so the value

found for k is always too large ; but the error in I would differ

from one experiment to the next. Thus the values obtained for

k would not lead to correct measures of relative conductivities

even.

In the tables of results Graetz does not directly give the

volume issuing from the pipe per minute ; but he gives the

value of a quantity t, which is defined some pages previously

as the time in seconds required to pass 100 cubic centim. of

the fluid through the pipe. Thus we should have V, given

by the equation V= The substitution, however, of

this result and the other data in the equation does not seem

to satisfy it even approximately; so probably t has some mean-
ing to which the paper affords no obvious clue.

The absolute values given in the second paper are much
less than in the first, and, as a rule, slightly smaller even than

Weber's, though referring to a higher temperature. Graetz

seemed disposed to assign this difference to the radiation be-

tween Weber's plates ; but numerical results deduced from an

application of Stefan's law of radiation to the data given by
Weber indicated that not more than 2 per cent, of the effect

could have been due to this cause. He thus attributes the

difference to Weber's neglecting the loss of heat by external

conduction from the liquid surface.

On the whole I do not think Graefz's method very satisfac-

torv, and am doubtful if much weight should be attached to

his results. There are a good ni.iny ])oints in the theory

open to criticism; and the loriiiula obtained is of such a nature

that a small error in the value given for the constant y)j by the
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theorv would produce a large error in the value deduced for

the conductivity.

In the following Table, which embodies the results of

Graetz's second paper, k is the conductivity at the tempera-

ture T, and a denotes the rate of increase of k with the tem-

perature. Graetz, however, does not claim great accuracy in

the values of a.
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This difference from the corresponding nitrogen and sulphur

compounds was explained by the reducing action of the ter-

tiary phosphine.

In the former paper, already alluded to, the action of heat

only on the Tetrcthylphosphonium salts was investigated ;

and as in some cases the results were of a somewhat compli-

cated nature and not perfectly simple of exjtlanation, mixed

phosphonium salts, containing both aromatic and fatty radicals,

were chosen for examination, as it was thought that they might

throw some additional light on the general way in which these

phosphorus compounds decompose.

Chloride of Triethjlhenzijlphos^phonium.

This salt has bc^en previously prepared by Hofmann* by
heating a mixture of benzyl idene chloride with triethyl-

phosphine and alcohol to 120°-130° C. A simpler method
was, however, employed, viz. treating triethylphosphine with

excess of chloride of benzyl, when comj^lete combination

occurs, and the chloride of triethylbenzylphosphonium is pro-

duced,

P(C2H5)3 + C,H;C1= P(C2H,)3(C,H;)C1.

It was found necessary, how^ever. to use an excess of the

chloride of benzyl in the reaction, on account of the heat which

is evolved when the combination occurs, which causes the

volatilization of some of the triethylphos])liine. After all

reaction ceases the mixture solidifies, on cooling, to a mass of

crystals. On treatment with water the excess of benzyl chlo-

ride easily separates from the aqueous solution of the triethyl-

benzylphosphonium chloride, which can then be evaporated to

a small bulk and allowed to crystallize. As Hofmann gives

no description of the salt, and only prej)arcd the platinoehlo-

ride in a state fit for analysis, some of the salt was carefully

purified and its properties determined.

(a) 2*041 grms. of salt, dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid,

lost 0"137 grm. =(v71 per cent.

(/>) ()'44() grm. dry salt took lil'O cubic centim. decinormal
nitrate-of-silver solution =li)'\'2 per cent. CI.

(c) 0"2)So grm. dry salt took 11*8 cubic centim. decinormal
nitrate-of-silver solution =14'80 per cent CI.

(d) 0-3G3 grm. dry salt gave 0-842 grm. COj and 0-2915

grm. H2O,
C = 63-26, 11 = 8-92.

Calculated for Found.
(C,n,)(C,ii,03rci, 11,0. (a)

H3O &iib 6-71

* Anil. Spl. I. p. 323.
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tilled, the whole passed over between 250°-255° C, and an

analysis proved it to consist of diethylbenzvlphosphine.

0-232 grms. gave 0-627 COg and '(yVJ2 HgO.

Calculated for c, j

(C,H,)(C,II,),P.
^•'^^•

C 73-33 73-70

H 9-44 9-19

These results show that, when the chloride of triethyl-

benzylphosphonium is heated, it decomposes in the following

way :—

/IC^H^H
(C;H,) (CA)2P<^' ^ = (C.H,) (C3H5)3PHC1 + CaH,.

\CI

And the decomposition is nearly quantitative ; for fourteen

grams of salt should give, according to the above equation,

about 1300 cubic centim. of ethylene gas, and the amount
found was 1200 cubic centim.

Bromide of Triethylhenzylpliosphonium.

By saturating a solution of the hydrate with hydrobromic
acid a neutral solution was obtained. This was evaporat^^d to

a small bulk and allowed to stand over sulphuric acid. Long
needle-shaped crystals were deposited, which were not per-

ceptibly deliquescent.

0*400 grm. dry salt took 13-75 cubic centim. decinormal

nitrate-of-silver solution =27*50 per cent. Br.

Foimd.
Calculated for

(C,Il,)(CJI,)3PBr.

Br 27-68 27-50

Eight grams of the salt were heated ; no decomposition

began till the temperature had risen to above 360° C, when
gas was evolved, and the salt rapidly turned brown ; so nnieh

charring eventually took place that the tlask containing the

salt became almost full of charcoal. The small quantity of

distillate was strongly acid from free hydrobromic acid, and
contained toluene, and the hydrobromatesof triethylphosphine

and diethylbenzyli)hosphine. The gas protluced consisted

cliiefly of ethylene ; but there was present also some intlam-

mable hydrocarbon not absorbal)le by bromine. Evidently

only a small amount of the salt decomposes in a manner
similar to the chloride, the larger quantity being totally

decomposed.
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Hydrate of Trietliylhenzylphosphoniiim.

The hydrate was prepared by two methods :— (1) by the

action of" silver oxide on the chloride in aqueous solution ;

(2) by the action of barium hydrate on the sulphate.

When freshly precipitated oxide of silver is added to a

solution of the chloride in water a strongly alkaline solution

is obtained, but at the same time there is slight reduction of

the silver oxide. The second method for the preparation of

the hydrate is free from this objection ; and it was also tried

in order to see whether a decomposition occurred similar to

that noticed during the preparation of the hydrate of tetra-

benzylphosphonium, viz. decomposition of the hydrate at the

moment of production (if hot and concentrated solutions be

used) into phosphine oxide and a hydrocarbon,

(C7H,),PHS04 + Ba (0H)2= (C7H,) 3PO + C;H8 + BaSO^

;

while with cold dilute solutions the tetrabenzylphosphonium
hydrate and barium sulphate are formed. This does not seem
to be the case with the hydrate of triethylbenzylphosphonium;

both boiling and concentrated solutions were used, but not a

trace of toluene or of an oxide of a tertiary phosphine could

be detected. The hydrate prepared by either of the above
methods forms a strongly alkaline and caustic liquid, which
will absorb carbon dioxide readily, and precipitate metals

from their solutions in the same way as other phosphonium
hydrates do. When perfectly dry by long standing over

phosphoric anhydride in vacuo, it crystallizes in long and very
deliquescent needles. When it was heated above 100° C. it

melted, and was almost at once completely decomposed. No
gas was evolved, and the distillate consisted of two layers ;

the upper one insoluble in water, and, from its general pro-

perties and an analysis made, proved to be toluene ; the lower
was nearly pure oxide of triethylphosphine. The decomposition
which occurs, therefore, when the hydrate of triethylbenzyl-

phosphonium is heated is as follows :

—

(CA)3P<
i

=(C2H,)3PO+C;H8
01—

H

and, as there was no gas produced, evidently no oxide of a

mixed phosphine could have been formed.

Carhonate of Triethylbencylphosphonium.

Several attempts were made to prepare the normal carbo-

nate, but without success, and this salt does not seem capable
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of existence : at all events it cannot be obtained by any of the

following processes :

—

(1) By the action of barium carbonate on the sulphate.

(2) By the action of silver carbonate on the chloride.

(3) By dividing a solution of the hydrate into two portions,

and saturating one half with carbon dioxide and then adding
the other half to it.

In each of these cases a strongly alkaline solution was
obtained, which, on evaporation to dryness and subsequent
heating, invariably decomposed with the greatest ease into

the same substances ; viz. toluene, oxide of triethylphosphine,

and carbon dioxide. As these substances could not easily be

produced from the normal carbonate unless water had acted

on the salt,

several careful experiments were performed in order to

ascertain whether this was the case or not. Some more car-

bonate was prepared by the last-named method, and the solu-

tion was concentrated in vacuo over sulphuric acid, and finally

allowed to remain with phosphoric anhydride in a vacuum
desiccator for two months. It had then dried up to a mass of

brittle white crystals, which remained constant in weight and
on analysis gave the following numbers :

—

0-223 grm. salt gave 0-532 grm. CCX and O'lOO H3O.

Calculated for

((C,H,)3(C,H,)P),C03.
[C:l{;]^^[g;g;]?gS!^^

Found.

C 67-78 65-32 65-07

H 9-20 9-27 9-46

These numbers show that the normal carbonate is not formed

by the foregoing process, and that the salt is probably a mix-

ture of the acid carbonate with the hydrate ; and this is con-

ceivable, as it has boon already shown that no carbonate of

the tetrabenzylphos|)honium exists*.

The action of heat on the dry salt also points to the same
conclusion ; for complete decomposition occurred at a tempe-

rature of 130° C, and toluene, oxide of triethylphosphine, and

carbon dioxide were the only substances produced.

(C^HOaCC^HOPHCOs- (C3H5)3PO + CrHg + CO,,

(C3H5^3(C;H;)POH = (C2H5)3PO + C^Hg.

• Letts and Collie, Trans. Roy. See. Edin. vol. x.\x. part 1, p. 199.
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No ketone could be detected, and the gas evolved was com-
pletely absorbed by caustic soda.

Many other exi)eriments were made with carbonate pre-

pared by the other methods mentioned, but always with the

same results.

Acid Carbonate of Trietliylhenzr/lplios^plionium.

This salt can be easily prepared by saturating a solution of

the hydrate with carbon-dioxide gas ; the solution is faintly

alkaline to litinus-])aper, and can be evaporated over the

water-bath without decomposition ; but to be obtained in the

crystalline state it must be allowed to remain in vacuo with

sulphuric acid for a considerable time.

0-312 grm. of salt gave 0-705 CO2 and 0-249 H2O.

Calculated for -p ^
(CJl5)3(C.H-)PHC03.

J^ouna.

C .'.. 62-22 61-62

H 8-51 8-86

This salt decomposes completely, when heated to 130^ C,
into toluene, carbon dioxide, and oxide of triethylphosphine.

10 grams of the dry salt gave 800 cubic centim. of carbon-

dioxide gas, which was completely absorbed by caustic soda.

The theoretical amount required by the following equation

is 827 cubic centim.

\)-i-C02lH

thus showing that the decomposition was complete.

The extreme ease with which this acid carbonate decom-
poses, and the apparent non-existence of the normal salt,

show a very marked diminution in the alkalinity of the

hydrate of triethylbenzylj)liosphonlum as compared with the

hydrate of tetrethylphcsphoninm. The normal carbonate of

the latter is a stable substance, but the introduction of the

benzyl group into the molecule in the place of an ethyl group
seems sufficient to make a considerable difference ; while, if

all the ethyl groups be replaced by benz} I groups, as in the

hydrate of tetrabenzylphosphonium, the alkalinity of the

hydrate becomes so feeble that it is no longer capable of

fixing carbon dioxide at all.

Sulphate of Triethylhenzylphosphoninm.

This salt was prepared by the action of sulphate of silver

on the chloride ; the small quantit}^ of dissolved sulphate of

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 21. No. 146. July 1887. D
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silver was removed by sulphnrptted hydrooren, and the acid

solution was then carefully neutralized with a small quantity
of the hydrate of triethylhenzylphosphonium. On concen-
tratinnr this solution hy evaponition on a water-hath, a small

amount of decomposition was noticed, a trace of a free tertiary

phosphine being produc(,'d, and, what seeuied remarkable, the

phosjihine was not the triethylphosphine but the diethyl-

benzyl phosphine, wliich possesses a very different smell from
the triethyl])hos])hine, and can therefore by this property be
easily distinguished from it. The solution, as it hec:ime con-
centrated, was distinctly acid to lit:nus-j)aper, and was there-

fore further concentrated by allowing it to stand over sul[)huric

acid ill vacuo. Tiie syrup eventually solidified to a mass of

deliquescent crystals.

These were transferred to a distilling-flask, and heated ;

they soon fused : decomposition began at about 230"^ C, and
then proceeded rapidly. A gas was evolved which was
recognized as sulphur dioxide by its smell, solubility in

water, and other properties. The distillate was partly cry-

stalline, and also smelt strongly of sulphur dioxide ; it was
treated with water (in which the crystals were insoluble) and
warmed, in order to volatilize the sulphur dioxide and traces

of toluene, which were also noticed. The crystals were
eventually separated from the aqueous solution, which con-
tained only the oxide of triethylj)lios|)hine, and, after washing
with water and recrystallizing several times from liot dilute

alcohol, they were obtained as white glistening leaflets:

m.p. 110° a (0-111 grm. substance gave 0-381 CO^ and
0-0i;»i(5 H2O. C = I)3-()1 percent., H= 6-(i() per cent. Stilbene,

C1.1H12, contains C = l'3'33 per cent, and H = (r()() per cent.)

The melting-])oint of stilhene is given as 124° C, and this

hydrocarbon unites directly with bromine, giving a dibrom-
stilbene, m.p. 237° C. Some of the crystals, m.p. 119° C,
were accordingly treated with bromine ; a slightly yellow
crystalline com[)ound was obtained, which, when heated to

230" C, grew brown and half melted, but did not melt com-
pletely till the temperature had risen to 240° C. There is

little doubt, therefore, that the hydrocarbon is stilbene.

The mother liquors, from which the stilbene was obtained,

yielded on eva])oration another crystalline substance, which
possessed a much lower melting-point, and seemed from its

appearance to be dihenzyl, as it meltetl at ()0^-ti3*^ C, con-

tained neither phosj)horus nor sulphur, and burnt with a very

smoky flame. It was unfortunatelv present only in very
small quantities; and, although several attempts were made to

isolate it in a state of purity, they were without success.
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The decomposition wliich the sulphate undergoes when
heated is therefore probably as follows :

—

;>S02 = 1[Q,TL,),V0 + CuHh + SO2;

{OA)^?^, i

and differs from the action of heat on the sulphate of tetrethyl-

phosphonium, as no su![)hide of a tertiary phosphine is formed.

The toluene and stilbene noticed are no doubt produced by
the decomposition of the dibenzjd,

2ChHh = ChHi2 + 2C,H8.

This decomposition has already been noticed, when the chloride

of tetrabenzylphosphonium is decomposed by heat*.

Acetate of Triethylhenzylphosphonium.

In order to prepare this salt, barium acetate was added
carefully to a solution of the sul|)hate in water. Durincr the

concentration of the aqueous solution over the water-bath, a

smell of diethylbenzylphosphiue was noticed. The acetate

is extremely deliquescent and difficult to obtain in the crys-

talline state. When it was heated, no change occurred till

the salt hud reached a temperature of 200° C. ; decomposition

then began rapidly, and liquid distilled, but no gases were

evolved, ami towards the end of the experiment the contents

of the flask had to be heated to a temperature above 300^ C.

On washing out the distillate from the condenser with a little

water, it separated into two layers, the upper one being

insoluble in water. The aqueous solution was acid in its

reaction with litmus-paper, and gave with caustic soda a

trace of free tricthylphosphine ; on distillation it seemed to

be almost completely composed of water and oxide of triethyl-

phosphine ; there was mixed with it, however, a small (|uantity

of some substance which possessed a very high boiling-point,

and yielded some triethyl[)hos[)hine when again distilled.

The liquid, insoluble in the water, contained no free

phos[)hiue, and, on being subjected to fractional distillation,

yielded first a little toluene, but consisted almost entirely of

* Letts and Collie, loc. cit. p. 213.

D2
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some substance boiliii<^ l)et\veen 200°-220' C. It did not

seem to be attacked when boiled with stroncr caustic potash,

but traces of acetate of potash were detected in the aqueous

solution. It was not changed by hydrochloric acid, and had

a j)h'asant aromatic smell. It gave a crystalline com])Ound

with l)isulpliite of sodium, and on oxidation with chromic acid

a mixture of acetic and benzoic acids was produced. The
substance is evidently therefore the mcthylbenzylketone,

b.p. 215'"' C; and proi)al)ly mixed with it is a trace of the

acetate of benzyl, which gives the acetate of potash when
boiled with caustic potash. The chief decomposition which

the acetate undergoes wlien heated is therefore as follows :

—

(C^H,)?^ ' ' = (C2H5)3PO + CH3.CO.C;H;;
\0-;-C0CH3

while a small quantity of the salt splits up, yielding triethyl-

phosphine .and the acetate of benzyl,

(C2H6)3(C,H,)r. . C0CH3= (C2H,)3P + C,H;0 . COCH3.

Oxalate of Triethylhenzylphosphonium.

When the chloride of triethylbenzyljihosphonium is treated

with oxalate of silver, this salt is produced, together with the

chloride of silver. The insoluble silver salts were separated

by filtration, and the solution of the oxalate concentrated to

a small l)ulk over the water-bath. During the evaporation a

slight smell of the diethylbenzylphosphine was noticed, and

the solution, which had been neutral, became slightly acid in

its reaction with litmus paper. The concentrated solution,

when allowed to stand over sulphuric acid in vacuo, soon

solidified to a mass of radiating crystals. Eight grams of

these were subjected to the action of heat. Decomf)Osition

began at 170° C, and gas was raj)idly evolved; the tem-

perature was gradually raised to 250° C, when the whole of

the salt had distilled, and no charring had occurred.

The distillate was completely composed of toluene and oxide

of triethylphosphine, ami not a trace of any other substance

could be tleteered. The gases evolved were first treatt'd with

caustic potash solution, when about one half dissolved ; the

remainder was not attacked by bromine; it burnt with a blue

flame, and gave carbon dioxide alone when exploded with

oxygen gas.

It is difhcult to explain the formation of only toluene and
oxides of triethyliihosphine, and the absence of triethylphos-

phine, unless water ha:> taken part in the reaction.
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(C,H,)3P; ^

0-l-CO

qS^O
^ " 2(C2H5)3PO + 2C;H8 + C02 + CO.

(C2H,)3P( ^

I

Probably the water is present in the crystals as water of

crystallization, and several attempts were made to estimate

the amonnt, but owing to the deliquescent nature of the salt,

and the ditticulty of se{)arating the mother liquor from the

crystals, no constant numbers could be obtained.

In conclusion, it is seen from the foregoing experiments,

that when the salts of triethylbenzylpliosphonium are subjected

to the action of heat, they ditfer in their mode of decom-
position from the corresponding tetrethyl{)hosphonium com-
pounds. This is due probably to several causes, tJie chief

being the less stable nature of the salts, owing probably to

the introduction of the benzyl group ; they decompose there-

fore more easily, and in the majority of cases the hydrocarbon
radical detached from the molecule is the benzyl. The non-
existence of the normal carbonate is worthy of note ; and the

different decomposition suffered by the sulphate, when heated,

as compared with the sulphate of tetrethylphosphonium (which
latter salt yields almost equal amounts of the oxide and sulphide

of triethylphosphine).

Perha})S, however, the real point of interest is that when the

triethylbenzylphosphonium is united with oxyacids, the radical

separated Irom the phosphorus is invariably the benzyl*

O-i-COaiH

while with the chloride and bromide the radical detached is

the ethyl in the form of ethylene gas,

'^Cl

(C2H,)2(C,H0P< ^ = (C2H5)2(C,H0PHC1+ C2H,.

* It was remarkable thouo-h, that, duriiiij the evaporation of several of

the oxysalis, they slunild liave piven traces of a free phospbiuo, which
was apparently the diethylbenzylphosphine.
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III. On the Potential of tlie Electric Field in the neighhour-

hood of a Spherical Bowl, charged or under injluence. By
Dr. J. NlEUWENHUYZEN KliU&EMAN *.

[Plate I.]

THE contents of tLis paj)er were suggested by Sir W.
Tboinsou's memoir, " Determination of the Distribution

of Electricity on ti circular segment of plane or spherical

conducting surface, under any given influence.'"

It has been my aim to lind the potential at every point of

space in those cases in which Sir W. Thomson has given the

distribution of electricity. I found it possible to expand the

desired function as a series of spherical harmonics, and after-

wards to bring the expansion into a finite form. The result,

however, may be stated and proved by a very simple method

which 1 shall now proceed to describe.

§ 1. When a very thin circular plate is charged with elec-

tricity to a given potential V^, the equipotential surfaces are

spheroids, and the potential at every point of the surround-

ing space is given by the equation

V = sm 1-——, (1)

where c represents the radius of the plate, and s^ and .«o the

Ion "est and shortest lines drawn from the point under con-

sideration to its circumference. Now the angle figuring in

this formula has a simple geometrical meaning. For, let in

fig. 1 the ])lane of the plate represent a plane through the

point P and the centre of the disk normal to the latter.

This plane cuts the circumference of the disk at the points

A and C. Thus we have

Bisecting the angle APC by AD, drawing the perpendicular

DE on AC in the plane of the disk, it is easily seen that

sinEPD= ^"^

Si + S^

The double of this angle EPD is the greatest angle which

any chord of the plate subtends as seen from P. Since it

frequently occurs in the following considerations, 1 venture to

* Abstract fioiii a pnper in Vcrslacjni ni Midcdccliiigen der Koninklyke

Acadt'inie van ll'eticiischaj^pcii. Comiuuuicaled by the Autlior.
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desifrnate it bv the more or less appropriate term of amplitude

of the di.sk with regard to P.
Acceptino- this term, the following verbal expression may

be given to formula (1) :

—

Wlien a thin circular disk is charged to potential tt, the

potential at every point of space is numerically equal to the

amjilitadc of the disk icitli regard to that point.

Of course it is supposed that no other electrical charges are

present in the field.

Now by Thomson's theory of electrical images, from every

function V, which satisfies Laplace's equation (A^V= U),

another function which satisfies the same equation may be

derived by the following process of inversion. A point

within the si^ace where A'-V= is connected by a straight

line with the centre of anv spherical surface of radins a ; let

the distance be p ; on the same radius another point is chosen

at a distance r from the centre, both distances being con-

nected by the relation pr= dK This point is the image of the

former. A function having the value - /at the imao-e, while

the particular value of the function V at the original point

isy, satisfies Laj)lace's equation.

§ 2. We shall apply this theorem to a function analogous to

the potential of a charged disk, but distinct from it in certain

particulars. Instead of the amplitude of a disk we shall

consider the amplitude of a segment of a sjiherical surface,

i.e. the amplitude of a bowl. This amplitude may be defined

thus : For nearly all points of space it is identical with that

of a disk having the same boundary ; there exists only a

difference for points situated in the space between the bowl
and the plane of its rim. For those ])oints the amplitude of

the bowl is 'lir minus the amplitude of the rim ; thus it is

greater than tt, nnich in the same way as the solid angle sub-

tended at the same points by the bowl exceeds 'lir.

In the case of a disk the potential attains a maximum value

for points on the disk ; the function now under consideration

has its maximum on the bowl ; the ditferential-cpiotients of

both functions are identical as to their absolute value, hnt they

differ in sign for points within the space between the bowl
and the plane of its rim. Thus our new function satisfies

Laplace's ecpiation throughout space ; it is discontinuous

with its differential-quotients only on the bowl, where it has

two values, those for outer and inner j)oints supplementing
each other to 'Itr. The equipotential surfaces are still sj)he-

ro'ds ; but to those which cut the segment belong two distinct

potentials.
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TliG thus defined function we are to invert, taking for

centre and radius of tlui inversion the centre and radius of

the sphere, of which the howl forms a part, so that this hitter

becomes its own image.

The function obtained by the inversion will be discontinuous

for points on the bowl, since the original function is discon-

tinuous for the same points ; the inner and outer values have

only interchanged.

And now finallj^ we may imagine a function the value of

which at any point is the algebraical sum of the values of

both the original and inverted functions. It is evident that

this new function has the following properties :

—

1st. It is continuous for points on the bowl, as well as for

all other points.

2nd. On the bowl it has the constant value lir.

3rd. Its differential-quotients of the first order are con-

tinuous for all points of space, those situated on the bowl
making the only exception.

4tli. It satisfies Laplace's equation.

5th. It vanishes at infinity.

Now a function having these properties fulfils all the con-

ditions necessary and sufhclent for the potential of the bowl.

Thus the tirst part of the problem mentioned at the head of

this article is solved for the case that the bowl is charged to

potential 27r. Had it been charged to any other potential V^,

we should have had of course to multiply our function by

the factor -
^•

zir

The algebraic expression of the function is then

^r Vof . ,2c a . , 2c "1

IT C .^^ + ,^2 »• h + hj
where t^ and t^ are related to the image of the considered

point as .sj and .<?2 are to the point itself.

But from a figure it is seen at once that

Thus we have finally

Y=— s sni ' -+-sm * >. . (2)
7r t. s^-^ S2 r a i<i + s-j J

With respect to the angles that appear in this formula it

follows from the foregoing considerations that, since the first

must be taken obtuse when the considered point lies iu the
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space between the bowl and the plane of its rim, the second

is obtuse when the image of the ])oint lies within the same

space. In all other cases the angles are acute.

§ 3. As an application of (2) we may calcuhxte the capacity

of the bowl by writing down the potential at the centre of

the sphere, which obviously is equal to the charge of the

bowl divided by the radius of curvature.

We find thus

V =— 4 sm - + - ^,
TT I, a a J

or, writing 2a for the amplitude of the bowl with regard to

the centre,

XT » n ' • 1 EV=— {a + sma[= -.
TT < 'a

Thus n_ -^ _ "(^+ sin a)

the same as the value given in Watson and Burbury's
'Electricity' (p. 142).

The same authors treat (§ 141) of the effect on the poten-

tial of making a small hole in a spherical or infinite plane

conductor.

The result they arrive at needs a correction. From our

formula (2) it follows easily that, when c is small compared
with a, Si and S2 the potential is given by the formula,

where ^s represents the distance of the point from the centre

of the hole, while terms of higher order than the third are

neglected.

It follows that the system is not equivalent to a complete
sphere charged to potential Vq, together with an additional

charge on the aperture.

Our equation gives without difficulty the charge induced

on the bowl by a quantity E of electricity concentrated at

any point in its neighbourhood. For, if we bring a charge
— Vga in the centre of the sphere, the bowl being formerly

charged to Vq and insulated, the potential of the bowl will

become null, while the distribution of its electricity remains
unchanged. At any point P where the potential had the

value V it will now be V— Vq.-; thus V represents the

potential of the induced charge at the point P when
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the bowl is electrically connected with the earth and in its

centre of curvature a charge — V(^a is concentrated.

When we novv call to mind the reci[>rocal ])roperty of

Green's function, we know at the same time the potential at

the centre when the inducing charge is at P, and from that

we may derive at once the induced charge of the bowl by
multiplying by a.

Writing E ibr — Vq<7, we find thus for that charge

^ E r . _ 2c ^ rt . _ 7' '^c \*Q= < sm^ + -sm^ -. > .

TT (. .*'i-rcS-2 ?' a -si + ^'oj

§ 4. As a last application of (2) we proceed now to find the

distribution of the electricity on the insulated and charged

bowl.

To this effect we choose two points situated on the same
radius, equally distant from the bowl. When their distance

from it is taken infinitely small {Br), then these points are

each other's images. The outer j)oint we designate by A,
the inner one by B. For the amj)litudes of the bowl with

regard to the point where it is cut by the line AB, we write

u and 27r— w, u being the outer and 27r— m the inner value.

We have thus,

for the amplitude at A, » + ^ 8r,

„ „ „ B, •27r-{^u- ^' Srj.

Tlie inversion gives,

for the function at A, ^l '27r— u+-~Bf >

,

a + br I br J
'

Thus for the potential, when the bowl is charged to potential

27r,

at A, 27r— S/'-^ 2-^ }

,

C (( bi-

)

atB,27r + S.|^+2^'a.
{^a br

)

For the surface-densitiis on the convex and concave sides

* Coniiaro this result ^\illl Tbtoum H. CLapter iii. iu Maxwell's
' Electricity.'
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of the bowl wc find then,

L or a J

Now we have

M= 2 sia~^ , ds, = ^ Br, dt<.,= -^ Sr.
S1 + S2 2u ' 'Za

Thus
Sri 2c

And, finally, multiplying by ~ to make the potential on the

bowl Vq instead of 27r

:

V„ Vo r 2c . . 2r -)

ira ira (. >^ {^s^^s^Y—A^c^ -^i + ^'aJ

47ro-'= -^
{ ^ ^ ^

— sin^—;— >.
-n-a (. V (,si+ S2) — 4c^ *'i + *'2 )

Assuming polar coordinates, taking the centre of the bowl

for pole and its centre of curvature for origin, then

^ . a + Tj . a— 7)
s^ = zasin , gg— 2a sin

,

. o 2^ /f + cos a

«i + S2 V 1+ COS'/;'

,0 •^^ / 1 + COS a
tan 2u=

\/{j^\ + .s'oj'^— 4c"''' V cos 7?— cos a

Substituting these values, we have

47ra'=--(A/ ^+^^^'^ -tan-^\/ l+^^^v],
TTci L V COS 7;— cos a V cos t]— cos a J

y
and for 47rcr the same value with the addition of

—

^.

ira

These are Thomson's expressions for the density (Re-

print, p. Ib5).

§ 5. To solve the second part of our problem, we shall nudvo

use of tlie following theorem :

—

IV hen two Junctions, being so related that by inversion

their values interchange, are iuverted ouce more with regard
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to an ar})itrarv sj)here, they will remain each other's inverted

functions witli resf)ef!t to the iinnge of the first sphere.

Or otherwise : Wlien a function is inverted several times

in succession the nisultintr function is independent of the

order in which the inversions are effected.

This theorem may easily be proved with the aid of a simple

figure (fig. 2) and a very small amount of calculation. Even
without proof it will readily be accepted, being rather obvious.

We apply it to the ])otential of the sj)herical bowl, which

-we snpj)ose to be a part of the splierical surface, represented

(in section) by fig. 2.

The potential of A consists of two parts, which are each

other's inverted functions with regard to the sphere ; they will

continue to be so related after an inversion wirh P for centre,

and the tangent C from P to the sphere for radius. The first

term is the amplitude of the bowl at A multiplied by the factor

—^, BV the inversion the lines drawn from A to the rim of the
27r -^

bowl become circular arcs through P B (the image ofA with

respect to the sphere), and points of the rim of a new bowl,

the image of the first with respect to P : this of course forms

a ])art of the same sphere, the latter remaining unchanged

after the inversion. It is this new bowl with wliich we pre-

sently shall have to deal. From the elementary theory of the

reciprocal radii, it follows that the angles formed by the cir-

cular arcs, referred to above, are the same as those between

the lines of which they are the inversion. For shortness*

sake 1 would venture to call the greatest of these the circular

amplitude of the new bowl with respect to P and B. I shall

designate it by the symbol 26.

The first term of the inverted potential now becomes

Vo..-
27r PB'

The second term is the inverted function of that represented

by the first term with respect to the s^)here. Thus it has at

the point B the value that the first term has at B', multiplied

by TTp . We may write for it

2^'
J>

a_

^"•ji7r'PB''uB'

where '16' rei)r(v<5ents the circular amplitude of the nmv bowl

with respect to P and B'. In tlie new system the bowl has
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not a constant potential, but for the point C on the bowl it is

However, by concentrating at P a quantity of electricity

— YqI, the potential on the bowl becomes null ; and at B we
Lave, writing E for —YJ->,

E E/ ^ aO' \ ,,

PJ3 TT iPii^PB'.UiiJ •
• • •

w;

This accordingly is the expression for the potential at any
point B in the electric tield, determined by a charge E at P,

the bowl being connected by a thin conducting wire with the

earth. What still remains to be done is to express 6 and 6'

as functions of any parameters, which are capable of defining

the positions of P and B with reference to the bowl and to

each other.

This purely geometrical problem requires for its solution

rather lengthy calculations. At least 1 have not been able to

compress them within narrower limits than is done in the

following paragraph.

§ (3. The problem before us may be stated thus :

—

Being given in space a circle and two arbitrary points ;

draw all possible circles through the two points and a point

of the given circumference : it is required to find the greatest

angle enclosed between two of these circles.

We shall solve this problem by the method of the reciprocal

radii, of which the theory of electrical images is the extension.

The figure defined in the statement of the problem we shall

transform by the said method into fig. 1.

To this etfect "we assume a coordinate system with B for

origin, and the line drawn from B to P for positive z axis.

We suj)pose the circle to be given as the section of a sphere

through B, and a plane.

Let the equation of the plane be

OiX^I3lJ+r^Z-p= 0, (4)

with the condition

a"-' + /S- + 7-= l;

that of the sphere be

{x-uY+{y-vY+[z-wY=N\ ... (5)

with the condition

To invert this figure with B for centre and PB= Il for
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radius, tlic following substitutions are necessary :

—

•^=p^^' ^^p^'^' '=y^'

where ^, tj, and ^ are the coordinates of the inverted point

.?', 1/, z, and p- stands for

f +T + r.

The plane (4) becomes a spliere,

and the sphere (5) a ])lane,

?<|+ r77 + ?c^= - (5a)

The point P remains unchanged, while B becomes the point

at infinity. The quantities to be found presently are:

—

(1) The radius a of the circle determined by (4a) and (5a).

(2) The normal li from P on (5a).

(8) The distance h I'rom the centre of the circle to the foot-

point of //.

Setting, for brevity's sake,

a?< + /3r + 7?f'= P,

we find without much difficulty,

«'=4^{V--(;>-P)^}, (6)

A=^(R-2ir), (7)

or, after some reduction,

It may be remarked tliat the perpendicular hi will have the

positive or negative sign according as it lies with 13 on the

same or the opj)Osite side of the plane.

By these formulre, a, It, and b are expressed as dependent
on quantities artificially introduced by tiie use of a coordinate

system. AV'e shall now j)roceed to get rid of those lines and
angles wholly alien to the problem, ami to substitute for them
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pnramntors nainrally belonging to tlie figure in question.

We .'i(lo[)t as such :

—

The perpendicular/:! from B on the plane of the circle.

The perpendicular pi from P on the same plane.

The ])erp(Midicular q from the centre of the sphere (5) on

this |)lane.

The perpendicular ^, on this same plane from the centre of

a sphere throu'j;h P ;ind the circumference.

The radius c of the circle.

The distance R from B to P.

It is easily seen that these six independent quantities are

sufficient to define the figure.

The following relations exist between the old and the new
parameters :—

j,^ ^^,_ ^j^^

q =i>-P,

c'=M''-q\
R(2?()-Il)

With the aid of these we transform the formulas (6), (7), and

(8) into the following :

—

"'=
4^VT7)'

^^^^

^'-^ifW^fV ^
^

4//V + '/)

And, finall}', writing /c" for the common factor, 4/;»^(c- + ^"),

Ka= R"c,

Kh=2ppi{q— q^),

K\h''-aUh'')=AK'pj>,iqq, + c-).

When we now return to fig. 1, and suppose it to be the

inverted figure, we see that

'a=PF, h= OF, a= OC;

and, as before, we set

PA=.si, PC= .v

s'^ + s,'= 2{a' + P + h'),
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Therefore

or

2^,S2k'= 8R- y/p'pi\q' + c') [q^'+ (?)

,

l{s, + s,y-4a''y= SRHpp,(qq,-{-c''-)+ \^j/pi'{q' + c'){qi' + c^)}.

And, because

2a
tan^= tanEPD=

we liave

The radical must always be taken with the positive sign

;

p and pi, analogous to q and q^, have the same or the contrary

sign according as they tall on the same or the opposite side of
the ])lane on which they are normal.

E(|uation (!)) may be written in another form, and thereby
considerably sini])litied. To this effect we introduce the antrle

APC, that we designate by
2(f>,

and the line P£= s. We see

easily that

PE =s= V^^,

SiSgsii^ 2(^= 6'^ sin
2(f)
= 2pc,

s'^= SiS2=2p \/</ + C^}

S1S2 cos
2(f>
= 6'^ cos 2^= 2pq.

Now t and yjr being quantities analogous to s and <^, but
having reference to the jioint B, we find finally, by substitu-

tion in (9),

1 <2 ft
^ it C

or

tanl9= + - —
(10)

st cos (0— y) ^ '

An expression of remarkable simplicity.

§ 7. The same formula may be made use of to find an
expression for 6'. For R, t, and '^ must only be substituted
the quantities R', t', yjr' which ha\e the same relation to B',
the image of B, that R, /, and yjr have to B itself.

But (compare fig. 3)

ti~ (2 t
~ a ~ OB'
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and
27r— 2T^'= 2i|r— a;

as may be seen from the similar triangles,

OBTi-OTiB',
and

OBTa-OTsB'.

et has the same signification as above.

i/r and y^r' must be reckoned positive whenever the points

they are related to lie with on the same side of the plane of

the rim.

Now equation (3) becomes

V- - - ? i - tan-i
±cR

~ R TT \ R St cos {4>—'^)

a
,

±cR^OB \

^R'.OB^''^ a.s.tcos{(ji + f-u))' ^ ^

The apparent want of symmetry of this formula with respect

to the points P and B vanishes when we consider that

PB'.OB= FB.OB,

which relation is immediately proved by looking at fig. 3.

§ 8. Formula (11) contains the general solution of the

second part of the problem mentioned at the head of this paper.

But to make it of general application, we have to explain

how to decide in each given case on the signs to be given to

tan 6 and tan 6' ; or, what amounts to the same, whether the

angles figuring in the equation are acute or obtuse. Now, in

our considerations on the potential of the isolated bowl, from
infinite space a finite part was singled out. For points within

that limited space the angle in the first term of the potential

was obtuse : the angle in the second term was obtuse when
the image of the considered point was situated within the space,

originally limited by the bowl and the plane of the rim, which
by inversion becomes a space bounded by the bowl and part

of the spherical surface that may be constructed through the

rim of the new bowl and the point P. Since in the original

figure the point at infinity is external to the space above

defined, in the transformed figure the point P (the image of

the point at infinity) is always external.

Thus we have the following rule to decide whether the

angles in formula (11) are to be taken acute or obtuse; in

other words, whether the upper or under sign is to be used.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 146. July 1887. E
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Construct a spherical surface through one of the given

points and the rim of the bowl. A part of this surface and

the bowl determine a limited space, which does not contain

the chosen point; when the othe?' point lies within that space

the angle in the jfirst term is obtuse ; when its hnaf/e is within

it the second angle is obtuse ; in all other cases the angles are

acute (compare fig. 4).

§ 9. For the particular case that the bowl becomes a plane

disk, B' the image of B is with B on tlie same peqiendicular

and at the same distance from the plane of the disk. More-

over

"=1, « = 0.
OB

Thus

R ttIr stcosicfy-yir) ^-R'^^^ s t cos
{(f>
+ yjr) )

This is the solution of the problem that Sir W. Thomson
had in view when he said, at the end of the cited memoir,
" It Avould be interesting to continue the analytical investi-

gation far enough to determine the electric potential at any
point in the neighbourhood of a disk electrified under

influence."

The same formula holds for the case of an infinite plane

with a circular aperture. The difference lies in the space

above defined, as is shown in figs. 5 and 6.

Formula (11) may, of course, be applied to the case of a

spherical surface without any aperture, and the known formulae

are then easily found.

§ 10. Perhaps it will be not uninteresting to give the ex-

pansions of formula (2) in spherical harmonics. I shall not,

however, show how to get the series; but I shall write the

equation down, antl afterwards demonstrate its truth. It takes

the following forms :

—

for ,<„, v'= Yo"|-(i:Y|!iiLi!? + ^'° ("+!)» U„(«); ]

TT n=o\a / in n + 1 )
^"^ ^'

for r>o, V = X-«"r (
« y^7 ?iili!_» ^ £in(^i+l)_« I

^„((,) ,

K13)

where </>,,
is a zonal harmonic, the coefficient of .r" in the

expansion of (1 -f- .v'— '2<v cos 6)~\

I shall presently show that the function defined by equa-
tions (13) has the following properties:

—
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(1) A2V'= 0, A"-^V= 0.

(2) forr= a, 9<a, V'=V= Vo.

(3) forr=a, e>a, V'= V.

(4) for.= «, ^>«, ('J)
=(^>

Since every term is a spherical harmonic, the first-named

property is evident. To prove the exactness of the other

statements, we take as a starting-point the function

(1 +^2-2^ cos ^)-'

of the complex argument z. This function has two points of

discontinuity, namely,

whose moduli are equal to unity. We may write thus

(1 + MV'«-2Me"^ cos (9)~*=S We-^'^f^^ for M < 1,

and

(1 +MV--2Me- cos 6)-'= ^ S(^)V«<^„ for M> 1.

Since the function is continuous for M=:l (unless ^= a), and
since both expressions become identical in that case, we
have generally

00

with the only condition O'^ct. Or

cos-^ —L sm-;T

V a. .,0

and, multiplying by e'",

e'-</,j

cos' —r — cos

^/

a . OL

cos -K- + 1 sm -^

cos'^-^T— cos ^

Separating the real and imaginary parts of these formulje,

we must make a distinction between the cases <a. and ^ > a.

We find,

E2
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For e<a:
. a

2<^„cosna=
y

^ ^, ... (a)

a
cos -^

S<^„sin?ia= / =^? • • • ^^')

cos^ ^ — cos^ -^

. a

t({>^cos(7i+l)a= —====, . . . (c)

2a/ cos^ -^ — cos^ -2

a
cosy

S(f) sin(/t + l)a= , ^ =^' . . . {d)

i^cos^l- cos^^

For B>a\
a

cos-^

i. (6 COS /ia= y ^ J
• • • uO

ii'')
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For ^<a:

_, , sm na ,,-,.. ,
,2</>„—— =cos-M n-\+^, ...(e)

^ sm(n + l) a _, 2 \ tt

\cos^/

For6'>a:

^ , sin na ^ , sin(w + l)a . _,
/'- 2

^^-^-^—=sm-M^l .,,&/.)

.sin^

By addition of (e) and (/) we see at once that

V = V = Vo
for 0<a, r= a.

The differentiation of (13) gives^ for r= a,

/SV'\ Vo^^r.
.

• /
, IN sin(rt + l)a-],

(-^r-) = —^ 2 sin?ia + sm (w+l)a ^

—

6
\ 0/' /^^„ TTa L « + 1 J

^"

/BY \ Vo ^ r . , • /
, 1 \

sin nal ,

{ -^ 1 = —^ S smna + sin (n + 1) a 0.

Thus, for d>a, we have

The mere inspection of the series (13) shows that for r= a

V= V', and that V vanishes at iniinitj.

The function defined by tlie series has the stated properties,

and accordingly it satisfies all the conditions required for the

potential in the neighbourhood of a bowl charged to potential

^«-

For 6<a, we fand, iiioreover,
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_ 1 /8V'\ Ya
COS

4 COS'

cos' 2-cos-

--1(^J\ -^ cos

<r=
47r V br / 4a7r"-

+ COS'

cos — cos

^cos^

.^0^2'

'cos

,cos

+

^1

-.1

When we introduce a and 6 instead of ^ and ^, Thom-

son's formulae for the density reappear. It is to he noticed,

however, that in this para<Traph these formulge have been

proved without making use of the theory of electrical images.

m-2^ c(p^^;

Fijr. 1.

IV. On a Modification of a Method of Maxwell's for
Measuring the Coe^cient of Self-induction. By E. C.

RiMINGTON*.

IN ' Electricity and Magnetism/ § 778, vol. ii.. Maxwell
gives a method of comparing the coefficient of self-

induction of a coil with the capacity of a condenser, the con-

nexions for which are practically

as follows :—D is the resistance,

possessing self-induction ; the

armatures of a condenser, of

capacity K, are connected to

the ends of the arm B. There
are keys in the battery and gal-

vanometer-circuits. An ordi-

nary balance is obtained by
depressing the battery-key be-
fore the galvanometer-key ; then
AC= BD. The resistances B and
D are next adjusted so that no
momentary deflection shall exist

on the galvanometer when its circuit is made before that
of the battery. Tlicn L= KBD.

This method is very inconvenient, as it necessitates a double
adjustment. One of the resistances, generally C, has to be
adjusted so as to give an ordinary balance ; then, in order to
obtiiin no deflection when the galvanometer-circuit is closed

* Communicated by the riiysical Society : read May 14, 1887.
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first the resistance B will have to be altered, as D is generally the
resistance of the coil. This necessitates a fresh adjustment of
C, and so on.

The first modification of this method I made was by putting
a resistance possessing no self-induction in the arm D in series

with the coil, as in fig. 2, a Pit^ 2
slider moving over this re- '^^_^
sistance and the condenser
being connected as shown.
An ordinary bridge-balance

is first obtained, and the slider

is then adjusted until there is

no throw on the galvanometer,

when its circuit is closed before

that of the battery. Then

L = Kr\

where r is the resistance be-

tween the armatures of the

condenser. This method was
found to be insensitive, as, unless K were large, r had to be
made high. It will not do to make K too large with an
ordinary mirror-galvanometer, on account of a sort of double
throw being obtained, the effect of self-induction being more
rapid than that of the condenser, and the galvanometer not
ballistic enough. I then adopted the following modification,

which answers very well. -pj^ g
The arm B is a resistance

on which two sliders move,
one of them being connected

to each armature of the con-

denser K.
Obtain a permanent ba-

lance ; then AC= BD.
Now adjust sliders until

there is also a balance when
galvo.-circuit is closed first.

Let X be the current flowing

in the arms A and D when
it has attained its permanent
value, and let y be that in

the arms B and C. Let r

be the resistance between the sliders when both balances are
obtained. Let the battery and galvanometer circuits be both
closed, and let the former bo broken. The quantity of elec-

tricity which passes through the galvanometer due to the
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self-induction in D
A+ B

X
p^T^^G(A + I3) G+A + B

G +A + B
LarB

B(C + D) + G(B + C)
^, since AC= BD.

The quantity which passes through the galvanometer, due to

the discharge of the condenser,

-Kyr '- x-^+^
G+C + D

B(C + D) + G(B + C)
— , since AC= BD.

Now these quantities obviously pass through the galvano-

meter in opposite directions ; and if there is no throw, they

must be equal. Therefore

L^B Kyr^C

B(C + D)-+G(B + C)~ B(C + D) + G(B + C)'

Now y_D,
. T_T7-,.2l>

If r=B, we have Maxwell's method, and

L = KBD.

Of course it is not necessary to use two sliders ; one
armature of the condenser can be connected cither to the

junction of A and B or to the junction of B and C, and the

otheT- to the slider ; but by having B composed of two slide-

resistances, the smaller one being equal to the resistance of

one of the coils of the larger, and employing a slider on each,

a nmch greater range of adjustment can be obtained.

Suppose r to be slightly out of adjustment by an amount 8.

Then the quantity which passes through the galvanometer, or

K(r + g)-'C// -BL.r
'^~B(C-hD) + G(B + C)'

Now3/ = .r^,; _ K(r + g)-'D-BL

••'^~''B(C + Dj + G(B + C)'
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and since BL=K7'^D,

_ 2Kr5D
^"^6(0 + 0)4-0(8 + 0)"

Ifp be the fractional error in r, 8=pr;

2K7--'Dp
•*•

^-'''B(0 + D)+G(B + 0)'

Now E ^0
(A + D)(B + 0) + D

^^ A + B + O + D

= E
^

p(0 + D) + D(B + 0)'

since AO = BD ; and K7-'D= BL
;

2ELpB0
*'•

^~-ip(0 + D) + D(B + C)[{B(C + D) + G(B + 0)[

2EZp

^={,(l,D),D(,.B)}{0 + D.G(l + §)}-

If we wish to make q as large as possible for a given value

of p, we must make small and consequently B also small.

Of course B cannot be less than r, and will generally be a

given resistance, depending on the apparatus we are employing.

If B is given, differentiating the expression for q with respect

to 0, and equating to zero, we obtain

/m{G+\)){p+B)V (G + B)(p + D) •

If p is small compared to the other resistances, this gives

=B./^^.V a+B
This method can be made much more sensitive by adopting

the principle employed by Professors Ayrton and Perry in

their admirable instrument the Secohinmeter, A comuiutator

is introduced into the battery and galvanometer-circuits, which
by its revolution puts ou the battery, the galvanometer-circuit

being closed, breaks the latter, or short-circuits the galvano-

meter and then breaks tiie battery-circuit, afterwards closing

the galvanometer-circuit, repeating this cycle of o])erations

during each revolution. In this method neither the s})eed of

the commutator nor the fraction of the cycle during which
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the battery and galvanometer are on together need be known,

as is the case with the secohmmeter.

To find the conditions under which a telephone may replace

the galvanometer.

In order that the galvano-

meter may be replaced by a

telephone it is necessary that

the current through it at any
moment shall be zero. Con-
sequently Vi must equal t'2

always. Therefore the resist-

ance of G may be anything.

Let it be infinite, and let x
be the current in A, D, C,

and B— r, y the current in r, and q the charge on the con-

denser at any moment t after the battery-circuit is broken.

Let Xq be the current in D, 7/0 the current in r, and q^ the

charge on the condenser at the moment of breaking the

battery-circuit, and suppose the break is not prolonged by a

spark at the contact.

Then
fir

(C + D).. + L^^-=ri-r,= 0, . . . . (1)

(A + B-?').f-7-^=0, (2)

_ dq
x +y= —

From (2),

?/= .

df

A + B-?'

(3)

and therefore from (3),

A +B_ dq

dt
(4)

Now from (1),

dx

X

C + D
L

dt,

1
•^'

C + D C
L

C + D
L
C+ D

Again, since the resistance of G may be anything, let it
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equal zero ; then the condenser is discharging through a

resistance equal to

r(A + B-r) ^ r-jB(C + D) -Cr^

A + B B(C+D) '

since

AC= BD.
Therefore

~
r)B(C+ D)-Cr|. -X B(C+D)
k '

KiT-Ln^ '•^B(C+ D)-Cr}

and
^(7 B(C + D) -1. ?(C+ D)__

-r/r'^°K7TB(C+-DT^C^' "" '•{B(c+D)-c.^.

Also

,. ,
A + B B(C + D)

Substituting these values in (4), we obtain

B(C + D) -^±^^ B(C + D) »(c+P)
t

^0
Q-^ e L =yo .

B^Q^p)_.Q,.
• 6 Kr{B(C+D)-Cr] .

Also '^o _ C
_

therefore

1 _?±^« D B(C+D)
^

r' "^ = B(C + D)-C.- ^ K.|B(c+D)-c,.}
.

This equation must hold for every value of t ; hence

1 D

and
r B(C + I>)-Cr'

(A)

From (A),

From (B),

C +D_ B(C + D)
L ~KriB(C + D)-C7'p '

' '
\^f

rD= B(C + D)-Cr,

r(C + D)= B(C + D);

.-. r= B or C=-D.

j^^ Kr]B(C + D)-C;-[

B

=K7(c + D-r^).
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I shall call the old experiments the first ascending se-

quence (A). Then I made a series which I shall call the

second ascending sequence (B). Then a final descending

sequence (C).

The first values of B, which follow the old saturation, have

the resistance somewhat higher than that found when the bar

was fresh. After a few reversals, however, the effect of the

history seems to disappear as the values ascend, and the value

for mean inductions (minimum value of resistance) is almost

exactly the same as before. The saturation-value corresponds

to a higher induction than would be given by the old curve.

The succeeding curve of descending values (C) shows in-

creased resistance, or less magnetism, in the mean inductions.

As the small inductions are approached the curve of C crosses

the old curve, and ends with a lower resistance, or greater

magnetism than the original initial value.

The effects of ascending and descending sequences of re-

versals on the initial values would therefore appear to be

opposite in direction. At the same time the recent experi-

ments are few in number, and a much more extensive course of

work will have to be done before conclusions on these points

can be drawn with generality.

I should like to say a few words on the relation of results

of this description to the molecular hypothesis, by means of

which I have represented a large number of experiments.

First, as to the position in which the hypothesis stands.

I am quite unable to understand how Weber's hypothesis

can be applied to account for such laws as we are dealing

with, i. e. where the initial magnetic resistance is greater than

that for mean inductions. The h}"pothesis, which I have
worked out and applied in detail to a large namber of experi-

mental cases of all sorts *, depends on two chief processes
;

the one of which accounts chiefly for the larger initial values

of the magnetic resistance_, the other for the larger saturation-

valu'es.

First, as to the saturation-values. Each magnetic particle

is supposed to transmit the magnetism through a certain axis

and not otherwise. Using the analogy of a hole in a bead,

packed with wires, the permeability so far is measured by the

portion of the hole left unoccupied, or by what I call the

defect of saturation. This alone would lead to a law of per-

meability similar to Frcilich's supposed law of the conductivity

of magnets with ends.

Next, to account for the initial values. The axes of the

particles being distributed uniformly in all directions, there

* Phil. Mag. (1885) xix. pp. 73 & 333; xx. p. 318 ; xxii. p. 298 ; xxiii.

p. 350.
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will be an action arising from the tension of the lines of force

tending to draw all the axes towards the mean direction of the

magnetism ; and thus the length of the path, and consequently

the resistance, will be diminished as the magnetism increases.

This has all been worked out in detail and shown to be capable

of representing the facts minutely, in the papers referred to.

All I want to show here is that we can refer our results as to

increase or diminution of resistance by sequences of reversals

to this theory. For the permeability would be diminished by
partially filling up the saturation-capacity, and increased by
partially fixing the molecules in positions of diminished resist-

ance. All magnetization tends to retain the latter change in

the same direction ; i. e. to diminish the mean inclination of

the axes, and consequently the resistance. But successive

reversals of diminishing currents are capable of removing the

greater part of the magnetism that sticks in the particles

(subpermanent magnetism). This accounts generally for the

observation that immediately after saturation the resistance is

increased, but when a descending sequence of reversals is in-

terposed the resistance is diminished. For the large residual

charge after saturation diminishes the permeability to an ex-

tent exceeding the eft'ect of inclination of axes. But when
the residual charge is dispersed by the reversals of a descend-

ing sequence, the effect of the diminished inclination of the

axes remains, and increases the initial ])ermeability.

The figure and Tables which follow exhibit the results of

the experiments in question.

Soft-Iron Bar •938 centim. radius,

28*55 centim. length.

A.
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Sequences of Reversals of Magnetism of Soft-iron Bar.

p = magnetic resistance, in centimetres.
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they are similar when

Z,/Z2= ??, any numeric (4f/)

Here Z is the symbol of the o;cneralized resistance of a

system between its terminals, when it is, save for its ternunal

connexions, independent of all other systems ; a condition

which is necessary to allow of the form V= ZC being the full

expression of the relation between V and C, Z being a func-

tion of constants and of />.p^, 7/, &c., and ji being cljdt. To
ensure the possession of the property (4(/), we require first of

all that one system should have the same arrangement as the

other, as a coil for a coil, a condenser for a condenser, or equi-

valence (as, for instance, by two condensers in sequence being

equivalent to one) ; and, next, that every resistance and in-

ductance in the first system be n times the corresponding

resistance and inductance in the second system, and every

capacity (electrostatic) in the second system be n times the

corresponding one in the first.

Then, if tlie two systems be joined in parallel, and exposed

to the same external impressed force at the terminals, the

potentials and electromotive forces will be equal in corre-

sponding parts, whilst the current in any part of the second

system will be n times that in the corresponding part of the

first. Also the electric enertrv, the mao-netic enercrv, the dis-

sipativity, and the energy-current in any part of the second

system are 11 times those in the corresponding part of the first.

The induction-balance got by joining together correspond-

ing points through a telephone is, of course, fiir more general

than the Christie balance, limited to four branches, each sub-

ject to V= ZC ; at the same time, however, it is less general

than the conditions which result when the full differential

equat'on is worked out*.

By the above, any number of similar systems may be joined

in parallel, having then equal electromotive forces, and their

currefits in the ratio of the conductances. They will behave

as a single siuiilar system, the conductance of any part of

which is the sum of the conductances of the corresponding

parts in the real systems ; and similarly for the capacities and

for the reciprocals of the inductances. If, on the other hand,

they be ]nit in sequence, the resultant Z is the sum of the

se})arate Z's, the current in all is the same, and the electro-

motive forces are proportional to the resistances.

* This general property is, it will be seen, cf great value in enabling

us to avoid useless and lenfrthy mathematical investigations. In the
' Electrician' f..r May 27, 18^7, I have sho\vn how to i>pply it to the at

first sight impossible teat of balancing iron against cojjper.

Fhd. May. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 14(1. July 1»^7. F
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When the systems are not independent the above simplicity

is lost; and I have not formulated the necessary conditions of

simihiritj' in an extended sense except in some simple cases,

of which a very simple one will occur later in connexion with

another matter.

(3) The Christie Balance of Resistance, Self and Mutual

Induction..—The three general conditions of this are oiven in

equations (72c-) to (74c). If, now, we introduce the following

abbreviations,

mi= L1 + L2 +L5 +2(Mi5-Mi2-M,,,),

W3 = L3+L4 +L5 +2(M4,-M,4-M35),

m,= L2 + L4 +Lfi +2(M62 + M64 + M3,),

w,3= -L, + Ma3-Mi,-Mi5-M23 + M,4 + M254 Ms^-M.s,
|

m3g=-L2 + Mi2 + MH + Mi6-M24-M26 + M25 + M,5 + M,6,
I

Wel= -L4 + M32 + M34 + M36 -M24-M46- M25-XM45-M56, J

the conditions mentioned reduce simply to

Ell^,= R2R3,
-|

(my + 77?i3 + Wl6)T{4— '"36^1 = ("'31 + "'S + "^36)^2— ^161^3, /"

} {bd)

{6d)

(/??1 + mi3)7/?i6= (m3 + 7??13)'"36-

The interpretation is, that as there are only three indepen-

dent currents in the Christie arrangement, there can be only

six independent inductances, viz. three self and three mutual;

and these may be chosen to.be the above tun, whose m(»an-

ings are as follows. Let the three circuits be ABiB^A, CB2B1C,
and AB2CA in the fioure, so

that the currents in tliem are

Ci, C3, and Cg. Then «?i,

Ws, and in^are the self, and

7?i]3, 77?36, ni^i the mutual in-

ductances of the three cir-

cuits.

Now if the four sides of the

quadrilateral consist merely

of short pieces of wire, which

are not bent into nearly closed

curves, it is clear that [iUl)

are the true conditions, to

which alone can definite meaninn; be attached; the inductance
of a short wire being an indetinite quantity, dejieiuling upon
tile position of other wires. We may therefore start <d> initio

with only these six inductances, and innnediately tleduce* the

* 'Electrician,' April 1, 18^7, p. 457.
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conditions (GcZ), saving a great deal of preliminary work. But,

on coming to practical cases, in vvliich the inductances do

admit of being detinitely localized in and bf^tween the six

branches of the Chri.stie, we have to exp;ind the ?rt's properly,

using {-ul) or as much of them as may be wanted, and so

obtiiin tlie various results in Part VI. Therefore eriuations

(()(/) are only useful as a short registration of results, subject

to (oc/), and in the remarkably short way in which they may
be got ; a method which is, of course, applicable to any net-

work, which can only have as many independent inductances

as there are independent circuits, lAus the number of pairs of

the same.

(4) Reduction of Colls in Parallel to a Single Coil.—On
page 18'6, Part VI., in speaking of the inductometer, I referred

to the most useful property that a pair of equal coils in parallel

behave as one coil to external impressed force, whatever be

the am.ount of mutual induction between them ; a property

which, exce})ting in the mention of mutual induction, I had
pointed out in 1878*. But, although there appears to be no
other case in which this property is true for any value of the

mutual inductance, which is the property wanted, yet, if a

special value be given to it, any two coils in parallel will be
made equivalent to one.

The condition required is obviously that Z, the generalized

resistance of the two coils in ])arallel, should reduce to the

form R + L/). Equation (80c) gives Z ; to make the reduction

possible, on dividing the denominator into the numerator, the

second remainder must vanish. Performing this work, we
find

n— —r~ + 7~r 7~ o~P> • • » • {id)
*'i + '''2 Li-^li— lm^ ^ ^

which shows the effective resistance and inductance of the

coils in parallel, Vi and r^ being their resistances, and li, l^, ni

the inductances ; subject to

?-2 l^^m' V /

giving a special value to m, which, if it be possible, will allow
the coils to behave as one coil, so that, when put in one
side of the Christie, the self-induction balance can be made.
This equation {M) is the expression of the making of coils 1

and 2 similar, in the extended sense, being the simple case to

which I referred. Let a unit current flow in the circuit of

* jDurnal S. T. E. vol. vi. p. 303, " On Electromagnets,"

F2
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the two coils. Thfii l^ —m and l^-rn are the inductions

throurrh them, and these must be proportio'ial to the resist-

ances, making therefore the actual inductions through them
always the same.

Similarly, if any number of coils be in parallel, exposed to

the same imj)ressed force V, with the equations

}

we have, by solution,

DCVV= N2i + N22 + N2,, + ...,!. . . (lOr/)

}
if D be the determinant of the cof^fficients of the C's in (Of/),

and N„ the coefficient of ?»„ in D. So, if C= Ci + C2 4-...

be the total current, we have

C=V(SN)/D; therefore Z=D/SN', . . (11^)

where the summation includes all the N's. To reduce Z to

the single coil form, we require the satisfaction of a set of

conditions whose number is one less than the number of coils.

The simplest way to obtain these conditions is to Uike

advantage of the fact that, if any number of coils in parallel

behave as one, the currents in them must at any moment be

in the ratio of their conductances. Then, since, by (Oc/),

V-nC,=7^(/,Ci + 7»,A + '"i3C34-...),^

V-r2C2=p(m2,Ci + /2C2 + r^723C3 + ...), . . (12(f)

V-r3C3=;)(w3lCi+7H3oC2 + /3C3 +...), J

are the equations of electromntive forces, when we introduce

7.iC,=7'2C2 = 7-3C3= (13(/)

into them, we obtain the required conditions :

—

rj r-i 7-3 1\ 7-2 7-3

= ^i + !^2 + /V (14.f)
r, 7-3 7-3

'

The induction through everj- coil .at any moment is the same in

amount; also the electromotive force due to its variation,and

the electromotive force supporting current, and the impressed

force.
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(5) Impress^ed Force in the Quadrilateral. General Property

of a Linear Network.—In my remarks on p. lUO, vol. xxiii.,

relating to the behaviour of batteries when put in the quadri-

latei-al, I, for brevity in an already long section, left out any
reference to the theory. As is well known, in the usual

Christie arrangement (see figure, above) the steady current in

5, due to an impressed force in any one of 1, 2, 3, 4, is the

same whether 6 be open or closed, if a steady impressed force in

6 give no current in 5. But the distribution of current is not

the same in the two cases ; so that, when we change from one
to the other, the current in 5 changes temporarily; as may be

seen in making Mance's test of the resistance of a battery, or

by simply measuring the resistance of the battery in the same
way as if it had no E.M.F., using another battery in 6, but
taking the galvanometer zero differently. We, in either case,

have not to observe the absence of a deflection ; or, which is

similar, the absence of any change in the deflection ; but the

equivalence of two deflections, at different moments of time,

between which the deflection changes. Hence Mance's method
is not a true nul method, unless it be made one by having an
induction-balance as well as one of resistance ; in which case,

if the battery beliave as a mere coil or resistance, which is

sometimes nearly true, esj)ecially if the battery be fresh, we
may employ the telephone instead of the galvanometer.

The proof that the complete self-induction condition,

ZjZ4= 2^Z3, where the Z^s stand for the generalized re-

sistances of the four sides of the quadrilateral, when satisfied,

makes the current in the bridge-wire due to imi)ressed force

in, for example, side 1, the same whether branch G be open or

closed, without any transient disturbance, is, formally, a mere
reproduction of the })roof in the problem relating to steady

currents. Thus, suppose

C, = ^S (12cO

where e^ is a steady impressed force in side 1, and A and B the

proper functions of the resistances, in the case of the connnon
Christie, but without tlie special condition IiiR4 = E2^^j) "^^I'l^-h

makes a resistance-balance. Then we know that, if wc intro-

du(;e this condition into A and B, the resistance Eg *-''i" he

altogether eliminated from the quotient A/B, making C5 due
to f, independent of Kg.

Now, in the extended problem, in wln'ch it is still possible

to represent the equation of a branch by V= ZC, wherein Z
is no longer a resistance, we have merely to write Z for K in

the expansion of A/B to obtain the difi'ereutial equation of C^;
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and consequently^ on making 2i^^^-=7^<[/^^^ we make A/B in-

dependent of Zfi. Hence, tlie current in the bridge-wire is

inclej)en(lent of branch <i altogether when the general condition

of an induction-balance is satisfied, making branches 5 and 6

conjugate.

But, as is known to all who liave had occasion to work out

problems concerning the steady distribution of current in a

network, there is a great deal of labour involved, which, when
it is the special state involved in a resistance-balance, is wholly

unnecessary. This remark {ipj)lies with immensely greater

force when the balance is to be a universal one, for transient

as well as permanent currents ; so that the proper course is

either to assume the existence of the ])roj)erty recjuired at the

beginning, and so avoid the reductiojis from the com[)lex

general to the simple special state, or else to purposely arrange

so that the reductions shall be of the simplest character.

Thus, to show^ that Cg is independent of branch 6, when there

is an impi'essed force in (say) side 1, making no assum|)tions

concerning the nature of branch (5, we may ask this question,

Under what circumstances is C5 independent of Cg? And, to

answer it, solve for C5 in terms of t'j and Ce, and equate the

coefficient of Cg to zero.

Thus, writing down the equations of E.M.F. in the circuits

AB1B2A and BiCBjBi in the above figure, we have

^i^^i^i + ZsCg Z2C2J
(\^d\

o=Z3C3+ZA-Z5Cv,j • • • • ^ ^

when there is no mutual induction between different branches,

but not restricting Z to a particular form ; and now putting

^4= 06— Ci + Cs, C3=Ci— Cg, C2=C6— Ci, . (10</)

we obtain

.1 + Z2C,= (Z, + Z2)C,-HZ,C6,

Z,C6=(Z3 + Z,)Ci-(Z3 + Z, + Z,)Ca

which give

(1-^)

(Z3 + Z,)..+(Z2Z3-Z,ZJC«

'^^-(Z,+Z2)iZ3+z,)+Z5(Zi+Z2-hZ3+z,y *
^^^'^^

making C., independent of C,; when the condition of conjugacy
of branches 5 and (i is satisfied.

If there are impressed forces in all four sides of the quadri-

lateral, then (l^if/) obviously becomes

_ (Z3 + Z, )(.,-.2') -(Z. + Z2U^'3-^'.)-^(Z2Z3-Z,ZJCe ,.^„
(Z, + Z2)(Z3-i-Z,) + (Zi-j-Z2 + Z3 + Z,)Z, '

^^^'''^

4

I
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whieli makes Cg always zero \^ ei = e2, ^3= ''4i find ZiZ4= Z2Zg.

As an example, let <^2 = 0; ^'4— ^3 then, if there is conjugacy
of 5 and (J, and also

^i/(Zi + Z2)=V(^3 + Z,), .... (20./)

the impressed forces are also balanced. Putting, therefore,

batteries in sides 1 and 3, and letting them work an inter-

initter in branch 6, we obtain a simullaneous balance of their

resistances and E.M.F.^s, and know the ratio of the latter.

If self-induction be negligible, we may take Z as W, the

resistance ; if not negligible, it must be sefjarately balanced.

But should there be mutual induction between ditferent

branches, this working-out of ])roblems relating to transient

states by merel}^ turning R to Z partly fails. We may then

proceed thus:—As before, write down the equations of E.M.F.
in the circuits ABjBgA and CBgBiC, using the six independent
inductances of these and of the circuit CABgC. Thus,

«i= RiCi + B5C5- R2C2 +p{mS^i + WiisCa + micCc)
,

"

= R3C3-R4C4— Ii5C5+p(m3iCj+??i3C3-l-??J3eC6),|

if there is an impressed force in side 1. As before, eliminate

Cg) C3, and C4 by (Kit/), and we obtain

•f (R2-pWie)Cc= { R, + R2 +p{m^ + m^^) ] C, + {'^,-2->m^z)0r„

(R4 -pm^,)C,= { R3 + R, +p (»/3 + "'13) } Ci - (R3 + R4 + R5 -^pm-,) Cg,

which, by solution for C5, give its differential equation at once
in terms of ei and Og. To be independent of Cg, we require

(R2—;^»hG) { K3 + B4 +p (;»3 + »?i3) }

= [\\-pm^,) { R, + R2 +2>{m^ + m,,) } , . (23(/)

which, expanded, gives us the three equations (()</) aoain,

showing that C5 dej)ends upon e^ and the nature of sides 1, 2,

3, antl 4, subject to {'IM), and of 5, but is independent of tlio

nature of Cg altogether, except in the fact that the mutual
induction between branch 6 and other parts of the system
must be of the ])ro])er amounts to satisfy (23*/) or (fi./).

The extension that is naturally suggested of this {)roj)erty

to any network whose branches may be complex, and not
independent, is brieHy as follows. The equations of E.M.F.
of the Ijranches will be of the foi'ni

«. + v,=ZA + z,A + Zi3C3+...,]

.2 + V2= Z2A + ZA+Z23C3 + ..., . . . (2-b/)

wherein the Z's arc differentiation-operators.
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Suppose branches m and n are to Ije conjncrate, so that an

E.M.F. in m can cause no current in n. P irst exclude iiis

equation from {'lAd) altog(!tlier, and, with it, Zmm- Then
write down the equations of E.M.F. in all the independent

circuits of the remaininfr branches, by adding together equa-

tions {2,Ad) in the proper order ; tliis excludes the V's, and
leaves us equations between the ^'s and all the independent

C's, but one fewer in nundjer than then). Put the C„, terms

on the left side, then we can solve for all the currents (except

Cm) in terms of C„i and the e&. That the coefficient of Cm in

the C„ solution shall vanish is the condition of conjiigacy, and
when this happens, C„ is not merely independent of em.

but also of Z„,,„, though not of Z,„\, Z^^, &c.

I have dwelt somewhat upon this property, and how to

prove it for transient states, because, although it is easy

enough to understand how the cui-rent in one of the conjugate

branches, say n, is independent of current arising from causes

in the other conjugate branch, m, yet it is far less easy to

understand how, when vi is varied in its nature, and therefore

wholly changes the distribution of current in all the branches

(excei)t one of the conjugate ones) due to im])ressed forces in

them, it does not also change the current in the excepted

branch n. Conscientious learners always need to work out

the full results in a problem relating to the steady-flow of

current before they can completely satisfy themselves that the

pro})ei-ty is true.

Note on Part III. Kjcample of treatment of terminal con-

ditions. Induction- Coil and Condenser —One of the side-

matters left over for separate examination when giving the

main investigation of Parts I. to IV. was the manner of

treatment of terminal conditions when normal solutions are

in (juestion, esj)ecially with reference to the finding of the

terms in the complete solution arising from an arbitrary

initial state which are due to the terininal a])paratns, concern-

ing which I remarked in Part 111. that the matter was best

studied in the concrete application. There is also the ques-

tion of Hiuling the nature of the terminal arbitraries from the

mere form of the teiminal equation, ^\itlu)ut knowledge of

the nature of the arrangement in detail, except what can bo

deriveil Irom the tiMininal equation.

Let, for exami)le, in tlie figure, the thick line to the right

be the beginning of the telegraph-line, ami what is to the

left of it the ternunal apparatus, consisting of an intiuction-

coil and a shunted condenser. The line is joined through the

primary of the induction-coil, of resistance H,, to the con-

denser of capacity Sq, whoso shunt has the conductance K^,
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and whose further side is connected to earth, as synibohzcd

by the arrow-head*. Let R2 be the resistance of the secondary

coil, and Lj, Lg, M the inductances, self and mutual, of the

primary and the secondary. At the distant end of the line,

z=o

r\y\/\j\j\r\

where z^=I, we may have another arranfjenient of apparatus,

also joined through to earth, tliough this is not necessary.

The line and the two terminal arranojements form the com-

plete system, supjiosed to be indej)endent of all other systems.

Now suppose there to be no impressed force in any part

of the system, so that its state at a given moment depends

entirely upon its initial state at the time of removal of the

imj)ressed forces ; after which, owing to the existence of

resistance, it must subside to a state of zero electric force and

zero magnetic force everywhere (with some exce]jtional cases

in which there is ultimately electric force, though not mag-
netic force), the manner of the subsidence to the final state

depending upon the connexions of the system. The course

of events at any place depends upon the initial state of every

part, incluiling the terminal aj)paratus, which may be arbi-

traiv, since any values may be given to the electrical vaiiables

which serve to iully sj)ecify the amount and distribution of

the electric and magnetic energies.

Suppose that V, the potential diiference, and C, the current

in the line, are sufficient to define its state, i. e. as electrical

variables, when the nature of the line is given, and that u

and w are the normal functions of V and C in a normal

system of subsidence. Then, at time t, we have

Y^^EAue"', C= SAu-^', . . . . (If)

* It is not altogether improbable that the arrangement shown in the

figure, with tlie receiving instrument phiced in the secondary/ ciicuit,

would be of advaut.nge. A preliminary examination of the fmui of the

ariiviil-eurve when tl.is arrangtnient is u«d for iecei\ing at the er.d of a

lung ciible, with K(,= 0, \iekL-< a favourable result. But the eviiniination

did nut whoUv iuciude the iuiiueuce uf the reti&tautts uu the lorm of the
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wherein the jw's are known from the connexions of the ^vhole

system ; each normal system havinfr its own j)^ '*"*J '^^^^ a

constant A to fix its mii^nitiide. Tlie vahie of A is thus what
dej)eii(ls u\)on tlie initial state, and is to Le found by an inte-

gration extcndinfT over every part of the system. ]n one

case, viz., when the initial state is what could he set up finally

by any distribution of steadily acting impressed force, we do
not need to perform this complex integration, since we may
obtain what we want by solving the inverse problem of the

setting up of the finnl state due to the impressed f(jrces, as

done by one method in Part III., and by another in Part lY.

If also th(! initial state of the apj)aratus be neutral, so that it

is the state of the line only that determines the subsequent

state, we can pretty easily represent matters, viz., by giving

to A the value

A—- ^ , .... ^^C)

wlierein U and W are the initial V and C in the line,

whose capacity and inductance per unit length are S and L;
so that the numerator ofA is the excess of the mutual electric

over the mutual miignetic energy of the initial and a normal
state, whilst the denominator A is twice the excess of the

electric over the magnetic energy of the normal state itself,

which quantity may be either expressed in the form of an
integration extending over the wliole system, or, more simply,

and without any of the labour this involves, in the form of a

differentiation with resjjcct to p of the determinantal equation.

For instance, when we assume L= 0, and we make the line-

constants to be simply Rand S, its resistance and capacity per
unit length (constants), as we may aii])roximately do in the

case of a submarine cable that is worked sufhciently slowly to

make the effects of inertia insensible, in which case we have

SO that we may take

u = i^\\\{mz-\-6), ir=—jQos{mz + 6),. . (4<')

if — j;/'= liF^>; then equation (2<') becomes

Sj;Uurfr + Yo+ Yi
A= -, . . (Of)

^ C d[nil}
F(m/)y

where the undefineil terms Y^, and Yj in the numerator depend
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upon tlie terminal apj)aratus, and F in tLe denominator is

defined by
•' y y

wliieh is tlie determinantal equation arising out of tlie ter-

minal conditions

V^ZoC at -= 0, and Y= Z^G nt z= l . . {7e)

[See equations (177) to (l.sO), Part IV.] We liave now to

add on lo the numerator of A the terms corresponding to tlie

initial state of tlie terminal apparatus, when it is not then

neutral. As the process is the same at both ends of the line,

we may confine ourselves to the z= apparatus, according to

the figure. First we require the form of Zy, the negative of

the generalized resistance of the terminal aj)pai-atus. Jt con-

sists of three parts, one due to the condenser, a second to the

primary coil, and a third to the presence of the secondary
j

thus,

-Zo=(K, + M-V(Ri + L,p)-MV7(E2 + L.p), . (8.)

showing the three ])arts in the order stated. Now, as shown
in Fart III., dZ^i/dp expresses twice the excess of the electric

over the magnetic energy in a normal system (^^•hen p be-

comes a constant), per unit square of current. Performing
the dififerentiation, we have

dZo_ So -. pPj^ _ J^,Wp^
clp-{Ko + i^oiyf ''^% + L,p {U, + L,pf • ^''^

Here %ve may at once recognize that the first term represents

twice the electric energy of the condenser per unit square of

current, that the second term is the negative of twice tlie mag-
netic energy of tlie unit ])i-imary curi-ent, and that tlie fotn-th

is, similarly, the negative of twice the magnetic energy of the

secondary current per unit primai-y current ; wliilst the third,

which at first sight a[)pears anomalous, is the negative of twice

the mutual magnetic energy of the unit primary and corre-

sponding secondary current. Thus, if tc^ be tlie normal cur-

rent-function, that is, by (4e-'), ^c^J= — [iii/ix) cos 6, we have

iCo, and -T^i/-, . . (10^)
K„+Soi^' "' H2 +V

as the expressions for the noi'inal potential-difference of the

condenser, for the primary current, and for the secondary cur-

rent. If then V(„ C,, and C2 are the initial quite arbitrary

values of the difference of potential of the condenser, of the
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primary and the secondary currents, their expansions must be

Also, the excess of the mutual electric over the mutual mag-
netic energy of the initial state Vo, Ci, C2, and the normal

state represented hy (lOe) is

and this is what must be added to the numerator in {he) to

obtain the complete value of A, if we also add the corre-

sponding expression Yi for the aj)paratus at the other end, if

it be not initially neutral. Using this value ofA in {\e) and

in (11^) witii the time-factor /' attached, and in the corre-

sponding ex[)ansions for the other end, we thus by (1^) and
{1\<') express the state of the whole system at any time.

Since, initially, V is U, and independent of the state of the

terminal ap{)aratus, it follows that in the expansion

U= 2A?^

the parts of A depending upon the apparatus contribute

nothing to U, so that, hy {he) and {\.'2e), we have the iden-

tities

for all the values of c from to /,

It may have been observeil in the above that theu<?e of {^e)

was quite unnecessary, owing to the forms of the normal
functions in (lOi") being independently obtainable from our
a-priori knowledge of the terminal ap})aratus in detail, from
Avhich knowledge the form of Z^ in {Se) was deduced ; so

that, without using (!•<'), we could form (11«') and (liV), I

have, however, introdueed {\^e) in order to illustrate how we
can Hnd the coui])lete solution, without knowing the detailed

terminal connexions, from a given form of Z. We must
either decomjjose dZJdp into the sum of squares of admissible
functions of y>, multiplied by constants, say,

-y^ =<'!./ i- + <'i;./2- + "3/3- + -.., . . . (14t')

-where o,, o^, kc. are the constants, and fx,f-2 the functions
of;) ; or else into the form of the sum of squares and pro-
ducts, thus
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When this is done, we know that the terminal arbitraries are

Fi= SA/iiro, F,= SA/2u-o, Y^= %Xf,w,, . . (IG.)

and that

Yo= Wo{cii^ifi+ci,Y,f, + a,F,f, + . . .} . . (lie)

in the ease (14c) of sums of squares, wherein the F's may
have any values, afssuming that we have satisfied ourselves

that ihey are all independent; with the identities

= tAfin, = tAf,7t, &c. ... (IS^')

Thus, in the case (^e), the first, second, and fourth terms

are of the proper form for reduction to (14^), but the third is

not. We are cerhiin, therefore, that there cannot be more
than three arbitraries, if there be so many. Now, if we do
not recognize the connexion between the third term and those

which precede and follow it (as may easily happen in some
other case), we should rearrange the terms to bring it to the

form (14<^) ; for instance, thus :

—

dZp^ So / _W\_W^l/L^
dp (Ko + 8opf V ' lJ {H, + h,pf

which is what we require. We may then take

fl=(Ko+^oPy\ f2=l, /3=(R2 + L2/>)-

«i= So, 02= — (L
J
— M-L2) , f/3= — M-R^y^i

Further, we can certainly conclude, provided «, is positive,

and 02 and a^ are negative, that the tirst term on the rio-ht

of (19^) stands for electric (or potential) energy, and the
remainder for magnetic (or kinetic). It is clear that we may
assume any form of Z that we please of an admissible kind

{e. g., there must be no such thing as ]f), find the arbitraries,

and fully solve the problem that our data represent, whether
it be or be not capable of a real physical interpretation on
electrical principles- I have j)ursued this subject in some
detail for the sake of verifications ; it is an enormous and
endless subject, admitting of infinite development. Owing,
however, to the abstractly mathematical nature of the investi-

gations—to say nothing of the length to which they expand,
although when carried on upon electrical principles thev are
much simplified, and made to have meaning—I merely propose
to give later one or two examples in which circular functions
of p are taken to represent Z.

Although, however, the state of the line at any moment is

fully determinable for any form of the terminal Z's, when they
alone are given, from the initial state of the line, provided the

/ ]\P\ M--R27L2 .,^.

(20.)
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initiiil v.'ilnos of tli(! terminal arl)i(r:iri('S bo taken to be zero,

and although it is siinilai-ly deteniiiiiable when j»articular

values are jriven to tlie arbitraries, wliose later values also are

determinable by affixing the time-factor, it does not uppear

that this determinateness of the Jater values of the terminal

arbitraries is always of a com[)lete character, when the sole

data relatino; to them are the form of Z -ind their initial values.

For it is possible for a terminal arrangement to have a certain

portion conjugate with respect to the line ; and although the

state of the line will not be affected by initial energy in that

portion, yet it will influence the later values of the other

terminal arbitraries. This might wholly e.-cape notice in an

investigation founded upon a given form of Z with undetailed

connexions, owing to the di.saj)pearance from Z of terms

depending upon the conjugate j)orrion. In such a case the

reduced form of Z cannot give us the least information con-

cerning the influence of the portion conjugate to the line. It

is as if it were non-existent. If, however, Z be made more
general, so as to contain terms depending upon the conjugate

portion, although they be capable of immediate elimination

from Z, it would seem that the indeterminateness must be

removed.

Some Notes on Part IV. Looped metallic chruits. Inter-

ferences due to Inecpialitics, and consequent limitations of appli-

cation.— It is scarcely necessary to remark that, in the inves-

tigation of Parts 1. and II., the choice of a round wire or tube

surrounded by a concentric tube for return conductor was

practically necessitated in order to allow of the use of the

well-known Jq and Ji functions and their complements,

because it was not merely the total current in the wire with

which we were concerned, but also with its distribution.

Next, in ortler that it should be a question of self-induction,

and not one of mutual induction also, with fearful com-
])lications, it was necessary to impose the condition that the

wire, tubular dielectric, and outer tube should be a self-

contained system, making the magnetic force zero at the

outer boundary. It is true that no external inductive effect

is observabh^ when the double-tube circuit is of moderate

length. But electroslatic induction is cumulative ; and it is

certain that, by suHiciently lengthening the double tube, we
should ultimately obtain observable iniluctive interferences.

Our investigation, then, only strictly applies when the double

tube is surrounded on all sides, to an infinite distance, by

a medium of infinite elastivity and resistivity.

[Maxwell termed 47r/o, when c is the dielectric constant,

the electric elasticity. I make this the elastivity : first, to
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have one Avord for two ; next, to avoid confusion witli

meclianical elasticity ; and tliirdly, to harmonize with the

noinenchvture I have used tor some time past. Thus :

—

Flux. Force.

^ , ,. /^, , f TJesistivirv. Resistance. ) j.^i i
•

Uonduction-Ourrent. < ,, ,
,.•'., ^, , , > iiilectric.

[^ Uonductivitj. Conductance. J

Induction .... Luluctivity. In(hictanco. Macrnetic.

p.- 1 , r Eliistivitv. Elastance. ) t^, , .

JJispIacement . .< d vx- -j. tj -.i >-biectric.^
( i ermittivitj. 1 crinittance. J

The elastance of a condenser is the reciprocal of its capncitv,

and elastivitj is the elastance per unit volume, as resistivity

is the resistance per unit volume, and conductivity the con-

ductance per unit volume. As for " permittivity " and " per-

mittance," there are not vs'anting reasons for their use instead

of '' specific inductive caj)acity " (electric), and " electrostatic

capacity.^' The word capacity alone is too general ; it must
he capacity for something-, as electrostatic capacity. It is an
essential part of my scheme to always use single and unmis-
takahle words, hecause j)eople will abbreviate. Again, capa-

city is an unadaj)tahle word, and is altogether out of harmony
Avith the rest of the scheme. Now the flux concerned is the

electric displacement, involving elastic resistance to yielding

from one point of view, and a capacity for permitting the

yielding from the inverse; hf^nce elastance and permittance,

the latter being the electrostatic capacity of a condenser.

There are now only two gaps left, viz. for the reciprocals of

inductivity and inductance. " Resistance to lines offeree"
and " magnetic resistance " will obviously not do for per-

manent use.]

If this restriction be removed, we have self- and mutual
induction concerned, and interferences ; or, even if there be

no e'xternal conductors, we have still the electric current of

elastic displacement, and with it electric and magnetic energy
outside the double tube. But, ignoring these, we have the

following striking peculiariti(>s ;— Putting on one side the

question of the pro})agation of disturbances into the conductors,

which is so interesting a one in itself, we find that the elec-

trical constants are three in number—the resistance, capacity,

and inductance of the double-tube per unit of its length
;

whilst the electrical varial)les are two— the current in each

conductor, and their difference of j)otential. The effective

resistance per unit length is the sum of their resistances,

which may be divided between the two conductors in any
ratio ; the capacity is that of the dielectric between them

;
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and tlio inductance is the sum of that of the dielectric, inner,

and outer conductors. Another reuiarkahlo peculiarity is,

that equal iiniiressed forces, siuiilarly directed in the two con-

ductors at corresponding^ places, can do nothing ; from which

it follows that the effective impressed force may, like the

effective resistance, be divided between the conductors in any

proportion we please.

In Part IV., havin^r in view the rapidly extending use of

metallic circuits of double wires looped, excluding the earth,

consecpient upon the develoi)ment of telephonic communi-
cation in a manner to eliminate inductive interferences, I

extended the above-described method to a looped circuit con-

sisting of a pair of parallel wires. So far as propagation

into the wires is concerned, it is merely necessary that they

should not be too close to one another to allow of the appli-

cation of the Jo and Jj functions to them separately. Now
suspended wires are usually of iron, and are not set too close,

so that the application is justified. On the other hand, buried

twin wires, though very near one another, are of copper, and

also considerably smaller than the iron suspended wires; so

that the diffusion effect, though not so well representable

by the above-named function*, is made insignificant. Dis-

missing, as before, this question of inward propagation, we
have, just as in the tubular case, two electrical variables and

three constants, yiz. the potential difference 6f the -wires, the

current in each, and the effective resistance, capacity, and

inductance.

First of all, let the wires he alone in an infinite dielectric.

Then we have similar results to these concerning the double-

tube. The effective resistance, which is the sum of the

resistances of the wires, may be divided between them in any
proportions ; and so may be the effective impressed force.

The effective capacity is that of the condenser, consisting of

the dielectric bounded by the two wires, the surface of one

being the positive, and that of the other the negative coating.

Or, in another form, the effective capacity is the reciprocal of

the elastance from one wire to the other. In the standard

medium, this elastance is, in electrostatic units, the same as

the inductance, of the dielectric, in electromagnetic iinits.

Thus,

Lo= 2/*log-'% (1/)

if 7'i and r^ be the radii of the wires, and r,2 their distance

apart (between axes), and /i. the inductivity of the dielectric.
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An(i ^ s-i
S= c(21og-r^) (2/)

Their product, when in the same units, is v~^, the reciprocal

of the square of the speed of undissipated waves through the

dielectric. The two variables, potential difference and cur-

rent, fully define the state of the wires, except as regards the

diffusion effect in them, of course, and an effect due to outward
propagation into the unbounded dielectric from the seat of

impressed force, which is made insignificant by the limitation

of the magnetic field (in sensible intensity) due to the nearness

of the wires as compared with their length. To Lq has to be

added a variable quantity, Avhose greatest value is 2 l^i'^h l^ii

if /til ^^^*^ /"-a ^^6 the inductivities of the wires, to obtain the

complete inductance per unit length.

So far, then, there is a perfect correspondence between the

double-tube and the double-wire problem. But when we pro-

ceed to make allowance for the presence of neighbouring con-

ductors, as, for instance, the earth, although there is a formal

resemblance between the results in the two cases, when the

proper values are given to the constants concerned, yet the fact

that in one case the outer conductor encloses the inner, whilst in

the .other this is not so, causes practical differences to exist.

For example, there are two constants of capacity concerned
in the concentric tube case, that of the dielectric between
them, and that of the dielectric outside the outer tube. But
in the case of looped wires there are three, which may be
chosen to be the capacity of each wire with respect to earth

including the other wire, and a coefficient of mutual capacity.

There are, similarly, three constants of inductance, and two of

resistance, and at least two of leakage, viz. from each wire to

earth,^with a possible third direct from wdre to wire. This is

when the wires are treated in a quite general matter, and
arbitrarily operated upon ; so that there must be four elec-

trical variables, viz. two currents and two potential-differences.

I have somewhat developed this matter in my paper " On
Induction between Parallel Wires"*; and as regards the

values of the constants of capacity concerned, in my paper
" On the Electrostatic Capacity of Suspended Wires "

f. As
may be expected, the solutions tend to become very complex,
except in certain simple cases. If, then, wg can abolish this

complexity, and treat the double Avire as if it were a single

one, having special electrical constants, we make a very im-
portant improvement, I have at present to point out certain

• Journal S. T. E. and E., vol. ix. p. 427. f Ibid. vol. ix. p. 115.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 14(5. J^dy 1887. G
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peculiarities connected with the looped-wire problem in ad-

dition to these described in Part lY., and to make the neces-

sary limitations of application of the method and the results

which are recjuired by the presence of the earth.

First of all, even though the wires he. not connected to

earth, if they be charged and currented in the most arbitrary

manner possible, we must employ the four electrical variables

and the ten or eleven electrical constants as above mentioned.

On the other hand, going back to the looped wires far removed
from other conductors, there are but two electrical variables

and four constants (counting one for leakage). Now bring

these parallel wires to a distance above the earth which is a

large multiple of their distance apart. The constant S of

capacity is a little increased. The method of images gives

S=o(21ogl^y'; .... (3/)

where ?'i, r^ are the radii of the wires, i\^ their distance apart,

.Sj, S2 their distances from their images, and s-^^ the distance

from either to the image of the other ; but, owing to SiS2/s^^^

being nearly unity, the capacity S does not sensibly differ

from the value in an infinite dielectric, or the earth has scarcely

anything to do with the matter*. If, however, the wires be

brought close to the earth, the increase of capacity will become
considerable; this is also the case when the wires are buried.

The extreme is reached when each wire is surrounded by
dielectric to a certain distance, and the space between and
surrounding the two dielectrics is wholly filled up with

well-conducting matter. Then the capacity S becomes the

reciprocal of the sum of the capacities of the two wires with

respect to the enveloping conductive matter; in another form,

the efi'cctive elastanee is the sum of the elastances of the two
dielectrics. Returning to the suspended wires, if the earth

were infinitely conducting, the eft'ective inductance would be

the reciprocal of S in (3/) with fi written for c, in electromag-

netic units, with iCA^i + Z^a) adtled ; whilst, allowing for the

full extension of the magnetic field into the earth, we should

* On the other hand, Mr. W. II. Preece, F.R.S., aasiires us that the

capacity is halved (Proc. Kov. Soc. March .'i, 11^87, and Journal 8. T, E.

and E., June 27 ami Fehr. 10. 15^87). This is simple, but inaccurate.

It is, however, a mere tritle in ctuuparison with Mr. Preeee's other errore;

he does not fairly appn>eiate the theory of the transmission of si^ruals,

even keepiiifj to the quite special case of a long and slowly worked sub-

marine cable, whose theory, or what he ima<rines it to be, he appHes, in

the most contident manner possible, universally ! There is hanlly any
resemblance between the numner of transmission of currents of ffreat fre-

quency and slow sij;iials.
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have the formula (1/), giving a sh'ghtly greater value. The
effective resistance is ot" course the sum of the resistances, and

the effective leakage resistance would be the sum of the leak-

age resistances of the two wires with respect to earth, if that

were the only way of getting leakage between the wires, but

it must be modified in its measure by leakage being mostly

from wire to wire over the insulators, arms, and only a part

of the poles.

But, if there be any inequalities between the wires, diffe-

rential effects will result, due to the presence of the earth, in

spite of its httle influence on the value of the effective capacity

;

whereby tlie current in one wire is made to be not of the same
strength as in the other, and the charge on one win^ not to

be the negative of that on the other. The projiagation of

signals from end to end of the looped-circuit will not then

take place exactly in the same manner as in a single wire.

To allow for this, we may either bring in the full comprehen-
sive system of electrical constants and variables ; or, perhaps

better, exhibit the differential effects separately by taking for

variables the sum of the potentials of the wires (taking earth

at zero potential) and half the difference of the strength of

current in them, in addition to the difference of potential of

the wires and half the sum of the current strengths, which
last are the sole variables when the wires are in an infinite

dielectric, or, else, are quite equal. By adopting the latter

course our solutions will consist of two parts, one expressing

very nearly the same results as if the differential effects did

not exist, the other the differential effects by themselves.

Another result of inequalities is to produce inductive inter-

ferences from parallel wires which would not exist were the

wires equal. As an example, let an iron and a parallel copper

wire be looped, and telephones be placed at the ends of the

circuit. Even if the wires be well twisted, there is current

in the telephones caused by rapid reversals in a parallel wire

whose circuit is completed through the earth. Again, if two
precisely equal wires be twisted, and telephones placed at the

ends as before, the insertion of a resistance into either wire

intermediately will upset the induction-balance and cause

current in the terminal telephones when exposed to interfe-

rence from a parallel wire. This interference can be removed
by the insertion of an equal resistance in the companion-wire

at the same place. In the working of telephone metallic cir-

cuits with intermediate stations and apparatus, we not only

introduce great impedance by the insertion of the interme-

diate apparatus, thus greatly shortening the length of line

that can be worked through, but we produce inductive iuter-

G2
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ferencea from parallel wires, unless the intermediate apparatus

be double, one part being in circuit with one Avire, the other

part (quite similar) in circuit with the other. In mentioning

my brother's system of bridge-working of telephones in

Part v., whereby the intermediate impedance is wholly re-

moved, I mentioned, without explanation, the cancelling of

inductive interferences. The present and preceding para-

graphs supply the needed explanation of that remark. The
intermediate apparatus, being in bridges across from one wire

to the other, does not in the least disturb the induction-

balance, so that transmission of speech is not interfered with

by foreign sounds.

But theory goes much further than the above in predicting

interferences than practice up to the present time verifies.

For instance, if two perfectly equal wires be suspended at the

same height above the ground and be looped at the ends, ter-

minal telephones will not be interfered with by variations of

current in a parallel wire equidistant from both w'ires of the

loop-circuit, having its own circuit completed through the

earth. But if the loop-circuit be in a vertical plane, so that

one wire is at a greater height above ihe gromid than the

other, there must be terminal disturbance produced, even

when the disturbing wire is equidistant. Similarly in the

many other cases of inequality that can be mentioned.

The two matters, ])reservation of the induction-balance, and
transmission of signals in the same manner as on a single

wire, are intimately connected. If we have one, we also have

the other. The limitations of application of the method of

Part IV. may be summed up in saying that the loop-circuit

must either be far removed from all conductors, in which case

equivalence of the wires is quite needless ; or else they must
be equal in their electrical constants. In the latter case the

effective resistance li is the double of that of either wire, and
the effective capacity, inductance, and leakage are to be

measured as before describetl, whilst the variables are the

potential-difference of the wires and the current in each. But
the four electrical constants may vary in any (not too rapid)

manner along th(^ line. And the impressed force (in the

investigations of Part IV.) may also be an arbitrary function

of the distance, provided it be put, half in one wire, half in the

other, oppositely directed in sj)ace. For, although equal,

similarly directed impressed forces will cause no terminal

disturbance (anil none anywhere if other conductors be suffi-

ciently distant), yet disturbances at intermediate parts of the

line will n>snlt. It is true that the most practical case of

impressed force is when it is situated at one end only of the
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circuit, when it is of course equally in both wires, or not in

them at all ; but there is such a great gain in the theoretical

treatment of these problems by generalizing, that it is worth
while to point out the above restriction.

Besides this case of equality of wires, which is precisely the

one that obtains in practice, there are other cases in which, by
proper proportioning of the electrical constants of the two
looped Avires, the induction-balance is preserved ; and, simul-

taneously, we obtain transmission of signals as on a single wire.

Their investigation is a matter of scientific interest, though
scarcely of practical importance.

I have yet to add investigations by the method of waves
(mentioned in Part IV.), by which method I have reached
interesting results in a simple manner.

YII. Note on Prof. Carey Foster's Method ofMeasuring the

Mutual Induction of two Coils. By James Swinbukne*.

PROF. FOSTER suggests at the end of his paper f that

his method may be of use in dynamo work. Wishing
to get some arrangement for testing the induction through
any part of a dynamo, and for testing samples of iron for

Messrs. Crompton and Co., the writer devised an arrangement
which dispenses with the objectionable ballistic galvanometer.
It was tried roughly last summer, with the view of making a
permanent arrangement if the method worked well.

The primary current was led through an electromagnet, A,
which represented the dynamo, and through one wire of a
double-wound coil, B, which represented a j^air of coils of
known mutual induction. This coil was shunted by a wire, E,

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read February 26, 1887.
t Phil. Mag. [6] vol. xxiii. p. 121 (February 1887).
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with sliding contacts. This circuit was made or broken by
the switch C. A pilot wire, D, round the model electro-

maornet was connected in series with the secondary coil of B
and with the ordinary reflecting-galvanometer, G. The
arrangement was fairly sensitive ; but had one ftiult, which

was in fact foreseen. Instead of no current, the galvanometer

gets a current first one way and then the other, so that the

spot jerks each way. This might be remedied by another

arrangement of the wires; but a similar difficulty will arise in

dynamo work. The flux of the induction through the standard

coil varies as the flux of the primary current ; but the flux of

the induction through, say, a section of a fleld-raagnet depends

on the saturation of the iron. To avuid these difficulties, a

galvanometer with a heavy ballistic astatic needle of the kind

introduced by Ayrton and Perry will be used. This has been

made by Mr. Dobson, lately one of Messrs. Crompton's pupils.

It is of somewhat novel design. The coils, of which there are

several sets, can be changed without dismounting the needle,

so that the instrument can be used as a high or low resistance

or differential galvanometer ; and can be also used as a bal-

listic, or as a flywheel or integrating galvanometer. If

necessary, little arms with balls like those of a minute fly-

press will be added. The final apparatus was not put in hand

till quite lately, as there was no suitable room available for

such work ; but it is now being made.

It was intended to calibrate the induction-coils from coils

whose mutual induction could be calculated ; or from a dy-

namo by measuring the induction through the armature with

a known exciting current, and then running the dynamo and

measuring its electromotive force and speed. This method
has, by the way, been recently mentioned by M. Kapp, for

calibrating a ballistic galvanometer. Prof. Foster's method
seems infinitely more convenient, and may save much trouble

if a good condenser is to be had. Of course an ammeter will

be in the primary circuit.

It \\ ould seem that a flywheel-galvanoTueter might be used

for sueh purposes as finding the ohm from a })air of coils with

calculated mutual induction. Suppose, for instance, a contact-

breaker makes and breaks contact in the primary circuit with

a known frequency, and allows the impulses one way in the

secondary coil to go round one coil of a differentially-wound

flywheel-galvanometer. A constant current in the other coil

is regulated to opj)ose these im|)ulses ; and from these the

ohm might be got. Either the contacts must be made slowly

enough for the current in the primary to come to its perma-
nent value, or a correction nmst be made for the error. There
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is also a small error due to capacity. This suggestion is made
with hesitation, as it seems probable that somebody must have

thought of the arrangement or tried it. It is infinitely easier

to think of a novelty, or an apparent novelty, than to find out

whether it is really new. For instance, on looking the matter

up a little for this note, the writer found that the null method
of comparing the coefficients of mutual induction of coils is

mentioned in a footnote to Brillouin's elaborate memoir on
the comparison of coefficients of induction. Maxwell also

mentions a loaded flifferential galvanometer for comparing
frequent condenser-discharges with a known current. Roiti's

method is also given in Mascart and Joubert's book.

VIII. Oil the Cause ofIridescence in Clouds. By G. Johnstone
Stoney, M.A., n'.Sc, F.R.S.; a Vice-President, R.D.S.*

WHEN the sky is occupied by light cirro-cumulus cloud,

an optical phenomenon of the most delicate beauty
sometimes presents itself, in which the borders of the clouds

and their lighter portions are suffused with soft shades of

colour like those of mother-of-pearl, among which lovely pinks

and greens are the most conspicuous. Usuallv these colours

are distributed in irregular patches, just as in mother-of-pearl;

but occasionally they are seen to form rountl the denser

patches of cloud a regular coloured fringe, in which the

several tints are arranged in stri[)es following the sinuosities

of the outline of the cloud.

I cannot find in any of the books an explanation of this

beautiful spectacle, all the more ])leasing because it generally

presents itself in delightful summer weather. It is not men-
tioned in the part of Moigno^s great Repertoire d'' Optique

which treats of meteorological 0[ttics, nor in any other work
which I have consulted. It seems desirable, therefore, to

make an attempt to search out what appears to be its expla-

nation.

At the elevation in our atmosphere at which these delicate

clouds are formed the temperature is too low, even in mid-
smnmer, for water to exist in the licjuid state ; and, accord-

ingly, the attenuated vapour from which they were condensed
passed at once into a solid form. They consist, in fact, of

tiny crystals of ice, not of little drops of water. If the preci-

pitation has been hasty, the crystals will, though all small, be

of many sizes jumbled together, and in that case the beautiful

* Reprinted, by permission, from the Scientific Transactions of the

Royal Dublin Society of the lOth February and 2.'>rd Marcli, 16S7.
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optical phenomenon with which we are now dealing will not

occur. But if the op])osite conditions prevail (which thej do
on rare occasions), it the vapour had been evenly distributed,

and if the precipitation took place slowly, then will the crys-

tals in any one neighbourhood be little ice-crystals of nearly

the same form and size, and from one neighbourhood to

another they Avill differ chiefly in number and size, owing to

the process having gone on longer or taken place somewhat
faster, or through a greater d('{)th, in some neighbourhoods
than others. This will give rise to the patched appearance of

the clouds which prevails when this phenomenon presents

itself. It also causes the tiny crystals, of which the cloud

consists, to grow larger in some places than others.

Captain Scoresby, in his ' Account of the Arctic Regions,'

gives the best description of snow-crystals formed at low tem-
peratures with which I am acquainted. From his observations

it appears—(a) that when formed at temperatures several

degrees below the freezing-point, the crystals, whether simple

or compound, are nearly all of symmetrical forms
; (b) that

thin tabular crystals are extremely numerous, consisting either

of simple transverse slices of the fundamental hexagon, or,

more fre([uently, of aggregations of these attached edgewise

and lying in one plane ; and (c) that, according as atmo-

spheric conditions vary, one form of crystal or another largely

preponderates. A fuller account of these most significant

observations is given in the Appendix to this paper.

Let us then consider the crystals in any one neighbourhood
in the sky, where the conditions that prevail are such as to

produce lamellar crystals of nearly the same thickness. The
tabular plates are subsiding through the atmosphere—in fact

falling towards the earth. And although their descent is very

slow, owing to their minute size, the resistance of the air will

act upon them as it does upon a falling feather : it will cause

them, if disturbed, to oscillate beibre they settle into that

horizontal position which flat plates finally assume when fall-

ing through quiescent air. AVe shall presently consider what
the conditions must be, in order that the crystals may be liable

to be now and then disturbed from the horizontal position.

If this occasionally happens, the crystals will keejt fluttering,

and at any oni; moment some of them will be turnetl so as to

reflect a ray from the sun to the eye of the observer from the

flat surface of the crystal which is next him. Now, if the

conditions are such as to produce crystals which are plates

with parallel faces, and as they are also trans|)arent, part only

of the sun's ray that reaches the front face of the crvstal will

be reflected from it : the rest will enter the crystal, ami, falling
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on the parallel surface behind, a portion will be there reflected,

and, passing out through the front face, will also reach the

eye of the observer. These two portions of the ray—that

reflected from the front face and that reflected from the back

—are precisely in the condition in which they can interfere

with one another, so as to produce the splendid colours with

which we are familiar in soap-bubbles. If the crystals are of

diverse thicknesses the colours from the individual crystals

will be different, and the mixture of them all will produce

merely white light ; but if all are nearly of the same thick-

ness, they will transmit the same colour towards the observer,

who will accordingly see this colour in the part of the cloud

occupied by these crystals. The colour will, of course, not

be undiluted ; for other crystals will send forward white light,

and this, blended with the coloured light, will ])roduce delicate

shades in cases where the corresponding colours of a soap-

bubble would be vivid.

We have now only to explain how it happens that on very

rare occasions the colours, instead of lying in irregular patches,

form definite fringes round the borders of the cloudlets. The
circumstances that give rise to this special form of the phe-

nomenon appear to be the following :—While the cloud is in

the process of growth (that is, so long as the precipitation of

vapour into the crysfalline state continues to take place) so

long will the crystals keep augmenting. If, then, a cloudlet

is in the process of formation, not only by the springing up of

fresh crystals around, but also by the continued growth of the

crystals within it, then will that patch of cloud consist of

crystals which are largest in its central part, and gradually

smaller as their situation approaches the outside. Here, then,

are conditions which will produce one colour round the margin
of the cloud, and that colour mixed with others, and so giving

rise t& other tints, further in. In this way there comes into

existence that iris-like border which is now and then seen.

The occasional upsetting of the crystals, which is required

to keep them fluttering, may l)e produced in any of three

ways. The cloudlets may have been formed from the blending

together of two layers of air saturated at different temperatures,

and moving with different velocities or in different directions.

Where these currents intermix a certain amount of disturbance

will prevail, which, if sufficiently slight, would not much
interfere with the r(^gularity of the crystals, and might yet be

sufficient to occasion little draughts, which would blow them
about when formed. Or, if the colder layer is above, and if

it is in a sufficient degree colder, there need not be any pre-

vious relative motion of the two laj-ers ; the inevitable con-
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vection-currents will suffice. Another, and probably the most
frequent, cause for little breezes in the neighbourhood of the

cloudlets is, that when the cloudlets are formed they imme-
diately absorb the heat of the sun in a way that the previously

clear air had not done. If they absorb enough they will rise

like feeble balloons, and slight return currents will travel

downwards round their margins, throwing all crystals in that

situation into disorder,

I do not include among the causes which may agitate the

crystals another cause which must produce excessively slight

currents of air, namely that arising from the subsidence of the

cloudlets owing to their weight. The crystals will fall faster

where in cloud masses than in the intervening portions where
the cloud is thinner. But the subsidence itself is so slow,

that any relative motions to which differences in the rate of

subsidence can give rise are probably too feeble to produce an

appreciable effect. Of course, in general, more than one of

the above courses will concur; and it is the resultant of the

effects which they would have separately produced that will

be felt by the crystals.

If the precipitation had taken place so very evenly over the

sky that there were no cloudlets formed, but only one uniform

veil of haze, then the currents which would H utter the crystals

may be so entirely absent that the little plates of crystals can

fixedly assume the horizontal position which is natural to

them. In this event the cloud will exhibit no iridescence,

but, instead of it, a vertical circle through the sun will present

itself. This on some rare occasions is a feature of the phe-

nomenon of parhelia.

It thus a})pears that the occasional iridescence of cirrus

clouds is satisfactorily accounted for by the concurrence of

conditions, each of which is known to have a real existence in

Nature. We may, in fact, reca[)itulate our knowledge on the

subject as follows :—Captain Scoresby's observations show
that the crystals of ice formed in the atmosphere do not ag-

glutinate into snow-flakes, except at temperatures bordering

on the freezing-point. At temperatures even a few degrees

lower, the crystals remain distinct from one another, and at

low temperatures are for the most part unmutilated and perfect

geometrical figures. He has also shown that all the forms

which crystals of ice can assume do not present themselves

together ; but that some one or two forms generally prepon-

derate over the others, the preponderating form varying

according to atmospheric conditions, which he does not seem

to have fully traced out. Thin tabular crystals are frequently

the preponderating form, and become nmre ilelicate and thin
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and diminish in size as the cold increases. Hence it is to be

presumed that the state of the atmosphere in the region of the

cirrus clouds will sometimes be such as to produce crystalline

plates of a tolerably uniform thickness. When the atmosphere

has been in this state at the formation of the cloud, we shall

accordingly have either the phenomenon of iridescence, or the

twin phenomenon of a vertical column of reflected light pass-

ing through the sun. This latter phenomenon will present itself

but seldom, as it requires unusual quietude in the region of

the cloud to allow the crystals to settle down sufficiently into

the horizontal position. And, accordingly, on the rare occa-

sions when the vertical column is seen, the cloud has been

observed to present a gauze-like uniformity of appearance,

which is an independent evidence of the calmness which is

essential. But it much more frequently happens that the

cloud is flocculent in its structure, and exposed to little breezes

blowing in various directions, excited by one or more of the

causes that have been indicated above. Whenever draughts

of this kind intervene, the little tabular crystals are every now
and then tossed about, and will then flutter ; since being flat

plates, subsiding through a resisting fluid, they will oscillate

after each such disturbance in their progress towards the

horizontal position. Whenever these events happen, we have

conditions which must result in that iridescent phenomenon
which is the subject of our inquiry.

\_Addition, made June 1887.—When the fluttering of the

lamellar crystals which form an iridescent cloud is gentle, the

crystals will not incline much from the horizontal position;

and as this is the case which most frequently occurs, it is

desirable fully to consider the consequences of it. With
clouds of this kind the iridescent colours will be seen only

when the sun is low in the sky, and only in parts of the cloud

that are at no great distance from him. In more distant

clouds when the sun is low, and in all the clouds when the

sun is high in the sky, the flat surfaces of the crystals do not

become sufficiently inclined to reflect the sun's rays to the

spectator, and accordingly all the light which reaches the eye

from clouds that are so situated has been reflected by edges

of crystals ; or scattered in irregular ways, and is mere white

light. This is the case that is oftenest seen : only a few

clouds near the setting or rising sun exhibit their soft iri-

descence. But some few times in one's life the display may
be seen in all quarters of the sky, and with the sun well up in

the heavens ; and the phenomenon is then one of the most

enchanting presented to us by nature. This exquisite spec-
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tacle can only reveal itself on those rare occasions on which

the crystals are tossed about in an unusual degree.]

Appendix.

Extracts from Captain Scoresby's record of his Observa-
tions on Snow Crystals formed at Low Tem{)erature3, in his

' Account of the Arctic Regions,' vol. i., from pages 425 to

433, and plates 8, 9, 10, and 11 in vol. ii. :

—

" When the temperature of the air is within a degree or two of the
freezing-point, and mucli snow falls, it frequently consists of large irre-

gular Hakes, such as are common in J}ritain." "But in severe frosts,

thougli the sky appears perfectly clear, lamellar flakes of snow, of the
most regular and beautiful forms, are always seen floating in the air and
sparkling in the sunbeams, and the snow which falls, in general, is of the
most elegant texture and appearance." "The various moditications of

crystals may be classed under live general kinds or genera :— 1. Lamellar.
2. A lamellar, or spherical nucleus, with spinous ramifications in difl'erent

planes. 3. Fine spicuhe, or six-sided prisms. 4. Hexagonal pyramids.
5. Spicuhe, having one or both extremities affixed to the centre of a
lamellar crystal."

We are more particularly concerned with the first and the

last of these genera. About the first, Captain Scoresby says :

—

" 1. Lamellar Crystals.—The varieties of this kind are almost infinite.

They occur at all temperatures, and in the greatest abundance, and most
of the specimens are extremely thin, transparent, and of an exquisitely
delicate structure. They may be subdivided into several distinct species:

—

(a) Stelliform ; having six points radiating from a centre, with parallel

collateral ramiticatious in the same plane. This species is the
most general form met with.'' " It occurs in greatest profusion
when the temperature approaches tiie freezing-point.

(b) Regular hexagon. This occurs in moderate, as well as in the lowest
temperature ; but it becomes more delicate and thin, and dimi-
nishes in size as the cold increases. Some specimens consist of
simple transparent plates, others are beautifully variegated within
the perimeter by white lines, forming smaller hexagons or other
regular figures in immense Viiriety."

(c) " Aggregations of hexagons. This beautiful species admits of im-
mense variet)\ It occurs chiefly at low temperatures.''

{^d) " Combinations of hexagons, with radii or spines and projecting

angles. This constitutes the most extensive species in the
arrangement."

About the last, or fifth, genus. Captain Scoresby says :

—

" 5. Spicuhe or prisms hariiig one or both e.rtreniitifs inserted in the centre

of a Lamellar Crystal.—This is tiie most singular genus I have ever seen,

and has been observed but twice. It resembles a pair of wheels, united

by an axle-tree ; the wheels consisting of hexagonal or other lamellar

crystals, and the axle of a slender crystal." " Some of this extraordinary
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figure occurred along with the last-described genus [Hexagonal pyramids].

Of which kinds, principally, a quantity of snow, three or four inches in

depth, once fell on the deck of the ship in which I sailed, in the course

of a few hour?. The temperature when this kind of crystal fell was in

one instance 22°, and in the other 20° " [Fahrenheit].

In four engraved plates Captain Scoresby delineates ninety-

six different forms^ magnified from three to seven times. And
he attaches a letter to most of them referring to an annexed
table, in which the state of the atmosphere and weather, when
each form was observed, stand recorded. In what he further

adds to his record, he says :

—

" Many instances, it may be observed, occur of mutilated and irregular

specimens, some wanting two or three radii, and others having radii of

diiferent shapes. But in low temperatures the greatest proportion of

cr3'stals that fall are probably perfect geometrical figures."

The foregoing are the parts of Captain Scoresby's record

of his invaluable observations upon ice-crystals, which more
particularly throw light on the cause why cirrus clouds are

occasionally iridescent ; but the rest of the account of this

accurate observer, and the admirable drawings which he made
of the crj'stals, will also well repay careful study. Thus, if the

cloud consist of crystals of Scoresby ^s fifth genus, or if crystals

of the first and third genera are both jiresont, and if the air is so

calm that the crystals can remain in the terminal position into

which they would come in falling through still air, then we
shall have the phenomenon of both a horizontal and a vertical

circle through the sun making across ; whereas, if the crystals

are of the first genus only, the vertical circle Avill present itself

without the horizontal. I have myself seen the phenomenon
in this latter form. Crystals of either the first or the fifth

genus, if occasionally agitated so that they will keep fluttering,

would give rise to iridescence if of sufficiently uniform thick-

ness.

Captain Scoresby describes lamellar flakes of snow floatino-

in the air and sparkling in the sunbeams, as always present
during severe frosts, when the sky is clear. The beautiful

appearance they would have is a familiar one in chemical
laboratories, when a glass vessel, in which ])reeipitated tabular
crystals are subsiding through the mother-liquid, is placed in

the direct light of the sun. The whole liquid then seems
alive with minute specks flashing with the brilliant colours of
thin plates.
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IX. On a Magnetic Potentiometer. By A. P. Chattock *.

IN arranging some experiments on tlie magnetic resistances

(so-called) of certain air and iron fields with a view to

the more satisfactory designing of dynatnos, I have been led,

by the familiar analogy between magnetic and electrical cir-

cuits, to adopt the following method of measurement; which
I venture to describe, partly on account of its convenience,

partly because the measurement of magnetic resistances seems
likely to play an important part in the practical application of

electromagnetism.

The resistance between two points on a magnetic circuit

may be expressed as the ratio of their potential difference to

the total induction passing from one to the other (provided

there is no reverse magnetomotive force between them).

The measurement of the total induction is of course a simple

matter ; but, so far as I am aware, no method of directly

measuring differences of potential has yet been suggested.

Let A and B be two points in a magnetic field connected

by an}' line of length I ; and let H represent magnetic force

resolved along /.

Then, if V be the difference of potential between A and B,

If, instead of points, A and B represent two equal plane

surfaces of area «, and V be their average difference of

potential,

aV=j'V.(7a=jH. dv,

V being the volume of a tube of constant cross section, a, con-

necting A and B by anrj path.

Now let a wire helix bo wound uniformly upon such a tube,

with ii turns per unit length, and allow H to vary with time, t.

Provided there be no magnetic substance inside the helix, an
electromotive force, E, will be set up in the latter, such that

dt}y dt J dt

The value of E is thus proportional to the rate of change of V;
and to this (done, if external inductive effects are guarded
against by winding the wire in an even number of layers (n

and a being constant). Hence, if the wire be connected with

a ballistic galvanometer, and Y be alteretl suildenlv from V,
to Vj, the needle of the galvanometer will be thrown through

* Coiiimiinicated by the Physical Society : read May 14, 1887.
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the angle 6 such that

Y,-V2= Ksin^,
It

and the combination forms what may be called a magnetic

potentiometer.

In exploring a permanent field with such an apparatus, the

best way is, perhaps, to fix one end of the helix in a clip,

thereby keeping its potential constant, and to move the other

end from point to point in the field. For this purpose the

wire should be wountl upon a flexible core, the average length

of which, whether bent or straight, must be constant (other-

wise da . (In will not be equal to n . dv in the last equation).

1 have therefore constructed a helix by winding wire uni-

formly on to a piece of solid indiarubber, of constant cross

section (in my case 37 centim. long and about 1 centim. dia-

meter), leaving a small space between one turn and the next

to allow the indiarubber to bend without elongating.

With this apparatus I made the following measurements of

the potential difference between the ends of a permanent bar-

magnet, in order to test the accuracy of the method. In the

first set of readings the free end of the helix was moved at one

leap from end to end of the magnet, giving a mean reading

ofO'017; in the two other sets it was moved between the

same two points in two and four leaps respectively, the result-

ing readings being added together in each case. The means
of these were 6'047 and 6*048. The final mean was thus

6'037; and from this the most discordant reading differed by
about 1 per cent. The close agreement between the second

and third values was, no doubt, accidentiil ; but the difference

between them and the first may have been due to the diffi-

culty of moving quickly from end to end of the magnet, a

distimQe of over 40 centim.

In order to reduce these results to absolute measure, the

helix (still connected with the galvanometer) was sul)jected

to a known magnetomotive force by passing it through a coil

of n turns and bringing its ends close together outside the

coil, a current C being then started or stopped in the latter.

The magnetomocive force due to this was of course 'equal to

47r/iC, and this being substituted for V] — Vg in the last equa-

tion determined the value of K. In my case these values

were n= "20, = 0*182 C.G.S., and galvanometer throw =0*34.
The difterence of potential between the ends of the magnet
was thus

47rx 20x0-182 ^ ^„„ cmnnc!
K-n^j X 0*037 = 810 C.G.S.
0*o4
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A more suitable core for the helix than inciiarubber is the

flexible gas-tubing made of plaited and varnished canvas. It

is very uniform in cross section; and Ijy withdrawing the

metal spiral upon which it is woven and mounting it on a

spindle in a screw-cutting lathe, it is easy to wind the wire

uniformly upon it.

The use of the lathe is the more desirable, as measurements

of potential by the helix de])end very much for their accuracy

upon the uniformity with which it is wound ; this being espe-

cially the case if its position in the field does not happen to

coincide with the direction of the lines of force.

To keep the turns in ])lace the small spaces between them
may be filled with soft cotton -thread.

Uciversity College, Bristol.

X. On the ^^Dimensions " of Temperahire in Length, Mass,

and Time; and on an Absolute C.G.S. Unit of Temperature.

By Charles V. Burton, B.Sc. {Lond.).*

SIR W. THOMSON'S second absolute scale gives us the

means of finding the ratio between two temperatures,

independently of any arbitrary convention as to the size of

deo-rees. We arc therefore bound to consider temperature as

a physical quantity capable of exact measurement. Now every

such quantity has certain dimensions in length, mass, and

time ; and I here pro[iose to find the dimensions of tem-

perature.

Let temperatures be represented on Sir W. Thomson's

absolute scale, so that nothing remains arbitrary except the

size of the degrees. Consider an absolutely perfect gas whose

temperature on this scale = t. Let the mean kinetic energy

of a molecule of the gas = E. Then we have

E = /V, (1)

wdiere k is the same for all temperatures and for all perfect

gases ; being indepiMnlent of the mass per molecule of the

gas, and determined solely by the size of the degrees on our

scale of temperature.

If wo write (1) in the form

'=1 ••••.• (2)

we see that a temporaturt> (/) is completely determined by the

avorago-kinetic-energy-per-molecule (E) of a perfect gas

Communicated by the Author.
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vvliich has tliat temperature ; and that t is proportional to E.

Thus temperature is a quantity of the same kind as energy,

and its dimensions are therefore

Again, we have seen that h depends only on the size of the

degrees on our scale of temperature ; and these degrees have

hitherto heen chosen of an arbitrary size.

If we were intimately accjuainted with the constitution of

bodies, the mass of their separate molecules, and so on, we
should be able (without requiring any experiments on that

hypothetical condition of matter called " perfect gas ") to find

the vakie of /t corresponding to degrees of any given size on
the absolute scale. Or, again, a given value of k will deter-

mine the size of the degrees on our scale. If we assinne k=^\,

we get an absolute unit of temperature, derived from tliose of

length, mass, and time, and independent of any other quan-

tities. The relation (2) then becomes ^= E ; i. e. any tempe-
rature is measured by the mean-kinetic-energy-per-molecule

of a jierfect gas having that temperature. With the C.G.S.

system of units, the unit teinperature icould he that of a perfect

gas ichose mean kinetic energy per molecule icas one erg.

From our present knowledge of the mass of molecules, and
of the properties of imperfect gases, we may form a very

rough idea of the relation between the Centigrade and the

C.G.S. scales of temperature. For a perfect gas we have the

relation

PV= |x kinetic energy of gas,

where " = number of molecules in the volume Y, and E, as

before, is the mean-kinetic-erergy-per-molecule. Now let

P =. oi^e atmosphere = (roughly) 10*' dynes per square centi-

metre, let V = 1 cubic centim., and let the temperature be
0° C. Then, according to Sir \\ . Thomson^s measurements,
n = about G x 10"^

;

•• ^-r n^

_3 10'' Xl
~2'6xlO-^'

= 2-5x10-".

This number is then a very rough estimation of the value

of the temperature 0° C. in absolute C.G.S. measure. Thus

273 Centigrade degrees are equivalent to 2"5 x 10~'^ absolute

rhil. Mag. S. 5.'Vol. 24, No. 14G. July 1887. H
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units of temperature ; therefore the absolute unit of tempera-

ture is equivalent to

-^^ X 10'^ Centigrade degrees,

= about 10'^ Centigrade degrees.

Th('S(! figures are only intended to convey a very rough

notion of the relation. They cannot of course be considered

as even approximately correct, owing to the great uncertainty

as to the mass of molecules.

Having seen that temperature is a quantity of the same
dimensions as energy, and knowing that the same is also true

of Ileal, it follows that entropy, whose dimensions are heat -;-

tentperature, is a purely numerical quantity ; and the unit of

entropy is therefore independent of all other physical units.

In ftict, the entropy of a perfect gas increases by unity, when
{without altering in temperature) it receives hy conduction a

quantity of heat equal to the mean energy of one of its molecules.

This is seen by putting

where is the absolute (C.G.S.) temperature.

XI. Researches on Spectrum Analysis.

By Prof. A. F. Sundell*.

CERTAIN natural phenomena^ such as the aurora borealis,

zodiacal light, and solar corona, have occasioned nu-
merous attempts to obtain the spectra of gases in a highly
rarefied condition and at a low temjierature. Under these

conditions spectra generally become very iceble, and therefore

difficult to observe. The following experiments show that

tolerably bright spectra may be obtainetl by an advantageous
employment of means already known.

Since the brightness of the s[)ectrum depends, in the first

place, upon the thickness of the radiating layer, " end-on "

tubesf are employed by preference. I have employed tubes

as long as })ossible (up to H metre long). The end towards

the spectroscope was simply melted together, and rounded
as well as might be in the process. The other end was drawn
out and melted on to the tubes leading to the mercury-pump.

* Trauslatt'd from a scparnto iniyrossion from the Acta Societaiis

Seientianrni Fennictc, vol. xv., communicatt'd by the Author.

t Such tuLes have been iiiiployod by Prof. 1'. Smyth for observations

on gaseous spectra iu lacuv {^UvibL vii. It>t3, p. 280).
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I have not employed electrodes fused into the tubes them-
selves. As a rule, the tubes have been rendered luminous by
means of tinfoil coatings near the ends of the tubes, as

employed by Salet, Hasselberg, and others. By the adoption

of this method the process of discharge no doubt becomes most
nearly like that of Nature, and the temperature is kept as low
as possible. The source of electricity was a Holtz machine
without Leyden jars, the terminals of which were connected

by means of wires with the coating of the tube. The conting

thus corresponded to the external coatings of the jars of the

machine, the strata of air against the inner wall of the tube

serving as the inner coating.

I have usually employed a spectroscope constructed by
Wrede in Stockholm, belonging to the Central Meteorological

Institute of Helsingfors, which was used by Prof. Lemstrom*
in his observations on the aurora in the years 1871-73. The
spectroscope consists of one dispersing-prism and one reflecting-

prism. The dispersion is somewhat small, not being sufiicient

to divide the sodium-lines. Ten divisions on the head of the

micrometer- screw correspond to intervals of O'OOUOOG and
0*0000006 millim. in tbe extreme red and extreme violet

respectively. The scale was constructed as follows :—A thin

glass plate (a microscopic cover-glass) was covered on one
side with indian-ink and five fine parallel lines ruled through
the black coating. The other surface was coated with JBal-

main's luminous paint. This plate was then fixed in the eye-
piece of the spectroscope, so that the fine lines were parallel to

the lines of the spectrum and in focus at the same time and
occupied about half of the field of viewf. It was rendered
luminous by burning a match before the eyepiece. Il a
bright line in the spectrum was to be measured, this was done
just bpfore the experiment ; but for fainter lines the measure-
ment was made after the phosphorescence had become feebler;

and with very faint lines it is necessary that the index-lines

should only be very slightly luminous, so that they may not

overpower the lines of the spectrum. In such cases the

adjustment was much easier, because there were five iudex-

* This spectroscope is fully described in the Ofrersiyt af Fmska
Vetenskaps-Societctcns forhmulUnyai^ xv. pp. 21-2;J, 1873. Dr. Fiichs
has described a refiecting- direct-vision prism as uewin iha Zeitschrift fiir

Instrumentcnkunde, 1881, p. 352; this prism is the most remarkable
feature of the Wrede spectroscope, aiid was described to the lioyal
Swedish Academy of Sciences so lonir ajj^o as 1870.

t I have described an index of this sort in the Astr. Nachrichten,
No. 24;i0 (1882). 1 have since learned that Prof. Vogel had employed
phosphorescent marks in 1881 for the measurement of spectra of feeble
luminosity {Zeitschrift fiir histmmeiitvnkunde, 1881, p. 20).

H2
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lines instead of only one. Generally the spectrum-lines

were brouglit into coincidence with the central index-line

by turning the micrometer-screw ; only for three lines in

the extreme violet the outer index-line was used, because the

screw-thread ceased here. The wave-lengths were deter-

mined by means of a table which I had constructed from a

curve of wave-lengths belonging to the spectroscoi)e, from

the ditfcrence between the position of a line and that of the

sodium-line. By way of control, the lithium-line 5706 and
the strontium-lines 4G0G and 4305 were read in each series

of measurements, the corrections for the spectrum-lines mea-
sured Ijeing determined by simple interpolation.

The hirgcr s|K'ctroscope, Ijelonging to the Physical Labora-

tory of the University, which I luive employed for some
measurements, is also constructed according to Wrede's prin-

ciple. It has two prisms of heavy flint glass, and reflecting

crown-glass prisms. The index was constructed by H. Biese,

who had published the idea of a self-luminous index at about

the same time as myself*. The index consists of a fine slit in a

thin brass plate ; the side of the slit turned towards the prisms

is filled with a phosphorescent substance. The dispersion is

considerable ; ten divisions of the micrometer correspond to

a change of O'OOOOOIS in the extreme red and 0-0000002

millim. in the extreme violet ; the sodium-lines U, and Dg
are divided. The tables for the wave-lengths were calculated

from a curve drawn by H. Biese.

Most of the observations were made in a dark room in the

Physical Laboratory of the Polytechnic Listitute of Hel-

singfors. I take the op})ortunity of expressing my thanks

both to the Director of the Institute, H. Qvist, and to the

Professor of I'hysics, Dr. Slotte, both for the use of the room
so specially suited for these exjjerimcnts, ami also for the use of

various aiij)aratus necessary ibr my exi)eriments from the

collection of instruments belonging to the Laboratory. The
electrical machine was stationed in a neighbouring room,
where it was kept in action by means of a water-motor. For
the rarefaction of the gas in the spectral tube, I emjiloyed the

mercury-puni]) which I had constructed for the Polytechnic

Institute f. The movable tube had neither tap nor stopper,

and the globe with phosphoric anhyilridc was melted on.

The spectral tube employed was 155 centim. long, and at

one end had an internal diameter of 10'8 millim. and glass

2"1 millim. thick ; at the other end the tube was 12*9 millim.

* Ofrcrsiyt af Finsha Vetenshaps-Sodctciais forhondlivyar, xxiv.

p. 30.

t Acta Societatis Sciaitianim Feimiccc, vol. xv. p. IGO.

I
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wide, and the glass l'(j niillim. thick. The tube rested in a

horizontal position on glass supports, depending from wooden
consoles attached to the wall of the room. The connexion
with the air-pump was made by means of a Kundt's glass

spiral. At the same time a spectral tube was put up in the

same way in the Physical Laboratory of the University, by
the kind permission of Prof. Lem^-trom.

In the tube in the Polytechnic Institute the following gases

were successively examined :—air, hydrogen, oxygen, air,

nitrogen, hydrogen, air, oxygen. The apparatus was unaltered

all the time ; the new gas was introduced, in the manner
peculiar to my pump*, after the former gas had been removed
as completely as possible. I give here only the results for

air, regarding the results obtained with the other gases merely
as preliminary, since I was not able to work with pure gases.

I therefore reserve the complete examination of these gases

for a future occasion, and give here the results already obtained

with them only briefly.

I wish to express my thanks to Herr G. Melander for the

hel]) he gave me during the whole investigation.

The conducting-globes had a diameter of 27"8 millim. ; the

sparks were generally 5 millim. long. It appeared that a

great length of spark might be injurious to the tube. On
one occasion a tube of thin glass broke whilst a discharge

passed between the tinfoil coating and the layer of air

clinging to the inner wall of the tube. I have further

remarked that of the capillary canals, which always exist

in the walls of the tube parallel to its length, those which lie

nearest the inside easily burst and discharge the air which
they contain into the tube, when the discharges are powerful.

It therefore often happens that the pressure in the tube sud-

denly increases very much, and the luminosity becomes yt^rj

vivid, "if, after having produced a great exhaustion, the air

has been driven from the inner wall of the tube by electric

discharges. In one case I was able, after such an occurrence,

to detect the small holes in the caj)illary channel which had
burst, and the little splinters of glass.

I have made the ibilowing observations with regard to the

mercury-lines which are to be expected when the mercurial

pump is employed. In tubes containing ^^urf air, nitrogen,

or oxygen, the mercury-lines apj)ear only at high exhaustions.

Only the strongest line 546 apjiears in tubes containing air;

but in nitrogen and oxygen tubes also the lines 579 (double),

49^, and 43(3. In livdrogen tubes, and in tubes with impure
air (containing carbon dioxide), these lines appear already at

* Lo^, cit, p. 178.
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considerable pressure, together with the hydrogen and air

lines ; in hydroo;en tubes the lines 408, 405, and (at high
exhaustion) 483* feebly, were also seen.

Under the circumstances named, the air began to be
luminous at a pressure of 10-12 millim.t; the end with the

positive coating became luminous somewhat sooner (at

14 millim.) than the whole tul)e. It was, however, possible

to ])roduce a feeble luminosity of the tube at a considerably

higher pressure (about 50 millim.) by pushing a conductor
along the tube in contact with the wall until a spark passed

between the conductor and the one coating. An unexpected
phenomenon was observed at a pressure of about 8 millim.,

inasmuch as the light appeared to be stratified in a peculiar

manner. As I propose to examine this stratification more
particularly, I describe it here only briefly. The first quarter

from the positive coating was strongly luminous, the intensity

diminishing slightly towards the end of this portion. The
secoiid quarter also began with a strong luminosity, which
became somewhat weaker towards the middle of the tube.

The third quarter was distinctly stratified ; in one case there

were only three or four luminous strati I'ications, which oscil-

lated tolerably rapidly and a})peared like luminous balls ; in

another experiment I observed a number of thinner layers.

Only towards the beginning of the fourth quarter was there

a thicker layer : all the stratifications oscillated rapidly |.

The last ([uarter next the negative coating was always strongly

luminous without stratification§. The narrow spiral glass

tube which made connexion with the pump was also generally

strongly luminous, whether the coating at this end was negative

or positive.

The spectroscope showed a large number of bands. With
narrow bands the reading was taken for the middle ; with

broader bands for both edges. The following wave-lengths

are the arithmetic means of various measurements within the

limits of pressure (0*2 to 1'2 millim.) between which the

* E. AViodcniaun has investigated the s|iectroscopic behaviour of

niercury-vapoiu- mixed with uthi-r gases at liijrh toinperature«, Wied.
Ann. v. p. o47 (1.^78). Coinpaie also H. W. \'ogel. Berlin. Monais-
herirhfc, 1S70, p. aSO.

t All nieasureiuoiits of pressure are given in columns of merciu'v
at abiiiit 1*0° C ; for details of the method of measuring pressui'e, I refer

to tilt' ])aper already cited on the air-pump {Acta Soc. Seietit. Fennicct,

XV. p. 1(5!>).

I Siniilar balls of light (Glrniiuliclifkiu/chi) have been observed under
certain conditions by luitlinger and v. Lrbanitzky in short and wide
tubes (Wied. Ann. \iii. p. Lu'.i).

§ I have observed a similar stratidcatiou in a hydrogen-tube.
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spectrum was the brightest. The observations made with the

large spectroscope are noted. The intensity, estimated for the

spectrum as seen in the small spectroscope, is given on a scale

from 1 to 5. The minus sign after a number indicates that the

intensity falls short of that number, and the plus sign that it

exceeds it ; so that 1 + means an intensity between 1 and 2

but nearer 1 than 2, whilst 2— means intensity nearer 2

than 1.

No.
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observed tlie followinor changes with chaii^je of pressure.

With a tolerably wide slit tlie spectrum couM be measured at

a pressure of 12 milliin. Feeble continuous lif^lit began at

557. The bands 22 and 23 apj'eared as a continuous l^and of

mean wave-length 51*)2. Furtlier, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28
appeared united into one Ijand, whicli was also the case with

2!), 80, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37. Nos. 11 and 31 appeared at a

pressure of 5*5 millim. ; and all the bands })ecame visible at

2'3 millim. When the jiressure sank below 0*2 millim. all the

bands became decidedly weaker, the feebler bands disappearing

first with increasing exhaustion. Thus, at a pressure of

0-02 millim. the bands 1 to 9, 21 to 26, 31, 34, 35, and 38 had

disa])peared, and the bands 11 to 17 had united to form a con-

tinuous glow. At 001 millim. theie were left only 10, 27,

28, 33; and at 0-0023 millim. only 27, 28, and 33: "whilst at

()()()13 millim. the Ijand 28 also vanished. If I ])ushed the

exhaustion still further I could see no air-lines, although the

tube was still faintly luminous, the mercury-line 546 being

quite distinct. No luminosity was produced by single dis-

charges ; at a pressure of 0007 millim. the tube only became
luminous very seldom, and if the pressure was less than

O'OOOo millim. there was generally no light to be perceived.

AVith the same velocity of the induction machine the sparks

followed each other much more rapidly than at higher pres-

sures. We may therefore conclude that with high values the

tube no longer acts as a conductor, because the rarefied air is

no longer present in sufficient (piantity.

With a very high exhaustion the walls of the tube fluoresced

strongly, es[)ecially near the ])ositive coating ; anil at each
discharge this coating emitted a sharp sound, like that of a

spark. Some of Crookes's kathode-rays were seen at a pres-

sure of 0002 millim.

In one ease, however, eacli dischai-ge jtroduced light in the

tube, althougli fully exhausted. The tube had been heated in

an air-balh to a tem])erature of about 250° C. for several hours

daily during ten days, in order to disen<j:age the air from the

sides of the tube as nmch as possible. The ]>ressure was re-

duced on each occasion to a few millionths of a millimetre by
continuous pumping. In the intervals while the tube was not

lieated, the ])ressure rose from one ilay to another bv about
0"0()()15 millim. After this preparation I examined the effect

of discharges, and founil that a tolerably strong luminosity

was })roilueed, which was finely stratified throughout the

tube. Jn the spectroscope only the five j)reviously mentioned
nu'rcury-lines 57!), 546, 4!>2, 4S3, 43(5 were se(>n. Since jnire

air generally sliows only the mercury-line 546 in high vacua,
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tlio air in tliis tube Avas probably a little contaminated with

coal-gas, introduced when the apparatus was last fused together.

After the discharge had gone on for some minutes, the pressure

was measured and found to be 0*00U53. Hence we see that,

in spite of the persistent heating, gas still adhered to the wall

of the tube and was disengaged by the electricity.

How obstinately air adheres to a glass surface is particularly

shown by the tube put up in the Physical Laboratory of the

University. This lube had been exhausted from time to time

for four months, each time to a few millionths of a milli-

metre ; yet, after some time, there was always a considerable

pressure. Thus, on the 8th of January the pressure was

0-U013 millini., ou the 14th OOOll millim., on the 21st

0-0005 millim., and on the 22nd of February 0-0028 millim.*

This tube was provided with electrodes of a special kind.

Before the tube was closed, thin aluminium-foil was introduced

into the tube, corresponding to the external tinfoil coatings,

from which narrow strips projected along the axis of the tube

towards the middle, and served as electrodes. I was led to

this arrangement, not being able to melt the electrodes into

the tube ; tlie action may be considered as nearly the same as

that of the ordinary electrodes melted into the glass. This

tube, in fact, ceased to be luminous at a pressure of about
0'004 millim. and a spark-length of 5 millim. When the

pressure was still smaller (a few millionths of a millimetre), I

could not perceive any luminosity, even with the greatest

possible spark-length (15 millim.) ; but the luminosity com-
menced suddenly upon the bursting of one of the capillary

canals mentioned above.

In the hydrogen-tube I obtained a very pure hydrogen
spectrum ; although the gas liad been pre])ared in the usual

way from zinc and sulphuric acid, both tree from arsenic,

the ffas liad a stronrj odour of hvdrocarbons. The luminosity

began at a pressure of 30 millim. (with gas contammg air at

43 millim.). At a pressure of 0'35 millim. the spectrum

showed the lines C (= 656), F ( = 486), and 434 (united with

the mercury-line 436 to a band?), as well as numerous faint

lines (esjx'cially in the red and orange) of the second hydrogen
spectrum investigated by llass('ll)erg. The tube was luminous

at the highest vacuum attainable, at least at the positive

coating; the light failed only in individual discharges.

Crookes's rays were seen even at a pressure of 0*008 millim.

* I have not observed the pbcnonionon nieulicincd by Bessel-FIngon

(Wiod. Aim. xii. p. 440, 1S81), that the air libemted from the walls of

the tube by electric liiseliiirges cuudeuses again, so that after some time

the pressure decreases agaiu.
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Only in one case (with hydrogen containing air) have I

observed fine stratifications in a high vacuum.

If the tube contained oxygen ([)repared from potassium

chlorate) the luminosity began at about 30 millim. ;
the

spectrum was brightest at about 0-2 millim. The two bands

563-556 and 529-523 were specially conspicuous, and these

two could be recognized with greater exhaustion when the

tube was only ftiintly luminous. At high vacua the light

failed oftener than with the hydrogen-tube.

With nitrogen I obtained in the small spectroscope the

same spectrum as with air.

Helsingfors, May 26, 188.5.

XII. On the Electrostatic Force required to produce Sparks in

Air and other Gases. By G. A. LiEBiG, Ph.D., Johns

Hopkins University'^

.

[Plate II.]

THE following experiments were undertaken at the sug-

gestion of Prof. Rowland, and the results submitted from

time to time to his inspection.

Historical.

Determinations of the difference of potential required to

produce sparks in air appear to be numerous. But the earlier

measurements, such as those made by Voltaf, Riess^, and

Gaugain §, in which the difference of potential was determined

in arbitrary units by means of electroscopes, unit jars, &c.,

have little more than a historic value. It was, however,

noticed by these observers that the length of spark increased

more rapidly than the charge ; and Van Oettiugen ||
deduced

an empirical formula,

./=:C-l0g(l + c/^,

in which c and e are constants, / is the length of spark, and

q the charge, to express this lelation. The first experiments

on the subject, giving results in absolute measure, were made
by Sir William ThomsonH. In his investigation the sparks

were made to pass between two j)lates, one of which was flat,

the other slightly convex ; and the difference of potential

• Commuuicated by the Author,

t Idni/ita, p. 5.3.

X Pogg. Ami. xl. p. 333 (1837).

§ Ann. de Chim. d de Phys. vui. p. 108 (1866).

II
Pogg. Atiu. Jnbolbd., p. 27.") (1874).

^1
' Klocti'o.statics ami M agnotisra.'
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determined by means of one of Lis recently constructed Abso-

lute Electrometers. It was found that the electrostatic force

per unit length diminished at first rapidly, with increasing

difference of potential, then slowly, and approached a limit the

value of which was supposed by Tliomson to be about 130

O.G.S. electrostatic units per centimetre.

In 1882 Bailie* published an account of some experiments

in which sparks nearly 1 centim. long were passed between

two plates. His results are expressed in the formula

V''= 10500(/ + 0-08)/C.G.8. electrostatic units,

provided I is not greater than 1 centim.

Similar expressions have been given by Macfarlanef
;

namely, for sparks less than 1 centim. long he deduces from

his observations,

V= 66-940v//2 + 0-20503 Z C.G.S. electrostatic units.

The agreement between these expressions is not satisfactory
;

they give, for instance, for a spark 0*1 centim. long, values

which differ by about 10 per cent.

In gases other than air very much less has been done
;

indeed no direct observations appear to have been made.
Macfarlanel compared thediHerence of potential necessary to

give a 0"5 centim. spark in air with the difference required to

give a spark of same length in several other gases. Calling

this difference unity for air, he finds for

Carbon dioxide. Nitrogen. Hj'drogen. Coal-gas.

•951 -930 -634 -935

From which it appears that hydrogen offers a much smaller

resistance to the disruptive discharge than any other one of

the gases experimented upon.

Instruments.

The electrometer used in the present work was a very fine

instrument, made from designs of Prof. Rowland by T. Edel-
mann, of Miinchen, on the princi[)le of Sir Wm. Thomson's
Absolute Electrometer. But it was much larger than, and
differed in other and important respects from, those generally

in use. One feature was the attachment of the movable disk

to the end of the arm of a balance, from the other end of
which depended, on knife-edges, a regular balance-pan. This

whole system was inclosed in a metallic case, through a hino-ed

* yinn. de Chim. et de Phys. xxv. p. 486.

t Tiiuis. Roy. Soc. Edinb. xxviii. p. 036 (1877).

t Phil. Mag. [5] X. p. M89 (1880).
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door in the side of wliich weights could be placed upon the

S(;;de-])an without disturbing in any way the movable disk.

The guard-ring and lower plate of* the electrometer measured
nearly iV) centim. in diameter, whilst the movable disk had a

diameter of almost exactly 10 centim. All of these plates

were ground with great accuracy to plane surfaces. The
lower movable plate was insulated from the rest of the appa-
ratus by means of its suf)port, which was a vulcanite rod

sufficiently thick and strong to keep the plate quite rigid. It

ended with a metal stem on which was engraved a millimetre-

scale (from to 80 millim.), and fitted into a metal socket

provided with a vernier divided to lOths of a millim., and a

tangent-screw and clamp. Rough adjustments were made by
releasing the clamp and moving the plate by its vulcanite

sn))port. Jt was then clamped and set to within ]-lOth

millim. by the tangent-screw, and readings made by estima-

tion to l-20th millim. The plate with its attachments was
prevented from falling, when released from its socket, by a

counterpoise at the end of a lever. The jilates between which

the sparks were made to pass were of brass, and were ground
to spherical segments. Their radius of curvature was 9'76

centim., and diameter 4"<S3 centim. These plates were firndy

attached by insulating handles to the frame and carriage,

respectively, of a dividing-engine, with which their distance

apart was measured.

During the experiments on coal-gas, hydrogen, (tc, the

plates were enclosed in an air-tight cylindrical vessel made of

glass and wood, with a capacity of about 400 cubic inches,

and provided with stutting-boxes at each end, through which
the rods holding the plates passed. The gases, which were

dried over calcium chloride, were admitted into the chamber
in a steady stream by upward or downward displacement,

according to density. The gases were always at ordinary

temperatures (1<S° to 20° C.) and jiressures. In the case of

COj, coal-gas, and hydrogen, the jiressures in the vessel were

just sufficient to I'orce the gases through in an almost constant

stream. After every series of ex})eriments the i)lates were
])olished and all traces made by the sjtarks obliterated. This

could always be accomplished by a few minutes' rubbing on

a concave suri'ace (which hail been used originally to grind

the ]ilates with) covered with ])aper and dry rouge. The
electi'icity was luinished by a small Ili>liz machine, and the

wires leadinn- from it to the electrometer and a sinijle Levtlen

jar (always ke})t in the circuit) weie covered with glass tubes

to prevent leakage as far as })ossible.
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Adjustments and Corrections.

The balance of the electrometer was carefully adjusted to

equilibrium before beginning the experiments. The guard-
ring and movable disk were made parallel to the lower plane

by means of a piece of plane parallel glass, which was moved
from place to place ; the lower plate being raised or lowered by
three set-screws, until the glass just touched both surfaces in

its ditferent positions. This adjustment, which served also to

give the zero-reading of the elcctrometer_, was made several

times in order to avoid constant errors.

A correction to the distance between the plates, which is

rendered necessary when the guard-ring and suspended disk

are not in the same plane, was avoided in this case by so ad-

justing the latter that in its zero position it was exactly in

the plane of the guard-ring, and prevented by a set-screw

under the balance-arm from moving further away from the

lower plate. The extent of its downward motion under the
action of the electrical forces need not be considered ; inas-

much as the quantity to be measured, for a given difference of
potential, is that distance between the plates at which the
suspended disk can just be moved. As the equilibrium is

unstJible, a force which is sufficient to move the disk at all

will move it downward as far as the supports permit.

The interval between the guard-ring and disk was 1 millim.,

and a correction was applied to the area of the latter, as cal-

culated from the fornmla (Maxwell, 'Electricity and Matr-

netism,' i. p. 307, footnote)

A=i7r{ll^ + R,^-(Ri^ +E)^],
where Ei— II is the thickness of the annular space between
the si5spended disk and guard-ring, and

a=0-220G35(Ri-R).

The weights used in the balance-pan varied from 0*2 to 5 grms.,

a different weight being employed for every 20 or 25 readings.

To find the difference of potential or the electrostatic force

from observations on an absolute electrometer, we have only

to apply the formula ^___

Vi—V is the difference of [)otential to be measured; D is the
distance between the plates of the electrometer ; A is the

area (corrected) of the suspended disk ; lo the weight in the
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balance ; and g the force of gravity at tLe place in which the

observations are made.

In order to determine whether the method of finding when

the plates were in contact, by obser^^ng when the sparks just

disappeared, was an accurate one, the plates were connected

with a battery and galvanometer, and alternate readings taken.

As a result, it was found that the former method gave, in

general, values about ^J„ millim. too small, though they were

occasionally too large ; but in any case the difference was

small enough to be neglected.

As the plates between which the sparks passed were sphe-

rical, a correction to the measured difference of potential was

rendered necessary in order to reduce the values to plane

surfaces.

In the preliminary experiments a considerable difficulty

w^as encountered in measuring the difference of potential for

sparks of small length w^hen the plates were close together.

Unless the machine was run very slowly, the sparks were given

off in such rapid succession that the suspended disk had not time

to swing back to zero before a new impulse acting on it drew

it downward again. Even the damping effect of that part

of the metal case which is above it cannot prevent this ; and a

reading taken under such circumstances would unquestionably

give values very much too large. However, by turning the

Holtz machine very slowly indeed, and by increased expe-

rience, errors of this kind were finally avoided.

Results.

The results of the experiments are given in Tables I., II., III.,

and IV., and the curves corresponding to them on Plate II. In

each diiigram one curve gives the distance and total electro-

motive force, and one the relation between distance or length

of spark and electromotive force per centimetre. The values

are in all cases in C.G.S. electrostatic units ; and about 150
observations were used to plot each of the curves. In order

to show the form of the curve for the total electromotive force

more ])lainly, it was found desirable to construct this on a

scale three times as large as that used for the force per unit

length. The ordinates are therefore to be measuretl according

to one of two scales, both of which are constructed on the

Plate.
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Table I.—Air.

Length of

spark, in

centimetres.

-0066

•0105

-0143

•0194

•0245

•0348

•0438

•0604

•0841

•0903

•1000

•1520

•I860

Electro-

static force, Total force,

per centiiii. C.G.S.

C.G.S.

398-5
319-7

280-9

235-7

20i;-4

206-6
195-5

179-9

1611
1530
1500
137-8

133-2

2-630

3-357

4017
4-573
5-057

7-190
8-863

10-866

13-548

13-816

15-000

20-946

24-775

Length of

spark, in

centimetres.

Electro-

static force,

per centim.

C.G.S.

•2398

•2800

•3245

•3920

•4715

•5588

•6226

•7405

•8830

•9576

10672
1^1440

127-7

125-7

122^7

119-9

1170
1140
112-4

1110
108-2

107-0

103-8

102-7

Total force,

C.G.S.

30-622

35-196
39-816

47-001

55-165

63-703
69-980
82-195

95-540
102-463

110-775
117^489

Table II.—Coal-gas.

Length of
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Table III.—Carbon Dioxide.

Lengtl) of

spark, in

centimetres.
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mine exactly what the limit is. For when the plates are

separated by a considerable interval, even when they are

spherical segments, the sparks have a tendency to leave at

points removed from the centre, which of course makes
their length indeterminate; and if they are given a smaller

radius of curvature, the correction becomes too large to be

used with safety.

It is intended to continue the investigation with plates of

different metals. Some later experiments, in which nickel-

plated brass plates were used, seem to indicate a smaller value

of the electrostatic force, the difference being more marked at

small than at great distances. It Avas noticed that with brass

plates the sparks limned out a considerable area around the

central point, whereas when the plates were nickel-plated the

effects were greatly diminished. This would give rise to

greater surface-inequalities in one case than in the other ; and
although the plates were frequently polished, might perhaps

offer an explanation of the tact just referred to.

However, the observations are too few in number to furnish

reliable information ; and at present (May) the warm weather

prevents a continuance of the work by interfering with

insulation.

Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, June 2, 1887.

*
XIII. On the Law of Molecular Force.

By William Sutherland, M.A., B.Sc.

THE object of the present paper is to show that the law of

molecular force, which I previously announced (Phil.

Mag. Aug. 1886) as holding for matter in the gaseous state,

holds also for matter in the liquid state, and therefore, we may
be sure,''for matter in any state; and that accordingly it is the

one fundamental law of the action of molecule on molecule at

molecular distances. This general law of molecular force

is :—Any two molecules of matter attract one another with a

force proportional directly to the product of their masses, and
inversely to the fourth power of the distance between them.

In my previous paper I confined myself to showing that

with such a law of force the potential energy of the molecules

of a body would be proportional inversely to the volume occu-

pied by them, and that this conclusion agreed with the results

of Thomson and Joule^s experiments on the expansion of gases

through porous plugs. Now, of course, since Laplace gave

his great theory of capillary action to the world, it has been

an obvious result of the general conditions which he postu-

* Commuuicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 140. July 1887. I
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lates for the unknown law of molecular force in order that it

may account for capillary action, that the potential energy of

a num})er of molecules must be inversely proportional to the

volume occupied hy them ; but my attention was first drawn
to the form A/y"* as that expressing the law of molecular

force by the fact that it is the only particular case of the

general form A/?-'" (m having any value fractional or integral)

which satisfies Laplace's conditions when they are established

on a satisfactory physical basis. The fact (which I will after-

wards show) that Laplace^s conditions tacitly exclude the

possibility of expressing the law of moh^cular force by a finite

series of inverse powers of r fractional or integral, unless the

series reduces to A/;-*, gives the law of the inverse fourth

power a special claim to investigation, and also calls for an
inquiry into the physical soundness of the conditions ] for

while to the mathematician the conception of a function of r,

which increases rapidly as r diminishes, but which cannot be

expressed as a finite series of inverse powers of /•, is easy enough,

the physicist, who naturally looks on the law of gravitation as a

first a{)proximation to the complete law of the action of matter

on matter (for which I would propose the name rnolic force,

including gravitation, molecular and chemic force), must find

the exclusion of a law expressible by a series of inverse j)owers

of r highly arbitrary, and suggestive rather of the domination
of nature by formulge, than of her expression, which is the

object of the physicist.

Laplace's expression for the resultant attraction of a mass
of liquid of density p with a plane surface on a column of the

same liquid of section co, terminating at the plane surface and
normal to it, is T * C^' C^

•27rp-co\ dz\ ldl\ {r)dr,
Jo Jo »/

7nni'f{r) representing the attraction between two molecules of
masses m and m'. The only express stipulation made at first

about r is that its value is to be insensible at sensible distances.

To remove the vagueness inherent in this general (.'xpression

of this condition. Gauss {Werke, V., Priucipia geiieralia

theoriic figura? fluidorum in statu equilibrii) casts it into the
following definite form :

—

Let M be a mass such as we have to deal with in ordinary
experiments, and which is therefore negligible in comparison
with the mass of the earth, then M/'(r) being of the same
dimensions as^is comparable with it, and the definite expres-
sion of the above condition is that I\r/(r) is to l)e neglicTible in
conqtarison with (/ when r has a sensil)lo value, but that it may
have a very large value in comparison with f/ for insensible

values of r. Even yet there is a vagueness in the use of the
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terms sensible and insensible, the only method of removing
which is to stipulate that the law of force is to be such that if

the actions between molecules in an experimental body farther

apart than a certain distance L are taken account of, they

will contribute to the quantity whose amount is to be investi-

gated a portion negligible in comparison with the portion

contributed by the actions between molecules at a distance

apart less than L.

But although this is the only stipulation to begin with, the

above triple integral involves important tacit assumptions.

The use of infinite upper limits in an expression to be applied

to finite bodies involves nothing really objectionable ; they

merely express loosely in a symbolical form the above con-

dition, that actions at sensible distances are insensible ; but

when we come to examine the meaning of the lower limit

in the last integration, it is quite otherwise; two fundamentally
important assumptions are involved. It must be remem-
bered that the triple integral is intended to replace a double

sum 2" 2^ mMf{r) cos 6, which is the true expression for the

resultant attraction of the liquid mass on the column, m being

the mass of any molecule of the column, M of any molecule of

the liquid mass, r the distance between m and M, and d the

angle which r makes with the axis of the column, n the num-
ber of molecules in the column, and N the number in the

liquid mass. Comparing the sum with the integral, we see

that the assumption is made that the discontinuous molecules

may be imagined to be spread out into continuous matter, and
that the base of the continuous column may be considered to

be in actual contact with the continuous liquid mass, no
matter what was the original distance of the bottom layer of

molecules of the column from the top layer of the liquid mass.

We might allow the same latitude to the meaning of as we
have to co and take it as meaning some small limit ; but we
are not entitled to assume that this small limit is fixed and

independent of the original distance that separates a molecule

and its neighbours before the imaginary continuous distribu-

tion was made. Thus, while the adoption of a fixed upper

limit in the integrations, independent of the distance between

a molecule and its neighbours, is only in strict accordance

with the first express stipulation, the fixing of the lower limit

of the last integration as iudepenilent of that distance is an

additional condition of the first importance. Of course, within

such range of values as experiments permit, the integral may
be independent of variations in the true small lower limit; but

the fact must not be lost sight of that, when wo assume this to

be the case, we are tacitly stipulating for another special

property for the unknown function/.
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Let us obtain general expressions for the potential energy

which the molecules in unit mass of a single chemical sub-

stance possess by virtue of their mutual attractions, and also for

the virial of these attractions. Let inui^{r) be the potential

energy of two molecules, then d<f){r)=—f(r)dr. For the

potential energy of the molecules in unit mass and for the

virial of their attractions, we shall have the expressions

i22'"^0 (r) and ^ . i22'«V(0> i^he double 2 relating to the

two distinct summations that have to be performed, and the

^ being introduced as a factor to neutralize the effect of

counting twice each pair of molecules as acting on one

another, in the process of summation.
To obtain values for these sums in the form of integrals we

have to imagine the matter of the molecules as uniformly

spread throughout the space in which they are distributed.

V
If there are n molecules in a space v, then - is the volume of

a space which we will call the domain of a molecule, to dis-

tinguish it from the spatial extension of the molecule, and

from what is often called its sphere of action. To find the

boundaries of a domain, let us imagine at any moment the

distribution of the molecules to be uniform, and that the

matter of each expands out in the form of a sphere, the rate

of expansion being the same for all. Let them finally press

upon one another like plastic expanding bodies, until no
portion of the space is unoccu])ied by matter; then the whole

space is divided into n polyhedra, of which each is the domain
of a molecule. Imagine the matter of one polyhedron
gathered into its centre, then, by drawing matter uniformly

from the continuous mass, and building it up round the faces

of the polyhedron so as to form a spherical cavity, or, if neces-

sary, by cutting matter away from the faces of the polyhedron

and distributing it unilbiinly throughout the continuous mass,

we can finally, with only an infinitesimal alteration of the

density of the continuous mass, form a continuous mass round
any molecule gathered into the centre of its domain ; so that

the potential energy of the molecule ami of the continuous

mass so formed is the same as that of the molecule and all

the other oi-iginal molecules. The i-adius a of the S]>herical

domain thus defined is then the lower limit to be used in the

desired integrals. The upper limit is the length L already

defined.

With a molecule 7n as centre tlescribe a spherical shell of

radius r and thickness <//; let p l)e the density of the continu-

ously distributed matter, which, ot course, is the same as that

of the original molecular liistribution, then the poteutiiU
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energy of m and the shell is

4:'7rmpr^^{r)dr,

and the potential energy of the whole continuous mass and

the molecule m is

»L

4:7rmpr~^{r)dr,

neglecting, in accordance with the definition of L, the action

on m of all molecules beyond the surface of the sphere of

radius L.

For the virial of the forces acting between m and all the

other molecules, we have

ii Airpr''f{r)dr.

tJ a

Summing these two expressions for the n molecules and
dividing each by 2, we get results which do more than repre-

sent the sums i22''i^0(?') and ^ . i22m^//(?')) '"^s each in-

cludes the action of the n molecules on a layer of molecules of

thickness L added over the whole surface S. If, then, v is the

volume occupied by the n molecules, the number of molecules

in the layer is — . n. If, then, we imagine a layer of thick-

ness L removed from the surface of the actual body, and sum(I S\
1

) molecules

remaining, we shall obtain two sums too small to represent the

desired sums, seeing that the mutual actions of the molecules

in the layer removed will not be taken into account. Thus,

the whole potential energy of the molecules lies between

zirmnp

and

I
r^{r)di

and may be represented by

'lirnil— d— )"'pi r'^(f){r)d)',

where ^ is a proper fraction.

The term involving 8 plays an important part in the theory

of capillary action ; but for our present ])urpose we may
neglect it in comparison with the other term, if we make the

assumption usual in capillary theory that the smallest value
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which it is permissible to take for L is nef^Hfrible in com-

parison with the dimensions of experimental bodies.

Noticing that nm is the mass of the whole body, which we
assume to be unity, we get for the j)otential energy of the n

molecules,

27rp\ r'^<l>(r)dr,

and for the virial of their forces,

Trpi ry(r)dr.

Now if (as Laplace does in his expression for the attraction

of a lluid on a column) we were to replace a and L in the two

integrals l)y and cc
, we should make the two integrals con-

stants, and we should have the potential energy of the mole-

cules of a body and the virial of their attractions both

proportional directly to its density, or inversely to its

volume, whatever the law of force might be, so long as it

satisfied the assumed conditions. But the highly artificial

character of these conditions becomes evident if we consider

how the true lower limit a was obtained, and how it must be

a function of the distance between a molecule and its nearest

neighbours, and therefore of r ; a natural assumption is that

a is ap))roximately proportional to v^r. Now in the treat-

ment usual in capillary theory, the above integrals would be

su])posed to vanish at their upper limits, so that their values

depend entirely on the values at the lower limit; before, then,

we can treat the integrals as constants, we have to give <f>{r)

and/(?') a certain special property.

It is easy now to see that <f){r) cannot be of the form

A B
^,m ' yn T" • •

•

if it is to possess this propertv, unless when the series takes

the form ^, which corresponds to the law of the inverse

fourth power of the distance; for, assuming 0(/') to be expres-
sible as such a series, and integrating the ex])ression for the
potential energy, we get

27rpA/_l 1_\ -iTTpB/ 1 _ 1 >
-t-

It is obvious that we cannot admit any exjionent such as ;/j or
nto be less than 3, or we should have a part of the expression
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for the potential energy increasing with the upper limit L,

which is opposed to the fundamental hypothesis of the theory

of molecular force, assumed in the definition of L. For values

of m or n greater than 3, the terms involving L become
negligible in comparison with those involving a, and the

potential energy is expressible as 'lirp multiplied by a series

of inverse powers of a ; but a is a function of v, so that if the

series is finite, the potential energy cannot vary inversely

as V.

A
If, however, the series reduces to the single term -j, then

the potential energy becomes

27rpAlog-,

which, remembering that - is a very large number, we see

to be independent of variations of a within the range of pre-

sent experimental possibilities.

Thus, then, it is established that the only law of force ex-

pressible by a finite series of inverse powers of r which is

consistent with the variation of molecular potential energy of

a body inversely as its volume is the law of the inverse tourth

power. The same statement holds as regards variation of the

virial of the molecular force inversely as the volume. When

and the value of the virial becomes

SirpA. log —

.

To show the relation between the general expressions for the

potentfal energy and virial, let us integrate the latter by parts,

remembering that

f{r)dr=-d{cf>)r,

7rp\ r^f{r)d)'=—7rp\ rhi<f>(r)
Jit Ja

= [-'7rpr'4>i^')]l + ^'^p{ o^(f>{r)dr.
Ja

According to the treatment usual in the theory of capillary

action, the first term of the last expression would be shown to

vanish, because ^(L) is negligible; and in the lower limit, when
a is replaced by 0, the term 0^(j>(0) is assumed to vanish, as it
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is stipulated that <^(0) must be finite. On these assumptions
the virial of the molecular forces is found to be § of the

potential energy of the molecules—the same ratio as follows

from the law of the inverse fourth power without assump-
tion.

Thus, then, if we proceed to deduce from experimental data

the value of the potential energy of the molecules of a body
and the value of the virial of the molecular forces, and prove
the latter to be | of the former, we shall have obtained weighty
confirmation of the Kinetic Theory of Matter and of the idea

of the action of molecules on one another as centres of force,

but we shall possess no absolute test between the law of the

inverse fourth power and any one of the unknown number of
unknown laws satisfying the conditions that they can be ex-

pressed by some function /(r), insensible for sensible values of r

but sensible for insensible values of r, yet incapable of expres-

sion as a finite series of inverse powers of r ; and, further, that

/(r) must be such that j r^f{7')d7' and j
?'^

j
f{r)dr are both

f{r)dr is neghgible in

/L /»
comparison with 1 r^ 1 f(r)dr; but such an absolute test will

Ja Jr

hardly bo required to distinguish between the nearness to the

truth of the simple and natural and of the elaborate and
artificial.

In order to find whether the virial of the molecular forces

of a body does actually vary inversely as its volume, it is

necessary to construct empirical equations for the relations

between pressure, volume, and temperature found experi-

mentally for different fluids, and then to compare them with

Clausius^s fundamental equation of the virial as applied to

the Kinetic Theory of Gases,

?,;^r= i 2 mY'' + ^. i 22 nrrJlr).

The double sum in this equation as often written is multij)lied

by only one factor -j, the other being uutlerstood to b<> con-

tained in the meaning of the symbol of sunnnation.

If, then, the virial of the molecular forces of all bodies is

to vary inversely as the volume occupied by them, we must
always find in their characteristic equations for pv a term in-

deju^ndent of the temi)erature and varying inversely as the

s]HH'ific volume. Van der Waals, who endeavoured to apply

this idea of the construction of characteristic equations on the
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one type to be studied in the light of the equation of the

virial, was led by certain theoretical views to- consider that

the terra, independent of temperature, should have the form

-^^—2

—

• ^^^ ^^ equations constructed on this principle

were found applicable within only a narrow range of tem-
perature and pressure. Now, before any definite conclusions

can be drawn from the forms of the terms in an empirical

equation, that equation must be proved to hold over a very

wide range of values of the variables in it. A brief comparison
which 1 will give below of the different types of equation that

have been constructed for gases, and of the different inter-

pretations that have been given to their forms, will show the

necessity for this condition of wide applicability in an equation.

To find whether the virial of the molecular forces of a body
varies inversely as its volume, I resolved to seek for empirical

equations to represent the splendid series of experimental

results that Amagat has published for several gases {Ann. de

C/iini. et de PJiys. 5 serie, xxii.). In order to be able to

compare molecular potential energy and virial, I constructed

the characteristic equation for COg first, because Thomson
and Joule's experiments on the expansion of CO2 through
porous plugs, and Regnault's experiments on expansion of

CO2, give no data for finding its molecular potential energy.

In view of the great importance of the deductions to be drawn
from the form of the equation, it seemed to me to be absolutely

necessary that it should represent not only the whole range of

Amagat^s experiments, which extend from pressures of about

40 atmospheres to pressures of 400, and from a temperature

of 18° to 100^ C, but also such indej)endent experimental

data as are available. The search proved to be a sufficiently

laborious one.

The form of equation which Rankine adopted to represent

the result of Regnault^s experiments on the compressibility

and dilatation of air and CO2 may be taken as the point of

dt'parture of certain more recent formulae. It was (Phil.

Trans. 1854, p. 336) :—

;,.=A(274 + 0-^^YTT7F^

where t represents temperature Centigrade. Thomson and

Joule, by the direct integration of the differential equation

expressing their approximate empirical law, that the iall of

tenq)erature of a gas escaping through a plug from a region

of one [)ressure to a region of another is j)roportional tlirectly

to the difference of pressure and inversely to the square of the
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absolute temperature of the gas, were led to the form

where 6 is temperature on Thomson's absolute thenno-
dynamic scale, given within ordinary experimental limits by
the equation

^=: 273-7 +
^^

If, in the small second term, we consider that j) a — , the

equation takes Rankine's form

—

If T represents temperature, measured from the absolute zero

of an air-thermometer, on which the temperature of melting

ice is supposed to be 273°, then within ordinary ranges of

temperature we can put ^=T+A, the value of A being -7,

as determined by Thomson and Joule (" Thermal Effects of

Fluids in Motion," part iv., Phil. Trans. 1862). With 6 ex-

pressed in terms of T, Thomson and Joule's equation becomes
p

m'=AT + AA— Tp-J
J- Xr

where the occurrence of the small constant term AA is of

great importance in thermodynamic and molecular theory.

Hirn^, by his thermodynamic ideas, was led to the con-
clusion that the equation of a body in any state could be

obtained by generalizing the equation to a perfect gas ; thus,

(p+R)(y-.^)= AT.

R is a term resulting from the molecular attractions, and is

called by Hirn the internal pressure. He determines it for

different substances as a function of the volume, involving
two constants and i/r, which he calls the atomic volume, and
takes as representing the actual spatial extension of the mole-
cules whose united domains form the volume r.

Athanase Dupre was the first writer, to my knowledge,
who endeavoured to show the bearings of Laplace's iileas of

molecular forces on the form of characteristic equations and
to apply them. Let ^(r, t) be tlie potential energy {travail

mdcanique interne) of the molecules of a body whose volume
is V at temperature /. Then it follows from Laplace's theory,

with the assumptions involved in it, that <f>{r,t) varies

* " TWorie M(5camque de la Chaleur," Ann. de Ch. et dc Fh. 4 S(5rie, xi.
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inversely as v when t is constant ; so that we may put

.At)
(f>{v,t)=-

V

In his " Troisi^me Memoire sur la Theorie Mecanique de la

Chaleur,"* Dupre obtains an equation which may be written

' v + yjr ^r v + yjr v^

•\/r is a constant for each substance, which he calls its covolume.

The amount of experimental data in existence did not admit
of any adequate testing of this type of equation.

These forms all belong to a period prior to the publication

of Clausius's theorem of the virial ; and they were constructed

and studied almost entirely for thermodynamical purposes.

But since the kinetic theory has been strengthened by that

theorem, much encouragement has been given to regard the

characteristic equation rather from the molecular point of

view. Van der Waals, whose work I know only through a
r^siwK^ (Wiedemann's Beibldtfer, i. p. 10), starting from the

equation of the virial, and applying Laplace's theory of mo-
lecular force in evaluating the virial, arrives at an equation

similar both to Dupre^s and to Hirn's ; except that the R in

Hirn's formula is made to vary inversely as the square of the

volume, or the/(^) of Dupre's is reduced to a constant. His
method of evaluating the virial of the internal forces is as

follows :

—

All round the surface of a body we can imagine a layer, of

thickness L, isolated, where L is the distance at which the

action of two molecules on one another becomes negligible :

then if we disregard for the moment the forces which act be-

tween the remainder of the body and the layer, and the mutual
actions of the molecules of the layer, we see that the virial of

the remaining molecular forces vanishes, because for every
force acting on a given molecule which has a component X,
there is another force whose component in the same direction

is —X ; hence the only parts of the whole virial

which it is necessary to take account of are those arising from
the actions of the inner molecules on the outside layer and the

part arising from the actions amongst themselves of the mo-
lecules of the layer. But this last part is negligible in com-
parison with the virial of all the forces at play in the whole
body ; so that the virial of all the mutual attractions of the

* Ann. de Ch.et de Ph. 4 s^rie, iv. (1805).
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molecules of the body reduces to that part due to action be-

tween the layer and the matter it encloses. Now the resultant

attraction of the enclosed mass on a portion of the layer whose
surface is unity is Kp^, where K is Laplace's constant and p
is the density of the body : hence the internal virial will have

the same value as if it arose from a pressure Kp^, which Van
der Waals calls the molecular ])res?ure. According to the

usual method of estimating the virial pressure over a closed

surface, wo find that the virial of the internal forces is |Kp^y,
and thus the equation of the virial becomes

iSmV2= |(p + Kp2)y.

Van der Waals then argues that the external pressure p which
the containing wall exerts on a mass of gas depends on the

number of collisions which it experiences in unit time ; and
he finds that, on the elastic-sphere theory of molecules, if the

spatial extension of all the molecules in volume V is bi, then

the number of collisions per unit time against the walls will

be greater than if the molecules were points with the same
V

mass and moving with the same velocity in the ratio , ,

and the pressure will be correspondingly increased. Hence,
according to Van der Waals, we must correct the previous

equation to the form

i2;mV2=3(;. + IV)(r-6),

where h represents 4?>,. He then assumes that ^2 »iV^ is

always directly proportional to the temperature as measured
absolutely on the air-thermometer, and reduces the above to

his typical form

(p+72)(^"-^') = R(i+«0.

Whatever may bo the value of the reasoning by which this

form has been derived from the equation of the virial, there

is no doubt about the service which it has done in Van der

Waals's hands to the cause of molecular science ; but the

equation as it stands has been found wanting when applied to

any series of experiments with a wide range of pressure and
temperature.

To meet the deficiencies in it, Clausius (Wiedemann's
Ann. ix. 1879) constructed the form

_ RT _ C
/'-,,_« T(r + /^)^'

which is evidontlv derived from Rankine's form with two
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new constants added to widen its scope. In this formula

Clausius regards^™-; ma ^® representing the virial of the

internal forces, and considers that Van der Waals's formula is

defective because it fails to take account of the dependence

of the virial of the molecular forces on temperature. He
draws a contrast between the perfect gaseous state and the

liquid state : in the former the molecules are under one

another's influence during only a short time compared to the

time of traversing the free path, while in the latter it is only

exceptionally that a molecule escapes from the influence of its

neighbours. The state of an actual gas is supposed to lie

between these two exti'emes ; and Clausius contemplates in an

actual gas the occurrence of collisions, after which the pair of

colliding molecules do not separate but travel along together,

oscillating opposite one another. The lower the temperature

the larger will be the number of such pairs, and the greater

will be the mean value of the attractions, seeing that the

molecules which remain together attract one another more
powerfully on account of their greater proxhnity. Accord-

ingly, the term which in the characteristic equation represents

the mutual attractions must be assumed to increase with

falling temperature. This is Clausius's argument for showing
that the variation of the internal virial inversely as the tem-

perature is not merely a matter of pure convenience in his

empirical formula, but is probably a fact in nature. I have

reproduced it at some length, because not only has he applied

his fornmla to CO2, but also Sarrau {Comjytes Rendus, xciv.)

has shown that it can represent well the behaviour of H, N,

0, CH4, C2H4 in Amagat's experiments within certain limits.

Now, while Clausius's argument can readily be admitted as

showing the possibility of a certain dependence of the internal

virial on tem[)erature, it gives no clue to what we may call the

amount of that dependence. It seems to me that it must
really be negligible, or, at all events, if we regard the molecular

attractions of gaseous CO2 as the residuum at comparatively

great molecular distances of the forces which constitute the

cohesion of liquid and solid COo, we can hardly, from what we
know of the molecular forces involved in elasticity, imagine that

their effect in the virial should be so profoundly dependent on

temperature as it would be if the forces themselves actually

varied inversely as the temperature. In a subsequent attempt*

to apply his form to ether and water, Clausius has found it

necessary to replace m in the virial term of the above equation

* Wiedemann's Ann. xiv. 1881, and Ann. de Ch. et de Ph. 6 s6rie, xxx. 1883
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by a function involving three constants, so that his equation

takes the complicated form

^ ^_1 AT-"-B
RT v-a {v+l3f

'

Sarrau {Comptes Rendus, ci.) has modified the form of

Clausius's equation for CO2, and introduced another constant e,

thus:

—

_ RT Ke-'^

P-v-a {v + ^f'"

but even this form, he finds, fails to represent the behaviour

of CO2 when its volume is reduced to less than -^}^^ of the

normal volume, which at the lower temperatures (40' C.)

corresponds to a pressure of about 80 metres of mercury, while

Amagat's experiments extend to 320 metres.

The last formula to be mentioned is that of Dr. Walter

(Wiedemann's Ann. xvi. 1882)

—

where e is the base of the natural logarithms and /3 and /are
functions of the temperature, left undefined. In a somewhat
similar manner to Van der Waals, he argues, to give a meaning

to his term e ", that it represents a correction which it is

necessary to make in the equation of the virial on account of

the mutual impenetrability of the molecules. And this brings

us to an important point. The equation of the virial does not

require any correction. It exj)resses a perfectly general

dynamical theorem as to the relation between the mean trans-

latory kinetic energy of any system of bodies in stationary

motion and the forces at play among them, and applies as

rigorously to a system of extended bodies as to a system of

ideal extensionless particles. When the equation of the virial

is applied to a number of molecules of a gas confined in vessel

of volume r, #/>r represents the virial of the pressure applied

all over the surHice, and is perfectly independent of what

mechanical arrangement there may be inside to infiuenee the

number of collisions, so long as the motion is stationary. The
ideas of Van der Waals and Dr. Walter affect profoundly the

interj)retation which is to be given to a characteristic equation,

and, if proved by their application to be correct, would upset

the kinetic theory.

H. A. Lorentz (Wiedemann's .l/^n. xii.), accepting Van der

Waals^s equation as an empirically good one, suggests (but

does not press the suggestion) that at low densities the term
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involving h might be taken as representing the virial of the

repulsive forces that are supposed to act during the collisions

of molecules. This opens up the whole of the important
question of the repulsive forces or of the elastic properties

usually assigned to molecules ; and this is the part of the

kinetic theory in its actual state least satisfactory to the earnest

natural philosopher. Sir William Thomson only gave expres-

sion to the aspirations which his development of the gyrostatic

principle and its attendant speculations on " Elasticity a mode
of Motion " have awakened in the minds of physicists for some
means of escape from those highly artificial conceptions of the

classical elasticians of laws of force changing from attraction

to repulsion, which still survive in the idea of an elastic mole-
cule, when, in his address to the Mathematical and Physical
section at the Montreal meeting of the British Association

(Nature, vol. XXX. 1884), he sketched the possibility of apparent
repulsion through attraction. If, therefore, we can prove that

molic force is always attractive, an important step will be
gained towards homogeneity in our conceptions of force in

nature, and there will be only the one general specific pro-
perty of attraction to explain by the ultimate theory of mole-
cular structure, which will account for the action of molecule
on molecule. At first sight it might appear as if the very form
of the equation of the virial, as applied in the kinetic theory
of gases, militated against the elimination of repulsive forces;

for the term o/>r, which represents the virial of the applied

pressure, must, on a theory of pui-e attraction, really be con-
sidered as representing the virial of the attractions of the

molecules of the bounding walls on the molecules inside. Now
the pressure, whatever its origin, is equivalent to a repulsive

action from the walls on the fluid inside ; so that we have to

face the apparent contradiction of the virial of attractive forces

between two sets of molecules being replaceable by the virial

of an imaginary repulsion between them. But to avoid this

difficulty, we have only to make the conception, which in

itself will be found an important one in Physics and Che-
mistiy, that the surface-molecules of two bodies in contact

always penetrate amongst one another. Let us see the bearing

of this idea on the determination of the virial of the attractions

of the molecules of a body B on the molecules of a fluid A
bounded by B. If a molecule of A gets to the far side of a
molecule of B, the attraction on it will be in the same sense

as that in which we usually consider the pressure to act; when
the molecule of A is on the near side of a molecule of B, the

attraction on it is in the opposite sense. The value of the virial

of the action of the molecules of B on those of A depends,
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therefore, entirely on the average relative positions of the

molecules of A to those of B in the mixed transition-laver

between ])ure A and pure B. It may be negative or it may
be positive, or it may be zero. The distinction between
pressure and tension in the action of one body on another

represents a difl'erence in the interlinkings of the orbits of the

surface molecules. The ordinary idea, that the pressure of a

fluid is due to repulsive actions during molecular impact, is

not competent to explain the tension that must act between
the top portion of the mercury and the glass, when the column
of mercury in a barometric tube is got to fill the tube and
stand at a height above that which corresponds to the atmo-
spheric pressure. A great array of facts supports the general

idea of the mingling of molecules at the surface of contact of

two bodies ; for example, such an action as the rusting of iron

suggests the penetration of oxygen atoms to great molecular

depths; while Spring's experiments on chemical combination,

produced merely by the application of powerful pressure to

mixed powders of different elements, demonstrate molecular
interpenetration of bodies in a striking manner. Under
powerful enough pressure, a granule of sulphur and a granule
of lead diffuse into one another and combine as completely as

if their molecules had the freedom of the gaseous state.

Amagat {Ann. de Chiin. et de PJtys. 5 serie, xxviii.) gives,

as a general result of his experimental studies, that at a given

volume the rate of variation of the pressure of a gas with

temperature is constant ; and Ramsay and Young (Nature,

13th Jan. 1887) have announced the same fact in connexion
with their studies of the vapours of ethylic alcohol, ether, and
methylic alcohol. Stating this result symbolically, we have

and integrating

a type to which Van der "Waals's equation belongs, but not

llankine's or Clausius's. But this result is only a first

approximation for CO2, as a close study of Amagat's numbers
for CO2 shows ; while Andrews has arranged his later experi-

mental determinations (Phil. Trans. 1875) to bring out ih&

variation of ^- with temperature in a marked manner.

Thus ~- is not a function of volume onlv, but varies slowly

with temperature, and Van der Waals's form of equation
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cannot represent the actual facts. No series of experiments has

yet been conducted over a range sufficiently wide and accurately

enono-h to enable us to determine —^ in a useful manner
;

so that, without a guiding hypothesis, the search for a suitable

form to give the r\s\it nuances io ~r would be a very difficult

matter. As I wished to construct an equation to test the law

of the inverse fourth power, it was necessary for me to assume

F(i') in the above equation to be of the form ^, where I is a

constant independent of the temperature, and to take as the

general type of my equation,

;.f=T/(r,T)-A

The approximate determination of / is an easy matter ; but

the determination conjointly of the final accurate value of li,

and of the sim})lest form of the function /' of two variables

apf)licable to the experimental facts, is exceedingly difficult-.

After a prolonged trinl of many ditt'erent forms, 1 was led to

adopt that given by Dr. Walter, but with his functions /3 and

/determined to be of the forms -y^, and Z— cT for COg ; thus

where e is the base of the natural logarithms, T the tempera-

ture reckoned on the air-thermometer from absolute zero, and
a, b, c, I are four constants having the following values :

—

I. When the unit of |)ressure is that of a kiloonunme weight

per square metre, and the unit of volume is a cubic metre (u

being the volume of a kilogramme of CO2),

a-19-257, h= -027b5, f= -0o8577, ^=35-327.

II. When the unit of pressure is that of one atmosphere,

and the unit of volume is that volume which the mass of gas

considered occupies at 0° C. and under a pressure of one
atmosphere,

a=-0036976, h='0552, c=-000014666, Z=-01343.

As Amagat measured volumes in a unit suitable to the cir-

cumstances of his experiments, but has not given its value, I

,have calculated it to be 54^0 ^^ ^^''^^ volume which the mass
of gas experimented on would have occupied at 0° C and
7G0 millini. pressure.

Fhil. May. IS. 5. Vol. 24. No. 140. July 1887. K
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In order to compare the equation with the results of An-
drews's oxperinients as well as with those of Amagat, I have

converted Andrews's pressures (which are given in air-

manometer atmospheres, ?". e. which are calculated from the

indications of an air-mnnometer on the assumption that air

obeys the Boyle-Mariott(! law) into pressures in metres of

mercury, by means of the data for air at 1G°, ])ul)Hslied by
Amagat (Comptcs liendus, xcix. 1884). The temperature of

the air-iiianomcter varied in Andrews's experiments : thus,

in the 35°-5 series it was about H'°, in the 04° series it was IJ'^,

and in the 100° series about (i° ; but I have assumed it in all

cases to be 1G°. To convert Andrews's pressures, Avhich are

greater than 65 metres of mercury, the greatest in Amagat's
air-determinations, I have had to use Amagat's determinations

for nitrogen at 17°-7* with such a correction as the diflference

in the behaviour of air and nitrogen at lower pressures sug-

gests. In order to compare Amagat's results with those of

Andrews at the temperatures of '6b°-r) C, fi4°, and 100°, we
nmst regard his series atSS*^'! as taken at 35°*5. and we must
interpolate for the 64° series from his series for 60° and 70°.

This I have done for the construction of the subjoined table,

in which the top row of figures contains the volumes to which

unit volume at 0° and 760 millim. is reduced, and the suc-

cessive rows contain the corresponding pressures in metres

of mercury as given by Andrews, by Amagat, and by the

equation.

COo at 100° C.

Volume
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CO2 at 35°-5 C.

131

Volume
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at points rnmote from that the agreement is goo 1 : thus, at

vohime 'OOiOo.'i Am igat's experimental pressure is 320 metres

of mercury, while the equation gives 338. The ditference

between the two results is seen to be negligible if we look at

it in anorher light. Thus, for a pressure of 320 metres of

mercury the equation gives a volume 002073, which ditfers by
only 1 per c(mt. from Amagat's measurement for the same
pressure—a diti'erence quite within the present limits of expe^

rimental error in the measurement of small volumes at high
pressures.

Let us now proceed to the important question of the true

critical temperature of CO2. The critical temperature, volume,
and })ressure are determined by the characteristic equation,

and the two equations

1^ = and |i'= 0,
ov 00-

which may be written

flT ~ cT-l

Eliminating the exponential factor from (2) and (3), we get

V^i- V \/T

Considering that V-1-' must be taken with a positive sign,

only the positive root of this equation for—-= is permissible,

and we have at the critical state

VT 2 -^

^''

and eliminating r between this and (2) wo get

= aT (1 +/>/ + 2/-"-^^ y'T,
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a quadrate equation for the square root of the critical tempe-

rature, of which the physically permissible root is

VT =

Substitutinof the numerical values of all the constants, we
find

T= 315°-8, and <= 42°-8 C.

Thus the critical temperature given by the equation is 42'^*8,

instead of 31° as found by Andrews in his experiments with

capillarv tubes. The equation gives the critical vokime of a

kilogramme of CO2 as '002036 cubic metres, or '00502(5 of

that volume occupied by the gas at 0° C. and 7(30 millim.,

and the critical pressure as 849700 kilogrammes weight per

square metre, or 82'23 atmospheres, or G2'5 metres of mer-

cury. Andrews found the critical pressure in his tubes to be

something about 75 or 77 atmospheres.

As 1 deemed it indispensable that the characteristic equa-

tion should give with great accuracy the numerics of the

critical state before any sound conclusions could be drawn tVom

its fojni as to the internal virial, these discrepancies caused

me to abandon the above equation for many months, during

which I tried, by variations in the values of the constants, and

by variations in the whole form, to get a reasonably simple

equation that would represent Amagat^s experimental results

and at the same time give the critical temperature as 31° C.

but with manv forms, involving a larger number of constants

I always found that if Amagat's numbers for 100° and 70° were

represented accurately in their whole range, a critical tem-

perature markedly above 31° was obtained. At length, in the

hope of getting a further clue to the proper form of equaHon,

I looked up liegnault^s data for the saturation-pressures of

CO2 at different temperatures*, and found that he declares

explicitly that at 42° C. he had licpiid COg. His words are:—
'' Enfin par la quantitc d'acide carbonique que Ton fait sortir

de ra[)pareil a la fin des experiences on a reconnu que meme
h. la temperature de -12° il devait rester encore beaucoup

d'acide carbonitpie liquide." The pressure of saturation

which he gives for 42°"5 C. is (!li)()7 milliuuof meri-ury ; a

number in good agreement with the critical pressure of (i2'5

metres of mercury determined above by the equation as cor-

responding to a critical temperature of 42°'8 0.

• "Forces elastiques des vapeurs," Memoires de CAcademie, xxvi.

p. 018.
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Now Rognault's experiments were con'lucted on a large

quantity of COo f|iiite removed from capillary influences, so

that there is no difficulty in undcrstandinfr the reason for the

apparent conflict of his result with those of Andrews. The

true critical temperature of CO2 was near 42"'5 C. ; Andrews
had found the critical temperature of CO2 when enclosed in a

certain capillary tuhe to be 31°, a temperature which depends

on the tube.

[To be continued.]

XIV. JVolicea 7'especting New Books.

Mctretilce : or, the Method of Meaaarhvi Prohabiliti/ and Utilitif.

Bij F. Y. EuoEWuttxu, M.A. (London, The Teuiple Company
;

GS pp.)

IN this pamphlet Prof. Ecl2;e worth, as per his Table of Contents,

discusses " The relation ot" the Calculus of Probabilities to

the Pliilosopliy of Utility is partly (i) of .Similarity (pp. 1-52);

partly (ii) of identity (pp. 52-56).
" (I.) Similarity exists both (A) as to the methods of calculation

and (Bj as to the jjroblems proposed.
" (A) The similarity is contemplated under five headings, consti-

tuted each by the iutroductiou ot an attribute, which tends to render

the calculation inexact (pp. 1-50). Under each of these headin<j;s

it is iirgued that there have been granted to the Calculus of Proba-

bilit ies postulates analogous to those which the Calculation of Utility

recpiires to be granted.
" (B) The canons of Belief and Conduct are of similar origin and

authority (pp. 50-52).
'' (II.) The Theory of lu-rors, inasnuich as, philosophically, the

(jU(t'sitii)n is rather the ' moat advantai/ioiis ' than the most prohalde

combination of the given observations, involves the principle of

Utility (pp. 52-5(j)."

Then follow two appendices, " On the ^lethod of Least Squares "

(pp. 57-00), and " A List of Cognate Writings, bv the same Author "

(p. 07).

Many of these papers are already familiar, or. at any rate, known,
to our readers, as they have been printed in the * Philosophical

Magazine ' at varying dates, from Oct. 18Sii to quite a recent issue

in th(> present year ; others, whose titles are given, are on their wav.

The Author touches on many themes, and it goes without saying

that there is much matter fiu'nished for careful readiiigand weighing.

A])pendi\ 1. uiay lie comnu'uded to our mathemaiical readtrs. as

containing an interesting account and discussion of the Method of

Jicast kSquares.
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XV. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued fi-om vol. xxiii. p. 468.]

February 9, 1887.—Prof. J. AV. Judd, F.E.S., President,

in the Chair.

THE following communications were read :

—

1. "Evidence of Glacial Action in the Carboniferous and Hawkcs-
bury Series, New South AVales." By T. W. Edgworth David, Esq.,

F.G.S.

After giving a tabular statement of the sequence of rocks connected

with the coal-bearing beds in Xew South Wales, the Author passed

in review the notices by previous observers of glacial action in the

Carboniferous beds of that country, terminating with the discovery

by Mr. E. D. Oldham of polished and striated boulders in fossiliferous

marine beds of Carboniferous age at Bi'aiixton. The author had since

found another extensive deposit of similar beds at Grass-tree near

Musckbrook, 28 miles N.\V. of Branxton, and described tlie section

there exposed in a railway-cutting. A fine calcareous sandy shale,

reddish to greenish brown in colour, was crowded with round and
subangular fragments of rock, from pebbles no larger than marbles

up to a third of a ton in weight. The surfaces of these fragments

were in many cases ground and scratched. The parent rock of some
of the boulders was '60 miles distant.

The evidence of ice-action in the Triassic Hawkesbury series was
also described. This evidence was twofold, and consisted of the

disrupted angular fragments of shale first observed by Mr. Wilkin-

son, and of contemporaneously contorted current-bedding, of which
no account had ])reviously been published. The contortions were

represented on a diajiram, and attributed to a lateral thrust such as

would be produced by the grounding of floating ice.

The discovery by Mr. Wilkinson of ])olished and striated boulders

in some gold-bearing conglomerates believed to be of Siluro-Devo-

nian age was also noticed.

2. " Tlie Terraces of Ilotomabana, Xew Zealand." By Josiah

Martin, Esq., E.G.S.

Tlie Author, after deploring the recent calamity, proceeded to de-

scribe the [V/iite Terrace. Its origin, the Terata Geyser, was situated

in a crater-like escarpment near the centre of a conical hill of

stcamingand partiallydecom])Osed felspathic tuff on the south-east side

of the warm lake, liotomahana. The Terrace was divided into :

—

1. The Vppcr Terrace, with its long horizontal lines of cups,

steaming and overtiowing with hot water.

2. The ^Middle Terrace, with its massive steps and shaggy fringes,

without basins or receptacles for the overllow.

3. The Lower Plateau, a scries of shallow basins and wide, level

platforms.

The great cauldron and the action of the Geyser wore described

in much detail. The following analysis of the water was given in

t/rains pir <i<ilh)n.
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Silica, free and combined with soda 50
Sodium and potassium chlorides 00
Alkalies, chiefly soda 30
Sodium sulj^hate, <fec 10

Total 1.50

The amount of rock-material withdrawn in solution would amount

to about 10 tons ])er day ; observations lead to the conclusion that

10 per cent, of the silica would be deposited on the surface covered

by the overflow— equivalent to about 120 tons per annum. Then
followed the descrijjtion of the three divisions previously deflned, in-

cludinj"' such local features as the Giaiit Buttress, the Boards Head,

and the Broken Basin—the latter a circular pool 12 feet in diameter

and 30 inches deep—the only warm-water basin on the White Ter-

race of sufficient depth to be used as a bath. The central portion of

the Middle Terrace was distinguished by a series of massive, rugged,

and rippled perpendicular steps, many of which exceedvd feet in

height, and were variously ornamented. The margin of the lower

plateau was somewhat undefined towards the lake.

The Author observed tliat the comparative study of local pheno-

mena must precede any attempt to explain the origin of the Terraces.

The phenomena of mud volcanoes exhibited at the jdateau of Koto-

kaujipanapa afford to the geologist valuable indications of the pro-

bable appearance of the Terata cauldron in the earlier stages of its

activity. These phenomena he described, and arrived at the conclu-

sion that the initial activity of Terata was of a similar nature, and

that the successive periods which mark the history of the formation

of the White Terrace correspond with the increasing activity of its

source. Given a crater-lake of seething mud, as activity increased,

the outer wall of the crater would occasionally be broken down, and

mud streams would be liberated. Such periodical overflows he re-

garded as having built nj) the curious and complex terraced series.

This hyi)othesis he applied in detail, and concluded that deposition

and removal combined to produce the great variety of forms which

existed. Thermal activity within the cauldnm having at length

removed the softened rock, the deposition of siliceous incrustation

commenced.
Lastly he gave a short descrijition of the I'ink Terrace, and re-

marked that by the catastrophe of June lUth the waters of the lakes

Kotoniakirisi and Kotomahuna were drawn into the new fissure at

the base of Tarawera, whilst the Terraces were blown away.

3. " The Eruption of Mount Tarawera." Bv Capt. F. W. Hutton,

F.G.S.

The paper commenced with a descri])tion of the country in which
the eru])tion took ])!aee. I'rom Tongariro to White I.sland. in the

l^ny of rienty, a distance of 130 miles, there extends a belt, 20 or

30 miles wide, abounding in solfataras, geysei-s, hot springs, &.C.,

and composed of volcanic rocks, chiefly rhynlite, with some augite-

andesite. About the middle of this belt lie the mountain and lake

of Tarawera, and two or three miles further south Lake llolomahana,
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the spot where the famous Pink and "White Terraces existed. Before

the recent eruption there were no craters on Mount Tarawera, the

form of which was a ridge, apparent!)- due to denudation,

A description of the eruption was then given. Although earth-

quakes had prevailed for some time in the neighbourhood, they were

not violent. Shortly after midnight on the 10th June a series of

tremendous explosions took place from various parts of the Tarawera

ridge, and columns of steam were thrown up with q^uantities of red-

hot stones. The whole mountain aj)peared as if on fire. A column

of steam was then sent up from near Okaro far to the west, and,

finally, a great explosion took place in Lake Ilotomahana, and

steam rushed forth to a height exceeding that of the columns from

Tarawera^ These eruptions from the plain were not accompanied

by any red-hot stones : the ejecta were of much lower temperature.

The principal eruption, accompanied by violent earthquakes and

loud noises of various kinds, was over by o.3U a. m., and the moun-
tain craters ceased to be active within twenty-four hours, but steam

with some stones and mud continued to issue from the Ilotoma-

hana and Okaro craters for several days, and steam has ever since

been emitted from Rotomahana.
The results of the eruption in the form of fissures on Mount

Tarawera, the change of Ilotomahana from a lake to a crater of

larger dimensions, with precipitous walls, the formation of a new
lake between this crater and Tarawera, and the formation of a

number of small craters about Okaro, were then briefly noticed.

The materials ejected were composed of augite-andesite, and
rhyolites, both compact and vesicular. The mineral structure and
distrilmtion over the surrounding country of various forms of

pumice, scoria, and ash were described, and it was shown that

there was a difference in the substances ejected from the moun-
tain craters of Tarawera and those from the craters in the plain

at Ilotomahana and Okaro, the former comprising pumice and
scoria, which were not thrown out from the latter, and hut little

eteam issuing from the higher craters when compared with the

enormous volumes emitted from the lower vents.

The cause of the eruption was ascribed to the reheating of old

lava-streams salurated with water. This reheating was appa-

rently not due to crushing ; for, had it been so, the preceding earth-

quakes would have been more violent ; but ])rol)ably to molten rock

coming up from below and heating the rocks near the surface. The
eruptions from Ilotomahana and Okaro were purely hydrothermal.

February 23.—Prof. J. W. Judd, IMl.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communication was read :

—

1. "On tbe Origin of Dry Chalk Valleys and of Coombe Rock."

By Clement lleid, Escj., F.G.S.

Whilst engaged in examining the Pleistocene deposits of Sussex,

for the Geological Survey, tlie Author oljservt'd that the Coombe
Kock differs from anything commonly seen in the strongly glaciated

districts of the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Wolds. As in these

localities, the seaward slope of the South Downs is broken by the
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—
line of a partially bnricrl sea-cliff before passing under the low-ljing

drift areas. Subsequent to the formation of this sea-cliff a mass of

angular flint and chalk detritus spread out from the Downs over

the low lands, being seldom found far up the valleys. This is the

Coombe lloek, which passes further on into a worthless mixture of

angular flint and loam, and at a still greater distance into almost

clean brick-earth. It is not of glacial origin, neither is it marine,

nor is it a gravel formed by ordinary fluviatile action. A study of

the contours of the Downs may give us, the Author thinks, a key to

the mode of its formation.

The rolling outline of the Downs, and the steep-sided dr}- valleys

point to conditions which have passed away. However much rain

may fall, the upper parts of these valleys are always dry, and no

running water can be found where the incline of the bottom of the

valley exceeds the slope of the plane of saturation—never more than

6U feet per mile. Three exjilanations have been offered :

—

(1 ) Former submergence and rise in level of the jdane of saturation.

(2) Former higher level of the plane of saturation before the

valh-ys were cut down to their present depth.

(3) Increase in the rainfall.

Kone of tliese theories is sufficient to account for the origin of

Coombt'S and the transport of Coombe llock. There is no evidence

of submerpcnce whilst the Coombes were being eroded ; on the con-

trary, the descent of the Coombes to the sea-level n^ar Knttingdean

and elsewhere, is suggestive of a slight elevation. The deep trench-

ing of the Downs by valleys, and the consequent loweiing of the

plane of saturation is applicable to many of the slightly inclined

Coombes, but tlie whole structure of the country shows that the

outlet for the water must have been as clear then as now. Since

the dry chalk valleys play no })art in the present superficial drainage,

it would make but little ditferenee in the plane of saturation if they

were tilled up again. If springs had formerly existed in the higher

valleys, their giadual failure would have left evidence in the shape

of gravel deposits and terraces. Moreover, as an objection, both to

the first and second theories, it is urged that if valleys had been

cut back by sprinjis, some of them should fall to the north, where

most of the springs occur, whereas the Coombes open to the south.

Lastly he finds no traces of the " hypothetical jiluvial peried."

In suggesting an origin for the dry valleys and Coombe Kock, he

considers that the fauna and flora, both at Fi^herton and Bovey

Traeey, point to a great degree of cold, from 20° to 3U° lower than

what now prevails in the South of England. The ground would

thus be frozen to the dt'pth of several liundred feet, and the drain-

ege system of the chalk entirely moditiid. There would be no

underground cireulatioii. The sumuu'r rains woidd immediately

run off any steep slope, often in violent torrents. These would teiir

up the layer of rubble already looseiu'd by the frost, carrying down
masses of unthawed chalk too rapidly for solvents to have much
effect, ^'o Coombe IJock is found in valleys that have a greater

slope than lOO feet iH>r mile. There is no need of excessive rainfall;

it might have been a dry period corresponding to that of the Loss.
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If the time had not boon short, all soft rocks in the South of

England would have been planed down to one gently undulating

surface like the plains of llussia and Siberia. Such Tundra-con-

ditions may have occurred more than once,

2. " Probable Amount of former Glaciation of Norway, as demon-
strated by the present condition of Kocks upon and near the Western

Coast." By W. F. Stanley, Esq., F.G.S.

The observations on which this paper are based were made in

June last, during a voyage along the west coast of Norway. Inland

conditions were also noted in the Hardanger and Sogne Fjords, and

a few trips up some of the valleys enabled these inland observations

to be further extended. The author limited his work to searching

for outline evidence of ice-action. The aspect of the coast for

hundreds of miles consecutively has a uniform character of jagged

and pointed rocks nearly to the sea-level. At the mouths of tlie

fjords the rocks are more rounded, particularly at heights less than

100 feet. ^\'ithin the Arctic Circle the Swartiseu glacier reaches

nearly to the sea, and here the rocks are more rounded.

He exhibited sketches showing the characteristic forms of the

rocks, and concluded from a study of tliese that ice had never prevailed

along the entire western coast of Norway, neither had inland ice of

any considerable thickness tlowed over this coast in sufficient volume
to wear off the points of the sharply fractured gi'anite. Even the

rocks below 100 feet are not more worn than is sometimes the case

in tro[)ical climates. The " shark's teeth" of the Lofotens have not

been planed down, nor is there any vestige of the great ice-sheet of

our text -books within the Arctic Circle. Even in the fjords there

is no evidence of ice-action until we arrive at the head, where it is

very evident. There can be no better demonstration of the extent

of former glaciation than in the llomsdal valley, where the line of

the worn base extends as high up the rock as GOO feet. He also

instanced the principal glaciers of the Folgo Fjord, now about 7 miles

from the open water of the fjord, though formerly within \h mile.

The angular character of the low rocky island in front of Odde
shows that it cannot have advanced further.

The Author concluded that at no period within geologically recent,

say Tertiary times, has ico extended much further than at present.

Seeing that the morainic matter now in the valleys has been derived

from the hills, there must formerly have been a greater extent of land

above the snow-line, and this would cause a former extension of

glaciers without resort to any extraneous theory or change of cli-

mate. The Great Ice Age has left no trace on the Norwegian
littoral.

March 23.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. "Notes on the Structures and llelations of some of the older

Rocks of Brittany." By T. G. lionney, J).Sc., LL.I).. F.K.S.. I'ro-

fissor of Geology in University College, I^ondon, and Fellow of St.

John's College, Cambridge.

These notes are the results of a visit to some of the more in-
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—
teresting geological sections in Brittany, in the autumn of last year.

The author is greatly indebted for information to the liev. E. Hill,

"who took i)art in the summer excursion of the Societe Gdologique

do France, and to IJr. Charles Ijarrois, wlio has for long been en-

gaged in investigating the geology of Brittany.

(1) The Author briefly noticed the glaucophane-amphibolites and
the associated schists of the He de Uroix, which have been already

admirably described by Dr. C. Barrels. He considered the evidence

to be on the whole in favour of the view that the former were
originally igneous rooks intrusive in the latter, but modified by
subsequent pressure (the marks of which are very conspicuous in

the schists), and by mineral change, which probably jjroduced the

glaucophane, the garnets being anterior to the mechanical dis-

turbance.

(2) The next part of the paper treated of sections in the district

about Quimperle. Cases were cited of granite, modified by pressure

so as to result in a gneissoid rock, and of banded gneisses also modified

by subsefjuent pressure, but, in the Author's opinion, indubitably

banded gneisses anterior to the mechanical disturbance, and exhi-

biting structures which, in his opinion, lend themselves more readily

to a theorj' of some kind of original stratification of the constituents

than to any other. The amph:bolites in this region are undoubtedly

of igneous origin (intrusive), but subsequently modified. In one
part of the district are granitoid gneisses, but little modified by sub-

sequent mechanical action, which in structure differ greatly from
the granites, and much resemble the older Archaean gneisses of

other regions. A " hiilleflinta" to the north of Quimperle proves

to be in part a rhyolitic rock, modified by subset, uent pressure

;

part, however, may be an indurated tufi' of similar composition.

(3) In this part o) the paper were noticed the crystalline rocks

of lioscotf, and (more liriifiy) the Palaeozoic strata about Morlaix,

with the mineral aud structural modifications due to pressure and
to tlie action of intrusive igneous rocks. The author pointed out

that, in the latter case, the results eitlier of prcssure-metamorphisra

or of contact-metamorphisni difi'er much from the crystalline schists,

which, both in Brittany and elsewhere, are regarded as of Archaean
age ; and that here in the north at Boscofi', we have a series of
banded gneisses, less modified by subse(|uent pressure than in the

south, the structures of which are very difficult to explain on any
theory of a "rolling out" of a comj)licated association of igneous
rocks, but which are such as would naturally result from some kind
of stratification of the original constituents.

The result of the author's work is to strengthen the opinion which
he has already expressed, that while the structures of some foliated

rocks may be regarded as piinuirily due to pressure operating on
suitable materials, the structure of others seems opposed to this ex-
planation. At any rate the latter rocks ajipear to Inive assumed a
crystiilline condition with a semblance of stratifieation in Pre-
Canibrinn times ; so that, whatever may be their genesis, they are

rightly called Archu;an gneisses and schists.
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2. " The Hocks of Sark, Herm, and Jethou." By Rev. E. Hill,

M.A., F.G.8.

The author described the island of Sark, about three miles long by
two broad, with the smaller areas of Little Sark and lirecqhou.

Little Sark is attaelied to Great Sark by a narrow ridge (the Cou-

pee), which the weather is rapidly degrading, while iJrecqhou is

completely separated by a narrow strait. The greater part of these

islands consists of dark hornblendic banded rocks, which clohcly re-

semble those of the Lizard, and show by their alternation of

materials and their phennmena of current-bedding that they have
originated by some kind of deposition. These were shown to lie un-

conformably on a gneiss, seen only at the eastern extremity of the

island, in and around the Creux Harbour. Over this the beds lie

in a dome, and as they slope awaj'' on the N., W., and S., they pass

under a highly-crystalline rock, which has been called a metamorphic
gneiss. This rock was described, and evidence given to show that it

is really a granite,—an igneous rock which has overflowed the horn-

blendic beds.

Yeins and dykes were briefly noticed ; they include a dyke of mica-

trap. The islands of Herm and Jethou, lying between Guernsey
and Sark, were also described. Jethou contains a fine raised beach.

They consist of granite which presents signs of an E. and W. dip.

A probability was shown that this granite is pait of the mass overly-

ing Sark.

finally the age of these rocks was shown to be Archaean, and at-

tention was called to the evidence they give that some at least of the
Archaean rocks did not oiiginate out of igneous masses by crush,

but were formed by some process « hich, if not aqueous sedimenta-
tion, at all events w^as some kind of successive deposition.

3. " Quartzite Boulders and Grooves in the Roger Mine at

Dukinfield." By James Radcliffe, Esq., F.G.S.

Quartzite boulders have from time to time been found imbedded
in the roof of the Roger Mine coal-seam. Similar boulders had
previously been described from coal-seams both in Leicestershire

and the forest of Dean. The composition of the Roger-Mine boulders

was shown by notes furnished by Prof. Bonney to be quartzose grit

and quartzite, containing some grains of felspar, epidote, and tour-

maline and flakes of mica. Tliis composition resembled that of

some of the pebbles in the Buntor conglomerate of the Midland
counties, and also that of some of the Loch Maree quartzites. The
boulders varied in weight from 1(5(5 pounds to 4 ])ounds, and ap-
peared to have been dropped into the coal, one boulder having been
found standing edgeways. They were half imbedded in the seam,
half enclosed in the overlying grey shale.

In the upj)er surface of the coal in the same mine, grooves were
found running about S. 50° E., the mean direction of faults, slips,

&c., being S, 26° \V. The sides of these grooves were raised, as if

by pressure, and each depression commenced as a small groove, then
increased n\ depth and breadth, and Anally died out.
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XVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

THE ADAMS PRIZE, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY.

(St. John's College Lodge, May 7, 1887.)

^piIE Examiners give notice that the following is the subject for
-- the Adams Prize to ba adjudged in 18^9 :

—

On the Criterion of the Slahiliti/ and Instabilit>/ of the Motion

of a Viscous Fluid.

It appears from experiment (see Phil. Trans, for 1SS3, p. 935)
tliat the steady motion in a tube is stable or unstable, according

as the \elocitY is less or greater than a certain amount ; and it is

inferred from theory, confirmed by experiment, that in two geoine-

tricallv similar systems the motion is stable or unstable according

as /i/(ocU is greater or less than a certain numerical quantity n;
c, U being a length and a velocity wliirh define the linear scale and
the scale of velocity in the system, and p, /x the density and coeffi-

cient of viscosity of the fluid ; but the quantity u has not hitherto

been obtained even in a simple case except by experiment.

It is required either to determine generally the mathematical
criterion of stability, or to find from theory the value of n in some
simple case or cases. For instance, the case migh. be taken of

sleady motion in two dimensions between two fixed planes, or

that of a simple shear between two phines, one at rest and one
in motion.

(Should the investigation not be found practicable for even a
simple case of the motion of a viscous fluid, some substantial

advance might be made in what has been done for a perfect fluid

(see Proceedings of the Mathematical Society, vol. xi. p. 57), the

title of the Essay being modified accordingly.

The Prize is open to the competition of all persons who have at

any time b(>en admitted to a Degree in fliis University.

Each Essay should be accompanied by a full and careful abstract

pointing out the ]iarts vhich the aulhor considers to be new, and
indicating the parts which are to be regarded as of more im-
portance than the rest.

The Essays must be sent in to the Vice-Chancellor on or bi^fore

the sixteenth day of December, 1888, privately. Each is to have
some motto prefixed, and to be accompanied by a paper sealed up
with the same motto and the words Adams Prize on the outside,

and the Candidate's full name with his College and Degree written

within.

The papers containing the names of those Candidates who may
not succeed w ill be destroyed unopened.

Any Candidate is at liberty to send in his Essay either written

(but not in his own hand) or printed or lithographed.

The successful Candidate receives about £170. lie is required
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to print the Essay at his own expense, and to present a copy to

the University J^ibrary, to the Library of fSt. John's College, and to

each of the four Examiners.

C. Taylor, Vice-Chancdlor.

G. H. Darwix, Flumian Professor.

G. Gr. tSTOKES.

Eatleigh.

ON ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY. BY R. NAHRWOLD.

The author had sliown in an earlier paper that electricity which

issues from a point into an earth-connected receiver, charges, in

preference, the tioating dust particles in the enclosed space, which

are then quickly driven to the sides. If these sides are coated with

glycerine the particles remain there, and the space sooner becomes

free from dust than when allowed to settle gradually.

He describes an experiment by which the action of electricity

on the dust diffused in the air is demonstrated in a striking manner.

A tubulated glass bell-jar, about 30 centiin. in height and 20

centim. in diameter, was carefully cleaned and then coated on the

inside with glycerine. The bell-jar was inverted, and the upper

opening closed by a zinc sheet", which, with the layer of glycerine,

was in conducting communication with the earth. Through a hole

about 2 centim. in diameter in the centre of this lid a copper wii-e,

provided with fifteen fine sewing-iieedlcs, was fixed bv an insulator.

This wire was made of two wires, of about 5 miljim. diameter,

twisted together, and the needles are stuck in between these two
at a distance of 1 centim. apart and at right angles to the wii'e.

The copper wire was connected with one pole of a Tcipler's machine,

the other pole of which was to earth, so that when the machine
was w orked the electricity issued from the needles into the bell-jar.

Tobacco-smoke could be blown through the lower aperture, so

that the bell-jar was quite opaque, and even the needles in the

centre could not be seen. "When now the machine was worked,

the smoke disappeared after two or three turns and the bell-jar

was as clear as before.

Aqueous vapour, sal-ammoniac, phosphoric anhydride, and soot

could be used, but not so ad\antag('ously as tobacco-smoke. If the

inside was not coated with glycerine the same results were obtained,

but required a nnich longer time.

The other results obtained by the author are as follows:

—

(1) It has been more conclusively proved than lieretofore that

the electricity issuing from the poijits does not electrify the air

itself statically, but the dust in it, which consists of suspended
liquid or solid particles.

(2) It has been shown that fine particles are driven away from
an ignited platinum wire, which are diffused in the surrounding

air ; and in this way air free from dust, which is not suited for

receiving electricity from points, becomes again capable of acquiring

a charjre.
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(3) The conchisioa has been arrived at that the electricity issuing

from an igiiiLed platinum wire does not give a static charge to the

air itself, but that r,he cliarg ;s observed as atmospheric electricity

have their seat iu tlu; parti'.;les alreadv repelled into the air,

(4) It is accordingly highly probable that atmospheric air, and
no doubt other gisjs also, cannot be statically elecrified.

(5) A fresh experiment is given which sho.vs that, at ordinary

temperatures, negative electricity of high pott^ntial issues more
readily into the an* than positive.— W^iedeuiaan's Aanalen, No. 7,

lb87.

ON AN EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE WORK OF MAG-
NETIZATION. BY A. WASSMLFTH AND G. A. SCHlLLrXG.

If soft iron is brouglit from a very great distance near a magnet,
and thereupon so rapidlv removed that the magnetism do3s not

diminish, more work (W) is consumed in the removal than was
gained in the approach ; for in the removal the attraction is

stronger. The difft^rence, A= W^L, is the work of magnetiza-

tion. It is assumed that the magnetizing force x acts on all parts

of the body used, an elongated ellipsoid of rotation, with equal

force in the. direction of the axis of ro^aMou. The work of mag-
netization is calculated for 1 cubic millim., if the moment of the

cubic millimetre is /«. Wis then =.*'/i, and L=\ fjid.i\ as is shown

by calculation and by the experiments. Hence /

A =.r^ — \ jidx=
y
xdji.

In the experiments the iron ellipsoid, with its axis of rotation,

vas in the same vertical plane as the limbs of a large electromagnet

provided with large pole-pieces, so that the field was a« uniform as

possible ; it was suspended to a balance, so that the attraction

p at various vertical dLstances r from the tips of the magnet-ends

could be determined. The surface of the curve whose abscissae

correspond to z, and the ordinates to p, defines the variation of

work, which according to theory must be equal to ^^(/.i\ The

forces X and jx were measured by the currents induced in a fixed

coil, on changing the ])oIarity, in one case with, and in another case

without, the freely-suspended iron core: and the currents were
reduced to absolute measure by a terrestrial inductor introduced

into the circuit. Experiment coulirmed the theoretical antici-

pations. They prove that the work for the change of position of

the iron is equal to the corresponding increase and decrease of

\fxdx; the work of magnetization is thus equal to the change of

i X dfi. Only in case, when fx is proportional to x, do \x dfi and \fi d.v

give tlie sanie value, |.r^. The work is in that case proportional to

x^, on which may he based a method of determining .r.— Winwr
Btrkhte, xciv. (18^iG); Bcibldttcr tLr Phiisik, No. 4 (^1887).
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.

T^HE nature of the question to be first considered may be

best explained by a ])aragraph from a former paper f,

in which the subject was briefly treated. '' There is also

another kind of maintained vibration which, from one point of

view, may be regarded as forced, inasmuch as the period is

imposed from without, but which differs from the kind just

referred to (ordinary forced vibrations) in that the imposed
periodic variations do not tend directly to displace the body
from its configuration of equilibrium. Probably the best-

known example of this kind of action is that form of Melde's

experiment in which a fine string is maintained in transverse

vibration by connecting one of its extremities with the vibra-

ting prong of a massive tuning-fork, the direction of motion of
the point of attachment being jMrallel to the length of the string^.

The effect of the motion is to render the tension of the string

periodically variable ; and at first sight there is nothing to

cause the string to depart from its equilil)rium condition of

straightness. It is known, however, that under these circum-
stances the equilibrium position may become unstable, and
that the string may settle down into a state of permanent and

• Communicated bv the Author.

t " On Maintained Vibrations.' Tbil. Mag. April 1883", p. 229.

X
" When the direction of motion is transverse, the case falls under the

head of ordinary forced vibrations."

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 147. August 1887. L
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vigorous vibration whose period is the double of that of the

point of attachment "*. Other examples of acoustical interest

are mentioned in the paper.

My attention was recalled to the subject by Mr. Glaisher's

Address to the Astronomical Society j, in which he gives an
interesting account of the treatment of mathematically similar

questions in the Lunar Theory by Mr. Hill X and by Prof,

Adams§. The analysis of Mr. Hill is in many respects in-

comparably more complete than that which I had attempted

;

but his devotion to the Lunar Theory leads the author to pass

by many points of great interest which arise when his results

are applied to other physical questions.

By a suitable choice of the unit of time, the equation of

motion of the vibrating body may be put into the form

'^+2k~+{(do + 2e,cos2t)ic= 0; . . . (1)

where k is a positive quantity, which may usually be treated as

small, representing the dissipative forces. (0o + 20icos 2/>/)

represents the coefficient of restitution, which is here regarded

as subject to a small imposed periodic variation of period tt.

Thus ©0 is positive, and ©i is to be treated as relatively

small.

The equation to which Mr. Hill's researches relate is in

one respect less general than (1), and in another more general.

It omits the dissipative term proportional to k ; but, on the

other liand, as the Lunar Theory demands, it includes terms

proportional to cos 4:t, cos 6/, &c. Thus

^^^ + (0^+201 cos 2< + 202 cos 4^ + ...)u-= 0; . (2)

or

where
©= S„©,/'"', (4)

n being any integer, and i representing v/(— 1). In the

present investigation ©_„= ©„.

* '< See Tyndairs ' Sound/ 3vd. eil. eh. iii. § 7, where will also be foimd

ft general explanation of the mode of action."

t M out lily Notice.'^, Feb. 1887.

:j;
" On the Part of the Motion of the Lunar Perigee which is a Func-

tion of the Mean Motions of the Sun and Moon," Acta Mathematica, S:l,

188G. Mr. Hill's work was first published in 1877.

§ "On the Motion of the Moon's Node, in the case when the orbits

of the Sun and Moon are supposed to have no Eccentricities, and when
their Mutual Inclination is supposed to be indeliuitelv small." Monthly

Notices, Nov. 1^77.
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It will be convenient to give here a sketch of Mr. Hill's

method and results. Remarking that when ©i, ©2? &c. vanish,

the solution of (3) is

7/;= Ke''^' + K'e-'^', (5)

where K, K' are arbitrary constants, and c= \/(©o), he shows

that in the general case we may assume as a particular solution

w;= S„J„g-'+2'"', (6)

the value of c being modified by the operation of ©i, &c., and
the original term ige'^' being accompanied by subordinate

terms corresponding to the positive and negative integral

values of n.

The multiplication by 0, as given in (4), does not alter the

form of (G) ; and the result of the substitution in the differ-

ential equation (3j may be written

(c + 2m)26^-in©„_A=0, .... (7)

which holds for all integi-al values of m, positive and negative.

These conditions determine the ratios of all the coefficients

hn to one of them, e. g., bo, which may then be regarded as

the arbitrary constant. They also determine c, the main sub-

ject of quest. Mr. Hill writes

[n]=(c + 2ny-e^; (8)

so that the equations take the form

... + [-2]b.,- ©1 b_,-e,b,- ©3 b,-e,b,-...=o,

...- ©1 b.,+[-i]b.,-e,b^- e, h,-esb,-...=o,

...- e, b.,- ©1 b.,+[o]bo- ©1 b,-e,b,-...=o, }. (9)

...-©3 i_2- ©2 b.^-e,bo+[-i]b,-&,b2-...=o,

...- ©4 i_2- ©3 6_l-©2?>0- ©1 ^+[2]^2--.-= 0,

The determinant formed by eliminating the 6's from these

equations is denoted by 'S'(c); so that the equation from which

c is to be found is

^(c)=0 (10)

The infinite series of values of c determined by (10) cannot

give independent solutions of (3),—a differential equation

of the second order only. It is evident, in fact, that the

system of equations by which c is determined is not altered if

we replace c by c + 2v, where v is any positive or negative

integer. Neither is any change incurred by the substitution

of — c for c. "It follows that if (10) is satisfied by a root

<'= Cq, it will also have, as roots, all the quantities contained

in the expression _j.^ _|. 2;j

L2
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where n is any positive or negative integer or zero. And
these are all the roots the equation admits of ; for each of the

expressions denoted by [w] is of two dimensions in c, and may
be regarded as introducing into the equation the two roots

2w + Cq and 2n— c^. Consequently the roots are either all

real or all imaginary; and it is impossible that the equation

should have any equal root unless all the roots are integral."

On these grounds Mr. Hill concludes that ^{c) must be

such that

2^(c)=A[cos(7rc)— cos(7r(-o)] . . . (11)

identically, where A is some constant independent of c ; whence

on putting c= 0,

^(0)= A[l-cos(7rO], .... (12)

in which, if we please, c^ may be replaced by c. The value

of A may now be determined by comparison with the parti-

cular case ©1 = 0, 02= t>, (tc, for which of course c=v/Bo-
Thus if ^\0) denote the special form then assumed, i. e. the

simi)le product of the diagonal constituents,

S)'(0)=A[l-cos(7rVeo)], (13)

and
1 — cos (ttc) SHT (iTTc)

2)'(0)'
(14)

l-cos(7r^(H)o) sin^(^7r^0o)

The fraction ^(0)^'2)'(0) is denoted by D(0). It is the

determinant formed from the original one by dividing each

row by the constituent in the diagonal, so as to reduce all

the diagonal constituents to unity, and bv making c vanish.

Thus
1— cos (ttc)

where

0(0) =

+

1— cos (ttv/Oq)

01

= (0), (15)

0. 0, (=).

4"^-0o 4^-00 4--0O 4"''-eo"

_ Ql
, . 1 _ ©2 _ 03

0. 0,

O-'-0o 0-^-00

03 02

2"''-0o 2"''-00 2"^-00

1 --^.- 0,

01
+

U--0O O''-0o"*

2-^-0/-

0. 0, 00 0.
4"^-00 4''-©o 4''-00 4-^-00

+ 1
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The value of D (0) is calculated for the purposes of the Lunar
Theory to a high order of approximation. It will here suffice

to give the part which depends upon the squares of ©i, ©a? &c.

Thus

°^^^"^"^ V©7~Li-©o + 4:::©/9^:©o+---J-
^^^^

Another determinant, V(0), is employed by Mr. Hill, the

relation of which to D (0) is expressed by

V(0)=2sinMi7ri/©o).n(0); . . . (18)

so that the general solution for c may be written

cos(7rc) = l-V(0) (19)

Mr. Hill observes that the reality of c requires that 1 — V(0)
should lie between —1 and +1. In the Lunar Theory this

condition is satisfied; but in the application to Acoustics the

case of an imaginary c is the one of greater interest, for the

vibrations then tend to increase indefinitely.

Cos (ttc) being itself always real, let us suppose that ttc is

complex, so that

c= a + i^,

where u and are real. Thus

cos 7rc=cos Tra cos z'tt/S— sin iru sin itt/S;

and the reality of cos ttc requires either (1) that /S= 0, or (2)

that a= w, n being an integer. In the first case c is real. In
the second

C0S7rc= +COSi7ry8=l— V(0), . . . (20)

which gives but one (real) value of j3. If 1—V (0) be positive,

c=±i^+ 2n; (21)

but if 1— V(0) be negative,

cos 7rc= —cos ZTT/S,

whence
c=+7/3 + 2n + l (22)

The latter is the case with which we have to do when ©o, and
therefore c, is nearly equal to unity ; and the conclusion that

when c is complex, the real part is independent of ©i, ©j, &c.

is of importance. The complete value of lo may then be

written

M;= e^'5:6„e"('+2") + e-^'S6V^'+2n)^ . . . (23)

the ratios of &„ and also of bn being determined by (9). After

the lapse of a sufficient time, the second set of terms in e~^*

become insignificant.
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In tlie application of greatest acoustical interest S^ (and c)

are nearly equal to unity; so that the free vibrations are per-

formed with a frequency about the half of that introduced

by 01. In this case the leading equations in (9) are those

which involve the small quantities [0] and [— 1]; but for

the sake of symmetry, it is advisable to retain also the equa-

tion containing [1]. If we now neglect 02) ^s well as the fs
whose suffix is numerically greater than unity, we find

^-1 _ Pq _ Oi
{94.\

0t[i]"[i][-i]~<'->i[-i]' • • •
^—

'

and
[0][l][-l]-ef{[l] + [-l]} = 0. . (25)

For the sake of distinctness it will be well to repeat here

that

[O] = c^-0o, [-l] = (c-2y-'-0„ [l] = (c+ 2f-0<'.

Substituting these values in (25), Mr. Hill obtains

(c2-0o){(c2 + 4-0/-166--}-20i2{c2 + 4-0o} = O,

and neglecting the cube of {c^Sq), as well as its product with

^

(r-0o)^ + 2(0o-l)(c^-0o) +01^= 0;

and from this again

c^=i+v/{(0o-iy-'-0;-'} (26)

It appears, therefore, that c is real or imaginary according

as (0^— 1)' is greater or less than 01". In the problem of

the Moon's apse, treated by Mr. Hill,

00= 1-1588439, 0,= -0-0570440;

and in the corresponding problem of the node, investigated by
Prof. Adams,

00=1-17804,44973,149,

0^= 0-01261,68354,6.

In both these cases the value of e is real, though of course

not to be accurately determined by (26).

Mr. Hill's results are not immediately applicable ta the

acoustical problem emboilied in (1), in consequence of the

omission of /•, representing the dissipation to which all actual

vibrations are subject. The inclusion of this term leads,

however, merely to the substitution for {c + 2n)-— S^^ in (8) of

{c + 2ny-2ik{r + 2n)-e^;

so that the whole operation of k is i-epresented if we write
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[c— ik] in place of c, and (0o~^^) in place of ©O' Accordingly

cos7r(c-a-) = l-V'(0), .... (27)

V'(0) differing from V(0) only by the substitution of ©q—F
for ©0.

If 1— V'(0) lies between +1, {c— ik) is real, so that

c= {k + u+2n (28)

In this case both solutions are affected with the factor «~^',

indicating that whatever the initial circumstances may be, the

motion dies away.

It may be otherwise when 1 — V'(0) lies beyond the limits

+ 1. In the case of most importance, when ©o is nearly equal

to unity, 1 — V'(0) is algebraically less than —1. If

cosz7r/3=-l + V'(0), (29)

we may write

c=l + i{Jc±/3) + 2n (30)

Here again both motions die down unless /S is numerically

greater than k, in which case one motion dies down, while the

other increases without limit. The critical relation may be

written

cos({7r^) = -l+V'(0) (31)

From (30) we see that, whatever may be the value of k, the

vibrations (considered apart from the rise or subsidence indi-

cated by the exponential factors) have the same frequency as

ii' k, as well as ©j, ©2, &c. vanished.

Before leaving the general theory it may be worth while to

point out that Mr. Hill's method may be applied when the

coefficients of d'lr/dt^ and chv/dt, as well as of ic, are subject

to given periodic variations. We may write

where
<I>=S^„e2'"', ^=S^„<?2''", ©= 20„e2.>.<. (33)

Assuming, as before,

iv=tnbne'''-^^'"'

,

(34)

we obtain, on substitution, as the coefficient of e««''+2'"»<^

-SJu (c + 2ny^m-n+ i tnbn {c + 2n)%._„ + 1 bn ©„._„,

which is to be equated to zero. The equation for c may still

be written

•2)(c) = 0, (35)
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^W =

. [-2,0], [-1, -1], [0, -2], [1, -3], [2, -4],..

.[-2,1], [-1,0], [0,-1], [1,-2], [2,-3],..

.[-2,2], [-1,1], [0,0], [1,-1], [2,-2],..

.[-2,3], [-1,2], [0,1], [1,0], [2,-1],..

.[-2,4], [-1,3], [0,2], [1,1], [2,0], ..

and
[,i,r] = (c+2n)2$,-i(c + 2n)%-e,. . . (37)

By similar reasoning to that employed by Mr. Hill we may
show that

'2>(c)=A(cos7rc— cos ttCq)

+ B (sin irc— sin ttCq) . . .
,

where A and B are constants independent of c ; and, further,

that

^(0)= A(l-cos7rc)-Bsin7rc. . . . (38)

If all the quantities $rj ^r, ©r vanish except <I>q, ^q, 0^,

^(0) reduces to the diagonal row simply, say ^'{0). Let

Ci, C2 be the roots of

, cPio ,,, dw . „ ,.

(39)

then

= 0. (40)

^'(0)=A(1— cos 7rq) - B sin TTCi,

=A (1 — cos TTfj) — B sin TTCo ;

so that the equation for c may be written

"2) (0), 1 — cos TTC, sin TTC,

'2)'(0), 1— cosTTCi, sin 7r<'i,

'^'{0), 1— COSTTCo, sinTTOoj

In this equation 2)(0)-h'2)'(0) is the determinant derived

from '!£^(0) by dividing each row so as to make the diagonal

constituent unity.

If . . . "^'-i, ^^„ "^'i . . . vanish (even though . . . ^_„ ^q, <I>j . .

.

remain finite), '^[c] is an even function of f, and the co-

efficient B vanishes in (38). In this case we have simply

1- cos TTC _ ^(0)
l-COSTT^Ho "X^'TO)'

exactly as when <^,, O-i, ^2? *^-2 • • • vanish.
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Reverting to (24), we have as the approximate particular

solution, when there is no dissipation,

g{.c-2)it gpit g(c+2)il

If c be real, the solution may be completed by the addition

of a second, found from (41) by changing the sign of c. Each
of these solutions is affected with an arbitrary constant mul-
tiplier. The realized general solution may be written

_ Rcos (c— 2)^+ S sin (c— 2)t
«'-

(c-2y-e,
R cos cf + S sin c^ Rcos(c+ 2)^ + Ssin(c + 2)^ .^„.

"^

0,
"^

(c + 2)''^-0o ' •
'^ ^

from which the last term may usually be omitted, in conse-

quence of the relative magnitude of its denominator. In this

solution c is determined by (26).

When c^ is imaginary, we take

4s'=e,'-{e,-iy; (43)

so that

c'^= l + 2is, c=l + is, c—2=—l+is.

The particular solution may be written

io= e-''{e,e-'' + {l-eQ-2is)e''\ ; • . • (44)

or, in virtue of (43),

i(,= (?-*'|(l-0„ + 0i)cos< + 2ssin<f ; . . (45)

or, again,

,,= e-''{s/{&i + l-e,).cost+sy{e,-l + e,).smt}. . (46)

The general solution is

10= lie-''
{
( 1 - 00 + 0i) cos / + 2s sin

'I--OJ
(47)

+ Se*' {(1— ©o + 0i)cos«— 2ssin

R, S being arbitrary multipliei's.

One or two particular cases may be noticed. If 0^= 1,

25= 0j, and
ic= RV-"' ( cos < + sin t ] )

y (48)
+ SV' {cos^— sin^}

)

Again, suppose that

©^-(0o-l)^ (49)

so that s vanishes, giving the transition between the real and
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imaginary values of c. Of the two terms in (46), one or

other preponderates indefinitely in the two alternatives.

Thus, if 01= J— 00, the solution reduces to cost; but if

Hi = — 1 + (r\, it reduces to sin /. The apparent loss of gene-

rality by the merging of the two solutions may be repaired in

the usual way by supposing s infinitely small.

When there are dissipative forces, we are to replace c by
{c— ik), and @ by (®o~~^'^); but when k is small the latter

substitution may be neglected. Thus, from (26),

c=l+ik + ^^/\{^,-\Y-(d^\. . . . (50)

Interest here attaches principally to the case where the radical

is imaginary ; otherwise the motion necessarily dies down.
If, as before,

4.'-^= (V-(0o-l)^ (51)

c= l + ik + is, c— 2=—l-\-ih + is, . . (52)

and

"^"^ {c-ik-2y-@o "^ @7'

or

«.= c-(^+^)'](l-©o + ©i)cos/+ 2ssin<f. . . (53)

This solution con-esponds to a motion which dies away.

The second solution (found by changing the sign of s) is

«j= g>-'')'{(l— 0o + ©i)cosf— 25sin4. • • (54)

The motion dies away or increases without limit according as

s is less or greater than k.

The only case in which the motion is periodic is when 5= /-,

or

4P= 0i^-(0o-l)--'; (55)
and then

,r= (l-.0,-0,)cos/-2/.sin^ . . . (56)

These results, under a different notation, were given in my
former paper*.

If 00=1, we have by (51), 2s= e; and from (53), (54),

= Re-(''-+*"{cos/+ sin/} +S<'-^^-"]cos/-sinf}.. . (57)

or

w

* In consoquonco of an error of sign, the result for a second approxima-

tion there stated is incorrect.
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In the former paper some examples were given drawn from

ordinary mechanics and acoustics. To these may be added

the case of a stretched wire, whose tension is rendered periodi-

cally variable by the passage through it of an intermittent

electric current. It is probable that an ilhistration might be

arranged in which the vibrations are themselves electrical.

©0 would then represent the stiffness of a condenser, ^f, re-

sistance, and <I>o self-induction. The most practicable way of

introducing the periodic term would be by rendering the self-

induction variable with the time (^j). This could be effected

by the rotation of a coil forming part of the circuit.

The discrimination of the real and imaginary values of c is

of so much importance, that it is desirable to pursue the ap-

proximation beyond the point attained in (26). From (11)

we find

'X)(l) ^ l+cos(7rc)
^

2)'(1) l+cos(7rV©o)' ' ' ^ '

from which, or directly, we see that if c= l, corresponding to

the transition case between real and imaginary values,

^(1)=0 (59)

If, as we shall now suppose, ©2, ©3 . . . vanish, (59) may be
written in the form

= 0, . (60)

where

• 1,
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The third is

a3'{a.-i }'{(«! ^-y-l}=0, . . . (64)

«3—

-

a

and so on. The equation (60) is thus equivalent to

a J 1
l_...= + i. .

. (05)

and the successive approximations are

Ni=±Di, N2=±D2, .... (66)

where

are the corresponding convergents to the infinite continued

fraction*.

In terms of ©o? ®i) the second approximation to the equa-

tion discriminating the real and imaginary values of c is

(©o-l)(©o-9)-0i'= ±0,(60-9). . . (67)

One of the most interesting applications of the foregoing

analysis is to the case of a laminated medium in which the

mechanical properties are periodic functions of one of the

coordinates. I was led to the consideration of this problem
in connexion with the theory of the colours of thin plates.

It is known that old superficially decomposed glass presents

reflected tints much brighter, and transmitted tints much
purer, than any of which a single transparent film is capable.

The laminated structure was proved by Brewster ; and it is

easy to see how the effect may be produced by the occurrence

of nearly similar laminje at nearly equal intervals. Perhaps
the simplest case of the kind that can be suggested is that of

a stretched string, periodically loaded, and j)r()jiagating trans-

verse vibrations. We may imagine similar small loads to be

disposed at equal intervals. If, then, the wave-length of a

train of progressive waves be approximately equal to the

double interval between the loads, the partial reflexions from
the various loads will all concur in phase, and the result must
be a powerful aggregate reflexion, even though the efl'ect of

an individual load may be insignificant.

Tlio relations of (lotorininanls of this kind to continued fractions has
been t^tudied bvMuir (Edinb. Proc. vol. viii.).
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The general equation of vibration for a stretched string of

periodic density is

('iirx , . '^TTX Attx
Po + Pi cos

-J- +pi sin
-J- +p2 cos —

p

/ being the distance in which the density is periodic. We
shall suppose that p/, pj', • . . vanish, so that the sines dis-

appear, a supposition which involves no loss of generality

when we restrict ourselves to a simple hannonic variation of

density. If we now assume that w a e'P', or cc cos pt, we
obtain

^ + (0o + 2@iCos2^+ 203Cos4^+...)mj=O, . . (69)

where ^=7ra;/l, and

0.=C^, 2e.= ^,&c.;. . . (70)

and this is of the form of Mr. Hill's equation (2).

When c is real, we may employ the approximate solutions

(41), (44). The latter (with ^ Avritten for t) gives, when
multiplied by cospt or sin pt, the stationary vibrations of the

system. From (41) we get

cos [pt + (c-2)^] cos [pt + c^l^- (c_2)2-©p + S, ' • • ^'^^

in which, if c= l nearly, the two terms represent waves pro-

gressing with nearly equal velocities in the two directions.

Neither term gains permanently in relative importance as a; is

increased or diminished indefinitely.

It is otherwise when the relation of ©o to ©i is such tliat c

is imaginary. By (44) the solution for ic, assumed to be
proportional to e'P', now takes the form

«;= Ee-«f^©ie'tP'-f^ + (l-@o-2isM'"+^^f,)

Whatever may be the relative values of R and S, the first

solution pre])onderates when x is large and negative, and the

second preponderates when x is large and positive. In either

extreme case the motion is composed of two progressive waves
moving in opposite directions, ichose auiplitudes are equal in

virtue o/'(43).

The meaning of this is that a wave travelling in (Mthcr
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direction is ultimately totally reflected. For example, we may
so choose the values of R and S that at the origin of x there

is a wave (of given strength) in the positive direction only,

and we may imagine that it here passes into a uniform medium,
and so is propagated on indefinitely without change. But,

in order to maintain this state of things, we have to suppose
on the negative side the coexistence of positive and negative

waves, which at sufficient distances from the origin are of

nearly equal and ever-increasing amplitudes. In order there-

fore that a small wave may emerge at .?;= 0, we have to cause

intense waves to be incident upon a face of the medium cor-

rosjjonding to a large negative x, of which nearly the whole
are reflected.

It is important to observe that the ultimate totality of re-

flexion does not require a special adjustment between the

frequency of the waves and the linear period of the lamination.

The condition that c should be imaginary is merely that 0j
should numerically exceed (1— ©o)- ^^^ be the wave-length

of the vibration corresponding to e''*' and to density po,

TT-'T-X-"
^^^^

and thus the limits between real and imaginary values of c

are given by

^-'-^k ^">

If Pi exceeds these limits a train of waves is ultimately totally

reflected, in spite of the finite difference between \\ and I*.

* A detailed experimental examination of various cases in which a
laminated structure leads to a powerful but highly selected reflexion

would be of value. The most frequent examples are met with in the

organic world. It has occurred to mo that IVcquerel's reproduction of

the spectrum in natural colours upon silver plates may perhaps be expli-

cable in this manner. The various parts of the film of subchloride of

silver Avith which the metal is coated may be conceived to be subjected,

during exposm-e, to stationanj luminous waves of nearly detiuite wave-
lengtli, the eilect of which might be to impress upon the .substance a
perioilic structure recurring at intervals equal to half the wave-length of

the liglit; just as a sensitive flame exposed to stationarv sonorous waves
is influenced at the loops but not at the nodes ( I'hil. Mag. March 1870,

S.

153). In tliis way tlie operation of any kind of light woidd be to pro-

uce just such a moditication of the fllm as would cause it to ivriect

co))iously that particular kiiul of light. I abstain at present from deve-
loping tills suggestion, in the hope of soon flndiug an opportunity of

making myself experimentally acquainted with the subject
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In conclusion, it may be worth while to point out the ap-

plication to such a problem as the stationary vibrations of a

string of variable density fixed at two points. A distribution

of density,

'iirx Airx ,„j..

Pq+ P^COS—. \-p'2G0S-j-+ (7D)

is symmetrical with respect to the points x= and a;= ^l,

and between those limits is arbitrary. It is therefore possible

for a string of this density to vibrate with the points in ques-

tion undisturbed, and the law of displacement will be

r . . 27r.t' . . Attx . . Gttx ") .„,,.

tv= cospt i A^sin —.—[- Agsm—^—f-AgSni—^ 1-. . . r . (^o)

When, therefore, the problem is attacked by the method of

Mr. Hill, the value of c obtained by the solution of (69) must
be equal to 2. By (15) this requires

D(0)=0 (77)

This equation gives a relation between the quantities ©o? ®b
©2j • • • 5 find this again, by (70), determines p, or the fre-

quency (pI'Itt) of vibration.

Since ©0= 4 nearly, the most important term in (17) is

that involving ©2^. The first approximation to (77) gives

whence, by (70),

©0=4 + ©2;

^jrj^r-(p,-y,)
^^gj

To this order of approximation the solution may be obtained

with far greater readiness by the method given in my work

on Sound^; but it is probable that, if the solution were

required in a case where the variation of density is very con-

siderable, advantage might be taken of Mr. Hill's determinant

D (0) . There are doubtless other physical problems to which

a similar remark would be applicable.

Terling Place, Witham,
June 19, 1887.

* 'Theory of Sound,' vol. i. § 140. In coniparin;? the results, it must

be borne in mind that the length of the string in (78) is denoted by ^ /.
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XVIII. On the Production of Sudden Changes in the Torsion

of a Wire by Change of Temperature. By R. H. M. Bo-
SANQUET, St. John's College, Oxford*.

[Plates VI. & VII.]

THE wire which forms the subject of the following obser-

vations is the finest platinum wire which can be pro-

cured ; its diameter is about •001 inch, and the length of the

piece used was about 3 feet 6 inches. It originally formed

the suspension of a galvanometer having a pair of nearly

astatic needles about 7 inches long. The steel needles could

be rei)laeed by brass ones for the purpose of examining the

properties of the suspension.

During the summer no disturbances worth attention were

noticed; but in the winter, when the use of the stove occa-

sioned rapid changes of temperature, disturbances became
evident. The brass needles were employed throughout the

present investigation.

The tables and diagrams which follow, except the last, all

refer to one and the same state of the wire, the suspended
weight not having been lifted during their progress. The
lifting of the weight entirely changes the condition of the

wire so far as these phenomena are concerned. The last

table and diagram exhibit a subsequent state in which the

phenomena are less distinct and in reversed direction.

The angular position of the neeilles was read on a scale of

degrees attached to the circular glass shade surrounding
them. This position, which we may call the elongation, is

the abscissa of the diagrams. The temperature was mea-
sured by a very sensitive thermometer with a long spiral

bull), hung up alongside of the wire. The temperature in

degrees Fahrenheit forms the ordinate of the diagrams.

The princij)al effects are as follows :—The elongation varies

between the limits of about 21° and 85°. Hising temperature

drives it up to about 85°, where it remains while the tempe-
rature continues to rise. Falling temperature drives it down
to al)out 21°, where it remains while the temjierature con-

tinues to fall. The change of ekmgation is usually complete
or nearly so by the time that the reversed change of tempe-
rature amounts to from 2° to 5°.

If the change of temperature is reversed as soon as the

elongation reaches either of its limits, the lino of the diagram
returns along its original course : see diagram, April 27th.

• Commuuicated by the rbysical Society : read May 14, 1687.
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(The zigzags in the middle of this diagram arise from the

rapid movement setting the needles in vibration.)

If the change of temperature is pushed in each direction

after the Hunting elongation is attained, we obtain a cycle of

events which can be most simply represented by a parallelo-

gram or series of parallelograms, such as the following:

—

Elongations

Here the vertical lines represent the limits of elongation,
the one corresponding to rising temperature, the other to
falling temperature. On reversal of the direction of change
of temperature such lines as the sloping lines are described.
The inclination of these is nearly constant, and thev may lie

at any height between the lines of limiting elongation.
The above figure is a typical representation of the character

of the principal effect; but the lines are never really straight,
and there are subsidiary effects, which, however, in the
present case are small compared with that above described.

The tables and figures at the end of this paper explain
themselves.

There was some difficulty in obtaining that part of the
curve which corresponds to the lower horizontal line of the

PhU. Mag. S. f). Vol. 24. No. 147. Ang^ist 1887. M
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typical parallelogram, as the corresponding change of tempe-
rature usually took ])lace in the small hours of the morning.
The diagram May 4th-5th shows a case in which this part of

the curve was obtained. This exhibits a subsidiary effect,

which consists of a tendency to.increase the elongation"^ in

the neighbourhood of the lower limit when the temperature
is constant. Another very clear case of this effect will be
found on the diagram for April 28th. My impression is that

conditions of wire are common in which this effect is consider-

ably developed. In such cases changes of temperature give

rise to excursions, after which there is a more or less rapid

return to a mean jmsition.

The observations and diagrams hitherto referred to deal

with changes in the angular position of a body hanging from
the wire at rest. Observations were also made of the periods

of vibration, for the purpose of ascertaining what changes
took place in the torsional rigidity of the wire. The results

of these observations are as follows :

—

Periods of vibration.

Mean period.
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by tlie changes in the position of rest, and they are not of

great accuracy or consistency; but there can be no doubt that

the course of the values is as above described.

It only remains to suggest what may
be possible in the way of explanation of

these phenomena. It appears to me
that the only way of throwing any light

on them is to imagine a mechanism
capable of producing angular changes

similar to those in question under the

influence of changes of temperature.

A B are materials differently expan-

sible by heat, capable of shifting, but

with difficulty, through the clamp which
binds them together.

Suppose C to be free between D and
E; then any change of temperature will

cause C to shift its position between D
and E, and the pinion F will be turned

round by the racks between which it

lies. As soon as C comes up either

against D or E the rotation of F is

stopped, and the bars are compelled to

shift in the clamp, if there is further

change of temperature.

This arrangement exactly reproduces

the typical changes observed in the pre-

sent experiments. It is intended to

serve the purpose of a formula.

The suggestion which we obtain from

the above mechanism is that of loose

contact between the parts involved, in

this case probably between the molecules

of the metal. As these peculiarities

appear to originate in the extension of

the wire by the suspended weight, it is

possible that a partial separation of the

molecules involving loose contact may
arise out of this extension.

In any such case the molecules would
bed against each other at the opposite

parts of the loose contact, under the

conditions which would give rise to either of the _

elongations in the above experiments. The whole framework
would be much stiffer when the loose contacts were thus
bedded together than when they were free. In this way it

would be possible to account for the increased values of the
M2

<

2]

limitmff
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torsion force at the limiting elongations, and its lesser values

in the intermediate region.

It would be easy to imagine several types of framework
with loose contacts which would be capable of realizing the

phenomena ; but at present evidence in support of any
particular arrangement would be wanting.

Observations of Temperature and Elongation.

Time.
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Supplementary Observations.

Date.



o/ " 7 " for a Perfect Gas. 107

Let the work done in compressing the gas be d\Y; and W,
the kinetic energ}^ after compression. Then, since the gas is

a perfect one,

=W +pdv in the limit.

Now, bj a well-known relation, we have

pv =§W,

^(W+pdc)

}

Pv

_pv +^pdv
v^dv

/, 2 dv\/, dv\

/, 5 dv\

y 5 dv

Therefore the isentropic elasticity

T. ^P 5

5
So that 7= o ^0^' ^'^ perfect gases.

o
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XX. On the Laic of Molecular Force.

By William Sutherland, M.A., B.Sc*

[Concluded from p. 134.]

IT is not difficult to illustrate how profoundly the relations

of pressure and density of saturated vapour may be

affected by capillary action at temperatures near the critical.

Sir William Thomson has shown (Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb.,

Feb. 1870) that, if inside a closed vessel containing a liquid

and its vapour a capillary tube dips into the liquid, the

])ressure of saturation ]) of the vapour in contact with the

free curved surface of the liquid in the capillary tube is con-

nected with •ST, the pressure of saturation of the vapour in

contact with the plane surface, by the equation

Eo- /I 1\

p— a\r rf

where E is the surface energy of the liquid per unit area,

(J the average density of the vapour between the levels of the

free surfaces of the liquid inside and outside the capilhiry

tube, p the density of the liquid, r and r' are the principal

radii of curvature of the curved surface of the liquid in the

tube, reckoned as positive when the surface is concave to the

vaj)our, that is when the liquid rises in the tube.

At temperatures near the critical, when a becomes nearly

equal to p, the factor becomes very large. It has been

assumed by some writers that E|- +-, |
vanishes at the

critical temperature, and therefore becomes very small at

temperatures near the critical, on the supposition that, as the

critical temperature is the limiting temperature at which

c'a})illarY elevation or depression can occur in a tube, the

plane surface is naturally the limiting form which the free

surface of the liquid in a capillary tube attains at the critical

temperature. But that the ])lane surface is not a limiting

case is shown by such an ordinary example as the convex

meniscus of mercury in a glass tube. However, we have the

definite experiments of Wolf (^Ann. de Chim. et de Plujs.

o scr. xlix., 1857) to show that the plane surface is not the

limit ing form of a capillary meniseus at the critical tem-

p(>rature ; for he found that sulphuric ether, suljdiide of

wirbun, naphtha, and alcohol at temperatures near their

* Coniii;unIrati'd bv tlio Autlior.
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critical were depressed in capillary tubes of 2 millim. dia-

meter, and presented markedly convex surfaces. Thus, for

these substances, E(- + — I acquires a measurable negative

value, and the whole expression —
I + -7 ) may acquire

a large positive value at temperatures near the critical. We
thus see how the pressure of saturation of CO2 for tem-

peratures below but near the critical temperature, as obtained

by experiments in capillary tubes, might differ greatly from

those obtained by experiments in large vessels. This, then,

illustrates the origin of the apparent conflict between the

experiments of Regnault and of Andrews.

Some experiments of Kayser's (Wiedemann's Ann. xv.)

bring out in a clear manner the difference between the laws

of compressibility and dilatation of a fluid as studied in

capillary tubes and in large vessels. When SO2 is com-

pressed at 0° C. in a vessel containing a quantity of powdered
glass, it shows no pressure of saturation ; its isothermal is a

continuous curve representing quite a different relation be-

tween pressure and volume from that which holds when SO2
is compressed free from capillary restraint.

The full explanation of these facts will be forthcoming only

when the capillary theory of Laplace and Gauss receives com-
pletion in regard to the matter which, as it left their hands, it

has proved inadequate to explain, namely, the influence of

temperature in capillary phenomena. The equation of Gauss
for the potential energy of a mass of liquid enclosed in a solid

vessel contains three terms, representing the potential energy

of the liquid due to gravity, that which corresponds to the

mutual attractions of its molecules, and that which corre-

sponds to the attractions between the molecules of the liquid

and those of the solid ; four terms should be added to make
the equation complete as regards the whole mass of a fluid

partly liquid and partly vapour,—namely, a term to represent

the potential energy of the vapour due to gravity, that which
corresponds to the mutual attractions of the molecules of

vapour, that which corresponds to the actions between liquid

and vapour, and finally that which corresponds to the actions

between solid and vapour.

Having discovered that the discarded equation is thus in

excellent agreement with Regnault's work on COo in bulk,

and that the difl'erences between its results at 35''o in the

neighbourhood of the critical point and those of Andrews and

Amagat are traceable entirely to the experimental circum-
stances, I resumed my study of it and proceeded to test its
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power to give the pressures of saturated vapour of CO2 as

determined bv Thilorier (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 2 ser. Ix.

1835); Mitchell (Journ. Franklin Inst. xxvi. 1838), Faraday
(Phil. Trans. 1845), Regnault (Mem. de I'Acad, des Sciences,

xxvi.), and Andrews (Proc. Hoy. Soc. xxiii. 1874-75).
To Maxwell (Journ. Chein. tSoc. 1875) we owe the method

of obtaining the pressure of saturation of a fluid at any tem-
perature from its characteristic equation. Accepting James
Thomson's suggestion that the isothermal for a fluid below its

critical temperature, when traced by means of the charac-

teristic equation for the fluid, ought to be a continuous curve

lying partly above and partly below the isopiestic of satu-

ration, he showed from thermodynamical considerations that

the area enclosed by the part above the isopiestic should be

equal to that enclosed by the part below. Expressed in

symbols, this is

where P is the pressure of saturation at temperature T, 1*3 is

the volume of the saturated vapour at T°, and i\ the volume
of the liquid at T"" and pressure P; so that 1*3 and r, are the

greatest and least of the three real roots for r of the charac-

teristic equation, when the temperature has the value T and
the pressure the value P. Applying this condition to the

equation for CO2, we obtain the following equation for the

pressure of saturation at T° as a function of T:

—

T{v,-v,)=y(^~ ^^^+ ^,-)dv,

where v^ and Vi are the greatest and least real roots of the

equation
-^ cT-l

V

The only part of the integral which is not integratable is that

involving the exponential factor, which, however, can be
expressed as the diflerence of two exponential integrals which
are now regarded as primary, since the tabulation of values

for them by Soldner, Brotschneider, an^l more elaboratelv by
J. W. L. Glaisher (Phil. Trans. 1870). However, as the

values of r^ and rj are indeterminable fimctions of P and T,

we are unable to use the tables in the present application of

the integral, and must content ourselves with determinins P
graphically—that is, by tracing the isothermal for certain
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definite numerical values of T, and then by trial drawing the

isopiestic for P so that it cuts off equal areas.

In the subjoined table I give the pressures of saturation as

found by the different experimenters and by Maxwell's prin-

ciple with the characteristic equation. Two series of deter-

minations by Regnault are given. Regnault is the only

observer who has reduced his air-manometer pressure to true

metres of mercury; but I have not thought it worth while to

apply any correction to the results of the other observers, in

view of the other larger sources of error that cannot be

allowed for. I have simply multiplied their pressures in

atmospheres by '76. The first row of numbers gives the

temperatures of observation and the second the corresponding

saturation pressures.

Saturation Pressures of 002^

1

Thilorier. .Mitchell. Faraday.

1
\

1
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at O" greater by about 2 metres out of 30 than the mean
of Regnault's determinations at nearly the same tem-
perature.

If we desire to carry the a|iplic'ation of our equation to much
lower temperatures, we are met by the difficulty that solid

CO2 melts according to Faraday at a temperature of —57°
under a pressure of 5*33 atmosj)l)eres; and according to Reg-
nault, at a temperature of — 76°*2 solid CO2 evaporates freely

into the air under a pressure of 760 millim. Now at these

temperatures and pressures a kilogramme of COo can exist

entirely in the solid, entirely in the liquid, and entirely in the

gaseous state ; so that its true and complete characteristic

equation has three real roots for v corresponding to these

three states, and it must also have two real roots corresponding

to physically impossible homogeneous passage from the

gaseous to the liquid and from the liquid to the solid states.

Thus at these temperatures and pressures our equation ought
to give five real roots for v, which it does not do, nor does any
equation yet proposed. But it is enough for the present if

we bridge the discontinuity between the gaseous and liquid

states ; much experimental work remains to be done before we
can do so for the solid and liquid states by means of a single

continuous equation. However, to get an idea as to how far

the equation, when applied by means of Maxwell's principle,

assumed still to hold, would succeed in giving the pressure of

saturation at these temperatures, I made the necessary calcu-

lations, and found for the pressure of saturation at — 57°

5 metres of mercury, instead of 5*33 atmospheres as Faraday
determined it, and at —78^ 1'5 metres or 2 atmospheres,
instead of 1 atmosphere as Regnault found it or 1"14 atmo-
sphere as Faraday.

When we pass on to test the equation by its power to give
the volume of liquid CO2 at different temperatures and pres-

sures, we are met by remarkable discord amongst the exjieri-

mental results. The subjoined table contains the volume in

litres of a kilogramme of litjuid COo under pressures of 100,
200, and 300 atmosj)liei-os, as determined in capillary tubes

by Cailletet and Hautefeuille {Comptes JRendus, xcii.) at the

temperatures 0° and —23° C., as determined in capillary

tubes by Amagat for 18° C. {Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 5 ser.

xxii.), and as furnished by the equation for the same tem-
peratures.
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Volumes of 1 kilogramme of Liquid CO2, iu litres.
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Changes of Volume of Liquid COj.
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of the mercury in them was observed, aud also the height of
each of the columns of liquid COg ; the density of the liquid

was then obtainable in terms of these measurements, and the
determined density of the saturated vapour. The vapour-den-
sities were determined from — 23°C. to 30°, and the liquid-

densities from —34° to 22°; and both sets of densities were
then represented graphically in one diagram with temperatures
for abscissae and densities for ordinates. The two branches of
the curve ought to pass into one another at the critical tem-
perature ; Cailletet and Mathias, completing the curve for the
small portion thatwas not determined by experiment, according
to the obvious tendencies of the determined portions, found the

critical temperature to lie between 31° and 32°. Thus, again,
we meet a determination of the critical temperature in discord
with Regnanlt's work. Probably most of the discord can be
traced to the determination of the vapour-densities in capillary

tubes, in which it has been shown that the density of satura-

tion near the critical temperature may be very different from
the density of saturation of the vapour in contact with a
plane surface of the liquid and at the same pressure. The
form of Cailletet and Mathias's curve would have to be consi-

derably altered if 42°"8 is the true critical temperature of CO2;
but how far a change in the density of the liquid would have
to contribute to this alteration of form we cannot say.

Thus, then, with the experimental evidence at present

available, we cannot construct any equation which will bridge

over the discontinuity between the liquid and gaseous states

satisfactorily ; because, if it represents the results of some
experiments, it will fail to represent others of equal weight. I

can only draw attention to the fact that Thilorier, whose deter-

minations of pressure agree excellently with Regnault's, found
densities differing by as much as 15 per cent, from those of

Cailletet and Mathias. There is certainly occasion for an
experimental inquiry (and much promise of interesting results

to those who have the facilities for making one) into the effect

of extent of surface in contact with solid and curvature of

surface on the compressibility and dilatabilit}' of fluids. There
ought to be a physical effect corresponding to each term in the

equation of Gauss for the energy of a fluid enclosed in a solid.

Before passing on to consider the equation in its thermo-
dynamic aspect, it may be well to give an idea of its corre-

spondence with experiment at low pressures and high tempe-
ratures. Amagat has given {Cornptes Rendus, xciii., 1881) the

following values of the ratio ~-, at different temperatures

where/)' is about 2*85 metres of mercniy and r= 2r', and the
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values of the same ratio, as calculated from the equation, are

furnished for comparison :

—

Values of -,—;.

1

50°.
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due to the same expansion is li ). But, apart from
\Vi v^/

molecular theory entirely, we have Thomson's thermodynamic

equation for the cooling-effect S which a gas experiences

in expanding through a porous plug from volume Vi to

volume V2,—

-m-')KpS =\ [d^^—p]dv +^2^2—P\^i

where it is to be noted that 6 means temperature taken as the

reciprocal of Carnot's function and measured on Thomson's

absolute thermodynamic scale, K^ is the mean specific heat of

the gas in dynamic units between its temperatures on the high-

and low-pressure sides of the plug, p2 and pi are the values of

the pressure on the low- and high-pressure sides respectively,

and ^2 and Vy are the volumes occupied by a kilogramme of

the gas at the pressures ^'2 ^nd p^ and at the temperature which

prevails on the high-pressure side of the plug.

From the characteristic equation we have

Within the experimental range of temperature we may
consider ^ ^

Op _ Op
ST ~

B^'
b

and within the range of volumes we can replace e"'*^'^' by

1 H -r^ ; whence
t?\/T

also

B/' , ah c • i 1

-de
^"^^Wf "^ "^ ^PP^o^^""«tely;

™ oh cT— / •
i 1

pc — rti -\ -=r -\ approxnnatelv;

= aA log -^ + ( / + Ar-
; ,,„ ),

where, as before, A = ^— T.

Now, in the formation of the original equation for h it is

supposed that heat is imparted to the gas on the low-pressure

side of the plug, until at the constant pressure p^ prevailing

Phil. Maq. S. 5. Vol 24. No. 147. Angmt 1887. N
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there it acquires the temperature which it had on the high-

pressure side. The escaping gas does work />'2''2 ^^ ^^'^

atmosphere, but at the same time it has work piVj, done on it

by the gas behind, so that p2^'2

—

Pi^'i is the total external

work done by the gas ; but the gas also gains potential

energy by expansion, so that the total loss of kinetic energy
is equal to the sum of these two quantities. But Kp8 is the

quantity of energy which has to be given to the gas after its

loss of kinetic energy to bring its temperature back to what

it was on the high-pressure side. Now, if the temperature of

a body were a function of only the kinetic energy of its

molecules, we could say that KpB is the change of the kinetic

energy of a kilogramme of gas on account of the expansion
;

but the characteristic equation shows that temperature is not

a function of only the kinetic energy, for it asserts that the

kinetic energy of translation of the molecules in a kilogramme

is -(ae"^'^'H— |T, whence we see that we cannot consider
^\

.
.

I'/

Kp8 as giving accurately the total change of kinetic energy
due to the performance of external work and the gain of

potential energy. But if from K;,S we subtract p2i'2—Pi^'i,
we shall get a remainder depending for the most part on the

change of potential energy due to expansion. If, then, we
bear in mind the values already given for the constants of the

characteristic equation, and the value "7 for A, we see from
the last equation above that the greater part of the said

remainder arises from the term ll ), which, according

to the molecular theory, expresses the change of molecular

potential energy. The term aA log -^ is small in com-

parison with / ( )
; but its meaning is very important,

as it is bound up with the difficult question of the dynamical

explanation of the second law of thermodynamics. The term

Acl ) may be taken with aAlog-^, but it is really
\t'l t'2/ Vi

negligible ; while the last term, -( -— ), neglecting A

in the numerator, arises from the fiict that the relation between

the kinetic energy of the moh^cules of a gas and its temperature

involves the volume occuj)ied, and therefore varit's with ex-

pansion. In fact, _ I
) represents a heating-effect
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due to this cause that almost exactly neutralizes the cooling-

effect, trA log — , within the range of the actual experiments ;

so that the part of the total cooling-effect not due to external

work reduces, on numerical substitution, almost exactly to the

value of the term l{ ). Thus, then, w^e see that the

general discussion of the characteristic equation in the light

of Thomson's equation for the cooling-effect shows that the

potential energy of the molecules of a kilogramme of CO2 may

be taken as represented by —, and is therefore | of the virial

of their mutual attractions. Whence, in view of the general

considerations adduced at the commencement of this paper,

we may consider the law of the inverse fourth power to be

estal)lished.

We will now proceed to calculate the total cooling-effects S,

and compare them with those obtained experimentally for CO3
by Thomson and Joule (" Fluids in Motion," part ii., Phil.

Trans. 1854
;
part iv., 1862 ; also ' Mathematical and Phy-

sical Papers of Sir William Thomson,' vol. i.; and Joule's

Scientific Papers, vol. ii. pp. 247, 342) and by Regnault
(" Sur la detente des Graz," Mdm. de VAcad. des Sciences,

xxxvii.).

Making the same approximations as previously, we get

We see that, except for the small term aA log — , 8 is pro-

11 . . . .

^'^

portional to , or within the limits of pressure employed

by Thomson and Joule to }:>i—p2- This was the first result

discovered by Thomson and Joule ; and, in accordance with

it, they reduced their determinations to the one standard of

the cooling-effect experienced by the gas in escaping through

a porous plug into the atmosphere under a pressure in excess

of the atmospheric by that of 100 English inches, or 2*54 metres

of mercury.
In the following Table the numbers taken from Thomson

and Joule's " Fluids in Motion," part ii., are marked II.;

the others are from part iv. The values of Kp at differ-

ent temperatures have been obtained by interpolating from

N2
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Regnault's data by the equation

Kp=426('187 + •000270-

Cooling-effects experienced by CO2 when escaping at different

temperatures through a porous plug into the atmosphere

under an excess of pressure of 2'54 metres of mercury.

Temperature C
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If, for tlie moment, we set apart the results for 1 5° and — 25°,

on accomit of the large sources of experimental error incident

to the employment of the very high excess of pressure

(38591 millim., or 50 atmospheres) in the one set and the

low temperature in the other, we find the agreement to be

excellent, except in the case of the high excess (7921) at

100°, where Regnault found a cooling of 9°*88, and the

equation gives 7°*30 ; but here the experiment is evidently at

fault, because, while the pressure-excess is not much more
than I of 4(382, the cooling-effect is more than double 4°"72

—

a result in complete disaccord with all Thomson and Joule's

and Regnault's general results.

With regard to Regnault's number for 15^, obtained from
capillary-tube experiments, we can see at once how the expe-

riments are certain to yield too great a cooling-effect ; for it

is certain that the gas at the high-pressure end of the capillary

tube, which is assumed to be all at the temperature 15° of the

bath surrounding it, cannot be at that temperature quite close

to the capillary tube, where the gas is doing work at the great

rate due to the excess of pressure of 50 atmospheres ; thus it

is certain that the gas is cooled before it enters the capillary

tube. Under these circumstances we may consider the agree-

ment between the experimental cooling-effect 81°*9(3 and the

theoretical one of 73^"8 to be all that could be expected. The
same sort of remarks apply to the experimental determination

at —25° (the number given above is the mean of five deter-

minations made by Regnault).

Thus, then, the experiments of Regnault, which the great

experimenter lamented as having cost him all too dear in

thought, eftbrt, and time for the results achieved, no less than
those which cost the great English experimenters so much
time valuable to science, are of fundamental value to molecular

physics, if it is allowed that the agreement between them and
the results deduced from tlie characteristic equation for CO2
is such as to justify the statement that the potential energy
of the molecules of a kilogramme of CO2 occupying a volume v

is — , and is equal to § of the virial of the molecular attraction.

As Thomson and Joule and Regnault conducted expansion
experiments on air, further light may be obtained by a brief

discussion of them.

In constructing a characteristic equation for air I used
Amagat's data for 16° {Comptes Rendus, xcix.), and his

general result that, at 100° and up to 8-atmospheres' pressure,

the departures of air from the Boyle-Mariotto law were too

small to be measurable. These, with Regnault's value for the
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coefficient of expansion of air under a pressure of one at-

niosj)liere, and for the density of air, led to the following

equation :

—

avT I

pv = >' V— C V

with the followincr values for the constants when the unit of

pressure is that of a kilogramme weight per square metre and
the unit of volume is a cuhic metre, v heing the volume
occupied by a kilogramme of air :

—

a= 29-3, c=-001056, 1=12-372.

This equation was intended for use only within the range
of pressures of Thomson and Joule's experiments ; but it

happens to give the critical temperature and pressure of air

with considerable accuracy. When these are determined as

for COg, we get the critical temperature as —154° C, the

critical pressure as 40 atmospheres, and the critical volume of

a kilogramme of air as 'OOolB? cubic metres. Wroblewski''s

determinations (Wiedemann's yjnn. xxvi. 1885) make the

critical temperature about — 140° (J. and the critical pressure

about 40 atmospheres. We have seen in the case of OO2 how
a difference of +10° is possible between the true critical tem-
perature of a gas and its critical temperature in a capillary

tube ; hence the above equation for air, though constructed on
limited data, is probably as accurate an equation as is possible

with our present data. The values of the ratio ^-^ given by

it for 4° C. do not agree exactly with those given by liegnault's

equation for 4°,

^i=l_-0011054|''"'-l')-f00001938(-"-lY.
Po^'o V'x / \vi /

Thus, for example, when /)i=15 atmospheres, Regnault's

equation gives

^ = 1-0117;

while the equation above gives 1*0085. The difference i'> due
to the fact that Regnault's determinations at 4° and Amagat's
at 16° are not strictly reconcilable with one another. Amagat's
were made in capillary tubes ; but as ho has pushed his deter-

minations to higlier pressures ihan licgnault, so as to pass the

point for which jn- is a minimum, and is thus likely to have

obtained w ith more accuracy the general sense of the changes

in pv, I adopted his results, seeing that the discrejtancy is
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more likely to be due to a slight misestimation on Regnault's

part of the small differences of his ratios from 1 than to

capillary action in Amagat's tube, which^ at the temperature

and pressure in question, must be sHght ; but the point is one

not unworthy of being inquired into, whether the slight discord

between Regnault's and Amagat's experiments is due to

capillary action.

To determine from the equation the cooling-effects expe-

rienced by air in passing through porous plugs, we can write

it in the form

;>. = «t(i + ^)-^;
9/' _„/'t l

<

"ax 0-^)^

Here, as before, K^S is the quantity of energy which has to be
imparted to the gas on the low-pressure side to bring, not the

kinetic energy, but the temperature of the gas to its original

value on the high-pressure side. If we subtract PiV2—p\Vi
from this, and neglect the term involving c, on account of its

smallness, we have aAlog— + M \ as the amount of

energy imparted to compensate not only for conversion of

the amount of kinetic energy li ) into potential energv,

but also to compensate for the cooling a A log — which would

occur even in a gas for which Z= 0, or in the ideal perfect

gas.

Many writers have ignored this result of the difference A
which Thomson and Joule demonstrated to exist between the

temperature of melting ice, as measured on the absolute

thermodynamic and the air-thermometers, and they have
asserted that, for a perfect gas whose equation is pv= aH the

cooling-effect obtainable must be zero ; whereas, while the

equation for air at temperatures near 100° (J. mav bo written

pv= aY, Thomson and Joule were able to demonstrate a quite

measurable cooling-effect at that temperature. Before the

cooling-eflect for a body can be zero, its equation must bo
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pv= a6. The import of the term a A log— is therefore

thermodynamical, and cannot at present be explained on

purely molecular grounds. Its relative importance in the

case of air is much greater than in that of CO2 ; for at 0° C.

its value is ^^q of that of /[ V and at 100° it is § of it.

Taking account of the fact, then, that aA log— has nothing

to do directly with the forces acting between the molecules,

we find, in the purely thermodynamic estimate of the energy
imparted to the ex[)anding gas to keep its temperature con-

stant, the term ll |. But this is the term which our

theory of molecular force would lead us to expect as repre-

senting the change of kinetic energy due to increase of

potential energy. Hence we may consider it as proved that

the molecular potential energy of a kilogramme of air occu-

pying a volume r is —

.

For the total cooling eflPect we get, on substituting for

jOaVj—j^i^i its value,

K,8= aAlog;> +(i - i)(2Z-ac(T-A)}.

As Vi and V2 are directly proportional to T, i( Pi and p.2 have
always the same values at different temperatures, the term

ticT(- r) ^^ constant, and when evaluated numerically is

almost equal to aA log -^, within the range of Tliomson and

Joule's experiments; so that K^S reduces nearl}-, but not quite,

to 2H j ; whence we find the cooling-effect propor-

tional to pi—pi, which is the experimentiil result.

Cooling-effects for Air escaping at different temperatures
through porous plugs into the atmos[)here under an excess

of ])rossure of 100 English inches, or 2%")4 metres of
mercury.

Teinponiturc C
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The calculated numbers are all larger than the observed ;

but we must take account of the smallness of the quantities

and the magnitude of the possible experimental errors : thus,

the experimental cooling for 17^, namely '86°, is the mean of

the results of seven series of experiments, the extremes being
•806° and "958°. Moreover, Regnault's determinations seem
to show that Thomson and Joule's results for air are perhaps

somewhat too small. Thus, as the mean of six series of expe-

riments at about 16° C, in which air expanded twelve times

in succession through the fine hole between the successive

chambers of a calorimeter before it passed from the high-

pressure to the low-pressure states, Regnault found the cool-

ing-effect due to a pressure-excess of 1 metre of mercury to

be '3548°, which corresponds to a cooling-effect of "9012° for

a pressure excess of 100 English inches. Again, Ilegnault,

by expanding air through a silver capillary tube 2*5 metres

long, found the cooling-effect at about 16° to be '?>11° for a

pressure-excess of" 1 metre of mercury—that is, '9576° for an
excess of 100 English inches. These are the only two definite

determinations made by Regnault for air ; and we find that

their mean, •93°, is identical with the number given by the

equation for 17°.

Van de Waals (Wiedemann BeiUatter, i.), with an equation

founded on Regnault's determinations, obtains a cooling-effect

at 17° almost identical with Thomson and Joule's result; but

in his equation for the cooling-effect, the term aA log —

arising from the difference between the absolute thermody-
namic and absolute air-thermometric scales, is omitted ; if

included, it would increase his theoretical effect by about *3

of its own amount.
As far, then, as the experiments on the cooling of air by

expansion are available as evidence, they go to show that the

potential energy of the molecules of a kilogramme of air is -,

and is equal to § of the virial of the molecular attractions.

Thomson and Joule and Regnault also conducted experi-

ments on the cooling of hydrogen by expansion ; bnt its

amount was too small for satisfactory measurement. Reg-
nault obtained a slight cooling-effect ; so also did Thomson
and Joule in their researches (part ii.) ; but in their re-

searches (part iv.) they found a sHght heating-effect. The
only conclusion possible is that the real effect for hydrogen is

smaller than the possible experimental errors.

From Amagat's experiments on hydrogen I obtained the
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following equation :

—

pv= lae« )T
;

where ^ ^'^ "

a=A22-U, ^.= -012831, c= -83497, Z=376-5

;

the unit of pressure being that of a kilogramme weight per

square metre, and the unit of volume a cubic metre, v being

the volume of a kilogramme of hydrogen. Amagat's unit of

volume is ^^q., of that occu{)ied by the gas at 0'^ and 7 60
niillim. The critical temperature given bv this equation is

T= 30°-56 or t=-242°-4 ; the critical pressure is 22 atmo-

spheres, and the critical volume of a kilogramme of hydrogen
is '02076 cubic metre.

Olszewski {Coinjjtes Rendus, 101. p. 238) states that he has

submitted hydrogen to pressures varying from 20 to 180
atmospheres at —220° C. without getting it liquefied. The
temperature —220° was measured by means of a hydrogen-
thermometer, on the assumption, I presume, that hydrogen
under pressures near that of 1 atmosphere obeys Charles's or

Gay-Lussac's law right down to that low temperature. The
above equation fully justiHes Olszewski's assumption, and his

reliance on the hydrogen-thermometer ; for whether it is used

as a constant-volume or constant-pressure thermometer, its

indications for volume or pressure near the normal, as calcu-

lated by Charles's or Gay-Lussac's law, are not appreciably

different from those calculated from the above equation. This

is an important fact in Physics—that there should exist a

substance capable of giving regular thermometric measure-

ments almost down to absolute zero.

We may regard the above-determined critical temperature

of hydrogen as remarkably near the truth, considering how
far beyond Amagat^s experimental range we are extrapolating.

Wroblewski {Coinpies Jxem/us, 100. p. 1I7*J), by suddenly ex-

panding hydrogen cooled down to the melting-point of solid

nitrogen, from a pressure of 180 atmospheres to that of 1

atmosphere, got signs of liquefaction such as Olszewski had
also obtained in a similar manner, while his thermopile in the

fluid indicated —208° or —211°; but he cannot say how
nearl}' the thermoi)ile itself actually came to the true teirpe-

rature of ebullition of hydrogen untler a pressure of 1 atmo-
sphere.

The cooling effect for hydrogen at 0" C, expanding through
plugs under a pressure-excess of 100 inches of mercury, is

found from the above equation to bo '2°. Eegnault found a

cooling of '04°, and Thomson and Joule (part ii.) found a

cooling of '07°
; but in their latest determination the effect

found ibr hydrogen was an irregular heating-eti'ect. This
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shows the amount of experimental error possible in these very

difficult experiments, and also shows the degree of accuracy

which is to be looked for in the experiments on air and CO2.
The only other experiments that I know to be on record

on cooling by expansion are those Avhich Hirn made with

steam (^Theorie Mecani(jne de la Chaleur) ; but before they

can be studied in the same manner as those on CO2 and air

have been in this paper, an equation on the pure '' Virial

"

model will have to be constructed for steam.

The fields of application for the molecular law of the inverse

fourth power are wide and inviting. In the theory of capil-

lary action it ought to lead to the accurate determination of

the size of the molecular domain in different substances under
specified conditions, or, in other words, of the number of mo-
lecules in unit mass of all bodies. In the theory of elasticity

its possibilities are vast ; for, applied in connexion with the

great accumulation of facts bearing on crystalline structure,

it ought ultimately to render possible a general theory of the

structure of molecules. But the most inviting direction for

immediate research is towards the law of variation of I with
variation in molecular constitution. It remains to be seen

whether the experimental data at present available are suffi-

cient to give a clue to it ; but there is no doubt that the pro-

gress of molecular physics and chemical dynamics requires

experimental data for the structure of the characteristic equa-

tions of a large number of bodies, for example of the members
of many homologous series of organic compounds ; for, before

we can hope to understand the atomic forces at play in chemical

action, we must possess a complete knowledge of molecular

actions.

With -2 + -4- to express the law of molic force through the

whole range of distances from molecular up to astronomical,

one is tempted to speculate whether the law of the terms re-

presenting atomic or chemic force may not be expressed bv

one or more higher powers of -^, representing a force insen-

sible at molecular distimces as the molecular term of moHc
force is insensible at astronomical distances, but sensible at

atomic distances, with the associated idea that atomic distances

are exceedingly small compared to molecular. This concep-
tion would (s[)eaking in a purely relative manner) reduce the

molecules almost to mathematical {)oints, and would almost

remove the difficulty as to the collisions of molecules. In
this manner we can endeavour to realize all the actions of

matter on matter as pure attractions.
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XXI. Stdbility of Fluid Motion {continuedfrom the May and
Junenunihers).—Rectilineal Motion of Viscous Fluid between
ttvo Parallel rianen*. By Sir W. Thomson, LL.D., F.R.S.

27. O INCE the communication of the first of this series ofO articles to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in April,

and its publication in the Philosophical Magazine in May and
June, the stability or instability of the steady motion of a

viscous fluid has been proposed as subject for the Adams
Prize of the University of Cambridge for 1888t. The pre-

sent communication (§§ 27-40) solves the simpler of the two
cases specially referred to by the Examiners in their announce-
ment, and prepares the way for the investigation of the less

simple by a preliminary laying down, in §§ 27-29, and e(£ua-

tions (7) to (12) below, of the fundamental equations of

motion of a viscous fluid kept moving by gravity between
two infinite plane boundaries inclined to the horizon at any
angle I, and given with any motion deviating infinitely little

from the determinate steady motion which would be the

unique and essentially stable solution if the viscosity were
sufliciently large. It seems probable, almost certain indeed,

that analysis similar to that of §§ 38 and 39 will demonstrate

that the steady motion is stable for any viscosity, hoAvever

small ; and that the practical unsteadiness pointed out by
Stokes forty-four years ago, and so admirably investigated

experimentally five or six years ago by Osborne Reynolds, is

to be explained by limits of stability becoming narrower and
narrower the smaller is the viscosity.

Let OX be chosen in one of the bounding planes, parallel

to the direction of the rectilineal motion ; and OY perpen-

dicular to the two planes. Let the x-, y-, z-, component
velocities, and the pressure, at (.r, y, z, t), be denoted by
U + u, V, ic, and jt> respectively ; U denoting a function of (y, t) .

Then, calling the density of the fluid unity, and the viscosity

fi, we have, as the equations of motion +,

*l + * + ^=0 ('.);
dx ai/ dz ^ '

* Coiunumicated bv the Author, having been read before the Royal
Society of l-'diiiburgli," Julv IH, KS^7.

t See IMiil. iMai,^ July 1887, p. 14±

j Stoliea'a Collected Papers, vol. i. p. U3.
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(/^ ^ a.x' dy az dy

dio .TT \dw dw
,

f?i(> „„ dp
\

f/2 ^^2 J2
where V^ denotes the " Laplacian '^ -^ + "T^ + ;7Z2'

28. If we have ?(= 0, r= 0, io= 0; p= 0—gco»ly; the

four equations are satisfied identically ; except the first of (2),

which becomes

This is reduced to

if we put

-=^^+</smI (3).

dv d^v .,v

-dt=^7if
(^>'

\5= v + \gsmH,x.{h^-y^) . . . (5).

For terminal conditions (the bounding planes supposed to be

y— and y= b), we may have

v= F{t) vfheny=0\ ,g.

v=m) . y=hi • • • • ^
^'

where F and ^ denote arbitrary functions. These equations

(4) and (6) show (what was found forty-two years ago by
Stokes) that the diffusion of velocity in parallel layers, proinded

it is exactly hi parallel layers, through a viscous fluid, follows

Fourier's law of the " linear " diffusion of heat through a

homogeneous solid. Now, towards answering the highly

important and interesting question which Stokes raised,—Is

this laminar motion unstable in some cases?—go back to (1)

and (2), and in them suppose xi, r, w to be each infinitely

small : (1) is unchanged
; (2), with U eliminated by (5),

become

* + [„+ .,(J»_/)]^2 =^V^.. - g . . (8),

where

c=gs\nlliJi (10)
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and, for brevity, p now denotes, instead of as before the pres-

sure, the pressure +(/cosli/.

We still suppose v to be a function of y and t determined
by (4) and (6). Thus (1) and (7), (8), '{'.)) are four equa-

tions which, with ])roper initial and boundary conditions,

determine the four unknown quantities u, v, iv, p ; in terms

of x,t/,z,t.

29. It is convenient to eliminate u and lo ; by taking

-,-' -7-'
-J-

of (7), (8), (9), and adding. Thus we find, in

virtue of (1), ^/dv \dr ^. ....

Hsj,-'^^)s=-^^'
.... (11).

This and (8) are two equations for the determination of v

and />. Eliminating^) between them, we find

a single equation which, with proper initial and boundary
conditions, determines the one unknown, v. When v is thus

found, (8), (7), (9) determine p, u, and iv.

30. An interesting and practically important case is pre-

sented by supposing one or i)oth of the bounding planes to be

kept oscillating in its own plane ; that is, F and ^ of (G) to

be periodic functions of /. For example, take

F= a cos «/, ^= (13)

The corresponding periodic solution of (4) is

Xb-y) V'.f ^-(*-y) x/'
e 'M— e V

v= a cos

e 2,x— e 2^
("'-VrJ •

^">-

In connexion with this case there is no particular interest

in sup]»osing a current to be maintained by gravitv; and we
shall therefore take c= 0, which reduces (7), (8),"(9), (11),

(12), to
ff,i ,7„ ,/y .dp
at ax dy dx

dv dv 2 dp ,-p.

<^^. =-v'. m.

in all of which v is the function of (y, () (>xpressed by (14).
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These equations (15) . . . (19) are of course satisfied bj
u= 0, v= 0, 10= 0, p= 0. The question of stability is, Doe3
every possible solution of them come to this in time ? It

seems to me probable that it does ; but I cannot, at present

at all events, enter on the investigation. The case o( b= y:>

is specially important and interesting.

31. The present communication is confined to the much
simpler case in which the two bounding planes are kept moving
relatively with constant velocity ; including as sub-case, the

two planes held at rest, and the fluid caused by gravity to

move between them. But we shall first take the much simpler

sub-case, in which there is relative motion of the two planes,

and no gravity. This is the very simplest of all cases of the

general question of the Stability or Instability of the Motion
of a Viscous Fluid. It is the second of the two cases pre-

scribed b}' the Examiners for the Adams Prize of 1888. I

have ascertained, and I now give (§§ 32 . . . 39 below) the

proof, that in this sub-case the steady motion is wholly stable,

however small or however great be the viscosity ; and this

without limitation to two-dimensional motion of the admis-

sible disturbances.

32. In our present sub-case, let ^h be the relative velocity of

the two planes; so that in (6) we may take F= 0,'^= /3b; and
the corresponding steady solution of (4) is

^ = % (20).

Thus equation (19) becomes reduced to

da-
_ ^ da- ^„ 1

,

dt ^dx ^ ' ^ . . . . (21);
where

j

<r=V'<' J
and (18), (15), (IC), (17) become

2^| = -V7' (22),

*'H-^,g.,.=.V'„-| (23),

dw ^ dw „, dp ,^^.

dt^^'Jin ='^^•"-37 • • • • (25).

It may be remarked that equations (22) ... (25) imply (1),
and that any four of the five determines the four quantities
u, r, w,j>. It will still be convenient occasionally to use (1).
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We proceed to find the complete solution of the problem
before us, consisting of expressions for u, v, w, p satisfying

(22) . . . (25) for all values of x, y, z, t; and the following

initial and boundary conditions :

—

when /= : u,v, w \xi be arbitrary functions 1
/'9fi\.

oi x,y, z, subject only to (1) J
* ^ '*

u= 0, v= (), 10= 0, for y= and all values of x, 2,1"^

u= 0, v= 0, w= 0, i^or y= I} „ „ J

33. First let us find a particular solution u, v, w, p, which
shall satisfy the initial conditions (26), irrespectively of the

boundary conditions (27j, except as follows :

—

v=0, when /= and y=
v=0, when ^= and y

Next, find another particular solution, U, V, \V, p, satisfying

the following initial and boundary equations :

—

U= 0, 11 = 0, «)= 0, when «= . . . (29);

U + Ti= 0, u+v=0, iv + w= 0, when v= "i

and when ^= /^ J '

The required complete solution will then be

u= u + u, v= v + v, ic= \x> + M7 . . . (31).

34. To find u, v, w, remark that, if fi were zero, the com-
plete integral of (21) would be

cr = arb. func. {x—^yt)
;

and take therefore as a trial for a type-solution with fx not
zero,

where T is a function of <, and t denotes %/— 1- Sub-
stituting accordingly in (21), we find

- = -^[»r'+(«-;>./50'-' + ./]T, . . (33);

whence, by integration,

T=C6""'[""''"'''''"""^"""^'^"'^ . . . (34).

By the second of (21), and (32), we find

""~'^m2-h(n-m^0'-h</' * ' '
^^^^

'
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whence, by (22),

Using this in (25), and putting

t(j= We'^'"*^^"~'"^'^^"'"''^^ . , . . . C37)

we find

^ = -/'K+(«-"'^')'+v']^^-rT(Sf+?] • '''^'

Avhich, integrated, gives W.
Having thus found v and 10, we find u by (1), as follows:

—

^^_{n-mmv + qw
in

35. Realizing, by adding type-solutions for +l and +n,
with proper values of C, we arrive at a complete real type-

solution with, for V, the following—in which K denotes an

arbitrary constant

:

^=iK|
^^.^(.^^_^^^^,^.^^. sin

[n^. + {n-m^t)y^qz]

g-^t<[m2+n2+g2+„OT/3<+ im2^2<2]
^^^

n-—

;

?r-C9 5— .;„ r??i^— (n4-m/30y + 7'2^1 ?• (40).
m^+ {n + m^ty + q^ sin L ^ m /:i ^ ^ j \ /

This gives, when ^= 0,

TK . sin . , . ,,,.V=—o-
V r.

sin 7iy ^^„ (77l.r+ (72:) . . . (41),
77i^ + n^ + f/ -^ cos ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^^

which fulfils (28) if we make

n = i'jrylh (42);

and allows us, by proper summation for all values of i from 1

to CO
, and summation or integration with reference to 7?i and

q, with properly determined values of K, after the manner of

Fourier, to give any arbitrarily assigned value to v^_Q for

every value of x, y, z,

from J!7=— 00 to .rrr+XSjl

„ 7/=0 „ y=h, • • • (43).

„ 2=— 00 „ e=+QO.J

The same summation and integration applied to (40) gives

V for all values of t, x, y, z ; and then by (38), (37), (39) we
find corresponding determinate values of w and u.

3<). To give now an arbitrary initial value, w^, to the

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 147. August 1887.
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e-coinponent of velocity, for every value of x, y, z, add to the

solution (m, V, ly), which we have now found, a j)articular

solution (u'j v', lo) fulfilling the following conditions :

—

u'= for all values of t, x, y, z; "^

iij'=Wo— w'o ^or f= 0, and all values of x,y,zj

and to be found from (25) and (1), by remarking that v'=
makes, by (22), p'= 0, and therefore (23) and (25) become

dw' ^ dxo „i , /Ae\^+0,~^^=^V'w ...... (46).

Solving (46); just as we solved (21), by (32), (33), (34); and

then realizing and summing to satisfy the arbitrary initial

condition, as we did for v in (40), (41), (42), we achieve the

determination of «;' ; and by (1) we determine the corre-

sponding ic', ipso facto satisfying (45). Lastly, putting

together our two solutions, we find

u= ii + u', v= v, yT=:w + io' . . . (47)

as a solution of (26) without (27), in answer to the first

requisition of § 33. It remains to find U, V, IV, in answer to

the second requisition of § 33.

37. This we shall do by first finding a real (simple harmonic)

periodic solution of (21), (22), (23), (25), fulfilling the

condition

M=A cos cuf -|- B sin o)^
^

V= C cos co^ + D sin (uf i when y=
M>=E cos cof + F sin a)f J

w= 91 cos tt)^ 4-25 sin oj/ -|

V= (^ cos lot + '^ sm cot y when y= b I

tc=(i^ cos cot + 1^' sin cot i J

where A, B, C, D, E, F, 91, iB, 6, ^, (g, § are^ twelve

arbitrary functions of {d',z). Then, bv taking 1 do)f{o))

of each of these after the manner of Fourier, we solve the

problem of determining the motion produced throughout the

fluid, by giving to every point of each of its apjiroximately

plane boundaries an infinitesimal displacement of which each of

the three components is an arbitrary function of .r, :,t. Lastly,

by taking these functions each =0 from t= — x to t = 0, and

>• . (48),
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each equal to minus tlie value of u, v, w for every point of

each boundary, we find the u, v, W of § 33. The solution of

our problem of § 32 is then completed by equations (31). To
do all this is a mere routine after an imaginary type solution

is provided as follows.

38. To satisfy (21) assume

where H, K, L, M are arbitrary constants and /, F any two
particular solutions of

i((o + m/3^)(T= fj,^~,-{m'' + ,f)a'^ . . (50).

This equation, if we put

m^lfM=>y, and 7/1^ i<f + i(ol/jb= \ . . . (51),

becomes

^^={X + cyy)a (52);

which, integrated in ascending powers of {X + iyy), gives two
particular solutions, which we may conveniently take for our
/and F, as follows :

—

,A_i y~^(^ + ^7//)^
,

7~^(^ + ^7.v)^ _ 7"^^+^7.'/)^
, r,^^^~

3.2 ^ 6.5.3.2 9. 8. 6. 5. 3.
2'*"'^'''

j/)_X + t7y j-3 + 7.G.4.3 roToTTreTITS
+ '^"^

39. These series are essentially convergent for all values of y.

Hence in (49) we have a solution continuous from ?/= to

y=^h\ and by its four arbitrary constants we can give any
d^

prescribed values to ^, and — , for y= and y= h. This

done, find p determinately by (24); and then integrate (25)

for w in an essentially convergent series of ascending powers of

X+ tyy, which is easily worked out, but need not be written

down at present, except in abstract as follows :

—

M;=c^e'('-'+'"'+«^> (54):

where

Here F and Q are the two fresh constants, due to the inte-

gration for 10. By these we can give to W any j^rescribed

2

U53).
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values for y — and y= h. Lastly, by (1), with (49), we
have

where

1(^-1 ^j^^^ low) r
yini ay m J j

Our six arbitrary constants, H, K, L, M, P, Q, clearly

allow us to give any prescribed values to each of w, ?/, W,
for ?/= and for y= b. Thus the completion of the realized

problem with real data of arbitrary functions, as described in

§ 37, becomes a mere affair of routine.

40. Now remark that the (n, v, w) solution of § 34 comes

essentially to nothing, asymptotically as time advances, as we
see by (33), (34), and (38). Hence the (u, V,\v) of j 37,

whicli rise gradually from zero at / = 0, comes asymptotically

to zero again as t increases to oo . We conclude that the

steady motion is stable.

[To be contiaued.]

XXII. On Evaporation aridDissociation.—V'30:iY\.[continiied) .

On the Continuous Change from the Gaseous to the Liquid

State at all Temperatures. By WiLLlAM Ramsay, Ph.D.,
and Sydney Young, D.Sc.'^

[Plates III.-v.]

ri^HE following pages give a further proof of the correctness
-JL of the relation j? = U— a, where r= constant, applicable

both to gases and liquids. The data for methyl alcohol apply

solely to the gaseous state, for the very high pressures which

its vapour exerts precluded measurements at temperatures

above its critical point. With ethyl alcohol the determinations

of the compressibility of the liquid are more complete than

with ether ; the experimental observations in the neighbour-

hood of the critical volume are, however, not very numerous,

for the highest temperature for which an isothermal was con-

structed is 240°, the critical temperature being 243°'l. The
values of a and b at volumes n(>ar the critical are con-

sequently somewhat uncertain. The data for the gaseous

condition are, however, pretty full. We have also a consider-

able number of data for acetic acid (Trans. Chem. Soc. 1)581),

p. 790). Here the temperature at which the highest iso-

thermal was measured was the highest conveniently attainable

by our method, viz. 280°. But as the critical temperature

• Communicated by the Physical Society : read April 23, 1887.
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lies much higher, the pressures were in no case very great.

The behaviour of acetic acid, however, contrasted with that

of the alcohols, ether, and carbon dioxide is very striking.

The equation p=M— a does not apply; in other words lines

of equal volume are not straight, but are curves of double

flexure. We shall consider the meaning of this peculiarity

after adducing data.

1. Methijl Alcohol.—The data are at present in the hands

of the Royal Society. The values of b were, as before, deter-

mined by reading points on the isothermal curves at equal

volumes ; constructing isochors graphically, and having thus

obtained approximate values ot h, these were smoothed by
plotting them as abscissee, the ordinates being the reciprocals

of the volumes. The values of b given in the Table which

follows were those read from this curve. The values of a

were calculated from the equation a= bt—2y, the mean value

obtained from all the readings at each volume being taken

as correct.

Table I.

Vol.
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It is evident that the agreement here is very satisfactory,

and that any differences are well within the limits of experi-

mental error, and of error in reading from curves.

2. Ethyl Alcohol.—The data for ethyl alcohol are published

in the ' Philosophical Transactions/ 1886, part i. p. 123.

In constructing isothermals for the liquid, which are published

in ])late iii. of that memoir, isobars were constructed from
the isothermal curves drawn through the experimental points;

these isobars were made use of in finding isochoric lines at

which the relations of temperature and pressure could be
compared. This method applies to volumes not greater than

3 cub. centim. per gram. Between volumes 3 and 12 cub.

centim. per gram the isochoric lines were constructed from
the diagram from which plate vi. was copied (the smaller

divisions are omitted on the printed plate). For volumes
above 12 cub. centim. per gram the actual observations were
made use of which are detailed on pp. 144-151; the slight

alteration in volume caused by the expansion of the measuring-
tube was here neglected; at the utmost the error introduced

is O'lo per cent, of the total volume.

The only satisfactory manner of comparing the found and
calculated pressures for liquid alcohol is to reproduce the

diagram showing the compressibility of the liquid, denoting
the calculated pressures by crosses, the actual experimental

observations being represented by circles. Although there is

apparently only one volume at which a comparison is possible

on each of the lower isotherms, yet it must be remembered
that the values of a and b are deduced from the isobaric curves,

to construct which numerous points on each isotherm Avere

made use of.

Table III. on page 202 gives the values of a and h for

definite volumes. These were read from three overlapping

( urves, on which values of h were abscise^a^, the reciprocals of

the volumes being ordinates ; the actual values of h in the

region of the critical volume were, for reasons previously given,

interpolated. The form of this curve is remarkable. It is

equivalent to the first term in Clausius^s and Van der Waals's
TJT

formulae, -. 7^, ; but it is evident that its form cannot be
(v— ^)

represented so simply. Its general form is represented in

the accompanying woodcut.

The same general form is to be noticed in the Ciise of ether.

The curve obtained in plotting a against volume is of similar

form.

The comparison of aetual and calculated results at volumes
below 3 cub. centim. j er giam is difiitult. As it is most
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Table III.

Volume.
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Table VT.

Temp. 50''.

Pressure.

niillira.

l,3-4

15-4

l(;-95

18-2

210
2415
2G'5

iiOO

i54-9

51-35

Vol. of

1 gram.

c. c.

15100
13300
11979
10640
9325
8(K)0

7101
6214
5329
3567

Temp. 78" -4.

18-8

19-3

20-95

211
21-85

22-85

23-35

23-45

24-9

27-0

27-15

27-3

29-3

31-8

32-7

35-85

40-15

42-05

46-4

52-9

54-35
63-2

66-75

71-7

87-2

91-2

101-25

l()(r(i

121-5

124-65

125 3
141-3

151-7

157-75

lC)4-2

172-25
180-8

191-76

14550
14760
13320
13250
12430
11980
12000
11550
10660
9774
9760
9858
8868
7962
7833
7092
6217
1)075

5326
4631
4441
3S65
3553
3281
2670
249()

2220
2132
1826
1782
1767
1519
1421

1375
1306
1243
1175
1066

Temp. 92°.

Pressure.

millim.

20-45

24-55

30-5.S

3935
51 1

66-45

75-65

96-8

104-2

135-8

138-6

170-5

181-05

234-9
268-4

Vol. of

1 gram.

c. c.

146.'>0

11990
9325
7105
5;{29

4!)()0

3.-15

2649
2440
1825
1792
1403
1327
982
843

Temp. 105°-1.

21-85

31-9

53-6

7465
83-45
91-4

106-3

126-3

150-4

155-4

186-2

199-75

232-6
286-5

29S-6
337-4

422-4

46035

151.50

10210
5782
4005
3590
3110
2721
2220
1823
1778
1431
13;}4

1123
884-6

841-5

7293
661-0

504-9

Temp.ll7°-95.

/ o- <

85-35
163-5

210 45
256-4

328-6

o8l)-l

4671
601-8

632-5

6708

4488
3871
1868
1403
1121
841-5

701-3

5()1

4208
3927
3647

Temp. 118°-2.

Pressure.
Vol. of

1 gram.

milJim.

241
29-1

36-65

44-0

553
69-25

8405
88-6

1215
172-6

2242
3190
391-9

4336

c. c.

15100
12430
9709
7984
6217
4885
4010
3782
2664
1781

1335
876-6
689-2

6110

Temp. 132°-9.

101-7
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Table VI. {continued)

.

207

Temp. 162°-5 {cont.).
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Table VII. [continued).

Vol.
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Table IX.

209

Volumes.
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EF. For these large volumes of gas, it is almost certain that

the density would become normal at a sufficiently high tem-

perature ; but at low tem])eratures and pressures it cannot he

proved, owing to condensation, whether the molecular formula

would be C4HSO4; that is, whether the line CD would coincide

with the line EF.
On Plate III. arc also represented similar relations for ether,

at volumes of 4000 and 1000 cub. centims. per gram ; the

points representing the observed relations of temperature to

pressure fall on the isochoric lines ; that is to say, the diver-

gence from Boyle^s and Gay-Lussac^s laws is too small to be

detected by experiment. At smaller volumes, however (those

at 300 and 25(3 cub. centims. per gram are shown) , the line

passing through the observed points falls below the theoretical

line, but is not quite parallel to it. It follows therefore, that

if the isochoric lines are perfectly straight, they would cut the

normal isochoric lines at an extremely high temiteruture.

The physical meaning of this behaviour is that, if the tempera-

ture of a gas, at constant volume, be raised sufficiently high,

the density must equal and then fall below the normal. It is

evident that this must be the case. For the pressure of a gas

depends on the number of molecules present in unit volume,

on the average velocity of each molecule, and on the nuuiber

o." impacts on unit area of the surface of the containing vessel,

in unit time. With constant volume, since the mean distance

between the molecules remains constant, the cohesion of the

molecules is assumed to be constant. But the rise of pressure

produced by rise of temperature of a theoretical gas is based

on the assumption that each impact takes })lace at the centre of

each molecule; that is, that the actual volume of the molecules

themselves is nil. But as this is not the case, as impacts must
take place at some distance from the centres of the molecules,

they must necessarily be more frequent. The effect of cohesion

is to reduce the pressure of the gas, by reducing the average

velocity of the molecules, and this, for any given volume, by

a constant amount. Hence, below a certain temperature, the

pressure will be less than that ol' a normal gas, and if the

tem])erature be reduced sufficiently, will become negative.

AVith rise of temperature, the average velocity of each

molecule will increase at the same rate as in the case of a

theoretical gas; but the number of ini})acts, and, consequently,

the ])ressure, will increase at a greater rate than if the gas

were perfect ; hence a tem[)crature will ultimately be reached

when the pressure is as mueli decreased by cohesion, as it is

raised by the more frequent encounters of the molecules ;

and at that temperature the density of the gas will be normal.

At still higher temperatures the pressure, and therefore the
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pt
value of the expression —, will be greater, and the vapour-

densitv less, than that of a theoretical gas.

The formula which we find to represent the relations of

temperature and pressure at constant volume, p=6t— a, repre-

sents these facts. The reciprocal of the vapour-density is

the product of pressure and volume, divided by the product

of the absolute temperature into half the molecular weight, or

1 pv 2

vap. dens. t mol. wt."

Now while at small volumes the rate of diminution of volume
of a substance increases more and more slowly with rise of

pressure, there is no limit conceivable to the pressure which

may be applied. Hence the value of the expression ~—

must ultimately be greater than unity. The relation of -^-—

-

to tlie pressure for ether has been calculated by means of our
equation for a few isothermals, and is shown in the annexed
figure. From the direction of the lines, it would appear that

if produced to still higher pressures, the product pv would
reach and exceed unity. This state has indeed been reached

by Natterer in compressing the so-called permanent gases at

temperatures far above the critical points.

It is possible, by means of our equation, to follow these lines

into the unrealizable state, at low temperatures, where pressure

becomes negative. An example is given at 150°. It is ob-

vious that those isothermals which include negative pressures

will intersect each other at the zero of pressure and ——, and

will form loops in the negative region. This is shown on PI. IV.
It has recently been suggested by Wroblewski ( Wien.

Monatsh. der Chemie, 1886, p. 383), in a paper from the con-

clusions of which we differ in every point, that the minimum
values of pv mapped against pressure form a curve con-
tinuous with the vapour-pressure curve. This is distinctly

not the case. The curve is cut by the vapour-pressure
curve at the critical [)oint. It is, however, approximately
continuous with the curve shown on plate ix. in our previous

paper on this subject, representing the pressures corresj)unding

to the inferior apices of the serpentine isothermals. The mini-
mum product of pressure and volume probably does not occur
at volumes corresponding to these apices, but at slightly lower
volumes. We have proved this to be the case at high tempe-
ratures, and it is probably also the case at lower temperatures.

In conclusion, we should state that we have purposely

P2
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omitted reference to the formulas of Clausius, Van der Waals,

and Sarrau. It appears to us that the relations of a and b in

our formula to the volume is by no means so simple as that

expressed by their formulai.

XXIII. Secular Cooling of the Earth in relation to Mountain-

Building. By T. Mellard Reade, C.E., F.G.S.*

IN Chapter XI. of my ' Origin of Mountain-Ranges ' I

attempted to show that the effects of secular cooling on

the earth's crust would not be that assumed by what is now
called the '' Contraction theorj' " of Mountain-formation.

But, first, it will be well to state what this theory is.

Roughly speaking, then, the earth in its present state is con-

sidered to be divided into two parts : a cooled solid outer crust

which does not contract, and a heated nucleus which dimi-

nishes in volume as it parts with its heat. From this it

results that the hard crust, in fitting itself from time to time

to the shrinking nucleus, throws up the ridges of the earth's

surface called Mountain-ranges. This, in its crude form, is

the theory which is usually present'.d to the reader.

A very little consideration will serve to show that the

effects of the cooling of a body like the earth will be very

much more complex.

If wo assume the crust to be a hard shell, say 30 miles

thick, with a temperature of 50° at the outer surface, and
3050° at the inner surface, we shall find that the circum-

ferential contraction of the inner surface of the shell in

cooling will be much more I'elatively than the radial contrac-

tion of the earth from the centre to this zone ; conse>]uent]y

the hard crust will at this zone be not in a state of compres-

sion, but one of tension or stretching.

By means of a diagram (plate 18) I have shown that an

outer portion or shell of this hard crust, of very limited depth,

will be in a state of compression ; but by far the larger

volume of the crust will constitute a " shell of contraction,"

where all the rocks constituting it will tend to stretch along

circumferential lines. This stretching would end in the frac-

ture of the shell were it not for the weight of the superimposed

mass, which ensures continuity by what 1 have called "com-
pressive extension."

It is unnecessary for me to go into further details as the

reader can find the full particulars in the chapter referred tof;

excepting that I would point out that the external cooling

portion of the earth is shown to be divisible into a thin outer

• Communicated bv the Author.

t ' Origin of Mountain-Ilanges,' pp. 11*1-1:28.
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shell— ofcompression greatest at the external surface, gradually-

diminishing downwards until it is nil at the under surface,

and an inner shell of much greater volume, in which the beds

are all in a state of tension b^* contraction, the contraction

being greatest at the zone of greatest cooling, and nil on the

inner and outer surfaces of the shell. Hence it follows that

at the zone of contact of these imaginary shells the rock will

be neither subject to tension nor compression.

Below these shells exists an uncooled nucleus, geologically

speaking, of hitherto nearly constant volume.

In a recent paper* Mr. C. Davison arrives at practically

the same results, although he makes no reference to my work,

which was published in 1886. If Mr. Davison reached his

results without knowing of mine it strengthens my case

considerably, and I am glad to have confirmation from so able

a mathematician.

But while we are practically agreed as to the strains set up
in the crust of a cooling earth, we entirely differ as to their

geological consequences. Without committing myself to Mr.
Davison'snumerical results, I will for present purposes accept his

calculation that the shell of compression is now five miles deep.

I confess I cannot follow Mr. Davison in considering that
" owing to the pressure of the continental masses, crust-

stretching by lateral tension takes place principally beneath the

ocean-basins." Assuming that the isogeotherms follow ap-

proximately the surface-contours of the land, whether beneath

or above the level of the oceans, the greater pressure will be over

the ocean-basins, as the weight of ocean-water will be addi-

tional to that of an equal depth of crust. It is, however, quite

as probable that the cooled crust is thicker under the oceans,

and such is assumed by many physicists. It also appears to me
to be a physical misconception to suppose that a portion of

the earth's crust would stretch like a cooling bar of iron held

firmly in a vice at either end, or that the pressure of the con-
tinental masses would take the place of the vices by holding
down the contracting body. I have tried to form a mental
picture of the relation Mr. Davison wishes to show existing

between coast-lines, earthquakes, sedimentation, and mountain-
building, but must confess my inability to do so with the aid

only of the abstract.

The statement that " the rate of mountain-making dimi-
nishes with the increase of time " is opposed to all geological

fact. The greatest mountains are the youngest ; and Mur-

* " On the Distribution of Strain in the Eartli'3 Crust resulting from
Secular Cooliujj, -with special reference to the tiruwtii nf (\)ntineuts and
the Formation of Mountain-chains." deceived by the Kuyal Society,
April 7, 1887, and just published in abstract.
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chison even held the view that at an early period of the earth's

history there were no great mountains *, We have ample
grounds for believing neither view to he correct.

Prof. Bonney, in a Note apjiended to Mr. Davison's [)aper,

attempts to further elucidate the geological results that would
follow from this view of the effects of the earth's contraction.

I am sorry that I am unable to agree with liis suggestions.

When I wrote the chapter referred to I felt, if the views

there expounded were admitted (which they practically are by
Messrs. Davison and Bonney), that they were fatal to the

Contraction-theory of Mountain-building ; I think so still.

In what way, 1 may ask, could gneissic axial cores, having
the fan-structure which chai-acterizes most great mountain-
ranges, have been forced up and the overlying beds thrown
back upon themselves, if the tangential compression, gradually

diminishing downwards, did not extend five miles vertically

into the earth's crust? for during the early periods of mountain-
making the depth of crust under compression must have been,

according to Mr. Davison, much less.

For myself I go much further, and say that such axial cores

and other phenomena of mountain-ranges which I have else-

where dealt with at length, cannot be satisfactorily accounted
for except on the hypothesis, within certain limits, of the

compression increasing, not diminishing, with the depth.

To illustrate these effects I made a serif^s of experiments,
which are partially detailed in pp. 331-333 and plate 42.

Although we differ radically in some important particulars,

I welcome Messrs. Davison and Bonney's theoretical investiga-

tions, as truth cannot but gain by the friction of various ideas.

XXIV. On an Addition to Bunsen's Ice-Calonmeter. By
C. V. Boys, A.B.S.M., Demonstrator of Physics at the

Science Schools, S. Kensingto7i-\

.

IT is probable that no single instrument has excited so much
admiration on the part of physicists as Bunsen's calori-

meter ; its beautiful simplicity, its nuirvellous sensibility, and
its accuracy in skillinl hands place it in the first rank among
instruments employed in investigations for which it is avail-

able. In our uncertain climate, however, it is not often found
in actual use ; for unless a large supply of perfectly pure snow,
free from all saline contamination, can be obtained, it cannot
be employed to its fullest advantage, and because possibly,

according to Bunsen's ilirections, it shonKl be used in a room
not much above the freezing-point.

* ' iSiliiriii,' fifth rditiun, p. 408.

t Couiuiuni(iift>il hv the Author.
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If the instrument is filled properly with pure water boiled

to drive out the air, and is then set up in common ice scraped

into an artificial snow with a chisel, the minute amount of

salt included in cavities is sufficient to lower the temperature

of the outer ice below the meltino-point of the ice in the

instrument ; and thus, inappreciable in other ways as this

difference is, it causes a steady freezing of the water in the

calorimeter, which is quite sufficient to make accurate work
impossible.

In consequence of the attention that has been given to this

instrument, not only by the inventor but by other physicists

of experience, I naturally hesitate to make any suggestion for

its improvement. I dare not call the slight modification

about to be described an improvement, but an addition is a

term which I may safely employ.
The reason, as already stated, why this instrument fails to

work satisfactorily when used with ordinary ice is that there

is a slight difference of temperature between the inside and
the outside. In consequence of the continuous contact of the

outer ice or snow with the whole surface of the glass, the con-

ductivity for heat is very great—that is, the amount that will

enter or leave the instrument for 1° difference is very great.

The amount of heat passing through the walls is the product
of the difference of temperature by the conductivity. This

product is usually made very small by making only one factor

very small. It can more easily be made small by making
both factors small ; if one is very small, so much the better.

This process of reasoning is so obvious that it can hardly

fail to have been used by some ; but I have not heard that it

has, nor am I aware of its ever having been put to the test of

exi)eriment. I have therefore lately compared the behaviour

of an instrument put up in the usual way, but in common ice,

with the same instrument arranged to have a small conduc-
tivity and in the same ice.

The plan that I have adopted to reduce the conductivity,

while still retaining the power to increase it to its usual ex-

tent at will, is to provide a protecting cover of glass in which
the instrument can lie, the two tubes passing through and
being supported by a thin intliarubber cork fixed into the

upper end of the glass cover.

There is a third hole in the cork, thi-uugh which is passed a

glass tube with a stopcock. If there is any hurry to cool the

instrument, ice-cold water is poured in upon the ice so as to

reach above the lower end of the protecting tube, and the

stopcock opened and the air drawn out if necessary until the

water reaches the cork. The water may be changeil once or

twice l)y blowing through the stopcock and ilrawing out the
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air again ; tbus the instrument is quickly brought to the

freezing-point. The water may then be drained away, when
the instrument will be left in an ice-cold chamber, but not

in contact with anything but air, except at its upper end.

For this arrangement the two tu])es above the joint should

be two or three times the usual length, but an ordinary in-

strument can easily be adapted by prolonging these tubes at

their upper end. It is essential that both tubes be carried

through the ice much further than usual, so that no heat may
be conducted down to the working part, as any stray heat

would be more mischievous than usual, in consequence of the

insulation of the instrument. The upper end cut off from

a gas jar makes a convenient glass cover. Its projecting

rim should be placed above, where it serves to support the

whole instrument, if it is allowed to rest on a tripod-ring

standing in the ice-box. The index-tube that I have used

has a mean capacity of '0001285 cub. centim. per milli-

metre, very nearly as fine as that used by Bunsen. The in-

strument was carefully filled with the distilled water from the

general supply, which occasionally is found to be by no means
pure. From the steady melting observed in the experiments,

it would appear to contain some impurity. The ice used in

the box was ordinary Norway ice. When the instrument

was put up in the usual way in this ice, the movement of the

index showed generally a melting in the instrument, which

was reduced enormously when it was surrounded by its cover

and placed in the same ice. With the cover, in some cases,

there was a movement of not more than 1 millim. in about

three hours ; but I did not, in these cases, obtain a perfectly

trustworthy comparison. In one case, when the movement
was greater, I measured the rate with the cover, then without,

and then with the cover again. It showed a melting at the

rate of 4 millim. an hour with the cover, of 27 an hour with-

out the cover, of 30 an hour without the cover tlie next day,

and of 4 an hour with it on again. Thus, by means of the

cover the instrument was brought from a state in which the

unfavourable conditions made it almost unserviceable to one in

which it could be well used. In another case I purposely put a

trace of salt with the ice in the box, and found the rate of

freezing to be from 8 to 10 times as great without the cover

as with. In all these cases the instrument had been quickly

taken from the ice, had its cover removed, and been at once

replaced in the cavity left in the ice by the cover. The ice

was then pressetl down with a stick ; but it is probable that

there was by no means so continuous a current as there would

have been had the freshly-cut ice been put in alter the instru-

m(>nt. Hence it is probabl(> that the ratio of about 7 to 1
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observed hardly represents the full value of the insulation given
by the cover. The temperature of the room during the ex-

periments varied between 22° and 23° C. There can be little

doubt that if favourable conditions, that is, pure snow out-

side, pure water inside, &c. were obtained, and if the instru-

ment were more carefully insulated, the column might be kept
far more steady than is possible in the usual way.

In a few words, by the use of the cover we allow the in-

strument to remain at its own freezing-point, instead of

trying to compel it to assume some temperature which may
be, which is sure to be, slightly different.

XXV. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Contiuued from p. 141.]

April 6, 1887.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

THE following communications were read :

—

1. "On the Piocks of the Malvern Hills." Part II. By Frank
Rutley, Esq., F.G.S.

The details of the microscopic examination of the rocks constituted

the principal part of the jjresent paper. The Author finds that the

truly eruptive rocks are more plentiful in the range than he was
at first led to suppose. In all S3 rock-specimens were described, and
in some cases Mr. Timmins's analyses were quoted. The author

commenced with the rocks of the ^orth Hill and concluded with
those of the Raggedstoue HiU. Hocks between a little south of the

summit of the "Worcestershire Eeacon on to Wind's Point, those of

Midsummer Hill, and those of Keys Hill were not collected. The
foUowinsT are the general results :

—
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:

—
In the first instance a separation must ]>e effected of rocks show-

ing foliation or lamination, or of which the origin has been sedi-

mentarj-, from those which show no such structure, and which must
be regarded as eruptiv'e : there is, in fact, a banded and an un-

handed series. The gneisses are altered volcanic tuffs or sedimen-

tary rocks of eruptive material derived from the disintegratioQ of

rocks of dioritic or syenitic character.

The rocks of the North Hill, as may be gathered from the tabular

classification, are truly eruptive in many cases ; whilst the foliated

varieties are made up of the debris of rocks rich in hornblende,

which may have had an eruptive origin. The rocks of the Here-
fordshire Beacon are chiefly gneissic : the eucrite-basalt occurs at a

buttress of the hill. The pegmatite of Swinyard's Hill has appa-

rently been faulted into its present position. South of ^Midsummer
Hill fine-grained gneissic rocks, quartzite-schists, &c., are met with.

There is no reason to suppose that the alteration of any ordinary

sedimentary rocks could have resulted in such a vast amount of

hornblende as is found in these gneisses. The gneissic rocks of the

Malvern Hills may l)e composed of the detritus of eruptive rocks.

The rocks of the Malvern Hills show in their structure but little

resemblance to the foliatiim induced by shearing, the crystals seldom

exhibiting any marked lenticular form, while there is but little

likeness to the pseudo-fluxion structure described by Lehmann, &c.

The Author concluded that the rocks of the Malvern Hills re-

present part of an old district consisting of plutonic and, possibly,

of volcanic rocks associated with tuffs, sedimentary' rocks com-

posed mainly or wholly of eruptive materials, and grits and sand-

stones ; that the structural planes in these rocks (sometimes cer-

tainly, at others possibly) indicate planes of stratification, and that

the foliation, in many cases if not in all, denotes lamination due to

deposition either in water or on land surfaces, ])robably more or

less accentuated or alteied by the movements which produced the

upheavals, subsidences, and flexures prevalent in the range.

2. " On the alleged Conversion of Crystalline Schists into Igneous

Kocks in County Galway." By C. Callaway, Esq., D.Sc, F.G S.

This paper was an inquiry into the theory, held by many Irish

geologists, that granite and other igneous rocks are the last term
in a progressive series in the metamorphism of aijueous sediments.

The evidence collected by the Author was regarded as entirely

hostile to this view. In Knockseefin, the typical section, he found

diorite intrusive in gneiss and granite intrusive in the diorite, but

no ])assage bet ween any two. The igneous veins sometimes displayed

a foliated structure. At Shaunarea the phenomena were similar
;

but the granite in contact with the gneiss was much crushed and
decomposed. In the region south of Gleiuhilough the intrusion of

granite in diorite and schist gave rise to the peculiar mixtures which
had been described as "metamorphosed e^-nglomerate." The granite

was intruded along the joints of the diorite, sometimes separating

the joint-blocks from each other, and completely enclosing them.
It was noticed that wlien schists were penetrated by granite isolated
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folia often retained their paraUelistn, and this was accounted for

partly by the slowness of the intrusion, partly by regional pressure.

Even when mere flakes of the schist were enclosed in granite there

was no passage between the two. The granite, both in masses and
veins, was often foliated, but the blocks of included diorite were
not ; and this seemed to suggest that the foliation of the granite

was acquired before complete congelation of the larger masses.

There was also a foliation concentric to included blocks of diorite.

At the town of Galway the " metamorphic sedimentary " rocks

were a coarse-grained hornblendic gneiss of Hebridean aspect, and
in some parts of it was a structure similar to that of the "meta-
morphosed conglomerate

;

"' but the included blocks of diorite had
acquired a definite orientation, apparently due to pressure. An
igneous origin for some of the coarser gneisses was thus suggested.

It was concluded that there was no proof of the conversion of schists

into igneous rocks, the evidence collected tending to show, on the

other hand, that igneous rocks were sometimes converted into schists.

3. " A Preliminary Inquiry into the Genesis of the Crystalline

Schists of the Malvern Hills." By C. CaUaway, Esq., D.Sc, F.G.S.

The Author's researches amongst the crystalline rocks of Con-
naught had suggested certain lines of investigation which had sub-

sequently been followed out in the Malvern district. He had satis-

fied himself that many of the Malvern schists had been formed out

of igneous rocks; but at present he limited himself to certain

varieties.

The materials from which these schists were produced were dio-

rite (several varieties), granite, and felsite.

The metamorphism had been brought about by lateral pressure.

Evidence of this was seen in the intense contortion of granite-veins

and in the effects of crushing as observed under the microscope.

The products of the metamorphism were divided into two
groups :

—

A. Simple schists, or those formed from one kind of rock. The
varieties described were the following :

—

HurnUendt-gneiss, or dio-

rite which had been crushed and modified. Mica-gneiss, formed
from granite. In the first stage of the crushing, the quartz and
felspar lay in lenticular fragments, separated from each other by
cracks, the fragments and cracks being roughly parallel. As the
metamorpliism proceeded, the cracks became less evident, and the
respective minerals were flattened out into comparatively uniform
folia. Mica gradually came in, at first in the form of a partial

coating to felsjiar crystals, and, at a further stage, in regular

folia. Mica-schiat, formed from felsite. The felsite gradually
acquired a parallel structure. Pan j>assu with this mechanical
alteration, a mineral change was observed. Mica at first appears
in Very small quantity, either filling cracks or accentuating the
parallelism. In a more advanced stage, the mica lies in imperfect
folia, and sometimes forms a partial coating to grains of quartz.

At last there is little left but (juartz and mica, the latter in folia

and enveloping individual quart/ granules.
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:

—
B. Injection schists, formed by the intrusion of veins, which had

acquired parallelism by pressure. Veins of diorite in diorito pro-

duced duplex diorite-rpieiss, and veins of granite in diorite origi-

nated (jranite diorite-r/neiss.

It was further noted that

(1) Generally the particular varieties of schist occurred in the

vicinity of the igneous masses to which they were most nearly

related in mineral composition.

(2) The mineral banding of the rocks in the field was more like

vein-structure than stratification.

The Author accepted the received view of the age of the schists.

The ])arallel structure was clearly antecedent to the Cambrian

epoch, and the occurrence of similar rocks as fragments in the

Uriconian conglomerate of Shropshire seemed to indicate that the

Malvernian fichists were older Archcean.

April 27.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " On the London Clay and Bagshot Beds of Aldershot." By
H. G. Lyons, Esq., K.E., F.G.S.

The Author first described the section from Thorn Hill on the

N. to lledan Hill on the S., plotted from the 6-in. Ordnance Survey

on a scale of 6 in. to 1 mile horizontal, and 12 in. to 1 mile vertical.

This section comprises beds from the Woolwich and Heading series

to the Upper Bagshot inclusive. It showed a dip of 2|° to the N.,

which is regular or nearly so throughout. A few feet of Upper-

Bagshots occur on Thorn Hill (3G5 feet) ; at the base of these the

Pebble-Bed crops out, forming also much of the surface of the South

Camp. The Middle Bagshots on the south slope of the hUl are

estimated from the South Camp boring at 53 feet, with a marked
clay-bed at the base ; and below these a few feet of the Lower Bag-

shots are exposed in the intervening valley. The greater part of

lledan Hill (3G4 feet) is made up of Lower Bagshots ; but towards

the top a few feet of the basal clays of the Middle Bagshots have

been exposed by a recent trench. Although the elevation is prac-

tically the same as that of Thorn Hill, the rest of the Bagshot series

is cut out owing to the northerlj' dip. These results differ from

those of previous observers, e. ;/. the Geological Survey carry the

Lower Bagshots to the top of the liodau Hill, as do Messrs. Monck-
ton and Herries ; whilst of the anticlinal, alleged by Mr. Irving to

exist in this traverse, there np[)ears to be no trace. The Author

also observed that the arguments for overlap of the upper beds and

for the erosion of the London Clay are not borne out iiy the facts.

The second section described runs from Gravel -Pit Hill on the N.

to Ash Green on the S. It was drawn to the same scale, and showed
the beds from the Chalk to the Jliddle Bagsliots inclusive. Dip
northerly 2^ ' to 2° 50' at south end. A spur of the Fox Hills

(Gravel-Pit Hill) is seen to consist of Upper Bagshots of the normal

type down to the lower slioulder of the spur, which is capi)ed by the

Pebble-beds marking the junclion df the Upjier ;ind Middle Bag-
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shots. The Ash-station well shows the hasement-beds of the Lower
Bagshots, of a character very similar to those in the Brookwood and

South-Camp deep boring. The position of the outcrop of the London
Clay also is in favour of a regular and persistent northerly dip,

corresponding in degree with that given at East Wyke farm by
Messrs. Monckton and Herries. The tliickness of tbe London Clay

was calculated at 330 feet, which is about the same as at South Camp,
leaving no margin for its erosion before the deposition of the Bag-

shots.

The third section was drawn, also on the same scale, through Alder-

shot town, showing the beds from the Woolwich and Heading series

to the Middle Bagshots inclusive. The dip is 2|° to the N., and
regular, as in the other two cases. The following thicknesses are

given:

—

ft.

Middle Bagshots about 55
Lower Bagshots „ 115
London Clay „ 335

It was inferred from various calculations, as also from direct obser-

vation, that the thickness of the London Clay shows no diminution

throughout the section, being nearly the same also at Ash and at

Aldershot Place.

In " Caesar's Camp " the Pebble-bed occurs at altitudes ranging

from 500 to 550 feet.

The Author concluded that wherever we can fix the top or base

of the London Clay we get a northerly dip of 2^° to 3°, showing a

fairly constant thickness of from 330 to 340 feet. The same thing

occurs from Odiham on the west to Ash on the east, whilst at

Brookwood the London Clay is thicker. He also assumed the exist-

ence of a passage from the London Clay up into the Bagshot beds in

the deep wells or borings at Wellington College, at Brookwood, and
at South Camp. Hence at these points there can have been no
great erosion or unconformity. The overlying Bagshots lie conform-
ably on the London Clay and on each other.

2. " Supplementary Note on the Walton Common Section.'' By
W. H. Hudleston, Esq., M.A., F.ll.S., Sec.G.S.

The principal object of this paper was to point out the occurrence

of certain bods of clay or loam in what are usually known as the
" Lower Bagshot Sands " of West Surrey. It was shown that the

sandy series, no. 3, of the previous paper is overlain by a second

clay series, no. 4, whose mode of occurrence and lithology were de-

scribed. This is again succeeded by a third sandy series, no. 5,

which, it is believed, is maintained throughout the remainder of the

cutting as far as the Biver Wcy, with occasional clay patches de-

posited in small basin-shaped hollows of the sand.

The nature and geological positioii of the brick-earth of Hatch
on Woburn Hill was next described. This forms a portion of the
" clays most extensively developed between Addlestone and Chort-

sey," referred by Prof. Prcstwnch to his Middle Bagshots, and
mapped as such by the Geological Survey. The clay is seen to
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occur as a lenticular mass, 21 ft. thick at its maximum, in a hollow of

loose yellow sand ; the current-bedding of the ujjper loamy layers is

very marked towards the north end, with a strong false dip to the

south, i. e. towards the centre of the basin.

Accepting as the true datum line for the base of the Middle

Bagshots in this district, "the foliated clays, more or less sandy,

having a thickness of 14 ft.," which are shown by Prof. Prestwich

to be typically developed in the railway-cutting on Goldsworth Hill,

it was contended that the Hatch brick-earth cannot be correlated with

these. The true basal beds of the Middle Bagshots in this district

differ somewhat in their physical characters ; but it was on strati-

graphical grounds mainly that the Author endeavoured to show
that the Hatch brick-earth should, despite its argillaceous nature,

be assigned to the Lower Bagshots. A diagrammatic section from

St. George's Hill (245 ft.), through Woburn Hill (92 ft.), to St.

Ann's Hill (230 ft.), was given, and the possible existence of a trough

or synclinal towards the centre of the section discussed. It was shown
from the position of the Hatch brick-earth that if the Lower Bag-
shots retain anythiug like the mean thickness of, say 120 ft., which
prevails in this district, the London Clay surface must here be 60 ft.

below 0. D., on the supposition that these beds represent the basal

clays of the Middle Bagshots ; whereas, at Chertsey, in the vaUey
of the Thames itself, the London Clay surface coincides with 0. D.

In conclusion, it was held (1 ) that the more we study the Bagshot

beds of this area the less likely are we to see a passage betwceji the

curiously diversified Lower Bagshots and the much more uniform

and homogeneous London Clay ; (2) that, until we realize the con-

siderable though sporadic development of clays in the Lower Bag-

shots, we shall be in danger of referring beds to the Middle Bag-
shots which do not belong to them, and thereby give encouragement

to a speculative stratigraphy which can only mislead.

XXVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

A NEW JIETHOD OF REDUCING OBSERVATIONS RELATING TO
SEVERAL QUANTITIES.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

(xEKTLEME?f,

"IV/TAY I call the attention of your readers to a method of redu-
-^'-'- cing observations relating to several quantities, which I have

described in the current number of Sinnathcna (Trinity College,

Dublin). This method is a generalization of that Mtihod of Situa-

tion which Laplace has appiied to observations relating to a single

quantity, in the second supplement to his Thiorie Anali/tiiiue.

The method may be tluis described in the case of two variables,

a* and ?/. Find an approximate solution by some rough process

(such as siuii)ly adding together several of the equations so as to

form two indeiiendent simultaneous equations). Take the point
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thus determined as a new origin, and substitute in the n (trans-

formed) equations for one of the variables x a series of values

+ ^, +-f^, &C, Corresponding to each of these substitutions we have
71 equations for y. For each of these systems determine the Median
according to Laplace's Method of Situation. This series of Medians
forms one locus for the sought point. A second locus is found by
transposing .r and y in the directions just given. The intepsection

of these loci is the required point.

The method may be extended to any number of variables. For
example, in the case of four variables, x, i/, z, iv, we should con-
struct one table containing the Median values of tv corresponding
to each triplet of values assigned to x, y, z ; and thi'ee similar tables

i'or the Median values of x, y, z, respectively. The system of values

for X, y, z, if, which is identical in all the tables, forms the required

solution.

The advantages claimed for the new method are that, while in

the typical case of the laws of facility being all Probability Curves,

the generalized Method of Situation is only slightly less accurate,

and is considerably less laborious, than the Method of Least Squares;

in the abnormal case of Discordant Observations the proposed
method is not only more convenient, but better.

It is much to be wished that some practical astronomer would
give this method a trial by employing it in some laborious and
important calculation. F. Y. Edgeworth,

Kings College, London.

A NEW PHOTOGRArniC SPECTROSCOPE. BY C. C. HUTCHINS.

The constant demands of spectrum analysis for ever increasing

accuracy can be satisfied only by instruments of the highest dis-

persion and most perfect defining-powers ; and when applied to

photography the dispersion must be produced directly, and not by
enlarging lenses at the camera. The large apparatus of liowland
does this most beautifully, as the writer, who has used it for the
past year, can testify : but the fact that a large room must be set

aside for its accommodation, and moreover that the large concave
gratings are very dillicult to obtain, will forbid its use to most
workers.

I have therefore devised the following simple and, it would seem
upon short trial, effective arrangement for producing the desired

results :

—

A rather long slit is j)laced at the focus of a crown-glass (or,

better, quartz) lens of 4U-feet focus. The ray from the slit, after

passing through the lens, falls upon a large flat grating, mounted
to turn about an axis passing through the middle line of the ruled
surface. The spectrum is projected by the same lens upon a hori-

zontal arc of 40-feet radius, and is observed a little to one side or
above the slit. The sj)ectrum will not be normal tiiroughout its

length unless the radius of projection be kept constant. I think
this had better be provided for by employing two lenses of crown-
glass, the one nearer the grating fixed, the other movable, than by
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the use of a corrected lens, to avoid the absorption of flint-glass in

the achromatic combination.

More or less absorption when glass is used is unavoidable ; and
this, with the variation of the focal plane of the lens for light of

different wave-lengths, constitutes the most serious defects of the

apparatus—defects which are avoided in the Kowland instrument.

However, compensating advantages are not wanting. The Rowland
apparatus integrates all impressions received at the slit. The
ordinary comparison-prism cannot be used with it, and the lower

orders of spectra are too narrow to admit of convenient dinsion at

the camera; in fact, the spectra begin at nothing at the slit, and
spread in a widening band as we move toward the higher orders.

The new instrument possesses the advantages of the analvzing-

spectroscope. The spectrum can be made wide or narrow, or di-

vided at the slit. A preliminary trial has given the following

results:—A flat grating of 14,000 lines to the inch and a ruled

surface 2x 1| inches was employed, with a lens of 37-feet focus.

The latter was placed close to the grating, and its spectrum ob-

served near the slit. In the second spectrum b^ and 6, were fully

an inch apart as projected on a screen, and D, and D^ had a sepa-

ration of 13 to 14 millim.

The excellence of the definition is shown by the fact that, with

an ordinary reading-glass of 0-inch focus, E was seen double, and
fourteen lines were counted between D, and D,. TV'ith this

form of apparatus the amount of dispersion can be varied at

pleasure by simply altering the relative distances of slit and camera

from the grating, but in such a way that slit and camera shall

occupy conjugate foci of the lens.—Silliman's American Journal,

July i887.

ON THE ELECTRIFICATION OF GASES BY IGNITED BODIES.

BY J. ELSTER AND H. GEITEL.

The results of this investigation may be summed up as follows :

—

(1) The phenomenon that insulated conductors near an ignited

bodv are electrically charged holds also for gases, which have been

freed from dust by filtz'ation through glycerine wadding.

(2) This holds also even whon the rarefaction is raised to the

extreme limits of a Crookes's tube.

(3) The electrification is positive for red heat : and all tempera-

tures beyond in all gases as yet examined, with the exception of

hydrogen, which at a high temperature has the opposite behaviour.

(4) For air and carbonic acid the maximum of electrification is

at a yellow heat.

(5) The layer of gas which surrounds an incandescent body
shows a different d(>i)ortment as respects positive and negative

electricity. That electricity whose sign is opposite that developed

in the gas by ignition is most rapiilly discharged.—Wiedemann's
Annalen, No. 5, 18S7.
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XXVII. On some Methods of Determining and Comparing
Coefficients of Self-induction and Mutual Induction. By
Prof. C. NiVEN, F.R.S*

§ 1. "pROF. CAREY FOSTER'S paper, published in the
JL Philosophical Magazine (February 1887), has lately-

recalled attention to the methods of comparing or determining
coefficients of induction by means of the galvanometer. He
has shown how to express the coefficient of induction of two
coils in terms of the capacity of a condenser. The problem
there presented is one of several which arise in the comparison
of the three kinds of transient currents which are met with

(1) in the charge of condensers, (2) in the mutual induction

of two circuitSj (3) in the self-induction of a circuit.

Of the corresponding problems which occur in the compa-
rison of electrical constants three may be looked upon as still

somewhat imperfectly solved. These are the comparison of

two coefficients of self-induction, the comparison of a coeffi-

cient of self-induction of a coil with that of mutual induction

between any other two coils, and the determination of a coeffi-

cient of self-induction in terms of the capacity of a condenser.

Prof. Chrystal has indeed given, in his paper on the Differen-

tial Telephone, various solutions of the last ; but his methods
involve the use of the telephone, while Maxwell's method in

this case requires that a single adjustment should secure both

no steady current through the galvanometer and no transient

current. The same remark applies to his method of com-
paring the coefficients of self-induction of two coils ; and his

* Communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Volv24^No. 148. Sept. 1887. Q
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solution of tlie second problem only compares the coefficient

of self-induction of a coil with that of the mutual induction

between this coil and another.

It seemed desirable so to extend these methods that in the

first two cases the adjustments for no permanent and no
transient current should be independent of each other, and to

obtain the means of com pari n^r the self-induction of any coil

with that of the mutual induction of any two other coils.

The differential galvanometer appears at first sight to possess

special advantages for these problems ; but the methods are

easily adapted to the Wheatstone-bridge, which practically

converts the ordinary into a differential galvanometer ; and
the adjustments with it are more easily eflected than with the

other, which usually requires for these methods that the coils

of the galvanometer should be suitably shunted.

I shall therefore begin by giving methods adapted to the

ordinary galvanometer, reserving to the end of each article an
account of those which may be employed with the differentia]

galvanometer.

§ 2. In these inquiries it is useful to know not only the

condition that there should be no current through the instru-

ment, but also the exprcj^sion for the total flow when this

condition is not satisfied, in order to be able to select the best

arrangement of the bridge so that the galvanometer shall be
most sensitive, and in the case of the differential galvanometer
to ascertain what shunts should be used with it. And for this

purpose IVIaxwell's method is particularly suitable.

Let a network of conductors be considered to form a svstem
of meshes the currents round which are i", ?/,..., and let elec-

tromotive forces Ejy . . act along the sides of these : let also

T= KLi-2 +2Mi;^-|-N^2 ^...), -V

F= i(an.i^ + 2ai2.ry + a2o.?+ ...), J" • • (1)

E = E^(ir-^)+..., )

T being work dissipated in heat in the conductors.

The general equations of the system are typified by

dt\dx)^ dx dx ^'

If we have also condensers, the poles of which are attached

to the network, each of those may be considered as forming
an ailditional mesh ; and if u be the charge of one of those at

any time, the current rouiul the con-espontling mesh is ?'/, and
must be included in the expressions for T, F, E. The energy
employed in charging the condensers will usually be of the form
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H=|g +...), ..... (3)

C being the capacity of the condenser whose charge is u. The
general equations of the system are of the form

d/dT\ d^ (m_d^ ^x
dt \d'x / dx dx dx'

To find the impulsive currents at the instant of making or

breaking circuit we may integrate (4) once for all. We thus

obtain

dx\ J dx

The first term of this equation in%'olves the initial and final

currents of the system, which may in most cases be written

down at once : the second term

where x, y . . . are the total flows of the currents round the

several meshes. In any particular case, therefore, we may
easily write down this equation if we know the expressions

for T, F.

The equation of the type

^/cZT\ ^F d^_Q
dt \dii/ dii du

must be treated difterently. Suppose, for example, that we
are considering the effect of making the battery-current.

When the currents are steady and the condensers have re-

ceived their full charge,

dt du '

and the equation becomes

dF drL ^

du du

the syml)ols x, y, u . . . denoting the final values of these

magnitudes, and li being put =().

§ 3. To Balance tJie Current of Self-induction by a Condenser*.

Method I.—Suppose the resistances in AB, BC, CD, DA,
AP be a, b, d, c, 11 ; that in the battery B ; L the coefficient

* Since tliis paper was placed in the printers' hands I have seen Mr.
llimin<rton's paper in the .July number uf the Pliilosophical Magazine,
from whicli it appears that he has anticipated me in some of the results

of this article.

Q2
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of self-induction of the coil or electromagnet in AD j C the

capacity of the condenser ; the currents in the meshes as

marked.

T=iL(i— »)2,

Y= ^{a.v—i +Rx— ii+ c—Rj; +Gi—y +dy^ + bg— z -\-B'z^},

The equations for the transient currents are

a.x— z + H.x— ic-i-c— Ra;+ (jcx—y= — L.;

dy + h .y—z — QfX—^= 0,

—a{x—z)— h,y — z + Vtz =0,

Xq being the final current in AD.
Putting x—y= yy

a+c+G . y+ a-\-cy—az={QW— lj)xQ,

—G . 7+ F+cly— bz= 0,

— ay —a + by + a + b + 'B.z=0.
c d

The determination of 7 is simplified by recollecting that - = -

,

and thus ^ ^

and

'^
a-Vc+ Q.b + aGi

Xq— ^o(« + b)l{a + b-\-c-^d)

_ a E aE

B +

7=

rt + C

E(CR2-L)a6
{B.a + c-\-c.a + h){a + c.b-\-a + b.Gi)
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The condition 7=0 implies that L^CR^. If this should

involve the use of inconveniently high resistances for R, we

mav diminish the etlect of L hy shunting Ri, the coil itself,

by a resistance S. The expressions for T, F will be changed

into

T= iL..i;-f

F= i{I^,-'i*-^ +S.^-M +W-,v-u +...},

where Rj is the resistance of the coil, R the whole resistance

between A and P, R'= R— Ri.
The expression for 7 will be the same as before, except the

first factor, which now becomes

This remarkable proposition, that the effect of a shunt on the

self-induction of a coil is to diminish it in the ratio

S^: (Ri + S)%

is of great use in comparing two coils with each other.

If we write 7=E(CR2-L)/A,

A = (B. a + c+ c. a + h){a + c .h + a + b . G)fab.

The value of A indicates the most suitable magnitudes to

choose for the other resistances in the bridge.

(1) Ua= b,

This expression is a minimum when

2_ Bc(c + 2G)
"" ~ B + 2c '

)

A = (v/Br + v^13 + 2c . + 2G)^
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For example, if c=: 600, B= 20, G= 300,

2_ 20x000x1200
"

1220 '

and a may be chosen about 100 ohms.

(2) If c and h be chosen, A will be u minimum when

Z/^. a + c + Gr=aG . (B . a + c + ac).

As an illustration of these methods, the ficld-maffnets of an
Ehvell-Parker dynamo were measured by a condenser having

a capacity of g microfarad. The resistance of the field-

nuio;nets was found to be 23*5 ohms, and when shunted the

combined resistance of the magnets and shunt was 7*6. a, h, d
were taken = 100, 100, 1031 ; and by the aid of a rheostat

and coils the resistance c was made up to 1031, when no
permanent current was observed.

AVlien 11= 1011, the kick due to the self-induction appeared

to be balanced by the condenser ; but the observation was not

quite satisfactory, as the current of self- induction seemed to

last longer than the other.

''''""'

/ 7-6 \' 1

L= 3*256 earth-quadrants.

Method II.—The condenser may be placed in BC, one pole

D

being movable along BC. Calling BP= R, and using the

same symbols as before, we find

A having the same meaning as above.

When 7= 0,

CR2t'-f/= 0,

This method really constitutes an extension of ]\raxwell's ; but

it does not appear to jiossess any advantage over the one given

above.
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Method III.—Using the differential oralvanometer.

The coil whose resistance is li is put in circuit with one coil

of the galvanometer (G), and an additional resistance in AF = c,
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resistance of each coil,

1^ _ 1 _]_

the total flow throuorh both coils

S
[^c-y)=-^^{x-y);

S + Go G^o

and this will be a maximum when

(R + G + o)(2B + R + F + c)/G is a minimum,

that is, when
G^2=(R + c)(2B + R + c).

§ 4. To Compare two Coeficients of Self-induction.

The followinfr method, wliich is a modification of Maxwell's,

was suggested by the one which follows and by that given

in § f).

MetJiod I.—Wheatstone^s-bridge arrangement. The coil

L, whose resistance is 7,, is first balanced by resistances aj, h, d
for steady currents ; a, is then placed in scries with the second

coil (N), whoso resistance suf)pose = «2, and is balanced by
putting 72 in series with 7^ ; «,, 72, h, d being supposed to

nave no appreciable self-induction. The conditions for this

are

"When these conditions are accurately satisfied no steady cur-

rent should pass through the galvanometer, wliether P and Q
are connected by a wire or not. If the second adjustment
should throw the first slightly out, the right position of Q,
P being kept fixed, may bo easily got by making the first

part of a.2 and the last |)art of aj parts of the same wire, along
which wo may have sliding contact. Kohlrausch's form of

the bridge is convenient for this jiuijiose. It is also desirable

in most cases to interpolate a resistance into 71 besides that of

the coil itself.

A resistance S is then ])laced in PQ till no " kick " is given

ou making contact. Our equations in this case are
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T=KL'i'' + N..i— i ),

F= ^{7i7i2 + S .i— M +72'i^ + Gr-''^—y -^dif + h.ij— i

—
^2 2 •

+ «, . i— ?'t 4-a2 . .r— 2 +B2*}.

From these,

72-''" + S . .I'— ?t + «2 . A'— ^r+ G . .r—^= N. zq— xq,

dy + b.y—z —Gr,x—7/= 0,

ff^U—Ui . z— u— s , x— u = — Lwo= — L-^oj

whence
?< (rt 1 + 7i + S) = SA' + ai^— L-Tq.

Substituting in the two former equations, and putting

_G^+(«, + 7. + S.-^i±^.)..-(«2+—^)^^ «i+7i + b/ \ «i+7i + !b/

= N(io-.io)-L.ro^^_^^^_^g,

(A + f/ + G)^+(i + f/).t? -bz =0.

NoAv if we put

«i + 7i + io

Since

7l=«l • ^J 72= «2 • ^'

0=EA (M-Li^^-p^-j-g) ;'(6G + 4 + rf+ G./)(B . 6TZ+i . TTd)

The condition of no flow, and therefore no deflection, on
making or breaking contact is

mi-u. ?—^, =0.
«i+7i + o

If b= d, and therefore ai= 7i,

N=L. ^
2«i + S*

and the transient currents from each coil will bo a maximum
when

62=/G(2I3 + r)/(G + 2/).
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As an example, the coils of the dynamo formerly used were

compared with the field-magnets of an old dynamo of the

Ladd ])attern. The former of these we shall call A, the

latter ]j ; their coefficients of self-induction L, N.

h and d were each taken = 100 ohms.

100 ohms with A in series were halanced by a resistance,

the last portion of which is a wire with sliding-contact. B was

then put in series Avith these resistances and slide, and balanced

by a rheostat. The new adjustments generally put the other

out a little, but by moving the sliding-key the proper position

could be found when there was no current, whether the key

be up or down. By making S= 25 the two transient currents

appeared equal, though the comparison could not be made
very exactly on account of the ditTerence of duration of the

currents.

Thus,
' 2o

I have not been able hitherto to try these methods with a

ballistic galvanometer, nor do I see at present any means of

making the two time-constants equal.

The result obtained above agrees with an estimate of N
made by using a condenser, as in § 3.

Method II.—By the differential galvanometer.

The coils whose coefficients L, N are to be compared are first

balanced by rheostats in the two coils of the galvanometer,

and points P, Q are then found such tluit the needle remains

unaltered whether PQ be open or closed ; then a resistance S
is placed between PQ till the needle gives no deHectiou on
opening circuit. When this is the case,

LS-N(S-f-2R) = 0.

The expression for the flow is

(LS-N.S + 2R)E
^~

(2B-f-U + ir+ G)(SB + K'-i-21lir+U.ST2K)'

When it is found desirable to use shunts for the two circuits

of the galvanometer, U will represent the combineil resistance

of each circuit and its shunt, and the total flow in the two
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circuits will be G
Go

This may be made a maxinmm in the usual way.

§ 5. To Comimre the Coefficient of .^futual Induction of Two
Coils icith the Coefficient of Self-induction of a Tldrd Coil.

One of \he coils of the pair is placed in the battery-circuit,-

and the other is connected to BD as a shunt to the galvano-

meter. The resistance of this part will be called R, that of

D

the other will be included in the battery. The self-induction

of the latter coil produces no eftect on the galvanometer ; this

is likewise the case with R^ because there is no permanent
current through it. The coefficient of mutual induction will,

as usual, be denoted by M ; the other coil is placed in AD, as

in the figure.

In dealing with this case the galvanometer, coil R, BC, CD
must be looked upon as lying in one plane.

Thus,

Yz=^{cx^ + a. 1^^"^ + dij-^ + h . if^z + G . ~x-^u + R . ?<-/ + Ei^}

We observe also that

"0= 0, x= ij^.

Thus,

a . x—z + c.i'-l- G . x— ur= — L.J'o,

/>.y— c + (/// + R.?/— u= Mio,

-G(u.— u) -R(^-») = -Mi-o.
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If a*— ?<= 7,

(a + c + G)y \-a + c .11— oc= — Liro-

From which we obtain, eliminating ?/, c and putting

a;Q='zJjl(h+d),

i'o=E(^; + c?)/(B.Z; + fZ + cZ.a + i),

E
UiM.h + d''

7=
-LZ.^))

B, it must be remembered, includes the resistance of one of

the coils as well as that of the battery.

K includes the resistance of the other coil of the pair, with

the additional resistance necessary to neutralize the kick of

the galvanometer. For example, the coefficient of induction

of a certain pair of coils used for ex})erimental purposes was
compared with the coefficient of self-induction of the field-

magnets of an old dynamo of the Ladd })attern. The resist-

ance of one of the coils (that put as a shunt to the galvano-

meter) was 10*5 ohms, c = l*7I)= r/, a= h= 1000, and an

additional resistance of 1G7 ohms was rec|uired for a balance

;

(1001-79)^ _
^/^-

1000x177-5
-^^^*

On the Use of Shunts in finding Coefficients of Mutual
Induction,

Let R= Ri + R' ; where Ri is the resistance of the coil

proper, R' the added resistance, and let Rg be the resistance

of the second coil of the pair ; then it is easy to see that if we
shunt part of the current passing through lio into a shunt S,

the coefficient of mutual induction will be diminished in the

ratio

StRj + S.

A precisely similar rule may be proved to hold good as the

result of shunting part of the current through Rj into a

shunt S.
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T= M2o(r-i/),

+W . it— ij' +

The equations are of the form

ax-\-Qf .x— u-\- . . ' = — L.

— G..i'— ?< + S.M-r + R'. M-?/ + ... =0.

= Mio.

S . If— u + Ri • V—y +

.

— Rj . V— ?/— R'. ?<—y +

The third of these equations gives

(Ri + S)r= Riy + S?f-MJo,

which reduces the second and fourth respectively to

SRi M

= M

S

Ri + S

S

Ri + S*

^o>

These are exactly what we should have got by supposing

the resistance of Ri alfectod in the usual way, and M dimi-

nished in the ratio S : Ri + S.

§ 6. To express a Coefficient of Mutual Induction in Terms of
the Capacity of a Condenser.

It is evident that a condenser and resistance placed in AD
instead of an electromagnet will balance the current of mutual
induction. The conditions for this may be easily inferred

from what precedes ; but they may be independently deduced

by the general method.

With the first figure of § 5, ex-

cept that a condenser whose poles J^^-"^ ^^'

are at A, P occupies the place of

the coil L, we have a

u

T=Mi.w- I/f

The first equation is

X(ar-r) + (c-X)a- + ... = 0;
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and we have an additional equation,

—Xxq= vJG,

whence
rX= cIL^Xq.

Thus the subsequent investigation is the same as that of the

last section if we replace L by CX^, and the condition of

zero-dellection is

XXVIII. JS^ote on Comparing Capacities.

By E. C. Rimington*.

LET two condensers, of capacities K, and Kg, be con-

nected to the arms A and D of a Wheatstone-bridge,

as shown in woodcut ; and

^^^ AC = BD,

so that there is a balance

for permanent currents.

Let x-\-y, X, z, and k- be

the cyclic currents at some
moment after the battery-

circuit is broken, and when
the condensers are dis-

charging ; and let q^ be

the charge on Kj and q^

that on K2 iit this moment.

Then we have

(A + B + G)(.r+^)-G.r-A^ = Of,

also

Therefore

(C + D + G>-G(.i- + ?/)-Dic = 0;

._
^^

ami u -
^^.

(A + B).r + (A + B + GXy= A'^S

(C + D^r-Gy^D'^^

* Comniuniontod by the rhysionl Socioty : rend Juno :?r), 1S87.

t Tlio tii'ir-indiiction of tho frnlvniuniu'ttn- need not be taken into

acciiunt, as tlio current in it comnieuoes and ends at zero. The arma

A, B, C, and D are supposed to possess no self-induction.
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y =

dt'
A+B

D'if, C + D

A + B + G, A + B
-G, C + D

or

where

Integrating,

Ay = A(C + D)^-(A + B)D|-^ .

A = G(A + B) + (A + B + G)(C + D).

(1)

A r ^/dt = A{G + J)) Cdq,-{A + B)J) Cdg,,

wliere a^o is the permanent current through A and D when
the battery is on.

/'en

But I t/ dt is the quantity which passes through the gal-

vanometer, = g.

Therefore

A^= ^o{K2D'(A + B)-KiA2(C + D)}.

If .^1 is the permanent current in B and C,

C
.

•^'o — -''i
Y)

'

and since AC = BD, we have

q = A'lBD
K2C-K1B

which may be written

G(B + C)+B(C + D)' (2)

K2C-K1B
^~^''^G(B + C) •

BD '"D"^

If now A and D be made infinite, which will obviate the
necessity of first adjusting for a permanent balance,

Also
9 = a-,(K2C-K,B).

E
^1 =

P + B + C
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where p is the internal resistance and E the E.M.F. of the

testing battery.

? = rx^Xn(K2C-KiB).

Ifg= 0,

P + B +C

C
B'

If a key he also put in the galvanometer-circuit, and the

battery-key be first depressed and then, after a certiiin interval

of time, the galvanometer-key,

we have Gott's method of com-
paring capacities. This allows

the condenser longer time to

charge ; and if the galvano- „

meter when its key is depressed

shows no throw, it indicates

that the potentials Vi and v^

are equal, and that therefore

as before. ^

If, however, either of the condensers has an appreciable

leakage, the result will be false by this method.

Suppose the condenser Kg has an insulation-resistance R,

that of Kj being infinite. On depressing the battery-key, as

the condensers are in series, they take initial charges each

equal to Q.

Q=(V,-ri)lM = (r,-Y,)K,= (V,-Y2)j^^^.

Let an interval of time t elapse before the galvanometer-key

is depressed, and at the end of it let Qi and Qj be the charges

on Kj and Kg respectively, and v the value of I'l-
"^'

_ t

Q2= Qe K-.R, where e=-2-7lS,

Then

Q,=(\\-y,)

and

K,K2
K1-1-K2'

'K,K

Q,= (V,-.)K,= {(V,-V.)-(i— V,)K,

= {(V,-V,)-ji;}K„

Q,=(v,-v,)(.-^^..-^-r«)K,.
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and

Hence

Also
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(v.-.)=g=(v,-v.)(i-3j^^rsrB).

t_

V-Y2 Kie K,R

^' "' Ki(l-e ^^«)+Ks

^2-^2 _C

If, therefore, v= V2, or there appears to be a balance,

B
Ki(l-e K,B)+K2

or

K2C

So that, unless t be made very small compared to KgR, wo
cannot compare K, and K2 unless we know E and ^ In the

case of no leakage the conditions will be the same as if there

were no key in the galvanometer circuit.

To find the best conditions for the test :—Taking equa-

tion (2), and substituting for Xi its value

E D
(A + D)(B + C) C + D'

^"^ A + D + B + C

ED
which equals ,,, ,

,,x
, twij <n ?

s"^^® AC= BD, we obtain
|0 (O + D) + JJ (-D + O)

EBD-(K2C-KiB)
'^-{p(C + D) + D(B + U)}{G(B + C)+B(C + D)}*

If(/= 0, KaC^KiB.
Suppose a fractional error p to be made in the value of C

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 148. Sept. 1887. R
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Then
EBD'pK.G

'^~-{p(C + D)+D(B + C)}{G(13 + C)+B(C + Dj|

EpK

VD"^C"^ C /VD'^BD'^ D y

Now the throw is proportional io q^/G for a galvanometer
whose coil-volume is constant. Therefore the throw is pro-

portional to

EpK^

(P A.P ^ ^±S^\(:^ a- ^^ ? _u ^i±PV
Id'^c'^ c a d "^ bd ^J)vg)

and this is to be a maximum ; which it obviously is when

B + C _ C + D 1 B(C + D)
• BD " D -v/G'

°'' B + C •

If A and D are infinite, the higher the resistance of the gal-

vanometer the better. Also, in this case,

^ P + ^-+l ^ + ^+l"

Here q is largest when C is largest.

To find the conditions under which a telephone may replace

the galvanometer :

—

In equation (1) we have

A^=A(C + D)^^^-(A + B)D^^

Now, in order to employ a telephone, y must always be zero.

Therefore

A dqi D (7^2

But
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Consequently

and

Hence

K CD

<72 = A'olVgJ

c/^i „ . A + B K.-^"

A + B K,
AB

= -Xo-^-e 'A+B^

and

Therefore

t

and

Therefore

A + B K,/^ C + D K,^
±> O

A+B_C+D
B ~ D *

AB _ CD
^'A + B~^'C + D'

and, since AC= BD,
KiB = K2C,

Ki_C

If there is self-induction in the four conductors, let Lj be

the coefficient of self-induction of A, L2 of D, L3 of B, and
.L^ofC. Then

_G^+(C+Dj.+L,|+L4;-Df =0.

Solving for y, we have

-(A + B){D^f-L.:;;-L4^}.
112
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Integrating,

- (A + B) I D r dq,-h, fVi— L4 Cdx \

=^o^^^(BCD2K2-B2D2Ki + L,C2-L3CD-L2BC + L,BD),

since AC= BD.

Also _ ^
C

.-Tq — A'l -pj

where .I'l is the permanent current in the branches B and C.

.-. Ay= .ri .^^(BCD'-^Kj-B'^D^Ki + LiC^-LsCD

-LaBC + L.BD).
If<7=0,

BD2(K2C-KiB) + C(LiC-L3D) + B(L4D-L2C)=0.

Hence
K2C= K,B, LiC= L3D, L,D = L2C;

or

K2~B ''"^ L3~L4~C*
Again, since

A=^^{B(C + D) + G(B + C)},

BCDKg-B^DK, + L,
^' -L2^ -L3C + L,B

*" '''

B(C + D) + G(B + C)

K2BC-K,B-^ + L,g-L2^-L3§+L,?
"''

BC G(B + C)
•

D "^^"^ D

If A and D are now made infinite,

the same result that we obtain if there is no self-induction in

the branches B and C.
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XXIX. Note on Beams fixed at the Ends.
By W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., and John Perry, F.R.S.'*'

I. A HORIZONTAL beam with vertical loads, fixed at

-^^ the ends, being given, to find the bending-moment
everywhere : this is a problem the solution of which has not

hitherto been put in an elementary form. A Ivnowledge of

the bending-moment everj-where leads, of course, to a com-
plete knowledge of the strength and stiffness of the beam.
The problem is quite soluble by a method which is obvious to

any one who has worked out the theorem of three moments ;

but even for advanced students the work is tedious ; and prac-

tically the ans-svers known for the two cases—(1) when a

uniform beam is loaded merely in the middle, (2) when a

uniform beam is loaded uniformly—are regarded as roughly
applicable in all cases which occur in practice.

If M is the bending-moment at a section, I the moment of

inertia of the section about its neutral line, and E Young's

modulus of elasticity for the material, then ^r^ is the curvature

M
of the beam. If 00' is a short length of the beam, -ftt 00'

is the angle which the originally parallel sections at and 0'

now make with one another. Hence, if we divide the beam
into a great number of parts, and if M is taken in the middle

of each division, the moment of inertia there being I, the sum

of all such terms as :^. 00' (if 00' is one of the elementary

lengths) gives the angle between the two end sections of the

beam.
M

This principle, that 2p-f .
00' gives the angle between the

two end sections of the beam, is, of course, well known. It

is the basis of the theory of flat spiral springs. As applicable

to beams, it may be put in the words of Professor Cotterill
'(' Applied Mechanics,' § 169, p. 334) :—" . . . The angle (i)

between two tangents to the deflection-curve of a beam is pro-

portional to the area of the curve of bending moments [had he
been speaking of non -uniform beams, Mr. Cotterill would have

said the area of the curve whose ordinate is p-r] intercepted

between two ordinates at the points considered." It is also

the basis of Prof. Fuller's beautifully simple method of dealing

• Communicated by the Physical Society : read June 11, 1887.
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with arch-ribs fixed at the ends ; and, indeed, it was when

putting Prof. Fuller's method before our students that we
discovered the following simple application of the principle to

beams. In spite of the apparent rashness of such a statement

about such a well-ventilated sul)ject as the elasticity of beams,

we believe our method to be quite new.

II. In the case of a horizontal beam fixed at the ends, the

angle between the end sections remains equal to nothing ; and

hence, in this case,

M2^=0 (1)

Now, if the beam were merely supported at the ends, from a

given system of loading it is easy to find what the bending-

nioment everywhere would be, either by numerical calculation

or a link-polygon method. Let us suppose the diagram of

this bending-moment m to be known. Then the bending-

moment M of a beam fixed at the ends with the same loading,

is m—c, where c is a constant ; so that it is only necessary

from the condition (1) to determine this constant c.

(l)is

^m—c ^ in c

^ ^—=0, or Zj = 2;p

or c = —Y (2)

The rule then is, knowing m and I at every point :—Divide

the beam into any number, n, of equal parts ; find y at the

middle of each part, and add all the values together : tfiis is the

numerator in (2). Fin dy at the middle of each part, and

add the values together : this is the denominator in (2); so

that c is known. Subtract c from every value of in, or
diminish all the ordinates of the m diagram by the amount o,

and we have tlie M diagram ; that is, the real diagi-am of
bending-moment of the beam fixed at the ends, with any
distribution of loading and any variation in cross section.

111. If the cross section is the same everywhere, it is

obvious that (2) becomes

^' = - 2 »', (3)
n ^ '
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if the beam was divided into n parts. In fact, c is the

average value of m for the whole span. The application of

(3) to beams of uniform section, fixed at the ends with one

load in the middle or with a uniformly distributed load, is

very simple.

ly. The condition (1) is applicable when I at every cross

section of the beam is previously settled in any arbitrary

manner. Let us give to I such a value that the beam shall

be of uniform strength everywhere, that is that

M . .

(4)

where y is the greatest distance of any point in the section

from the neutral line on the compression- or tension-side,

and / and /^ are the constant maximum stresses in com-

pression or tension to which the material is subjected in every

section.

fe ^^^J generally be taken as equal to /^ ; and if d

the depth of the beam, y may generally be taken as equa

to \d. Hence (4) becomes

M
jd=±^f, (5)

the + sign being taken when M is positive, and the — sign

when M is negative.

Hence (1) becomes .^ _l ^ .pv

the negative sign being taken from the ends of the beam to

the points of inflexion, and the positive sign being taken

between the two points of inflexion.

Now to satisfy (6) we have merely to solve the following

'
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of the Ijcam, which may be arbitrarily fixed ; E F G E is

a diagram of the values of m, easily drawn when the loading

is known. We are required to find two points, P and Q,
such that

area ET + area QC = area PU
^''"^

PR = QS.

When found, these points P and Q are the points of infiexion,

and PR or QS is what we called c. That is, m— FIi is the

real bending-moment M at every place ; and, knowing the

bending-moment and depth d, it is easy to find I, as the con-

dition of uniform strength is given in (5), or

I being of course always positive.

We have found it very easy to solve this problem by trial.

First find the area EC. Choose two points P', Q', whose
ordinates P'R'and Q'S' are equal, and such that the area P'U'
seems to the eye nearly half the area EC. Measure the area

P'Ij', subtract from ^EC, divide by about 4Q'U' or 4FT' or

by the mean value of these two. This -will give an approxi-

mation to the error in the positions of P' and Q'. With an
easy exercise of one's judgment, it will probably not be
necessary to make a second approximation.

V. If the depth of the beam is constant, the })roblem of

finding the diagram of bending-moment for a beam of uniform
strength is of course solved by finding two points, P and Q,
whose distance asunder is half the length EG of the beam,
and at which the ordinates PR and QS are equal. Subtract
PR or OS from every ordinate of the m diagram E F G, and
we have the M diagram.

It will be seen that, with any system of loading and anv
variation of section in a beam, it is quite easy to get the dia-

gram of bending-moment ; and also that, with any system
of loading and any variation of depth of beam, it is quite easy
to get diagrams of bending-moment and moment of inertia

for beams of uniform strength. IMany other applications of
the mothou are obvious.
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XXX. On Binomial Biordinals.

By Sir James Cockle, M.A., FM.S., F.R.A.S., ^x*

65. nnHIS is the conclusion of a set of papers with various

X titles, but the articles of which are numbered conse-

cutively. The latest paper of the set appeared in the number
for MaV 1882 (vol. xiii. p. 357).

QtQ. The biordinal of art. '62 is, by means of

e-ii U
V= .f" ( 1 + x-) 2 U= A'"X -t V,

transformed into

V'

where

iri-p Y, Y^n

V= U2-4U, Y2=V+ P-J^
67. Hence, by the double substitution

x^= t^ and t'h'—y,

we obtain

f + 3sy= 0, (19)

where the grave accents denote differentiations with respect

to^, and (if T=l + /3),

3 r/4 ..Al Y,t Yt^l

68. Operating on (19) with -^ + \,we get (compare art. 16)

2/''' +3V + 3s/ + 3(6''+3\%=0. . . . (20)

69. Take a new variable f connected with y by

and giving rise to the terordinal

r+3;.r+3yr+/-r=o (21)

70. Then, by equating the criticoids of (20) and (21), we
get

g = s -^l?— \- -{]?

—

V,

,.=3(«^ + 2\s+p(/) + 2(X3_y,3)^.^,vv_V\

71. When (21) is binomial, then p, q, and r may be taken

* Communicated by the Author.
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of the respective forms

wherein ag, oj, and the ?/i's are constants,

72. In general we should have

but when (21) is binomial the ns> vanish.

73. Now if (o and A be determined from

(<. + 2)(» + 3) = ^, A=^{a, + l+jJ=^},
all the ns will vanish if

^ A a)/2X- - - ^,
wherein Og is arbitrary.

74. Let ^= — 2(w + 3) ; then p is obtained from \ by the

substitution of ag for ^j '"^^d of 6 for o).

75. Putting —§^=V, and recurring to arts. 18 and 32, it

will be seen that it is in fact the system (18) of art. 64 which

is now under discussion.

76. Introducing a quantity K, defined by

we get
1

mi= a2(rt2-l)-A(A-l) + ^K,

m2=|,V2 + 2a)(A+l)+4(co + 3)(a2 + l),

7?i3= a^ — oa2 + '2.a.2 + K [a^— 2)

+ A(2A--3a2A + 3(704 2K-2),

m.= -77, V„+ — V2A— 2K(y + 3a2W2— 3^//«i
^ 4" "^ o

+ 6a2-(9-6A-w + 6(a) + 2).

77. Multiplying the binomial terordinal into T<', substitu-

ting for T and putting D= < ^, we get

(l + /^)D(D-l)(D-2)r+3{a2+(a2-^)/3}D(D-l)^

+ 3(^1+ (Wi + »!2)<^}D^+ {»»3+ (m3 + ;/i4)/='}f=0.
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78. If we suppose this equation to be put under the form

/(D)?+i=^F(DX=0,
we shall have

/(U) = D3 + 3(a2-l)D-+{3(«/i-a2) +2p + m3

+ (2A-l){(A-i)2-|Jp}.

79. Put D + a2-l=A and A-i =B, then

80. In other words,

/(D)= (A + 2B)(A-B + |I)(A-B-fI).
81. The calculation of F(D) was still more troublesome

than that of /(D); and my original result was in defect by a

unit. But the masterly hand which corrected the defect

pointed out a shorter process of calculation, viz. that to be

given in arts. 88, 89.

82. If we put

D-|-a2 + 2w+5 = V, A—w—i=G,
we shall at last find

F(D)=(V + 2a)(V-G + |J)(V-G-|J).
83. But 02 is arbitrary; and if 02= 1, then V becomes

D + 2a) + 6, and V+2Gr becomes V + 2A + 5, or V + 2B + 6,

while V — Gr becomes D—B + 3a) + 6. Hence, writing the

terordinal in the form

we have
/(»)?+ F(D-3).3?=0,

r(D-3) = (D + 2B + 3)(D-B + 3a) + 3 + |J)(D-B + 3a) + 3-|J).

84. Moreover, turning to arts. 80, 82, 83, we see that if

/(D) = <^(D, B, I),

*^6°
F(D-3) = </)(D + 2c« + 3, B-«, J),

and ,/, (D, B, I) ^+ (^ (U + 2(u + 3, B- (o, J) t'^= 0.

85. This result may be further simplified by taking a new
variable Z, given by Z= t~^^; for we thus obtain

<)f)(D + B, B, I)Z + (^(D + B + 2a) + 3, B-co, J)^^Z= 0,

which (see arts. 80, 82-4) is equivalent to

(D + 3B)(D + fI)(D-^I)Z
+ (D + 3B + 3)(D + 3a) + 3 + |J)(U + 3w + 3-|J)/3Z=0.
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86. Since

therefore

&)=^U— 3, or else a)=—^U— 2;

Also, by art. 79,

87. Again, by art. 69,

y^JiP-^)dt^^
(see arts. 71 and 73) P^-*T("+2)f = (see

art. 85) ^«.-a+bx("+2)2= (gee arts. 79, 86),

^«,-iX(«-+2)Z=iiT("+2)Z, when, as in art. 83, «2=1.

88. The shorter process (see art. 81) is this. By art. 78,

/(D) = D3 + 3(a2-l)D2+{3(mi-«2)+2}D + 7»3

= (D + a2-l)'-a(D + «o-l)+/3

suppose. Also (see art. 77),

F(D)= D3 + 3(«2-^-l)DH J3(mi+?n,-flo + 6') + 2jD + ;»3 + ;»,

= (D + «2-l~^)'-7(D + a2-l-6') + H
suppose. Then

F(D) -/(D) = -?>dW + 3(^2 + 0)T> + m,

=s-3^(D + a2-l)2+(3^'2-7+ «j(D + ao-l)+H-/9 + 7^-f?3.

81). Hence, accents now meaning derived functions,

3mi=/(0)+3a2-2 = 3(ao-l)2 + 3a2-«-2,

3?«2=F'(0)-/(0)-3^=-6o2^ + 3^ + 3^-7 + «...,(22)

,„^=F(0)-/(0) = -3^(a2-l)2 + flo(3(9^-7 + a)

7n4 + 3^mi-3a2m2= 6a2=^^-6'(^+l)(6' + 2) + (7-«)(^ + l) + H-/9. (23).

90. By means of (22) and (23) 7 and H can be found.

The results, after all reductions, are

7= 3G2+i9;J2 and H= 2G(G2- i'^^ J'^),

and the F(D) of art. 82 follows.

91. When I wrote art. 64 I was not aware of the turn

which the discussion would take. The errata indicated at the

beginning of vol. ix. of this Series should not l)e overlooked.

12 St. Stephen's lload, Bavswater, W.,
June 3, 1887.

'
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XXXL The Effect of Change of Temperature in Twisting or

Untwisting Wires tohich have suffered Permanent Torsion.

By Hekbert Tomlinson, B.A*

IN a paper recently communicated to the Pliysical Societyf,

Mr. R. H. M. Bosanquet has drawn attention to the

remarkable behaviour of a very fine hard-drawn platinum
wire, which twisted or untwisted very appreciably when sub-

jected to small variations of temperature. As some experi-

ments made by myself nearly eight years ago, but of which
the results have not been as yet published, seem to bear on
Ihe interesting phenomenon in question, I now venture to

bring them forward. I had previously been investigating

the effects of permanent extension and compression on the

longitudinal elasticity of wires in the following manner:

—

A wire of from 60 to 90 centimetres in length and 1 milli-

metre in diameter was suspended vertically, Avith its upper
extremity clamped to a rigid support, and its lower one attached

to a little brass block provided with a hook at the bottom, to

which weights could be attached. Permanent torsion was im-
parted to the wire, which was afterwards subjected to various

amounts of longitudinal stress. The permanent twisting of

the wire in the direction of a right-handed screw^ causes the

portion A B C D (fig. 1) to be permanently extended along the

diagonal AC and compressed along the diagonal BD (fig. 2).

Fiff. 1. Fij?. 2.

If now the wire be loaded, the stress will produce tempo-
rary twist or untwist according as the elasticity is greater or

less in the direction B D than in the direction AC. A full

account of these experiments will be found in the ' Philoso-

phical Transactions'!, so that it will suffice to state here that

all the wires examined showed temporary twist or untwist to

be the result of loading. The amount of twist or untwist

* Communicated by tlu> Physical Society : read June 25, 1887.

t Pliil. Map. vol xxiv. No. "l47, August' 1887, p. IGO.

I Part I. l8tSo: "The Inilueuce of Stress and Strain on the Physical
Properties of Matter."
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produced by loading was comparatively small, and was mea-

sured by the usual mirror lamp-and-scale arrangement, the

mirror being attached to the brass block at the end of the

wire.

It then occurred to me that a similar arrangement might

be used for testing the effect of permanent extension and

compression on the thermal expansibility of a metal. A wire

was suspended in the axis of an air-chamber, consisting of two

concentric brass cylinders enclosing an annular space between

them 6 millim. thick. The length of the air-chamber was

120 centim. and its outer diameter 10 centim. When the

required amount of permanent torsion had been imparted to

the wire, steam from a boiler was admitted into the annular

space through a tube soldered into it near its lower extremity,

and passed out through a similar tube near the top, where it

was condensed in a vessel of cold water. After a period

ranging from ^ hour to 2 hours, when the permanent un-

twisting which invariably accompanied the heating had ceased

to become sensibly greater, the position of the light on the

scale was noted and the action of the steam stopped. The
annular space was now filled with cold water, and in about

ten minutes afterwards the position of the light on the scale

was again noted. The difference between the two readings

was a measure of the amount of temporary twist or untwist

produced by the change of temperature, the last being, on the

average, 85° C. In several cases the heating and cooling

were repeated with little or no variation in the amount of

temporary twist or untwist. The length of each wire was

nearly 120 centimetres and the diameter 1 millimetre.

The results of the experiments will be found in the following

Table, in which are given the amount of temporary twist or

untwist in scale-divisions, the amount of permanent untwist,

and the load hanging on the wire during the experiment.

The wires were all well annealed before being permanently

twisted.

We may gather from the Table the following particulars:

—

(1) Eise of temperature from 15° C. to 100° C. produces

in permanently twisted iron, aluminium, and silver temporary

untwist, showing for these metals less thermal expansibility

in the direction of permanent extension than in the direction

of permanent compression. With copper and platinum, on

the contrary, rise of temperature produces temporary twist.

(2) The amount of temporary twist or untwist is in all cases

small compared with the amount of permanent untwist pro-

duced by rise of temperature. It is also absolutely very small*.

* 100 scale-divisions ouly represent torsion through an angle of 2*' 20'.
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(3) A few turns of permanent torsion suffice to produce

the maximum alteration of thermal expansibility which can be

effected by this means.

Metal ...
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unannealed piano-steel rise of temperature caused a very ap-

precial)le temporary iioist, instead of untwist, even with small

loads on.

A remarkable feature about all these experiments was the

great difference with different metals in the facility with which
the effect of permanent torsion in one direction could be re-

versed by permanent torsion in the opposite direction. With
copper, for example, one complete revolution in the opposite

direction was sufficient to reverse the effect of 200 complete
turns of permanent torsion, whilst with iron the difficulty of

reversing the effect of previous torsion was considerable.

I am inclined to believe that the phenomenon observed
by Mr. Bosanquet is to be, at any rate partly, attributed

to unequal expansion in different directions. I have always
found in wires which have been hard-drawn a certain amount,
and sometimes a considerable amount of permanent torsion :

this, we have seen, will cause temporary twist or untwist
to be produced by rise of temperature. The amount of twist

or untwist in any case, however, observed by myself was very
much loss than that observed by Mr. Bosanquet; and it would
be of interest to ascertain how far the comparatively very
large variation of torsion with small rise of temperature which
occurred with the platinum wire used by him, is to be attri-

buted to the comparatively great longitudinal stress on the

wire*.

XXXII. Remarkable Effect on raising Iron xchen under Tem-
•porary Stress or Permanent Strain to a Brig/d-red Heat,
By Herbert Tomlinson, B.A.^

IT has been shown in the preceding paper that an annealed

iron wire which has been permanently twisted is tempo-
rarily untwisted when the temperature is raised to 100° C, pro-

vided there is not too groat a load on the end of the wire ; but

that if the load on the end of the wire is sufficiently great, a
temporary twist follows on the rise of temperature. Fresh
experiments were therefore entered on with the view of ascer-

taining whether, with a small load on the end of the wire, the

temi)orary untwist jiroduced by rise of tomi)orature would be

changed to twist when the tomperature exceeded a certain

limit. A few preliminary trials wore made by merely heating

a portion of the permanently twisted wire with a burner ; and
it was found that when the wire reached a bright red heat a

most remarkable and sudden change occurred, the wire sharply

* See above, the olloct of increasing- the load on the wire.

t Commuuicated by the J^liysical Society : read Juue 25, 1887.
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tioisting in the same direction as that in which it had pre-

viously suffered permanent torsion. When the burner was
removed and the wire was cooled to a temperature which
seemed slightly lower than that at which the phenomenon
occurred in the first instance, it as suddenly untwisted ; and
when it had again attained the temperature of the room, there

remained a decided permanent tioist in addition to that ichich

had been orixjinally imparted* . This additional ])ermanent

twist is rendered more remarkable by the fact that rise of tem-

perature beyond a dull red, l)ut not extending to a bright

red, is attended with a considerable permanent untwist. The
phenomenon is evidently closely associated with one discovered

by Mr. Gore so far back as 1869, and described in the ' Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Society ' for that year. Mr. Gore's

experiments were conducted in the following manner :—

A

tliin iron wire, fixed at one end to a binding-screw, is attached

at the other to an index which multiplies any motion of the

wire ; the wire is stretched horizontally by a feeble spring,

and is heated by an electric current or by a row of gas-jets.

According to Mr. Gore, no anomalous action is observed on
heating the wire to bright incandescence ; but when cooling

begins, the index moves back until a moderate red heat is

attained, when suddenly the pointer gives a jerk, indicating

a momentary elongation of the wire during the progress of its

contraction. In 1873 Professor Barrett extended Mr. Gore's

researches ; and in a paper full of interest f, entitled " Certain

remarkable Molecular Changes occurring in Iron Wire at a
low red Heat," showed that, under suitable conditions, the

sudden change could be observed not only on cooling, but on
heating. It is apparent, from the description given above,

that the phenomenon observed by Mr. Gore resembles the one
observed by myself, in that there is a sudden change in the

iron when it has been raised to a brioht red and afterwards

cooled to a certain temperature. But in Mr. Gore^s experi-

ment the wire was under temporary stress, whilst in mine it

was permanently strained; and whereas in the one case, on
cooling below a certain temperature, there was a sudden yield-

ing to the stress, in the other there was a sudden diniinution

of permanent strain. A careful consideration of the results

of my own experiments, and of those of Mr. Gore and J^ro-

fessor Barrett, satisfied me that in this, as in many other

instances, temporary stress and permanent strain act in oppo-

* This is not so if tlie wire be heated rather slowly ; but, on the con-
trary, in this case there is a very decided permanent untwist (see experi-

ment v.).

t Phil. Mag. ser. 4, vol. xlvi. p. 472.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 148. Sept. 1887. S
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site directions as regards their effects on the physical properties

of matter. I was moreover led to test, not only the effects of

torsional stress and strain, but also those of other mechanical

stresses and strains, for the most part with arrangements

which %vill now be described.

+
Battenj of

Zo Grove's cells

Oulvanomcter

ilie wire was susj)eniird vertically in the axis of a glass

tube, A (fig. 1), being clamped at its upper extremity into a
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brass block, B, resting on a wooden support fitting on to the

top of the tube, and provided with a terminal for making
connexion with one pole of a battery of thirty Grovels cells,

arranged ten in series and three in parallel arc. The current

from the battery passed through a set of resistance-coils

arranged so that the resistance could be altered by small

amounts at a time ; the current was also conducted through
an amperemeter and through the wire, passing in or out of

the latter through the intermediation of a mercury-cup, C.

The lower extremity of the wire was clamped into a second
brass block, 0, to which was secured a mirror, M, reflecting

the light of a lamp on to a scale placed at a distance of one
metre. This block was provided with a circular aperture, Q,
into which, if necessary, a bar could be introduced, and at its

lower extremity terminated in a brass cylinder, D, having a
piece of rather stout brass wire, K, projecting from its centre,

vertically downwards, and dipping into the mercury-cup C.
When it was required to subject the wire to torsional stress,

two fine silk threads were wrapped in opposite directions round
D, and passed, as in the figure, over two fixed pulleys, P, to

two small cardboard scale-pans, S, on which weights could be
placed. When the wire was not required to be torsionally

stressed the fine silk threads and the pulleys were dispensed
with.

Experiment I.—A piece of very soft and carefully annealed
iron wire*, 30 centim. long and 1 millim. in diameter, was

. subjected to torsional stress in the manner described above.
The pans S each weighed 10 grms., and in each of them was
placed a load of 20 grms., so that the torsional couple
amounted to 30 x 1'6 in gramme-centimetre-units f. A cur-

rent of gradually increased amount was passed through the

wire, and when the temperature approached a bright red the

wire began to twist rapidly and permanently under the influ-

ence of the stross±. The current was shortly afterwards

stopped ; and when a temperature between bright red and
dull red had been reached the wire begtin suddenly to twist

further, the amount of the sudden twist being about 90 degrees.

When the wire had cooled down to the temperature of the
room there was left a considerable permanent twist. In this

experiment there was no perceptible temporary untwist on
heating, but merely a slight check in the rate at which the
wire was permanently twisting as soon as the critical tempe-
* This wire was specially prepared for me by Messrs. Johnson and

Nephew, and is capable of sutiering a permanent elongation of 2o per
cent, before breakinjr.

t The diameter of D was 1-0 centimetre.

X Tlie first appearance, however, of sensible permanent twiat occiured
rather suddenly at a dull red heat.

S2
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rature was reached. Other experiments were made "with

smaller and smaller torsional stresses until only the cardboard

scale-pans were left to produce torsion : even here, however,

it was impossible to get any sign of temporary untwist on

heating. This mode of producing torsion was accordingly

abandoned, and the stress was applied in the manner described

in Experiment II.

Experiment II.—A cork was fitted into the central aperture

of the block 0, and through the centre of the cork was passed

a knitting-needle about 25 centim. in length and H niilHm.

in diameter, which was magnetized rather feebly by rubbing

it with a small bar-magnet. The knitting-needle, when first

placed in position, was nearly in the magnetic meridian, l)ut

afterwards the block B was turned until the needle eventually

was nearly at right angles to the plane of the magnetic meri-

dian, so that the wire might be under a feeble torsional stress

due to the action of the earth's horizontal magnetic force on

the needle. Immediately the wire reached a bright red tem-

perature there was a very perceptible sudden temporary

untwist, and on cooling a sudden temporary twist at nearly

the same temperature*. This experiment was repeated with

another piece of the same iron wire ; but now the needle,

instead of being twisted through 90 degrees from the north

and south i)osition, in which it originally lay when there was

no torsion on the wire, was only twisted through about 10

degrees. Even the extremely feeble torsional stress now
acting on the w ire was not only sufficient to produce the phe-

nomenon, but also a very decided permanent twist. The
permanent twisting began directly the wire, on being heated,

reached a dull red heat, and continued with increasing ra-

pidity until the temporary untwist occurred at a bright red

heat.

Expenment III.—The temperature at which, on cooling,

the sudden change took place was evidently very much higher

than that at which it occurred with the specimens of iron used

by Mr. Uoreand Professor Barrett; and this I felt inclined to

attribute to the comparative softness of the iron useil by my-
self. I accordingly tried several other sj)ecimens of iron and

steel, both in the annealed and in the unannealed condition.

With some of these the phenomenon did not occur on cooling

until a dull red, or even at a still lower temperature ; but it

was found essential to its production that the iron should

have been previously raised to the temperature of bright incan-

* Tlit'se ellocts can easily be sbowu by merely heatiug a small portion

tlie wire witli a Bunson-lbiirner.
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descence*. On heating, the untwisting always showed itself

at the temperature of bright red.

In consequence of the sudden change on cooling not occur-

ring till a dull red heat had been reached in his experiments,

Professor Barrett connected the phenomenon in question with
another of equal interest. It is well known that, at a tempe-
rature of dull red, iron begins very rapidly to lose its magnetic
properties ; and, according to Professor Barrett, the two phe-
nomena occur simultaneously. It is no doubt the case that,

on cooling, the sudden jerk occurs simultaneously with the

sudden regaining of magnetic properties in some specimensf of

iron or steel ; but it by no means follows that .we have not
two very distinct critical temperatures—one at or about a
dull red, at which iron loses or regains its magnetic pro-
perties according as the wire is being heated or cooled;

and another at a much higher temperature, namely near a
bright red, at which sudden changes, certainly not less pro-
found, occur. This is shown in the next experiment, which at

the same time illustrates the fact already mentioned, that the

effect of permanent strain is opposite to that of temporary
stress.

Experiment IV.—The glass tube (fig. 1) was placed inside

a magnetizing solenoid |, consisting of a single layer of cotton-

covered copper wire 7}q inch diameter, and connected through
a key with a battery of two Grove's cells. Surrounding the

solenoid and concentric with it is a secondary coil, consisting

of 840 turns of cotton-covered copper wire partly ^^ inch

diameter and partly -^ inch diimieter. This coil has a re-

sistance of about 1 ohm, and is connected through a key
with a very delicate Thomson's reflecting-galvanometer of

about 7 ohms' resistance. A piece of the same soft iron wire

already mentioned was subjected to thirty complete revolu-

tions of permanent torsion, and was finally released from all

torsional stress. When the wire, on heating, reached the

temperature of dull red, a momentary deflection of the needle

of the Thomson's galvanometer took })lace, indicating a sudden
loss of magnetic permeability ; and as soon as a bright red

heat had been attained it, as in the preliminary observations,

twisted sharply and suddenly. The battery which was em-
ployed to heat the wire had its circuit now broken, and the

* This fact, which was also noticed by ^Jr. Gore and Prof. Barrett, ia

significant.

t The reason of this will be found in the remarks on the recalescence

of iron.

I Only the ends of this stlonoid can be seen in the figure, the rest

being enveloped by the secondary coil.
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wire was allowed to cool : first ensued a sudden momentary
unhuist of the wire, whilst a few seconds aftenoards a kick of the

galvanometer-needle in the opposite direction to that which
had occurred on heating, indicated that the iron had suddenly

regained its magnetic properties. This experiment was re-

peated several times ; and though the sudden jerk on heating

and cooling hecamo less and less in intensity, and probably

would eventually have vanished, it did not do so after six

heutinfjs and coolings*.

Experiment V.—The last experiment had shown the great

persistency of the permanent torsional strain, even after the

wire had heeu several times heated to a white heat. A fresh

sei'ies of trials was made with iron which had suffered more
or less permanent torsion, for the purpose of examining this

persistency more closely. In these trials it was attempted

to reanneal the wire after the permanent torsion had been
imparted, by passing the flame of a Bunsen-burner very slowly

up and down it so as to heat all parts in turn to a white heat,

the wire being in some cases entirely free from any load on it,

and in others having merely the slight load due to the block

and its appendages. In no case could the sudden jerk at a

bright red heat be got rid of entirely ; though the same wire,

when tested previously to imparting permanent torsion, had
shown no trace whatever of the j^henomenon. It is evident

that iron cannot l)e satisfactorily annealed by the process

mentioned above f.

Thes(! trials also brought out distinctly the fact that at a
dull red heat the iron begins to permanentlx/ untwist rapidly,

so that a considerable amount of the j)ermanent twist origi-

nally imparted can be got rid of by maintaining the tempera-

ture for some time between bright red and dull red. Directly,

however, the higher critical temperature is reached there is a
sudden twist, which in the case of very soft iron is partly

temporary and {)artly permanent, and in the case of steel wire

which is unannealed, or hard iron wire, is })riucipally per-

manent |.

Experiment VI.—A piece of the well-annealed iron wire,

about 1() inches long, was clamped at one end and sustained in

a horizontal position, save in so lar as it was bent by its own
* I had the pleasure of repeating the experiment before the Physical

Society.

t I write this because some observers seem to think that iron can bo
eatisfactoriiy annealml in this way. In tliis. I believe, they juv mistaken;
the in/u slioukl be maintained at a hifrh temperature for a considerable
period, luul afterwards be aUowed to cool very slowly.

\ With some unannealed specimens I found it dillicult to detect any
trace Avhate\ er of untwistauj temporarily when the iron cooled below the
critical temperatui-e.
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weight. The wire was heated by a burner about three inches

from the clamp. When the temperature reached a bright red,

the wire began to bend permanently very rapidly by its own
weight ; and when the burner was removed and the wire

cooled, a sudden further bending took place at a temperature a

little below bright red ; and when cooled to the temperature

of the room, the wire remained permanently bent. Here the

attempt to unbend, which the wire no doubt made at the cri-

tical temperature when it was heated, was masked by the

permanent bending. Another piece was therefore taken and
heated at a point further away from the clamp, so that the

bendiug-stress should not be so great. With care it was
found possible to detect that the wire suddenly straightened

itself when the critical temperature was reached on heating.

Similar trials were made with other specimens of iron and
steel not so well annealed ; and with these, when cooling, the

sudden bending took place at a temperature lower than that

at which it occurred with the very soft iron. With one spe-

cimen of wire, 1^ millim. thick, it occurred at a temperature

ajyparently below that of visible red* ; but, as Professor Bar-

rett justly remarks, the internal temperature of the thicker

wires is no doubt masked by the cooling of the surface,

whereas in thin wires the cooling throughout is extremely

rapid. I found also that a piece of this specimen of iron ap-

peared to lose its magnetic properties at a temperature below
visible red, whereas with the thinner wires the apparent tempe-
rature at which this took place was somewhere about a dull red.

The very small amount of bending- stress which is required

to bring out the phenomenon makes it a little difficult to de-

tect with certainty the opposite effect of hending- straiii ; but

it may be managed after a few trials in the following manner:

—

Ejcperiment VII.—A piece of the very soft iron wire was
bent, as in fig. 2, with the portions A C, A B
in a vertical position ; the end C was secured Fig. 2.

to a clamp, and the bend A heated by a burner. .„

If AB has been so arranged that its centre of

mass is very nearly vertically above the part

heated, there will be little bending-stress. In

this experiment, on heating the bend A to a

bright red, the end B jerked suddenly towards

C, and when the burner was removed almost

immediately jerked back again. If A B is

arranged so that there is a little more bending- , ,

stress, it is curious to notice the struggle which K.^^
sometimes ensues at a bright red heat as to A
* Prof. Barrett also remarks tliat the phenoraenou occurs on coolino- at

an apparently lower temperature with thick wires thau thiu ones.
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which way the end B shall be jerked*. This experiment
was repeated with other specimens of iron and steel and with

similar results, except that on cooling, as with the torsional

stress and strain, the phenomenon occurred at a lower tempe-
rature than with the very soft iron wire.

The question now arises, Is there any sudden molecular

change at a Ijright red heat even where there is no stress or

strain affecting the wire? Professor Barrett brings forward
evidence in support of the view that there is, which I am
afraid is not conclusive. He says :

—" If, however, this

molecular change be entirely due to alteration in cohesion,

then the removal of the spring ought to cause the anomalous
behaviour to disappear. But it does not. Without the

spring, an iron wire can be seen by the naked eye to undergo
a momentary contraction during heating, and a momentary
and more palpable elongation during cooling f. Fixing one
end of the wire, and bending the other extremity at right

angles so that it may dip into a trough of mercury, and thus

pieserve contact with the battery, both actions can be seen."

I have little doubt myself that the effects observed here were
really due to the stress produced by the weight of the icire

itself. So far as my own experiments go, I have not been
able to detect any sudden change in the wire when sufficient

care is taken to prevent the weight of the wire itself from
producing an effect |. Nevertheless I am inclined to believe,

with Professor Barrett, that a sudden molecular change does
occur at the critical temperature even when the wire is quite

free from any mechanical stress or strain, though as yet expe-
rimental evidence is wanting to furnish sufficient evidence of

such a change.

The Eecalescence of Iron.

This curious phenomenon was, I believe, first discovered by
Professor Bariett, and mention is made of it in his paper,

ah-eady alluded to, in the following words :
—" On September

12th 1 was examining the condition of the wire in a ilarkened

room, when a new and unexpected change revealed itself.

During the cooling of the Avire it was i'ound that just as it

reached a very dull red heat, a sudden accession of tempera-
ture occurred, so that it glowed once more with a bright red

* That is, as to whether the effect of stress or that of strain shall

predominate.

t The etiott on coolinjjf could always be got in my own experimenta
also with gnalor distinctness than tlio eflect on heatinjr.— II. T.

X It is ililHiult to realize, witliout actually putting the matter to the
test of experin ent, what a very small amount of stress or strain suffices to

bring out the phenomeuou.
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heat. Illuminating the index and scale of the apparatus,

which was watched by an assistant, it was at once found that

the reheating of the wire occurred simiiUaneotisly icith the mo-
mentary elongation.^^ Professor Barrett also ascertained that,

in order to bring out the phenomenon, it was necessary pre-

viously to heat the %oire to a lohite heat ; and, further, that

xoherever the momentary expansion of the wire is feeble or absent,

there likewise this recalescence is also feeble or absent.

In my own mind I have little doubt that this beautiful

phenomenon may be accounted for in the following manner:

—

When the iron has been heated above a brioht retl and is then

cooling, it reaches the critical temperature at which there is a

tendency for the sudden change to take place in the perma-
nently strained or temporarily stressed wire : the change does

not, however, actually take place at this temperature in con-

sequence of the so-called coercitive force of the iron. When
the iron is very soft and well annealed, the temperature at

which the jerk takes place is comparatively near the tempera-

ture at which the jerk occurred on heating. But when the

iron is hard-drawn or only imperfectly annealed, there may be

a considerable difference in the two temperatures. Suppose,
then, that the iron has cooled to the temperature at which its

magnetic properties are suddenly restored. At this tempera-
ture a commotion more or less profound takes place among
the molecules ; and this is sufficient to give them a start

towards those positions which they have all along, after the

higher critical temperature was passed, been trying to assume.

When once started the molecular motion continues, the energy
of position is rapidly converted into the energy of motion,

and this again into the energy of heat, so that the wire once
more glows. It by no means follows that the [)benomenon
of recalescence occurs with every specimen of iron at the

critical temperature at which iron loses its magnetic proper-

ties ; indeed I have noticed sometimes more than one evident

sudden accession of heat* during the same cooling. More-
over, in the case of the very soft iron wire, with which the

sudden jerk occurred at a much higher temperature on cool-

ing than with the harder specimens, there was no perceptible

trace of the phenomenon at a dull red heat. Probably there

was a sudden check of the rate of cooling when the jerk oc-

curred, though reglowing at this point was not noticed, I

did not, however, pay nmch attention to the matter.

The view just advanced resj)ecting the phenomenon of

recalescence is, I think, justified by the following considera-

tions :

—

* Sometimes there is merely a sudden check iu the rate of cooling
without any suusiblo recalescence.
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(1) The phenomenon is entirely absent in very well-

annealed iron wire which has not, after annealing, suffered

strain, nor is at the time under stress.

(2) It is not sensible unless the temperature of the wire

has been previously raised to a bright red *.

(3) It becomes more and more >ensible as the temperature

at which the sudden jerk occurs in the wire becomes lower

and lower, and is most pronounced in those wires in which

the jerk does not take place until the wire suddenly loses its

magnetic properties.

(4) It is not sensible unless there is a sudden jerk ; the

jerk and recalescence occur at the same instant.

Gore's phenomenon and the phenomenon of recalescence

do not occur in pure, or nearly pure, specimens of nickel or

cobalt; though, as is well known, nickel loses its magnetic

properties at a much lower temperature than iron, namely
from about 350° C. to 400° C. A most careful examination

of three ditierent specimens of nickel wire, procured from

Messrs. Johnson and Matthey, was madef. Unfortunately

pure nickel wire cannot be drawn ; but two out of the three

specimens showed no trace whatever of the phenomena. The
third specimen showed very obvious signs of both phenomena;
but when tested was found, like iron, to lose its magnetic

properties at a dull red heat instead of at the lower tempera-

ture at which pure nickel loses its magnetic properties, and

therefore probably contained rather a large quantity of iron.

The other two specimens lost their magnetic properties at a

temperature of about 400° C. Only one specimen of cobalt

was examined. Cobalt has not been drawn into wire as yet,

though both Messrs. Johnson and Matthey, and Mr. W.
Wiggin, jun., have kindly attempted to do so forme. Mr.
Wiggin was, however, so good as to have rolled for me a spe-

cimen of cobalt, which is very nearly pure, in a strip about

^ niillim. thick, 12 millim. broad, and 60 centim. long. This

strip was tested with a Bunsen-burner and with a large

blowpipe, and showed no trace at any temperature of either

phenomenon when subjected to bending-strosses of various

amounts. Unlike nickel and iron, cobalt does not lose its

magnetic properties at any temperature at which it has been

tested.

* This is not the case as regai-ds the phenomenon of iron suddenly

losinp; its ma<rnetic properties at a dull red neat.

t rrolessor Jiarrelt had previously shown the phenomenon to be absent

in nickel.
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The Working of Iron at High Temperatures.

There can be little doubt that such experiments as these are

important from a technical point of view. It is known, I am
not aware whether generally or not, that it is dangerous to

work iron within certain ranges of temperature. This one

can easily understand from what has gone before ; for it is

manifest that if the temperature of a mass of iron is not the

same throughout, and if the mean temperature of the mass be

near the higher of the two critical temperatures, or if it is

cooling from a bright red heat near either of the two critical

temperatures, the effect of a blow or of any stress will be very

different on different parts of the mass, and will be fatal to

that uniformity of structure and strength which it is so

desirable to procure.

Summary.

(1) There are two distinctly marked critical temperatures

for iron ; the lower somew^here about dull red, and the higher

somewhere about bright red^.

(2j At the former of these critical temperatures the iron

begins suddenly to lose its magnetic properties if it is being
heated, and to gain them if it is being cooled.

(3) At or iiearii the latter critical temperature the iron, on
being heated, if under the slightest torsional, longitudinal,

or flexural stress or strain, begins to exhibit a remarkably
sudden change. If the metal be under stress, the sudden
change resembles that which would result from a sudden
increase of elasticity. If the metal be permanently strained,

there is a sudden increase in the amount of the strain.

(4) When the iron is cooling, a sudden change, but oppo-

site in direction to that which occurs on heating, takes place.

The temperature at which the sudden change takes place is,

for very well annealed iron, nearly the same as that at which
the change takes place on heating. If, however, the wire be

not annealed, the change may be delayed by the so-called coer-

citive force of the metal mitil the lower critical temperature

is reached. When the change is so delayed, the phenomenon
of recalescence occurs.

* I liope at some future time to be able to fix these critical tempera-

tures more exactly.

t It is not unlikely that tlie so-called coercitive force may cause the

chan<re to take place at a slijjhtly higher temperature than the critical

temperature.
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XXXIII. The Choice ofMeans. i?j/ F. Y. Edgeworth, J/.^.,

Lecturer on Logic at King's CoUe<je, London'^.

WHAT is the best Mean ?, is a question which I have

elsewhere! attempted to answer generally. A sup-

plement to that answer, with special reference to the case of

Discordant Observations, is intended here.

One large class of Discordant Observations belongs to the

category of errors whoso law of facility is a compound of

different Probability-Curves J. According to what is known or

surmised about the components, different methods may be

appropriate. It is here submitted that very generally, and in

the absence of special knowledge about the genesis of the

observations, the compound source of error may be treated

as belonging to the category of curves other than Proba-

bility-Curves §. This category also comprises the species of

Discordant
||
Observations other than that above defined.

What, then, are the methods proper to this category ? They
are two—the Method of Least Squares and the Method of
Situation'^. The Method of Least Squares is a good method **,

for the same reason that it may be a good plan for an Insu-

rance Company to deal with a tailor or farmer according to

the general statistics for adult healthy males of the same age

and country ; if it is either impossible to obtain, or not worth

while to utilise, the special vital statistics for the different

occupations. What corresponds in our case to the abstracted

attribute of occupation, is the generally unknown form of the

facility-function and the ignored mutual tlistances between

the given observations. What corresponds to the attributes

retained by the Insurance Company is the Arithmetic Mean

* Cominunicated by the Author.

t " Observations aud Statistics " (Cambridge Philosophical Transac-

tions, 1885), corrected by the Appendix to Metrctike (Loudou Temple
rublisliing- Company, 1887). _

\ In the notation of the paper referred to, a c deft). See examples in

the paper on Discordant Observations in this Journal, April 1887.

§ More exactly in the notation proposed by the writer, acdegh; that

is, («) relating to an objective (not fictitious) Mean, (c) not extending to

infinity, {d) treated by way of Inverse Probability, (<•) curves other than
*' Probability," (///() unicjue and synnnetrical. For instance, the law to

which Prof. Newcomb reduces his transit-observations (cited below) con-

stitutes such a curve, provided that its infinite branches are cut ofl'.

II
E.

(J.
caused by " jNIistakes " which do not obey the typical Law of

Error.

^ Laplace, Theorie Anahifique, Supplement 2, sect. 2. Micanique
Celeste, book iii. See ' Observations and Statistics.'

** For a fuller statement of this retisouiug see the writer's Metretike.
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of each cluster, together -with its given iveight (or inverse

mean-square-of-error) . We know by the Laio of Error that

if ^ were the real point, then the probability that the Arith-

metic Mean of any cluster of errors ranging under any (one

and the same) facility-curve would occur at the point oc

1 niizfi*
(between x and .^+ A.r) is A.rx -7^- e ^^^

, wherer= twice
VTTC

the mean-square-of-error of the facility-curve under which

each member of the cluster ranges. Hence, looking only at

the Arithmetic Mean and weight of the given cluster, .r,, A-g,

&c., we may say that the a poi^teriori probability of its having

resulted from the real point f is proportioned to —t^=— e '^^ ;

\/' TTC

where x is the Arithmetic Mean, and c the weight of the

cluster. Thus the Probability-Curve, with its peculiar faci-

lities for calculation, again makes its appearance. We can
apply the rules primarily appropriate to observations obeying
the typical Law of Error, to find both the most ^wohahle and
the most advantageous Mean. And thus we find that the Arith-

metic Mean is the best solution for a single cluster (and the

Weighted Arithmetic Mean for several clusters) . The Method
of Least Squares is seen to be our best course Avhen we have
thrown overboard a certain portion of our data—a sort of

sacrifice which has often to be made by those who sail upon
the stormy seas of Probability.

But this explanation must be received with some qualifica-

tions. The analogy of insurance shows that when we do not
utilise all our information, it may be a delicate question what
part of it it is best to utilise. Take the case put by Dr. Venn*,
of an insurance company which is dealing with a consumptive
Englishman in Madeira. The ideally best plan would be to

use the statistics for consumptive Englishmen resident in

Madeira. But failing that, it may be a nice question whether
it is better to refer the customer to the category of con-
sumptive persons, or of Englishmen, resident in Madeira.
Similarly in our case it might be better, instead of directing

our exclusive attention to the Arithmetic Mean and the cor-

related characteristic of the inverse mean-square-of-error, to

prescind in the same sense some other Mean, and in particular

the Median, with its correlate the Greatest Ordinatef. The
Median of any cluster fluctuates according to a Probability-

* ' Logic of Chance,' cli. viii.

t Laplace, Theorie Anah/tique, Supplemeut2, sect. 2. See an illustra-

tion in my paper on Problems in I'roDabilities, Phil. Mag. Oct. 1860.
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Curve whose modulus is —7^— , P being the Greatest Ordinate
x/2P

^

of tlie common facility-curve. The criterion whether the

Median or Arithmetic Mean is the better reduction"^, is pre-

sumably the character of the correlated Probability-Curve f.

The reduction to which corresponds the smaller Modulus is

presumably the better ; since thus we obtain a smaller "pro-
bable" error, and, what is often more important, a smaller

improbable, or, as ]\Ir, Merriman proposes to call it, " huge "

error.

Which of the reductions will have the smaller Modulus
will depend upon the character of our facility-curve. For
Probability-Curves, and presumably functions in their neigh-

bourhood, it is shown by Laplace:}: that the Arithmetic Mean
has the advantage. But for curves whose head reaches high,

while their extremities stretch out far, the Median has the

advantage §.

Now the grouping of Discordant Observations is apt to

assume this form. Accordingly the Median is proposed as

the Mean proper to this class of observations. If we have
been deceived by the appearance of Discordance

||
(as in Gen.

Colby^s case, cited by Airy), and the facility-curve was really

a normal Probability-Curve, yet we shall have lost little by
taking the Median instead of the Arithmetic Mean. For the

erroril of the former is of the same order as (only 1*3 greater

than) the error of the latter. And, if the observations are

reallv discordant, the deranijement due to the larcjor devia-

tions will not be serious, as it is for the Arithmetic Mean**.
In illustration of the former proposition, let us take forty

observations made by Bessel (on Saturn's ring), which Prof.

Chauvenet has citedft as presumably of the normal type. The
Median is found by arranging the observations in the order

of magnitude and taking a mean between the twentieth and
twenty-firstj:}:. They are both +"01, the Arithmetic Mean

* Dr. Venn's criterion is mucli the same.

t l^aplace, loc. cif. Vp. Camb. Pliil. Trans. 188-5, pp. 168-9.

\ Loc. (if.

§ Camb. Phil. Trans, p. 108.

II
See the paper on Discordant Observations in the April number of this

Journal.

% Laplace, loc. cif.

** This advantage of the Median over the Arithmetic Mean has been
noticed by Fechnor, Mr. Galton, and others.

tt ' Astronomy,' vol. i. p. 4!)<").

\X There is a little indeterniinatenoss here (the nnniber of observations

being even) of not much practical importance when the number is large.
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being taken as zero. Now the probable error incident to the

Arithmetic Mean is found by Prof. Chauvenet to be '022.

There is then no reason for much preferring to O'Ol.

As a second example of the safet}' of the method, let us

take the observations cited by Sir G. Airy at the end of (the

later editions of) his ' Theory of Errors.^ The original obser-

vations, which have been submitted to me by the kindness of

Mr. Turner, of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, are in

number 636. Arranging them in the order of magnitude and

counting from the lowest, we shall find that the 318th obser-

vation is — 0"03 (where zero is the Arithmetic Mean). The
311ith observation has the same value. And accordingly that

is the value of the Median. Now, according to Sir G. Airy's

results, the probable error of the Arithmetic Mean is about
"57

; that is, about "022. The value —"03, therefore, is

\/642
not a bad one upon the supposition that the given observa-

tions are perfectly normal, that they range under a single

probability-curve.

Upon the supposition, which there is reason for entertain-

ing, that the given observations are somewhat "discordant,"

the value —'03 is just as eligible as zero. It may be remarked

that, by Laplace's formula, the probable-error for the Median
is about "03. So that upon neither supposition is there much
to choose between the two results.

As an example of the general case, where the method is not

only safe but useful, let us take the 684 observations (of transits

of Mercury)"^ discussed by Prof. Newcomb in the ' American
Journal of Mathematics, 1885. The Arithmetic Mean being

taken as zero, I find for the Median —0*45. The error of

this result may be found by the formula above given, if we
put for the greatest ordinate 30 ; that being the number of

observations per unit of abscissa in the neighbourhood of the

centre. I find for the Modulus 0'6, and for the Mean error

(in the sense of square root of half-modulus) about '55. On
the other hand, Prof. Newcomb's method (if I have rightly

worked the laborious arithmetic which it involves) gives

for the correction of the Arithmetic Mean — '6, subject to a

Mean Error of about "5. In view of so slight a difference

between the results and so great a liability to error in the

calculation, is there much reason for preferring the laborious

to the rough and ready method ? In reducing observations

it is possible to go further and not fare any better.

* They are given in full in the * Astronomical Papers of the American
Ephemeris,' vol. i.
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XXXIV, Stability of Motion [continued from the May, June,

and August Numbers).—Broad, River flowing doicn an
Inclined Plane Bed. By Sir WiLLIAM THOMSON, F.R.S.*

41. /CONSIDER now the second of the two cases referred

v-/' to in § 27—that is to say, the case of water on an
inclined plane bottom, nnder a fixed [)arallel plane cover

(ice, for example), both planes infinite in all directions and
gravity everywhere uniform. We shall include, as a sub-

case, the icy cover moving with the water in contact with

it, which is particularly interesting, because, as it annuls

tangential force at the upper surface, it is, for the steady

motion, the same case as that of a broad open river flowing

uniformly over a perfectly smooth inclined plane bed. It is

not the same, except when the motion is steadily laminar,

the difference being that the surface is kept rigorously plane,

but not free from tangential force, by a rigid cover, while the

open surface is kept almost but not quite rigorously plane by
gravity, and rigorously free from tangential force. But, pro-

vided the bottom is smooth, the smallness of the dimples and
little round hollows which we see on the surface, ])roduced

by turbulence (when the motion is turbulent), seems to prove

that the motion must be very nearly the same as it would be

if the u])per surface were kept rigorously plane, and free from

tangential force.

42. The sub-case described in §.31 having been disposed of

in §§ 32-40, we now takc^ the including case, described in the

first half-sentence of § 31 ; for which we have, as steady

solution, according to (5),

U = y9y-k/ (57),

if we reckon y from the bottom upwards. Thus (7), (8), (9),

(11), (12) become

• Couimuuicated bv the Author.
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43. We have not now any such simple partial solution as

that of §§ 34, 35, 3G for the suh-caso there dealt with ; and

we proceed at once to the virtually inclusive* investigation

specified in § 37, and, as in § 38, assume

This gives

-r = t(o, -^ = un, and Sj'^= -j-^,— m'^— Q'^
. (64):

dt ' dx ' d^- ^ ^ '

and (62) becomes therefore

+ {/^(m2 + 22^2^t[w + »i(/8j/-ic/)](m2 + 52)_ic»i}^= . (65),

or, for brevity,

d^(^ d?(V

To integrate this, assume

^=Co+ Ci?/ + C2?/'' + C3^=* + c.y + &c. . . . (67);

and, by equating to zero the coefficient of ?/' in (^^Q), we
find

(e + 4)(« + 3)(e + 2)(e + l)/.c,^,+ (/ + 2)(/ + l).c,^2

+ (i + l)ifc,^, + [Ki-l)q + h-]c,+ kc._, + lc,_=0 . (68).

Making now successively /= 0, t=1, 2= 2, • . ., and re-

membering that c with any negative suffix is zero, we find

4.3.2.1,/[iC4 + 2.1.ec2 + /'^o=0,

5 . 4 . 3 . 2 . /xcg + 3 . 2 . eca + 2 . 1 . /c^ + Ac 1 + /:co= ,

6.5.4.3./i(>c + 4,3.('r4 + 3.2./^3 + (2.1.^ + /0c2 + /.ri + /co=O, >(60)

7 . 6 . 5 .,4 . /AC7 + 5 .4 . ec5 + 4 . 3 ./(74 + (3 . 2 . ^ + /t)c3+ ^Ts + /c-,= 0,

&c. &c. &c.

These equations, taken in order, give successively c^, c^, c^, .

.

.,

each explicitly as a linear function of Cq, Ci, c.2, c^ ; and by

* The Fourier-Stiirm-Lioiiville analysis (Fourier, Th4orie de la Chaleur
;

Sturm and Liouville, Lionville's Journal for tlie year IS.'JO, and Lord
Rayltiigli'ri 'Tlieory of Sound,' § 14:2, vol. ii. shows how to express an
arbitrary function of .r, y, z by suniniation of the type solutions of §§ .'{7,

39 above and § 43 (03), (07), (70) lu'ro, and so to complete, whether for
our present case or former sub-case, the fidtilment of the conditions (26),

(27), without using the method of §§ 34, 3-'), 30.

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 148. Sept. 1887. T
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using in (07) the expressions so obtained, we find

'i^=Co%(t/) + c,':j^,(!/) + r,^,(!/)+c^%(t/)' . . (70),

wliere Cq, c^, C2, c^ are four arbitrary constants, and ^u, ^1, %,
^3 four functions, each wholly determinate, expressed in a

series of ascending powers of t/ which by (68) we see to

be convergent for all values of y, unless /z be zero. The

essential convergcncy of these series proves (as in § 39 for

the case of no gravity) that tlie ateachj motion (?'= 0, i"= 0,

tf?= 0) is stahle, hoivever small he /m, 2)rovided it is not zero.

44. The less is /a, the less the convergence. Wlien /* is

very small there is divergence for many terms, but ultimate

convergence.

45. In the case of /a= 0, the diflerential equation (0()), or

(67), becomes reduced from the 4tli to the 2nd order, and

may be written as follows :

—

This, for the case of two-dimensional motion (^^= 0), agrees

with Lord Rayleigh's result, expressed in the last equation of

his paper on " The Stability or Instability of certain Fluid

Motions" (Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. Feb. 12, 1880). The

integral, but now with only two arbitrary constants (cq, Ci),

is still given in ascending powers of // by (67) and (68),

which, with /x= 0, and the thus-simplified values of ^, /, g put

in place of these letters, becomes

-t[(/-h2)(/ + l)a)C.^2+(/+l)/»^/3c,+J
.

+ r^/(/-l)mc-hA]r. + Ar,._i-h/c._2= . (72).

For very great values of / this gives

cor^o + ^^ySc.^,— ^?»ct'.= .... (73),

which shows that ultimately, except in the case of one

particular value of the ratio Ci/cq,

c,Jc,= K-' ...... (74),

where f denotes the smaller root of the equation

(o + m^y— ^iney'^ = (75).

Hence there is certainly not convergence for values of t/

exceeding the smaller root of (75), and thus the proof of

stability is lost.

46. But the difterential equation, simplified in (71) for the

case of no viscosity, may no doubt bo treated more appro-
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priately in respect to the question of stability or instability,

by writing it as follows [^, ^ denoting the two roots of (75)],

'?!f=|,«' + ./+/-,( 1 - 1 )}^ . (76),
dtf I ^ ^-K\^-y ^-yf S

"

and integrating with special consideration of the infinities at

y= ^and y= ?'. One way of doing this, which I merely sug-

gest at present, and do not follow out for want of time, is to

assume

+ C'{?'-y + e/(r-^)^ + ./(?'-J/)^ + &c.} . . (77),

where C and C are two arbitrary constants, and C2, fs, ••.,

^•i') c^ , • ' . coefficients to be determined so as to satisfy the

diflerential equation. This is very easily done ; and when
done shows that each series converges for all values of _y less,

in absolute magnitude, than ^'— ^, and diverges for values of

t/ exceeding ^'— ^. The working out of this in detail would
be very interesting, and would constitute the full mathematical

treatment of the problem of finding sinuous stream-lines

(curves of sines) throughout the space between two " cat's-

eye " borders (corresponding to _y= ^and y=^) which I pro-

posed in a short communication to Section A of the British

Association at Swansea, in 1880*, " On a Disturbing Infinity

in Lord Rayleigh^s solution for Waves in a plane Vortex

stratum/' It is to be remarked that this disturbing infinity

vitiates the seeming proof of stability contained in Lord
Rayleigh's equations (56), (57), (58).

47. Realizing (63), and interpreting the result in con-

nexion with (57), we see that

(rt) The solution which we have found consists of a wave-
disturbance travelling in any (x, z) direction, of which the

propagational velocity in the .r-direction is —to/m.

(h) The roots (^, ^') of (75) are values of ?/ at places where

the velocity of the undisturbed laminar flow is equal to the

aj-velocity of the \vave-disturbnnce.

Hence, supposing the bounding-planes to be plastic, and

force to be applied to either or both of them so as to pro-

duce an infinitesimal undulatory corrugation, according to

the formula cos (cot + nLV + qz), this surface-action will cause

throughout the interior a corresponding infinitesimal wave-
motion if (o/m is not equal to the value of U for any j^lane of

* Of which an abstract is published iu ' Nature ' for NoveiLoer 11, 1880,

and in the British Association volume Report for the year. In this ab-

stract cancel tlie statement " is stable," with reference to a certain steady

motion described in it.

T2
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the jluid hehceen its houndanes. But the infinity corre-

sponding io y= ^ or y= ^ will vitiate this solution if (o/m is

et/nal to the value of U for some one plane of the fluid or

for tico planes of the fluid ; and the true solution will involve

the " cat's-eye pattern " of stream-lines, and the enclosed

elliptic whirls*, at this plane or these planes.

48. Now let the fluid b(; given moving with the steady

laminar flow between two parallel boundary planes, expressed

by (57), which would be a condition of kinetic equililjrium

(proved stable in § 43) under the influence of gravity and
viscosity ; and let both gravity and viscosity be suddenly

annulled. The fluid is still in kinetic equilibrium ; but is the

equilibrium stable ? To answer this question, let one or both

bounding-surfaces be inflnitesimally dimpled in any place and
made })lane again. The Fourier synthesis of this surface-

operation is

Jo Jq *^0
dQ)dmdqf{(o) F(//«) %('j) cos cot cos nuv cos </: (78),

or
/I 00 /» X /I X

2
j j j

f/&)f6n(Ay/((y) F(m)^(y){cos(a)i— m.r)
aJo *Jo Jo

— cos (cot + m.v)} cos qz . (79),

which implies harmonic surface-undulations travelling in

opposite ^'-directions, with all values from to cc of {co/in),

the +A' of wave-velocity. Hence (§ 47) the interior dis-

turbance essentially involves elliptic whirls. Thus we see

that the given steady laminar motion is tliorounhly unstable,

being ready to break up into eddies in every place, on the

occasion of the slightest shock or bump on either plastic

plane boundary. The slightest ilegree of viscosity, as

we have seen, makes the laminar motion stable ; but the

smaller the viscosity with a given value of g sin I, or the

greater the value of g sin I with the same viscosity, the nar-

rower are the limits of this stability. Thus we have been led

by purely mathematical investigation to a state of motion

agreeing perfectly with the following remarkable descriptions

of observed results by Osborne Reynolds (Phil. Trans. March
15, 1883, pp. D55, 951)) :—

" The fact that the steady motion breaks down suddenly,

shows that the fluid is in a state of instability for disturl)ances

of the magnitude which cause it to break down. But the

fiict that in some conditions it will break down for a large

disturbance, while it is stable for a smaller disturbance, shows

• See my former paper on tlu« '' Disturbing Infinity " already referred to.
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that there is a certain residual stability, so long as the dis-

turbances do not exceed a given amount.". . .

'' And it was a matter of' surprise to me to see the sudden

force with which the eddies sprang into existence, showing a

highly unstable condition to have existed at the time the

steady motion broke down.'^
" This at once suggested the idea that the condition might

be one of instability for disturbance of a certain magnitude,

and stable for smaller disturbances."

49. The motion investigated experimentally by Reynolds,

and referred to in the preceding statements, was that of

water in a long straight uniform tube of circular section. It

is to be hoped that candidates for the Adams Prize of 1888
may investigate this case mathematically, and give a complete

solution for infinitesimal deviations from rectilineal motion.

It is probable that for it, and generally for a uniform straight

tube of any cross section, including the extreme, and extremely

simplified, case of rectilinear motion of a viscous fluid between
two parallel /z.i'gf/ planes, which I have worked out above, the

same general conclusion as that stated at the end of § 26 and
in §§43-48 will be found true.

50. In the case of no gravity [g sin 1= 0), and the viscous fluid

kept in "shearing" or "laminar" motion by relative motion

of the i\\ o parallel planes, there is, when viscosity is annulled,

no disturbing instability in the steady uniform shearing mo-
tion, with its uniform molecular rotation throughout, which
viscosity would produce; and therefore our reason for sus-

pecting any limitation of the excursions within wliich there

is stability, and for expecting possible permanence o^ any kind

of turbulent or tumultuous motion between two perfectly

smooth planes (or between two polished planes with any
practical velocities) does not exist in this case. But a

great variety of general observation (and particularly Ran-
kino and Froude^s doctrine of the " skin-resistance " of

ships, and Fronde's experimental determination of the re-

sistance experienced by a very smooth, thin, vertical board,

19 inches broad and 50 feet long, moved at different uni-

form speeds* through water in a broad deep tank 278 feet

* ' Report to the liOrds Comniissioners of the Admiralty on Experiments

for the Determination of the Frictional Resistance of Water on a Surface

under various conditions, performed at Chelston Cross (Torquay ), under

tiie Autliority of their Lordships.' JJy W. Froude. (London : Taylor and
Francis. 1874.)

P'roude found that, at a constant velocity of 000 feet per minute, the

resistance of tlie water ajjainst one of his smoothest surfaces, at positions

two feet abaft of the cutwater and oO feet abaft of the cutwater, respec-

tively, was -21)5 of a pound per square foot, and -244 of a pound per square
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lono-) makes it certain that if water be given at rest between

two infinite planes both at rest, and if one of the planes

be siukicnl}^, or not too gradually, set in motion, and kept

movinf^ uniformly, the motion of the water will be at first

turbulent, and the ultimate condition of uniform shcarin<i; will

be approached by gradual reduction and ultimate annulment

of the turbulence. I hope to make a connnunication on this

subject to Section A of the British Association in Manchester,

and to have it published in the October number of the Philo-

soi)hical Magazine. Corresponding questions must be ex-

amined with reference to the corresj)onding tubular problem,

of an infinitely long, straight, solid bar kept moving in water

within an infinitely long fixed tube. It is to be hoped that

the 1888 Adams Prize will bring out important investiga-

tions on this subject.

[To be contiflued.]

XXXV . Note on an Elementary Proof of certain Theorems

regarding the Steady Flow of Electricity in a Network of
Conductors. By Andrew Gray, 3LA., F.R.S.E., Pro-

fessor of Physics in the University College of North Wales*.

rilllE following elementary proof of the principal theorems
J- of a network of conductors may be of interest. It will

be necessary to consider first the well known and, for our

purpose, typical case of a network of five conductors, shown
in the figure. We assume the so-called laws of Kirchhoff,

namely the principle of continuity applied to the steady flow

of electricity in a linear system ;

and the theorem (at once deducible

from Ohm's law) that in an}' closed

circuit of conductors forming part

of a linear system, the sum of the

products obtained by multiplying

the current in each part taken in

order round the circuit by its resist-

ance, is equal to the sum of the

electromotive forces in the circuit.

Let the wire joining A B contain

foot. Remark that this astouisliingly great force of a quarter of a pound
T)cr square foot (! !) is the r(.'si#tante due to uniform h\niniarfluw of water
between two parallel pianos }„ of a t-ontinietre

{-^l-^ of a foot!) asunder,
when one of the phmes is moving relatively tu the i>tiier at 10 feet (IWO
centimetres! per second, if tlie water be at" the temju'rature 0" Cent., for
whieh the ^ iscosity, calculated from Poiseuille's observatiuus ou the How
of water in capillary tubes, is 1-34 X 10~' of a gramme weijrht per square
centimetre.

• Communicated bv tlie Author.
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a battery of electromotive force E, the only electromotive

force in the system, and let the resistances and directions of

the currents in the various parts of the system be as indicated

in the diagram. Let r^ be the resistance of the battery and
the wires connecting it with A and B, and let y^, y^, '^c. be

the strengths of the currents flowing in the resistances r^, r^,

tfec, respectively, in the directions indicated by the arrows.

By the principle of continuity we get

73= 71-75,^

7i= 72 + 75j?- (1)

76= 71 + 72--'

Applying the second principle to the circuits BACB, ACDA,
CBDC, we obtain the three equations

7i (*"i + ^'3 + ^'e) + 72?'6

—

IhH =E
,

7in -72^2 + 75^5 =0; ^ • • (2)

7l^'3 — 72^4— 75 (^'3 + »'4 + ^'5) = 0,

Eliminating 71 and 72, we find

y-o- ^ y y^)

where

D= ?'.5?-« (r, + rg + rs + rJ + r-^ [r^ + r^) {r^ + r^)

+ ^'G('*l + ''2)(^'3 + ?'4)+n^3(^'2 + ^'4)+^V4(n + »'3)- • (4)

By substituting for 72 in the second and third of equations

(2) its value 76—71? we get

7i (^'1 + r%) + 75^5 - 76»'2= 0, ) ^
,^

V

7i0"3+ ^4)— 75(^'3 + ?'4 + ''5)—7cn= 0. »

From these we obtain, by eliminating 7,,

^,= 76(^2^-3-^^4) ,g.
^' n{ri + r, + r, + r,) + {r, + r^) {r, + r,y ' '

^"^

By means of equations (3) and (6) we can very easily solve

the problem of finding the equivalent resistance of the svstem
of five resistances, r^, ro, &e., between A and B. For let R
be this equivalent resistance ; since 7^ is the current flowin«-

through the battery, wo have 7g=E/(/'(;+ K). Substituting

this value of 7^ in (6), equating the values of 75 given by (3)
and (6), and solving for R, we get

p _ n{ri + ^-3) (>'2 + n) + 'V'sir^ + Vj) + v^rAry + r^
)

r5{r, + r, + r, + r,)+{ri + r,){r3 + r,)
'

' ^ ^

The following theorem, which can be verified by experi-

ment, will be of use in what immediately follows.
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Any tioo points in a linear system which are at different

potentials may be joined by a icire icithout altering in any way
the state of the system, provided the wire contains an electromo-

tive force eipial and opposite to the difference of potential between

the two points. For the wire before bein^ joined will, incon-

sequence of the electromotive force, have the same difference

of potentials between its extremities as between the two

points ; and if the end of the wire which is at the lower po-

tential bo joined to the point of lower ])otential, it will have

the ])otential of that point and no chancre will take jjlace in

the system. The other end will then be at the })Otential of

the other point, and may be suj)posed coincident with that

point, without change in the state of the system. The new
system thus obtained plainly satisfies the principle of conti-

nuity and the other theorem assumed above, and is therefore

possible ; and it can be proved that it is the only possible

arrangement under the condition that the state of the original

system shall remain unaltered.

As a particular case, any two points in a linear circuit

which are at the same potential may be connected either

directly or by a wire of any resistance, without altering the

state of the system.

Further, it follows that //* an electromotive force in one con-

ductor ofa linear systemproduces no current in another conductor

of the system, either of the condxictors may be removed icithout

altering the current in the other. For let one conductor be re-

moved : the potentials at the i)oints of the system at which it

was attached will in general then be altered. And since any
two points in a linear system between which there is a differ-

ence of potentials may, without altering the state of the system

in any way, be joined by a wire which contains an electromo-

tive force equal and opposite to the difference of potentials,

we may suppose the conductor replaced with an electromotive

force in it eipial to the difference of })otential now existing

between the two points, and its presence or removal will not

affect the current in any part of the system. But the same
result may be attained, of course, without removing the con-

ductor, by simj)ly placing within it the required electromolive

force ; and this by hypothesis does not affect the current in

the other conductor. Hence the removal of one conductor

does not affect the current in the other.

If A, B, C, D be four points of meeting in a network of

linear conducti)rs, in one wire of whieh joining AH there is

un electromotive force, while CD is connected by one or more
separate wires, tlu^ network can be reduced to a system of six

conductors arranged as in the figure, and such that the wires

.\V>, CD, the currents in them, and the potentials at their ex-
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tremities remain unchanged. For currents will enter any one

mesh of the network at certain points and leave it at certain

other points. One of the former points must be the point of

maximum potential in the mesh, one of the latter the point of

minimum potential. The circuit of the mesh, therefore, con-

sists of two parts joining these two points, and to any point

in one of the parts will correspond a point of the same poten-

tial in the other part. We may therefore suppose every point

in one in coincidence with points of the same potential in the

other ; that is, the mesh replaced by a single wire joining the

two points, and such that the currents entering or leaving it

by wires joining it to the rest of the system and the potentials

at the points of junction, are not altered.

Since the only electromotive force is in the wire AB, the

current must enter the network at one of its extremities. A,

say, and leave at the other extremity ; A and B are therefore

the points of maximum and minimum potential of the network.

Hence we can replace the meshes of the system one by one by

single wires, keeping CD unaltered until we have reduced the

network to two meshes, one on each side of CD, connected, if

necessary, by single wires to A and B respectively. Each mesh
and connecting-wire can be replaced by two wires joining A
and B respectively with C and D, and thus the whole system is

reduced to an equivalent system of the form shown in the figure.

We can now deduce from this simple system relations for the

currents and potentials in the conductors AB, CD, which will

hold for these conductors in the more complex system.

Let the electromotive force hitherto supposed acting in AB
be transferred to CD, while the resistances r^, Vg are main-

tained unaltered. The value of 76 will be obtained from ((i)

by retaining the numerator unaltered and interchanging

?*g and re, r^ + r^ and r^-^r-^, r^-^r^ and r^ + r^ in D. But
these interchanges will not etFect any alteration in the value

of D ; and hence the new value of 70 is equal to the former

value of 75. Hence the theorem :

—

An electromotice force

lohich, jjlaced in any conductor C/ of a linear system^ causes

a current to flow in any other Op toould, if placed in Cp,

cause an equal current to flow in CV
If the arrangement is such that when the electromotive

force is in C/ the current in C,„ is zero, the current in

C/ will be zero when the electromotive force is in C,,, ; and no

electromotive force in one will [)roduce a current in the other.

The two conductors are in this case said to be conjuyate.

We can easily obtain another important theorem. The

five conductors AC, AD, BC, BD, CD in the figure may bo

regarded as the reduced e(|uivalent of a network of con-

ductors, at one point of which, A, a current of amount 7^
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enters, and at another point of which, B, the same current

leaves. Multiplying the expression for y.-, by r^, we get for

the difference of ])otentials between C and D the value

'' ' r-M + r's + ^3 + >•,) + ( r, + rg j ( /'a + nj
But the resistance of the system of five conductors, between the

points C, D, is the reciprocal of the sum 1/f?-, + rg) + l/(»'3 + »'4)

+ 1/7*5 t)f the conductivities of the three arcs which join C, D,

that is,

'''5(''l + ?'2 + ''3 + n) + (^"l + »'2)(''3 + Vif

and if a current of amount y^ enter at C and leave at D, the

difference of potentials between C and D will be equal to this

expression multiplied by 76. The product multiplied by

ril(}\ + 7'2) is the difference of potentials between C and A,
and nmltijjlied by r^/ir-i + ri) is the difference of potentials

between and B. Hence, the difference of potentials be-

tween A and B is the difference of these products, or

7(.^'5C^'in— ^¥'3)

''5(>*1 + >'-2 + ''3 + '4 ) + (''1 + ^'2)(f3 + r^y

the same value as that given in (8) for the difference of

potentials between C and D. Hence the theorem :

// to a current entering at one point A of a linear system,

and leaving at another point B, tliere corresjwnd a certain

difference of potentials heticeen two other points C and D, then

to an eijual current entering the syston at C and leaving at D
there loill correspond the same difference of potentials heticeen

A and B*.

XXXVI. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Contiuued from p. 222.]

May 11, 1887.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.K.S., President, in the Chair.

^piIE following communications were road :

—

-*- 1. " Eurther Observations on Hijpcrodapedon Gordoni.''' By
Prof. T. Huxley, LL.D., E.ll.S., ¥.(J.i>.

2. " On the Kocks of tlio Essex Drift."' By Wqw A. W. Kowe,

M.A., F.G.S.

Tlio rocks of the drift in Essex are of such great variety that it is

* 'Plio tlu'oroniy just picned liave been obtained in dilVerent ways bv
Kircbhnir ( 7'«y//. Ami. Bd. Ixxii. 1847, and O'eg. Ablmnd. p. 22), and
Maxwell [\'A. and Majr. vol. i., .>iecoiid edition, p. 371) from a consideration

of the {reneral theory of a linear system.
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difficult both to get a really representative collection and to classify

them when they have been collected. About two hundred sjjeci-

raons have been taken, and sections have been made of one hundred

and fifty of these. There is a remarkable absence of granite of any

kind, and only two specimens of syenite have been found. Quartz-

porphyritcs and quartz-tourmaline rocks are fairly abundant, felsites

are rarely met with, but felspar porphyrites are very abundant

;

trachytes also are found, but there is some reason for suspecting that

these do not really belong to the drift, but have been imported in

very early times. The most abundant of the igneous rocks are the

doleritcs ; but all the coarser dolcrites and those of a true ophitic

character are wanting. Many of the specimens are of subophitic

texture, and bear a general likeness to the subophitic dolcrites of

Central England, though without having any special points of re-

semblance ; some of the specimens, however, are strikingly like the

rocks of the Whin- Sill, and that too in certain special points. The

dolcrites of trachytic texture, or basalts, do not at all resemble

those of the Xorth of England, but some of them are almost iden-

tical with certain Scandinavian basalts. One or two specimens

deserve special mention, and among them a bypersthene-bearing

dolerite that is more nearly ophitic than any of the others. Two
specimens of granulite containing hypersthene are interesting as

belonging to a well-characterized type. The crystalline schists are

not abundant ; among them is a hornblende schist containing abun-

dance of tourmaline. The sandstones, some of which ar'e of very

large size, belong chiefly to the Carboniferous series, and, as a rule

are unfossiliferous. Two blocks, however, of fossiliferous sandstone

of a somewhat peculiar character have been found, and have been

identified with the sandstone of the Lower Xeocomian series in

Lincolnshire. Of the limestones there area great number of blocks

of a hard grey crystalline limestone of the Carboniferous series

containing some very perfect specimens of Foraminifera ; and

two specimens from the Rhajtic beds, which are of peculiar in-

terest if, as it is said, the llhffitic beds do not now come to the

surface anywhere in the North of England. The greater num-
ber, however, of the limestones belong to the Jurassic series

;

there are also many lumps of very hard chalk which have been

identified with the hard chalk of Cambridgeshire. The micro-

scopic sections of the Chalky Boulder-clay show that amid grains of

quartz, sand &c. there are a great number of minute Foraminifera

still wonderfully well preserved. The way in which the Chalky

Boulder-clay and the gravels lie was well shown in a railway-cutting

near Dunmow some short time ago, and hajjpily a small jjliotograph

of the section was taken at the time, for that part of the cutting has

now been covered in. This investigation cannot be said, so far, to

havo been productive of any great results ; but it is possible that

this attempt at classifying and describing the rocks of the drift may
be of some assistance to those who are considering the general ques-

tion of the glacial drift.
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3. " Ou Tertiary Cyclostomatous Bryozoa from Xew Zealand."

By Arthur W. Waters, Esq., F.G.S.

May 25.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, lu the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1

.

" On the Remains of Fishes from the Keuper of Warwick and

Xottiiigham." By E. T. Xcwtoii, Esq.. F.G.S. ; with Xotes on

their Mode of Occurrence by the Bev. P. B. Brodie, M.A., F.G.S.,

and E. Wilson, Esq., E.(x.8.

2. " Considerations on the Date, Duration, and Conditions of the

Glacial Period with reference to the Antiquity of Man." By Prof.

Joseph Prcstwich, ^^[.A., E.R.S., F.G.8.

After showing how the discoveries in the valley of the Somme and

elsewhere, 28 years ago, led geologists who had previously been dis-

posed to restrict the age of man, to exaggerate the period during

which the human race had existed, the author proceeded to discuss

the views of Dr. Croll on the date of the Glacial epoch. Dr. Croll,

who had at first referred this to an earlier phase of orbital eccen-

tricity, commencing 980,000 years ago, subseiiucntly regarded it as

coinciding with a minor period of eccentricity that commenced

24(»,0()0 and terminated 80,000 years since. This last estimate was

chiefly supported by the amount of denudation that had subsequently

taken place.

The efficacy of the increased eccentricity of the earth's orbit in

producing the cold of the Glacial epoch was shown to be very

doubtful ; for as similar changes in the eccentricity had occurred

105 times in the last 100 millions of years, there must have

been many glacial epochs in geological times, several of them much
more severe that of the Pleistocene period. But of such glacial

epochs there was no valid evidence. Another inference from Dr.

Croll's theories, that each glacial epoch consisted of a succession of

alternating cold and warm or interglacial phases was also questioned,

such alternations as had been indicated having probably been due

to changes in the distribution of land and water, not to cosmical

causes. The time requisite for such interglacial periods as were

supported by geological evidence was more probably hundreds than

thousands of years.

liocent observations in Greenland by Professor Helland, ^{\\ V.

Steenslruj), and Dr. Rink, had shown tliat the movement of ice in

large quantities was much more rapid, and conseciuently the denu-

dation ])roduce(l much greater tlian was fi>rmerly supposed. The

average rate of ])rogress in several of the large iceberg-producing

glaciers in Greenland had been found to be JU! feet daily. .Vpjdying

these data and the jn-obable accunudation of ice due to the rainfall

and condensation to the determination of the time necessary for the

formation of the ice-sheet, the author was disposed to limit the

duration of the Glacial epoch to from 15,000 to 20.000 years, in-

eluding in this estimate the time during which the cold was in-
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creasing, or preglacial time, and that during which the cold was
diminishing, or postglacial time.

Details were then given to show that the estimate of one foot on

an average being removed from the surface by denudation in 60U0
years, on which estimate was founded the hypothesis of 80,000

years having elapsed since the Glacial epoch, was insufficient, as a

somewhat heavier rainfall and the disintegrating effects of frost

would produce far more rapid denudation. It was incredible that

man should have remained physically unchanged throughout so long

a period. At the same time the evidence brought forward by Mr.

Tiddeman, Dr. Hicks, and Mr. Skertchly of the occurrence of

human relics in preglacial times, had led the author to change his

views as to the age of the high-level gravels in the Somme, Seine,

Thames, and Avon valleys, and he was now disposed to assign these

beds to the early part of the Glacial epoch, when the ice-sheet was
advancing. This advance drove the men who then inhabited

western Europe to localities such as those mentioned which were

not covered with ice. Man must, however, have occupied the

country but a short time before the land was overwhelmed by the

ice-sheet. The close of the Glacial epoch, i. e. the final melting of

the ice-sheet, might have taken place from 8000 to 10,000 years since.

^Neolithic man made his appearance in Europe 3000 to 4000 years

B.C., but may have existed for a long time previously in the east, as

in Egypt and Asia Minor civilized communities and large States

flourished at an earlier date than 4000 b.c.

3. " Xotes on some Carboniferous Species of Murcliisonia in our

Public Museums." By Miss Jane Donald.

June 8.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " A Revision of the Echinoidea from the Australian Ter-

tiaries." By Prof. P. Martin Duncan, M.B.. F.G.S.

2. " On the Lower Part of the Upper Cretaceous Series in West
Suffolk and Norfolk." By A. J. Jukes-Brown, Esq., B.A., F.G.S.,

and W. Hill, Esq., F.G.S.

The district described in this paper is that of West Suffolk and
Norfolk, and is one which has never been thoroughly examined : for

no one has yet attempted to trace the beds and zonal divisions which
are found at Cambridge through the tract of country which lies

between Newmarket and Hunstanton. Until this was done the

Hunstanton section could not be correlated definitely with that of

the neighbourhood of Cambridge. It was the Authors' endeavour
to accomplish this, and the following is an outline of the results

obtained by them.

The paper was divided into six parts:—(1) Stratigraphical, (2)
PahTontological, (3) Microscopical, (4) Chemical Analyses, (5)Fauh8
and Alteration of Strike, ((i) Summary and Inferences. In the four

first parts separate lines of argument were followed, and each led to

the same set of conclusions.
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Tlie chief interest of the paper prohahly centres in the Gault, and

its relations to the Clialk ilarl and the lied Chalk. Quite recently

the very existence of Gault in Norfolk has heen disputed, but tho

Authors think the facts they adduce and the fossils they have found

will decide that point. The Gault at 8tokc Ferry is about 60 feet

thick, and in the outlier at ^Muzzle Farm Ammonites intermptiis

occurs plentifully in the form of clay-casts with the inner whorls

phosphatizcd. At lloydon a boring was made which showed the

Gault to bo about 20 feet thick, the lower part being a dark blue clay,

above which were two bands of limestone enclosing a layer of red marl,

and the upper 10 feet were soft grey marl ; the limestones contained

Amm. rostvatus, Amm. lantua, Inoceramus suhafus, and Inoc. concen-

tricus (?), while the marls above contained Bdemnites minimus in

abundance. At Dersingham another boring was made which proved

the grey marl (2 feet) to overlie hard yellow marl, passing do\\n into

red marl, which rests on Carstonc. The grej' marl thins out north-

ward, and as the red marl occupies the position of the Red Chalk,

the Authors believe them to be on tho same horizon, an inference

confirmed by the presence of Gault Ammonites in the Red Chalk.

Another point of importance is the increasingly calcareous nature

of the Gault as it is followed northward through Norfolk. This

was regarded as evidence of passing away from the land supplying

inorganic matter, and approaching what was then a deeper part of

the sea ; this inference is borne out by the microscopical evidence.

As regards the Chalk Marl, it also becomes more calcareous : at

Stoke it is still over 70 feet thick, and its base is a glauconitic marl

which can be traced to tShouldhara and ^Marham, but beyond this

the base is a hard chalk or limestone, which is conspicuous near

Grimstou and lloydon, and passes, as tho Authors believe, into the

so-called " sponge bed '" at Hunstanton.

Tho Totternhoe Stone is traced through Xorfolk. but is thin at

Hunstanton (2 feet) ; its existence, however, enables the limits of

the Chalk Marl to be defined, with the result that some 13 feet of

the hard clialk at Hunstanton must be referred to that subdivision.

The Grey Chalk also thins northward, and from 90 feet near

Cambridge is reduced to about 30 at Hunstanton. The Belomnite-

marls are traceable in Norfolk, but either thin out or arc replaced

by hard white chalk near Heachara.

The ^Melbourne Rock is continuous, and maintains similar charac-

ters throughout.

The total diminution in the thickness of Lower Chalk is from 170

feet at Newmarket to 55 feet at Hunstanton, viz. 115 feet. An
endeavour was made to estimate the amount and extent of Gault

removed by erosion from Arlescy and Stoke Ferry.

5. " On some Occurrences of Picdmontitc-schist in Japan." By

W. Koto, Esq.

The occurrence of mangan-epidote or piedinontite in connexion

with the gl;uioo]ihano-bearing rooks, in tho crystalline schists of

Japan, had already boon indicated by tho Author. But the mura-
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s«K" or violet-rock contains it as an essential component. This

is well developed near Toknsima, and its geological range has been

traced further. The picdraontite occurs in this rock along with fine

quartz-grains under a schistose arrangement, the accessories being

muscovite, greenish-yellow garnet, rutile, some felspars, iron-

glance, &c.

The crystals of picdmontite arc elongated, cracked, and much
striated, and occur with the orthopinacoid parallel to the planes of

schistosity. The crystal faces are, as a rule, well developed, thus

differing from common epidote, regarded as a rock-forming mineral.

Twinning is rare ; cleavages upon the base and orthopinacoid are

sometimes observed. Tlic clino-pinacoidal sections of the mineral

show the most intense colours : the polarization-colours are magni-

ficent. The following is the analysis :

—

SiO^ 36-16

k\0, 22-52

FeP3 9-33

Mn,03 6-43

CaO 22-05

MgOK,0,Na,0 0-84

H„0 3-20

100-53

The chemist expresses a doubt as to whether the iron exists in

the state of sesquioxide or monoxide. The Author then alludes to

the difference of opinion as to the state of oxidation of iron in the

Swedish and Alpine piedmontites, and suggests that the Japanese

mineral supplies a missing link between the two. The Japanese

mineral was originally mistaken for tourmaline, and the rock called

Tourmaline-schist by E. Xaumann. Although comparatively rare

both in Piedmont and Sweden, in certain parts of Japan it is so

abundant as to constitute a rock-forming mineral, whilst as an

accessory it occurs also in the glaucophane-schist.

The Author further describes a peculiar epidote, containing iron,

from the glaucophane-schist, and also a peculiar garnet, occurring in

rhombic dodecahedra about the size of a pea, which includes many
other minerals, but no glaucoi)hane. The garnet is of a deep yellow

colour, and is anisotropic, a circumstance probably due to strain

from the interposition of other minerals.

June 23.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " On Nepheline Ilocks in Brazil, with special Reference to the

Association of Phonolite and Foyaitc." By Orville A. Derby, Esq.,

F.G.S.

The Author refers to the phonolites and associated basalts of

Fernando Noronha, a deep-sea island off the north-eastern shouklor

of the continent of Soutli America. Ncpheline rocks of a somewhat
diff'erent character are abundantly developed on the mainland, and

under conditions favourable for throwing light on the relations
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existing Ijctwcen the granitic typo, foyaitc, and the other mem-
bers of tlie group. There are some mountains near Rio de Janeiro

composed of those rocks, as is also the peak of Itatiaia, 3000 metres

high, the loftiest mountain of eastern South America. A cursory

examination of some of these localities having shown an apparent

relation between foyaitc, phonolitc, trachyte and certain types of

basalt, Mr. Derby determined to visit the Caldas region, where a

railway under construction gave unusual facilities for examining
this series. A fine development of foyaitc, phonolitc and tuff was
found, associated with several types that have not yet been met
with in the other localities. The existence of a leucite basalt was
recognized.

The bulk of the paper was devoted to a detailed description of these

railway-sections, and the following deductions are drawn :

—

1. The substantial identity, as regards mode of occurrence and
geological age, of the Caldas phonolites and foyaites.

2. The connexion of the latter through the phonolites with a

typical volcanic scries containing both deep-seated and aerial types

of deposits.

3. The equal, if not greater antiquity of the leucite rocks as

compared with the nepheline rocks, whether felsitic, as phonolitc, or

granitic as foyaite.

4. The probable palaeozoic age of the whole eruptive series.

2. " Notes on the Metamorphic Rocks of South Devon." By 3Iis3

Catherine A. Raisin, R.Sc.

This communication consisted mainly of detailed observations,

supplementary to those published by Prof. Bonney in the Society's

Journal for 1884, on the slaty and metamorphic rocks of South
Devon in the neighbourhood of Salcombe estuary. In the first part

of the paper details were given of the sections exposed around the

estuary, at Hope Cave to the westward, and in several localities to

the eastward as far as Hall Sands, all confirmative of Professor

Bouncy 's views, and showing that tlic slaty beds to the northward

do not pass into the mica and chlorite schists to the south, but are

separated from the latter by a line of faults.

Descriptions wore then given of microscopic slides from various

parts of the metamorphic rocks. Some of these showed the action

of secondary forces. The eftccts of lateral pressure in producing

cleavage-planes and a kind of jointing were also commented upon.

An attempt was also made to determine the succession of chlorite-,

mica- and niicaceo-chloritic schists around Salcombe estuary. The
beds appeared to succeed each other in the following order, com-
mencing from the northward :

—

1. {a) Interbanded scries south of Halwell "Wood &c.

{h) A thick band of chlorite- schist at Scoble and at Snapce
Point &c.

2. (rt) Mica-schist north of the side estuary.

(/>) Interbanded series south of the side estuary.

3. Micu-sehist of Portlenuuith Perry.

4. Chlorite-schist of Bickerton.
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3. '• On the Auoieat Beach and Uoulders near Braunton and
Croydo in Xorth Devon." By Prof. T. M'Kenny Hughes, M.A.,
F.G.8.

The Author observes that amongst the raised beaches of S.W.
England we generally find included the sand cliffs of Saunton Down
and Middleborough on the coast west of Barnstaple. Tliese de-
]iosits possess a further interest owing to the occurrence at their

base of large boulders. In 1800 Mr. Spence Bate, in ojiposition to

the prevailing view, concluded that the so-called raised beach is the
undestroyed remnant of an extensive district of wind-borne sand
similar to that which now exists on Braunton Burrows. The points
to which attention was invited are as follows :

—

(1) Is this deposit on the southern slope of Saunton Down a
raised beach ?

(2) Were the above-mentioned boulders carried to their present
position by ice ?

The paper was fully illustrated by diagrams, showing the relations

of the recent deposit, and by figures showing the mode of occurrence
of three of the most remarkable boulders. The conclusions were :

—

(1) That the ancient beach of Saunton Down and Croyde is not a
raised beach in the ordinary acceptation of the term. The top is

subaerial talus, the middle part is blown sand, the base only marine,
and the marine part is not above the reach of the waves of the sea

at its present level, (2) The boulders of granite and felsite which
occur at the base of the ancient beach were transported to their

present position by the waves of the sea. Such as are of local

origin could have reached the sea by the ordinary processes of de-

nudation ; sucli as are possibly of northern origin could have been
carried down the Irisli Channel on bergs, and been thrown up by
the sea to their present position at any period subsequent to their

transportation southwards by ice ; but their presence does not imply
any local glaciation.

4. " Notes on the Formation of Coal-scams, as suggested by evi-

dence collected chicflv in the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire
Coal-field." By W. S. Greslcy, Esq., E.G.S.

The Author's principal object in this paper was to bring forward
evidence in opposition to the view now generally accepted that coal-

seams were formed from vegetation growing on the spot.

He showed that during a very extensive experience he had only

once or twice detected stems passing into a bed of coal and con-

nected with the Stigmaria-roots in the underclay. If, as was
generally stated, the Stigmariai were the roots of the trees that

formed the coal, such instances ought to be common. Not only,

however, were they very rare, but the abundance of the Stigmaria^ was
extremely variable, and these roots, instead of becoming more thickly

matted together in the u])permost part of the underclay, as tlicy

should be if they were roots of the coal-foi'csts, were generally dis-

tributed, as a rule, throughout the clay in a manner that showed

Phil. May. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 14^. Sept. 1887. U
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them to have been in all probability independent organisms. Stig-

marian roots, when found connected with a stem, were more often

on the top of the coal-scam than at the bottom.

Other reasons assigned for rejecting the hypothesis that coal-

seams were formed of plants that grew upon the spot were the

occasional absence of underclays, the shaqj division between the

coal-scams themselves, and the beds above and below them ; the

distinct lamination of every seam and its division into layers of

different mineral character that are persistent over large areas ; the

presence of foreign bodies in the underclay, and especiaUy of pebbles

and boulders transi)orted from a distance ; the presence of similar

foreign bodies, and occasionally of remains of aquatic moUusca,

fish, &c. in the coal itself; and the circumstance that many coal-

scams arc impregnated with salt, and are associated with beds

containing marine fossils.

5. " Note on some Dinosaurian Remains in the Collection of A.

Leeds, Esq. Part I. Ornithopsis Leedsil. Part II. Omosanrus, sp."

By J. W. Hulke, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S.

6. " Notes on some Polyzoa from the Lias." By Edwin A. Wal-
ford, Esq., F.G.S.

7. " On the Superficial Geology of the Southern Portion of the

Wcalden Area." By J. Vincent Elsden, Esq.,B.Sc.

The Author, after referring to Sir R. Murchison's paper, published

more than thirty years ago, on " The Distribution of the Flint Drift

of the S.E. of England,'' proceeded to give in detail his observations

on the angiilar flint^doposits of the Arun, Adur, Ouse, and Cuckmere
basins. He also noticed a sandy or loamy deposit containing angular

fragments of ironstone, and generally a few small angular flints that

occurred on the surface of the Lower Greenland and, to a small

extent, on the Weald Clay. A block of granite, weighiug betA\een

5 and G lbs., was found on the chalk escarpment at Kilhurst HiU.

The angular Hint-drift occurred mainly on the higher parts of the

area, and was wanting in the rivtr-valleys, where, however, river-

gravels derived from the denudation of the older deposits were abun-

dantly developed. This distribution of the angular drift was shown
to be incompatible with the theory of its origin advocated by Sir R.

Murchison and some other geologists, who attributed it to a violent

and transitory current. The Author showed that not only in the

Wcalden area, but throughout many of the neighbouring districts,

the angular drift consisted of the inidenuded remnants of a deposit

formed before the present river-valleys were cut, and that many of

the river-gravels, though newer than the angular drift, were de-

posited when the valleys had been less excavated thanther now are.

This was Mr. Topley's view with respect to the northern portion of

the Wealdon area. Mr. Searles Y. Wood's marine theoiy of the

origui of these gravels was discussed and shown to be refuted by
their mode of occurrence. It was, moreover, contended that the
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drift, although composed of local materials, was probably of sub-

aqueous origin, and not merely subaerial. The discovery of a granite

boulder might, if confirmed by other discoveries, lead to a modifica-

tion of the views generally held as to the physical character of the

area during the glacial period.

8. " lleport on Palaeo-botauical Investigations of the Tertiary

Flora of Australia." By Dr. Constantin Baron von Ettingshausen,

For.Corr.G.S.

9. " On some new Features in Pelanechinus coraUinus," By T.

T. Groom, Esq.

10. " On Boulders found in Scams of Coal." By John Spencer,

Esq., F.G.S.

The discover}' of a boulder weighing G lbs., and composed of

granite, in the Gannister or Mountain-Mine scam of the Rossendale

district, at Old Meadows Pit, near Bacup, Lancashire, had led the

Author to call attention to the occasional occurrence of similar

boulders in various parts of Lancashire and Yorkshire. Such
boulders were always isolated, and sometimes imbedded in the seam,

sometimes in its upper surface. They were always waterworn and
rounded, and were composed, so far as had been observed, of granite,

gneiss or quartzite foreign to the distinct.

After considering the various suggestions that had been made as

to the means by which such boulders had found their way into the

coal, the Author gave the preference to the action of floating ice,

both because the prebonce of fragments from a distance would thus

be more readily explained, and because ice-scratched rocks have been
found in situ in the Millstone Grit within three miles of the place

whence the boulder mentioned was obtained.

XXXVII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON THE OCCURKENCE OF ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES IN METAL
PLATES WHICH ARE TRAVERSED BY A CURRENT OF HEAT
WHILE PLACED IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD. BY A. VON ET-

TINGSHAUSEN AND W. NERNST.

TN the course of our observations of Hall's phenomenon, we
-^ were led by certain irregularities to make the following expe-

riments.

A rectangular plate of bismuth about 5 centim. in length, 4
centim. broad, and 2 centim. thick, provided in the longer sides

with two electrodes opposite each other, is brouglit into the field

of an electromagnet in such a way that the lines of force out the

plane of the plate at right aiigles. This is supported by being

clamped at the shorter sides in strips of copper, but protected from
direct contact with the latter by ])lates of mica.

When one or the other copper strip is heated, a current of heat

traverses the plate lengthwit^e. When the magnetic field of the
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electromagnet is established, a permanent galvanic current is then

observed in a galvanometer connected with Ihc electrodes of the

plate, which lie nearly on an isothermal line. The direction of this

current changes with the direction of magnetization, and with the

direction of the current of heat in the plate ; if the bismuth is

heated on both sides, the action of the magnet disappears.

The electromotive force which produces the current is propor-

tional to the strength of the magnetic field, to the distance of the

electrodes, probahl^^ also to the fall of heat along the plate ; it

seems independent of the thickness of the plate.

It was obvious to suppose that the cause of the electromotive force

might bo therraoelectrical : the temjierature of the two electrodes

(the copper wires soldered to the bismuth platts) might have been
altered under the influence of magnetism. Direct experiments

with thermoelements, which were placed carefully insulated be-

tween two plates traversed by a current of heat, showed no change
of temperature in consequence of magnetic action ; nor was there

any when, instead of electrodes, thermoelements (argentan-copper)

were soldered to the plates ; the elei-tromotive force was also seen

to be independent of the nature of the electrodes. Hence there is

DO deflection of the heat current in the bismuth plate in conse-

quence of magnetic forces.

If the electrodes lie in the direction of the current of heat, if

they are therefore anisothermal, and if the thermoelectric current

which takes place between them even without a magnetic field is

compensated, then, when the field is produced, an electromotive

force is produced in one or the other direction, but mostly varying

in strength.

In eight bismuth plates from different sources, the direction of

the " transverse " currents, that is the " thermomaguetic cuiTents
"

at right angles to the current of heat has been ascertained to be the

same ; the current tlowed in such a direction tlirough the plate

that from the starting point of the current 'n\ the plate, to the

starting point of the current produced, we get a motion opposed

to the direction of the current producing the field. Only in

one ])late, in pre])aring which the metal \Aas rapidly cooled, wa.<«

there seen a diiTerent behaviour: after melting and slow cooling

this bismuth also cauie within the above rule.

As respects magnitude, we observed that using a magnetic field

of the absolute strength 5000 (C.G.S.) in an almost rectangular

plate 5 centim. in the side, and 1*9 millim in thickness, which on
one side \\as heated by means of a hot copper strip, while the other

side was cooled by ice-water, au electromotive force of j-^ of a volt

was observed.

The direction of the " longitudinal " electromotive force, which,

as we observed, did not change with the field, was such that the

galvanie current flowed in the plate from the heated to the colder

electrode: yet here also indixidunl differences seem to prevail.

The longitudinal effect \\ as feebler with the magnetic forces applied
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than the transverse one, yet it increased more rapidly than the
latter with increasing strength of the magnetic field (probably in

proportion to the square).

For a further investigation we examined more minutely a
bismuth plate wliicli was provided with eight equidistant electrodes

arranged on the periphery of a circle ; all the electrodes were
within the homogeneous magnetic field.

If we denote their positions by N., S., E., "W., N.E., S.W., S.E.,

N.W., the heat current flowed from west to east, and the thermo-
magnetic effect was observed between two opposite electrodes for

two different intensities of the magnetic field (2480 and 4320). By
careful regulation of the flow of heat the galvanometer showed pretty

regtilar deflections.

When the thermal stream-lines in the plate were exactly in the

W.E. direction, by connecting the N. and ^. with the galvanometer
the purely transversal, wirh the E.W. the longitudinal, and with
the K".E., S.W., and S.E., X.W., the effect resulting from these

components was obtained. As, in reality, the above condition is

not accurately fulfilled the result of a transverse and longitudinal

effect is always obtained, which is seen in the unequal intensities

of the currents observed when the direction of the magnetic field is

reversed ; each individual effect may, as is obvious, be separately

calculated. AVe find thus for the transverse (r) and longitudinal

(X) effects the following values :

—

Strength of Field 2480.

N.S. E.W, N.E., S.W. N.W., S.E.

T 142 3 90 9G

A 3 13 13 11

Strength of Field 4320.

T 245 5 153 163
X 7-5 42 38 38

While the ratio of the strengths of field is 1*74, the ratio of tlie

transverse effects is respectively 1'73, 1*70, 1-70, 1*70 ; that of

the longitudinal on the contrary 2-50, 3'23, 2*92, 3*45—in the

mean very near the ratio of the square (3*03) of the strength of

field.

We endeavoured to obtain actions of this land in plates of other

metals. Hitherto this has only succeeded distinctly with antimony,

nickel (two specimens) cobalt, iron (two specimens) and steel, No,
or at any rate uncertain effects are observed with copper, zinc,

aluminium and palladium. The direction of the transverse current is

the same with antimony, nickel, and cobalt as with bismutli : with

iron and steel, on the contrary, it is reversed, but in all tlie action is

considerably weaker. As to tlie longitudinal effect which must in

every case exist, we are wanting in certain materials of observation.

We compared equal large plates of antimony, nickel, and
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cobalt with a bismuth plate by simultaneously heating them on
one side, and cooling on the other while separated from each other

by a plate of mica, and placed in the magnetic field. The ratio of

the thermomagnetic effects referred to ]3i= 100, were for Sb=5'5,
for Ni 4-8, and for Co= 0-5.

In how far the observed currents can be brought in connexion
with Hall's phenomenon must for the present be left undecided.

We may be allowed to mention that Sb, Co, Fe, and steel have a
positive rotatory power, Bi, and Xi, on the contrary, a negative

one, which is in agreement with our own measurements of the
Hall's phenomenon in the plates in question, although our numbers
differ greatly from those of Hall.

If the bismuth plate previously mentioned was traversed by a
galvanic current, then in order to produce in the same magnetic
field a Hall's electromotive power of the same strength as the

thermomagnetic which we observed, it must have an intensity of 15
amperes, assuming the same intensity in all parts of the plate.

This phenomenon appears in any case to be ultimately related

to the molecular structure of the metals.—Wiedemann's Aiindlcnt

No. 10, 188G.

ON THE EXPERIMENTS MADE AT THE INSTANCE OF THE ELECTRO-
TECHNICAL UNION ON THUNDER-STORMS AND PROTECTION
AGAINST LIGHTNING. BY L. WEBER.

In order to investigate the influence of the efficiency of lightning-

conductors, the author arranged two lightning-conductors, about

G metres high, which carried the various points, about 5 metres

from each other, and introduced a galvanometer into the earth-

contact. Experiments made with this arrrangement in various

places in the lliesengebirge, as well as in Breslau and the neigh-

bourhood, showed the applicability of the method. Observations

were also made on the increase of potential with the height. A
kite, the conducting-cord of which was connected with a galvano-

meter, was allowed to rise to various heights near a detached house

in the vicinity of Breslau, and the following results were obtained :

—

Height, in metres 45 71 107 140 115 78 41 139

Strength of current 29 Gl 4511078 627 257 40 1332

The unit of current is 10 ~^ amperes. At the beginning of the

observations the sky was covered with light cirrostratiis clouds;

towards the end it cleared up. The observations agree with those

of Exner, found by electroscopic means {Bdhl'diUr, vol. xi. p. 292).

Some experiments were also made during the passage of clouds,

which sometimes showed their negative electricity. In thunder-

storms the galvanometer shows a momentary agitation, wliich cor-

responds to a return shock in the lightning-conductor. The needle
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then begins to be deflected in the opposite direction with a gradu-
ally increasing strength, until after a fresh flash a throw in the

opposite direction is observed. The intensity of the deflection

increases with the proximity of the lightning-flashes.

—

Beihlatter

cler Phijsilc, vol. xi. p. 376 ; Elecfrofechnische Zeitschrift, vol. vii.

p. 445.

ON THE MELTING-POINT OF ICE AT PRESSURES UNDER ONE
ATMOSPHERE. BY B. J. GOOSENS.

The author finds that when the pressure is reduced from 7C0 to

5 millim. the melting-point of ice is raised 0"0066". The determi-

nations were made as follows :

—

A glass tube was closed at the bottom by a cork, through

which themnoelements were inserted, so that one set of solder-

ings was inside and the other outside the tube. After the tube

had been filled with water, and placed in a vessel which also con-

tained distilled water, the upper end of the tube was connected

with the air-pump. The water in both vessels was then frozen,

and as the ice again began to melt, the whole apparatus was brought
into a large vessel containing lumps of ice. The ice in the interior

kept for several days. If some in the inner was melted all could

be frozen by lowering the pressure. A galvanometer was connected
with the thermoelements, and readings wei'e made, firstly, when
there was the same pressure in both vessels ; and, secondly, after

the pressure in the inner vessel was lowered to 5 millim. ; and
after waiting until the temperatures were constant.

—

Arch.Keerland,

XX. p. 449. Beihlatter der Physih, No. 7, 1877.

ON THE THOMSON EFFECT. BY A. BATELLI.

The experiments were made with cadmium, which is relatively

homogeneous and shows the phenomenon in particular strength.

Two perfectly equal rods of pure cadmium 36 centim. in length,

and 5 millim. in thickness, were covered in the middle and at each
end for a length of 5 millim. with copal varnish, which resists tem-
peratures over 200°, and does not transmit mercury, and were
wound with a very thin silk ribbon. The two bars passed through
two perfectly similar boxes of sheet-iron filled with equal quantities

of mercury, in which were immersed the middles of the rods.

Where each end projected from the box thermoelements of thin

iron and argentan wires were fastened to the rods. The varnished
ends of the rods were in melting ice, and the unvarnished in a
steam bath, and were connected there by a thick copper wire.

The cold ends were connected with the poles of a battery of 2 Bun-
sen's elements. In the mercury in the two iron boxes (which
was kept in motion by a stirrer) dipped the two varnished junc-

tions of a thermopile of two iron-argeutau elements connected
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with a sensitive Thomson's galvanometer. By dipping a hot iron

bar in the mercury box and observing the deflections the masses of

mercury could be so equalised that their water \alue3 were equal

;

the water value of the boxes could also be determined. If i is the

intensity of the current, the quantities of heat in the two boxes are

a r+ h i, where 2 hi is twice the Thomson effect fur the strength of

the current i. By inverting the bars their irregularities were also

eliminated.

The deflection of the galvanometer was observed from 30 to 30
seconds, every 20 minutes before, during, and after passing the

current, and the intensity of the latter was observed every minute.

It was thus found that when the temperatures of the ends pro-

jecting from the iron boxes were 63^-.5 and 42"-o, and the strengths

of the currents were between 0*3 and 0"5 imits (C.rx.S.) the Thom-
son effect was proportional to the latter. The heat developed in a

second by unit current, at a ])lace with the mean temperature 5.3°,

whose ends differ by a temperature of 1° C.,is about E= 0*00001 121.

5

thermal units. At higher temperatures a petroleum vapour bath

was used instead of a steam bath, in which the ends of the rods

near the ii'on boxes wei*e at 124:*1 and 02-7. In this case the

action for the mean temperature lOS°-4 was E= 0-000013403.

On the assumption of Tait that the Thomson effect is proportional

to the absolute temperature (273-}-53) and (273-|- 108-4) the latter

number should be 0-000013121.

On heating in boiling petroleum the places near the iron boxes

were at the temperatures 203^*5 and 220', and for the mean tempe-
rature 243°-25 the effect was 0-000017SG, while it should be
0*00001807 on Tail's hypothesis. The observations agree therefore

with this hypothesis.

—

Atti dcUa B. Ace. di Torino, 22, p. 48, 1886.

Beihldttcr der P/ajsik; vol. xi. p. 4G3.

ON HYGROMETRIC SUBSTANCES. BY HENRI DUFOUR.

The author investigated the behaviour of various bygrometric

substances. lie denotes by a the ratio between the aqueous vapour
absorbed and the weight of dry substance (moisture =100); and
by ft tlie coeflicient of bygrometric expansion, that is, the total

expansion w Inch a bar of unit length undergoes when it has taken

up the maxinuim aqueous vapour.

Horn 10 millim. in thickness .... a =0*10 /j= 0*061

Gelatine a= 0-34 /3= 0*108

Goldbeaters-skin a=0-43 /3= 0*060

The last body is what l>e most recommends.

—

Arch. d. Gen. [3]
xvi. ])p. 197-190, 1886. BnbUitter dcr Plmsik. No. 7, 1887.
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XXXVIII. On Hot Gases as Coiuluctors of Electricity.

By John Buchanan, B.Sc*
[Plate VIII.]

THE measurements described below were made in the
spring of 188G in the Physical Laboratory of Uni-

versity College, London. They were designed with the

object of getting an approximate idea of the magnitude of
the quantities that enter into the phenomena of the discharge
of electricity by a tlame.

The method used was essentially that ordinarily employed
in connexion with the measurement of extremely hi oh re-

sistances, viz. by means of a condenser of known capacity
and a quadrant-electrometerf.

I am not aware that this method has been used before for

measurements connected with hot gases.

Two flat pieces of platinum-foil [c, figure), 2-5 centim.
square, were placed with their planes nearly parallel and
vertical. They were joined by ])latinum wires to the re-

spective binding-screws A and B of a condenser of 1 micro-
farad capacity. The condenser was charged from a battery
of Leclanche cells. A Thomson's quadrant-electrometer,

D, served to indicate the changes in the condenser-potentials

in the usual way, by the motion of a spot of light over a
scale. A gas-flame, reduced to the smallest size compatible
with its existence, was placed between the two pieces of
platinum-foil. The form of the gas-burner was such that the

* Communicated by the Author.

t Clerk Maxwell's ' Electricity and Magiietis^ni/ I'nd ed., vol. i. §355.

Phil. May. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 14y. Od. 1887, X
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gas issued from a very narrow horizontal slit, giving a flame

as nearly " linear " as possible. To protect the flame from

draughts of air, and also to ensure that no electrical dis-

turbance could arise from outside influences, the flame and
platinum {)ieces were surrounded by a metal cylinder, open

at both ends, of about 10 centim. diameter and 36 centim.

high, which was permanently connected to earth by a wire.

The position of the cylinder is indicated by the dotted circle

round c in the figure. The stem of the gas-burner, and the

wires from the pieces of foil passed through holes in the side

of the cylinder without touching it.

In the first regular experiments that were made the

respective pairs of quadrants of the electrometer were joined

to the binding-screws of the condenser, one pair of quadrants

being as usual connected to earth. The condenser was then

charged ; 4 Leclanches sending the spot of light near to the

end of the scale. The flame being in action, the battery was

disconnected and the scale-readings taken at equal intervals

of time until the spot of light was down to near the zero.

From these readings the rate of " leakage " could be found.

Obviously the range of potentials was very limited.

For the later experiments, specimens of whose results are

given below, an arrano;ement was suggested to me bv Prof.

G. C. Foster, F.R.S., which is applicable to much wider

ranges of potential.

'To earfh

The figure gives a diagram of the connexions. The
bimling-scroiv B of the condenser was kept in connexion
with one eloctrotlo, Q, of the battery ; the other electrode, P,

with the earth and with one pair of quadrants ; whilst the

other binding-screw, A, of the condenser was connected to

the insulated pair of quadrants during the whole of each set

of observations.

Bi'foro beginning a set of readings, the two pairs of
quadrants of the electrometer were put into connexion with
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one another and with P ; this charged tlie condenser. Since

the quadrants were connected, the spot of light stood initially

at zero. The two pairs of quadrants were then disconnected

from each other, and discharge hy the tlame showed itself on
the electrometer-scale by a motion of the spot of light out

over the scale from the zero.

Each set of readings had of course to be concluded when
the light moved off the scale—that is, when the difference of

potential between the pairs of quadrants had increased to

about that of 4 Leclanches.

The mean distance between the pieces of platinum-foil was
0*75 centim. ; the height of the flame was approximately
0*4 centim. Readings were made at intervals of 20 seconds,

time being given by the laboratory chronometer.

There are given in detail in the tables (a), {h), (c), {d)

below the results of observations, usino- batteries of 8 and 6

Leclanches respectively. The curves (a), (/3), (7), (0) (Plate

VIII.) are obtained byplotting-out the numbers in the first two
columns of these tables, taking the observed scale-reading as

ordinate and time as abscissa : the aoreement with one another

of the observations is well shown by the smoothness of the

curves. In the tables the columns headed " calculated deflec-

tion " are obtained from the equations which were found, by
trial, to suit the curves best. The scale of readings is such

that 134 divisions= 2 volts, nearly.

To find the constant for the apparatus, leakage was allowed

to go on for an hour without a flame. The potential fell from
715 scale-divisions to 637 in that time.

(a)

-H quadrant insulated. 8 Leclanches= 715 divisions.
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Equation to curve a. is

y = 697 X lO-"*^^',

t being in minutes.

— quadrant insulated. 8 Leclanches= 715 divisions.
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+ quadrant insulated. 6 Leclanches= 540 divisions
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" ^^^^^^^^^ " = .00073x2-303
^^'^-^-^ '''''^'^

„ = 595 X lO^"^ (C.G.S.) units.

J,
= 595 X lO'' obms.

Some measurements in whicb brass knobs were used instead

of tbe platinum-foils yielded results similar to tbose just

o-iven. Tbe flame was, however, of a rounded conical form,

about 5 millim. bigb. Tbe knobs were each 1-7 centim. in

diameter, the distance between their nearest points being

8 millim. A Daniell cell gave 05 divisions of a deflection on

the cloctrometer-scale.

Tbe results of tbe observations were plotted-out as described

above, and the equations to the curves found by trial. Taking,

as before, y to represent the reading on the electrometer-scale

at the time t, in minutes, I find :

—

With the + polo of the battery to earth, in two different

measurements,

^j = 3i0xl0-''''-"^'''\

The negative pole put to earth gives

y = 313-5 X
10-0-'28.-00039oi:»^

These quantities are of the same dimensions as those given

above, and need not be discussed further here.

Gordon's Collecrp, Aberdeen.
August 1«87.

XXXIX. Oxygen in the Sun. By Professor John
Trowbridge and C. C. Hutch ins"*^.

SINCE the time it was announced that hydrogen existed

in great abundance in the sun^s atmosphere and was a

controlling element in its economy, there have been no more
interesting questions in solar physics than those touching
the presence of other gases in tbe sun's body and atmo-
sphere; and when we consider tbe important part that oxygen
plays in terrestrial affairs, the great variety of combinations

into which it enters, and its high constituent jtercentage in

the com])osition of the earth itself, a peculiar interest, second

to that of no other element perhajis, attaches to its probable

presence in tbe sun.

Tbe investigation of the sj)eetrnm of oxygen as a research

by itself, and as connected with its presence in the sun, has

* From an advance proof from the Proceedintrs of the American
Academv of Arts and Sciences, vol. xxiii. Communicated by Professor
J. Trowbridge, of TInrvard University, Cambridge. Mass., U.S.
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occupied many eminent physicists ; but the fact that the

latest and most complete investigations have left the minds of

scientific men still in doubt, has led the writers to take up
the question again with more perfect and powerful apparatus

and increased facilities, in order, if possible, to add something
to the knowledge of the subject.

The question of the existence of oxygen in the sun was
first seriously investigated, we believe, by Dr. Henry Draper,
who published in the American Journal of Science for 1877
and 1879, and in foreign journals, papers accompanied by
reproductions of his photographs. Dr. Draper was firmly

persuaded of the existence of oxygen in the sun's atmosphere,

and l)ased this belief upon the apparent coincidence of the

lines of oxygen taken in air with certain bright spaces in the

sun's spectrum which appeared upon his photographs.

Prof. John Christopher Draper published a paper in the
' American Journal of Science ' for 1878, in which he stated

his conviction that oxygen exists in the sun ; but his line of

argument was just the reverse of that of Dr. H. Draper.

While the latter apparently proved the existence of oxygen
in the sun by the coincidence of its bright lines vrith bright

spaces in the solar spectrum, the former was led to believe

that the bright oxygen lines coincided with dark lines in the sun.

Both observers abandoned the old method of eye observa-

tion, and took advantage of the improvements in photography
to record the oxygen lines upon a sensitive plate. Dr. H.
Draper was led to abandon Geissler^s tubes filled with oxygen,
and to employ the electric spark in common air, on account

of the greater brilliancy of the lines, while Prof. J. C. Draper
still adhered to tubes filled with rarefied oxygen. The
oxygen lines had been mapped by previous observers, notably

by Thalen, and Schuster had shown that there were four

spectra of oxygen which could be produced under varying

conditions of temperature and pressure.

The photographs of Dr. Henry Draper's oxygen spectrum,

together with the juxtaposed solar spectrum, were submitted

to the French Academy of Sciences in Paris, June 23, 1879,

by M. Cornu. From the remarks of M. Faye we make the

following extract :

—

" Dr. H. Draper has, however, succeeded in discovering

oxygen, not in the chromosphere, but in the photosphere,

where it discloses itself by bright lines. It is obvious that

this gas is dissociated at a depth, and is innnediately taken

up by nmltiple combinations in the region and at the tempe-

rature of the brilliant surface. I see in these facts the hope

of a confirmation, and above all of an extension, of the views

I have put forth on the constitution of the sun ; but what-
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ever may be the fate that the progress of spectrum analysis

reserves to them, I express here my admiration for the

discovery of Mr. Draper, and I hope that his results, so well

confinned by the photographic proofs that our learned mem-
ber, M. Cornu, has shown the Academy, will meet with no
delay in being universally accepted b}' competent judges."

The opinion thus expressed by so eminent an authority as

M. Faye testifies to the strength of the evidence brought

forward by Dr. Draper. With the exception of Prof. John
C Draper, physicists, in so far as they have expressed their

views, have generally accepted the hypothesis of Dr. Draper.

No one, to our knowledge, has critically examined the

hypothesis of bright lines in the solar spectrum.

The reader of Dr. H. Draper's account of his experiments

will remember the difhculties he encountered in obtaining an
air-spectrum of sufficient brightness to record itself upon the

photographic plate. The time that has elapsed since his

work does not seem to have made those difficulties less, and,

in spite of all our ingenuity has been able to devise, we have
been practically confined to taking the spark in free air or

oxygen at atmospheric pressure, notwithstanding the broad

and hazy character of the lines under these conditions.

Not to record a long list of failures extending over several

months, we will briefly describe the arrangements in their

final form.

An alternating current dynamo driven at 2000 revolutions

per minute was connected to a connnutator of four segments

upon a fixed spindle, around which revolved two pairs *of

brushes. The result of this combination was that the current

was very frequently and sharply interrupted. This interrupted

current was used to excite three large quantity-coils connected

in series. From two to twelve jars were employed as a con-

denser to the secondary current. The spark was taken

between two stout rods of aluminium placed innnediately in

front of the slit, and the spark passed between them with a

deafening rattle, and gave about the light of two candles.

We tried Dr. Draper's device of a soapstone compressor for

the s|)ark, but in our hands the walls of the soaj)Stone near

the s[)ark melted down, and formed a conducting surface over

which the current passed.

The photographic apparatus is the large instrument of

Professor Rowland,—a concave grating with ruled surface

6x2 inches, mounted upon an iron girder 23 feet long,

moving u[U)n two tracks at right angles, as has been previ-

ously described bv him antl others. JSunlight is introduceil

by a heliostat with mirror silvered on first surface, and an

image of the sun formetl on the slit by means of a quartz lens
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of five feet focus. The method of working with the apparatus

so arranoed has been as follows.

The points of aluminium being permanently fixed in front

of the slit, sunlight is introduced, the camera brought to focus

once for all, and set to any required wave-length upon a con-

venient scale. The photographic plate is then placed in the

camera, and a shutter immediately in front is set to expose

the upper half of the plate. Exposure for the sun is then

made ; the sunlight is then shut out, and the shutter moved to

cover that part of the plate already exposed, and the lower

half exposed. The spark is then started and worked from 15

to oO minutes. In addition to the spectrum of lines there is

a considerable continuous spectrum, which after a time causes

fogging of the plates ; so there does not seem to be any gain

in an exposure of more than half an hour. The feebleness of

the air-lines can be judged of when we state that, with the

same plate, breadth of slit, &c., we get a metallic spectrum in

the arc in ten seconds, strongly photographed. There was
sufficient iron present in the electrodes as impurity to give the

strongest iron-lines feebl}^, and these have been of use in deter-

mining that no displacement had happened, although, from the

natureof the arrangements, such disturbance could hardly occur.

On the negative produced as above indicated the two
spectra lie exactly edge to edge, like a vernier and scale, and
are in the best possible position for the accurate determination

of the position of the air-lines. The original plan contem-
plated a determination of the wave-lengths of all the air-lines

throughout the entire spectrum ; but persistently bad weather
and other causes have compelled the postponement of the

completion of this work, though we are now able to give it

complete from wave-length 3740 to Avave-length 5030,

The photographic map of the solar spectrum of Professor

Rowland has made easy what would otherwise have been an
undertaking of extreme labour and difficulty. The best of

engraved maps of the violet region of the spectrum to beyond
F are comparatively worthless. Even on the elaborate map
of Vogel, the result of years of labour, it is difficult to recog-

nize with certainty other than the more prominent lines, and
you never feel quite sure of your positions ; but we turn to the

map of llowland with the certainty of finding every line in

its true order and magnitude, so that what was formerly most
difficult has now become very simple, and the position of any
well-defined air or metallic line can be reail directly, by com-
parison of the photograph with the ma}), to the tenth of a

wave-length.

We here give a table of wave-lengths as determined from
our photograph of the sun and air spectra :

—
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3749-80
3755-35

383000
3839-275
3842-30
3843-00
3850-70
3857-40
3863-80
3864-90
3882-45
3893-50
3894-95
389r>4(J

38l)(;-U0

3900-975
3902-20

390()00
3912-30
3919-25
3935-10
3936-90
3938-80
3939-80
3940-70
3941-40
3942-48
3946-20
3948-10

3949-00

3951-45
3954-85
3956-175

395810
3958-90

39.)9975
3963-70

396S-70
3'.)7;!-60

3981-40
3982-97

3992-87

3995-10

3998-81
I

4008-39
4011-34

4()35-34

4041-39

40()l)-84

4070-24
{

4072-34
4076- 19

4078-83
4085-24
4085-84
40ss-()t

4o',t.-;-(i',t

4o;t7-4o

Strong, agrees.

Faint and broad.

Dim and broad.

Very faint.

Faint.

Strong,

Faint.

Sharp.

Very faint.

Sliarp.

Fairly strong.

Strong, agrees.

Very faint.

Faint.

Sharp.

Very faint.

Sharp, may
agree.

Strong.

Strong, agrees.

Faint.

Siiarp.

Strung.

Faint.

Sharp, agrees.

Very strong.

Vei-y faint, may
agree.

Faint.

Band.
Band.
Faint.

Strong, may
agree.

Faint, agrees.

Faint.

4105-04
4105-21

4109-76
4011-01

4112-16

4119-3(i

4120-46
4121-52
4121-56
4123-82
4132-82
4133-79
4145-87
4147-42
4151-92
4153-57
415.5-42

4156-79
41(>4-72

4166-72
4169-47

417212
4175-72
4177-92
4179-92
4185-32

419000
419377
4198-72

41<J9-22

4202-12
4205-72
4206-92
4209-12
4214-02

422317
4224-92
4225-92

4228.52
4236-67
4-241-92

4249-02
4253-42

4-2(i6-32

4 -27 1-22

4274-82
4277-90
4279-90
4282-40
42'.) 1 •'.»()

4;i(i;iS(i

4;!05-67

4309-87
4312-72
4315-52
4317-20
4319-50

4322-80

4323<.H)

43-25 IK)

Strong.

Very strong.

Very faint.

Fairly strong.

Faint.

Agrees.

Faint.

May agree.

Faint.

Faint.

Agrees.

Band,
Very faint.

Faint band.

Very strong.

Very faint.

ilay agree.

Very faint.

Band.
Very faint.

Faint on band,

Band.

Very faint.

Faint.

Very faint.

Faint.

Fairly strong.

Faint.

A'li-y faint.

Faint and sharp.

Strong.

r Faint, may
\ agree.

Very faint.

AsrriHV.

4327-60
4328-42

433037
4331-20
4332-40
4336-77

4345-52
4347-47
4347-94
4349-30
4351-40
4353-70
4356-62
4362-90

43&5-4<J

4366 92
4369-60
4371-40
4379-70
4381 -.")0

4385-,3(J

4385-40
4386-60
4396-30
4401-22

441500
4417-17

4421 OfJ

4426 00
4430-04

4431-90

4434-27
44.39-47

4443-00

4447 09
4452-40

44.361)0

4459-90
4465-40
44()6-00

4468-02
4469-50
4472-90

4477 87
4481-87

4487-94
4489-90

4496-97
441)8 95
4.''( i;>l)5

4507-72
4511-85

4520-50

! 4544-50
! 4565-97

1
4572 02
'4.577-50

457S-55
4.-.82-32

Very faint.

Sharp.

Strong.

Faint.

Strong.

Faint.

Faint.

Strong.

Faint.

Very faint.

Nebulous.
Faint.

Strong, agrees.

Faint.

f Very broad dim
\ baud.
Sharp.

Broad dim band.

Very strong.

Sharp.

Faint and sharp.

Faint.

Sharp.

Very faint.

Broad and faint.

Sharp.

Faint.

Sliarp.

Faint.

Fairly strong.

Sharp.

f Strong, may
\ agree.

Fairly strong.

Sliarp.

Sharp, agrees.

Siiarp.
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4583-15

458745
4588-05
4588-92
4589-40
4590-00

4590-95

4592-00
4592-95
4596-20
4601-37
4607-20

4609-45

4612-75
4614-05
4621-42
4630-73

463400
4638-90
4640-75
4641-90
4643-45
4645-40
4649-25
4651-02
4<354-10

4654-85
4655-90

465805
4659-60
4665-70
4667-55
4671-65
4672-30
4673-30

4674-95

Very strong.

Sharp.

Very faint.

r Strong, may
\ agree.

Strong.

J)

7ery strong.

I Sharp, may
agree.

Faint.

Strong, agrees.

Strong.

Very strong.

Sharp.
Strong.

Rather faint.

Fairly strong.

Strong.

Faint.

Strong.

Fairly strong.

Faint.

Faint band.

Very faint.

Faint.

Vei-y faint.

Faint, may
agree.

4676-40 f
^^^"*' "^'"^y

1
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wave-lengths of Angstrom and Thal^n as final. One eminent
authority speaks of them as the " ne plus ultra " of spectro-

scopic accuracy; and any attempt to revise or correct them may
be looked upon as presumptuous. However, we believe the

time has arrived when the whole of Thal^n's work on metalHc

spectra must be re-examined. It is safe to say that he has

tabulated not more than one line in many metals where
several exist, and his positions are occasionally wi'ong by as

much as two wave-lengths.

As yet no approach to the accuracy with which the solar

spectrum has been delineated has been attempted in metallic

spectra—a remarkable fact, when we consider that the chief

interest that attaches to the study of the solar spectrum is in

its connexion with spectra of terrestrial elements.

The test of the existence of oxygen in the sun is the coinci-

dence of the bright lines of the spectrum of oxygen with

bright lines or with dark lines of the solar spectrum. If the

bright lines of any metallic vapour formed in the electric arc

or the electric spark coincide with the dark lines of the solar

spectrum which is photographed directly above the spectrum
of the metal on the same sensitive plate, the evidence is usually

considered conclusive in regard to the existence of the metal

in the sun. In the case of iron, where hundreds of lines of

the metal coincide with dark lines in the solar spectrum, not

only in exact position but in general grouping and character,

the evidence cannot be doubted by any one who has carefully

examined it. When a majority of the lines of any metal

coincide with dark lines in the solar spectrum under hio-h

dispersion, not unly in position but in grouping, while a few
of the metal lines have no representatives in the solar spec-
trum, there is a probability that the corresponding lines

wanting in the sun have been obliterated by superposed lines

or bands of other metals. In our paper *' On the Existence
of Carbon in the Sun,^' we shall call attention to a case of

such obliteration. It is probable, also, that the non-appear-
ance of certain lines in the sun may be due to certain con-
ditions of temperature. We shall discuss this point more
ftilly in the paper on Carbon, above referred to.

The same remarks apply to the coincidence of the lines of
any element with the supposed bright spaces in the sun. The
value of the test of coincidence increases with the number
of coincidences. If an element has only two or three lines,

and these two or three agree in position with dark lines in

the solar spectrum, the evidence of the existence of the

element in the sun is not conclusive. It is supported, how-
ever, if there is any striking peculiarity in the lines of the
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element which is reproduced in the corresponding lines in the

solar spectrum. Thus the nebulous character of the lines of

magnesium is perfectly reproduced in the corresponding lines

in the solar spectrum. The test of coincidence, therefore, re-

quires primarily a normal spectrum, and the highest possible

dispersion. The earlier observers were limited to instruments
of small dispersion, and the entire number of lines observed
in the solar spectrum was small compared with that given by
the best modern apparatus. The chances for an apparent
coincidence were therefore much greater, and evidence of a
very misleading character could be obtained.

In Dr. H. Draper\s published photograph, the coincidence

of the greater part of the oxygen lines with bright bands in

the solar spectrum is quite striking; and it is not a matter for

surprise that he was led to conclude the connexion between the

two spectra to be a physical one, and to announce the existence

of oxygen in the sun as proved. Instances are not infrequent

where instrumental imperfection or lack of power has led to

results unsupported by later and more powerful research.

Witness the spots of Venus of the older observers. Now
when we apply to the spectra of the sun and oxygen a dis-

persion and definition that show the minute detail of each, the
" bright bands " at once vanish, or no longer appear as such,
and all the apparent connexion between them and the oxygen
lines disappears also. The bright bands of Dr. H. Draper's
spectrum are found to be occupied by numerous dark lines,

of various degrees of intensity ; but the hypothesis of Prof.

J. C. Draper, that these are the true representatives of the
oxygen lines, is rendered untenable by the lack of any syste-

matic connexion between the two. It happens quite fre-

quently that an oxygen line falls centrally upon the space
between two dark lines of the solar spectrum, but not more
frequently than we might expect as a matter of chance, when
we consider the vast number of lines and spaces ; and the
fact that the spaces are no brighter than the surrounding
background of the solar spectrum would not seem to permit
of their interpretation as bright lines.

The subject of bright lines in the solar spectrum is one
upon which men will probably difler, and we have sought
information upon it. Of course there is no a prioi-i reason
why such bright lines should not exist, as they do in many
stars ; but we have photographed the sun's spectrum every
day that the sun has shone for nearly five months, without
finding a line that could with certainty be pronounced
brighter than its neighbours ; and it must be admitted that

the photograph is the best of photometers in such a case.
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In regard to the other three spectra of oxygen of Schuster

wo have nothing to say ; but so far as concerns the spark

spectrum in air and the solar spectrum from wave-lengths
3749*8 to 5033"85 we can safely affirm that there is no
physical connexion between them.

XL. 071 the Existence of Carhon in the Sun.

By Professor John Trowbridge and C. C. Hutchins*.

rROM the presence ofabsorption-bands in the solar spectrum
at high altitudes, Captain Abney has been led to believe

in the existence of certain hydrocarbons between the earth and
the sun ; and Siemens's theory of the conservation of solar

energy depends upon the supposed existence of carbon vapour

in interplanetary space. It is not our purpose to discuss

Abney's observations, or the truth of Siemens^< hypothesis.

We wish to call attention to the remarkable character of the

carbon spectrum, formed by the Voltaic arc in air between

carbon terminals ; and to draw attention to the evidence

presented by the juxtaposed solar spectrum of the existence

of carbon in the sun.

In our early experiments the carbon terminals between
which the Voltaic arc was formed were heated several hours,

while a stream of chlorine gas was passed over them. This

operation was not entirely successful in remo\ing metallic

impurities. Subsequently we discovered that the spectra

of these impurities could be readily distinguished from the

marked fluted carbon spectrum, and we therefore employed
the ordinary compressed carbon sticks employed in electric

lighting.

For our work the nicest adjustment of slit was necessary,

in order that no displacement of spectrum lines could possibly

occur when the carbon spectrum was photographed in juxta-

position with the solar spectrum. This was accomplished by
the use of a slit, the jaws of which opened equally.

One of Rowland's concave gratings, of 21 feet t) inches in

curvature and 14,000 lines to the inch, was emj)loyed. In

order to avoid any possible displacement of the photographic

camera during the operation of photographing the carbon

spectrum innnediately below the solar spectrum, a drop-

slmtter was arranged directly in front of the sensitive plate,

the movement of which was independent of any movement

• From nil advance proof from the Proceedings of tlie American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xxiii. Communicated by l^fessor
J. Tiowtridf^o, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mivss., U.S'
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of the camera. Preliminary experiments showed us the

importance in this work of employing a spectroscope of great

dispersion and of fine definition, giving also a normal spec-

trum. The use of a prism-spectroscope would undou])tedly

have masked the phenomenon we have observed. For our

purposes, therefore, Rowland's apparatus was peculiarly

advantageous.

Our experiments led us to conclude that there is positive

evidence in the solar spectrum of the existence of carbon in

the sun. Before giving an account of our experiments in

detail, a few observations may not be considered out of place.

One who studies the solar spectrum by itself, and who has

had no experience in the formation and observation of metallic

spectra, is apt to regard the dark lines in the solar spectrum
as fixed in character and condition. A line which is seen by
one observer, and not by another, is generally regarded as

a terrestrial line formed by absorption in the earth's atmo-
sphere. Certain lines are well known to be due to the terres-

trial absorption, as can be easily proved by their appearance
when the sun is observed at sunset, when the rays of light

have to penetrate a greater thickness of the earth's atmosphere
than at midday. The shifting layers of vapour in the sun's

atmosphere also may, in certain cases, oljliterate or strengthen
certain lines of a metal. To understand this it is only

necessar}^ to extend the reasoning of the conservation of

energy to the subject. It is a common lecture experiment
to reverse the metallic lines by passing the rays of light pro-

duced by the vapour of the element through a layer of vapour
colder than that of the source of the rays. The energy of

the rays is thus absorbed in heating the colder layer. When
the temperature of the vapour is increased, and becomes
equal to that of the source, no reversal takes place. Thus,
on the sun's surface the conditions for a reversal may be
wanting at certain times, and faint lines may become bright.

Their brightness may not be sufficient to affect the general
illumination of the solar spectrum of which they form a part.

Conditions may arise, moreover, in which the temperature of
the reversing vapour may be called critical—at such a
temperature that the faint reversal is sufficient to extinguish
the bright line of a metal without producing a well-defined

dark line. At certain epochs, also, the temperature of the

vapour of any element in the sun may be higher than at

other times ; and certain lines may thus appear which are

wanting when the temperature falls. One is forced to these

conclusions in observing the conditions under which the vary-
ing character of metallic spectra are produced. For instance,
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we have caused the rays from iron vapour to traverse a loug

and dense layer of iron vapour, and have observed that the

strength of the Knes and the number of reversals have been
largely increased. In another experiment, the lower carbon

of the electric lamp we employed occupied the centre of an
electro-magnet. This was accomplished by passing the

carbon through a hollow iron cone, and surrounding the

latter by layers of wire, through which the electric current

employed in generating the light passed. In this case the

electric arc was spread out at right angles to the pole of the

magnet, into a fan-like, intensely hot flame, which roared

loudly, and which rarefied, so to speak, the iron vapour
between the carbon terminals. The strength of the lines and
the number of reversals were diminished under this new
condition.

Another phenomenon may happen. When an excess of

the vapour of one metal floats over or is mixed with that of

another, the lines of one metal are superimposed upon those

of another in the solar spectrum, and the stronger spectrum
of one element may easily obliterate the weaker spectrum of

another. Thus we have succeeded in completely obliterating

the fluted spectrum of carbon in the green and blue, by
photographing upon it the spectrum of iron, of nickel, and
of cerium. A species of composite photograph was thus ob-

tained. It is possible that in the future Galton^s ingenious

method of composite photography may be applied to the solar

spectrum ; and by a judicious selection of photographs of the

elements, a composite photograph may be obtained which will

closely resemble portions of the solar spectrum, and will

enable us to judge of the composition of the reversing layers

of the sun.

To the varying conditions which we have thus outlined are

due, we believe, the disappearance in the sun's spectrum of

the marked fluted spectrum of carbon in the green and blue

portions.

A careful examination of the fluted spectrum of carbon,

however, with the juxtaposed solar spectrum, discloses a

remarkable fact : while traces of obhteration of the evidence

of carbon vapour are seen, yet the general character of the

lines in the solar spectrum immediately juxtaposed with the

fluted spectrum of carbon near H lead us to believe that

there is unmistakable evidence of the existence of carbon

vapour in the sun. When the arrangement of the fine lines

of the spectrum of carbon is plotted as a curve, and that of

the dark lines in the solar spectrum immediately above the

carbon spectrum is also plotted, the two curves have a
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remarkable similarity in character, running with a slight

convexity toward one axis.

In the first fluting at wave-length 3883*7 within the limit

of ten wave-lengths, over 28 of the spaces between the fine

brioht lines of the flutings coincide with dark lines im-
mediately in juxtaposition in the solar spectrum. When we
consider that the progressive arrangement of these lines is

exactly the same both in the spectrum of carbon and that of

the sun, we cannot believe that this coincidence is the result

of chance. On examining the spectrum of carbon in the

region near H still further, a remarkable number of coinci-

dences of the spaces between the bright lines of the carbon
spectrum with dark lines in the solar spectrum will be ob-

served. We are led, therefore, to conclude that the fluted

spectrum of carbon is an example of the i-eversal of the lines

of a vapour in its own vapour. Fluted spectra occur at com-
paratively loAv temperatures. When carbon is ignited, we
have at first a continuous spectrum. When the temperature
increases and the carbon is volatilized, fluted spectra occur,

which consist of interruptions of the continuous spectrum by
fine line reversals occurring in harmonic order. The same
phenomenon can be observed in the spectrum of iron lines

:

through the centre of au iron line, when a sufficient amount
of iron vapour surrounds the Yoltaic arc in which iron is

volatilized, reversal lines are always seen. Now if the iron

lines were arranged in regular order, the reversals would
also be in like regular order, and would coincide with similar

reversals in the solar spectrum. Assuming the conditions at

the sun's surface to be the same as those we have in the

Yoltaic arc when carbon is volatilized, the character of the

carbon spectrum should exactly agree with the character of

the solar spectrum juxtaposed. This is found to be true to a
remarkable degree in comparing portions of the solar spectrum
with portions of the fluted spectrum of carbon beginning at

wave-length 3883*7.

Our hypothesis leads us to conclude, that, at the point of
the sun's atmosphere where carbon is volatilized, so as to pro-

duce the peculiar arrangement of reversals observed, the

temperature of the sun approximates to that of the Yoltaic

arc.

]>ML Mag. 8. 5. Yol. 24. Ko. 149. Oct. 1887.
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XLI. On Expansion and Contraction icith Rise and Fall of

Temjyeratnre in Wires under Elongating Stress. By J. T.

BOTTOMLEY, ilf.^., F.R.S.E., F.CS*
[Plate IX.]

AT the Glasgow Meeting of the British Association in

1876 a committee was appointed for the purpose of

initiating secular experiments on the elasticity of wires; the

place of the experiments being the tower of the University of

Glasgow. From time to time reports have been presented to

the British Association on the subject of these wires ; but a

few words respecting them will help to introduce and to ex-

plain the bearings of the present short communication.

In order to test the permanence of v/ires under long con-

tinued pulling stress, three ])airs of wires —gold, platinum,

and palladium, were hung up, ten years ago, in a great iron

tube about 15 metres long, erected for the purpose. These

pairs are loaded, at the lower extremity, one with a heavy
load about half the breaking weight, and the other with a

light load less than one tenth of the breaking-weight of the

wire ; and from time to time comparisons as to length are

made between the two wires of each pair, a special katheto-

meter and proper marks on the wires being used for this

purpose.

The observations on the suspended wires are made at differ-

ent times of the year ; and it is not possible to choose times

for the observations such that the temperature shall be always

the same ; nor is it even possible to be sure that the tempera-

ture from top to bottom of the great tube is ap})roximately

uniform, though probably the two wires of each pair are

almost accurately at equal temperatures, compared from point

to point along their lengths.

it is consequently desirable, for the purpose of being able

to interpret the meaning of these observations, to ascertain

whether there is any perceptible difference in the expansi-

bility of the same wire under small and great elongating

stresses. The experiments described in this paper were
undertaken with this object.

A tube of tin-plate (Plate IX. iig. 1), about 5 centimetres

in internal diameter and (> metres long, has been erectetl ver-

tically, being supported with the help of brack«>ts (as shown
in the figure) in a convenient position, close to a staircase by
means of which access can easily be had to the top of the

tube. Within this tube two wires, cut from the same hank,

* Communicated by the Author, having been read before Section A of

the British Association at its receut Meetni": iu Manchester.
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are hung side hj side from the same top support ; the support

being a brass plate with small holes drilled in it through which
the wires are drawn and into which they are soldered. The
brass plate just mentioned closes the top of the tube loosely;

and it is closed at the bottom also, except for small apertures

through which the wires pass perfectly freely. A plentiful

supply of steam from the University heating-a])paratus enables

me to raise the temperature of the whole tube in two or three

minutes to the condensing-point of steam ; and a tube (shown
in the figure) carries awa}^ the condensed water.

The wires which I have used up to the present time have
been fine copper wires, about No. 34, '008 inch in diameter
(similar in size to the wires used in the secular experiments in

the tower) ; and, as in secular wires, one of them carries about
half its breaking- weight, the other something less than one
tenth. The weights are rectangles of thin lead ; and each has

little feet of brass wire which rest very lightly against oppo-

site sides of a vertical glass plate (marked pjy in fig. 1). This

glass plate prevents the lead rectangles from turning round or

getting into torsional oscillation.

Before describing the measuring-apparatus, it will be con-

venient for me to say a few words as to the requirements,

and as to a difficulty which is met with in carrying out the

experiments. The wires having been suspended as described

above and their weights attached to the lower extremities, a
scale divided into half-millimetres was attached to one of

them (the lighter), and an index or pointer moving over the

scale was attached to the other. To aid in reading, a lens

or Quincke microscope-kathetometer (shown in the figure)

could be used, though at the commencement this was un-
necessary. Thermometers were also inserted into holes in the

tube at different heights.

As soon as the steam was allowed to enter the tube both
wires were seen to extend, and the heavily weighted wire ex-

tended much more than the lightly weighted wire. The steam
was turned off after about ten minutes, and the tube and wires

allowed to cool. In an hour or more, when it was quite cer-

tain that everything hatl returned to the initial temperature,

the marks were examined again, and it was found that the

wires had not returned to their original length ; but had suf-

fered a consideral)le amount of permanent elongation, the

heavily weighted wire having suffered more elongation than
the other. This Avas to b<^ expected ; but I was not }>repared

to find that, when the heating was repeated again and again,

the pernianent elongation steatlily increased, though each time

by a perceptibly diminishing amount.
As soon as this was found I determined to add tem])orarily

Y2
^
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to each of the stretching weights a small extra weight, and to

commence a hardening process which should ultimately give

me the wires in a condition more stable and more suitaVjje for

the proposed experiments. Accordingly two extra weights

were made, each about one sixth of the permanent stretching-

weight ; so that the lightly loaded wire carried during this

process
i^^ + tj'o

of the breaking-weight, and the heavily loaded

wire 1+-^ of the, breaking-weight. These extra weights

were removed after the hardening process was complete. I

then arranged to have the steam turned on so as to heat up

the tube and the wires two or three times a day, an interval

of at least one or two hours being given between each heating

to allow the tube to cool again perfectly. At the end of each

operation the wires were compared. The behaviour of the

wires during the hardening process surprised me greatly. I

was quite prepared, after the preliminary experiments, to find

that a good many heatings and coolings might be required

before a permanent condition was reached ; but it required

over two months and more than one hundred heatings and

coolings before anything like permanence was reached in the

first pair of wires I tried. At the end of this time, to my
great disn])pointment, the heavily weighted wire broke down
one night, having been left perfectly safe in the afternoon*.

A fresh pair of wires was therefore suspended about the

end of February last, the greatest care being taken to avoid

any initial disturbance of the wires, and to see that they

were free from visible kinks or bends of any kind ; and on

March i the hardening j)rocess was commenced on these

wires. As I judged from the first attempt that the desired

condition had been very nearly reached before the breakdown

took place, I considered it best not to reduce the working

weight, but rather to accomj)lish what was required by taking

extreme care to avoid any needless disturbancef. In the

middle of April, after about 120 heatings and coolings, the

wires seemed to have assumed a nearly permanent condition,

and the extra weights were removed. The measuring-

apparatus, to be described immediately, had been already

attached ; and during ten days, from April 21 till the end of

* I think it it* pmbable tliat a copper wire hunjr up with junhaps two

thirds or throe quarters of its ordinary breakin<r-weight attached to the

lower end and alternately heated and cooled would break down ; and I

intend to make some trials of this kind on copper %vire and wires of other

metals.

t I must here express my indebtedness to Mr. Thomas A. B. Carver,

the student in charge of these experiments, now Thomson ]\xperimental

Scholar in the University of Glasgow. Without such perseverance,

patience, and careiul manipulation a*; he brought to bear, these experi-

ments could not have been carried out to a successful issue.
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the month, satisfactory measurements were made as to the

relative expansion of the heavily and lightly loaded wires.

At the end of the month of April I ceased to have the neces-

sary supply of steam, and the experiments therefore came, for

the time, to an end. I have therefore erected a wooden pro-

tection round the lower end of the tube, and the wires are left

hanging exactly as they were, and will remain so till the

middle of October, when I propose to continue the experiments.

It now remains for me to describe the arrangement for the

final comparison between the expansions of the lightly loaded

and heavily loaded wires. This consists of three parts : a
multiplying lever, a fixed scale, and a movable scale (see

figs. 1, 2, & 3). The multiplying-lever is one of Sir William
Thomson's aluminium levers, used in his milliampere balances.

The lever and supports were in fact taken from a disused trial

instruuient, and the knife-edges and supports were inverted

and adapted to the purpose in hand. One of the supports (a)

of the lever is attached to the lightly loaded wire, and the

other {]>) to the heavily loaded wire (PI. IX. figs. 1 & 2), and
the free end of the lever moves over the movable circular scale

[mn, fig. 1). Supposing the two wires to expand and con-

tract equally, the lever would simply be carried down and
up parallel to itself. But if both wires expand and contract

together, but one more than the other, the lever will be
carried down and up bodily, and will be tilted as well.

The method which I have adopted up to the present of

comparing the two wires has been to take the lightly loaded

wire as the standard ; and, using the fixed scale s t and a

Quincke microscope-katlietometer, to lower or raise the zero

of the movable scale m n by means of a screw, h h' (shown en-

larged, fig. 3), by as much as the knife-edge of the su])port a

has been lowered or raised by the expansion or contraction of

the lightly loaded wire which bears it. The reading of the

pointer jon the movable scale then gives the difference in ex-

pansion or contraction between the two wires.

I am not yet prepared to give a definite numerical state-

ment : and as I have so far only had a single satisfactory set

of experiments, I feel that even such results as 1 have ob-

tained require confirmation. There seems, however, to be no
doubt that there is a measurable difference between the ex-

pansion by heat of the heavily loaded and lightly loaded

wires, the expansion of the heavily loaded wire being the

greater.

The corresponding result for gold, platinum, and palladium

wires must be carefully determined by special experiments,

and must be taken into account in the deductions to be made
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from the observations on the secular wires referred to in the

opening paragraph of this j)aper. 1 hope, tlierefore, tliat though

these experiments are far from complete, even this preliminary

account of them may not be without interest to the Mathe-

matical and Physical Section of the British Association.

XLII. Integral Weights in Chemistry.

By T. Sterry Hunt, LL.D., F.R.S.*

1. TN approaching the discussion of integral weiglits

JL Chemistry, it is important to consider in the first pla

in

ace

what we have elsewhere noticed as the tlistinction between

dynamical and chemical phenomena. The passing alterations

in the volume of any species resulting from variations of tem-

perature are dynamical ; but beyond certain limits these pro-

duce more or less permanent changes of state, whieh are

chemical changes. Such are the condensation of gases or

va})Ours to liquids and solids, the vaporization of these, the

fusion of solids, and also the transformations alike of gaseous,

liquid, and solid species, whether elemental or complex, which

are comprehended under the general head of chemical meta-

morphosis. These changes, as is well known, are infiuenced

by pressure, which favours or retards them, as the case may
be. The phenomenon of elasticity in gases and vapours is

apparently a manifestation of chemical change or metamor-

phosis, giving rise to new and iinstaple species.

2. All changes of state in matter niay, as we have elsewhere

shown, be included under the two heads of (1) metamorphosis,

which includes honu)geneous integration and disintegration,

and (2) metagenesis, which includes heterogeneous integra-

tion and disintegration. All such changes are subordinated

to simple relations of measure, of number, and of weight, as

is apparent in definite and multiple proportions, and in pro-

gressive series. These relations are best exeni]ilifii'd in the

case of gases and vapours, where the weight at 0° temj)erature

and 7(50 millim. pressure of a given volume of the lightest

known s[)ecies, namely hytlrogen gas, is maile the unit. The
weight of a like volume of any other gas or vapour reduced

to the same standard temperature ;uul pressure, and com})ared

with this unit, is sometimes designated its equivalent weight.

Inasmuch, however, as in chemical union or integration of

gases and vapours the most frequent cases are in the propor-

tion of one to one or one to two volumes, the condensation in

* Comiiiuniciited by the Author, having boen rend before the Meeting
of the Hritisli Association for tlie Adviuiceuieut of Seiouce at Manchester.
September 1, 1887.
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each being in a simple relation of volumes, the weight of this

unit-volume of any species has also been called its propor-
tional weight or combining weight.

These relative weights of equivalent volumes become, in the
language of the atomic hypothesis, atomic or molecular weights.

Since, however, a gas or vapour, whether it be of a so-called

elemental species, or one known to be formed by homogeneous
or by heterogeneous integration, is a unit or integer the spe-

cific gravity of which, at standard temperature and pressure,

varies directly as its equivalent or combining weight ; and,
further, since this weight is nothing else than the specific

gravity of the gas or vapour, hydrogen being unity (Ho= 2),
it may, dispensing with all hypothesis, be designated the
weight of the integer, or, in other words, as the integral weight
of the gaseous or vaporous species.

3. From the time of Gay-Lussac, the fact that all chemical
reactions, so far as regards gaseous or vaporous species, are

subordinated to a simple relation of volumes, and that the

specific gravity of such species is but a function of the equi-

valent or integral weight, has been well understood; the

volume at standard temperature and pz'essure being invariable.

The attempts made to establish a similar relation between the

specific gravity and the integral weights of liquid and solid

species have, however, hitherto been unsuccessful for the

reason that the law of volumes was lost sight of, and the

volume for such species, instead of being regarded, as in the

case of gaseous bodies, as a constant unit, was assumed to be
an arbitrary and a variable quantity ; the so-called atomic or

molecular volume being conceived as conditioned, not only by
crystalline form, but by various other circumstances. That
the law of volumes, as proclaimed by Gray-Lussac, applies not
only to gaseous species, but to liquids and solids also, was,
however, maintained by the present writer in 1853, " as lead-

ing the way to a correct understanding of the equivalent

volume's of the latter;" although the constantly affirmed tra-

dition of the subordination of the so-called molecular volume
of solid species to the variations of cryst;illine form prevented
him, for many years afterward, from arriving at the simple
solution of the problem embodied in the assertion made at the

same time, that " the doctrine of chemical equivalents is that

of the equivalency of volumes

;

" or, in other words, that the

law of volumes is universal, and that for all species—solid,

liquid, or gaseous—the volume, under j)roper conditions of
pressure, is the same.

4. Hydrogen, as the lightest known species, is the unit of
integral weight in Chemistry; and a htre of this gas at O^aud
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7G0 millim. being assumed as a unit of volume for all species,

the wejolit of" a litre of any other gas or vapour at the standard

temperature and pressure is its integral weight. In like

manner the integral weight of a li(piid species is the weight

of the same volume at its hoiling-point (as indicated in 1853)

under a pressure of 7(10 millim. ; Avhile for any solid species

it is the weight of the same volume at the highest temperature

which that species can sustain without undergoing a change

of state. In other words, the weight of liquids should be

compared with that of the gaseous unit of hydrogen at the

temperature at which they are generated by the metamor-

phosis, through condensation, of the corrcsiionding gaseous

species. In like manner the weight of solids should theoreti-

cally be determined at the temperature at which they are

generated by the metamorphosis of gaseous or liquid species.

The weights thus obtained for equal volumes of the various

licjnid and solid species, as well as for the gaseous species, are

evidently the sj)ecific gravities of these species ; that of hy-

drogen at the standard temperature and pressure being unity,

(H2= 2). They are at the same time the integral weights of

the species compared.

5. The advantages of this natural unit of specific gravity

over the arbitrary ones hitherto ado])(ed are evident. That

which, for motives of convenience, has hitherto been employed

for gases and vapours, namely the weight of dry atmospheric

air at standard temperature and pressure, is the weight of a

mixture of gases and not of a chemical integer ; while water,

adoj)ted as the unit for liquids and for solids, is, on the con-

trarv, a liquid integer, condensed by refrigeration from 100°

(the tenqierature of its production at 7(iO millim. pressure)

either to 15° or to 4°, its maximum density. The specific

weight of hydrogen at standard temperature and pressure is the

truly scientific unit of specific gravity for all bodies, whether

gaseous, liquid, or solid ; the integral weight of this unit

entering as a factor into the sj)ecific gra^ ities thus calculated,

and causing these to represent the eijuivalent or integral

weights of the sjtecies compared.

G. It is obvious that the integral weight of water must in

like nunmer enter into the specific gravities of liquids and
solids for which this species is assumed as unity ; and hence

the imj)ortance of determining as near as possible its integral

weight. The ratio between the weights of equal volumes of

water-vapour at 100° and 7()0 millim., and of water at 0°, as

dedneed from direct determinations of the density of steam

compareii with air, and of air comparctl with water, has been

found to lie 1 : 1()I>N. If now we attemjit to fix this ratio by
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calculating the specific gravity of steam from that of hydrogen
gas at 10U°j as determined by Regnault, we find (assuming

0=16) for the weight of a litre of steam at 100° and 760 mil-

lim., 0'5yO148grm. ; and dividing by this number the weight

of a litre of water at 4"
(= 1000 grms.) get 1694-49. If, how-

ever, we take = 15"9633, as deduced by Stas, we get instead,

0*5^894 for the weight of a litre of steam ; and with this as

the divisor find a ratio 1 : 1697 •97. Correcting this for the

density of water at 0°, we have 1 : 1697*74 ; an approximation

to the experimental figure which shows the revised integral

weight of oxygen (15'9633) to be very near the truth. But
to fix the inteiiral weioht of water, we must consider its den-

sity at 100 , the temperature of its formation under a pressure

of 760 milhm., which, being 0*95878, gives for the number of

volumes of steam at the above temperature and pressure,

which are condensed into one volume of water at the same
temperature, 1628'04. The formula of water is thus 1628
(H^O), of which the coefficient multiplied by 17*9633 gives,

for the integral weight of water, 29244. In close confirma-

tion of this figure, if we take the ordinarily received weight

for the litre of hydrogen at 0° and 760 millim., namely 0*896

grm., we find for the litre of water-vapour (H20= 17*9633)

at 100° and 760 millim., 0*589088 grm. Comparing this

with the weight of a litie of water at 100°, M-e have

0*589088 : 958*78 : : 2 : ^t'=29236'4.

This value of x, giving the relation of weight between equal

volumes of HgO and of liquid water, both at 100^, is very

near that calculated above for 1628 (H2O) =29244, which we
may regard as the integral weight of water.

7. From this value thus deduced for water by comparison
with hydrogen, we proceed to calculate for liquid and solid

species their integral weights. But the integral weight of

water, the received unit of specific gravity for such species, is

that of a body a litre of which, though weighing 1000 grm.
at 4°, weighs but 958*78 grm. at 100° ; so that, in calculating

specific gravities by comparing the weight of bodies with that

of an equal volume of water, it is with water at the lesser

density that the comparison should be made. Since most
liquid and solid species expand, like water, by heat, it is theo-

retically desirable to take the volume of these at the highest

temperature which they can sustain without change of state.

This point in many cases is hard to fix. The ready transfor-

mation, by expansion, of arragonite into calcite by heat; the

condensation, on the contrary, which goes on when silver

iodide is heated irom 0° to 11()° ; that of Rose's fusible alloy
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between 59° and its melting-point ; and the remarkable con-

densation effected, even by a gentle heat, when the grey

brittle species of tin passes into the ordinary white malleable

form (not less than the fact that quartz and many native sili-

cates at temperatures below their melting-points acquire that

increased solubility which they possess, with augmented value,

after fusion),—all tend to show that chemical changes may take

place by heat in other solid species where hitherto unsuspected.

They show moreover the uncertainty which attends any attempt

to fix by calculation the augmentation of volume in a solid

species by heat beyond the limits within which experiment

has determined the rate of expansion.

8. It is clear that if a species could, without chemical

change, be heated to a point at which its augmentation of

volume from 4° would be just ecpial to that of water from 4°

to its boiling-j)oint at 7))(> millim., its specific gravity as

compared with this liquid at 100° would be the same as

that found for the same species at 4° compared with water

at the same temperature. The cubical expansion of water

for each degree between 4° and 100° is approximately

•00043, while that for iron from 0° to 300° is given as

•000044, and that for quartz from 0° to 100° at -000040.

The coefficient of expansion for these bodies being thus about

one tenth that of water, it would be necessary, in order

to attain an augmentation comparable to that of water at

100°, to raise them to 1000° and upward, or to temperatures

much above those re(|uired to produce chemical changes in

quartz and in most native silicates. The coefficient of cubical

ex})ansion of these last for each degree between 0° and 100°

is moreover much less than that for iron and lor quartz, vary-

ing in general from -000020 to -000028. The latter rate of

expansion, if constant to 500° (even below which many native

species are chemically changed), would reduce the specific

gravity of the species at that tem[)erature only 0"014 ; and up
to 1000° only 0-028. The differences between these numbers
and 0043, which represents the cubical expansion of water
from 4° to 100°, thus mark the extent of the errors involved

in the determination of the s])ecific gravities of such species

with water at 4°. The imperfections and inq)urities of most
natural and artificial crystalline species introduce errors

not less consideral)le in the iletenninations of their specific

gravity. The best figures obtained for such species involve

in most cases possil)le deviations, in the one or the other direc-

tion, as great as those due to the difiVrent rates of expansion

of water and these species ; so that we may take the approxi-
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mative specific gravities got with water at 4° (or better at 15°)

as an available basis for fixing tlie integral weights of most
solid species.

9. We are thus led to the doctrine of high integral weights

and of polynierisni for liquid and solid species, suggested by
Favre and Silbennann in 1847 from their thermo-chemical
studies, and by Graham in 1849 from his researches in diffu-

sion. In 1858 this view of polymeri.sm was further discussed

by the present writer, who then {)roposed for the carbon spars,

regarded as polycarbonates, provisional integral weights, vary-
ing with their densities from about 1500 to 2500. The subject

has much more recently engaged the attention of Guthrie,

of Spencer Pickering, and especially of Louis Henry in his

inquiry into the Polymerization of Metallic Oxyds*. Studies

of the ammonio-cobalt bases, the formulas of which require

integral weights of not less than from 500 to 2500, have
thrown further light upon the subject ; and especially the late

researches of Wolcott Gibbs on the salts of what he has de-

signated " The Complex Inorganic Acids," among which he
has made known polytungstates the simplest formulas of which
lead to integral weights of not less than 5000, and in one case

of 20058. The high numbers thus deduced for the last two
classes of bodies represent, however, the simplest possible

integral weights, like that for water-vapour ; while the species

themselves, as known to us, are derived from these theoretical

species by what is called polymerization, or, more correctly,

by homogeneous integration, being, like water, and like ice,

examples of metamorphosis by condensation.

10. As we calculate the integral weights of all gaseous
species by a comparison of their densities with that of hy-
drogen gas, so we may calculate those of liquid and solid

species, either by comparing their densities directly with that

of hydrogen or else with that of water at 100°
; rememberiufr

that this has an integral weight of 29244, and that these den-
sities are subject to corrections for expansion, as already set

forth. The integral weights of these species being thus
known, and also those of the simpler species from which they
are foruied by homogeneous integration, it is obvious that l)y

dividing the first by the second we get the coefiicient of con-
densation. Thus, calcium carbonate, CCa03= 99*89; and as

* This paper, which in an Enjilish translation is published in

Philosophical Magazine for Aii<,'iisl 1885, tirst appeared in 187U as "Eti
the

'i^tudes
(lu C'liiiuie Moleciilairo, l'^' partie, les Oxydes Metalliques," in the ^/jHwfcs
de la Svcicte Scicnti/ifjuc de JJnuelles,
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calcite with a specific gravity of 2*7536 corresponds to an

integral weight of 79912, we find the coefficient =800 ; since

99-89 : 79912 : : 1 : 800. Inverting this proportion we get

79912 : 99-89 : : 1 : -00125, which is the reciprocal of the

coefficient, since 800 x •00125= 1-00000. Calcite with the

above density is 800 (CCaOs), while water is 1628 (H2O), for

17-9633 : 29244 : : 1 : 1628, the reciprocal of its coefficient

being -00061425.

11. The weight of water-vapour is fixed by experiment

;

but for calcium carbonate, which is not known in a gaseous

form, the theoretical integral weight (generally designated

by p) is deduced from the simplest admissible formula there-

for, and is a number which, as we have seen, corresponds to

the specific gravity of such a hypothetical carbonate, hydrogen
gas being unity. Representing by d the specific gravity of

the condensed species, calcite, on the same hydrogen basis

(water = 29244), we have for calcite, sp. gr. 2-7356, by the

above given proportions, its coefiicient of condensation, and
also the reciprocal thereof, in terms of hydrogen.

In inquiries into the so-called molecular or atomic volume
of liquid and solid species from the time of Leroyer and Dumas.
while using the same symbols, and making p, as al)Ove, to

re})resent the specific gravity on the hydrogen basis, d has

been taken on the basis of water as unity (1 = 29244), so that

having employed the ordinary formula for molecular volume,

2)-~d= v, we multiply the value of v thus obtained by the

coefficient of condensation and get, not 1, but 29244. Other-

wise, dividing the value of v by 29244, we obtain the reci-

procal of the coefiicient, as before, upon the hydrogen basis.

Chemical integration being eft'ected, not by juxtaposition of

molecules, but by identification of volume, the so-called mole-

cular volume of a given liquid or solid species is thus the

reciprocal of its coefficient of condensation.

For a further discussion of this question of integral weights

in some of its relations, the reader is referred to the author's

lately })ublished volume, entitled 'A New Basis for Chemistry
;'

and also to a still more recent essay " On Chemical Integra-

tion," read before the National Academy of Sciences at

Washington, in April, ami published in the' American Journal

of Science ' for August 1887.
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XLIII. On fJie Existence of certain Elements, together ivifh

the Discovery of Platinum, in the Sun. By C C
HuTCHiNs and E. L. Holden*.

LATE in the fall of 1886 it was decided by the writers,

who were then at work in the Physical Laboratory
of Harvard University, to attempt a revision of some of the

previous work in regard to the chemical constitution of the

sun, as well as to discover, if possible, new facts bearing on
the same subject. For the purpose of this investigation a
magnificent difFraction-graiing, made by Professor Rowland,
of Baltimore, was kindly placed at our disposal by Professor

John Trowbridge, under whose supervision and direction the

subsequent work has been done.

After some delay caused by the mounting of the grating

and its attachments, work was begun early in January 1887,
but, owing to bad weather and other hindrances, was not
regularly and systematically prosecuted till somewhat later.

The grating used is of speculum metal with a ruled surface

measuring 6 inches by 2, having 14,438 lines to the inch.

It is concave, its radius of curvature being 21^ feet, and is

mounted according to Professor Rowland's method. Suffice

it to say, that the method is such that, by simply rolling the
-camera along an iron track, it passes not only from one part

of the spectrum to another, but also to the spectra of different

orders, at the will of the operator. As the distances on this

track are proportional to the relative wave-lengths of the

lines that fall successively on a given point in the camera, it

is easy, by means of a suitable scale of equal parts placed

beside the track, to set the centre of the photographic plate

instantly within a single wave-length of any given line in

the spectrum.

And here let us parenthetically state that all our wave-
lengths are those given by Professor Rowland^s photographic
map of the solar spectrum, the position of every line referred

to being carefully identified upon the map, and its absolute

wave-length thus determined. Although some of the nega-
tives contain many lines too faint to show on the map, yet
we feel confident that our numbers correspond in all cases to

those of the maj) within one tenth of a wave-length.

The light is brought into the room by means of a porte
htmih'e, and then sent through the slit after total reflexion

* From an advance proof from tlie Proceedings of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xxiii. Communicated by Professor
J. Trowbridge, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.
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by a ri<i;ht-anoled pri<m. Before striking the prism it passes

throu<r]i a cylinclrical lens, Avliich condenses it to a band of

li;;ht about 2 inches long and ^ inch wide. The jaws of the

slit move equally in opposite directions, so that, however

widely they may be opened, no lateral displacement of lines

can result from this cause.

Directly in front of the slit is placed a large tin lantern

containing an electric lamp ; the image of the arc can be

brought exactly upon the slit by means of an adjustable lens

in the front of the lantern. In the lower carbon of the lamp
is made a cup-shaped cavity, which is tilled with the substance

a spectrum of which is desired. It is not at all necessary that

this be in the form of a metal, for any ordinary compound is

at once reduced by the intense heat and the presence of carbon

vapour to the metallic state.

The plan of working has been as follows. The apparatus

being arranged as described, the sunlight is admitted and the

desired portion of solar spectrum photographed upon the

upper half of the plate ; then the sunlight is excluded by a

shutter, and the image of the electric arc containing the

proper metal is allowed to fall U])on the slit, and its spectrum

photographed on the lo^,•er half of the plate. (Most of the

plates used were those made by the M. A. Seed Co., and were

cut to the size of 8 inches by 2. The most sensitive plates

were obtained, and even then we found the required time of

exposure for some parts of the spectrum inconveniently long.)

In order to etFect the exposure of either half of the plate at

will, we placed directly in front of tbe camera an opaque

screen, in which was a rectangular opening one half the size

of the plate. By turning a handle, this screen is raised or

lowered without the slightest disturbance of camera or plate.

The metallic spectrum, being thus photographed innnediately

below the solar spectrum, can be comjiared with it at leisure.

These spectra are then examined with the aid ot a glass

magnil'ying about ten diameters, and any coincidences be-

tween solar and metallic lines carefully noted according to

their wave-lengths. In order to eliminate any personal error,

they are examined by both observers separately, and their

results afterwards compared.

To eliminate errors arising from susjiected inijiurities of

materials, as also from the imjnirities known to exist in the

carbons employed, we took what we called '* comparison

photographs." For these, wo placed in the carbon cup a

j)ortion of the substances known or suspected to be present

as imj)urilies in our metal, and then photographeil the spec-

trum thus given on the upper half of the plate : a piece of
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the metal under experiment was then placed in the lamp, and
ihe spectrum j)hotof^raphed on the lower part of the plate.

Any lines due to inn)urities would then extend entirely across

the plate, while those of the pure metal would extend only

half-way. In addition to this precaution we consulted all

accessihle tables and plates as to the position of known lines

of metallic spectra, and also compared together all our photo-

graphs of the same region. If all of these tests left any
doubt as to the origin of a given line, it was at once subjected

to special investigation until all doubt was removed.

The dispersion given by the apparatus in the order of

spectrum in which we worked is such that a single w^ave-

length occupies on the negative a space of 1*12 mm. This

makes the distance between the lines Dj and D^ 6*7 mm.,
while the length of spectrum from A to H is about 4'1 m.
With so great dispersion it would hardly be possible to mis-

take the position of a line by any very considerable amount,
or to confound neighbouring lines belonging to different

metals.

For reasons readily apparent, it was found so difficult to

photogra])h under high dispersive power those parts of the

spectrum not lying between wave-length 3()00 and wave-
length 5000, that our photographic work was done chiefly

within those limits. It was, however, supplemented in many
cases by eye observations in other portions of the spectrum.

We are convinced that there is much in the whole matter
of coincidences of metallic and solar lines that needs re-

examination ; that something more than the mere coincidence

of two or three lines out of many is necessary to establish

even the probability of the presence of a metal in the sun.

With the best instruments the violet portion of the solar

spectrum is found to be so thickly set with fine lines that,

if a metallic line were projected upon it at random, in many
places the chances for a coincidence would be even, and coin-

cidences could not fail to occur in the cases of such metals as

cerium and vanadium, Avhich give hundreds of lines in the

arc.

Moreover, a high dispersion shows that very few lines of

metals are simple and short, but, on the contrary, winged and
nebulous, and complicated by a great variety of reversal

phenomena. A "line" is sometimes half an inch wide on
the photographic plate, or it may be split into ten by reversals.

At first we believed that these revei'sals were due to defects

in the ruling of the grating, but we are convinced that they
are true phenomena from the following experiments:—(1) Tlie

wings continue when various portions of the grating are
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covered. (2) Tliey are the same in three successive orders

of spectra. (H) They are very differont in different metals,

and in some are not seen at all. (4) We arranged a flat

grating, with collimator and projecting lens, each of 5-feet

focus, and found that with this apparatus the same phenomena
appeared.

On pages 87 and 88 of ' The Sun ' Professor Young
gives a list of elements in the sun according to the best

authorities, which is followed by a list of doubtful elements.

Some of these we have examined with the following results:

—

Cadmiiim.—The coincidence of the two lines given by
Lockycr at wave-lengths 4677 and 4799 is perfect. These
are the only cadmium-lines near, and sun-lines in the vicinity

are not numerous.
Lead.—The evidence for lead, due to Loekyer, is based

upon three lines at 4019-7, 4058-2, and 4061-8. We have
photographed these lines with the sun many times. They are

broad and nebulous, and often several times reversed. Lines
in solar spectrum numerous and faint. 4019-7 and 4058-2
certainly do not coincide. 4061-8 is very difficult to pro-

nounce upon ; it may coincide.

Cerium, Molyhdcmim, Uranunn, and Vanadium.—These
four metals may be classed together. Lockyer finds four

coincidences each for molybdenum and vanadium, three for

uranium, and two for cerium. The arc-spectrum of each is

characterized hy great complexity and vast numbers of lines.

So numerous are the lines, in fact, that often on the photo-
graphs the total space occupied by them is greater than the

space not so occupied. A plate 10 inches long may contain

a thousand or so. Evidently coincidences between these and
solar lines cannot fail to occur as matters of chance, and
therefore prove nothing. One can easily count a hundred or

so such coincidences without the slightest conviction that the

connexion is other than fortuitous. Of course all this is

nothing against the probability of these metals being in the

sun ; but at the same time those peculiarities of grouping,
strength of lines, and other characteristics which occur in the

case of iron and other spectra, and which aU)ne can serve as

evidence in such cases, are conspicuously absent.

Among the metals whose existence in the solar atmosjdiere

has seemed probable, we have examined the following :

—

Bismuth.—The line of the above metal at 4722-9, the only
line of bismuth in the arc in that whole region, coincides per-

fectly with the more refrangible of a very faint pair of solar

lines.
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Tin.—The solitary tin-line at 4525, thouglit by Lockyer
to coincide, falls directly between two fine lines in the solar

spectrum.

Silver.—Lockyer mentions a certain possibility of silver in

the solar atmosphere from the apparent agreement of two of

its nebulous lines with solar lines. One of these we have

never been able to find in the course of many photographs of

the region in which it is given by him.

We find seven lines of silver between 4000 and 4900. Of
these seven, three are what Thalen calls nebulous ; so broad

and hazy that their true positions cannot be determined with

much accuracy. These lie at about 4055*5, 40(53-(), and 4212.

A fourth line at 4023 is of the same general character, but

has a sharp reversal which agrees with a solar line. The
remaining three lines are represented in the sun, and are

given by Thalen in the spark-spectrum of the metal.

4476*2. Very strong line ; nebulous on lower edge. Sun-
line strong. (Thalen, 4475.)

4668. Strong, solitary line. (Thalen, 4606*5.

)

4874-3. Fairly strong. (Thalen, 4874.)

Thus, between the limits given above, every line of silver,

as far as can be determined, coincides with a solar line.

Potassium.—We could find but two lines of potassium, the

same that were examined by Lockyer, 4044*5 and 4048*35.

Each line is reversed four times, which increases ttie difficulty

of locating them exactly. 4048*35 seems to agree with a solar

line. The solar line near 4044*5 is very faint, and it is next

to impossible to decide the question of an agreement.

Lit/mim.—The blue line of lithium presents a curious case.

The very broad and nebulous line has a rather sharp reversal

near the centre, and somev/hat toward the lower edge a

broader and loss clearly defined reversal. Both these reversals

agree with solar lines at 4602*5 and 4603*2. It is possible

that one of the reversals may be due to the presence of some
other substance, say calcium ; but if that were true, it would
seem that both reversals would be nearly, if not quite, oblite-

rated. Further experiment may clear the matter up. 4603*2

is given to iron by Thalen.

Platinum.—As far as we can learn, no evidence has hitherto

been offered to show the occurrence of this metal in the solar

atmosphere. We were somewhat surprised therefore upon
meeting with coincidences. Between 4250 and 4950 we find

64 lines of platinum, sixteen of which agree with solar lines.

The latter are at the following places :

—

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 149. Oct. 1887. Z
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4291-10 4481-85

4392-00 (Thal^n 4389-4) 4552-80 (Thalen 4551-8)

4430-40 45G0-30
4435-20 4580-80
4440-70 4852-90 (Thalen 4851-5)

4445-75 (Thalen 4442-0) 4857-70
4448-05 4899-00

4455-00 4932-40

We have taken all possible care to make this statement

accurate, and to admit no lines about which there seemed to

be any question. There are seven other lines not included in

the list, the probability of agreement of which is at least as

good as that upon which potassium is admitted.

In all these experiments everything has been done to bring

out and show upon the photograph as much as possible. The
lamp, constructed for the purpose and fed by a powerful

dynamo, gave an arc from a half to three fourths of an inch

long, and burned with a long flame and so intense a heat that

it could be worked for but a few minutes at a time. Anyone
who has carried out a series of experiments like this is alone

competent to appreciate the great labour and the endless

difficulties and perplexities that attend them.

Our thanks are especially due to Dr. Wolcott Gibbs for his

hearty encouragement, and for the use of valuable apparatus

and chemicals.

XLIV. The Empirical Proof of the Law of Error. By F, Y.
Edgeavorth, M.A., Lecturer at King's College, London*.

ri^HE Law of Error is here used as a short title for the pro-
JL position that Observations (including statistical returns)

tend to group themselves in the manner represented bv the

1 _^*
Probability-curve ?/= —;— e ^2. The empirical proof of this

VTTC
])roposition is obtained by comparing actual groujis with the

theoretical arrangement. This examination of fact is most

efficient when there is present deductive reasoning ; both sug-

gesting what interrogations should be put to experience, and
corroborating the answers.

The (Knluctive proof of the Law of Error consists of a ma-
thematical theory which is the foundation of the }fethod of
Least Squares. According to this theory, observations tend

to bo grouped according to the Law of Error when the follow-

in;! conditions are fultilletl. Each observation must be one

* Coinmuuicated bv the Author.
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and tho same definite and constant function of a number of
variable elements. Each variable assumes for different obser-
vations ditierent values according to some law of facility.

And the number of the variables on which an observation
depends must be large.

This is tho general statement of the conditions ; but the
nearer definition requires care. Quetelet's sim[)le illustrations

have countenanced the supposition that the elementary vari-

ables must all obey one and the same law of facility, and that

of the simplest kind. But it is shown by Foisson's generali-
zation of Laplace's theory that the facility-curves may be
different and of almost any species. If they are unsymme-
trical, the figure in which the observations group themselves
will still be a Probability-curve—with respect to the central

portion at least ; for the extremities will be apt to differ from
the typical form and from each other. It is not even neces-
sary to assume the facility-curve for each variable to be a
constant function. AVe might suppose these forms to shift

and slide between the times at which different observations
are taken, provided there remain constant the centre of gra-
vity of all the facility-curves and their average mean-square
of error.

Nor, again, need the observation be the simple sum of the
variables or elements. It may be any linear function of them.
Now, as by Taylor's theorem any function may be regarded
as linear for small values of its variables, it might seem that,

whatever the relation of the observation to its constituent
elements, the law of facility for the observations must be in

the neighbourhood of its centre a probability-curve. It will

be found, however, that this proposition holds in general for

such small distances about the centre that any other symme-
trical curve would equally well represent the grouping. The
range over which the law prevails is apt to be of a smaller
order than when the elementary variables are comljined by
simple addition*.

As we can seldom be certain beforehand how far the neces-
sary conditions are fulfilled, the theoretical analysis does not
enable us to dispense with the empirical verification. How-
ever, the hints aftbrded by theory assist us in examinino-
experience. We shall not expect Social Statistics, e.g. Bank
Reserves, to comply with the Law of Error, when they depend
on one or two great causes such as a crisis or a warf. When

* Cf. (ilaisher, 'Memoirs of the Astronomical Society,' vol. xl. p. 10.5,

t The number of elements necessury for some approximation to the
Law of Error is less than mi;jrht be expected. The present writer has
shown, by forminjf sums oijicv dijrits taken at random from mathematical

Z2
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there is secular increase of any quantity, e. f/., at some periods,

of Bank-notes-in-the-hands-of-the-puljlic, then, the facility-

curves not being constant, we shall not look for the Law of

Error. Nor, when we have reason to suspect that the facility-

curves of the variables are not symmetrical, that there is a

drift of tendency in one direction, shall we expect the result-

ing arrangement to be symmetrical ; though it is quite possible

that the central portion of the generated curve, the body as

distinguished from the extremities, may be of the typical

form. In no case can the extremities, say the regions at a

distance of 1*5 x modulus from the centre, be expected to

fulfil the law accurately*.

The empirical investigation thus directed may conveniently

be separated into two steps. We should first ascertain whether,

and how far the curve (or class of curves) under consideration

is symmetrical ; next, whether, as to that part of it which is

symmetrical, it is to be regarded as the Probability-curve and

not another.

I. Whether an observed group is s^-mmetrical or not is in

the main to be determined by inspection and common sense.

However, the Theory of Probabilities may supply some hints

and warnings useful in cases which are not self-evident. One
caution is that the position of an extreme observation is not

per se a safe test that the limb whose extremity is furthest

extended is really longest. Though of course if, examining

repeated specimens of a certain category, we find that one

limb seems ever longer than the other, this persistent disparity

cannot be due to accident. It is thus that the present writer

has proved the fact that prices are apt to diverge from their

average more in excess than in defectf. Even in that case,

however, it was well to take account of the penultimate and

antcpenultin'ate, as Avell as the extreme, observations.

It is a very good plan, as Dr. Venn has recommended |, to

compare the mean-error above and that below the ap])areut, the

arithmetic, mean. The significance of this result may be tested

by the formula which Laplace has given for the error of the sum

tabley, thn,t even so small a miniber of elements will aftbrd a respectable

appioxiuiation to tbe perfoct probability-curve. (''Mathfiuatical Theory
HI naukinjr, " publi^ihed in abstract in the Report of the British Associa-

tion, lf<8l).)

* See illnstrations of the last two propositions in niv paper "On the
Law of Error " Sec, Pliil. Mag. April 18SCJ.

t lu'portofthe Ihitish As>ociati()n, 1887: Memorandum on the best

method of measuring the change in the value of money.

t In an important letter to 'Nature,' Sept. 1, 1887.
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of errors, ahstractionfaite du signe*. Only we should take ac-

count that the mean from which we measure our errors above

and below is itself liable to error. ^Vhen we take the Greatest

Ordinate as the mean, this sort of correction is not possible.

It appears that the mean error above and that below the

Arithmetic Mean can only be different when the Arithmetic

Mean and the Median are different. Accordingly an equally

good test of symmetry may be afforded by comparing the

Arithmetic Mean and tho Median and estimating the proba-

bility of the observed difference occurring if the curve were
really symmetrical. Take, for example, the heights of 25,878
American recruits recorded in the Report of the International

Statistical Congress, vol. ii. p. 748. The Arithmetic mean is

there given as ()8 2. For the Median I find 68*15. For the

Modulus-squared, which tests the difference to be expected

between these Means, we have (by adding the squares of the

Modulus applicable to each Mean separately) —2~ + opat ;

where the e's are errors measured from the Arithmetic Mean,
P is the greatest ordinate (the number of observations per

unit of abscissa at the densest part of the given group). Here
2S«^, as ascertained by actual counting (as well as by induc-

tion from other anthropometrical statistics!) is 13 nearly.

n= 25,878. And P is 4054. Whence for the sought Mo-
dulus we have \/'000o + '0068= '04 nearly. And the observed

difference (between the Median and Arithmetic Mean) is "05:

that is, very slightly greater than the corresponding Modulus
;

so that no great significance attaches to the observed indica-

tion of asymmetry.
As a second example, take the anthropometrical statistics

cited by Mr. Merriman in his 'Method of Least Squares'

(1885), art. 136. There the number of observations is 18,780.

The Arithmetic Mean, as calculated by Mr. Merriman, is

2Sg^
67*24. The Median, as estimated by me, is 67*28. , as

deduced from Mr. Merriman^s results, is 12*25. And P is

3000 nearly. Hence, for the Modulus appertaining to the

difference between the Median and Arithmetic Mean, we have

•04 ; the same as the observed difference. Accordingly the

indication of asymmetry is insignificant.

* Theor. Anuhjtiqiie, IJook ii. art. 19; adapted by Tudhunter, ' History

.... of Probability,' art. 1000). See below, p. 342.

t See the formula quoted from Laplace in my pajier '* On ]*rob!enis in

Probabilities" in the riiilosophical Map;aziue, October ls8G.

X See "Methods of Statistics," .Journal of the Statistical Society,

Jubilee volume (188o), p. 195.
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It may he observed tbat this test of symmetry does not

postulate that the curve under observation is a Probability-

curve. The method is particularly convenient when, as in the

case of measurements of human stature, we know beforehand

by a copious induction the value of the mean-sqnare-of-error.

II. We have next to test whether any other facility-curve

fits symmetrical groups of observations better than the Pro-

bability-curve. AVe need not for this purpose try on an

indefinite number of curves. We are limited by the con-

dition that the substitute for the Probability-curve must be

an equally simple form. It must not have more than one

])arameter ; for, of course, l)y multij)lyinf( ])arameters we can

make any species of curve fit any data. Nor must the vari-

able be involved in a very com])licated manner; for we require

a serviceable as well as a faithful representative of the data.

These considerations appear to hmit the field of competition

to a few rival curves, some algebraic and some exponential. The
chief aloebraic competitors are the Right Line and the Para-

bola. The exi)onential curves are related to the Probability-

curve, in that, where the latter involves the variable abscissa in

the second power, the former involve it in the first and third

power respectively. We might call them the First and Third

Exponentials. Affecting each of tlie functions so designated

with a |)ro})er factor (rendering the integral between extreme
limits equal to unity), we have as the ordinates of the four

rival curves the following :

—

3 /, .r-\ 1 -£ 1 -fl

2c3 ' ' *J-7«5y...c,

Each of these curves possesses one ])arameter, which is to be
determined from the data. For this ])urpose we should adoj)t

some simple and uniform method which may give no ailvan-

tage to the Probabilitv-curve. A method which well fulfils

these conditions is to etiuate the obsei-ved me:an error I
—
(!)

wiili that function of the j);!rameter wliicdi ought to be equal
to that datum, if the curve corresponded to the actual group-
ing. AVe have thus, putting e for the observed mean- error,

the following equations for the parameters :

—

fi=:3e; c^=^ex c,= € ; (, = tM»784 . . . e.

To these may be added the equation for the parameter (the

* ='^rG). t =ra)-hr(|).
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Modulus) of the Probability-curve :

—

c= *l-772...e.

In testing the fit of these curves we may pursue two me-
thods. We may compare computed with experienced values,

either with respect to small parts or some large aggregate.
For instance, and in particular, we may examine either ordi-

nates or areas ; either small strips, or a large extent, of area.

The former test yields the greatest quantity of evidence if we
take the trouble of extracting it ; but for the same labour the

comparison of areas yields a better result than that of ordinates.

Confining ourselves here to the more summary tests, we
may observe that it is not indifferent what point we select in

order to observe whether the ordinate given by experience at

that point, or the area within it, is better represented by the
Probability-, or some rival, curve. Consider in the accom-
panying figure the relation of the Probability-curve (the con-
tinuous line) to the parabola (the discontinuous line), each
being supposed to have the same mean error, in the sense
above explnined. If we compare real with computed ordinates

in the neighbourhood of either the point ii or 1-2, it is clear

i-3 l-a

that there will not be much to choose between the parabola
and the Probability-curve. It would be better to select as the
theatres of our comparison the neighbourhood of ;/<, or iiu,

where the ditference between the comjiuted ordinates of the
rival curves is a maximum. Conversely, z\ and ?2 would bo
good points to select for the comparison of areas.

It will be desirable to bring to the empirical investigation

a knowledge of these critical points, as they may be called,

for all the curves with which we are concerned. They may
be ex})ressed conveniently in terms of the computed Modulus
of the Probability-curve, that is 's/ire. In the accompanying
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table the first column represents decrees of the abscissa, mea-
suring each a tenth part of the Modulus. The remaining

Modulus.
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,Se

537

Mean Error (— , our e) is •3119. Hence it follows that the
n

Modulus of the Probability-curve is '5.5282. We are thus

able to graduate the abscissa in aliquot parts of the Modulus,

so as to select the proper points of comparison with each rival

curve. Then, using the datum e= "3119 to determine the

parameters of the rival curves, we compute the ordinates (or

small strips of area) at each of the selected regions.

In the accompanying table the first column contains parts

of a second ; the second colunm the corresponding fractions

Seconds.
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Odds

in

favour

of

Probability
curve.
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In tliis table the first tliree columns are the same as in the

last table ; the fourth column contains the sum of the expe-

rienced ohsorvations from zero up to the point indicated by
the corresponding entry in the second column. For instance,

182 in the fourth colunni nutans that between zero and the

point "362 Modulus of Probability-curve, that is, "2 of a

second, there actually occurred 182 observations. The next

three columns give the computed values of the number of

observations up to the critical point of each rival curve. The
Third Exponential, on account of the difhculty which its inte-

gration ])resents, has been omitted. The eighth cokunn
contains the computed number of observations up to certain

points for the Probability-curve. The ninth column contains

the ecart or difference between the computed and experienced
numbers for the Probability-curve. The tenth column gives

the Modulus which measures the probability of a certain ecart

occurring. It is deduced from the formula V2/>(1

—

p)^,
where J9 is the proportion of the observations which, according
to theory, should occur within the point (^.^. for the ])oint

•724,p= -G9); N is 470. The last column gives the odds (to

one) in favour of the Probability-curve ; the odds that, if the
Probability-curve held good, the ecart would be at least as

large as it is. The last four rotvs give the corresponding
results for the Eival curves, their ecart. Modulus of ecart,

Ratio of ecart to Modulus, and thence deduced odds (to one)
against the Rival Curves.

It is noticeable that the Right Line comes out unscathed
from this ordeal. The results would doubtless have been
more striking had the number of observations been greater.
This is the case in the next example (table, p. 341), which
consistsof the height-measurements of 6880G8 Italian recruiis
tabulated by Signer Perozzo*. The Median and Arithmetic
mean being coincident at the point or compartment 1 -(rl metres
I have thought it legitimate to supjjose the curve folded about
the central ordinate; so that, measuring from that centre as
zero, we shall now have between and '005 (metre) the num-
ber of observations wliich Signer Perozzo puts at 1-G2—that
is, between 1-G15 and 1-625. Between "005 and "015 of the
new arrangement we shall have the sum of the observations
registered for Piil and 1"G3 ; and so on.

By actual counting I_find for the Mean Error -053.

Whence the Modulus= Vir x Mean Error= -094. By means
of this datum the second colunni is graduated and the critical

points are selected. After the explanation of the precedin<>-
table, further connnent is unnecessary. It is noticeable thai

* Annales de JJaiioi/rajjhic, 1676; Annali di Statistica, 1878, vol. ii.
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the odds against the Probahility-curve being exact are

enormous*. But, if we must adopt some simple representative

of the experienced data, the case is as if we liad to choose

between different explanations of a fact which has occurred

;

each of which hypotheses is a priori improbable, but one of

wliich must be true. Upon this view, the odds in favour of

the Probability-curve are stupendous.

It is not to be thought that the method of examining
wholes rather than small parts is confined to the comparison

of areas. We might regard the sum of the number of obser-

vations as a particular case of the sums of powers of errors.

The sums of the apparent errors all taken positively, the sums
of their squares and other powers, all supply empirical data

proper to this method. We might put the fi^cility-curve

which is on trial in the form a^(^x) ; determine the con-

stants a. and /S by means of any two of the above-named
data ; then for the curve so determined, calculate some other

sum of powers ; and then compare that computed value with

the corresponding datum of experience.

For instance, let us apj)ly the First Exponential to the

group of 25878 height-measurements mentioned above. Let

us take for our basis of computation the observed sum-of-

squares-of-errors, 16G072, and the observed zero-power of

errors, viz. the number of observations. The resulting

curve is of the form i _x

y= 25878^6 %
zc

where c is to be determined from the equation

l66072= Sg«=25878f -e~'

/»ao

= 25878 c^ I x'^e-'d.v= 25878 x 2c«.

«-

Whence „ ,

^^= 21, c=\b.

For the curve so determined we have now to compute the

sum, or Mean, of errors. The Mean Error =t'= 1 "8. This

result is to be compared with experience, which gives for the

Mean Error 2—a discrepancy whose significance may thus

be tested. By a formula of Laplace alreaily referreil to, the

Modulus-squared for testing the error of the mean (first

* A complex curve forinod by the suporpt)sitioii of several Probability-

curves liavin<; diH'ereut centres (correspondinir to dillereiit provinces)

would doubtlesss be a nearer approximation. See on tliis point my letter

to ' Nature,' Sept. '22, 1687.
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power of'j error, abstraction faite du signe, is

twice (Mean-square-of-error— (Mean-Error) 2)

Number of Observation.s

that is, here,

2(G-4-4)-^25878= -00019.

Whence the Modulus is about •014, wliilo the observed ecart

is '4—some thirty times lar^jer. This (rives o(hls of nonillions

to one against the First Exponential. The corresponding

odds against the Probability-curve are some hundreds to one.

It should be observed that the sums of powers may be

taken for integral portions of the curve's extent, rather than

for the whole. This plan seems theoretically more correct,

since the fulfilment of tlie law of error is to be looked for

rather in the body of the curve than at the extremities.

There arise, however, practical difficulties about the compu-
tation in the case of some curves; in the absence of tables for

the values oi' yv'^(f>(.v)dx. The Probability-curve itself affords

an instance.

Different modes of verification will be appropriate to

different cases. But it is not the purpose of this paper
to provide a complete Manual of empirical evidence; but
rather to show in Avhat sort of way the examination of

experience may be assisted by the Mathematical Theory of

Errors and Method of Statistics.

XLV. On the Propagation ofLaminar ^fotio7i throrigh a tur-

halently movinq Lnviscid Liquid. By Sir WiLLiAM Thomson,
LL.D., F.R.S.^

1. T N endeavouring to investigate turbulent motion of water
JL between two fixed planes, for a promised communication

to Section A of the British Association at its coming Meeting

in Manchester, I have found something seemingly towards a

solution (many times tried for within the last twenty years)

of the problem to construct, by giving vortex motion to an
incompressible inviscid fluid, a medium which shall transmit

waves of laminar motion as the luminiferous a>ther transmits

waves of light.

2. Let the fiuid bo unbounded on all sides, and let u, r, tr

be the velocity-components, antl p the pressure at (.r, y, z, t).

We have
du dv dw ,, ,,.

(Id- </>/ d:

* (^>inmmiicatod ])\ llie Author, linvinj: bcon rend Ivforo Section A of

tlu" Jkitish Association at its recent Meetinji- in .Miuulu'titor.
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du ( du du du dn\ ^„.

dt-^-VcU+'crg+^'d^+d.) •
• • ^^>'

dv [ dv dv dv dp\ ,„.

dt =-Vdu^+'dg+'"di+clg) •
• • (^>'

diu I dw dw dw dp\ , ,

.

From (2), (3), (4) we find, taking (1) into account,

^2 du^
,
di^

,
dw"^

,

^/dvdiv dw du du dr\
^ dx'' dy- dz^ \dz dg dx dz dg dz) ^

'

3. The velocity-components ?<, r, ?r may have any values
whatever through all space, subject only to (1). Hence, on
Fourier's principles, we have, as a perfectly comprehensive
expression for the motion at any instant,

M= S2SSS2«|^f;^Jj sin (jn.f + ^) cos (»?/+/) cos (./^+^) . ((i),

v^%tSiSt^^l;J^'^% cos {gnx + e) sin {ng +/) cos {qz^g) . (7),

?t'=SSXSSS7[2f;fy:Cos {mx^ri) cos (?)y+/) si" (7-+^/) • (8);

where a^^
„_^j, P(™,n,v)' '/(,„, „,3j

a^ any three velocities satis-

fying the equation

{m,n,q) ' '^{m,n,q) ' i'(m,n,5) * * V^/ >

and S;SSS2^X summation (or integration) for different values
o^ m, n, q, €,f, g. The summations fore,f,g may, without
loss of generality, be each confined to two values : e= 0, and
^=2"^

; ./= 0, and f=l'7r ; r/= 0, and ^= ^7r. We shall admit
large values, and infinite values of m~', ?i~', </"', under certain

conditions [§ 4 (10), (11), (12), and § 15 below], but other-
wise we shall suppose the greatest value of each of them to be
of some moderate, or exceedingly small, linear magnitude. This
is an essential of the averagings to which we now proceed.

4. Let xav, xzav, xyzav denote space-averages, linear,

surface, and solid, thrt)ugh infinitely great spaces, defined and
illustrated by examples, each worked out from (6), (7), (8),
as follows, L denoting an infinitely great length, or a very
great multiple of whichever of ??i~', n~\ '/"' niav be con-
cerned :

—
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xzav i«= (^j J I
dzdxu= SSaJ^']^

'J^'
cos [ny +/) • (1 1),

xyzav ?«=
(^2l) ) ) \

^- ^^1/ ^^'^ ^-''Co'.'o? ' '
(^2),

(e,f,g)
xav u'^= i5:S222S[«;:;;%]cos^(»y+/) cos-^(vc + ./) . (13);

this with the exceptions that

in the case of m=0, c= 0, we take in place of \,

and in the case of ?y/= 0, e= ^7r ,, 1 „ „ .

xzavn^ =iikhtt[a';i'fV cos' {ny+f) . . (U),

xzav uv = i 2S22S [a^^^
„^ ^^ ^^^^ „^ ,)

-'^i:!,, €:t]^ ^o' ("y+/) si" iv+f) (15)

;

with the exceptions for (14) that

in the case of in=0 and ^= ")
,

, . . , ^ n ,... - ^
, 1 M^e take instead ot f

;

and in the case of 7 =0 and y= oTtJ

in the case of ?n= and e=W
and in the case of ^ '

—'" ^ " * " » ^
'

in the case ofm= 0, <?— ^TT, /i= 0,/=^7r ,, 1 „ ,,4;

ni= and e= -!i7r "i

(/=Oandy=b j " 2 „ » 4

', e—h'n-, n= 0,J

and analogous exceptions for (15).

xyzav«2 = ii^^SS:Sra^'"^'^'l' . . . (16),
m II q L (»i, '1,9)

J

with exceptions for zeros ofm and </, analof^ous to those of (14).

5. As a last example of averagings for the present, take

xyzav of (5). Thus we find

—xyzav V/'= h2-----'J "'« +»iy +77 >^ ' *^

H. .. g i ("',".9) ("I, n. V) -"(m, n,«)J

= by (9).

The interpretation is obvious.
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6. Remark, as a general property of this kind of averaging,

xav^= (18),
cLv

if Q be any quantity which is finite for infinitely great values

of .V.

7. Suppose now the motion to be homogeneously distri-

buted through all space. This implies that the centres of

inertia of all great volumes ot. the fluid have equal parallel

motions, if any motions at all. Conveniently, therefore, we
take our reference lines OX, OY, OZ, as fixed relatively to

the centres of inertia of three (and therefore of all) centres of

inertia of large volumes ; in other words, we assume no trans-

latory motion of the fluid as a whole. This makes zero of

every large average of u and of v and of tc ; and, in passing,

we may remark, with reference to our notation of § 3, that it

makes, as we see by (10), (11), (12),

= «(0, n, 9)= «(OT, 0, 3)= arm, n, 0)= /3(0, n, q)= &C. &C.= y(„i, „, O) (19) •

Without for the present, however, encumbering ourselves

with the Fourier-expression and notation of § 3, we may
write, as the general expression for nullity of translational

movement in large volumes,

= ave u= ave v= ave iv . . , . (20) ;

w^here ave denotes the average through any great length of

straight or curved line, or area of plane or curved surface, or

through any great volume of space.

8. In terms of this fjeneralized notation of averages, homo-
geneousness implies

a\exi^= U^, avev^ =^^^ ave?t?^=W^ . (21),

a\evio=A^, ave ti'i<= B'^, a\euv= C'^ . (22);

where U, V, W, A, B, C are six velocities independent of

the positions of the spaces in which tlie averages are taken.

These equations are, however, infinitely short of implying,

though implied by, homogeneousness.

9. Suppose now the distribution of motion to be isotropic.

This implies, but is infinitely more than is implied by, the

following equations in terms of the notation of § 8, with

further notation, 11, to denote what we shall call THE avkrage
VELOCITY of the turbulent motion :

—

U^= Y2= W-'=^R^ (23),

0=A = B = C (24).

10. Large questions now present themselves as to trans-

Fhil. Maq. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 149. Oct. 1887. 2 A
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formations which the distribution of turbulent motion will

experience in an infinite licjuid loft to itself with any distribu-

tion given to it initially. If the initial distribution be homo-
geneous through all large volumes of space, except a certain

large finite space, S, through which there is initially either

no motion, or turbulent motion homogeneous or not, but not

homogeneous with the motion through the surrounding space,

will the fluid which at any time is within S acquire more and
more nearly as time advances the same homogeneous distri-

bution of motion as that of the surrounding space, till ulti-

mately the motion is homogeneous throughout?
11. If the answer were yes, could it be that this equaliza-

tion would come to ])ass through smaller and smaller spaces

as time advances? In other words, would any given distri-

bution, homogeneous on a large enough scale, become more
and more Jine-(/rained as time advances? Probably yes for

souie initial distributions
;
probably no for others. Probably

1/es for vortex motion given continuously through all of one
large portion of the fluid, while all the rest is irrotational.

12. Probably vo for the initial motion given in the shape
of equal and similar Helniholtz rings, of proportions suitable

for individual stability, and each of overall diameter consider-

al)ly smaller than the average distance from nearest neighbour.

Prodably also no, though the rings be of very different volumes
and vorticities. But probably yes if the diameters of the rings,

or of many of them, bo not small in comparison with dis-

tances from neighbours, or if the individual rings, each an
endless slender filament, be entangled or nearly entangled

among one another.

13. Again a question : If the initial distribution be homo-
geneons and a'olotroji/'c, will it become more and more isotropic

as time advances, and tdtimately (ju/tc isofroj>ic? Probalily

yes, for any I'andom initial distribution, whether of continuous

rotationally-moving fluid or of separate finite vortex rings.

Possibly no for some synnnetrical initial distribution of vortex

rings, conceivably stable.

14 If the initial distribution be homogeneous and iso-

tropic (and therefore utterly random in respect to direction),

will it remain so ? Certainly ^/cs. I proceed to investigate

a mathematical tbrmula, deducible from the answer, which
will be of use to us later (§ 18). By (22) and (24) we have

xzav ?/r= 0, for all values of / . . . (25).

But by (2) and (3) we find

d .

^ j d{uv) d{uv)
,

d{uv)
,

dj. dj,-)
^^(xzav uv) = -xza

[
.-A^-f v-^ -h u-j^ + '-^ + "4 j (26)
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Hence
„ f d(nv) d(nv)

,
dhiv)

, dp ,
dp ) .-,_.

(. dx dy dz dx ay)

This equation in fact holds for every random case of motion

satisfying (30) below, because positive and negative values of

«, V, w are all equally probable, and therefore the value of the

second member of (27) is doubled by adding to itself what it

becomes when for u, v, to we substitute —u, —v, —zt?, which,

it may be remarked, and verified by looking at (5), does not

change the value of p.
15. We shall now suppose the initial motion to consist of

a laminar motion [f{y), 0, 0] superimposed on a homo-
geneous and isotropic distribution (u^, Vq, ivq) ; so that we
have

when ^= 0, w=/(i/) + Uo, ^= ^0? w=.ioq . (28);

and we shall endeavour to find such a function, f{y, t), that

at any time t the velocit3''-components shall be

f{ij,t) + n,v,zo (29),

where u, v, v: are quantities of each of which every large

enough average is zero, so that particularly, for example,

= xzavu= xzav u= xzav w; . . . (30).

16. Substituting (29) for u, v, w in (2) we find

^^4'=-W.')|-'^}-('v^4;+4'4.) (^»

Take now xzav of both members. The second term of the

first member and the second term of the second member dis-

appear, each in virtue of (30). The first and last terms of

the second member disappear, each in virtue of (18) alone,

and also each in virtue of (30). There remains

To simplify, add to the second member [by (1)]

^ / di\ dv dic\ ,.^^.0=-xzav(«_^.+«-^+U5j). . . . (33);

and, the first and third ])air of terms of the thus-modified

second member vanishing by (18), find

V—^ (-)•

It is to be remarked that this result involves, besides (1),
2A2
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no other condition respecting (u, v, ic) than (30) ; no iso-

tropy, no homogeneousness in respect to y ; and only homo-
geneousness of regime with respect to y and z, with no mean
translational motion.

The a:-translational mean component of the motion is wholly
represented by f(y, t), and, so far as our establishment
of (34) is concerned, may be of any magnitude, great or

small relatively to velocity-components of the turbulent

motion. It is a fundamental formula in the theory of the

turbulent motion of water between two j)lanes ; and I had
found it in endeavouring to treat mathematically my brother
Prof. James Thomson's theory of the " Flow of Water in

Uniform Regime in Rivers and other Open Channels ''*. In
endeavouring to advance a step towards the law of distri-

bution of the laminar motion at different depths, I was
surprised to discover tlie seeming possibility of a law of pro-

pagation as of distortional waves in an elastic solid, which con-

stitutes the conclusion of my present communication, on the

supposition of §15 that the distribution ito, Tq, icq is isotropic,

and that c//'(y, t)ldy, divided by the greatest value off(y, t), is

infinitely small in com{)arison with the smallest values of ?«, », <j,

in the Fourier-formulae ((5), (7), (8) for the turbulent motion.

17. By (34) we see that, if the turbulent motion remained,
through time, isotropic as at the beginning, f(y, t) would
remain constantly at its initial value /(?/). To find whether
the turbulent motion does remain isotropic, and, if it does

not, to find what we want to know of its deviation from

isotropy, let us find xzav
, by (2) and (3), as follows:

—

First, by multiplying (31) by r, and (3) by ll, and adding, we
find

dt ^ dt ~ V^^^' ^ dx'
"^'

dy S

L (Lv dy d: dx dy J

Taking xzav of this, and remarking that the first term of the

first member disappears by (o()),and the first term of the

second member by (18), we find, with \^, as in §§8, 9, to

denote the average 7/-component-velocity of the turbulent

motion,

^{xzav(ur)^ = -A^---p-Q . . (3b),

• Proceedings of the Royal Society, Aug. 15, 1878.
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where

^ f d{i\.v)
,

d{l\v)
,

dinv)
,

dp
^

dp^ .^-.
Q= xzav< U^T—^ +r ^5—^ +»o ^7-^ + 1^:7^ + 11/ \ . (37).

(. dx dy dz dx dy

)

18. Let
,

.„Q.
y> = p + CT (38),

where p denotes what p would be it' / were zero. We find,

by (5),

-VV = 2'i^ % (39),

and, by (27) and (37),

/-\ / d^ dw ,, -.

So far we have not used either the supposition of initial

isotropy for the turbulent motion, or of the infinitesimalness

ofdf/dy. We now must introduce and use both suppositions.

ly. To facilitate the integration of (39), we now use our

supposition that -r./Cy, t), divided by the greatest value of

/{y, t), is infinitely small in comparison with rn, n, q, which,
as is easily proved, gives

- = 2^'^.rfl. (41)'

by which (40) becomes

Q=_2!W^)xzavf4+«|-)v-i-^ . (42).
dy \ dx dy) dx ^

Now, by {x, z) isotropy, we have

n / c?
, fZ\„_2C?yo

= ^^''H"»(<f' + l?)+ ("«S + "-«l)|}
'"''»• (*3)-

Performing integrations by parts for the last two terms of

the second member, and using (1), we find

xzav
/ d

^
d\ d _,-2 A/Uo .

dwQ\ d ^-2

dl'o d ^_2
dy dy

and so we find, by (43) and (42),

=xzav37^-3-V ''0

;

Q^^_/y^,,,,|,^(_ +_^^ jv .0 (44).
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20. Using now tlie Fourier expansion (7) for i-q, we find

_y-2, _4££vvv Q^e,f,g) cos {mx + e) sin {ny-\-f) cos [gz-k-g)

Hence we find (with suffixes &c. dropped),

and ^^''^t|^'''»=-'»^^^^^^-?^ («)*'

^^"'H<7? +S?)^
'»=iS21222i;,-^i^,. (47).

Now, in virtue of" the average uniformity of the constituent

terms implied in isotropy and homogeneousness (§§ 7, 8, 9),

the second memher of (46) is equal to —^SSS^^S -^, and

therefore (§ 9) equal to — ?,R^; and similarly we see that the

second member of (47) is equal to +f,R"- Hence, finally, by

Qo=-P^^^^ (48);

and (3G) for ^= 0, with ^R^ for V'^ on account of isotropy,

becomes
^ ,/ ^ .,.,., f ^/Ty, ") /.m

The deviation from isotro])y, which this equation shows, is

very small, because of the smallness of clf/cly ; and (27)

does not need isotropy, liut holds in virtue of (30). Hence
(49) is not confined to the initial values (values for/= 0) of the.

two nicnibers, because we neglect an infinitt'sinial deviation

from r^ir in the first factor of the second member, considering

the sniallness of the second factor. Hence, for all values

of t, unless so far as the " random " character referred to at

the end of § 13 may be lost by a rearrangement of vortices

vitiating (27),

4,xicav(ur)=-2R-'ifeil^ .... (50).
at • ay

21. Eliminating llie fiivst member tiom this equation, by

(34), we find /•'. ;•.-
•

Thus wo have the very remarkable result ibat laminar dis-

turbance is propagated according lo the well-kno\\n mode of
waves of distortion in a Immogviieous elasJie solid : and

thai Ihe velocity of propagation is ~^\\, or about '47 of the
o

* Here and henceforth lui incrniriiiir Ihioiiirli v-sincos so small a^ to
cover no sensible difleroiicos of f\i,, n, hiit intiuiulv largo in proportion to
»-', is implied.
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average velocity of the turlmlent inotion of the fluid. This

might seem to go fur towards giving j)rol)iil)ility to the vortex

theory of the luminiferous ether, wore it not for the doubtful

proviso at the end of § 20.

22. If the undisturbed condition of the medium be a stable

symmetrical distribution of vortex-rings the suggested vitia-

tion by "rearrangement" cannot occur. For example, let it

be such as is represented in fig. 1, where the small white and

Fig. 1.
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black circles represent cross sections of the rings : the white

where the rotation is opposite to, and the black whore it is in

the same direction as, the rotation of the hands of a watch

placed on the diagram facing towards the spectator. Imagine
first each vortex-ring to be in a portion of the fluid contained

within a rigid rectangular box, of which four sides are indi-

cated by the fine lines crossing one another at right angles

throughout the diagram ; and the other pair aro i)arallol to

the ])apor, at any distance asunder we like to imagine. Suj)-

posing the volume of rotationally moving portion of the fluid

constituting the ring to be given, there is clearly one deter-

minate shape, and diametral magnitude, in which it must be

given in order that the motion may be steady. Let it be so

given, and fill space with such rectangular boxes of vortices

arranged facing one another oppositely in the manner shown
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in the diagram. Annul now the rigidity of the sides of the

boxes. The motion continues unchangedly steady. But is

it stable, now that the rigid partitions are done away with ?

No proof has yet been given that it is. If it is, laminar

waves, such as waves of light, could be propagated through it

;

and the velocity of propagation would beRv'2/3 if the sides

of the ideal boxes parallel to the undisturbed planes of the rings

are square (which makes ave ll'- = ave to'^), and if the dis-

tance between the square sides of each box bears the proper

ratio to the side of the square to make ave v'^=^ ave u^= ave w"^.

23. Consider now, for examj)le, plane waves, or laminar

vibrations, in planes perpendicular to the undisturbed planes

of the rings. The change of configuration of the vortices in

the course of a quarter period of a harmonic standing vibra-

tion, /(?/,/)= sin o)< cos /c^/ (which is more easily illustrated

diagram matically than a wave or succession of waves), is illus-

trated in fig. 2, for a portion of the fluid on each sideof ?/= 0.

The upper part of the diagram re])resents the state of atiairs

when / = ; the lower when /= 7r/ (2a)). But it must not be

overlooked, that all this §§ 22, 23 dei>ends on the unproved

assumption that the symmetrical arrangement is stable.

24. It is exceedingly doubtful, so far as I can judge after

much anxious consideration from time to time during these

Inst twenty years, whether the configuration represented in

fig. 1, or any other symmetrical arrangement, is stable when
the rigidity of the ideal ]iartitions enclosing each ring sepa-

rately is annulled throughout space. It is possible that the

rigidity of two, three, or more of the partitions may be an-

nulled without vitiating the stability of the steady symmetric

motion ; but that if it be annulled through the whole of space,

for all the partitions, the symmetric motion is unstable, and

the rings shuftle themselves into perpetually varying relative

positions, with average hojuogeneoiisness, like the ultimate

molecules of a homogeneous liquid. 1 cannot see how, under

these conditions, the "vitiating rearrangement" referred to

at the end of § 20 can be expected not to take place within

the period of a wave or vibration. To suj>pose the overall

diameter of each ring to be very small in [)roportion to its

average distances from neighbours, so that the crowd would be

analogous rather to the molecules of a gas than to those of a

liquid, would not help us to esca})e the vitiating rearrange-

ment which would be analogous to that investigated by ]\Iax-

well in his admirable kinetic theory of the viscosity of gases.

I am thus ilriven to admit, in conclusion, that the most
favourable verdict I can ask for the propagation of laminar

waves through a turbulcntly moving inviscid liquid is the

Scottish verdict of uot proven.
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XLVI. On the remarkable Relationships between the Spectrum

of Water-vapour and the Line-spectra of Hydrogen and

Oxygen, and on the Chemical Structure of the two latter,

and their JJissociation in the Sun's Atmosphere. By Prof.

A. Grunwald*.

BY means of a mathematical investigation into the changes

which the properties, and in particular the spectra, of

two gases undergo upon their chemical combination to form

a new substance, I have succeeded in discovering the law, as

simple as it is important, of a new mathematico-chemical

disturbance-theory ; and by its aid in finding very remark-

able relationships between the spectra of hydrog<m and oxygen

on the one hand, and of water-vapour on the other, as well as

discovering the chemically compound nature of hydrogen and

oxygen by mathematico-spectral analysis, and in demonstra-

ting the dissociation of hydrogen in the sun's atmosphere.

I.

The above-mentioned fundamental theorem is as follows:—

•

'' Let a be a primary chemical element, which is chemically

combined with other elements in a gaseous substance A, and

occupies the volume [a] in the unit-volume of A. Let the

substance A combine chemically with another gaseous sub-

stance, B, to form a third, C. In this combination let the

element a pass into a different chemical condition, a'
,
giving

up (or in exceptional cases taking up) a certain quantity of

heat in order to permit the new compound to form, and in

consequence chemically contracting (or exceptionally expand-

ing). Let the volume which it occupies in the body C, after

the new condition of chemical equilibrium has been established,

be [a'], when the quotient [</] : [a'] is generally a very simple

rational number in accordance with a known fundamental law

of chemistry. If this is the case, the wave-lengths \ of all

the rays which belong to the element a in the line-spectrum

of the iree substance A, and are therefore radiated by it, are

related to the wave-lengths \' of the corresponding rays which

the same eloment emits in the new chemical comlition a' , in

which it exists in the more complex substance A within the

newly formed com})ound C, as the correspomling volumes \iC\

and yY
This theorem only holds good when the substances in ques-

tion are gases which are at a consiilerable distance from the

critical point of condensation, ami are not under too great

* Commuuicntcd by tho Author from the Adr. yachr. Bd. 117.
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pressure. The modifications which it requires when these

conditions are not fulfilled, as well as the simple and natural

assumptions upon which the proof of the theorem rests, can

only be given in a fuller communication.

From the above proposition it follows in particular that for

[a'] = [a], i. e. if the volume of the element a in the new
compound C is the same as in the original substance A, the

wave-lengths V of the rays emitted by a' must be equal to the

wave-lengths \ previously produced by a. The only diifer-

ence will consist simply in a varying change in the ampli-

tudes and consequently in the intensities of the individual

rays ; from which it results that the brightness of a whole

series of rays is so much diminished that the}' cease to be

visible, whereas others become brighter. Thus the spectra of

the compounds formed by the union of hydrogen with chlorine,

bromine, and iodine (viz. HCl, HBr, HI) consist only of the

spectra of hydrogen on the one hand, and of chlorine, bromine,

or iodine on the other, but M'ith characteristic changes of in-

tensity of the various rays of their components.

The limitation to the gaseous condition is necessary because,

as in chemistry generally so here, easily observable relation-

ships exist only for gases. If the pressure increases, or if the

gaseous substances in consequence of falling temperature (or

with simultaneous increase of pressure) approach the tempe-

rature of liquefaction, the number of impacts between two
dift'erent molecules will be increased under otherwise similar

conditions ; and the number of vibrations of the equivalent

smallest particles of the different similarly constituted mole-

cules of the same substance are altered in varying fashion by
varying impacts. Whilst in the former case equivalent cor-

responding smallest particles of diflPerent similarly constituted

molecules of the same substance emit extraordinarily feeble

rays of equal wave-length, which in the spectrum are sujjer-

posed, and by addition of their extremely small intensities

produce a single ray of perceptible brightness, in the latter

case equivalent particles of different like-constituted molecules

emit not only rays of normal period, but also rays of periods

more or less different from the normal, which arise from the

impacts of different kinds. Together with the normal line,

we have close to it rays of the latter kind—that is, the original

sharp line becomes widened. If the pressure increases and
the gases approach their point of liquefaction, such a line

becomes still further widened ; and it may happen that the

resulting band-like line may extend as far as lines due to

heterogeneous particles of the different molecules of the same
substance. The lines of the spectruui run together, anil there
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results a more or less continuous spectrum, in which only some
light-maxima show the position of the former chief lines of

the normal spectrum.

II.

The most important of the highly remarkable relationships

between the line spectra of H, 0, and H^O vapour are :

—

(1) "All the waves of the second or so-called compound-
hne spectrum of hydrogen, which have been so admirably

determined by Dr. B. Hasselberg, of Pulkowa, and which are

due to a more complicated structure of H molecules, may
(after exclusion of the lines belonging to the elementary line-

spectrum) be converted into corres})onding wave-lengths of

the water-spectrum by multiplying by -g-."

This proposition, which was discovered at first empirically

(for a large number of ra3's) by comparison of the second

hydrogen-spectrum with the water-spectrum as far as known
at the time, and then theoretically by means of theorem I.,

recognized as holding good generally, is, according to I., a

simple consequence of the fact that the modified hydrogen-
molecule H' in HgO-vapour occupies exactly half the volume
it occupies in the free condition. This observation put me in

possession of a large number of previously unknown wave-
lengths of the water-spectrum, of those namely which hy-

drogen produces under the influence of the oxygen in water-

vapour, and enabled me to send (on May !•, 1887) to Prof. G. D.

Liveing, at Cambridge, a long list of hitherto unknown wave-

lengths of the water-spectrum for the ])urpose of experimen-

tally testing the correctness of my mathematico-chemical

disturbance-theory ; a prediction which, as I am informed by
letters of the 19th and 21st of June from Prof. Liveing, has

been verified in the most satisfactory manner, as far as the

observations have yet been made. The correspondence is

shown for the rays from A = 2800 to 2G07'8 and from X= 2G03
to 2449, in the following Table.

It has not yet been possible to verify the rest of the lines

predicted by me on the 9th of May, from X = 2449 to X= 2207,

on account of their extreme feebleness. Below 2200 Messrs.

Liveing and Dewar have not yet been able to iletect any lines

of the water- s})ectrum. Nevertheless, according to mv theory,

there must exist a still more refrangible section of the water-

spectrum of altogether extraordinary feebleness, the wave-

lengths of which correspond to the wave-lengths of the

hydrogen-spectrum given by Dr. B. Hasselberg in his Zusatz

zu seinen Untersuchxinqen Hher das II. Wasser^toffspektrumy

1884.
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2105-9, 2102-2, 2099-6, 2097-5, 20908, 2089-7, 2088-2,

2087-2, 2085-3, 2078-0, 2038-7, 2034-6, 2033-2, 2031-0.

The experimental verification of this prediction can only

succeed with an altogether special arrangement of a])paratus.

Possibly the use of s'^vernl si)arks or flames, one behind the

other, strikinfr thronfrh moist f^as (or a broad stream of water-

vapour)*, and the observation of the rays emitted in the

direction of the line joinino; them, miorht succeed, since the

rays emitted by the more distant sparks (or flames) would
stren othen the vibrations which were produced by those nearer

the observino-telcf^cope. It might also be advisable, in accord-

ance with a suggestion of my colleague. Prof. Zenger, to

bathe the photographic plates in a solution of chlorophyll as

concentrated as possible, and then to dry them.

(2)
" The wave-lengths of the elementary line-spectrum of

hydrogen may be divided into two groups, (a) and {!>) ; so

that tlie wave-lengths of the one group {a) are transformed

into corresponding wave-lengths of the water-sj)ectrum by
multiplication by the constant 0-6336 (very nearly ^^), and

those of the other group (b) by multiplication of the con-

stant*."

From this it follows, by means of theorem I., that hydrogen

consists of two primary elements, a and h ; of which the one,

a, produces the group {a) under the influenca of /' ; the second,

hj produces the group (/>) under the influence of a. If [a]

and [/'] are relatively the volumes which the substances a and

b occupy in a unit-volume of hydrogen, then

and, further,

whence

[.]:[/'] =4:1, [a] = t,
[h]=l.

Hence hydrogen is a compound of one volume of the primary

substance h, with four volumes of the other primary sub-

stance a: H= /'a4. It is thus a compound analogous to

ammonium, NH,, of which the volume will increase in the

ratio 2 : 3 upon ilissociation at a sufliciontly high temperature.

The substance a is the lightest of all gaseous substances

—

much lighter than hydrogen ; and the substance b is, if we
assume a to be a monovalent element, also a gaseous element

and pentavalent similar to nitrogen. The line-spectra of the

« Or lietter, of several such hydrogen Hames in oxygen gas.
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primary substances a and h may now easily be calculated by
means of (I.) from the corresponding groups (a) and (/') by
multiplication with the factor |, in which operation, unfortu-

nately, the errors of the wave-lengths increase in the same
proportion. The star-spectra described b}- Mr. Huggins in

the Philosophical Transactions (1880) vol. clxxi-jjartii. pp. 6G9-
690, those namelj^ of a Aquike and Arcturus, of which the

most refrangible rays are hydrogen -rays, and by comparison
with the water-spectrum in accordance with (2) and with the

solar spectrum may be confirmed as hydrogen-lines and cor-

rected, enable us to fully complete the hydrogen-spectrum
as far as known in the ultra-violet portion, and to construct a

very complete spectrum of the primary element h. I give

here the spectra which I have calculated for the elements (a)

and
(J>) of hydrogen, comparing them with the corresponding

Fraunhofer- and chromosphere-lines.

The wave-lengths of the Fraunhofer-lines were taken at

once from a good copy of Angstrom's Atlas, and those of the

chromospheric lines from Young's second list, I propose to

go over the calculations and comparisons as soon as I have at

my disj)osal ThoUon's JVoucean Desshi dn Spectre Solaire,

Piazzi Smyth's ' The Visual Solar Spectrum in 1884,' and
especially A. Rowland's 'Photographic Map of the Solar

Spectrum.'

Spectrum of Solar spectrum
element a. of Angstrom.

\= 9842-4
7290-2*

6510-2

6150-6

5653-5 &c.

7290
6511
6150-5

5653-3

(With possible errors amounting to a unit of Angstrom's
scale. The first two wave-lengths are much more exact than

the following ones, because they are derived from the wave-
lengths of Ha and Hjs, as measured with the greatest care by
Mendenhall.)

• Cuincicles nearly with a telluric lino 7200'3 (Fievez).
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Spectrum of

element 6.
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it yields another strong ray (X=3080) of the H20-spectrum.
The ray 4158 occurs, namely, amongst a group (3986, 4005,
to 4645) of rays wliich H. W. Vogel has observed in the

sj)ectrum of rarefied hydrogen (whether obtained electrolyti-

cally or from potassium formiate), the derivation of which
from hydrogen was, however, very doubtful. In view of the

fact that in these methods of preparation of hydrogen it is

difficult to avoid the presence of traces of water-vapour, it

was a probable assumption that at least some of the doubtful

rays, and amongst them in particular the ray 4158, might
arise from the traces of Avater-vapour contained in this hy-
drogen, and might be rays in themselves very weak in presence

of hydrogen, but which, being reinforced by harmonic vibra-

tions of the latter, become visible. If this surmise were cor-

rect, it might be expected that the wave-lengths of those of

Vogel's rays which belong to the same group of H2O rays as

4158 might also be reduced to the HoO-spectrum by multi-

plication with the factor |^. The supposition Avas verified in

a remarkable manner, in particular for the rays 3986, 4005,
4047, 4065, 4067, 4078, 4152, 4158, 4168, 4193, 4201, &c.,

so that these belong to the H20-spectrum ; and by division

by 0"63o6 are converted into very feeble rays of hydrogen,

hitherto unknown, with the exception of Ha, which on account

of their extreme feebleness have escaped observation. Their

approximate wave-lengths are placed together with the nearest

lines of the solar spectrum, as given by Angstrom.

H ays.

6291
6321
6387-3

6415-7

6418-9

6436-2

6553-0

H„ 6562
6578-3

6617-7

6630-3

Solar spectrum
(Angstrom).

6291-4
6321-5

?

6415-6

(Chromosphere,
Young).
6418-7

(6438 ? Ca)

6562
6576-9?

(Chromosphere,

Young)

.

?

?

With a possible error of 1*6 of Angstrom's unit.

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 149. Oct. 1887. 2 B
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A careful comparison of the spectra of hydrogen inten-

tionally mixed with various very small quantities of HgO-
vapour is much to be desired, and ought to produce the

experimental confirmation of the origin of the rays 398<3,

4005, 4007, ... 4201, &c. The ray 4158 lies very near to a
very weak ray, 4 158' 7, of the second so-called compound
spectrum of hydrogen observed by Dr. B. Hasselberg, it

indeed the latter be not identical with it, having its origin in

the presence of a trace of aqueous va])0ur. The same ray

was moreover observed in air and in oxygon, in the mode
adopted by Pliicker.

(4) a. ''The wave-lengths of the elementary line-spectrum

of oxygon may be divided into two groups, (H') and (0), of

which the first consists of certain rays of the second compound
H-spectrum, which are converted into the corresponding rays

of the water-spectrum by multiplication with ^."

/9. " The groups (0') may be divided into two groups, (b')

and (C) ; so that the one (//) by multiplication by §| passes

into a group of the corresponding wave-lengths of the H2O-
spectrum, but by multiplication by |^ into a group of homo-
logous wave-lengths of the primary substance h chemically

combined in H, whilst the other group (0") may be con-

verted into a corresponding group of the HaO-spectrum by
multiplying it by ^."

7. Finally, the last grouji (0") may again be resolved into

two groups (//') and (c) of wave-lengths. The first of these

{!>") multii)lied by §^ gives a group of the HgO-spectrum, and
multiplied by

f\\ is reduced to a corresponding group of the

H-spcctrum which belongs to the ])rimary substance A in H.
The second group (c) by multiplication by | is transformed

into a homologous grou[) of ILO-rays."
From these most important and remarkable relationships

and characteristic data, which are not derived from single

rays, but by the comparison of whole series of numerous rays

of oxygen, H20-vaj)our, and hydrogen, we obtain by means
of the fundamental theorem I. easily, and at once, the che-

mical structureof oxygen in the interval of temperaturein whieh

it radiates the elementary line-spectrum. ]f in fact H', 0',

//, 0", b", c be the substances which, in their combined con-

dition within the oxygen, emit the above similarly-denoted

groups of rays, (H/, (CV), (//), (0''), 0'"), »"J (0, "^d
[IV], [0'], [//], [0"], [//'], and [c] be the volumes which
they occupy in a unit-volume of oxygen, we have the equations

[H']=i [0'] = h

[//J + [(y'] = [0'] = i;
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and in accordance with theorem L, in view of the facts stated

under (4)/3,

§im+^;[0'']=§[0']=^,
whence

*[//]:[0-] = 4:5,
and

[//]=4[0']=§, [o-]=§[0']=--v.

But, further,

8l^ J
— 8-^X8144

is the space which 0'' occupies within the oxygen in HjO-
vapour ; then

[//'] + [c] = [0-] =^;
and according to theorem I., taken with the facts of 4(7), we
have

§[[n+fW=|[0"]=m;
whence, again,

**[]/'] : [c]=4:5,
and

[c]=|[0-]=T^,.

The chemical structure of oxygen in the above-named
interval of temperature is therefore expressed by the chemical

volume-formula

0:=H'.[A,0''5] = H^[A,.(V,),].

That is to say, "Oxygen in its simplest molecular condition

is a compound of the modified hydrogen H', which radiates

the second so-called compound line-spectrum of hydrogen,

with a substance 0' in equal volumes without condensation.

The latter 0' is a compound of four volumes of the pentavalent

(nitrogen-like) clement h of hydrogen in a special condition

of chemical condensation with five volumes of a substance 0"^

which itself again consists of four volumes of the primary ele-

ment h (in one of the former various chemical conditions)

with five volumes of a new hitherto unknown primary sub-

stance."

As I have here deduced the chemical structure of H and
by a mathematico-spectrosco|)ic method, so I should no doubt
be able to determine the chemical structure of the so-called

elements nitrogen and carbon by means of my chemical theory

of disturbance, if I were furnished by skilful spectroscopists

with complete and trustworthy lists of the wave-lengths of

2B2
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ammonia, NH3, and of methane, CH4, at the low temperature
of electric discharge (to avoid dissociation) or the absorption-

spectra of these gases. These spectra must extend in the

ultra-violet portion as far as wave-lengths 1728 x 10"^ millim.

and 1383 x 10"'' millim., and, if possible, still further.

Hitherto, so far as nitrogen is concerned, I have only suc-

ceeded in showing that it is in its simplest chemical condition

(like oxygen) a compound of the modified hydrogen H' with

a substance W in equal volumes without condensation ; and
that the latter substance W must have an entire large group
of atoms in common with oxygen, inasmuch as a group of

more than forty N-rays (/. e. their wave-lengths) may be
transformed by multiplication by the factor |^- into a corre-

sponding group of 0-rays (/. e. their wave-lengths)

.

The volume-formula of nitrogen has most probably the same
form as that of oxygen, only written with smaller indices

because the atomic weight of nitrogen (14) is less by 2 than

the atomic weight of oxygen.
In carbon also I was able, by simple comparison of the

spectrum with those of HgO-vapour, of H, and of 0, to

establish the existence of the primary substance h in at

least two different chemical conditions, as well as the occur-

rence of the primary substance c, which is also contained in

oxygen.

(5) «. In the experiments which I made to determine the

factor of reduction (0*G33(), very nearly ^•^) for the substance

a in H to the H20-spectrum, I found that this factor is the

mean or chief reduction-factor of the four atoms which in H
are combined with the substance h ; but that further special

reduction-factors to the H20-spectrum belong to the separate

atoms of these four, of which I succeeded in determining two,

viz. I and ^y, and in verifying them, at least so far as they

could be conii»ared with the known HoO-spcctrum.
If then X be the wave-length of an Il-ray of the elementary

llne-spcctrum which is due to the substance a in H, then

0'633(JX (empirically, theoretically more nearly
.^J}

X,), | X,

and fl; X are with considerable accuracy three different wave-

lengths of the H^O-spectrum, if the latter is known with

sufficient exactness.

^. If, on the other hand, X l>e the wave-length of an ll-ray

which is produced by the substance /' combined in 11 with the

element a, then not only nmst f X be a wave-length of the

HoO-spectrum according to (2), but also according to (4) /S (or

(4)7, as the case may be) ^'^ X and I,i]X must be two wave-

lengths of the 0-spoctrum ; further, ?|:j x |^ X and r!^ x f,I] X
juust be two wave-lengths oi the ILO-spectrum, and recog-
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nizable as such, provided that the elementary 0-spectrum is

known sufficiently exactly, which is unfortunately not the

case with very faint rays.

We are thus in possession of mathematico-spectroscopic

criteria for the hydrogen-rays, which possess an unmistakable

resemblance to the chemical reactions for the detection and
recognition of substances.

III.

The Dissociation of Hydrogen in the Sun's Atmosjjhere.

A careful comparison of the lines of the above-described

spectrum of the primary element h with the corresponding
Fraunhofer and chromospheric lines, as given above, shows
that the element h must occur in the free state in the sun^s

atmosphere, and must be identical with helium, of which
hitherto only one ray, Dg 5874*9, is known. Hence, as well as

by the close agreement of the lines of the a-spectrum, also

given above, with corresponding lines of the solar spectrum,

it is proved that hydrogen occurs in the sun's atmosphere in a

dissociated condition.

But if this is the case the constituent a must not only be
present wherever the dissociation takes place, together with the

helium h, but as the lightest of all gases it must exist above
those regions of the })hotosphere which can only be reached

by the much heavier helium and the other elements excep-

tionally in powerful eruptions.

But if this occurs, and if in these very high and relatively

cool regions the helium h and the primary substance a meet,
then, under the extremely small pressure existing there, all

the conditions are present for the formation of the modified

ammonium-like hydrogen, which radiates the second com-
pound hydrogen-spectrum. Such regions, which correspond

to the extreme portion of the corona, will therefore specially

exhibit the lines of the second hydrogen-spectrum together

with those of ordinary hydrogen.

The hitherto unknown corona-substance appears to be a gas
with the properties indicated above, which emits the so-far

solitary known ray at l-lT-l of Kirelihotf's scale, or \= 5315'9

(about) of Ang??trom's scale, and which I may perhaps be
allowed to call " Coronium." It is easy, then, to assume that

the primary constituent a of hydrogen is identical with this

coronium, which, in any case, must be a dittbrent substance

from helium, since the corona-line 5315*9 often remains
unaltered, whilst at the same time the helium-line D3 is

either broadened, or distorted and displaced, i. e. exhibits
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the changes in form ohserved hj Lockyer. If this assiimp-

tion is correct, X,= 5315'9 (about) must be a wave-length of

the above «-spoctrum, which does not occur amongst the

numbers found by calculation only because the wave-lengths

corresponding to the element a in hydrogen are not com-
pletely known. In this case X=531f>'Ux§ must be a wave-
length of the elementary H-spectrum. It is true that the

w^ave-length (about) § x 5315'1>= 354'4'0 (about) does not occur

in the list of wave-lengths at present known as l)elonging

to hydrogen; })ut if we take the extremely rich section of the

HjO-spcctrum corresponding to the second hydrogen-spectrum

as given by Dr. Hasselberg {see II. (1)) for the comparison, it

satisfies in a very complete manner the criteria given (II. (5) a)

for hydrogen-rays which belong to the substance a within the

hydrogen, since J
J>
x 3544-0= 2244-5, | x 3544-0= 2658'0,

and ^f;x 3544*0= 2646"1 differ only by a few tenths of an

Angstrom unit (10"'^ millim.) from the corresponding wave-
lengths of the HoO-spectrum: 2244-8, 2658*6, and 2645-4.

The ray at about X,= 3544*0 is, therefore, an hitherto unknown
ray of hydrogen, the existence of which will ])robably be

shown ex])('rimentally ; A-= 5315-9 is a wave-length of the

primary element a (previously overlooked in this calculation

for want of sufficient data), which is, therefore, ])robably

identical with coronium. I must not omit to remark that the

line 5317-28 of the second hydrogen-spectrum described by
Dr. B. Hasselberg in 1883 lies very near to the corona-line

5315-9; and from what has been said above might possibly be

observed, together with other lines of the latter spectrum, in

the com])aratively cooler regions of the corona tar removed
from the photos|)here. If these two lines are really different,

it must be possible, under favourable circumstances, to observe

both lines at the same time in the corona—5315-9 in the hot

portion nearer the ])hotos]>here, and the other in the less hot

regions further from the jihotosphere, for which observation

a favourable o})portunitv offers in the total solar ecli[»se of the

18th August.
The like holds good of the known chromosj)here-liue

\ =447 1-2 of Rayet (Lorenzoni's/), which differs by only
0-3 from the nearest line of that j)art of the second hydrogen-
spectrum which Dr. B. Hasselberg has describeil in 18<'^4

[Ziisatz ~u ineiiicn Unttrsiichuiiocii). viz. the line X= 447(l-9:

so also with the chromos[)here-liue 4712"5. which, like the

former line 4471-2, is rather a band than a line, and like this

is ascribed to Ce, but differs from the nearest line of tlie

second H-spectrum only l)y ()•().

The line 4471-2, whieh I was disposed to take for a helium-
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line, does not belong to lielium, because it does not satisfy

all the mathematico-speetroscopic criteria of" helium-lines.

This is also confirmed by the observations made by Prof.

Yountr on August 3 and 5, 1872, in which, at the same time

that 1)3, 5015-0, 4571*4, &c., were very strongly disturbed,

the lines 4471*2, 7055, and the corona-line 5315*9 remained

unaltered. I wish particularly to observe, with reference

to the forthcoming solar ecli{)se, that my calculations and
comparisons show that the lines Fievez's 4612'5, 4564*5,

Young's 5570, 5450, Tacchini's 4943, 5031, and (what is

very important) two lines very near to the magnesium-lines

&j and h.2, belong to helium; the line 7055 (?) very probably

to coronium ; lastlv, the lines observed May 17, 1882, by
Capt. Abney and Dr. Schuster in Egypt (4501, 4473, 440i,

4224, 4212,^4195, 4179, 4085, and 4067), as well as at least

one of the four red corona-lines (6489, 6492, 6494, 6498),

seen simultaneously by Tacchini, viz. 6492 (if not all four),

belong to the second compound spectrum of hydrogen.

The lines seen in the corona by the last-named spectro-

scopists and astronomers ought, therefore, in accordance with

what has been said above, to originate in the comparatively

cooler portions of the corona far removed from the photosphere,

in wliich the elements of hydrogen separated in the hotter

regions partly unite to form the common hydrogen, partly to

form the ammonium-like hydrogen which produces the second

hydrogen-sj)ectrum.

r.S. Whilst passing through the press, a new and remark-

able confirmation of the wave-lengths of the water-spectrum

predicted by me gn May 9, 1887, has reached me from Prof.

G. D. Livelng, viz.\=2331-l to X=2437*2.

Prague, July 17, 1887.

XLVII Notices respecting New Books.

Goal-Tar and Ammonia. Being the Second and enlarged Edition of

^A Treatise on the Distillation of Coal-Tar and Ammoniacal

Liquor.^ By George Lunoe, Ph.D., Professor of Technical

Chemistn/ in the Federal Poh/technic School, Zurich. London :

Gurney and Jackson, 1 Paternoster Row (Successors to Mr.

Van Voorst). 1887.

W'E had occasion to speak favourably of the first edition of this

work when it appeared in 1882. At that time it cousisred

of 383 pages and 8S diagrams ; it now forms a handsome well-

printed volume of no less than 73!) pages of letterpress and 191

diagrams.
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Dr. Lungo, in his Introduction, notices the enormous reduction

in the prices of coal-tar and its various products which has taken

place since 1883. At that time coal-tar fetched at the gas-works
b'is. and pitch 33.s. to '.j'is. per ton, benzol, of 90-per-cent., was
worth 3s.; whereas in 1885 tar had fallen to 12s., and in 1886 to

7s. and 9Q-per-ceut. benzol to \s. 8^/, per gallon. According to

the, ' Journal of Gas-lighting,' tar, on August 27, 1887, was lUs. to

15s. per ton, and benzol, of !JO-per-cent. 2s. Kkl. per gallon ; and
this in spite of the fact that the gi-eat gas-couipauies are burning
large quantities of their tar ! It is not difficult to see the cause of

this depreciation. It arises from the fact that the tar produced in

Europe is more than is required by the makers of aniline colours

and other tar products. The demand is not equal to the supply.

The Introduction also contains much interesting matter, in the form
of Historical Notes and Statistics, which we commeud to the notice

of all who are interested in the coal-tar industry.

As regards the various processes for obtaining coal-tar, the

working of cok(!-ovens, the preparation of benzene from the various

tars, including that obtained by subjecting petroleum to high tem-
peratures, the work contains the fullest information, including

diagrams of the ovens aud other appliances, and lists of the patents

bearing on the subject.

Chapter HI., on " The Properties of Coal-tar and its Consti-

tuents,'" is not only very interesting, but contains more information
in proportion to its length (60 pages) than in any other work we
have seen.

The question of burning tar as fuel, now so much agitating gas-

companies, is treated fully, and excellent illustrations are given of

the apparatus best adapted for the purpose.

Ciuipter V. is on " The First Distillation of Coal-tar,'' and is

treated with a fullness and clearness which leaves nothing to be

desired.

Chapter VI. is on " Pitch," and in it we have instructions for

the testing of the various qualities. We do not remember to have

seen these methods in print previously.

Chapter VII. is on " Anthracene Oil." All the best methods of

extracting the anthracene and testing it for its purity are given.

The illustrations of filter-presses, washing-apparatus, etc. are excel-

lent. The only part of this section which leaves anything to be

desired is the estimation of the quantity of anthracene in tar.

Unfortunately no thoroughly reliable mode of doing this has, so far

as we know, yet been ukuIc public.

Chapter A IIF. is on "Creosote Oil." This section is very com-
plete. The various processes which have been devised for decom-
posing the oil by heat, so as to obtain more valuable products, are

described and illustrated. The atlempts to utilize creo'^ote oil for

lighling are described, and diagrams of the aj^paratus devised bv
llartiiiiinn and Lucke, and Lyle and Hannay are given. The sec-

tion on the " Employment of Creosote Oil for Pickling Timber"
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runs to 24 pages ; and the specifications of Abel and Tidy, and also

the views of Mr. S. B. Boulton (who is, perhaps, the highest autho-
rity on the subject liviug) are giveu. We should have liked, in this

place, to see Dr. Lunge's views as to Mie part played by the organic

alkaloids in creosote oil in the preservaiiou of pickled timber.

Chapter IX. is on " Carbolic Acid and Naphthalene." The me-
thods of preparing carbolic acid of various degrees of purity are

given in considerable detail, and also the most reliable modes of

testing the various commercial products. The best plans for sub-

liming and distilling naphthalene are also fully described. This
chapter extends to no less than oG pages, e\ery one of which is

interesting and useful.

Chapter X. is on " Light Oil and Crude Naphtha." This portion

does not admit of any specially original treatment, as the methods
now in use are not very different from what they were some years

ago.

Chapter XL, on " Eectifying by Steam ; Final Products," is of

great value, and will be greatly appreciated by practical tar-distillers.

The stills best adapted for the purpose are represented by engra-

vings, and explained in a clear and simple manner. Savalle's and
Siemens's apparatus are described very fully, and the directions for

their use are sullicieut to enable any chemist to \^'ork them. The
various kinds of benzols, toluols, and naphthas of commerce, with
their boiling-points, and the apparatus used for determining the

latter, are all given, as also the processes for determining the various

constituents of coal-naphtha. The chapter concludes with a synop-
tical table of the distillation of coal-tar.

Chapter XII. commences the second part of the work, which is

on Ammonia, by an exhausti\e account of the various sources from
which that substance is obtained. Then follows Chapter XIII.,
which gives the composition and analysis of amnioniacal liquor and
the properties of its constituents. Chapter XIV. is on "The
"Workiug-up of Ammouiatal Liquor. The work concludes with an
Addenda giving a large amount of varied information, much of

which will doubtless be incorporated with the earlier articles in

subsequent editicms.

This work of Dr. Lunge is by far the most extensive and the

best which has appeared in our language on the products of coal-

tar, and will be indispensable to every one interested in the impor-
tant subject of which it treats.

XLVIIL Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON A NEW POLAK ACTION OF MAGNETISM ON HEAT IN A PLATE
TRAVERSED BY A GALVANIC CURRENT. BY A. VON ETTINGS-
HAUSEN.

Q OME time .ago I brought before the Imperial Academy a j)he-^ nomenon observed by myself and Nernst (Phil. Mag. Sept. 1887,
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p. 291) ; which is that electromotive forces are produced in a plate

of bismuth, antimony, cobalt, nickel, or iron, traversed by a current

of heat and brought into a powerful magnetic field in such a

manner that the lines of force cut the plate at right angles. We
called the phenomenon " thennonioj/nfiic effect," and in bismuth we
observed both a transverse current, one, that is to say, at right angles

to the current of heat, and a loru/ltudinal one, that is, acting in the

direction of the current ; the former, which is by far the stronger,

changes its direction when the direction of the current to « hich the

magnetic field is due is reversed.

It was obvious to attempt a reversal of the phenomenon, that is,

to demonstrate an inequality of temperature in a plate traversed

by a voltaic current, which was produced by the action of magnetic

forces. I used a bismuth pla'e 3-1 centim. in length, 2-4 ceutim.

in breadth, and about U*04 centim. in thickness: stout copper

wires were soldered to the whole extent of the short sides of the

copper plate ; they served to transmit the current J through the

plate ; in the middle of one long side the junction of an argentan-

copptr thermoelement was soldered to the plate, while the other

junction dij^ped in a \essel of water kept at the temperature of

the room. The thermoelement was connected with a reflecting

galvanometer. The current of two Bunsen's elements was passed

through the plate, the intensity of which could be varied by a rheo-

stat with a stout wire, and could be measured by a reflecting

tangent-galvanometer. Owing to beating of the plate, a deflection

of the needle is observed, which soon becomes stationary : the loss

of heat by the plate is diminished by enclosing it in wadding.

The piate was placed between the elongated pole-pieces of an

electromagnet. If the latter is excited, a change in the setting of

the needle is observed, and after some time (•]-! minute) it acquires

a pretty constant position ; on opening the magnetizing current,

the needle reverts to its former position. The difference of the

adjustments is obtained with sulticient accuracy to read ofE each

time half a minute after the opening or closing of the magnetizing

current. Exjieriment showed that the positions of the needle were

on opposite sides of the stationary positions if the direction of the

currents was alteriuited ; and further that the deflections changed

with the direction of the current J which traversed the plate.

The direction of the deflections showed that the temperature of

the junction fastened to the |)late was always rais-d, when we
reach the junction from the place where the current J enters the

plate bv a motion in the same direction as the currents replacing

the magnetic field. If the phenomenon could be regarded as a

ilisplacement of the stream-lines of the plate, by which the stream

was condensed in one part and dilated in another, the displacement

would take place in agreement with the ponderomotive action

according to Ampere's rule. The deflections of the needle on each

side are rather cDusiderable (as nuich as GO divisions), altliough

when the ilireetion of the current J is unchanged, the absolute
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value is not equally great foi* the two directions of the current

which excited the electromagnet.

It will be seen from this statement that the heating or cooling

does not occur in such a way that we can regard the experiment as

a reversal of the transverse thermomagnetic phenomenon ; from
analogy with the Peltier effect the change of temperature must
be exactly opposite that which observation gives. The thermo-

maguetic action of the bismuth plate uas seen to be very powerful,

and was quite normal ; it manifested itself in such a way, that fi-oin

the place where the thermal current entered the plate to the place

where the thermomagnetic current euters, the motion is opposite

to the direction of the tield- magnets.

In order to iveep the results free from objection 1 placed the two
solderings of the thermoelement at two opposite places in the

middle of tlie long sides of the bismuth plate, but both plates

were carefully insulated from the plate by interposing thin sheets

of mioa.

After closing the current J only a slight alteration of the position

of the needle could be noticed, as both solderings had almost the

same temperature. The excitation of the magnetic field produced
the action in the way given above, and with such regularity that

measurements could be made. In the homogeneous field, M= G400
(C. G. 8.) ; the deflections of the galvanometer needle i, correspond-

ing to the differences of temperature of the solderings, where the

strength of the current in the plate was I = 2*49 amperes, was

(A) i=9-0+ 1 (. , (B) j=lU-5-
"i

,._
9->_ [

mean 9-1. "^
'

lOU-j- f™ean— 10-2.

(A) and (B) mean the two directions of the current in the plate

;

in (A) J flows from left to right through it. The two numbers
under each other are the deflections of the needle in parts of the

scale with opposite directions of the current which excites the

electromagnet, measured each time from the position of rest of the

needle when the magnetic field is not excited. In the first case

(the upper numbers), for an observer looking at the plate, the field

currents are in the direction of the hands of a watch (south pole

beiiind the plate) ; the signs + signify that the deflections of the

galvanometer needle are towards tlie great or small numbers of the

scale. A deflection towards the large numbers represents an
increase of temperature of the soldering of the thermoelement at

the upper edge of the plate over the temperature of the other. If

no current flowed through the bottom bismuth plate (J= 0), then,

when the direction of the field current was reverjicd, there was no
action on the thermoelement. For J =5-72 the mean of the

deflections at A was 17"0, at B 19"3 divisions, hence the difference

of temperature at the top and bottom edges (for the same Al) is

proportional to the intensity, J, of the current in the plate.

The observations were still more successful with a double plate of
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bismuth. Two equal plates, each 0*043 centim. thick, were placed

with their surfaces parallel and near each other, so that the current

J was divided between them. The distance of the plates was
about 1 miilim., and the solderings of the thermoelement were inter-

posed in the space at the upper and lower edges of the plate, and
carefully insulated by thin laminae of mica.

With a strength of the magnetic field M=G4(J0, and for J equal

to 1*76 amperes, for the undivided current the mean of the deflec-

tions of the needle was i= 17'3 divisions ; for J=3'28 amperes i=
32-8, so that the intensity is nearly proportional to the strength of

the current passing through the double plate

For M = 4290, J= 3-05 amp., ? =20-3 divisions,

62.50, 3-05 20-9

and the action is thus also proportional to the intensity of the

magnetic iield.

If, instead of the (jalva nic current, a thermal current was passed

through the plate, the thermoelements interposed between the

plates did not show the smallest difference of temperature when the

magnetic field was excited in either direction.

In order to ascertain whether the new phenomenon is seen in

different bismuth plates in different intensity, and especially if in

bismuth, which ])roduces Hall's phenomenon in greatest strength, the

galvanomagnetic difference of temperature is greater, 1 investigated

a second double plate II. ; each single plate was 7 ceutiui. in length,

1-9 centim. in breadth, and about 0-08 centira. in thickness: the

double plate I. previously mentioned was made of the same breadth

as II.

I made successively experiments with each double plate and two
different intensities of fixed M= 4400 and 6310: for the same
total intensity of the current J which traverses the plate the

differences of temperature ])roduced at the edges of the plates in I.

and II. were about in the ratio 1-92: 1.

The rotatory ])owers of the bismuth plates were very different for

the same M; the bismuth of the double plate wliit-h showed the

greater galvanometrie difference of teinperatiu-e had the smaller

rotatorv power. On the other hand, the ratio of the sections of I.

and II. is nearly 1 : 1'9, and hence for the sauie strength of

current, the iJfnsitit of the ciirrtut has a preponderating intiueiice

on the strength of the effects in bismuth.

I observe in conclusion that the difference of temperature which

was produced by the magnetic field M = 631(1 at the edges of the

double plate I. for the total strength of current J= 4-55 amperes

amounted to about 1"'3 C. : the electromotive force of my thermo-

element for a difference of 1° C. in the solderings was very

nearlv 11 microvolts.

—

Berichte tier KniserlicJu'ti Al-ailemif in Wien,

iliiiiuary \',i. 1SS7.
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ON THE ACTION OF MAGNETISM ON ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES IN

DILUTE GASES. BY PROF. BOLTZMANN.

A flat Geissler's tube in which there was a pressure o£ 2-5 millim.

was placed in a homogeneous magnetic field ; its section at right

angles to the lines of force was nearly a rhomb with diagonals of

6 and 4 centim. ; its thickness was about '2 centim. The electrodes

were fixed at the corners of the rhomb ; in tube I. platinum

wires were fused in, so that the wires were in the magnetic field

;

in the other, II., there were fused glass tubes, in which the wires

were sealed some distance outside the magnetic field. The in-

duction current of a small liuhmkorif's coil, with a striking dis-

tance of 1 centim., passed through the acute angles of the rhomb
(primary electrodes), while the other two electrodes (the transverse

electrodes) were connected with a fine-wire galvanometer. The
luminous phenomenon in a Geissler"s tube, as is well known, is de-

fiected by magnetism in the same way as a wire traversed by a pri-

mary current would be, in accordance with Ampere's rule ; but with

a symmetrical position of the tube, and symmetrical position of the

transverse electrodes towards the line of junction of the primary

cui-rent, no conclusion could be drawn, whether, and in what
direction a current could be produced by magnetism in the circuit

which joiued the transverse electrodes.

Experiment showed now that a current was always produced

there, and the place at which the positive current emerged from
the tube was always at that transverse electrode from which the

band of light was repelled. If therefore this phenomenon is to be

compared with that of Hall (Phil. Mag. (5) vol. w. p. 225), air

would behave like bismuth or gold.

If the tube was filled with H or CO^ of almost the same pressure,

these gases showed neither qualitatively nor quantitatively a demon-
strable difference in comparison with air. In tube I. the current

between the transverse electrodes was in the mean about the six-

tieth, and in the maximum about the thirtieth of the primary

current with a field of about 1800 (C.G.S.) ; yet this number can

only give an approximation to the order of magnitude, since the cir-

cuit to the galvanometer was quite inadeciuately insulated for cur-

rents of such potential ; and since from the electromotive force,

which according to Edlund appears at the electrodes, the intensity

of the current could not be taken as proportional to the electromo-

tive force of the primary or the transverse current. In tube IT. the

transverse current w as much smaller, probably because in addition

to the rhomb it had also to traverse the narrow glass tubes.

In these experiments the inductorium, and the battery which
worked it (2-3 chromic acid elements), were insulated on sealing-

wax rods, so that without the action of magnetism electricity could

neither enter nor emerge in large quantities through the transverse

electrodes. This arrangement is quite in correspondence \\ ith that
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which Hall chose for observing the phenomenon which he discovered.

I also made experiments in which one of the electrodes at the

acute angle of the rhomb \\as not used : the primary current entered

the tube through the other, and divided into two parts, one of which

passed through one, and another tlirough the other, transverse elec-

trode, and which traversed a differential galvanometer in opposite

directions. Here were seen all the phenomena which Kighi

observed in metals with the same arrangement. Magnetism pro-

duced also another kind of transverse current. The current which

traversed the transverse electrodes before the action of magnetism,

was increased at that electrode tov.ards which the band of light was
driven, and weakened at the other; a transverse current was thus

produced in the galvanometer, which had the same direction at that

transverse electrode towards which the strip of light was urged,

and thus had the same direction as the primary current. It hence

changed direction on reversing the field, but not on changing the

primary current.

This latter transverse current was not weaker in tube II. than in

tube I., or at all events not materially so. It was seen even with

the ordinary (HalTs) arrangement \\\t\i four electrodes, as soon as

one of the primary electrodes was put to eai'th or was imperfectly

insulated, for then only one portion of the chief current passed

through the second (imperfectly insulated) primary electrode
;

another part flowed through the two transverse electrodes and the

galvanometer-circuit, which was also imperfectly insulated from the

earth. By the latter portions of the current all the phenomena
which occur in Eighi's arrangement would be produced.

As the well known fact that the action of a magnet hinders the

passage of the current through Geissler's tubes, seemed analogous

to the increase of resistance of bismuth in the magnetic field, I

made an experiment in this direction. The primary current passed

simultaneously through tube II. and another Geissler's tube

;

without the action of magnetism it divided almost uniformly be-

tween the two : but by the action of the magnetic field the division

of the current was altei'ed, as it would be on the law of branch

currents, if the resistance in tube II. had been increased tenfold.

—Wiedemann's Annalen,\o\. xxxi. p. 789.

SOME EXPERIMENTS ON THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICAL

CURRENTS IN AIU. BY J. BORGMANN.

This paper is to be considered as a preliminary communication,

in which the author describes some experiments which he has un-

dertaken in order to ascertain the manner in which the electrical

current is transmitted through air.

If one conductor of an electrical machine is jnit to earth, and the

other is comiectod with an insulated ])oint or ilame, and if cue end
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of a galvanometer-wire is put to earth while the other is connected
with the second flame, an electrical current is produced as soon as

the machine is worked. Lighting the flame did not affect the

needle of the galvanometer ; electrostatic induction was completely
avoided, as the needle was completely surrounded by a copper
damper, and the latter was put to earth.

]t was found that when the machine was rotated with a constant

velocity the galvanometer showed a constant current, the direction

of which changed with the direction of the poles of the machine

;

it was observed that these opposite currents were never equal to

each other. Wiedemann's galvanometer (Edelmann's construction)

was used (one division corresponds to o"99 . 10-^ ampere) ; or a
specially constructed pure metallic galvanometer of W. Lerman-
tow, with a bell-magnet (one division corresponding to 2"21 .

10-^

ampere without astatic magnet, and 2-05 . 10-9 ampere with astatic

magnet).

AVhen the flames were at a distance of E metres, the following

deflections Aj and A., were observed, corresponding to the case in

which one or the other conductor of the machine was connected
with the flame :

—

R ....
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latter should act directly on the needles of the galvanometer. In
order to show this the author placed two insulated flames somewhat
higher than the magnetic meridian, and connected these flames by

wires at right angles to the meridian with the earth and the electrical

machine respectively. The coils of the galvanometer should be

either closed or altogether removed, otherwise the current divides

in the coils ; the metallic galvanometer with a bell-magnet gave a

deflection of 5-7 divisions as soon as the machine was set to work.

The distance of the flames was 920 millim. The direction of the

current is changed when the current flows below the galvano-

meter, as required by Ampere's laws.

—

Journal of the liussian

Physical and Chemical Societi/ (7) xviii. 1886. From an abstract

in BeiMiitter der Fhysilc, vol. xi. p. 369.

METHOD OF OBSERVING THE ACTION OF MAGNETS ON LIQUIDS.

BY S. T. MOREHEAD.

Some Meeks ago one of my students, Mr. J. C. Child, and my-
self were working with a diamagnetic instrument, simply repeating

well-known experiments. Pliicker's method of observing the dia-

magnetismof liquids having failed in our hands to give satisfactory

results, we hit upon a method ^\ hich was new to us and which was
very satisfactory. Into a glass tube of about four or Ave milli-

metres internal diameter a small quantity of liquid was introduced
forming a short cylinder. This tube was placed horizontally at

right angles to the line joining the ])oles of the magnet with the
liquid nearly between the poles. AV'hen the current was turned
on, the liquid was very evidently repelled. Water was repelled

through a distance of about half a centimetre ; wood-spirit through
a greater distance. By moving tlie tube in the direction of its

length the w ood-spirit could be pushed any distance through the

tube. The amount of motion is of course a function of the

resistances due to adhesion and friction as well as of the repul-

sive force. The attraction of liquids is easily sho\An by the same
method.

A single modification of the above plan of proceeding is to in-

cline the tube slightly so as to make the liquid flow toward the
poles. If the acquired velocity be not too great the magnet acts

as a break to stop the moti<m. It is well to bend the tube up a
little at each end to prevent the licpiids from flow ing out. This
method is mcII atlajited for projection so as to be sft-n by large

audiences.—ISilliman's American Journal, September lJ>b7.
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XLIX. On the Action of the Solvent in Electvolytie Conduction,

By T. C. FiTZPATRicK, B.A*

IN a paper read at the Birminghajn Meeting of the British

Association la>t year I gave some results of the measure-
ments of the conductivity of sah'ne solutions ; the solutions

containing equivalent quantities of the same salt, the solvents

being different. Since then I have been making further

experiments on the nature of the action of the solvent in the

conductivity of electrolytes, the results of which I wish to

present in this paper.

As solvents, water, ethyl -alcohol, and methyl-alcohol have
been employed. The water used in these measurements was
obtained by the distillation of the ordinary town supply, which
contams hardly a trace of ammonia or any organic matter.

The water was boiled for a long time, before distillation in a

glass still ; and the product was found to have a fairly con-

stant conductivity of 'OOOOOfi^, though the conductivity of the

water employed in each series of measurements was deter-

mined separately in each case.

The ethyl-alcohol was almost absolute, liaving a specific

gravity of '795
; it was carefully distilled, and its conduc-

tivity measured before each series of experiments. The methyl-
alcohol was treated in a similar way.

All these solvents have a certain amount of action on glass
;

and this action varies with the character of the glass. Quite

* Communicated by the Electrolysis Committee of the British Asso-
ciation, having been read at the joint sitting of Sections A and B at ths
recent British Association ^fcetiiifi' in Mnncliester.

Phil. May. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. i:)(i. Xw. 1887. 2 C
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recently, of two bottles full of alcohol, which had been dis-

tilled at the same time and then left to stand for a week, the

conductivity of the one at the end of this time was ten times

as great as that of the other. In all my measurements the

same glass cell has been employed ; and it is now found that

the resistance of the water or alcohol when left in the cell does

not fall nearly so quickly as it did in the case of the first

measurements, and it can be distinctly seen that the glass has

been acted on.

The conductivities of these three solvents differ considerably.

The average resistance-value for 250 cubic centim. of

(1) Water introduced into the cell,

R=15,(X)0 to 16,000 legal ohms.

(2) PJthvl-alcohol,

11=50,000 to 60,000 1. ohms.

(3) Methvl-alcohoi,

R= 4000 to 4500 1. ohms.

It will be seen that the ethyl-alcohol is much the worst

conductor, whilst the water is intermediate between the two
alcohols.

In the last* circular of the Electrolysis Committee Prof.

Ramsay makes mention of the work of Adolf Bartoii, that

benzene is a non-conductor, and methyl-alcohol conducts well,

and adds as a note, "is it pure?"
I was surprised at finding the resistance-value for this

alcohol so low, and considered that it could not be pure ; but

after carefully distilling it from lime I obtained the same, or

almost the same, value ; and after again repeating the process

the value was not found materially different.

It did not seem at first worth while working with a solvent

of such a low resistance, but 1 have lately employed it ; and
the results are,. 1 think, interesting, the only objection being

the rapidity of its evaporation.

Salts employed.

It is a point worth noticing, that all the salts that are soluble

in ethyl-alcohol are delicjuescent salts with the single exception

of mercuric chloride. This latter salt I experimentetl with,

as it is also the only salt more soluble in alcohol than in

water ; and I thought it might 1)e possible, by comparing

the conductivities of solutions of this salt in equivalent quan-

tities in water and alcohol, to see if the difference of con-

ductivities of equivalent solutions dt^pendcd at all on the

coefficient of solubility of the salt in the particular solvent,

- It was then found, as had been previously observed by
* Sixtli similar, May 1H>7. p. 6.
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M. Boutj, that the behaviour of this salt is peculiar ; in fact

that its solutions conduct very little better than the solvent

alone, whether the solvent be -water or alcohol ; and so far

as this salt is concerned, solubility does not appear to affect

the question of conductivity.

The other salts experiniented with were calcium chloride

and nitrate, lithium chloride and nitrate, magnesium chloride

and nitrate, ferric chloride and mercuric chloride.

The calcium nitrate and lithium and magnesium salts

were obtained from Dr. Schuchart. of Gorlitz, and the ferric

chloride was prepared anhydrous at the Cambridge Chemical
Laboratory.

It is of course impossible to keep these salts perfectly anhy-

drous ; but in some cases two sets of measurements were made
with the same salt, and identical values obtained ; which
would prove that the error due to the salts not being perfectly

anhydrous is very small indeed.

I have employed the methyl-alcohol as a solvent only for

the lithium and calcium salts. In all cases the solutions have
been obtained by dilution of the first solution ; which was
prepared by dissolving a known weight of the salt in 500
cubic centim. of the solvent; 250 cubic centim. of this solu-

tion being introduced into the cell for resistance-measurements.

These measurements have been made by the method de-

scribed in my former paper*, which has been found to work
excellently ; and the cell I have used was the same as was
employed for the previous determinations. The values for

caiciura chloride are given again for the sake of comparison

with those of the calcium nitrate.

Salt, Calcium Chloride, CaClj.

-j^ Equivalent of this salt (5*532 grm.).

Solvent, Water.

* B.A. Report, 188(5, p. 328.

t The coiiductivity of water employed is subtracted from vnluea |j^iveii

iu fonnor pajicr.

2C2
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Salt, CaClj.

Solvent, Alcohol,

Amount of

salt in 250
cub. cent, of

solvent.
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Salt, Ca(N03)2.

Solvent, Ethyl-alcohol.

Quantity of

8:ilt in 250
cub. cent, of

solvent.
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Salt, LiCl.

^ E(|niv;tleiit was dissolved in 500 cub. cent.

Solvent, Ethyl-alcohol.

Quantity of

salt in 2.')() '

cub. cent, of
'

solvent.
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Salt, Li(N03).

^ Equivalent (17-228 grm.) was dissolved in 500 cub. cent.

Solvent, Ethyl-alcohol.

Quantity of

salt in 250 Conduc-
cub. cent, of tivity.

solvent.
\
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Salt, Ferric Chloride, Fe2(^''6'

•^ Equivalent was dissolved in 500 cub. cent.

Soh'ent, Etli^d-alcohol.

Quanlity of

salt in 2r)0

cub. cent, of

solvent.
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Salt, Mugnusiuin Chloride, MgClj.

f'^ Equivalent (4'737 grni.) was dissolved in 500 cub. cent.

Solvent, Water.

Quantily of

salt in 250
cub. cent, of"

solvent.
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Water Solutio/is.—The conductivity-values for equivalent

solutions of the different salts are all of the same order, with

the exception of tlie mercuric-chloride solutions, the peculiar

behaviour of which has already been alluded to.

The chlori(h'S are l)etter conductors than the corresponding

nitrates, thou^^h not to any great extent. The behaviour of

magnesium chloride is anomalous, the conductivity-values for

its solutions being almost exactly one half those of the cor-

responding calcium-chloride solutions. The same is not the

case for the nitrate, though its conductivity is less tlian that

of the calcium nitrate ; a fresh solution of the chloride gave

the same values as the former ; the solution was carefully

tested for calcium or animuniuin chloride, but not a trace was
found.

It would appear, therefore, that a solution of magnesium
chloride containing 1 ('(jnivalent has the same conductivity

as one of calcium chloride' containing half an equivalent.

For the ferric-chloride solutions the conductivity is too

high for the more dilute solution, the conductivity not being

proportional to the quantity of salt in solution ; this is pro-

bably due to the decomposition of the ferric into ferrous

chloride.

Alcohol Solutions.—For none of the alcoholic solutions is

the conductivity proportional to the amount of salt in solution;

the conductivity not diminishing directly with the increase of

the dilution.

Further, the conductivities vary considerably for the

different salts.

The lithium salts have values comparable with one another,

and the values for the calcium and magnesium salts are of

the same order ; but the values for the lithium salts are

between 10 and 20 times as great as the conductivities for

the corresponding solutions of the other salts.

The same is true of the methyl-alcohol solutions, though
the lithium salts conduct only about twice as well as the

calcium salts in methyl-alcohol solutions.

Next, conii)aring the conducti-s itics of equivalent solutions

for the same salt antl the different solvents, it is clearly seen

how largely the values for the conductivities of saline solu-

tions depend on the character of the solvent.

Prof. Arrhenius considers that in dilute aqueous saline

solutions, the action of the water is to cause the dissociation of

the salt ; but how this action is exerti'd he does not suggest.

Other solvents do not exert such dissociating action, he

continues, and hence do not conduct. Thi> is not quite exact,

as, though the alcohoUc solutions do not comluct as well as
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the aqueous solutions, they have a very considerable conduc-
tivity.

In all cases the water solutions conduct best, though the

conductivity of the water itself is much smaller than that of

the methyl-alcohol.

It should be mentioned that in the table of results the con-

ductivity of the solvent has in all cases been subtracted, and
the tabulated results are the difference between the observed
values of the conductivity of the solvent and of the saline

solution ; that this is legitimate is clearly shown by the residts

obtained by Prof. Kohlrausch for the conductivities of solu-

tions of the same strength in water of varying conductivity.

It has been before mentioned that the character of the salt, as

well as of the solvent, influences the conductivity of the solu-

tion ; and I conclude that there is an interaction between the

two, on the result of which interaction the conductivity chiefly

depends ; this would be the formation of molecular groups in

the solution.

That such molecular groups do exist in solution in certain

cases experiment clearly proves.

Prof. Kohlrausch, in determining the conductivity of solu-

tions of sulphur trioxide in water, found that, for certain

strengths of solutions, the conductivity was a mininunn
;

namely, those that corresponded to the proportions SO3 . HjO,
and SO3 . 2H2O ; on further dilution the conductivity again
increased. In these j>articular cases, the solution was com-
posed of these molecular groups.

Again, the work of Arrhenius on isohydric solutions shows
that, if solutions of two compounds of dift'erent strength be
mixed, the conductivity of the resulting solution is the mean
of those of the two. A molecule of the first body thus reacts

with a different number of molecules of the solvent from that

with which a molecule of the second reacts, and the two mole-
cular groups can exist in solution without affecting one another.

Certain salts form com])ounds called cryohydrates, which
separate out from solution at very low temperatures ; that

such com])ounds exist in the solution previously to separating

out in the solid form must bo admitted. Quite recently, in

experimenting with solutions of sodium chloride, with a view
to the determination of temperature-coefficients at low tempe-
ratures, I found that of two solutions, the first of which was
saturated, whilst the other had a specific gravitv of r052,
when cooled down in a freezing-mixture to —19° C, the

saturated solution behaved regularly, the conductivity falling

with the fall of teni})erature. For the more dilute solution

this was not the case ; at —1° the solution began to solidify,
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aiul at — ly*^ the tube was filled with a soft solid, which had

a considerable conductivity. The conductivity of these solu-

tions were measured also at 0°, and the conductivity for the

more dilute solution was juuch smaller than the temperature-

coefficient at higher tem])erature would lead one to expect.

1 conclude that the definite compound, the cryohydrate,

existed at this temperature in the solution, though it did not

separate out till — 7°.

To further experiment on the existence of these molecular

groups, I have determined the conductivity of two solvents;

of the solvents mixed ; of solutions of equivalent quantities of

the same salt in the two solvents ; and in the mixed solvents.

The results are given below.

250 cubic centim. of the solution were in each case intro-

duced into the cell.

Conductivity of alcohol -0000082.

„
' water -000091.

Conductivity of 250 cubic centim. of\ r^rinni^in
' 1 ^ . > OOOOzy.

mixed solvents J
Calculated value -0000248.

Conductivity of CaClj alcoholic solution '00506.

„ ,,
water „ "0775.

Conductivity of CaCl2 solution in mixecn ..^ ^.^^

alcohol and water . . . -J
"*' *

Calculated value -0206.

There is a considerable contraction of volume on mixing

the alcohol and water ; for the mixed solutions of calcium

chloritle the volume was made up to 500 cubic centim. by the

adtlition of a mixture of the solvents.

The conductivity-values obtained differ by about 10 per

cent, from the calculated values, both for the mixed solvents

and for the mixetl salt solutions. I conclude, therefore, that

the alcohol reacts with the salt associated with the water, and

vice vet'fid ; it might be possible to ol)tain two solutions of

different streiigtii, such that the mixture had a conductivity

the mean of the two, similar to Arrhenius^ isohydric solutions.

All these experimental facts point in the same direction, to

the action of the solvent being a chemical one ; the salt being

decom})osed, and molecular groups formed in the solution.

Quite recently a pa])er has been pubMshed in the Annales

lie C/tirnie by Foussereau*. on the ilecomposition of metallic

chlorides in sohition ; in which to measure the change in the

character of the solution, due to such decompo>iiion,hedeter-

* Annales tie Chimie, July 1887.
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mines at different times and temperatures its electrical con-

ductivity. He makes a special study of ferric chloride, and

shows that there is a considi^rablo fall in its resistance-value ;

he does not chemically estimate the amount of the change,

nor give the products of the change. Such a chemical decom-

position I had suggested jn'eviously as the cause of the con-

ductivity-values for ferric-chloride solution not being inversely

proportional to the dilution. Foussereau considers this

change under the influence of temperature, and my results

would show that the change increases with the dilution of the

solution. Such, too, may be the reason for the peculiar

behaviour of the alcohol solutions to which 1 have already

drawn attention.

This decomposition of the chlorides, and probably of other

salts in solution, greatly complicates the measurement of

conductivities of salt-solutions. It affects also the question of

the change of conductivity with temperature.

There are many salts for which such decomposition is

entirely negligible. I have determined the temperature-

coeflficients of a number of different solutions ; the result of

these experiments I hope to present on a future occasion. The
resistances were measured up to temperatures of from 80° to

100°; and after cooling down, the resistance-value for the

temperature of the air was found not to have altered ; in

these cases there could have been no definite chemical change

in the solution ; the conductivity-values were found to be

proportional to the temperature.

This decomposition of the salt by the solvent perhaps throws

light on the alteration in the value of the temperature-coeffi-

cient with dilution.

Dr. Armstrong considers this change to be due to the fact

that in concentrated solutions complex molecules exist, which

are decomposed in dilute solutions ; for certain salt-solutions

the temperature-coefficients decrease with dilution. Bouty*,

in the Journal de Fliysique, gives the case of lead nitrate ;

and I have found the same for mercuric-chloride solutions.

If, under the action of the solvent, there are at high tempe-

ratures definite chemical changes, it seems impossible to hold

the view of Arrhenius, that the action of the solvent is to

cause the simple dissociation of the salt ; it is difficult to believe

that in a moder;itely dilute solution 90 per cent, of hydro-

chloric acid should be dissociated, the atoms of H and CI exist-

ing free, and that only 1 per cent, of acetic acid should be so

dissociated.

* Jt)vrnttl ilr 1'lnixi<iuc. .Ian. 1H87.
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The action of the solvents would seem to be twofold.

(«) Firstly, in certain cases to cause a deconijiosition of
the salt, the amount of such decomposition depending on,

1, T])c temperature.

2. The solvent.

'i\. The state of dilation.

(/>) Secondly, there is the formation of molecular groups
in the solution ; there is definite experimental proof that

hydrates exist in concentrated solution ; and it follows that

such molecular groups, or more complex ones, exist in dilute

solution.

The amount of water, or whatever the solvent may be. in

dilute solution will be far in excess of that required to forui

these molecular groups, and consequently there will be a
continual dissociation and recombination going on, within tlie

solution, of these molecular groups ; beyond a certain dilution

further dilution will not affect the amount of such dissocia-

tion ; and hence the observed fact that in dilute solution the

conductivity is proportional to the amount of salt in solution.

When these molecular groups are dissociated or decomposed
by mutual collisions, it may be that the salt molecules being
brought together, there is an atomic interchange ; and that

at this moment the electromotive force asserts its directive

influence. But that there exist in the solution the " free
"

atoms is untenable ; if free chlorine atoms are present in the

solution, the solution must have some of the properties of a
chlorine solution.

It would be more satisfactory, I think, to consider the

whole of the decomposition as the result of the action of the

electromotive force, exerted at the moment of the decomposi-
tion of the molecular groups ; but all the experiments on the

application of Ohm's law to electrolytes woukl show that this

is not the case.

But the influence of molecular groups in the conductivity

of saline solutions must be admitted, and the solvent must not
be regarded on the one hand as a suspending medium for the

salt molecules, or on the other as a dissociating agent.

Note.—Bouty, in the danuary number for this year of the

Journal de J^hysitpw, states that the results obtained by the

method of alternate currents for dilute solution are quite

illusory, and he refers to the results that he and Foussereau
obtaini'd when testing the method ; they employed a Wheat-
stone i)ridge, and placed in the fourth arm a resistance-coil

of cousidtM-able resistance, and used as intlicator a telephone
;

when .1 ('(ill of whicli fho true n'sist;ince was 10. (•(>(> ohms
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was employed, they obtained the niininuiin of sound in the

telephone with a resistance of 9,300. I have, therefore,

again tested my method for such effects : a coil of nearly a

thousand ohms was inserted in the fourth arm of my bridge,

and the values obtained with the ratio of the other arms, •

10 : 10, 100 : 100, 1000 : 1000, were in the three cases the

same ; nor did they differ on varying the speed of alterna-

tion, the value being also the same as when the commutator
Avas not working. What results may be obtained with a

telephone as indicator I do not know, but with the galvano-

meter method the results obtained for dilute solutions need

not be considered as entirely illusory.

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge.

L. A Reply to Objections raised by Mr. Charles Davison,

M.A., to the Argument on the Insufficiency of the Theory

of the Contraction of a Solid Earth to account for the

Inequalities or Elevations of the Surface. By Rev. 0.

Fisher, J/..4., F.G.S."^

A PAPER by Mr. Davison has appeared in the 'Philo-

sophical Transactions,' commimicated by Professor

Bonney, treating of the distribution of strain in the Earth's

crust resulting from secular coolingf. It consists of two
parts. Part I. is of much interest, and shows that, upon the

hypothesis of the earth having cooled as a solid sphere, there

has always been a certain level^ descending with the time,

above which the strata are suffering compression, and below

which they are being extended (" stretched "). An impor-

tant note upon the mathematical treatment of this question

has been appended by Professor Darwin, who a])pears to have

acted as referee. The existence of such an inistrained level

had been already perceived by Mr. Mellard Readeif.

Part II. of Mr. Davison's paper is devoted to a criticism of

my argument on the insufficiency of the contraction theory

to account for the existing inequalities of the Earth's surface,

and it is in defence of what I have published in this Magazine
ujion this subject, that I offer the following remarks.

The whole question will be made more clear by considering

first of all what would happen in two purely hypothetical

cases.

1. If a sphere were to be cooled suddenly throughout by

» Communicated bv the Author.

t Phil. Trans. Roy". Sor. vol. 178 (1887), pp. 231-240.

X 'The Origin of Mountniu-Kanges,' chap. xi. (^1881).) See Phil, Mag.
August 1887.
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the same amount, the linear contraction being in that case

the same in all directions, it would become simply smaller,

without any tendency to either cracking or crumpling.

2. It", however, the outer strata were to cool more than tlie

inner ones, it is clear that they would become too small to fit

the uncooled nucleus ; and this effect would reach down to

the level at whicli cooling, and therefore contraction, became
insensible. Supposing, then, that nothing further happened
to the rocks than a simple contraction at^cording to INfarriotte's

law, the strata must needs crack ; and we mav imagine that

the crust would l)e divided up by fissures, widely gaping
towards the surface, into prisms similar in i'orm to basaltic

colunms, and reaching down to the uncooled matter. The
vertical thickness of a crust so cooled would be diminished

by the sum of the linear contractions of the tliicknesses of

each infinitesimally thin shell in accordance with Marriotte's

law, and the circumfei'cnce of each shell, not counting the

width of the cracks, would be shortened in proportion to the

entire fall of temperature which had been experienced by
that shell. The result in this second case, depending solely

upon Marriotte's law, would be independent of the time.

o. Turning next to a third case, more nearly approaching
what might be supposed to occur to a solid earth during the

fall from the uniform high temjicrature of solidification to

that whicli is its present distribution, the rate of cooling
would not be the same at different depths. At any epoch,
since the surface assumed the constant temperature of the atmo-
sphere, the cooling at the surface is nil. At a certain depth,

where the cooling is insensible, it is again nil. At some
intermediate depth, depending on the time, the rate of cooling
is greatest ; and where it is greatest, there the rate of con-
traction will be greater than anywhere above or below that

depth. In the case we are considering it is not probable that

open cracks could anywliere be formed, unless just near the

surface, because the weight of the superincumbent matter
would i)ress out the contraeting shells laterallv, so as to close

them uj). Under these circumstances we could not in general
arrive at the change of dimensions by apj>lying the coethcient

of linear contraction to the horizontal and vertical dimensions
separately of each sliell : but wherever the shell is extended
(or *' stretelied '') we can only apply the coetficient of voln-

minal contraction to the shell as a whole.

Let us now fix our attention upon the condition of a jiar-

ticular shell of rock at the ])re.sent epoch. We find it con-
1itHU)Us and without open ci-a<^ks, its temi)eratnre is falling,

and. owing to the coiiii action of the sjdiere of matter interior
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to it, the shell is about to sink into a position where, being

nearer to the centre, it will find less room to occupy. The

question then is—Will the horizontal linear contraction of

this shell exceed or fall short of that loss of room ? If it

exceeds, the shell will tend to be extended. If, on the other

hand, the contraction is less than the loss of room due to the

sinkinfT through shortening of the radius, the shell will be

compressed. Mr. Davison has shown that near the surface

the shells are being compressed, and deeper down extended,

and that there is a certain level of no strain, where there is

neither extension nor compression ; and that this level sinks

deeper as time goes on. We see, then, that no compression

has ever taken place below the level of no strain, and that,

between the surface and it, all the shells have successively-

passed from a state of extension into one of compression. In

calculating the amount of compression in this third case, it

will be necessary to have regard to the position of the level

of no strain at every successive moment from the commence-
ment of the cooling, because it defines at that moment the

limit, below which compression does not reach. Any calcu-

lation, in which we did not integrate for the time, would

therefore give an incorrect result in the case we are now
considering. I hope to send shortly a calculation of the mean
heiffht of the elevations' which might be formed on this

hypothesis.

4. But we may make a fourth hypothesis, impossible no

doubt, but still one which, being " too highly favourable " in

its impossibility, will give an amount of compression, and
therelbre of surface-elevations caused by it, greater than

would be formed on the third and truer liypothesis. It is

that which I made in my paper in this Magazine"^, and of

which Mr. Davison says that the argument based upon it

" loses its force when we consider the natural process of a

continuous and gradual cooling." But I submit that any
argument deri\ed from the smallness of the elevations cannot

lose its force because the hypothesis, on which they have been

estimated, errs on the side of making them not small enough.

For observing that, upon the more correct hypothesis, the

com})ression, or folding, is the excess of the loss of room due

to the sinking of a shell beyond the horizontal contraction

due to the cooling of that shell, if we neglect altogether

the horizontal contraction of the sliells, everi/ shell will be

compressetl, and if, to keep the mass unchanged, we likewise

* riiil. ]NJiig. vol. ^•.\iii. (1887) pp. 145-140. (In tlio figure to this

puper 6 should be (j, and in the exphmation of it OQ should be Oy.)

PhiL Mail. S- 5. No\. 24. No. ]50. ]S\>v. 1887. 2 D
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throw tlie whole contraction into the vertical dimension, every

shell will descend too far. It is ohvious therefore that, on

both accounts, we get too much compression or folding.

These are the suppositions that I made to simplify the cal-

culation. The amount of sinking of the shells, and consequent

compression owing to loss of room, is then simply caused by

the total contraction in the vertical of the matter interior to

each sh(dl ; and does not depend upon when the contraction

occurred, or how long it took ; and is therefore independent

of the time ; and is so far not according to nature. But
nevertheless, seeing that it gives a superior limit to the com-
pression and consequent elevations, if we find the result too

small to suit the observed facts, it furnishes an a fortiori

argument against the so-called " contraction theory."

The tidal theories of Professors Pierce and Darwin, ap-

pealed to in section li) of Mr. Davison's paper to supplement

the contraction-theory, involve considerations of so much
complexity that 1 make no reference to them here.

LI. Note on the Relation hetween the Site of a Planet and the

Rate of Monntain-lniilding on its Surface. By Charles
Davison, M.A.^ Mathematical Master at King Edward's
High School, Birmingham*

1. T N a recent paperf I have investigated the distribution
J- of strain in the earth's crust resulting from secular

cooling, sujiposing the earth to have been initially at a high
tenqxTature and practically solid throughout. Other condi-

tions being the same, it is not diiHcult to show that, the

smaller a planet, the more ra])id is the rate of mountain-
building on its surface, at any rate in the early periods of its

history.

Supposing the jilanet to consist of an uncooled s[»herical

nucleus surrounded by a series of very thin concentric s|)he-

rical shells, of internal rndii /-q, v'j , . . . . resj)ectivoly (begin-

ning from the nucleus), then the change of radius of the iimer

surface of the (/i-|- l)th shell in a given time is proportional

n

where Bd is the difference in the rates of cooling of two con-
secutive shells, and e is the coefficient of expansion J. If this

* Conimnuii'att'd by tlio Author.

t '"On the Disliihiitioii of Strain in the Earth's Cnist rosuUing from
Sociilar (\H)liIl^^ &c.,"' IMiil. Traus. vol. 178 (,1887), A. pp. l'31-24±

t
Ibid. p. 1';$:}.
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expression be positive, the corresponding shell is stretched
;

if it be negative, the shell is folded. The following reasonino-

shows that there exists a surface of zero-strain within the
planet*, below which its crust is stretched, and above which
it is crumpled.

2. At the surface of greatest rate of cooling, hd is zero.

Let Tx be the radius of this surface, and r„ the radius of the
planet. Then, if coohng has not yet sensibly begun at the
centre, we know that

he,+he,+ .... +he^_, = h,^^+ +^e^^_,+hd^,

numerically, the terms on the left side being positive, and on
the riolit negative.

On either side of the surface of greatest rate of cooling, let

there be the same number of shells, and their thicknesses such
that, numerically, S^o=S^„, h6i= hdn-i, and so on.

Then, in the series

V.^^o+>'i'.5^i+ .... ^r^^.hd^, . . (1)

we have

W^=-he,„ and r„>ro,

.
•

. T^ . 86^^+ ^0^ . 8^0 is negative.

This is the case with every pair of terms equidistant from the
beginning and end of the series.

Therefore, the sum of the series is negative.

But the terms from Tq^ . S6(, to ?'^_j . S6^_i are all positive.

Starting, then, from the first term, it follows that up to and
including a certain term ?'/ . h6y, y being greater than x and
less than n, the sum is zero.

Hence, there exists a surface of zero-strain within the

sphere.

If cooling have begun at the centre, this simply cuts off

some of the terms from the beginning of the series, and its

effect is to still further deepen the surface of zero-strain.

3. If the radius of the sphere be infinitely great, the ratios

of ?•„ to 7'o) of ?„_! to Ti , (S:c., are unity, and the sum of the

series (1) is zero ; i. e. the surface of zero-strain coincides

with the surface of the sphere. In other words, on a globe

of very large radius, provided its surface be initially smooth
and spherical, no mountain-ranges can be formed by contrac-

tion from secular cooling, during a ver}' long time from the

conunenceuK'nt of its history. And, in any case, the course

of geological change on such a body will probably Ije very
different from what we know it to have been upon the earth.

* The same proof holds of course for uuy sphere, however small,

cooliug from a imifonu temperature.

2 D2
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4. Sir W. Thomson's well-known solution in his " Secular

Coolin"- of the Earth ^' a])pli('S without sensible error to the

earth, and even to smaller bodies, for many millions of years

from the time of consolidation. This being the case, the rate

of coolinfr at a (riven depth and time is for a considerable

period independent of the radius of the planet.

Let z and z' be any pair of depths })elow the surface of a

sphere for which the values of hd are numerically equal, z'

being the greater. Then, r being the radius of the sphere,

which increases as r decreases, since d is greater than z and

less than r.

Hence, the smaller the radius of the sphere the greater are

the ratios of r„ to ro, of n.-i to rj , and so on ; and therefore

the deeper is the surface of zero-strain at any time below the

surface of the sphere.

5. The amount of folding of any thin shell of radius r„ and

thickness a is ^irarndj^, where

' n

X being a constant, and Vy the radius of the surface of zero-

strain.

Now, in any given time, with the assumed law of cooling,

the values of hd„, etc., are the same whatever be the radius of

the si)here. If, then, the radius of the sphere be large com-

pared with the depth of the surface of zero-strain (which is

the case in the early periods of a planet's historA'), the above

expression shows that d varies very nearly as r„, the radius of

the shell.

Su])i)ose, for a mpment, that at any time since consolida-

tion the (le})tli of the surface of zero-strain is indejtendent of

the radius of the planet, and let the crust between its surface

and the surface of zero-strain be always ilivided into the same

number of shells, so that at a given time the thickness (a) of

each shell is the same.

In this case, then, IS-jrai'd varies as r* very nearly, and

therefore, if the de})th of the surface of zero-strain were the

same in all ])lanets after the same period of cooling, the total

amount of rock-fokling in a given time in a planet would

vary as the area of its surface.

But, as shown above, the depth of the surface of zero-strain

* Ibid. p. 2o0.
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is greater the less the radius of the sphere. Hence, at a
given time since consoHdation, the rate of rock-folding on
the smaller of two planets is to that on the larger in a greater

ratio than the surface of the former to the surface of the

latter.

6. Nothing can be inferred from this as to the relative

heights of individual mountain-ranges on dift'erent planets.

If, however, at the same periods of their history, the

mountains on a small planet be of the same or less average
height than on a large one, then the rate of continental evolu-

tion on the former must, area for area, be greater than on the

latter ; or, cceteris paribus, the continents of a small j)lanet

encroach upon its ocean-areas more rapidly than do those of a
larger one.

Perhaps this may hi part account for the possibly advanced
state of development of the planet Mars, as indicated by what
seem to be its comparatively extensive continents and narrow
ocean-beds.

LI I. Twin Prisms for Polarimeters.

By Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, D.Sc*

TO explain the points of novelty in the new twin-prisms
now exhibited by the author, a brief resume of some of

the recent advances in polarimetry is needed. In the earliest

apparatus, dating from the time of Biot, the polarizer was
usually a bundle of glass plates, the analyzer a simple double-

image prism or Nicol prism provided with a divided circle to

measure its rotation. With the subsecpient snbslitution of
compensators and of s{)ectrosco{)ic a])paratus in the analyzing
portion of the apparatus, this pa{)er has no concern, inasmuch
as the prisms to be described are intended to serve as polar-

izers only, not as analyzers.

When the polarizer was a mere bundle of plates, or a Nicol

prism, producing simple plane-])olarized light of ajijiroximately

homogeneous complaneity all over the visual held of the

apparatus, exact measurements of the angle of rotation were
not easy, simply because the eye failed, through a certain

range of angle, to determine the precise position of the

analyzer giving niaxinnim extinction of light. For more
exact polarimetry, Soleilf, in 1845, introduced the biquartz

* Conimiinicated by tlio author, liaviiifr been read befure Section A
of tlie Britisli As^sociation Mcetiiii,' at Maiii-bostor.

t Cumptcs liendus, xx. p. 1805, \6-k~i ; xxi. p. 420, 1845 ; xxiv. p. 973,
1847 ; aud xxvi. p. IG-'J, lt>48.
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plate, and the eye, instead of trying to determine the absolute

degree of blackness, had merely to make a comparison be-

tween the tints of the two simultaneously visible halves of the

visual field. With the same object Pohl*,in 1856, suggested

the use of a thin piece of mica covering ])art of the visual

field. This suggestion was improved u})on in 1874 by
Laurentf, who proposed to cover half the polarized field with

a half-wave plate of quartz ; this construction being known
as the saccharimhtre. a pdnombres, or Iialf-shadoio ])olarizer.

In the Laurent apparatus, the two halves of the visible field

are consequently ])ularized in planes inclined to one another

at an angle dependent on the j)osition given to the half-wave

plate.

In 1860, Jellett I introduced the ingenious triple image

prism, in which, at either side of an ordinary image, are seen

two extraordinary images, having their respective planes

of polarization inclined at a small angle to one another.

Hence, when one of these two images is at maximum extinc-

tion, the otlier will not be quite extinguished ; and as a very

small angular displacement will greatly affect the relative

amounts of light in these two images, the adjustment to

equality bv the eye gives the exact position of the mean plane

of polarization of the two images within a very narrow range.

In Jellett's apparatus this prism was used as an analyzer

only.

Based upon this idea, Cornu§, in 1873, suggested a prism

apdnombres, constructed by Duboscq, consisting of a Xicol

prism, which, having been cut in two longituilinally, in a

j)lane at right angles to the balsam-film, and a small wedge

ground away, was reunited with balsam, so giving in the two

halves of the visible field light polarized in jilanes at a small

angle to one another. In Cornu's ajiparatus, this divided

Nicol prism was to be used as analyzer, with an ordinary

simple jiolarizer. Schmidt and Haensch||, in 1878, simplified

this construction by cutting out the wedge from one half of

the Nicol prism only, and again reuniting the parts.

Lipl)icli1f. in 1882, suggested for the same ])urpose covering

halt' the polarized field with a suiiiller pohirizing prism rotated

* Wioin- Berirhte, xxii. p. 402, ISoG.

t Joiininl i/c r/it/sHjiie (I) iii. p. 183, 1S74. See also Dufet iu Journal

(le r/»/si>jiif' (-2) i. p. o.*)l>, 1SS:.\

\ liop. l^rit. Assoc. 181)0, ii. p. 13 ; Proc. I\o_v. Irish Acad. viii. p. 279,

18(5;}; Trans. Kov. Irish Aoad. xxv. p. .'571, 1875.

§ i?(//Wni iSV.' ('//JMJ. [2 I
xiv. p. 140.

II
Sec Landolt, liericht iihrr die rolaiu<atio)tAappar(ite, Berlin, 1880.

^ Zcitsr/iriff fiir J)igin(7ne)itenkiinde, ii. p. 170, 1882 ; IViener Berichte,

xci. p. 10.50, i88o.
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tliroiifvh a small angle, thereby attaining a similar result, but

admitting of adjustment in the angle. He proposed to use

square-ended prisms construeted like tbose described by the

author* in 1881, having the balsani-fdm in a princijjal plane

of section of the crystal, and having the end-faces also prin-

cipal planes of section. A similar arrangement has been used

by von Helmholtz. Rigliif has proposed a combination of

two Nicol prisms laid parallel to one another, with two [lairs

of plates of parallel-worked glass set V-wise to divide, and

again reunite side by side the beams traversing the two

Nicols. Povntino- 1 has suggested the use of a shallow cell

covering the polarized field and containing a sugar solution,

but into which a plate of glass is introduced, so as to diminish,

over half the field, the thickness of the interposetl solution,

and so brine; about a small angular difference of displacement

of the plane of polarization between the two halves ot the

field. Another suggestion due to Poynting is to cover the

two halves of the held with a quartz plate, of any convenient

thickness, but reduced uniformly by a small amount, say

0"1 millim. over one half. Lastly, Pickering § has suggested

the use of a double-image prism, arranged like the prism of a

dichroiscope, so as to give two contiguous but oppositely-

polarized images of a rectangular aperture placed beyond it.

These will appear equally illuminated only when the analyzer

is at 45°, or when the illumination of each is half the

maxinuun illumination of either.

In the two forms of twin-prisms that are now exhibited,

the angle between the planes of polarization in the two halves

of the field of vision is fixed. In the one it is 1)0°, in the

other about 2° '60'.

In 1880 the author described some forms of simple polari-

zing prisms cut for him by Mr. Ahrens on the plan adopted

by that clever constructor for the later forms of his triple

prisms, the princi|)le of which consists in finding a pair of

characteristic planes within the crystal of iceland spar such

that they are at right angles with the terminal faces (which

are princi{)al planes of section), and so oriented that they

pass through the line of intersection made by the terminal

faces with the natural faces of cleavage. Prisms made on

this plan, which is a mere modification of the [)lan suggested

• S. P. Thompson, Hop. Brit. Assoc. 1881, ii. p. 563, ami Phil. Mag.

Nov. 18H1, p. 341).

t lieporiuriitm der Plii/xih, xxii. p. 321, 188G.

X See Ulazebrot)k"s Physieul Oijtics, p. 40U.

§ I'roc. Anier. Acad. May, 1885. iSeo also Zeilsc/trift fiir Ini<(rn-

mentcnkundc, vi. p. 281, I88ti.
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by the author in 18SI, have several advantages over ordinary

Nieol jirisins. Their polaiized field is more homogeneous,
tlioir transverse section is rectangular, their terminal faces

are at riglit angles to the axis of vision ; and l)y the method
of construction adopted it is easy to obtain from one piece of

spar two identical prisms cut from a single rectangular block.

These points are all of advantage for the present pur{)ose,

namely, that of perfecting the apparatus for use in precise

polarimetry.

Prisms cut on Ahrens's j)lan also possess another peca-
liarity ; the terminal faces are, as mentioned above, principal

planes of section, but the crystallographic axis lies in these

faces at almost exactly 45° with the rectangular edges,

H(!nco it comes about that, if one of these simple prisms be

reversed end for end, while us(m1 as either polarizer or analyzer,

the dark field is changed to bright field, or vice verm, the same
as if the prism had been rotated al)out its axis of vision

throiigh 90°. This is, of course, not the case with any of the

ordinary Nicol, Foucault, or Hartnack prisms. Suppose,
then, that two identical prisms, cut as described, are taken,

of narrow rectangular cross-section, having the sides of the

section in the proportion of 2 : 1. Let them be placed side

by side so that, as the light falls through them, the visible

juxtaposed fields of vision form the two halves of a square.

Let one prism be then reversed end for end. The juxtaposed
field of vision would still be a square divided into two halves

;

but these two halves will be oppositely polarized. Such a

twin-prism can be used for polarimetry exactly as the Picker-

ing ])rism or as these half-shadow combinations, in which there

is a fixed angle of 90° between the planes of polarization of

the two halves of the visual field. The first twin-prism now
exhibited by the author is of this nature.

Li the second form of twin-prism, the same mode of con-

struction is followed so far as the cutting of two identical

prisms of narrow rectangular section is concerned ; but, after

flic j>risms have been cut, a small wetlge of about 2° 30' is

ground away from the side of one of them, and they are then

again juxtaposed, so that there is this amount of angular dis-

})lacement between the two halves of their joint visual field,

hi both cases the two prisms are ground together and
cemented by balsam, so that the observer sees merely a fine

line of junction down the middle of tli<' visual field.

The author considers such constructions superior to that of

Ixighi, because tJiere is much less loss of light by reHexion at

ol)li<|ue surfaces ; ho also prefers his method to the methods
of Laurent and of Poynting, because there is no dilference in
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the aiifTiilar disi)lncoment for Hglit of different wave-lengMis,

as is inevitable where quartz, mica, or sugar is used to pro-

duce a rotation in one half of the field. It is preferable to

Jellett^s, because, in the Jellett prism, not only do the two
images of varying intensity, which are to be compared, not

lie in juxtaposition to one another, but there is the ordinary

imaoe Ivintj; between them interferinii with the comi)arison.

Lastly, the twin-prisms now described are more easy to con-

struct than the divided Nicol prisms of Cornu and of Schmidt
and Haensch.

September, 1887.

LIIL On the. Thpory of Unipolar Induction. By Prof. E.
Edlund, Professor of Physics at the Royal Academy of
Sciences of Siceden*.

§ 1.

INCREASE or decrease in the intensity of the pole of

a magnet produces, in a conductor which is approach-
ing it, an electromotive force tending to create an electric

current. The increase or decrease in tlie distance between
the pole and the conductor gives rise to a like force, seeing

that the action of the pole increases or diminishes in this case

as in the former. The electric currents proceeding from this

cause are said in both cases to be due to magneto-electric

induction ; but it is also possible to produce electric cur-

rents by means of a magnetic pole without increasing or de-

creasing the intensity of the pole, and without increasino- or

decreasing the distance between the pole and the conductor.

It is said, then, that the production of the electric current is

due to uni})olar induction ; an expression which is in no sense
approj)riate, seeing that the conditions necessary for the pro-

duction of the first-mentioned currents are not a])plicable to

the j)roducti()n of the second, and that moreover the addi-

tional term unipolar is the result of a mode of explaining the

origin of the currents mentioned which is actually without
meaning. These currents are not produced by induction, in

the proper and original meaning of the term, but they appear
I'atlier, as will be shown further on, to have a magneto-electric

origin—that is to say, to be due to the direct action of the

magnet on an electric current. It is chiefly in Germany that

the theory of the so-called Unipolar Induction has been de-

veloped, and attempts made to defend the theory against

objections which have been recently raised against it.

* Translated from a memoir preaeuted to the Academy of Sciences of

Sweden on the !)th of Miirch, 1867. Cummuuicated by the Author.
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A correct notion of" the true cause and nature of unipolar

induction is of especial importance, because of the results

"wln'ch uiay be deduced from it in the explanation of several

natui-al [)]K'nomena. I shall therefore attempt to show in the

following pages that the theory hitherto accepted for the phe-
nomena of unipolar induction is opposed to the principle of

the conservation of energy, and tliat therefore it must be ad-

mitted to be erroneous. I shall show moreover, in a manner
more complete than has jjreviousjy been attempted*, that the

theory of the same phenomena which I advanced a few years

ago may be derived from the same principle, and that it ought
therefore to lead to certain results.

§2.
To fix ideas, let iis start from a particular example which

may be considered as a typical example of unipolar induction

generally. Let .sn be a cylindrical mag-
net having the south pole at .s and the

north ])ole at «, and a h the section, in the

plane of the paper, of a jacket concentri-

cally surrounding the magnet, very easily

movable, like the magnet itself, and capable

of being put into rotation about the axis of

the latter. Let h cda represent a metallic

wire pressing with its ends against the

upper and loAver edges of the jacket, and
into which a galvanometer may be intro-

duced. Experiments made at various times

by different physicists have led, as is well

known, to the following results :

—

1. If the jacket only be put into rotation

in a direction opposite to that of the hands of a watch as seen
from above, we obtain an induced current in the direction
ah cda. If the rotation take place in the opposite direction,

the current will also go in the opposite direction. The inten-
sity of the current is jiroportional to the intensitv of the
magnet and to the velocity of the jacket.

2. If the magnet and the jacket are in rotation with the
same angular velocity, or, in other words, if they mav be con-
sidered as relatively fixed, we ol)tain a current of the same
force and in the same direction as in the preceding case. The
magnet may be in rotation in any direction and with a greater
or less velocity at the same time as the jacket ; the induced

* liuUctin (O/'rcrsi't/t) dcs fraratix de FAcad. r. i/cs Scu tiers df Suede
pour 1^77 ; NVied. A)in. t. ii. p. ."^7

; Mcnioires {^Jlandl nj/cv) de fAcad.
r. d^'s Scii'/icrs, t. xvi. 187S; I'hil. Ma^'. [.j] vi. p. 2t>i); Ann. de Chim. et
de rinjs. tome xvi. p. 47 (li:>7t>).
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current will always be the same as if tlie jacket only were in

rotation.

3. If the magnet is in rotation whilst the jacket is at rest,

no current is produced in the circuit.

4. If, without undergoing any change in their relative

position, the jacket and the wire are in rotation round the

magnet no current results. If we remove the jacket and put
one end of the wire in contact with one of the poles, and the

other end in contact with the middle of the magnet, a current
is })roduced when the wire only is in rotation. On the other

hand, the current disap])ears if the magnet and the electrode are

in rotation in the same direction and with the same an'rular

velocity. (Experiments of Profs. F. Exner and Czermak.)
It has been attempted to give the following ex])lanations of

the results of these experiments in accordance with the theory

in favour :

—

1. The current obtained in case No. 1 is produced by the

electromotive forces having their seat in the jacket in rotation.

2. The current produced in No. 2, when the magnet and
the jacket are in rotation with the same angular velocity,

cannot, according to the old theory, be due to the electro-

motive forces having their seat in the jacket ; for it is admitted
as an axiom that a magnet is incapable of producing induc-
tion in a conductor with which it is fixedly united*. The
theory proves, in fact, that the electromotive force has its

origin in the wire at rest, he da', and that it is, in intensity

and direction, equal to the force which would be produced if

the wire were in rotation in the opposite direction with the

same angular velocity, whilst the jacket and the maonet
remained at rest.

If the angular velocity of the magnet is different from that

of the jacket and is denoted by r,, that of the jacket being
denoted by v^, and if both take place in the same direction,

their relative velocity would be v^— i'i. Now the electro-

motive force produced in the jacket must be proportional to

this difference. But the rotation of the magnet will give rise

to an electromotive force in the wire at rest, be da, propor-
tional to -\-t\. If we add these two expressions together, the
sum is i'2 ; that is to say, the same electromotive force as if

the jacket alone had been in rotation.

3. The old theory explains the results given under No. 3,

by the supposition that the rotation of the magnet gives rise

in the jacket to an electromotive force equal to that which is

* Wiedemann, Die Lehre von der Elect n'citiif, t. iv. 1. §§ 07 itc.

(T3raunsch\veifr, 188o) ; Wiillnor, Lchrhuvh cJvr Kiji. I'/ii/si/c, 1. iv. p. bOG
(^Leipzig, 1875) ; and several otlior works.
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])n)(lii('('(I ill the wire, but actin;^ in the oj^posite direction, so

that the intensity of the current becomes zero.

4. The result indicated under No. 4 is explained in a similar

manner.
The fact that, in the case given under No. 2, the induction

produced in the wire at rest when the magnet is in rotation

round its axis ought to be equal to that produced when the

magnet is at rest, but the wire enters into rotation in the op-

posite direction but with the same angular velocity al)Out the

magnet, may, according to tliis theory, be explained as fol-

lows :—The lines of force, imagined by Faraday, are in rotation

with the same angular velocity as the magnet ; and the electro-

motive force produced is pro})ortional to the number of lines

of force which the conducting-wire traverses in a given time.

But since evidently the wire encounters an equal number of

lines of force, whether the magnet is in rotation and the wire

at rest, or whether it is the wire which rotates and the magnet
which is at rest, the induction, according to this hypothesis,

must be equal in the two cases.

§3.
The only method by which we can give a certain explana-

tion of the origin of the currents in question is given us by
the mechanical theory of heat, a theory of which 1 have made
use for this purpose some time since. Let us introduce into

the conducting-wire he da (fig. 1) a battery producing a cur-

rent, which passes through the closed circuit in the direction

ahcda. In consequence of the action of the magnet upon
the current which traverses the jacket, it commences to move
in the direction, as seen from above, of the hands of a watch.

^\'e may observe that here the magnet itself docs not enter

into rotation. It may without appreciable resistance be turned

as much on the one side as on the other by an external force.

If now we reduce the jacket to rest by means of an interposed

obstacle, which we will call in this case the electromotive

force, denoting it liy B, the resistance in the circuit itself being

(l(>noted by m, and the intensity of the current by 1 ; and,

lastly, if we call A the calorific equivalent of the unit of work,

the sum of all the heat developed by the resistance in the

circuit will be equal to APw, and the heat consumed* in the

battery for the production of the current will be equal to AEI.
But, since these two quantities must be equal, since the cur-

rent has not produced any external work, we shall have

f-x\I-EI= (1)

* Mcmoires (IIati(l!i)i(/ar) de /'Acad. r. des Sciences dv Sul'dc, t. xiv.

rogjr. Ami. t. clix. (^187(.">); Phil. Mii^'. [o] tkI. iii.
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If we let the jacket enter into rotation it will produce ex-

ternal mechanical work, and the develo{)ment of heat will

consequently be le?s than before. This is brought about by
the production, in the jacket in rotation, of an electromotive

force sending a current ni the 0{)})0i<ite direction to that of the

battery. If we denote this current by ?', the production of

heat in this case will be

A\(l-i)-m-^{l-i)\=A{Vm-'E^l-2lim + ihn + ^i\.

In other terms [if we pay attention to equation (I)], there is

produced in the closed circuit a loss of heat equal to

Am(I-0 (2)

The value of the external work done will then be equal to

this loss.

In conformity with the law of Biot-Savart, a magnetic pole

acts upon an element of the current with a force equal to the

intensity of the pole divided by the square of the distance to

the element, and multiplied also by the intensity of the cur-

rent and the length of the element, and by the sine of the angle

a formed by the element and the line of junction between the

pole and the element : the direction of this force is normal to

the plane passing through the pole and the element. If the

direction of motion of the element makes an angle of) with the

normal in question, we obtain of course the component of the

force along the line of motion by multiplying the expression

lurther by cos ^. If we denote the velocity of the element

by //, the intensity of the pole by M, and the intensity of the

current by (I— t), and, lastly, the distance between the pole

and the element by p, we have, as the expression of the me-
chanical work due to the action of the pole upon an element

of the current dz,

M(I-0 . , , ,—^^,— sni a. cos <p . Iidz. . .

In fig. 2, let s n represent a magnet, and nh a

jacket through which a current (I— i) passes from

a to h. Let the distance between the two poles

be 2/, and the length of a h half this distance, viz.

/; and let the radius of the jacket be r. Let us

consider at first an element c^r of the jacket situated

at the point at the distance z from a. The dis-

tance p from the south pole to dz is then equal to

v/r^+(/-c)2, and sin«=—^= - The

normal to the plane ])assing through the south

pole and the element coinciding with the direction

Fiff. 2
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of motion of the jacket, cos ^ will be unity. If the jacket

moves with the velocity h, the work done in unit time by
the action of the pole upon the current dz will be equal to

Mr{l— t)hdz

In a similar manner, we obtain for the north pole

- ^r{l-i)hdz

By integration of these expressions between c= and : = 1,

we have for the whole jacket

Multiplying this expression by A, we obtain the quantity of

heat corresponding to the amount of work in question.

Consequentl}^ we have from the formulae (2) and (4),

im (I-/) = m{i-i)h}i—^—,- ?—j-1

.

If we remove the battery from the circuit so that 1 = 0, the

preceding equation nevertheless continues applic.djle if the

jacket is maintained in rotation b}' an external mechanical

force so that li does not become equal to zero. In this form

the equation shows that the square of the intensity of the in-

duced current multiplied by the resistance of the circuit is

equal to tlie mechanical work consumed in the rotation of the

jacket. If this work is zero, the intensity of the current will

also be zero.

If we suppose that the jacket consists only of an element

of the circuit As, we shall obtain, by equating the expressions

(2) and (3), after dividing the tirst by A and putting I equal

to zero, the following law for the induction in an element of

the circuit in rotation round a magnetic pole :

—

•2
^i

• • a; Vi^»i= -, I sin a cos (bhAs
P .

or

em= -ysm«cos9/<A.«j (d)

Consequently, ^vhen an element of the circuit is in rotation

round a magnetic pole, the induced current uliich results is

jjroportional to tlu^ magnetic intensity at the place where the

element is, nuiltiiilied ly the sine vi' thv' angle which the ele-
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ment forms with the line drawn from the element to the pole,

by the cosine of the angle between the direction of rotation

of the element and the normal to the plane passing through
the element and the pole, and, lastly, by the velocity and the

length of the element. It should be observed in this respect

that k does not denote the angular velocity of the element of

the circuit, but the length of path described by the element in

unit time. Without consumption of mechanical work no in-

duced current, with its resulting development of heat, could

be produced.

When the element of the circuit moves in a uniform and
homogeneous magnetic field, as, for example, that due to the

horizontal component of the earth's magnetism, Helmholtz
and Sir W. Thomson* have obtained the same expression for

the induced current as that contained in the preceding equa-
tion (5). It is thus evident that these formulie ought to be
equal in the two cases ; since the action of a magnetic pole

upon an element of the circuit which moves at a uniform dis-

tance from the pole ought to be continually of the same mag-
nitude, and consequently would be under the same conditions

as if the element moved in a homogeneous magnetic field.

§4.

The law given above in formula (5) for the inductive action

of a magnetic pole upon an element of a circuit in motion

does not indicate in any manner how the current is produced,

nor the relation of this phenomenon to other electrical phe-
nomena. I now propose a new formula showing this relation-

ship, which is also of a more convenient form, and I shall

show mathematically that this new formula may be deduced
from formula (5).

I imagine to myself that the induction is produced in the

following manner :—If the electric current consists really in

the transport of a fluid, as soon as the element of the circuit

begins to move the fluid would be carried with it in the direc-

tion of motion, and would thus produce a current upon which
a magnetic pole could act, according to the known law of

Biot-»Savart. If & be the angle formed by the direction of

motion with the line drawn from the element of the circuit to

the pole, and i/r the angle made by the element with the

normal to the plane passing through the direction of motion
and the line joining the j)ole and the element ; if then A be
the velocity of the element of tlie circuit, and As its length,

we shall have, in accordance with the law mentioned above,

* lilavier, Dts (jruiukurs electriquvs, p. 358 (Paris, 1881).
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the expression

M
nn = e= .^ sin /3 cos i/rAA.s .... (6)

for the force with wliich the magnetic pole tends to conduct
tli(i electric fluid along the element of the circuit, /. e. for the

electromotive force of induction.

In this ex})rcssion e denotes the electromotive force, and i,

m, M, and p have the same meaning as hefore. If the ])he-

nomena of unipolar induction can he explained hy the aid of

this formula, that would show that there is reason to see in

them electrodynamic ])henomena having no connexion with

the })henomena of induction strictly so-called.

I shall show j»resently that formula ((J) is identical with

the formula (5) deduced from the mechanical theory of heat.

In fig. 3 \ct a represent the element of the circuit in

which the induction takes place, bC the direction of motion

Fij?. 3.

of this element, and CP the line of junction hetwcen the

magnetic pole and the element of the circuit. Tlie lines A C
and B C are drawn at right angles to the line C P ; the first

in the ])]ane })assing through a C and C P, and the second in

the ])lane jtassing through bC and C P. Lastly, FC is the

normal to the ]ilane /' C P, and GO the normal to the plane

oCV. It follows from this that the lines G C, B C, A C, and
F C all lie in one plane, since each of them is perpendicular

to C P. But since the angles FCB and GCA are hoth

ri<>ht an<xles, it follows that if we take away the an^ilo A C B
the angles F C A and B C G are ecjual.

Aciording to foinmla (5), dedueeil from the mechanical
theory of heat, the (>lement of the cin-uit aC'=A.v ought to

he niulliplied hy sin (uCP), or, since the angle AC P is a
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right anole, by cos(AC«). It will be necessary, finally, to

multiply this product by the cosine of the angle made by the

direction of movement with the normal to the plane aCP,
i. e. by cos(/yCGr). But the plane GCB being perpendicular
to the plane iCB, the dihedral angle B is a right angle. We
obtain consequently from the spherical triangle,

BG/> : cos [hCGr) = cos (GCB) : cos (6CB).

The law of induction (5), deduced from the mechanical
theory of heat, obtains thus the following form :

—

M
m=^cos(aCA)cos(GCB)cos(/.CB).AAs. . (5b)

r

We will now transform formula ((3) in a similar manner.
As before, let aC denote the element of the circuit A.s, and

let hO indicate the direction of movement or the direction of

the current of translation produced by the motion of the ele-

ment of the circuit. This current must be multiplied by
sin (6CP), or, what comes to the same thing, by cos (Z>CB).

The magnetic pole tends to conduct it into the normal to the

plane ])assing through CP and AC, i. e. in the direction FC.
To obtain the component in the direction aC of the element
of the circuit it will be necessary to multiply, finally, by
cos (aCF). The expression for the induction thus becomes

M̂
cos(aCF) cos (ACB)/(As (a)

In the spherical triangle aAF, the dihedral angle at A is a

right angle ; we obtain therefore

cos (aCF)= cos (aCA) cos (FCA).

Introducing into the formula (a) these values of cos (aCF),

and recollecting moreover that cos (FCA) = cos (GCB), we
have the desired fornmla of induction, viz.

im= ~ cos (aCA) cos (GCB) cos [hGB)h^s, . (5b)
r

a formula identical with the formula (5b).

The formula (G) established by me for the calculation of

the unipolar induction in an element of the circuit moving in

a magnetic field ought therefore to give correct results.

It is evident that the magnitude of the induction depends
on the relative movement between the magnetic pole and the

element of the circuit. But the relative movement is not

altered if we give to the pole and to the element equal and
parallel velocities in the same direction. Having reganl to

J'Idl. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 150. Nov. 1887. 2 E
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this condition, we may imagine, in the calculation of the mag-
nitude of the induction, that the magnetic pole is at rest, and
that the element of the circuit actually moves with a velocity

equal in magnitude and direction to the resultant of the

original velocity, and of a velocity equal to that of the magnet
but in the opposite direction.

§5.

1. I now propose to make use of what has been said in the

preceding pages for the explanation of the experiments men-
tioned above in § 2.

When the jacket only is in rotation, whilst the magnet and
the wire are at rest, it is evident that the electromotive force

ought to be produced in the jacket. The old theory and tliat

which I am expounding agree in this respect. But this

agreement ceases when we pass to the second case, that where
the magnet and the jacket are put into rotation about the

axis of the former. Wo will supj)ose at first the magnet and
the jacket in rotation in the same direction and with the same
angular velocity. In this case the two may be considered as

united ; and it is not possible, according to the old theory, to

produce an electromotive force in the jacket; but the induc-

tion ought (always in accordance with the same theory) to

take place in the metallic wiie at rest. But it is of course

impossible to admit that induction may take })lace in the wire

from the fact that the jacket is in motion ; and in the case

where an induction is caused by it, that this induction ought
to be due to the rotation of the magnet. But, as was remarked
above, the magnet may be put into rotation either in the one
direction or the other without consuming other work than that

necessary to overcome the torsion of the thread by which the

magnet is suspended, or the friction against the angles which
support it. But such a consum})tion of work lias nothing to

do with the production of electricity. It is possible never-

theless that the induced current offers some slight obstacle to

the rotation, although this obstacle may be too small to be
porce))tible. The old theory, that the production of the

induced current takes place without the consumption of me-
chanical i'orce, cannot, consequently, be correct. According

to my theory, on the contrary', the rotation of the magnet
in this case is without appreciable importance in the forma-

tion of the current ; for the reason that, in virtue of well-

known experimenls, the resulting induced current does not

offer any srnsiblo obstacle to the rotation. By far the most
important part of the induction is produceil in the jacket

altogether as it' the magnet were at rest. The rotation of the
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magnet is thus almost witlioiit importance for the induction.

The two theories diverge in this case in an essential manner
;

and this divergence is of great importance for the use of the

theory to explain several other natural phenomena. The fact

that the rotation of the magnet is without real significance in

the case in question may bo proved more completely in the

following manner.

2. Su])posing that the circle !> c df (fig. 4) represents the

horizontal section of a vertical magnet, in which plane one of

Fi-. 4.

the poles lies {e. g. the south pole), and that vertically beneath

a there is an element of the vertical circuit A.s ; and let us

suppose that the element of the circuit and the magnet are

both in rotation with the angular velocit}^ v in the direction

of the arrow about tlie axis o of the magnet. Let us then

denote by II the distance from the element of the circuit

beneath a to the axis of the magnet, taking the radius o c of

the magnet equal to r, and supposing that the element As is at

a distance H vertically below the horizontal plane first men-
tioned. Let us further su))pose a vertical plane passing through

the vortical element of the circuit A.s and the axis of the mag-
net, and that another vertical plane passes through the same
element and the point c situated on the circumference of the

magnet at the angular distance u from the line o m. The first

of tliese vertical planes will consequently intersect the hori-

zontal ])lane mentioned along a o and the second along a c.

The element of the circuit A .s moves in the direction a (/= r R,

2E2
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and the point c in the direction cv^vr. Lot us now suppose

the magnet divided into elementtiry magnets, of wliich we
have to consider only those situated at the circumference of

the magnet, since all the others may be treated in a similar

manner. If we call M the magnetic intensity per unit of

length of the circumference, the intensity which corresponds

to the differential of the angle u will he equal to ^Irdn. We
will now calculate by means of the formula (()) the magnitude
of the induction which is produced in the element of the

circuit A.s, when this element and the ring of the magnet are

in rotation in the same direction with the angular velocity r.

Let us give to the element Mrdu of the magnet a velocity

vr in the opposite direction to the rotation, and to the element

of circuit As a velocity ak of the same magnitude and in the

same direction. The relative velocity between the two ele-

ments will not be thereby modified. The element of the

magnet Mn/« enters thus into rest, and A.s moves within the

resultant of ag and ak. The resultant ah consequently repre-

sents the mao[nitude and direction of the velocity which the

element of the circuit As receives in this manner. Since en

and ak are parallel, the angle oak=-cino= 'd(f— n. But the

angle oog being 90°, the angle kag ought consequently to be

=11. The horizontal line ac is equal to Vli' + r'" + 2K/'Cos w,

and the cosine of the angle cao or t' will consequently be equal

R + rcos?f „.
TJ ] 7 Ito — - bmce aq = fit and ak or ah = vr,

s/\V^r' + 2Hrco&u ^ '

the resultant ah will be equal to r\/R^ + ^"^ + -l"{'*cos ?/, and
the cosine of the angle liag will be equal to

t'(R + r costf)

V s/ ^^ f r^ + 2Hr cos u

But since these two angles are both acute they ought to have
the same magnitude. The line ag being at right angles to

the vertical ])lane which passes through the line oa, the re-

sultant ah must also, for the reason that the angles named are

of e(]ual magnitude, be ])erpendicular to the vertical ])lano

which j)asses through «r, and consequently also perpend ieular

to the line uniting c to the element of circuit A.?. The dis-

tance between Asand c is evidently= \/ll"" + H" + >•- + 2Rrcosw.
The elen)ent of the magnet J\L'(/;/ acts normally to the plane
which passes through this element, and the direc(ii>u of motion
of the element of circuit ah. To obtain from this the efiect

along the vertical element As, wo must nudtiply by the cosine

of the angle which the normal mentioned makes with the ele-

ment As: now this angle is equal to that which the latter
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plane makes with the horizontal plane. The cosine of this

angle is evidently equal to

v/R^ + r'^ + 2Rrco3?f

^K^W+i'^^i^Rr cos u

The velocity of the element of circuit will be then

v\/K^ + r^ + 2Rrcosu',

the angle which the direction of movement makes with the

line of junction between the element of circuit and that of the

magnet "will be 90°, and consequently its sine = 1 ; the dis-

tance between the two elements will then amount to

Vff + R^ + r'^ + 2Ri' cos

Lastly, the cosine of the angle between the vertical element

As and the normal to the plane passing through the direction

of movement and the element of the magnet will be

's/R^ + 7'^ + 2Ri'cosu

^y/W^R' + r^ +2R7^^
M

If now we introduce these values for -^, /S, and i/r into the

formula (6), drawn from the mechanical theory of heat, we
obtain for the inductive action of the element of the magnet
M.rdt(, situated at c, upon the element of circuit As, when both

are in rotation in the same direction and with the same angular

velocity, the following expression ;

—

MrviR" + r^ + 2Rr cos ii)Asdu

{W+ R' + r^ + 2Rr cos w)

'

Multiplying by 2 the integral between the limits and tt

of this expression, wo obtain the sum of the whole inductive

action upon the element of circuit As of the magnets situated

upon the periphery of the magnet. 13ut

ru=n (B? + r"^ + 2Rr cos u)du _ r"="" du

J„^„ (lF+lF+? + 2Krcosw)l~J„^„ (H2+R2 + r2 + 2RrcosM)4

-H2p dit

X=o (H-' + R=^ + r2+ 2Rrcosw)l*

If we remember that cos m= 1 — 2 sin'^ -, and if we put
:j
=

2v/R

[H2+ (R+ r)-J

and, lastly,
'^ — = sin fe), we obtain for the two

' •'•'l-TIO./T-k. ^'Jli
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integrals of the right-hand member of the preceding equation,

[E:'+ (R+ ry]iX=i' (1- sin^esin^,^)*

2H^ C^=^ d<t>

[H2 + (R + r)''jJ5=o (1- sin'^0sin2</))»

The elliptical integral of this will be

9 9H2

3. We will take as example H= E.= 10r. will then be

25'^"18, and the value of the formula (7) ^— . Multiplying

this expression by 2Mrv^s, we have the total induction of the

ring equal to 0'2214 MrAs.
If the magnet were at rest, but As in rotation as before

with the angular velocity v, and if the magnetism of the pe-

riphery were concentrated in the axis of the magnet, the

calculation of the magnitude of the induction would give the

following results :—The velocity of the element of the circuit

would be uR, the intensity of the magnetic pole would be

27rr'M, and the cosine of the angle which the plane passing

through the direction of motion and the pole makes with the

horizontal plane would be ;—777-4- In virtue of formula (6)^
(R- + H-)'

^

the induction would be

27r/-MfR-As

(R-' + H-^)^*

If, as we have supposed above, H =R= 10r, we obtain, as

the value of the induction in As, 0*222 1 I^IrAs, a value Avhich

only differs from the former value by a little more than 0"3

per cent.

Let us take some other examples. Suppose that H= Oand
R=10/'. When the magnet and the element are in rotation

in the same direction with the same angular velocit}' y,

we obtain from formula (7) the magnitude of induction

= 0'630 MrAs. If the magnet is at rest and the element As
moves with the angular velocity r, and if we suppose the

ma<iuetism concentrated in the axis of the majrnet, the mair-

nitude of the induction will be equal to 0'()28 MrAs, expres-

sicns which dili'er from one another by 0'25 percent. Let us

sup[)ose H= and R= 20/'. The elliptical integral gives in

this case the value of the induction as equal to 0"3144 MrAs.
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If, on the contrary, the magnet is at rest and the magnetism
is concentrated in the axis of the magnet, the value of the

induction when As has the angular velocity v will be 0*3142

MrA.s ; and these two values are almost identical.

Let us put }l=^2r and R= 5r. When the magnet and the

element of the circuit are in common rotation, we obtain from
formula (7) the value of induction =l'002Mt'A5; and when
the element of the circuit only is in rotation we obtain 1*004

Mi'As. The diti'erence is therefore about 0'2 per cent.

For the case where the magnet is at rest and the element

alone is in rotation, we have su{)[)osed in our calculation that

all the maonetism of the rino; is concentrated in the axis of

the magnet. In this manner, of course, a sufficiently exact

result is obtained only if the element As is at a sufficient dis-

tance from the surface of the magnet, as was the case in the

preceding examples. But we nmst not forget that all the

magnetism of the magnet is not found upon its surface ; but

that the subjacent laj^ers, of which the distance from the axis

is only a fraction of r, are also magnetic, although their dis-

tance from As is greater than that of the superficial layer.

The mode of calculation employed, which may of course also

be applied to the subjacent layers, consequently gives a more
exact result for the magnet as a whole than for the superficial

layers.

4. Let us now suppose the element As situated at the sur-

face of the magnet so that ?'=R : and let us further suppose
that H also is equal to r. When the element is in rotation

with the same angular velocity and in the same direction as

the magnet, Ave obtain, by employing formula (7), l'92t) Mi'As
for the value of the induction.

Let us suppose, finally, that the element As is situated within

the magnetic ring at the distance ^r from the axis of the

magnet ; that the magnet and the element are in rotation in

the same direction with the same angular velocity ; and that

H= r.

In conformity with formula (7) the induction will now be
1-038 MrAs.

§6.

The old theory supposes that a magnet in rotation about its

axis produces an induction in an element of circuit at rest and
at a distance the same as if the magnet were at rest, but the

element rotated in the opposite direction but wdth an equal

angular velocity. AVe will now examine if this result con-

forms to the requirements of the mechanical theory of heat.

1. (Suppose the vertical element of the circuit at rest and
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situated in the same horizontal plane as the pole. The sine

of the an^rlo whicli the direction of motion makes with the

line of Junction between the element of the ma;(net and the

element of the circuit (the angle designated by /3 in the for-

mula (G)) will be in this case (fig. 4) equal to con t={u— t')

_ cos ii{R + r cos u) rs'm^u
~ WW+W+W^^^ "^

's/W+ r' + 2Rr COS ti

Consequently sin /3

R cos u + r

VK- +?•- + 2Kr cos ?<

The angle denoted by i/r in the formula (6) is equal to zero,

and its cosine is equal to 1. The inductive action of the

element of the magnet Mrdu situated at the point c upon the

element of circuit As at rest will be then

M?'^?;(E cos u + r)Asdu

{W + 7-^ + 2nr cos u)^

If we multiply by 2 the integral of this expression between
the limits zero and ir, we shall have the value of the induction

which the sum of the elementary poles situated in the peri-

phery of the magnet is able to produce by the rotation of the

magnet round its axis in the element at rest As.

r'u=7r (llcos n+r)du
vAs 1

Ju=0
2M?

.=0 (R^ + r^ + 2R7' cos u)t!

= MrvAs r"=" (R- + r'^ + 2Rrcos?0(fu+(r'^-R^)(/»,

J„=o (R' + ^•' + 2Rr cos »)»

Putting in this expression 1— 2 sin^-^ in place of cos u, and (^

instead of rr, and lastly sin © for ^^-— , we have
2 ''

ii+ r

2M rvAs r^^l d^

+^J^=o Vl-sin-*©^ + ^' J«5=o Vl-sin-'Osin'^i^

2MryAg.(r-R) r^=| d<j>

a^ + rf J^^„ (l-sin^0sin'^)i'

from which we obtain the ellijitioal integral

2;-MrA.[j^^F(0)+-^E'(0)]. . . (8)

2. If we suppose that the element of the circuit only is in
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rotation whilst the magnet is at rest, the effect of the magnet
situated at c upon the element of the circuit A.s- will be

MrRr(R + r cos u^/^hUi

(K^ + r2+ 21ircosM)i
'

which will n;ive therefore for the whole of the rinf;,

r- (R2 +?"Rcos?/)(/i«
2Mri"As

(R2 + r2 + 2Rrcosw)t

The function under the sign of the integration becomes
equal to that of the preceding case if we replace r by R, and
R by r. The elliptic integrals would then also become equal

in consequence of this modification. The value of the total

induction will then be from that time

2M7 •a4,:^'rF(0)+^E'(0)}. . . (9)

3. Let us suppose that R=10r. For the case when the

magnet is in rotation and A.9 at rest, the induction will be,

according to formula (8), = — 0*00316M('As. If, on the con-
trary, it is the magnet which is at rest, whilst As is in rotation,

the magnitude of the induction will be, according to formula

(y), equal to 0*6331 MrAs. The first of these values is only
about 0"5 per cent, from the second.

Let us sujipose that R= 20/". If it is the magnet that is in

rotation whilst As is at rest, we shall have, from formula (8),

a value of induction equal to — 0'0004 MrAs. In conformity
with formula (9), the induction will amount to 0'31-48 Mt-As.

For the case when the magnet is at rest and As in rotation,

the first of these values is not quite 0'13 per cent, of the

second.

Let us suppose, lastly, that R= 2;'. Then the induction

will be, according to formula (8), — 0"5I1G MrAs ; and ac-

cording to formula (9) it would amount to 3*9132 MrAs. The
first of these numbers gives nearly 13*8 per cent, of the second.

The result of the preceding investigation is that the values

per cent, increase in proportion as the distance between As and
the axis of the magnet diminishes ; and that in the last case,

where R= 2/', the value per cent, has become considerable. We
must, however, remember that in the preceding calculations

we have only taken into consideration the magnetism of the

external layer of the magnet. But the magnet is equally

magnetic in the layers at a shorter ilistanco from the axis,

and the inductive power of these layers may be calculated in

a similar manner as the effect of the layer limitetl by the cir-

cumference of the magnet. As the values ])er cent, will
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become lower fbrtlie interior layers than for the exterior ones,

it is (nideut that this will also be the case for the total effect

of the magnet.
4. It has been supposed above that the element of the cir-

cuit at rest As was at a distance, greater or less, outside of

the exterior layer of the magnet in rotation ; and it has been
shown at the same time that the induction of this element was
in general very feeble. We will now sup[)ose that the vertical

element of the circuit is in the axis of the mai^uet and in the

same horizontal plane as the pole.

The distance between the elementary pole ^hxlu situated at

c and the element of the circuit A.s is then equal to r. The
angle /3 is evidently a right angle, and -v/r is equal to zero. la
virtue of fornmla (G), the induction of the element of the

magnet will consequently be equal to 1^—— when the

magnet is in rotation with the angular velocity v ; and as this

ex})ression is equal for all values of the angle ii, the induction

of the whole layer will be equal to IJ"2S32 MrAs. This value

is the same as that we obtain when the element As is in rota-

tion at a distance r round a magnetic pole of which the inten-

sity is equal to that of the exterior of the magnet, and is

consequently 27rrM.

5. It is easy to explain in an elementary way why, when
the element is outside of the external layer, the induction

becomes so feeble in comparison with that produced when the

element is situated in the axis of the nng.

Let the circle dpfmg (fig. 5)

represent the horizontal plane in

which one of the poles of the ver-

tical magnet is situated, and let us

suppose that the element As at rest

is })laced at the point a. The magnet
is in rotation in the direction indi-

cated by the arrow. An elementary

magnet at in moves then in the di-

rection mk, and the angle which this

direction of motion makes with the

lino of junction between in and a

(the angle /3 of the formula t)) is a

right angle. When the elementary
magnet reaches g the angle in ques-

tion is acute, and it becomes zero at

(7, from which point a line drawn to

(f is a tangent to the circle. Sin 3

Fiff. 5.
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consequently changes its sign at d, and it retains this change
of sign until it comes to/. It follows from this that the ele-

mentary magnets upon the arc dp/ produce an induction of

opposite sense to those upon the arc fmgd. If these con-

trary inductions hecome of equal value, no induction will be

produced in the element of circuit at rest ^s. It is moreover
clear that if the element As were situated at a vertical dis-

tance H above or below the horizontal plane in question, the

induction would change its sign when the elementary magnet
passed the points (/ and /'. If^ on the contrary, the element
of the circuit is situated at the centre o of the circle, the in-

ductions of all the elementarv maofuets would act in the same
direction, and the result would consequently be equal to their

arithmetical sum.
6. In the preceding explanation we have taken into consi-

deration only the induction of the elementarv magnets upon
the periphery of the magnet. But it is evident that the same
deductions are eciually applicable to each ring of elementary
magnets of which the radius is less than the radius of the

magnet. The difference is this : that, in consequence of the

rotation of the magnet on its own axis, the induction produced
by these rings or layers in an element of the circuit situated

at a distance is less than the effect of the ring or layer of ele-

mentary magnets at the periphery of the magnet. In the

same way no account has been taken of the one pole of the

magnet ; but it is evident that the same proof applies equally

to the second. It follows, therefore, that the preceding de-

monstration applies to the whole magnet.

§7.

1. The experimental result given under No. 3 of § 2 is,

as already mentioned, explained on the old theory by the

supposition that an electromotive force is produced in the

jacket of the same magnitude as if the magnet were at rest

but the jacket in rotation in the o])posite direction with the

same angular velocity, and that an electromotive force of

equal magnitude was produced in the metallic wire. Where
these two forces of equal magnitude neutralized each other,

the intensity of the current is equal to zero. According to

the requirements of the mechanical theory of heat, this ex-

planation is erroneous. It is true that the rotation of the

magnet causes the production of an electromofive force in the

jacket at rest ; but, as we have seen, this force is very small.

It produces in the same way a feeble electromotive force in

the metallic wire. These two forces are opposed, but they
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are not of equal magnitude. They are in any case so small

that it would be impossihle for them to produce an appreci-

able current, even if they acted in the same direction.

2. In experiment No.' -4 of § 2, the jacket and the metallic

wire were in rotation with the same angular velocity. As

it would be impossible to use a galvanometer to measure the

current, recourse was had to chemical tests to show the exist-

ence of a current. It is easy to deduce the results of fornnda

(6) mentioned above, drawn from the

mechanical theory of heat. Let sn
(fig. G) represent a vertical magnet, of

which the poles are situated at s and n,

and let a 6 be a concentric jacket en-

circling the magnet, and put in contact

at the points a and h with the metallic

wire alie gh. We will suppose now
that the jacket a h and the wire ahegh
are put into rotation round the axis of

the magnet, so that each [)art of the

circuit formed moves with the same

angular velocity v. The lines s e and

s h denote two planes passing through

the magnetic pole, and through the

direction of motion of the two points e

and h. We will suppose the angle

fs e between the two planes to be very

small. If the distance from 5 to e is

denoted by the velocity of the point, e

would be denoted by pwi where jo is a constant. The length

of the normal ^/' drawn to the jjlane sh is equal to ;',sin {fse).

The element of the circuit e li ( = A.s of formula (>) multipHed

by con (feh) ( = co< yjr of formula t)) is equal to t^/=;-, sin(/sr).

If the closed circuit seen from above is in rotation in a direction

o])posite to that of the hands of a watch, and if .s is the south

pole, there is produced in eh an electromotive forct' tending

to produce a current in the direction of the arrow. Sine

of fornuila ((>) is etjual to unity, since the direction of motion

makes a right angle with the line joining the element to the

pole. If we denote by M the intensity of the magni'tic pole.

M . .

and consequently by - , the intensity of the magnetic field at

the point e, we shall obtain i'rom formula (()), for the induction

in the element of circuit e h, the ex})ression

J/t
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M
-^^ pvivr^ sin {fse)= Mpv sin (/sg)

.

It is of course the same for the element of circuit dk, situated

between two planes, making the same angle with each other

and with the horizontal plane as those just mentioned passing

through the pole, and the direction of motion of the points d
and k.

The induction in this element of the circuit will conse-

quently be also M/>rsin (/se), and its effect will be upwards
in the direction of the arrow. But, since these conditions

are applicable to all the positions which these planes can take,

it follows that the electromotive force produced in a part of

the closed circuit is equal to the force which is produced in

the rest of the circuit. As these two forces neutralize each
other^ there can be no cui'rent produced in this case.

3. We will now suppose that the jacket is removed, and
that the ends of the metallic wire ahegh are in contact, one
yA\h. one of the poles, and the other with the centre of the

magnet. If now the wire is in rotation with the magnet
round the axis of the latter, it evidently follows from the pre-

ceding that in this case also no current can be produced.

AVhen the magnet is in rotation round its axis it produces,

according to 4 of § 5, an electromotive force at each of the

points which receive a motion of translation, and in con-

formity with 4 of § 6, a like force is produced in the axis

itself, although it does not receive any motion of translation,

but simply one of rotation. The sum of these forces is equal

to that which would be produced in a jacket in rotation round
the magnet. As experiment shows, no current can therefore

be produced in a closed circuit.

If, on the contrary, the magnet is at rest whilst the metallic

wire only is in rotation, no electromotive force will of course

be produced in the magnet, and consequently the electro-

motive forces produced in the metallic wire may in this case

give rise to a current.

4. I have had occasion to verify, in the preceding work,
formula 6, given above, by a great number of experiments on
unipolar induction, and I have always been able to observe

that it furnishes a true explanation. I therefore consider it

superfluous to submit it to new experiments of veriHcation.

We are, moreover, entitled to aflfirm that the formula in

question ought to give a correct result, since it is an imuu'-

diate consequence of the mechanical theory of heat.
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Several physicists * liave recently undertaken the defence of
the old theory on the natiin> of unipolar induction afrainst the

objections which I have l)roii/j,lit against it, I shall therefore

conclude this memoir by cailin(( the attention of the reader
to the following results of the aljove-described researches.

The assertion of the old theory that a magnet is incapable of

producing induction in a conrluctor with which it is fixedly

united is in opposition to the requirements of the mechanical
theory of heat, and cannot therefore l)e sustained.

The old theory supposes that a magnet in rotation about
its axis produces in a conductor at rest placed at a distance,

an induction of the same magnitude as if the conductor were
in rotation with the same angular velocity in the opposite

direction round the magnet at rest.

This method of regarding it is in opposition to the me-
chanical theory of heat, and must therefore be erroneous; the

induction produced in the conductor at rest when the magnet
is in rotation amounts generally only to an insignificant frac-

tion of the induction due to the rotation of the conductor with
the same velocity round the magnet at rest.

If a magnet and a conductor at some distance are in rota-

tion in the sanies direction, with the same angular velocity

round the axis of the former, according to the old theory no
induction should be produced in the conductor. But this is

also in opposition to the mechanical theory of heat, which
shows us that the induction in the conductor is of nearly equal

amount, whether the magnet is in rotation or whether it is

not. The rotation of the ningnet is in fact without sensible

effect upon the magnitude of the induction.

LIY. On the Cause of Iruh.ocence in Clouds.

By James C. McConnel, M.A.^

IN a reccntnumber of this Magazine^, Dr. Johnstone Stoncy
has suggested an explanation of the iridescent Lues

sometinies seen tinging the edges and thiinuu' ])ortions of the

clouds. During my lesidence last winter in the Engadine, I

* Iloppe, Wiod. Aim. t. xxviii. p. 47."^ ; t. xxix. p. 544. F. Exiier,

Sitzmuj^hrr. cJcr Kais. Alad. der JJ'iss, in Tf'/V;/, S .Tuli 1^80. For the
refutnlion of those articles see Edluiul, Wiedeinnun's AiDialfii, t. xxix,

p. 4'20, t. XXX. p. 055; iSitzunffsber. dcr K. Ahad. dcr Wi.<»ciisch. in Jf'irii,

l.'i .liuiiiiir 1887.

t Conuiiuiiicnted hy the Antlior.

i
IMiil. Mil}-:. July" 1887, p. b7 ; Traus. Roy. Dublin. Soc. Feb. 10 and

March L>;{, 1887.
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was greatly struck both by the splendour and the frequency

of this phenomenon, and 1 availed myself of the opportunity

of watcliiiig the general character of the display, and securing

a number of measurements of the angular distances of the

various colours from the sun. I was thus led to an ex])lana-

tion totally different to that advanced by Dr. Stoney. He
considers that we have here an example of the colours of thin

plates, while I believe the colours to originate in diffraction

by fine filaments of ice. Spider-threads, streaming from the

trees in full sunshine, often glow with most brilliant hues.

Replace the spider-threads by similar filaments of ice, in-

crease their number to billions, carry them to the distance of

a mile, and we should, under favourable circumstances, have

a cloud shining v^ith all the colours of the spectrum.

In the following paper I shall compare the results of each

theory with my observations, and show that, in the light of

this fuller series of facts, the theory of thin plates proves

unsatisfactory, while diffraction appears competent to explain

the whole of the phenomena. It may be that there are other

kinds of iridescence, which I have not been fortunate enough
to witness, and for which the theory of diffraction fails. But
even so, I shall have done good service in this inquiry by
pointing out both the province and the limitations of diffrac-

tion. Before discussing the two theories, I will give an
account of the phenomena I have observed, so that mv
readers may understand precisely what the appearances are

that I shall attempt to explain.

During the winter in the Engadine, the colours are fre-

quently brilliant enough to attract the notice of the most
indifferent, and on almost any day, when there are l)roken

clouds near the sun, they can be made out with the aid of

dark grey spectacles. The action of the spectacles depends
on the physiological fact, that in intense light the eye loses,

to a considerable extent, its power of distinguishing colour.

Within a circle round the sun, radius about 2°, the clouds

are white, or faintly tinged with blue. This circular space is

surrounded by a ring of yellow, passing into orange. The
region of most vivid hues is comprised between o*^ and 7°,

the most striking being purple, blue, orange, green, and red.

These are generally scattered at random over the thinner

parts of the clouds. Further out, the only colours visible are

green and pink, becoming rajjidly fainter with increasino-

distance. These greens and pinks are often arranged in

bands jtarallel to the edge of a cloud, sometimes as many as
three bands of each being visible. Broad alternate bands of
colour are easy to detect, even when very faint, and after

some practice I have thus distinguished colour as far from the
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sun as 23°. For this purpose I have found the naked eye

most efficient in winter, thoufrh not in summer.
It is tlius obvious that the distribution of colour depends

mainly on the distance from the sun when that distance is

small, the colours bein^- arranf^ed in circles. But further out

itdoj)ends more on the variation of some projiorty of the cloud,

since the colours follow its edge. In both theories this pro-

perty is the average size of the particles, which is no doubt
generally greater in the interior of a cloud. So far we have but

little evidence as to the proper order of the colours. But along
the edge of a large cloud we may expect the particles to be

of tolerably uniform size, and the disturbing element to be

thereby removed. On one occasion, when such an edge
passed almost through the sun, I noted down the colours in

order : white, yellow, red ; blue, green^ yellow, pink ; green,

pink. This list consists evidently of three successive spectra

similar to those seen in Newton's rings or in various diffrac-

tion experiments. Its accuracy was fully borne out by a

number of simiUir observations. The blue, however, is often

replaced by a brilliant ])urple, due to the first and second

spectra overlapping.

We may now, I think, fairly conclude that, if the sky were

overspread by a thin cloud of ])articles of uniform size, and

the eye were not troubled by the glare, we should see a series

of coloured rings—blue, white, yellow, red ; blue, green,

yellow, ])ink
;
green, pink; green, pink; &c. The nearest

approach to this in my experience was in April at Bern.

\Vith the aid of dark spectacles, I saw nearly complete circles

of yellow, orange, red, pur})le, and green.

In the sunnner I have rarely seen colour with the unaided

eve, and even with s})ectacles the iridescence, though seldom

absent, is generally insignificant. The most vivid effects are

given by unmistakable ice-clouds, while unmistakable water-

clouds often show no effects at all. In the high altitudes,

in which I have been living since I began to pay special

attention to these a])pearances, the majority of the clouds are

no doubt ice ; and for some time I was uncertain whether the

colours were ever shown by clouds composed entirely of

water. However, one warm day in June, these doubts were

set at rest. I was standing on a high riilge, the temperature

perhaps being 60° Fahr., when some thin clouds came drift-

inn" over, perhaj)s a hundred feet above my head ; 1 put on

dark spectacles, and immediately circles of colour appeared

—

yellow, orange, red, faint green, in order outwards. Un-
luckily I took no m(>asures, but the colours were about the

usual distance from the sun. On another occasion, with similar
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clouds, I found the boundary between red and green to be
about 6° from the sun.

The peeuliar l)rilliance of the effects during the Engadine
winter is, no doubt, partially i\\\^ to a subjective cause. The
eye, continually exposed to the reflexion from tlie snow,
accomodates itself to the intense light, and is better fitted to

deal with the bright glare near the sun. Some eyes, perha])s,

have not this power of adaptation, for, even at St. Moritz in

the winter, some persons are quite unable, without glasses, to

see the colours. The near jjroximity also of the ice-clouds

adds greatly to the display, for, though the brightness is not
increased, each colour is spread over a larger portion of the

sky, and thereby rendered much more effective.

Having now put the reader in possession of the facts to be

explained, I will give my reasons for thinking Dr. Stoney's

explanation untenable in the face of these facts. In the first

place, it does not apply to the very similar phenomena seen in

water-clouds, so that in this case, at any rate, he would have
to resort to diffraction. Secondly, though it gives the colours

in their proper order, it leads to a hopelessly exaggerated
idea of scale.

Let (^ be the angle of incidence on the plate of ice,

<^' „ ,, refraction,

y\r the angular distance of the cloud from the sun.

Then we have
^=180°-2(/)

sin <^=/Asin (/>'

cos </,'=—
where n is the order of the sj)eetruni and t the thickness of

the ))late. Let us suppose the sky to be covered with a thin

cloud, composed of plates of such thickness as to give the

blue of any order at 1^= 5°; then taking yu,= l'3, and the

wave-length of red light half as great again as that of blue,

we find for the red of the same order '\/r= loG°. And this is

neglecting the variation of ^l with X, so that really -\|r would
be greater still. Thus a single spectrum would be spread

over almost the whole ex})anse of the sky. It is needless to

say that this is utteidy at variance with the facts I have
described.

Thirdly, the briglitness of the colours does not fall off in

tlie theory of thin plates nearly as rapidly as we find in

observation.

As the plate is inclined at different angles to the sun, the

quantity of light reflected passes through a series of maxima
FIdl Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 150. Nov. 1887. 2 F
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alteniiiiin^ with vanishing-points. But for the present let us

make abstraction of tliese variations. Let 2y=--^, so that 7
is the complement of the angle of incidence of the light from
the centre of the solar disc, and let q be the area of the plate,

A the intensity of sun-light, and co the angular area of the

sun. The light that falls on the plate is ^y sin 7. A. This

h'glit is distributed over an area r^oi near the obser\-er, at the

distance r from the ])late. Hence the intensity due to one

plate at that distance is y sin 7 . Ajr'^u). If there are n suit-

able plates within the area o), the brightness of the cloud is,

in terms of that of the sun, nqsmy/r'^oi. We proceed to

investigate the value of n.

With the aid of a little spherical trigonometry, we may
show that every plate will reflect light to the eye, whose
normal lies within an angular space of approximate area

&)/4sin7. Now we assume for simplicity that the plates are

arranged at random, so out of the whole number a fraction,

6)/87rsin7, will send light to the eye. For it must be re-

membered that each face is competent to reflect. The average

apj)arent area of a plate is qjt ; so, if the plates occupy a

fraction a of the held of view, the whole number in the area

Q) is iwr'^ajq^ and the number in position to reflect light to

the eye is n= co^r^a/-iTrq sin y. Hence the brightness of the

cloud is (ox/Air that of the sun. Inserting numerical values

we have
•0000045« (1)

We must now take into account the varying intensity of

the reflected light according to the angle of incidence. It is

only with the maxima that we are concerned. At each

maximum we have for this intensity

where h'^ is the ])ro])ortion of light reflected from a single

surface, and the intensity of the incident light is unity. By
Fresnel's laws, which are sufliciently accurate for our present

purpose,

sinM</>-</>')
,
tanM</)-</.') ....

sin^^ ((/) + </)') tan2(</, + (i)')'
• ' • ^^^

From these formula' I have calculated the following table :

—

Table I.

When-v|r=C)°
(f>
= [)0° A^=l and 1 = 1

„ iir=20° </)= 80° />«= -'^'27
., 1= -7(3

„ >/r=30° </)= 7r)° A«= -20 ., 1= '56

„ f= bO° </) = G5° l>^= -08 „ 1= "275
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In discussing the variation of intensity with distance, we
have merely to consider the inarch of the function I, since

the factor (1) is constant. And it appears from the tahh)

that, even at 'dif from the sun, the intensity has more than

half its maximum value. Now it is matter of conunon obser-

vation, that a thin cloud near the sun glows with an intensely

bright white light, due probably to irregular dittVaction.

This -white light diminislies rapidly with increasing distance.

Hence, on this theory, so far from expecting tlie brilliance to

fall off rapidly from 5° outwards, we might reasonably look

for the most obvious colour-etfects at 20° or 30°. But we
should look in vain.

The utmost distance at which I have detected the faintest

trace of colour is 23°, and this limit is not approached on one

day in twenty.

It is now, I think, clear that Dr. Stoney's is not the true

explanation of the whole, or even of the most striking part of

the phenomena I have described. Whether it accounts for

any part, is a question which can be more satisfactorily dis-

cussed after I have set forth my own theory in fuller detail.

One essential feature in any theory is that the colour of

the light sent by the particles should depend on their size

only, and not on their orientation. The only form of diffrac-

ting particle which satisfies this condition accurately is the

sj)here. But the long circular cylinder and forms similar

thereto, such as the long hexagonal prism, are suflficiently

satisfactory for practical purposes. The sphere of course

diffracts light in the same way, however it be turned. The
prism, on the contraiy, to send light at all, must deviate

but slightly from the "reflecting })lane," but within this

plane it can be turned betwecMi wide limits without materially

affecting the quality of its light. (By the reflecting plane is

meant the plane in which a small mirror nmst lie so as to

reflect sunlight to the observer.)

Let us examine this very im[)ortant point more closely. If

the axis of the prism or fllauient lie in the reflecting plane,

the light from all jjoints of the axis takes equal time from the

sun to the eye. ISo, as far as relative retardation is concerned,

we may consider all points on a line parallel to the axis as

equivalent. We may with sufficient accuracy replace our

filament by a long narrow plate, whose })lane passes through

the axis and is inclined at the greatest [)ossil)le angle to the

sun^s rays. This plate, in tm-n, may by Babinet's j>rinci[)le

be replaced by an equal and similarly situated slit in an

inflnite opa(jue screen. As all [ujiuts in a line parallel to the

axis are equivalent, we need only consider the trace on the

2F 2
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piano of (lifFraction, L e. the plane through the sun and the

eye. Th(! hreadth of tho rcpresontative plate or <lit, measured

on this plane, determines the diffraction of the various spectra,

and is the sfreatest breadth of the section of the filament

measured across the sun's rays.

In fiff. 1 is given the case of a hexagonal filament, whose

Fig 1;

minor diameter is perpendicular to the " reflecting plane,"

when tho angle of diffraction is 10°
; first when the axis is at

ri<dit ano-les to the ])lane of diffraction, and secondly when it

is inclined at only 'l(f to that i)lane.

AS,BS are drawn towards the sun, AE towards the

observer, and AB is the breadth of the representative slit. It

will be noticed how slightly AB is altered even by this ex-

treme inclination. If the major diameter had been perpen-

dicular to tho reflecting plane, there would have been no

alteration. The difference between the major and minor

diameters themselves is of somewhat more importance, but

each differs by only about 7 per cent, from the mean.

Among the numerous crystalline forms met with in falling

snow, and therefore ])rcsnniably in the clouds, there is none

approaching to a s])here. But thin hexagonal filaments are

common, either se})arate, or forming part of more idaborate

structures ; so it is these whii-h we must regard as the

" active principle " in the coloured clouds. Let us then

consider the spectacle to be expected in a sky covered with

thin cK)uds composed of filaments of one uniform iliameter a.

The following table, deduced from figures quoted by Verdet*,

• Lcgans d'Optiqne Physique, tome i. §§ 09, 77.
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gives the angular distance and relative brightness of the
first four maxima for wave-length \.

Table II.

Order of Spectrum. Angular Distance. Brightness.

1 1-43 X/a 1

2 2-4(iX/« -37

3 S'-ilX/a '185

4 4'4>iX/« -lOll

9 9-50 X/a -024

For the sake of comparison I give the corresponding figures

for spheres of diameter D.

1 1-64 X/D 1

2 2-67 X/D -24

3 3-69 X/D -095

4 4-72 X/D -045

Though the first ring is rather further out, the succeeding
intervals are much the same, but the intensity falls off nmch
more rapidly.

To return to the filaments, (1) if the first red were at 4°

from the sun, tlie second and third would be at 7" and 9|°.

Observation ])oints to something of this kind. (2) In obser-

vation we find the spectrum colours show themselves tolerably

distinct, in favourable cases, as far as the green of the second
order ; but outside this there is decided evidence of over-

lapping. And this is what Ave might expect from the theory,

when we remember, on the one hand, that only the brighter

parts of the spectrum need be considered, and, on the other,

that there are three important causes of blurring—the finite

diameter of the source of light, the spreading out of the

ditfracted light on either side of the maximum, and the want
of uniformity among the particles, both as regards size, and,

though of less importance, as regards orientation.

It w'ill be remarked that only a small j)ro])ortion of the

filanu'uts are sufficiently near the " reflecting plane " to send
dift'racted light. And it might be concluded that the light

sent would be very feeble. But this conclusion is by no
means borne out by some rough calculations I have made,
and which lead to the result that a cloud of ice filaments is

but little inferior in diffracting power to a cloud of water
droj)S. (Tliis sur])rising result is chi(>fly due to the advantage

a filament gains from its lengtb. The following is a general

explanation :—If a long filament and a sphere give equal

difiVaction to the first spectrum, the area of" the filament must
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})e many tinies greater than that of the sphere. But the

intensity of diffracted light is ])ro])ortional to the square of

the area of tlie difiracting body. So tlie single filament sends

more int(nise light than a nund)er of sjdieres, Avhich together

oecu])y the same aj)j)arent area.) The ste])s of the calculation

for the filaments may he indicated as follows :

—

The filament, by reflecting and refracting in different direc-

tions part of the light that falls upon it, and greatly retarding

the remainder, behaves in diffraction like an opaque body,

and, l)y Babinet's ])rinciple, may 1j(? replaced by a similarly

oriented slit in an oj)a(jue screen. If the axis of the slit lie

in the " r(^flecting plane," light from every point of any line

parallel to the axis will reach the retina in the same phase.

The oblique slit will therefore diffract light in the same
manner as a slit at right angles to the sun's rays, except that

we have to take as effective area the ])rojection of its area

])erpendicular to the sun's rays. But filaments lying within

a small angle of the reflecting ])lane will also contribute light,

and it may be shown that we get a fair a])])roximation to the

amount of the total light, by sup])osing all filaments, for which
the retardation of one end of the axis relative to the other

does not exceed tt, to contribute the maximum light, and
other filaments to contribute nothing*. Further it may be

shown, with the aid of sj)herical trigonometry, that such fila-

ments must lie within an angle ;^= X/4A sin 7 on either side

of the " reflecting })lane,'^ Avhere h is the length of the fila-

ment, and 7 is half the angular distance from the sim. So of

the whole number we may consider only the fraction Xj^hAwy
to send light, for we suppose the filaments to lie at random
in all directions.

When the slit is ])erpenilicular to the sun's rays, the

intensity of light at a distance r in the direction opposite the

* Let .r denote the retardation of plisise of any point in the axis rela-

tive to the middle point for any piveii direction of ditl'iiuticvn, and li the

value of .( for one end. Then tlie amplitude in that direction is

I cosjw7j-/2I{=siuR R,

J-n
thill for W =0 beinjr taken as unity. If the whole of the light for positive

values of R bo supposed compressed between the limits R=0, R = :^.
the

average value over this range is

' sin* R
f K-""-

ll is easy to verify by a rough numerical calculation that this last expres-
tion is approximately equal to unity.
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sun is ci^l)^ . A/X^r"^ by Stokes^s fornmla*, and the intensity of

the first spectrum is then, according to Verdetf,

•04Ga2/>^A/A,V.

While, if the sHt or filament be inclined to the sunlight at an
angle yS, the intensity is

•040 a%'' sin^yS . A/\^r^.

By what we have just shown, w-e need only consider a frac-

tion, -s-iz. X/4/>siny, of the filaments to send light, and, since

the effectiveness of each is proportional to sin^yS, we must
diminish the final product in the ratio 2 : 1. (The correct

ratio is 2 : l + sin^7, but in our applications 7 is small.)

Hence the average filament sends light of intensity

X^r^ ' 8b sin j
Now we want to compare the brightness of the cloud with

that of the sun. Let <w be the angular magnitude of the sun,

and let the filaments occupy a fraction a of the field of view.

The average apparent size of a filament is irah/A:. So, if n be

the number of filaments in the area co, W' e have

ar^a)=n7r«/>/4.

Hence the intensity of the hght from the n filaments is

"023 awa. . A/Xtt sin 7,

and the brightness of the cloud, in terms of that of the sun,

is

'023 acoajXir sin 7.

Now for the first spectrum,

a/A,= l*43/sin'\/r,

where -^ is the angular distance from the sun, and so \lr=2y.
So, inserting numerical values, the last expression takes the

form
004:1 a/y{r%

where a/^ is supposed to be less than 30°, and is expressed in

degrees.

In the same way we find for the second and fourth spectra

the expressions

•002Ga/-f2
•OOloa/ijr^.

• Stokes, " On the Dynamical Theory of Diflraction," Trans. Canib.
Pliil. Soc. vol. ix. p. 1 ; or 'Math, and Plivs. Papers,' vol. ii. p. 1243; or

Glazebrook, " On Optical Theories," B. A. liepurt, 1885.

t Loc. cit.
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(3) These figures exhibit a rapid diminution in brightness

witli iiKTc^asing i/r, such as is found in observation, but is

Avanting in the theory of thin ])hites.

For the brightness of the first si)ectruni at 5° we obtain the

value

•000164 «,

and at tlu^ same distance for a cloud of thin ])lates,

•0000045 «.

Though the ice-crystals Avhich fall as snow give us some
clue to the forms of those suspended in the clouds, we are

ignorant, at any rate, as to which is there the predominating
form. But, if we assume that plates and filaments occupy
nearly the same fraction of the field of view, these figures

show that the colours due to the filaments must far outweigh
the others in the near neighl)ourliood of the sun. So we are

in a position, not merely to declare that the observed facts

about the brighter colours are inconsistent with the h^'pothesis

of thin plates, but also to show cause why ice-laminas should

not produce these brighter colours.

Granting, however, that thin plates are not the principal,

they might still ])e a subsidiary cause. Though incompetent
to produce the bright colours near the sun, they might yet

give rise to the faint tints at a distance. But 1 do not tliink

this probable. On days when the colours are visible unusually

far out, I have generally noticed several cases all at about the

same distance, e. g. on one day 21", 18^^, 21°, 21°, li»°, on

another 20°, 20°, 22^°. This points to a rai)id falling-otl'

of intensity with distance, and therefore to the hyjiothesis of

ditt'raction. Some slight additional evidence may be drawn
from the figures given below. I have thought it probable

that the colours at 20° belonged to the fourth spectrum. On
this assum])tion, for '\|r=20° the brightness is "OOdOOHTa,

while for any spectrum on the hv[)othesis of thin ])lates it is

•(KH)(H)17a.

The average diameter of the filaments that produce the

brighter colours I find to be about "Olo milhm. It might be

thought the chief cause of the brighter tints appearing at

about 5° was, that at this angle the colours escape, on the

one hand, the overpowering white glare which snft'uses clouds

in the neighbourhood of the solar disc", anil, on the otlier, the

enfeebling infiiience of greati'r distance. But 1 cannot hold

this view. Ther(> is one characteristic colour, which always

occurs at the boundary between the first two spectra, I mean
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purple. Out of some thirty or forty measurements of this

colour, taken at various times and places, I have never found

a case within 3°, or without 7°. Th(^ first gives a diameter

•019 milHm., the second -OOtSS niillini. So, whatever may be

the cause, we are driven to conclude that filaments outside

these limits are not found in the clouds in sufficient numbers
and with sufficient uniformity of size to produce the brighter

iridescences. (Coronae, mentioned below, are seen in quite a

different tvpe of cloud. The colours form regular circles,

and are of a different character, being dull and blurred.)

Dr. Stoney's description of thi^ phenomena agrees, as far as

it goes, fairly well with mine, though I have not noticed that

iridescence is more frequent when the sun is low. Indeed,

it has seemed to me to be less frequent, owing to the greater

thickness of the cloud-layer, measured in the direction of the

sun. But near the horizon the colours, of course, are more
hkely to catch the eye.

If he is correct in supposing that the laminte would generally

be but slightly inclined to the horizontal, the tliin-})late colours

would be seen only above and below the sun, and not at either

side. I have never seen any sign of such a tendency.

He says :
—" Some few times in one's life the display may

be seen in all quarters of the sky, and with the sun well u{)

in the heavens." If the phrase " in all quarters of the sky "

is to be taken literally, the })henomenon is quite different from
anything I have seen, and can, indeed, be scarcely exj)lained

on my hypothesis.

Another phenomenon, nearly related to iridescence, is that

of coronas. I have seen these in the winter at St. Moritz,

when the sky was covered with a wdiite haze, gathered here

and th<'re into more definite wis})s. The colours were much
fainter, and were arranged in regular rings. I liave distin-

guished two complete spectra, the size of the rings pointing

to filam(Mits about '04 millim. in diameter.

Both corouffi and iridescence are also produced by watei--

drops, and I have calculated the brightness of the cloud in

this case also. The results for the first, second, and fourth

spectra are :

—

•00I()Cr/->/r2,

•0027«/i/r2,

where A/r, as before, is expressed in degrees, and the unit of

brightness is that of the sun. Tliese are onlv shghtlv greater

than the corresponding figures for ice-clouds, and the dif-
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ference is no doubt considerably more than compensated by
the tendency of water-drops to coalesce and lose their uni-

formity of size.

Coronae, too, are sometimes seen in water-mists, surround-

ing the point opposite the sun. In this case the exjjression

no lonoer contains the variable l/"*/^^, and for the first sj>ectrum

has the value •000002a. Theory renders it higlily improbable

that such coronae should ever be seen in ice-clouds. For we
have for the first spectrum the very small value "0000000 la/^/r.

It is curious that the brightness increases with the size of the

ring. But even with such a large ring as '>/r= 20°, the bright-

ness is only one tenth of that for a water-cloud. The reason

is that comparatively few filaments are in a position to send

light in the required direction.

Since the above was set up in type I have come across, in

a paper by Lord Eayleigh, a reference to a very important

j)roposition proved by Yerdet*. This is to the effect that,

owino- to the finite ani>;ular magnitude of the sun, we can

only consider an uniform plane wave of direct sunlight to

extend over a circle about 100 X in diameter. At points sepa-

rated by a greater distance than this there is no permanent
relation of phase between the vibrations.

Now the ice-filaments are no doubt ot\en much longer than

100 A.. So we must divide them into sections, each somewhat
shorter than 100 X, and treat each section as a separate fila-

ment. This will make no difterence to the result ; for, on

refeiriiig to the argument above, it will be seen tliat the

length h disa])pears in the course of the proof. It is true that

the light from each filament is diminished, the diffracted light

being proportional to the square of the area ; but, on the other

hand, a greater latitude of orientation is permissible.

In the case of the coronas cited above, the thickness of the

filaments must have nearly reached the theoretical limit. And
it is at least ])robable tluit coronas of that size would be seen

in clouds in which the filaments were of very irregular thick-

ness. Those of smaller diameter would be inefiVctive owing

to their weaker diff'racting-power, while those of greater dia-

meter would be incapacitated by being outside the theoretical

limit.

• Tome i. § 28 ; and Strutt, " On Coronas," London Math. Soc. vol. iii.

No. 315.
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LV. On Peculiarities observed in Iron and Steel at a Brigld-

lied Heat. By H. F. Newall, M.A.^ Demonstrator of

Kxperimental Pltysics, Candmdge University*

.

IN the September number (p. 256) of the Philosophical

Magazine, which I am sorry not to have seen till last

week (Oct. ()), there appears a paper by Mr. Herbert Tom-
linson on a " Remarkable Effect on raising Iron when under
Temporary Stress or Permanent Strain to a Bright-red

Heat." 1 have been engaged for some time past on experi-

ments bearing on the subject of his paj)er, and as I hope
before long to be able to publish a full account of my experi-

ments, I will not at present do more than put down a few
notes on such of the more definite results that I have obtained

as seem to throw light on the interesting phenomena recorded

in Mr. Tomlinson^s paper.

First I will describe what I observe as to Reglow or

Recalescence. A wire (about 1 mm. diam.) steel or iron, of

certain composition, is heated gradually by a strong current

or in the flame of a Bunsen burner ; it becomes luminous
;

the luminosity increases as the temperature rises, until a

certain point is reached, when in some cases it pauses in

its increase, in others it actually diminishes : this I will refer

to as the Darkening ; and then it increases again until the

wire melts. However, let the heating be stopped before

melting takes place and let the wire cool gradually, or,

rather, let it be placed in such circumstances as one would
naturally expect would promote gradual cooling : the lumi-
nosity decreases until a certain point is reached, roughly
speaking about dull red heat^ when it ceases to decrease and
in some cases only pauses, in others it actually increases :

this is spoken of as the Reglow ; and then it diminishes

again until the ware is no longer luminous.

I am still working with a view to finding out to what
differences in com])Osition are to be attributed the differences

observed in the effects just described. I am fortunate enoufrh

to have enlisted the interest of Col. Dyer, of Lord Arm-
strong's firm, and of Mr. Jenkins, of the Consett Iron Works,
and of Mr. Firth, of Sheffield, who have most kindly supplied

me with many specimens of steel of known com{)osition.

After a great many experiments and observations,—many of

them merely careful rcjietitions and extensions of Gore's
results and of 13anett"s, many of them, however, new,—

I

* Communicated by the Author.
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incline to regard the change going on in iron and steel at

high temperatures as partaking of the nature of an explosion,

in that once started it continues throughout the mass of the

iron, and is ovidenccd amongst other phenomena by the reglow.

Until the "darkening" has taken j)lace the iron is not in a

state fit to explode, so to speak ; and hence it is necessary to

raise the iron above this tenipei'ature in order that reglow

may be possible. But before the iron can be raised above

this temperature, heat must have passed into it in sufficient

quantity to sejjarate the elements producing the explosion.

My evidence for this view of the matter I hope to })ublish

in full.

Briefly, I have shown that reglow is not due to chemical

action at the surface of the iron ; that it is not due to occlusion

of gases ; that it is not due to differences in conductivity in

iron at different temperatures, as suggested by Forbes ; that

there is a rise of temperature not only at the surface, as has

been shown by Barrett, but also throughout the mass ; that

this rise of temperature will partly account for peculiarities

—

(1) in the thermoelectric properties, observed by Tait
; (2) in

the electrical conductivity, observed by Smith, Knott, and
Macfarlane

; (3) in the thermal expansion, observed by Gore
and by Barrett

; (4) in the rigidity, observed by Tomlinson
and inde])endently by myself

; (5) in the viscosity, observed

by myself, and probably by Baius and Stroidial, though I

cannot find mention of it
; (6) in the })Ossibility of hardening,

observed by myself
; (7) in the return of nuignetic properties,

recorded by many observers.

My present aim is to find out the cause of this rise in

temperature ; and my belief is that it is an internal chemical

action ; and the question is, What is this action ? 1 ho})e to

clear the matter up by experimenting upon specimens of

known composition. So far as I have gone 1 have come
across very curious differences in the effects shown by
different chance specimens. In some specimens the reglow

takes ])lace much more leisurely than in others ; sometimes

it is ])raetically a flash, and at other times it is not perceptible

at all with the most careful observation. I reserve a detailed

account of my observations, and at ])resent will only mention

in tliis connexion that I am not inclined to attribute any
imj)ortant part in the phenomena to the appearance of mag-
netic j)roj)erties ; and 1 realize how, if my view of the cause

of reglow is conect, a difHcult held for inquiry is opened out,

necessitating the j)roduction of eviilence tbat the ju'operties

of iron are ditl'erent above and below the temperature of the

reglow j)lienomena, or, rather, that the temperature-coefticients
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of the various physical properties suddenly change at that

critical temjjerature.

I will now return to the subject of Mr. Tomlinson's

paper ; and as I have independently made observations on
similar points, I will give my view of the case, as applied to

Mr. Tomlinson's experiments. In Experiment 1. a wire was
heated under torsional stress, and when a certain tempera-

ture was reached the rigidity gave way somewhat sudtlenly

and the wire was permanently twisted. " The slight check in

the rate at which the wire was permanently twisting " is to

be attributed to a similar check in the rate of decrease of

rigidity at the " darkening.^'' The wire was allowed to cool
;

the rigidity increases until the reglow takes place, and this

involves a sudden rise in temperature with corresponding

fall in rigidity, and the wire twists further.

I have been nonplussed by what appears to be an incon-

sistency in the results recorded in Experiments I. and II.

In Experiment I. the stress produces permanent strain ; in

II. a very feeble stress (magnet deflected through 10°) pro-

duces a permanent strain ; but an intermediate stress (magnet
deflected through 90 ) is not stated to have produced anything

but a temporary effect at the higher temperature ; and this

effect—untwisting durin<T the heating' of the wire—is such as

to overcome the external stress, as if we had to deal with

some instability. I hesitate to attempt an explanation of the

first part of Experiment II. ; the second part admits of an
attempt, suggesting further tests.

In Experiment ll. (second part), then, we have to deal with

the case of a wire under very feeble external stress without

permanent strain ; as the temperature rises there is a sudden
untwist, that is, the needle is deflected further from the

meridian, and also permanent twist ; and as the wire cools,

there is a sudden temj)orary twist at nearly the same tem])era-

ture. I think it possible to explain the untwist by attributing

it to a pause in the permanent twisting, resulting in a swing
of the magnet temporarily from the meridian ; the pause

being due to the fact that the "darkening" is taking i)lace,

and with it a pause in the decrease of rigidity. It would be

interesting to repeat this experiment with a view to testing

how far all the movements of the needle actually represent

stresses in the wire.

Experiments IV. and V. are of great interest as showing
both the effect of permanent stress (I leave out of the case

the magn(>tic effects observed), and the failure of a very

common method of annealing.

With permanent torsional strain are introduced internal
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torsional stresses, which differ not only in magnitude F)ut

even in direction in different annuli of the wire's section

when the external stress is removed ; that is to say, ii we
regard the wire in this condition as divided into two parts,

a core and an enclosinii tube or rind, we mav choose the radius

of the core so that the internal stresses in the core are opposed

to those in the rind. It' by any means we can weaken the

rigidity or elasticity in one part more quickly thau that in the

otiiei", it is clear that we should get the })ermanent strain

either increased or diminished accordingly. Here, then, wo
have another way in which the results recorded in Mr.
Tomlinson's paper, '' On the Effect of Change of Temperature

in Twisting or Untwisting Wires'' (p. 253), may be regarded.

I will not dwell upon these, but will deal with Experiment IV.,

in which a wire permanently twisted is heated, and shows

twist in heatin<r and untwist in cooling. We have then to

show that in heating the inner core is heated more quickly

than the outer rind, in which case the wire will untwist.

This case presents little difficulty, except in that at one point

during the heating the core may be cooler than the rind,

namely, if the wire shows " darkening," with a fall of tem-

perature. Next we have to show that at a point in the cooling

the outer rind can become hotter than the core. Now in

cooling, the rind reaches the temperature at which reglow

occurs before the core ; and so it is possible that the rind

may become considerably hotter than the core, its rigidity also

becoming less, and the wire therefore is untwisted. The
suddenness of the twist or untwist dc^pends on the shortness

of the period (in bolli heating and cooling) during which the

rigidities of the core and rind differ UKirkedly. At low

temperatures the rigidity apparently does not vary much with

temperature, or at least there is not much greater variation

of rigidity in the permanently strained rind than in the core,

and the internal couples are almost balanced. But at a certain

tem[)erature the rigidity suddenly falls, as is shown by

Experiment I., and the balance of couples in the unequally

heated wire is destroyed until the wire is heated so much
above this critical temperature that an approximate balance

of weaker couples is again established. If the temperature

of the wire is kept at about a dull red heat (as seen from

outsid(>), it is possible to keep the balance of couples so

far disturlx'd as to get nearly all the permanent twist out of

the wire.

The explanation above suggested is based on (1) the fact

that the reglow is connected with a rise of temperature—this
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is established by my own experiments
; (2) the fact that

there is a sudden fall in rigidity at a temperature about red

heat—this is established by Mr. Tomlinson-s Experiment I.

as well as by similar experiments of my own
; (3) the

assumption (? fact) that a wire of even 1 mm. diam. is not

heated uniformly throughout its thickness, but that the inner

part is hotter than the parts near the surface ; and lastly

that the rigidity of the iron at the high temperature of

rcj^low is less than the rigidity of iron at not so high a

temperature before reglow.

A similar line of argument will explain the results recorded

in Experiments VI. and VII.

I have made a great number of experiments on the return

of magnetic properties in cooling iron ; and can at present

only say with certainty that the matter is not so simple as

appears from Experiment IV. of Mr. Tomlinson's paper.

The relation between the reglow and return of magnetic

properties varies with the specimens of iron and steel used.

I have found some few specimens in which the reglow takes

place in the middle of the return of magnetic properties, so

that the galvanometer indication is tioo kicks, the first very

small, just before reglow, the second and main kick after

reglow, as if the metal was becoming magnetic, when the

rise of temperature, coincident with reglow, caused it to pause

for an instant. In general, however, the i-eglow precedes the

return of magnetic properties, though by intervals which

vary with the specimens observed. I hope to have more
definite results when I have tested the numerotis specimens of

steel and iron which I have now in my possession.

LVI. On "Random Scattering " of Points on a Surface. Bjj

Joseph Kleiber, Privat-Docent in the Imperial Univer-

sity of St. Petersburg *

IN a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine [ser. 3],
vol. xxxvii. pp. 401-127 f, Prof. Forbes set forth some

objections against the application of the principles of the

mathematical theory of probabilities to the question of the

distribution of stars in the sky. Mr. Todhuuter quotes this

paper in his well-known ' History of the Theory of Probabi-

* Communicated by the Author.

t "Ou the Alleged Evidence for a riiysical Counexiou between Stars

forming Binary or Multiple Groups, deduced from the Doctrine of

Chances."
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lities,' agroeing apparently with the views of" its author.

He wi-ites :

—

" The late Prof. Forbes wrote a very interesting criticism

on IMitclielFs memoir. He objects with great justice to

JMitrliell's mathematical calculations, and he altogether dis-

trusts the validity of the inference drawn from these calcula-

tions " (History &c. p. 334).

Relying on so high an authority, the same jjaper is referred

to by J. Jevons in bis ' Principles of Science.' He says :

—

'' The calculations of Mitchell have been called in question

by the late James D. Porbes, and Mr. Todhunter vaguely

countenances his objections, otherwise I should not have

thought them of much weight " (Principles &c. vol. i.

p. 286).

Now the article in question contains a very erroneous

conception of the " law of great numbers," and its applica-

tion to the investigation of accidental distribution, and the

objections of Prof. Forbes against this a[)plication, together

with the experiments made by him on the random distribu-

tion of grains thrown on a chess-board, furnish, on the con-

trary, a very good argument for and illustration of the very

same views they are intended to invalidate.

Misinterpretations of the laws of " random scattering

"

like those of Prof. Forbes are not very rare, especially in the

writings of statisticians, so I thought it worth while to show

the error of these misconceptions.

It is a common error to confound random scattering with

uniform distribution. It is true that the most probable result

of a series of drawings from an urn containing an equal

number of black and white balls will be an etpial number of

both ; but this result is in itself very imj)rol)able, because this

is but one out of a great number of possible events, all giving

unequal distribution, less probable individually, but more
probable in sum, than the most probable result. Also, the

most probable distribution of points on a surface, if scattered

at random, is a uniform one, but this is very improbable.

'I.\\Q jirohalile remit of a random scattering is therefore not a

tiniform distribution.

Let n points be distributed on a surface divided into m
equal parts (squares). Then, although the probable number

of i)oints in each siiuare is — , it is very probable that there
in

will be squares containing less than — points, while others

will contain more.

Let us find the prol)ablc number of squares containing a

given number of points. The probability of a given point
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square i

not being in this square is

being in a given square is — ; the inverse probabihty of its

i-i.
m

Hence the probability that this square contains i points and
no more is

^' iUn-i)\\m)\ m) '\{n~i)

and the probable number of squares containing i points will

be mp., or

m. ry
{n-i)l\7nJ\ mJ ' - •

K"-)

We will apply these formulae to the experiments described

by Prof. Forbes. He writes :

—

" I have thought it worth while to test a little by simple

experiment the differences to which ' mere chance ' gives rise

in the grouping of bodies dispersed over a surface, by a

method of ' random scattering,' which I conceive to be as

nearly as possible analogous to Mitchell's idea of chance as

affecting the placing of the stars. ... I placed a chess-board,

having, as usual, sixty-four squares, on the floor, and I pro-

vided a large sieve into which I put a quantity of grains of

rice, which did not fall through the sieve until it was some-

what shaken. I then shook the sieve at a considerable height

above the chess-board until it was pretty well scattered over

with grains. . . . The following diagrams contain the results

of five experiments, the number of grains which fell on each

of the sixty-four squares being counted and registered. . . .

In these experiments we observe that the most loaded squares

contain from nearly two to more than four times the average

number of grains, whilst in four out of five experiments one

or more squares were vacant. ... If we were to take any
one of these experiments, and attempt to calculate the ante-

cedent probability of the grains so arranging themselves on

Mitchell's supposition, we should unquestionably find nume-
rical chances far greater against these configurations being

the result of accident, than those on which we are told that

we form our most certain ordinary judgments. Thus, if an

experimental argument may bo admitted, the reasoning of

Mitchell and his followers is altogeth(^r fallacious."

But if we calculate the probable number of squares con-

P/iil. May. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 150. Nov. 1887. 2 G
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taininrr a givon number of grains in these experiments,

putting in onr formula (1) m= G4, ??= total number of grains,

we find, on the contrary, deductively, a distribution very

similar to that obtained by Prof. Forbes in his experiments.

The following diagram represents the results of Prof

Forbes^s first experiment.

Experiment I.

Tn the following table I give the comparisons lietween the

theoretical and observed numbers of squares containing given
numbers of points.

Number of

grains in

a square.

.

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

t) .

7 .

Above

Number of squares.

Observed.

5

8

. 11

. 19

. 13

5

. 2

1

.

Calculated.

3- (5

10-4

15-1

14-4

10-3

5-8

2-8

11
0-4

The observed and calculated values agree sufficiently. A
still more close agreement is presented by Experiment II.
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Experiment II.
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sidered the last two figures of the logarithms of a series of
consecutive numbers, as designating the coordinates of points,

which I supposed distributed witliin a square divided, for

convenience, into 100 e(|ual parts ; so that the sixth ])]ace of
the mantissa designated the line, the seventh place the column
in which the point was to be put. Two hundred and fifty

points were distributed in this manner, and the result was as

follows :

—

6
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Summing up our conclusions, we see that, contrary to the

opinion of Prof. Forbes, the theory of probabilities does not

affirm that a " perfectly uniform and symmetrical disposition

of the stars over the sky would (if possible) be that which
could alone afford no evidence of causation or any interfer-

ence with the laws of ' random/ " On the contrary, I have

endeavoured to show that this theory gives a sufficient account

of the possible irregularities of distribution such as those ob-

served by Prof. Forbes in his experiments, or those presented

by the stars in the sky. The ingenious argumentation of

Mitchell respecting the improbability of the observed groups

of stars being merely accidental is by no means in contradic-

tion with the true principles of probability, and the exact

meaning of the " law of great numbers."

St. Petersburg, October 2, 1887.

LYII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

MAGNETIC CIRCULAR POLARIZATION IN COBALT AND NICKEL.

BY H. E. J. G. DTT BOIS.

TF we consider an infinitely extended plate of any thickness in a
*- uniform magnetic field normal to its plane sides ; the material

being supposed homogeneous, isotropic, and devoid of retentiveness,

the induced magnetization is given by the equation

>J = -j—pj—op<i»
4 TT+ i/K

where §« is the original field, k the susceptibiHty. From Eowland's

data for " Burden's best " iron, cast cobalt, and cast nickel the

relation between k- (an essentially variable quantity in the case of

these metals), and -3 is known, and curves are accordingly plotted

corresponding to the above equation. Their shape is represented

-§,.

with great approximation in the aimexed diagram. The ordinate

of the singular point is the maximum Om given by Kowland,
its abscissa is -iir O,^ ; the absolute values stand as follows :

—

" Burden's best ' o » u i. r^ ^ \ iCast cobalt. Cast nickel,
iron.

Ordinate 1 390 880 494 C.G.S.
Abscissa 17440 11060 6200 C.G.S.
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Next follows au experirneutal investigation of transparent films

of cobalt and nickel prepared galvatioplastically. These, as was
discovered by Kundt in 1884, rotate the plane of polarization of

transmitted radiations when placed equatorially in a mignetic
field. No residual rotation, corresponding to any residual mag-
netism on the suppression of the magnetizing field, could be detected.

The rotation was found by Kuiidt to be proportional to the
ttiickness in the case of iron ; as was to be expected, this was
vuritied for cobalt and nickel.

The maximum " twist " {i. e. rotation per unit thickness) occur-

ring in a field of infinite intensity was found to be, for red light :

—

In Nickel 89U00° per centimetre.

In Cobalt 11»8UU0^ per centimetre.

Iron (Kundt) liU'JUUU^ per centimetre.

The curves obtained by Kundt, in which the rotation in iron

films is plotted as a function of the field which magnetizes them,
were also experimentally determined for cobalt and nickel.

For all three metals it was found that these experimental curves

have ordinates proptu'tional to those of the magnetic curves above
illustrated, the abscissa of the singular point being always the

same for a given metal ; proportionality existing within the limits

of experimental error and due regard being paid to the difference

in chemical and physical constitution of Rowland's material and
the electrolysed films employed.

The magnetic rotation is therefore directly proportional to the

magnetization 3.— Wiedemann's Annalen, vol. xxxi. p. 941 (1SS7).

ON THE SOLIDIFICATION OF LIQUIDS BY PRESSURE.
BY E.-H, AMAGAT.

Theoretically, the hypothesis of J. Thomson enables us to pre-

dict that, at a given temperature, the solidification of a body will

be possible under a sufiicieut pressure, on condition that its density

be greater in the solid than in the liquid state.

It has been verified, for ice by Sir W. Thomson and by Mousson,
and for various solid bodies by Bunsen, Hopkins, and, recently,

by M. Batelli ; but no example is known of liquids properly so-

called which have been reduced to the solid state by pressure alone,

even among those which are very readily solidified by cold, such,

for example, as benzene.

In my researches on the expansion and compressibility of liquids,

J have examined, between 0° and oU'^ and at pressures increasing to

above 3000 atmospheres, a fairly large number of substances be-

longing either to inorganic or to organic chemistry. None of these

had sliown signs of solidilication, when the idea struck me to

examine bichloride of carbon (C^Cl^). In my first trials, I was
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stopped by difficulties which led me to suspect at once that this

body (unknown, moreover, in the solid state) was solidified by

pressure ; I forthwitii made the following experiment, which is only

the reverse of that of Mousson with ice.

The liquid is compressed in a bronze cylinder, of which the upper
part is closed by a kind of plug of soft iron, which is at the same
time the prolongation of the pole of an electromagnet. In the

liquid a small cylinder of soft iron is free to move, sinking by its

own weight, and which, at the moment of closing the current, is

attracted and, traversing the liquid, strikes the plug. Under a

sufficient pressure, the noise produced by the collision, which is

audible at several metres distance, ceases to be heard ; it is heard
anew as soon as the pressure is sufficiently diminished. The
pressure at which the little cylinder ceased to move was, in this

experiment, about loOO atmospheres.

I have since carried out the following arrangement, which has en-

abled me not only to see the solidification take place, but also to obtain

perfectly regular crystals and to photograph them. The chloride of

carbon is enclosed in a steel chamber having, one in front the

other behind, two horizontal holes formed by small cones of an-

nealed glass, making a smooth joint by means of a conical envelope
of very thin ivory. A ray of electric light traverses these two cones

(and the liquid compressed between them) parallel to their common
axis, and falls upon a telescope fixed in the same direction : we
can, under these conditions, easily follow the course of the phe-
nomenon. The apparatus is, moreover, arranged in such a manner
as to permit of its being maintained at a constant temperature by a
current of water, by ice, or by a freezing-mixture.

The observations are made by bringing into focus the back face

of the cone turned towards the telescope ; the solidification in taking

place presents very different appearances according to the degree
of quickness with which the pressure is produced. If this is done
rapidly, there is seen to spring up suddenly at the periphery of the

luuiinous field a wreath of crystals more and more closely packed
and opaque ; this quickly and regularly spreads to the centre,

which soon becomes reduced to a luminous point and disappears in

its turn. If we continue to compress it, the field remains for some
time completely obscured, then little by little it is illumined and the

mass becomes transparent again : one could believe that it had
again become liquid. If the pressure be then gradually diminished,

the tangle of crystals reappears and the field again becomes obscure ;

at length, the pressure diminishing continuously, the light I'eap-

pearsanew, and the crystals dissolve and dislodge themselves from the
mass, they are seen to sink across the liquid portion ; thus they are,

agreeably to hypothesis, heavier than the latter.

By taking certain precautions it is possible to obtain and to pre-

serve for some time crystals detaching themselves very regularlv

from the portion which remains liquid ; these can then be photo-
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graphed. Parallelipipeds and riglit octahedra, which appear to

belonij; to fhe cubic system, are readily distint^uished.

The determination of the pressure under which the solidiScatioa

takes place at different temperatures presents some difficulties ;

the liquid is warmed by the compression, it must be compressed
slowly, and the moment of crystallization is more difficult to hit

upon. The inverse phenomenon taking place with diminution of

pressure, we obtain a pressure of fusion and a pressure of solidifi-

cation, the interval between which is made as small as possible and
the mean taken.

I have thus found that chloride of carbon solidifies :

—

At — 19°-5 under a pressure of 210 atmospheres.
0° „ „ „ 620

„ 10° „ „ „ 900
„ 19°-5 „ „ „ 1160

I have made one experiment with protochloride of carbon (C^Cl^)

;

at 0° it is not solidified under a pressure of 900 atmospheres.
I have likewise examined benzene, which, at 0^, solidifies under

the normal pressure ; but an accident having interrupted these

researches, I have only been able to prove that at 22° it crystallizes

in beautiful feathers under a pressure of about 700 atmospheres
(approximate).

The questio!) arises whether there is not, for each liquid, a tem-
perature above which solidification cannot take place under anv
pressure, that is to say a critical temperature of solidification, in

the same way that there appears to be a temperature below which
the body remains solid under the feeblest pressures. This I must
leave for further investigation.

—

Comptes Bendus, July 18, 1887.

ON A NEW VOLTAIC BATTERY.
BY F. FRIED ERICHS IN STUTZERBACH.

The novelty in this battery consists in the mode of filling and
emptying the exciting liquid, by an arrangement met with in some
forms of apparatus for generating sulphuretted hydrogen. A series

of tubulated bell-glasses, supported with their necks downwards,
are connected by means of caoutchouc-tubes with a horizontal glass

tube containing as many tubulures as there are glass vessels. One
end of this horizontal tube is connected by means of an india-

rubber tube with a tubulure in a large glass reservoir containing the

exciting liquid. This vessel can be raised or lowered to any
desired extent, and thus the cells can be tilled to any height or

can be emptied. The etnptying is facilitated by a stopcock in the

other end of the tube.

If it is wished to use a siiialler number of cells the india-rubber
tube connecting the cell and the horizontal tube can be clamped by
a stopcock.-—AViedeniann's Atnialiii. No. 9, 1887.
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LVIII. On the Relative Motion of the Earth and the Lurnini-

Jerous ^Ether. By Albert A. Michelson and Edward
W. MORLEY*.

THE discovery of the aberration of light was soon followed

by an explanation according to the emission theory.

The effect was attributed to a simple composition of the

velocity of light with the velocity of the earth in its orbit.

The difficnlties in this apparently sufficient explanation were
overlooked until after an ex[)lanation on the undulatory theory

of light was proposed. This new explanation was at first

almost as simple as the former. But it failed to account for

the fact proved by experiment that the aberration was
unchanged when observations were made with a telescope

filled with water. For if the tangent of the angle of aberra-

tion is the ratio of the velocity of the earth to the velocity

of light, then, since the latter velocity in water is three-

fourths its velocity in a vacuum, the aberration observed with

a water telescope should be four-thirds of its true valuef.

On the undulatory theory, according to Fresnel, first, the

* Commnnicated by the Authors,

This research was carried out with the aid of tlie Bache Fund.

t It may be noticed that most writers admit the siifRcieiicy of the ex-

Silanation according' to the emission tlieory of light ; Avliile in fact the

[iliiculty is even greater than according to tlie undulatory tlieory. For
on the emission theory the velocity of light must be greater in the water
telescope, and therefore the angle of aberration should be less ; hence, in

order to reduce it to its true value, we must make the absurd hypothesis

that the motion of the water in the telescope carries the ray ot light iu

the opposite direction !

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 151. Dec. 1887. 2 II
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aether is supposed to be at rest, except in the interior of

transparent media, in which, secondly, it is supposed to move
with a velocity less than the velocity of the medium in the

n^— 1
ratio —a^. where n is the index of refraction. These two

n^

hypotheses give a complete and satisfactory explanation of

aberration. The second hypothesis, notwithstanding its

seeming improbability, must be considered as fully proved,

first, by the celebrated experiment of Fizeau*, and secondly,

by the amj)le contirmalion of our own workf. The experi-

mental trial of the first hypothesis forms the subject of the

present paper.

If the earth were a transparent body, it might perhaps be

conceded, in view of the experiments just cited, that the inter-

molccular <icther was at rest in space, notwithstanding the

motion of the earth in its orbit ; but we have no right to ex-

tend the conclusion from these experiments to opaque bodies.

But there can hardly be any question that the petlier can and
does pass through metals. Lorentz cites the illustration of a

metallic barometer tube. When the tube is inclined, the

petber in the space above the mercury is certainly forced out,

for it is incompressible^. But again we have no right to

assume that it makes its escape with perfect freedom, and if

there be any resistance, however slight, we certainly could not

assume an opaque body such as the whole earth to otier free

passage through its entire mass. But as Lorentz aptly

remarks :
" Quoi qu^il en soit, on fera bien, a mon avis, de ne

pas se laisser guider, dans une question aussi importante, par

des considerations sur le degre de probabilitc ou de simplicite

de I'une ou de I'autre hypotlicse, mais de s^uldresser a Tex-

perience pour append re a connaitre I'ctat, de repos ou de
mouvemcnt, dans lequel se trouve I'ether a la surface

terrestre." §

In April, 1881, a method was proposeil and carried out for

test'ng the question experimentally ||.

In deducing the formula for the quantity to be measured,

* Compfes Reiiduj<, xxxiii. p. 340 (1851) ; Pojrg. Ann. Erjriiuzungsband,

ill. p. 4->7 (ly-').-}) ; Ann. (him. ]'fi_i/s. [3]. Ivii. p. ;J8o (18o0).

t "luHuouce of Motion of the Medium ou the Velocitv of Light."
Am. J. Sci. [."i], xxxi. p. .'i77 (188t.)).

X It may be objected that it may escape by the space between the
mercui y and tlio walls ; but this could be preveuted Dv amalgaiuatiug
tlu> latt'er.

§ An/iivfK yci'HanddiKes, xxi. 2""^ livr. Phil. Mag. [5], xiii. p. 236.

II
" The Ivi'lative Motion of the Eartli and the Lummiterous -Ether,'

by Albert A. MieheL^ou. Am. .1. Sci. [3], xxii. p. IJO.
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the effect of the motion of the earth through the aether on the

path of the ray at right angles to this motion was overlooked*.

The discussion of this oversight and of the entire experiment

forms the subject of" a very searching analysis by H. A.

Lorentzf, who finds that this effect can by no means be dis-

regarded. In consequence, the quantity to be measured had
in fact but half the value supposed, and as it was already

barely beyond the limits of errors of experiment, the conclu-

sion drawn from the result of the experiment might well be

questioned ; since, however, the main portion of the theory

remains unquestioned, it was decided to repeat the experiment
with such modificat'ons as would insure a theoretical result

much too large to be masked by experimental errors. The
theory of the method may bo briefly stated as follows :

—

Let s^a, fig. 1, be a ray of light which is partly reflected in

ah, and partly transmitted in ac, being returned by the

Fi-. 1.

7

1.

mirrors h and c along ha and ca. ha is partly transmitted

along ad. and ca is partly reflected along ad. If then the

paths ah and ac are equal, the two rays interfere along ad.

{Su})pose now, the pctlier being at rest, that the wh^le appa-

ratus moves in the direction sc, with the velocity of the earth

in its orbit, the directions and distances traversed by the rays

will be altered thus :—The ray sa is reflected along ah, fig. 2 ;

* It may be mentioned here that the en-or was pointed out to the

author of the former paper bv M. A. Potier, of Paris, in the winter of

1881.

t " De rinflueuce du Mouvemeut de la Tt-rre sur lus Phen. Lum."
Archives ^6erlimdu{scs, xxi. 2""' livr. (1880),

2H 2
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the angle hal)^ Ijeing equal to the aberration =«, is returned

along bttf, {af>a^=2a), and goes to the focus of the telescope,

who?;e direction is unaltered. The transmitted ray goes

along aCj is returned along ea,, and is reflected at a„ making
ca^e equal dO— a, and therefore still coinciding with the first

Fijr. 2.

7

ray. It may bo remarked that the rays ha, and ca, do not
now meet exactly in the same point a,, though the difi'crence

is of the second order ; this does not ati'ect the valiiiitv of
the reaj^oning. Let it now be required to find the difierence

in the two paths ahaf and ocf/y.

Let V= velocity of light.

t;= velocity of the earth in its orbit.

D= distance al> or oc, fig. 1.

T= time light occupies to pass from a to c.

T^= tinie light occupies to ri'turn frcnn c to a, (fie. 2).
Then

T= _1)

V-r ^1 \i-v
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Tlie whole time of oroino- and coming is

and the distance travelled in this time is

2Dv£7.= 2I>(l + ^.),

neglecting terms of the fourth order. The length of the

other path is evidently 2D^1 + |^, or to the same degree

of accuracy, 2Dfl + ^2)- "^^ difference is therefore

V
D-y^. If now the whole apparatus be turned through 90°,

the difference will be in the opposite direction, hence the

displacement of the interference-fringes should be 2Dt^.

Considering only the velocity of the earth in its orbit, this

would be 2D x 10 ~^. If, as was the case in the first experi-
ment, D= 2 X 10^" waves of yellow light, the displacement to

be expected would be 0*04 of the distance between the inter-

ference-fringes.

In the first experiment, one of the principal difficulties

encountered was that of revolving the apparatus without pro-
ducing distortion ; and another was its extreme sensitiveness

to vibration. This was so great that it was impossible to see
the interference-fringes except at brief intervals Avhen work-
ing in the city, even at two o'clock in the morning. Finally
as before remarked, the quantity to be observed, namely,"a

displacement of something less than a twentieth of the
distance between the interference-fringes, may have been too
small to be detected when masked by experimental errors.

The first-named difficulties were entirely overcome by
mounting the apparatus on a massive stone floatino- on
mercury ; and the second by increasing, by repeated re-

flexion, the path of the light to about ten times its former
value.

The apparatus is represented in perspective in fig. 3, in plan
in fig. 4, and in vertical section in fig. 5. The stone a (fig. 5)
is about 1*5 metre square and 0*3 metre thick. It rests on
an annular wooden float bl>, 1*5 metre outside diameter, 0'7

metre inside diameter, and ()'25 metre thick. The float rests

on mercury contained in the cast-iron trough cc, 1"0 centi-
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metre thick, and of such dimensions as to leave a clearance

of about one centimetre around the float. A ])in d, guided

by arms ft g g g, fits into a socket e attached to the float. The

pin may be pushed into the socket or be ^vithdra^vn, by a

lever pivoted at/. This pin keeps the float concentric with

the trough, but does not bear any part of the weight of the

stone. The annular iron trough rests on a bed of cement on

a low brick pier built in the form of a hollow octagon.

At each corner of the stone were placed four mirrors dd ee,

fif. 4. Near the centre of the stone was a })lane parallel glass

h. These were so disposed that light from an argand burner

o, passing through a lens, fell on h so as to be in jiart re-

flected to d^ ; the two jiencils followed the paths indicated in the

ficTure, h d ed hf and b d, ^^c//*/respectively, and were observed

by the telescope/. Both / and a revolved with the stone.

The mirrors were of speculum metal carefully worked to

optically ])lane surfaces five centimetres in diameter, and the

olnsses h and c were plane parallel of the same thickness,

1-25 centimetre ; their surfaces measured 5"0 by 7*5 centi-

metres. The second of these was ])laeed in the jiath of one

of the pencils to compensate for the passage of the other

through the same thickness of glass. The wliole of the

optical ])ortion of the apjiaratus was kept covered with a

wooden cover to prevent xiir-eurrents and ra})id changes of

temperature.

The adjustment was effected as follows :—The mirrors

having been adjusted by screws in the castings which held the
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mirrors, against which they were pressed by springs, till light

from both jjencils could be seen in the telescope, the lengths

Fio-. 4.

/^ y //

?/

X
/

a/
•

of the two patlis were measured by a light wooden rod

reaching diagonally from mirror to mirror, the distance being

read from a i^mall steel scale to tenths of millimetres. The
difference in the lengths of the two paths was tlien annulled

by moving the mirror e,. This mirror liad three adjust-

ments : it had an adjustment in altitude and one in azimuth,

like all the other mirrors, but finer ; it also had an adjust-

ment in tlu^ direction of the incident ray, sliding forward or

backward, but kee])ing very accurately parallel to its former

plane. The three adjustments of this mirror could be made
with the wooden cover in position.

The paths being now a]ti)roxiniately equal, the two images
of the source of light or of some well-defined object placed
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in front of the condensing lens, were made to coincide, the

telescope was now adjusted for distinct vision of the expected

interference-bands, and sodium light was substituted for

white light, when the interference-bands appeared. These

were now made as clear as possible by adjusting the mirror

e, ; then white light was restored, the screw altering the

length of path was very slowly moved (one turn of a screw

Fitr. .'5.

a
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near six o'clock in the evening. The readings are divisions

of the screw-heads. The width of the fringes varied from

40 to 60 divisions, the mean value being near 50, so that one

division means 0*02 wave-length. The rotation in the obser-

vations at noon was contrary to, and in the evening observa-

tions, in the same direction as, that of the hands of a watch.

Noon Observations.
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The results of the observations are expressed graphically in

fig. 6. The upper is the curve for the observations at noon,

and the lower that for the evening observations. Tlie dotted

curves represent one eighth of the theoretical displacements.

It seems fair to conclude from the figure that if there is any

Fijr. 0.

COS ^>

-X- 000?,

displacement duo to the relative motion of the earth and the

luniiniferons pother, this cannot be much greater than 0"01 of

the distance between the fringes.

Considering the motion of the earth in its orbit only, this

displacement should be

2D,-l'=2DxlO-«.

The distance D was about eleven metres, or 2 x 10" wave-

lengths of yellow light ; hence the displacement to be expected

was 0'4 fringe. The actual dis])lacement was certainly less

than the twentieth part of this, and probably less than the

fortieth part. But since the displacement is juoportional

to the square of the velocity, the relative velocity of the

earth and the a'ther is ])robab]y less than one sixth the earth's

orbital velocity, and certainly less than one fourth.

In what precedes, only the orbital motion of the earth is

considered. ]f this is combined with the motion of the solar

system, concerning which but little is known with certainty,

the result would have to be modified : ami it is just ]H)ssible

that the resultant velocity at the time of the observations was
small, though the chances are much against it. The experi-

ment will therel'ore be repeated at intervals of three months,
and thus all Uncertainty will be avoideil.

It appears from all that precedes reasonably certain that if

there be any relative motion between the earth and the lumi-
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niferous sether, it must be small
;
quite small enoufi;h entirely

to refute Fresnel's explanation of aberration. Stokes lias

given a tbeory of aberration which assumes the aether at the

earth's surface to be at rest with regard to the latter, and only

requires in addition that the relative velocity have a potential

;

but Lorentz shows that those conditions are incompatible.

Lorentz then proi)oses a modification which combines some
ideas of Stokes and Fresuel, and assumes the existence of a

potential, together with Fresnel's coefficient. If now it were
legitimate to conclude from the present work that the sether

is at rest with regard to the earth's surface, according to

Lorentz there could not be a velocity potential, and his own
theory also fails.

Supplement.

It is obvious from what has gone before that it would be

hopeless to attem])t to solve the question of the motion of the

solar system by observations of optical phenomena at the sur-

face of the earth. But it is not impossible that at even
moderate distances above the level of the sea, at the top of

an isolated mountain-peak, for instance, the relative motion
might be perceptible in an apparatus like that used in these

experiments. Perhaps if the experiment should ever be tried

under these circumstances, the cover should be of glass, or

should be removed.

It may be worth while to notice another method for multi-

plying the square of the aberration sufficiently to bring it

within the range of observation which has presented itself

during the preparation of this paper. This is founded on the

fact that reflexion from surfaces in motion varies from the

ordinary laAvs of reflexion.

Let ah (fig. l,p. 401) be a plane Avave falling on the mirror

mn at an incidence of 45°. If the mirror is at rest, the

wave-front alter reflexion will be ac.

Kow su])jiose the mirror to move in a direction which
makes an angle a. with its normal, with a velocity co. Let V
be the velocity of light in the aether, su]i])0sed stationary, and
let cd bo the increase in the distance the light has to travel

to reach d. In this time the mirror will have moved a

distance ——-^ .

s/2 cos a.

We have cd _ co s/2 cos a

ad V '

which put = r, and ffc _ i

ad
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In order to find the new wave-front, draw the arc^^r with h

as a centre and ad as radius ; the tangent to this arc from d
will be the new wave-front, and the normal to the tangent

from h will be the new direction. This will differ from the

direction ha by 6, which it is required to find. From the

equality of the triangles adb and edh it follows that 6 = 2(/>,

ab = ac,

, OS. 1— tan-g

tan adh = tan (
45^ - ^) = ^=1^ = l-r,

or, neglecting terms of the order r^,

a ,
r^ v/2&)C0Sa ,

<a' ^^^2

Now let the light fall on a parallel mirror facing the first,

we should then have

a — v/2ct)C0Sa , aP ^„o6=--^ + y-,cos2«,

and the total deviation would be

where p is the angle of abei-ration, if only the orbital motion

of the earth is considered. The maximum displacement

obtained by revolving the whole apparatus through 90°

would bo

A = 2^2 = 0-004".

With fifty such couples the displacement would be 0"2''.

But astronomical observations in circumstances far less fiivour-

able than those in which these may be taken have been made
to hundredths of a second ; so that this new method bids

fair to be at least as sensitive as the former.

The arrangement of appaiatus might be as in fig. 2 ; .«, in

the focus of the lens a, is a slit, hh^ cCj are two glass mirrors

o])tically plane, and so silvered as to allow say one twentieth

of the light to pass through, and reflecting say ninety jier

cent. The intensity of the light falling on the observing

telesco])0 df would be about one millionth of the original

intensitv, so that if sunlight or the electric arc were used

it could still bo readily seen. The mirrors hb^ and cc^ would

ditfer from parallelism suthciently to seimrate the successive

images. Finally, the apparatus neeil not be moimted so a?< to

revolve, as the earth's rotation would be sufiicient.

If it were possible to measure with suflicieut accuracy the
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velocity of light without returning the ray to its starting

point, the problem of measuring the first power of the relative

velocity of the earth with respect to the sether would be

solved. This may not be as hopeless as might ajjpear at first

sight, since the difficulties are entirely mechanical and may
possibly be snrmount(;d in the course of time.

For exam[)le, suppose ?/i and ?«^ (fig. 3) two mirrors re-

volving with equal velocity in opposite directions. It is

evident that light from s will form a stationary image at s,

and similarly light from s^ will form a stationary image at g.

If now the velocity of the mirrors be increased sufficiently,

their phases still being exactly the same, both images will be

deflected from s and .s', in inverse proportion to the velocities

of light in the two directions ; or, if the two deflections are

made equal, and the difference of phase of the mirrors be

simultaneously measured, this will evidently be proportional

to the difference of velocity in the two directions. The only

real difficulty lies in this measurement. The following is

perhaps a possible solution.

(/(J, (fig. 4) are two gratings on which sunlight is concen-

trated. These are placed so that after falling on the revolv-

iufT mirrors m and m,, the light forms images of the gratin^js

at 5 and s^, two very sensitive selenium cells in circuit with a

battery and telephone. If everything be symmetrical, the

sound in the telephone will be a maximum. If now one of

the slits s be displaced through half the distance between
the image of the grating bars, there will be silence. Suppose
now that the two deflections having been made exactly equal,

the slit is adjusted for silence. Then if the experiment be
repeated when the earth's rotation has turned the whole
ajjparatus through 180°, and the deflections are again made
equal, there will no longer be silence, and the angular dis-

tance through which s must be moved to restore silence will

measure the required difference in phase.

There remain three other methods, all astronomical, for

attacking the problem of the motion of the solar syst«m
through space.

1. The telescopic observation of the proper motions of

the stars. This has given us a highly probably determina-
tion of the direction of this motion, but onlv a guess as to its

amount.
2. The' s[)ectroscopic observation of the motion of stars in

the line of sight. This could furnish data for the relative

motions only, though it soeins likely that by the immense im-
])rovements in the photogra|)hy of stellar sjiectra, the informa-
tion thus obtained will be far nioie accurate than anv other.
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3. Finally there remains the detcnnination of the velocity

of" light by observations of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites.

If the improved photometric methods practised at the Harvard

observatory make it possible to observe these with sufficient

accuracy, the difference in the results found for the velocity of

light when Jupiter is nearest to and farthest from the line of

motion will give, not merely the motion of the solar system

with reference to the stars, but with reference to the lumini-

ferous pether itself.

LIX. On a Method of making the Wave-length of Sodium
Light the actual and practical Standard of Length. By
Albert A. Michelson and Edward W. Morley*.

THE first actual attempt to make the wave-length of

sodium light a standard of length was made by Peircef.

This method involves two distinct measurements : first, that

of the angular displacement of the image of a slit by a

diffraction-grating, and second, that of the distance between
the lines of the grating. Both of these' are subject to errors

due to changes of temperature and to instrumental errors.

The results of this work have not as yet been published ;

but it is not prol)able that the degree of accuracy attained

is much greater than one part in fifty or a hundred thousand.

More recently, Mr. Bell, of the Johns Hopkins University,

using Rowland's "-ratings, has made a determination of the

length of the wave of sodium light which is claimed to be

accurate to one two hundred thousandth partij:. If this claim

is justified, it is probably very near the limit of accuracy of

which the method admits. A short time before this, another

method was proposed by Mace de Lepinay§. This consists

in the calculation of the number of wave-lengths between
two surfaces of a cube of quartz. Besides the spectroscopic

observations of Talbot's fringes, the method involves the

measurement of the index of refraction and of the density

of quartz, and it is not surprising that the degree of accuracy
attained was only one in fifty thousand.

Several years ago, a method suggested itself which seemed
likely to furnish results much more accurate than either of

the foregoing, and some preliminary experiments made in

* Comniunicatod bv the Authors.

t ' Nature,' xx. p. !>.) (1S70) ; Anier. Journ. Sci. [3], p. 51 (1879).

I
" On the Absolute Wav^^-leugths of Light," Amer. Journ. Sci. [3j,

xxxiii. p. 1G7 (Ls^7) ; Phil. Maij. [">], xxiii. p. .{G-j,

§ Co»ij)(es liendtis, cii. p. 1153 (1860); Juurn. de Pkys. [2J, v. p. 411

(1886).
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June have confirmed the anticipation. The apparatus for

observing the interference phenomena is the same as that

used in the experiments on the relative motion of the earth

and the Inminiferous rether.

Liglit from the source at s (fig. 1), a sodium-flame, falls on
the plane parallel glass a, and is divided, part going to the

plane mirror c, and part to the plane mirror h. These two
pencils are returned along cae and hae, ai]d the interference

of the two is observed in the telescope at e. If the distances

ac and ah are made equal, the plane c made parallel with that

of the image of h, and the com[)ensating glass d interposed,

the interference is at once seen. If the adjustment be exact,

the whole field will 1)0 dark, since one pencil experiences

external reflexion, and the other internal.

If now b be moved parallel with itself a measured distance

by means of the micrometer-screw, the number of alternations

of light and darkness is exactly twice the number of wave-
lengths in the measured distance ; thus the determination

consists absolutely of a measurement of a length and the

coimting of a ninnber.

The degree of accuracy depends on the number of wave-
lengths which it is possible to count. Fizeau was unable to

Figs. 1 aud 2.

m 2.

nine:

m

observe interference when the difterence of path amounted to

50,000 wave-lengths. It seeuu'd probable that with a smaller

density of sodium vapour this number might be increased, and
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the experiment was tried with metallic sodium in an exhausted

tube provided with alunnnium electrodes. It was found pos-

sible to increase this number to more than 200,000. Now it

is very easy to estimate tenths or even twentieths of a wave-
length, which implies that it is possible to find the number of

wave-lengths in a given fixed distance between two planes with
an error less than one part in two millions and probably one
in ten millions. But the distance corresponding to 400,000
wave-lengths is roughly a decimetre, and this cannot be deter-

mined or reproduced more accurately than, say, to one part in

500,000. So it would be necessary to increase this distance.

This can be done by using the same instrument together with
a comparer.

The intermediate standard decimetre Im (fig. 2) is put in

place of the mirror b. It consists of a prism of glass one
decimetre long with one end I plane, and the other slightly

convex, so that when it touches the plane m, Newton's rings

appear, and these serve to control any change in the distance

Im, which has been previously determined in wave-lengths.

The end / is now adjusted so that coloured fringes appear in

white light. These can be measured to within one twentieth

of a wave-length, and probably to within one fiftieth. The
piece Im is then moved forward till the fringes again appear
at m ; then the refractometer is moved in the same direction

till the fringes appear again at I, and so on till the whole metre
has been stepped otf. Supposing that in this operation the

error in the setting of the fringes is always in the same direc-

tion, the whole error in ste])ping off the metre would be one
part in two millions. By repetition this could of course be
reduced. A microscope rigidly attached to the carriage hold-

ing the piece Im would serve to compare, and a diamond at-

tached to the same piece would be used to produce copies. All
measurements would be made with the apparatus surrounded
by melting ice, so that no temperature corrections would be

required.

Probably there would be considerable difficult}' in actually

counting 400,000 wave-lengths, but this can be avoided by
first counting the wave-lengths and fractions in a length of

one millimetre, and using this to step off a centimetre. This
will give the nearest whole number of wave-lengths, and the

fractions may be observed directly. The centimetre is th(Mi

used in the same way to stej) otf a decimetre, which again
determines the nearest whole number, the fraction being ob-

served directly as before.

The fractions are4fietermincd as follows: the fringes ob-
served in the refractometer under the conditions above

Phil. May. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 151. Dec. 1887. 2 I
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mentioned can readily be shown to be concentric circles.

The centre lias the niininiuin intensity when the difference in

the distances ah ac is an exact number of wave-lengths. The
diameters of the consecutive circles vary as the S(iuare roots

of the corresponding number of waves. Therefore, if x is

the fraction of a wave-length to be determined, and y the

diameter of the first dark ring, d being the diameter of the

ring corresponding to one wave-length, then x = *^^.

There is a slight difficulty to be noted in consequence of

tlie fact that there are two series of waves in sodium-light.

The result of the superposition of these is that, as the ditf'e-

rence of path increases, the interference becomes less distinct

and finally disappears, reappears, and has a maximum of dis-

tinctness again, when the difference of path is an exact

multij)l(; of b(jth wave-lengths. Thus there is an alternation

of distinct interference-fringes with uniform illumination. If

the length to be measured, the centimetre for instance, is

such that the interference does not fall exactly at the maxi-
mum—to one side by, say, one tenth the distance between
two maxima, there would be an error of one twentieth of a

Avave-length requiring an arithmetical correction.

Among other substances tried in the })reliminary experi-

ments ^vere thallium, lithium, and hydrogen. All of these

gave interference up to fifty to one hundred thousand wave-
lengths, and could therefore all be used as checks on the

determination with sodium. It may be noted, that in case of

the red liytlrog<'n-line, the interference phenomena disappeared

at about 1.3,000 wuve-lengths, and again at about 45,000 wave-
lengths ; so that the red hydrogen-line must be a double line

with the components about one sixtieth as distant as the

sodium-lines.

LX. On Mr. Edgeworth's Method of Redxicing Ohservations

relating to several Quantities. Bi/ H. H. TuRNER, M.A.,
JS.Sc, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge*.

IN the Philosophical Magazine for August 1887, Mr. F. Y.
Etlgoworth invites attention to a method of reducing

observations relating to several (piantities, which he lias sug-

gested as a substitute for the ordinary process of the '' Method
of Least Scpiares." I have applied this method to an examjile

for a particular case of two variables, and venture to otl'er the

following remarks and suggestions for consideration.

* Communicated by the Author.
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Mr. Edgeworth thus describes his method in the case of

two variables x and ^/ :
—" Find an approximate solution by-

some rough process (such as simply adding together several

of the equations so as to form two independent simultaneous

equations). Take the point thus determined as a new origin,

and substitute in the n (transformed) equations for one of the

variables .V a series of values +8, +28, &c. Corresponding

to each of these substitutions we have n equations for y. For
each of these systems determine the Median according to

Laplace's Method of Situation. This series of Medians forms

one locus for the sought })oint. A second locus is found by
transposing x and y in the directions just given. The inter-

section of these loci is the recpiired point."

Some of the labour of this process, and sometimes the pre-

liminary search for an approximate solution, may be avoided

by the use of a graphical method, which will be best described

by considering first a simple case. Suppose we have five

equations,

X + '01 y = «!,

X + '01?/ = agj

X + y = bi,

•» + y = h,

X + y = b^.

Geometrically these represent two lines nearly parallel to the

axis of y, and three inclined at 45° to it.

Now in forming the first normal equation according to the

Method of Least Squares, we should multiply each of the

equations by the coefficient of x, which is unity in each case.

In Mr. Edgeworth's method we are to find the median line,

iceiyliting all the equations according to the coeflicient of x,

i. e. equally. This is evidently the broken line A B C D E F;
for an ordinate drawn through any point of it cuts the system

of five lines in five points, one of which is on the locus

A B C D E F and two others are on either side.

It is obviously very easy to draw this locus when once we
have any portion of it ; for we simply traverse the network,

changing our line at every corner.

The second median locus is obtained by weighting the

equations, or lines according to the coeflicients of y. The
first two count for very little, and the last three again count

e([ually. The median is thus the line K L throughout, for the

crossing of the slightly weighted lines does not disturb the

balance of weights.

We are now to take the point of intersection of tJiese loci

2 12
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as the final solution of the equations. It will be noticed that

this leaves the solution somewhat indeterminate; for any
point of the portion C D satisfies the required condition.

& H
This special case is in many respects an unfavourable

example of the method under consideration; but it illustrates

sufHciently well the following points :

—

(1) The two median loci arc broken lines which follow the

lines of the network formed by the separate observation-lines

(except in one very special instance mentioned below), and
foi'med according to the following rule. Suppose the lines

all labelled with the coefficients of .r in the equations repre-

senting them. At any point of the locus let A be the sum of

all the labels to the left (looking along the locus), and B the

sum of all those to the right ; / the label of the line with

which the locus coincides. Then A-|-/>B and B + />A.
The locus continues to coincide with the line / until it is

crossed by another, say from the right, weight in. Tlien if

the locus is to change to this new line, the sum of labels on

the left is still A, but on the right is B — ;/» + / : thus we must
liave

A + »/>(B-;;i + /),

niid

(B— ??j + /) + ;»> A.

The second condition is the same as one of the former ; but

if the first is not fulfilled, the locus continues to travrl along

the line /. By this rule the two loci can be traced with great
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ease. It is necessary, however, to select the scale of the dia-

gram with some care, so as to prevent confusion when thero

are many equations.

If the final solution is roufj;hly known, the origin should bo

taken in the neighbourhood ; and substitution of this rough
solution in the equations will enable us to leave out of con-

sideration those with large residuals, the lines representing

which will often not fall within the limited area of paper at

connnand. [If it should happen, when the line rn crosses /,

that

A + ?n=B—m+ I,

the locus does not follow either line, but consists of the whole

space between them up to the next crossing. This is the

special case referred to above.]

(2) In the method of least squares the normal equations

give a unique solution ; but the intersection of two broken

lines may be a series of points, and the two median loci may
also have a common jiortion. The solution then becomes to

some extent indeterminate. It is dithcult to decide whether

this is generally the case ; but in all the simple examples

which I have tried, and in two real examples of I'o and G7

equations respectively, the intersection of the loci consisted of

a finite line and one or more points : and there are also cases

where the loci approach very closely, and where they would
have again met had one only of the observations been almost

infinitesimally different. For instance, in the longest example

tried, I took ninety-three equations of the form a'-1-A?/= B.

B is the tabular error in the semidiameter of Venus, as ob-

tained by a certain observer at Greenwich. This is supposed

divisible into two parts ; one constant, x, and the other, y,
varying as the diameter A. The values of x and y obtained

by the method of least squares were

a;=l"-22 ±0"-222,

y= 0"-024±0"-011.

By the method of median loci, I obtain

x=.^"'n, ?/= 0''-037,

or ^=1"-13, ?/= 0"-032;

or any value on the line joining these two points. There is

also a point of meeting of the loci at

x=^\"'lb, ?/= 0"-029;

and a point of near approach at

x= l"-2>l, y= 0"-C)ll.
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Tlicse equations were discussed by Mr. Tliackeray in the

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society ; and his

solution, obtained by simple addition of the equations with

large and those with small coefficients of ?/, was

y = ()"-OU.

It is possible that the number and distribution of these

points of intersection afford real information as to the value
and accordance of the observations. But, in practice, a
single solution, although its singularity may be somewliat
fictitious, is preferable to a variety ; and unless some ad-
ditional criterion for extracting a single solution from the
median loci can be obtained, it is to be feared that we have
here a somewhat serious objection to this method on the score

of convenience.

The extension to the case of three variables is obvious : the

three normal equations, or rather the planes which they repre-

sent, are replaced by three broken-plane loci, made up of

individual jilanes corresponding to tlie separate observations.

These loci may intersect in a finite portion of a plane, one or

more finite lines, and one or more points : and the multiplicity

of solutions is obviously liable to increase largely with the

number of variables.

Mr. Edgeworth claims as advantages for the new method
that

(1) It is considerably less laborious than the Method of

Least Squares.

(2) In the case of Discordant Observations it is theoreti-

cally better.

So far as my slight experience entitles me to express an
opinion on these points, I should say that

(1) is veiy doubtful. In trying a new method much time

is liable to be wasted ; but tliere would, I imagine, never be
quite the same straightforwardness about the new method
which makes the nu'tliod of least squares so easy, although
somewhat long.

(2) is somewhat counterbalanced by the failure to give a

V)ii(jitt' solution.
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LXI. On the Diffusion of Gases.—A simple case of Diffusion.

By S'. H. BURBURY*.

1. T ET two reservoirs be connected by a uniform horizontal
-L^ tube. In the left-hand reservoir shall be a mixture of

two gases, gas I. and gas II., in certain proportions ; and in

the right-hand reservoir a mixture of the same two gases in

different proportions. The temperature and also the pressure

of the mixture shall be the same in either reservoir. Then a

stream of gas I. will flow through the tube, say from left to

right, and a stream of gas II. from right to left.

We will suppose the proportions in which the gases are

mixed, as well as the total pressure and temperature, to be
maintained constant in each reservoir, as if, for instance, the

reservoirs be of infinite extent. Under these circumstances

the motion through the tube will become steady, and the tem-
perature and pressure of the combined gases will be the same
throughout. The problem of diftusion is to find what, under
these circumstances, the stream-motion of either gas will be
for given proportions of the mixture at the extremities of the

tube.

It is assumed that the stream-velocity is very small com-
pared with the mean square velocity of either gas I'equired by
the kinetic theory. This must be the case if the tube be long

enough. It is assumed, further, that in calculating the result

of encounters between the molecules they are to be regarded

as elastic spheres.

If n^ denote the number of molecules of gas I. in unit of

volume at any point, n^ the same lor gas II., then by Avo-
gadro's law ?ij+?'2 is constant throughout the system. We
will take the axis of the tube for axis of x. Then at any point,

dx dx

2. Professor Tait has recently ("On the Foundations of the

Kinetic Theory of Gases," Transactions of the Ixoyal Society

of Edinburgh, 1887) given what he considers to be the solu-

tion of the problem in a slightly more general form, assunn'ng

the tube vertical. He assumes that the molecules of the

diffusing gas have, in addition to their ordinary velocities

required l)y the kinetic theory, a common velocity a. of trans-

lation along ihe tube, very small com])ared with the velocity

of mean square. In his view this common translation-velocity

* Communicated by the Author.
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is the same for all classes of molecules of the same gas what-

ever their absolute speeds in space, no distinction boinf^ drawn
between those classes which have great and those which have

small absolute speeds.

I ])ropose to show (as has been already proved b}- Boltz-

mann) that, in order to represent the true motion of the dif-

fusing gas, it is necessary to make a, the small additional

translation-velocit}^, a function of the absolute velocity of

the molecules, those classes which have greater absolute velo-

city having greater translation-velocity ; and that Professor

Tait's hyj)othesis, making a constant, is inconsistent with

steady motion. It is sufficient to prove this for the imaginary

case of two gases, of which the molecules of one have the

same mass and the same diameter as those of the other.

3. At any point in the tube let us take two parallel sections,

A and A', each of unit area, distant Sx from each other. The
volume of the cylinder whose bases are A and A' is B.v. AVe
will call it our element of volume. At A let n^ be the number
of molecules of gas I., ?<2 the number of molecules of gas II.,

per unit of volume. Then at A' the respective numbers will be

,
dill 5. 1 .^"25. j.\ L • • d^\ ^"2

?'i + —, ox, and n2+ -r- ox : that is, since -r-^ = t-j
dx ' dx ^ ax dx

dn^ 5, ,. Xn, —
- bx tor o;as i.,

dx ® '

and
rf«2

dx
Wo+ -r^hx for iiJis II.

At A the number of molecules of gas 1. in unit volume
whose velocities, irrespective of direction, lie between r and
r + f/r, shall be denoted b}' nif{v)dv. We will call them the

class r. Those members of the class v whose directions of

motion make with the axis of the tube angles between i/r and
>^ -tdyp- shall be called the class (r, yjr). Their number in the

gas at rest would be

fli/{v)dl' i sin -v/r dyjr.

In the moving gas it will be

'»
l/{v)dv^ sin -^Ird-ylr

+ [\ n^f{v) dv - cos -v/r sin -v/r dyfr ;

a being the mean translation-velocity for the class r, whether

that be a function of r or not.

4. Let us now lind the number of molecules of the class
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(I'j i/r) that cross the section A per unit of time. It is

nif{v) dv ^ V cos -^ sin i/r d-^

+ ^hf{v) dv^ec cos^ yjr sin yjr dyjr.

Of course if cos yjr is positive they enter the element of volume;
if cos yjr is negative they leave it.

5. We next consider the tnouientiim in direction .v which is

carried across the section A by the class {v, ^jr). If m be the
mass of a molecule, it is

mnif[v) dv [hv^ QOi^ yjr -\- ^v a. QOS^ y^] sin \Jr dyjr.

If we integrate this expression according to yjr from tt to 0,

we obtain the momentum in direction .i" which the whole class

V brings into our element of volume through the section A in

unit time, negative momentum carried out of the element by
molecules having cos, yjr negative being treated as positive

momentum carried into the element. The result is

mriifiy) do ^ \ cos^ yjr sin y^ dyjr, .... (A)

the term in cos^ yjr disappearing.

6. We will now consider what happens at the other sec-

tion A'.

The momentum in direction x of the class i' which is carried

out of our element of volume at A' per unit of time is found

from the expression A by writing «. + ~ 8a;, that is,

dn .

"'*''

Wi ~dx for n,. It is therefore
dx

m yh—^, ^^^)A^) ^^y \ \
cos^ >/r sin a/^ (/-v^. . . (A')

c/

7. Comparing the expressions A and A', we see that the
momentum of the class v in the direction of positive x which
enters the element of volume in unit time exceeds the mo-
mentum which leaves the element of volume by the ([Uantity

in -~ Zx -^f{y) dv j cos^ y^ sin i/r c?i/r;

J
that is,

-~ Bxf{v) dv -rdx "^ ^ ^ d

If therefore there were no encounters, the class v within
our element of volume would gain x momentum per unit time
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I)}' tlie amount

m ~ Zx f(v) dv -r ;

or would gain .r velocity -^ ^xf{v) dv -q per unit time. This

is the effect of the variation of density of gas I. from point to

point along the tube.

8. But the motion is in fact steady. Therefore this gain in

translation-Aelocity, which would accrue to the class v in the

absence of encounters, is exactly compensated by the loss

which is due to encounters. A certain number of the class

undergo encounter, and are knocked out of the class in a unit

of time. An equal number of molecules come out of encoun-
ters with velocity between v and dv, that is enter the class r,

in a unit of time. And these, as they enter the class, have

less average translation-velocity than the continuing members
of the class have.

Let B be the average number of encounters with molecules

of either gas which a molecule of class r undergoes in unit

time. In the special case we are now treating, B is the same
for all directions of motion of the molecule ; because in what-
ever direction there are more encounters with one gas, there are

by the same number fewer with the other. It follows that those

members of the class v which undergo encounter have before

such encounter the same mean translation-velocity which the

other members of the class have. Now n^f{v)dv B molecules

per unit volume and imit time undci-go encounters, and cease

to be members of the class. Were they not replact'd, the ag-

gregate translation-velocity of the class would be diminished

I'rom this cause by ?!iB/'(r) c/r.« per unit of volume and time.

But an equal number of molecules come out of encounters

with velocity between ?• and r + di'; and these hiwo some
mean translation-velocity in .r, which we will call a'. Tlie

eft'ect of encounters on the translation-velocity of the class v

is to substitute jier unit volume and unit time «jB/'(r) dv mole-

cules with mean translation-velocity a' for the same number
with mean translation-velocity a.

This diminishes the translation-velocity of the class r within

our element of volume S.v by

nJ{v)dvV*{u-a')S.r
in unit time.

i>. For steady motion we equate this expression to the gain
of translation-velocity which, as we have seen, arises Irom the

variation of density. We thus t)btain the equation
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I ^' ^"^-^^''^ ^''= niB (« - «0 5.r/(r) ^r,

^^^^.=,,B(«-«') (1)

This equation must in steady motion be satisfied for every

class of molecules. And it cannot be satisfied without making
a a function of r. Were a made constant, molecules with

high values of v would begin to gain more translation-velocity

than they lose. The arrangement could not be permanent.
10. It is of course true that the effect of encounters between

the difi^erent classes of molecules of the same gas is to equalize

the translation-velocity. A levelling-process is always going
on. It is also true, as Professor Tait shows (page 83), that

this process goes on very fast ; because B, the number of

encounters per second, is a very large quantity. The larger

you make B, the smaller you make a and a'. But the equa-

tion (1) remains none the less true, and none the less must a

be a function of v.

Nor is it a matter of iudiflx'rence whether we treat a as

constant or not. The greater the absolute speed the greater

the number of encounters per unit time. Therefore, for given

stream-velocity of the whole gas, the resistance will be greater

if that stream-velocity be all attributed to the higher classes

than if it be the same for all classes. Therefore, in order to

get the same resistance with a constant, we must increase the

stream. Any result obtained with a constant can be no more
than a superior limit of the stream-velocity ; and the value of

such a solution depends on the limits of error being ascertained.

I think the same error vitiates Professor Tait's treatment of

Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity.

11. As a step towards the true solution, I will endeavour to

obtain inferior and superior hmits for the stream-velocity in

this imaginary case, the molecules of one gas having equal

mass and diameter with those of the other. I will further

suppose that there exists a point C in the tube at which 111= 71.2.

This must be the case if n^ > n^ in one reservoir, and n, < u^

in the other. If we can find the stream-velocity at C, we
know it at every point in the tube.

12. The number of encounters per unit of time for each
molecule of the class u is B. I shall assume that at the point

C, where n-^=^n^^ there are for each molecule of the class ^B
encounters with molecules of gas II., and ^B with other

molecules of gas I.

13. A molecule of gas I. coming out of encounter with
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velocity between v and v + dv has on an average, if we include

encounters of both kinds, some translation-velocity in direc-

tion ,v, wliich we have called a'. This will have altogether

ditl'crcnt values according as the encounter is with another

molecule! of gas I. or witii a molecult; of gas II. Let it be «/
in the tirst case, and a.J in the second. Then, at the point C,

our equation (1) becomes

'i^ =m—i) + ^^<—2). ... (2)

14. We can now ])rove that at C, where ?<, = 7io, a.2=0.
This can Ijo done as follows :—Let />, q be two velocities such
that p^ + </>v^. Then, for an encounter from wliieh a mole-

cule of gas I. issues with velocity r, the velocities before

encounter may be either p for the molecule of gas I., and q
for that of gas II., or vice versa. There are just as many
encounters one way as the other ; and the chance of the given

event happening, namely that the molecule of gas I. comes
out with velocity v, is the same in either case.

Let V be the velocity of the centre of gra-snty of the two
molecules engaged. Then, taking the two groups p q and qp
together, V can have no average com})onent in x. This

follows from the symmetry of the circumstances, Wj being

equal to »2- If ^ be the angle made by V with x, cos ^= 0.

In the figure let C P denote V, and Q C=Y ilenote the half

relative velocity, and Q P denote r. Then Q P must be

seme radius vector of the cone described about C P as axis with

semivertical angle QPC= COS"* —-^ ttt • And since all
'2v\

directions of V are equally probable after encounter, Q P may
with equal probability be any ratlins vector of that cone.

Tlu'rel'ore if be the angle made by Q P with .v, and
(f>

that

made by CP with .r, the ukmu value of vosO, given
(f>,

is

cos QPC cos (p. And the mean value of cos for all directions
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of CP is cos QCP cos ; that is, zero, since cos = 0. There-

fore molecules of gas I. issuing from encounter with molecules

of gas II. with velocity v have no average translation-velocity;

that is, a2=0.
15. Our equation (2) is thus reduced to

1'^ = ^^^^^"-"''^ + ^"^^'''

or

1 dn^ ^^"^
, 1 /«= Q 7- IJ +2«1

oiii ax i)

where a/ is the mean projection on x of the velocity v of a

molecule of gas I. as it comes with that velocity out of an

encounter with another molecule of gas I. Now there can be

no gain or loss of x velocity to gas I. as a whole from encoun-

ters between its own molecules, although some classes may
gain and others lose. It follows that if we integrate for all

values of v from co to 0,

or

^fiv)B{cc-u/)dv= 0,

^f{v)Bxdv=^/{v)Bx^'dv.

But the effect of these encounters is to equahze wholly or

partially the translation-velocities of the different classes ; so

thnt a/ is less than a for high, greater than a for low, values

of r. Also B increases with v. Therefore, since

rf{v)Budv= f /(r)Ba/fZr,

1 ./(0«/<^^' must be greater than
j f{v) dc.

16. We have then

3/t, da; B
1 dn^v'^

,

Therefore, taking mean values, r<i is the stream of gas I., and

- 2 dn^ v^

"^ >3^B
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where ^rl denotes the mean for all classes of molecules of the

,2

function ^. We may write vl for ,,, if/ be the mean free

path for a v. We have thus obtained an inferior limit for Uia.

17. We have now to ascertain the superior limit. Let us

suppose a to be for an instant constant. The f^ain of x velo-

city to the class v per unit of time due to variation of density

is in this case, as before,

And there is a loss due to encounters. We cannot with a

constant make the loss equal to the gain for each class sepa-

rately ; but we can so choose the constant a as that, for an
instant, the loss to the whole gas per unit time shall be equal

to the gain for the whole gas. That is,

= ( dvf{v)n, { 1Ba=< + i B.^:^}

.

Jo
Then, as before,

and, as before.

f /(OB(a- a/) </.= ().

Our equation is thus reduced to

•^0 Jo Jo

Icln ^

and therefore

— 2 dn^ - —

Here we have v^/B, the quotient of the means, instead of ~
the mean of the quotient. ''

Alxo for given stream, tlie loss of translation-velocity by
encounters is less when a is constant than when a is variable,

and increases with r. Therefore, to make the loss equal to the

gain for the whole gas, we nmst make a greater in the former

than in the latter case. And therefore the value of a last

found must be greater than the true stream-velocity. We may
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then say that the stream n^a Ues between

2 dn^ v^\ 1 2 dn^ -^i^

3 dx B| 3 dx

18. The value of the stream which we have found at C must

be the same at ever}^ point in the tube. This depends on —j^

being constant. Now from equation (1) we deduce

3B
dn<, ~ —-~ = n^a— /<!«

and n^a is constant. In the case we a,re now treating, all

molecules having the same mass and diameter, the relation

between a! and a is the same at all points of the tube. There-

fore n(a.— cJ) is constant, and — is constant.
dx

19. It would appear from this investigation that if the

molecules of gas I. could be so guided as never to collide with

each other, but only with the common enemy, the molecules

of the other gas (the motion being in other respects unaltered),

as its limiting
2 dn v^

then the stream-velocity would assume ^ ~A ^•^ 3 dx B
value. We might, on the other hand, keep continually changing
the directions, so as to make and maintain a the same for all

classes without changing its mean value a, or in other respects

altering the motion. In this case the stream-velocity would

,11... 1 2 dno — ,

—

assume the hmiting value ^ -j— v'^/B.
o clx

LXII. On Resistance and Conductance Operators, and their

JJer'ivatives, Inductance and Rermittance, especially in con-

nexion icith Klectric and Magnetic Eneryy. By Oliver
Heaviside*.

1. XF we regard for a moment Ohm's law merely from a
JL mathematical point of view, we see that the quantity R,

which expresses the resistance, in the equation V= RC, when
the current is steady, is tlie operator that turns the current

C into the electromotive force V. It seems, therefore, appro-

priate that the operator which takes the place of R when the

current varies should be termed the resistance-operator. To
formally define it, let any self-contained electrostatic and

* Coinmuuicatcd by the Author.
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electromagnetic combination be imagined to be cut anywhere,
producing two electrodes or terminals. Let the current enter-

ing at one and leaving at the other terminal be C, and let the

potential-difference be V, this being the fall of potential from
where the current enters to where it leaves. Then, if V= ZC
})e the differential equation (ordinary, linear) connecting V
and 0, the resistance-operator is Z.

All that is required to constitute a self-contained system is

the absence of impressed force within it, so that no energy
can enter or leave it (except in the latter case by the irrever-

sible dissipation concerned in Joule's law) until we introduce

an impressed force ; for instance, one })roducing the above
})otential-difFerence V at a certain place, when the product
VC expresses the energy-current, or flux of energy into the

system per second.

The resistance-operator Z is a function of the electrical

constants of the combination and of d/dt, the operator of time-

differentiation, which will in the following be denoted by p
simply. As I have made extensive use of resistance-operators

and connected quantities in previous papers *, it will be suf-

ficient here, as regards their origin and manipulation, to say
that resistance-operators combine in the same way as if they
represented mere resistances. It is this fact that makes them
of so much importance, especially to practical men, by whom
they will be much employed in the future. I do not refer to

])ractical men in the very limited sense of anti- or extra-

theoretical, but to theoretical men who desire to make theory

practically workable by the simplification and systematization

of methods which the employment of resistance-operators and
their derivatives allows, and the substitution of simple for

more complex ideas. In this paper I propose to give a con-

nected account of most of their important ]>roperties, including

some new ones, especially in connexion with energy, and some
illustrations of extreme cases, which are found, on examina-
tion, to " prove the rule."

2. If we put^)= in the resistancc-o]ierator of any system
as above defined, we obtain the steady resistance, which we
may write Zq. If all the operations concerned in Z involve

only differentiations, it is clear that when C is given com-
])letely, V is known completely. But if inverse operations

(integrations) have to be j)erformed, we cannot find V from
C completely ; but this does not interfere with the use of the

resistance-operator for other i>urposes.

* lOspccinlly rmt III., niul after, "On the Self-induction of 'Wires,"
I'liil. JNlag. Oct. IbbO and after. Also 'Electrician,' Dec. lt^4.
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It is sometimes more convenient to make use of the converse

method. Thus, let Y he the reciprocal of Z, so that C = YV.
If we make

J)
vanish in Y, the result, say Yq, is the conduct-

ance of the combination. Therefore Y is the conductance-

operator.

The fundamental forms of Y and Z are

Z= R + Lp, (1)

Y=K + S/> (2)

In the first case, it is a coil of resistance E, and inductance L
that is in question, with the momentum LC and maf^netic

energy -^LC^. In the second case, it is a condenser of con-

ductance K and permittance S, with the charge SV and
electric energy ^SV'^ ; or its equivalent, a perfectly non-
conductino; condenser having a shunt of conductance K.

In a number of electromagnetic problems (no electric

energy) the resistance-operator of a combination, even a

complex one, reduces to the simple form (1). The system

then behaves precisely like a simple coil, so far as externally

impressed force is concerned, and is indistinguishable from a

coil, provided we do not inquire into the internal details. I

have previously given some examples*. Substituting con-

densers for coils, permittances for inductances, we see that

corresponding reductions to the simple form (2) occur in

electrostatic combinations (no magnetic energy).

But such cases are exceptional ; and, should a combination

store both electric and magnetic energy, it is not possible to

effect the above simplifications except in some very extreme
circumstances. There are, however, two classes of problems
which are important practically, in which we can produce
simplicity by a certain sacrifice of generality. In the first

class the state of the whole combination is a sinusoidal or

simple harmonic function of the time. In the second class

we ignore altogether the manner of variation of the current,

and consider only the integral effects in passing from one
steady state to another, which are due to the storage of

electric and magnetic energy.

3. If the j)otential-difference at the terminals be made sinu-

soidal, the current will eventually become sinusoidal in every

part of the system, imless it be infinitely extended, when con-

sequences of a singular nature result. At present we are

concerned with a finite combination. Then, if ?(/27r be the

frequency of the alternations, we have the well-known pro-

* " On the Self-induction of "SVirc^," Pails VI. and VII. (Phil. Mag.

[p], vols, xxiii. & xxiv.)

FhU. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 151. Dec. 1887. 2 K
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porty ;/^= — ?//^; wliich substitution, made in Z and Y, reduces

thciii to the forms
Z=W + h'p, (3)

Y= K' + S>; (4)

where E-', L', K', S' are functions of the electrical constimts

and of w^, and are therefore constants at a given frequency.

In the first case we compare the combination to a coil

whose resistance is R' and inductance L', so that R' and L'

are the effective resistance and inductance of the combination,

originally introduced by Lord Rayleigli* for electromagnetic

combinations. In my papers, however, there is no limitiition

to cases of magnetic energy onlyt, and it would be highly

inconvenient to make a distinction.

In a similar vvay, in the second case we compare the com-

bination to a condenser, and we may then call K' the effective

conductance and S' the effective permittance at the given

frequency. R' reduces to Zq, and K' to Yq at zero frequency.

But it is important to remember that the two comparisons are

of widely different natures : and that the effective resistance

is not the reciprocal of the effective conductance.

Y and Z in (3) and (4) are reciprocal, or YZ= 1, just as

the general Y and Z of (1) and (2) are reciprocal.

If (V) and (C) denote the amplitudes of V and C, we have,

by (3) and (4),

(V)/(C)= (R'2+ L'V)i=I, say, ... (5)

(C)/(y)=(K'2 + S'V^)^'= J, say. ... (6)

I and J arc also reciprocal. The former, I, being the ratio of

the force to the flux (amplitudes), is the impedance of the

combination. It is naturally suggested to call J the " admit-

tance " of the combination. But it is not to be anticipated

that this will meet with so favourable a reception as im)>e-

dance, which term is now considerably used, because the

methods of representation (1), (3), and (5) are more useful

])ractically than (2), (4), and (6) ; although theoretically the

two sots are of equal importance |.

* Phil. Map. May 1886.

t In I'art V. of "On the Self-Indnotion of AViros" I have ^ivon A few
examples of mixed cases of an elementary nalnre, in connexion with the

problem of finding the etVect of an impressed force in a t<'le<rraph circuit.

^ The necessity of the term impedance (or some equivalent) to tuke the

place of the various uttirlv misleading' expressions that have been u.>-ed,

lias com<! about thr>iu;jh die wonderlul popularization of electroma^ruelic

kno\vledp:e due to the dynamo, and its adoption to Sir \V. Tlu>msou*s

approval of it and of one or two other terms.
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To obtain the relations between R' and K', and U and S',

we have

Y=(R' + LV)-^ = (R'-L»I"', .... (7)

Z=(K' + S»-' = (K'-S»J-=; .... (8)

from which we derive

rK^= R', PW=K',
^

-rS'= L', -J-'L'=S', V . (9).

L'/R'= - SVK^ RVK^=¥=- L7S', J

all of which are useful relations.

4. By (3) and (4) we have the equations of activity

VC= R'C-+/>(iL'C-), (10)

VC= K'V2 + p(iS'V-'), (11)

in general. Now, if Ave take the mean values, the differen-

tiated terms go out, leaving

VC= R'C?= K'V^ (12)

the bars denoting mean values. The three expressions in

(12) each represent the mean dissipativity, or heat per

second. R' and K' are therefore necessarily ])ositive. It

should be noted that R'C" or K'V^ do not represent the dis-

sipativity at any moment. The dissipatlvity fluctuates, of

course, because the scpiare of the current fluctuates ; but

besides that, there is usually a fluctuation in the resistance,

because the distribution of current varies, and it is only by
taking mean values that we can have a definite resistance at

a given frequency.

If the combination be electromagnetic, and T denote the

magnetic energy, its mean value is given by

T=iL'C2, (13)

so that L' is necessarily positive and S' negative. But ^L'C^
is not usually the magnetic energy at any moment.

If the combination be electrostatic, and U denote the elec-

tric energy, its mean value is

ij=is'r^ (14)

so that S' is })Ositivc and L' negative. The electric energy at

any moment is not usually ^S'V''^.

But, in the general case of both energies being stored, wo
have

T-U= iL'(?=-J.S'V^ (15)

2K2
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If tho mean mafrnetic energy preponderates, the effective

inductance is positive, and the })erniittance negative ;
and

conversely, if the electric energy prej)onderates. If there be

no condensers, the comparison with a coil is obviously most

suitable, and if there be no magnetic energy we should natu-

rally use the comparison with a condenser ; but when both

energies coexist, which method of representation to adoi)t is

purely a matter of convenience in the special application

concerned.

If the mean energies, electric and magnetic, be equal, then

I= R', J= K'.J ^ ^

That is, by equalizing the mean energies we bring the cur-

rent and potential-difference into the same phase^ annihilate

the effective inductance (and also permittance), and make the

effective conductance the reciprocal of the effective resistance,

which now equals the impedance itself. It should be noted

that the vanishing of the energy-difference only refers to the

mean value. The two energies are not equal and do not

vanish simultaneously. Sometimes, however, their sum is

constant at every moment, but this is exceptional. [Example,

a coil and a condenser in sequence.]

5. Passing now to tho second class referred to in § 2.

imao-ine, first, the combination to be electromagnetic, and

that V is steady, producing a steady C, dividing in the

system in a manner solely settled by the distribution of con-

ductivity. Although we cannot treat the combination as a

coil as regards the way the current varies when the impressed

force is put on, we may do so as regards the integral effect

at the terminals produced by the magnetic energy. This last

is the well-known quadratic function of the currents in different

parts of the system,

T= iLA' +MCA + iLA'- + (N)

Now put every one of these C's in terms of the C, the total

current at the terminals, which may be done by Ohm's law.

This reduces T to

T=iLoC^ (18)

where Lq is a function of the real inductances, self and mutual,

of the parts of the system, and of their resistances. This Lq

mav be called the impulsive in^luctanee of the system. For
although it is, in a sense, the effective steady inductance,

taking the current C at the terminals as a basis, being, in

fact, the value of the sinusoidal inductance 1/ at zero fre-
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quency
;
yet, as it is only true for impulses that the com-

bination behaves as a coil of inductance Lq, it is better to

signify this fact in the name, to avoid confusion. This will

be specially useful in the more general case in which both

energies are concerned.

Secondly, let the system be electrostatic. Then, in a similar

way, we may write the electric energy in the form

U=:1S,V^ (19)

in terms of the V at the terminals, where So is a function of

the real permittances and of the resistances. So is the

impulsive permittance of the combination. It is also the

sinusoidal S' at zero frequency.

In (18) Lq is positive, and in (19) So is positive. The
momentum or electromotive impulse at the terminals in the

former case is LqC, and in the latter case is — SoRV, where

B, is the steady resistance. The true analogue of momentum,
however, is charge, or time-integral of current, and this, at

the terminals, is — S^V, corresponding to LoC.
6. Passing to the general case, and connecting with the

resistance-operator, let F be the current at the terminals at

time t when varying, so that

V= Zr=(Zo+/.Zo' + iirZo" + ...)r, . . (20)

where the accents denote ditferentiations to p, and the zero

suffixes indicate that the values when j)= U are taken. The
coefficients of the powers ofp are therefore constants. Inte-

grating to the time,

JVc/«=jXi\/f + z;[r]+iZ,"[f]+ (21)

If the current be steady at beginning and at end,

j'(V-Zor)jf=Zo'[r], .... (22)

and if the initial current be zero, and the final value be C,

j\v-z,r)c/<=z;c; (23)

so that Zo'C is the electromotive inqnilse employeil in setting

up the magnetic and the electric energy of the steady state

due to steady V at the terminals. Thus

Lo=Zo' (24)

finds the impulsive inductance from the resistance-operator.

Or,

Lo=(Z-Zo)/>-' with 77= 0. . . . (25)

In a sinnlar manner, we may show that

S,= \V = -Z7^'Zo' ..... (20)
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finds the impulsive permittance from the conductance-operator.

LqC and — SijZqV are equivalent expressions for the electro-

motive impulse.

If Zo should be infinite, then u-ie Y. For instance, the

insertion of a noncouductinf^ coinlciiser of permittance Sj in

the main circuit of th(^ current makes Z(j infiuite, since the

resistance-operator of the condenser is (Sj/))" . There is no

final steady current, and Lq is infinite. We should then use

(2()) instead of (24), especially as the energy is wholly electric

in the steady state.

7. To connect with the oneroy, multiply (23) by C, the

final current, and, for simplicity, let V be steady ;
giving

J(V-Rr)07f=z;c-=Jv(C-r>/«. . . (2?)

It may be anticipated from the preceding that these e(^uated

quantities express twice the excess of the magnetic over the

electric energy.

In connexion with this I may quote from Maxwell, vol. ii.

art. 580. A purely electromagnetic system is in question.

" If the currents are maintained constant by a battery during

a displacement in which a quantity of work, W, is done by

electromotive force, the electrokinetic energ}' of the system

will be at the same time increased by "W. Hence the battery

will be drawn upon for a double quantity of energy, or 2W, in

addition to that which is spent in generating heat in the

circuit. This was first pointed out by Sir W. Thomson.

Comj)are this result with the electrostatic ])ro])crty in art. S.I3."'

The electrostatic property referred to relates to conductors

charged by batteries. If " their jiotentials are maintained

constant, they tend to move so that the energy of th? system

is increased, and the work done by the electrical forces during

the disi)lacement is equal to the increment of the energy of the

system. The energy spent by the batteries is equal to double

of cither of these quantities, and is spent half in meehanical,

half in electrical work."
Although of a somewhat similar nature, these properties are

not what is at present required, which is containeil in the fol-

low^ing general theorem given by me*:—Let any steady

inipresseil electric forces be suddenly started and continued in

a medium permitting linear relations between the two forces,

electrieand m;ignetie,and the three fiuxes—conduetii)U current,

electric dis])lacement, and m;ignetic induction (but with no
rotational propc'rty alloweil, even for conduction current); the

whole work done by the impressed ibrces during the establish-

* ' Electiicinu,' April 25, IS-'^S, p. 490.
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nient of the steady state exceeds what would have been done
had this state been instantly established (but then without any
electric or magnetic energy) by twice the excess of the electric

over the magnetic energy. That is,

J.
dt^Q{T-T^)dt=2[\]-1), .... (28)

'0

where e stands for an element of impressed force, F the

current-density at time t, To the final value, and S the space-

integration to include all the impressed forces. (Black letters

for vectors.) The theorem (28) seems the most explicit and
general representation of what has been long recognized in a
general way, that permitting electric displacement increases

the activity of a battery, whilst permitting magnetization

decreases it. The one process is equivalent to allowing elastic

yielding, and the other to putting on a load (not to increasing

the resistance, as is sometimes supposed).

Applying (28) to our present case of one impressed force V,
producing the final current C, we obtain

^dtY{V-G)dt= 2{\]-T), .... (29)

comparing which with (27), we see that

T-U= iZ,'C'- = iL,C2=-iSoV^ . . . (30)

confirming the generality of our results.

8. It is scarcely necessary to remark that the properties of

Z and 7/ previously discussed do not apply merely to com-
binations consisting of coils of fine wire and condensers ; the

currents may be free to flow in conducting masses or dielectric

masses. Solid cores, for example, may be inserted in coils

within the combination. The only effect is to make the

resultant resistance-operator at a given place more complex.
But a further very remarkable property we do not recognize

by regarding only common combinations of coils and con-

densers. If we, in the comjilex medium above defined, select

any unclosed surface, or surface bounded by a closed line, and
make it a shell of impressed force (analogous to a simple mag-
netic shell), thereby producing a potential-difference V between

its two faces, and C be the current through the shell in the

direction of the imjiressed force, there must be a definite

resistance-operator Z connecting them, de})ending upon the

distribution of conductivity, permittivity, and inductivity

through all space, and determinable by a sufficiently ex-

haustive analysis. The remarkable proj)erty is that the

resistance-o]ierator is the same for any surfaces having tho

same bounding-edge. For a closed shell of impressed force
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of uniform strength can produce no flux "whatever. This is

instructively shown b}- the equation of activity,

2er = Q + U + t, (31)

indicating that the sum of the activities of the impressed

forces, or the energy added to the system per second, equals

the total dissipativity Q, plus the rate of increase of the stored

energies, electric and magnetic, throughout the system. Now-

here r consists of closed tubes ; if, therefore, the distribution

of e be polar, or e be the vector space-variation of a single-

valued scalar potential, of Avhich a simple closed shell of

impressed force is an example, the left member of (31)

vanishes, so that the dissipation, if any, is derived entirely

from the stored energy. Start, then, with no electric or

magnetic energy in the system ; then the positivity of Q, U,
and T ensures that there never can be any, under the influence

of polar impressed force. Hence two shells of impressed

force of equal uniform strength produce the same fluxes

if their edges be the same ; not merely the steady fluxes

j)0ssible, but the variable fluxes anywhere at corresponding

moments after commencing action. The only difference made
when one shell is substituted for the other is in the manner of

the transfer of energy at the places of impressed force ; for

we have to remember that the eflfective foi'ce producing a

flux, or the " force of the flux,"" equals the sum of the impressed

force and the " force of the field ;" whereas the transfer of

energy is determined by the vector product of the two forces

of the field, electric and magnetic respectively. In (31) no
count is taken of energy transferred from one seat of impressed

force to another, reversibly, all such actions being eliminated

by the summation.
It is well to bear in mind, when considering the consequences

of this transferability of impressed force, especially in cases of

electrolysis or the Yolta force, not only that the three physiciil

properties of conductivity, permittivity, and inductivity, though
sufficient for the statement of the main facts of electro-

magnetism, are yet not comprehensive, but also that thev

have no reference to molecules and molecular actions ; for

the equations of the electromagnetic field are constructed on
the hypothesis of the ultimate homogeneity of matter, or, in

another form, only relate to elements of volume large enough
to allow us to get rid of the heterogeneity.

As the three fluxes are determined solely by the vorticity

(to borrow from liquiil motion) of the vector impressed force,

we i-annot knt)\v the ilistribntion of the latter from that of the

former, but have to find where energy transformations are
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going on ; for the denial of the law that eF not only measures
the activity of an impressed force e on the current F, but

represents energy received by the electromagnetic system at

the very same place, lands us in great ditfieulties.

Again, as regards the " electric force of induction.'" We
cannot find tlie distriljution through space of this vector from
the Fai'aday law that its lino-integral in a closed circuit equals

the rate of decrease of induction through the circuit. We
may add to any distribution satisfying this law any polar dis-

tribution without altering matters, except that a different

potential function arises. In this case we do not even alter

the transfer of energy. The electric force of the field is

always definite ; but when we divide it into two distinct dis-

tributions, and call one of them the electric force of induction,

and the other the force derived from electric potential, it is

then quite an indeterminate problem how to effect the division,

unless we choose to make the quite arbitrary assumption that

the electric force of induction has nothing of the polar cha-

racter about it (or has no divergence anywhere), when of

course it is the other part that possesses the whole of the

divergence. This fact renders a large part of some mathe-
matical work on the electromagnetic field that I have seen
redundant, as we may write down the final results at the

beginning. In the course of some investigations concerning
normal electromagnetic distributions in space I have been
forcibly struck with the utter inutility of dividing the electric

field into two fields, and by the simplicity that arises by not

doing so, but confining oneself to the actual forces and fluxes,

which describe the real state of the medium and have the least

amount of artificialit}'^ about them. Similar remarks apply to

IMaxwell's vector-potential A. Has it divergence or not? It

does not matter in the least, on account of the auxiliary polar

force. When the electric force itself is made the subject of
investigation, the question of divergence of the vector-potential

does not present itself at all.

The lines of vorticit^'-, or vortex-lines of the vector impressed
force, are of the utmost importance, because they are the ori-

ginating places of all disturbances. This is totally at variance
with preconceived notions founded upon the fluid analogy,
which is, though so useful in the investigation of steady

states, utterly misleading when variable states are in (juestion,

owing to the momentum and energy belonging to the mag-
netic field, not to the electric current. Every solution

involving impressed forces consists of waves emanating from
the vortex lines of impressed force (electric or magnetic as

the case may be, but only the electric are here considered),
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together with the various reflected waves produced by change
of media and other causes. At the first moment of starting

an impressed force the only disturbance is at the vortex lines,

which are tlie first lines of magnetic induction.

(a) Thus a uniform field of force suddenly started over all

space can produce no effect. For, either there are no vortex

lines at nil, or they are at an infinite distance, so that an
infinit<! time must elapse to produce any effect at a finite

distance from the origin.

(//) Copper and zinc put in contact. Whether the Volta-

force be at the contact or over the air-surfaces away from
and terminating at the contact (if perfectly metallic), the

vortex-line is the common meeting-place of air, zinc, and
copper ; the first line of magnetic force is there, and from it

the disturbance proceeds into the metals and out into the air,

which ends in the steady electric field*.

Since the vortex-lines or tubes are closed, we need only

consider one at present—say, that due to a simple shell of

imj)ressed force. If it be wholly within a conductor, the

initial wave emanating from it is so rapidly attenuated ])y the

conductivity (the process being akin to repeated internal

reflexions, say reflexion of 9 parts and transmission of

1 part, repeated at short intervals) that the transmission

to a distance through the conductor (if good) becomes a very

slow process, that of diflusion. Consequently, when the

impressed force is rapidly alternated, there is no sensible

disturbance except at and near the vortex-line.

But if there be a dielectric outside the conductor, the

moment disturbances reach it, and therefore instantly if

the vortex-line be on the boundary, waves travel through
the dielectric at the speed of light unimpeded, and without

the att(;nuating process within the conductor, which therefore

becomes exposed to electric force all over its bomularv in a

very short time ; hence difi'usion inward from the boundary.

The electric telegra])h would be impossible without the di-

electric. It would take ages if the wire itself had to be the

seat of transfer of energy.

(c) In the electromagnetic theory of the rise of current in

a wire we have, at first sight, an exception to the law that at

the first moment there is no tlisturiiance except at the vortex-

lines of im])ressed force. But it is that theory which is

incorrect, in assuming that there is no displacement. This
is e(iuivalent to making the speed of propagation through
the dieleetric infinitc>ly great ; so that we have results mathe-

* " SouK' lu'iunrlis ou the Volta rovco," Journal S. T. E. & E., 188o.
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matically equivalent to distributing the impressed force

throughout the ^vhole circuit, and therefore its vortex-lines

over the whole boundary*. In reality, with finite speed, the

disturbances come from the real vortex-lines in time.

There is still a limitation of the disturbances to the neigh-

bourhood of the vortex-lines when they are on the boundary

of the conductor, and the frequency of alternations is suffi-

ciently great, the impressed force being within the con-

ductor.

But in a non-conducting dielectric this effect does not

occur, at least in any case I have examined. On the con-

trary, as the frequency is raised, there is a tendency to

constancy of amplitude of the waves sent out from the edge

of a simple sheet of impressed force, or from a shell of

vortex-lines of the same, in a dielectric. Very remarkable

results follow from the coexistence of the primary and re-

flected waves. Thus :

—

((/) If a spherical ])ortion of an infinitely extended di-

electric have a uniform field of alternating impressed force

within it, and the radius a, the frequency n/iir, and the

speed V be so related that

na na
tan — = —

,

V V

there is no disturbance outside the sphere. There are nume-
rous similar cases ; but this is a striking one, because, from

the distribution of the impressed Jbrce, it looks as if there

must be external displacement produced by it. There is not,

because the above relation makes the primary w'ave outward

from the surface of the sphere^ which is a shell of vorticity,

be exactly neutralized by the reflexion, from the centre,

of the primary wave inward from the surface.

(f) if, instead of alternating, the uniform field of impressed

force in (d) be steady, the final steady electric field due to it

takes the time (r+ a)/v to be established at distance r from

the centre. The moment the primary wave inward reaches

the centre, the steady state is set up there ; and as the

reflected wave travels out, its front marks the boundary
between the steady field (final) and a spherical shell of

depth '2a, within which is the uncancelled first ])ortion of

the primary wave outward from the surface ; which carries

out to an infinite distance an amount of energy equal to that

of the final steady electric field. This is the loss by radiation.

[The magnetic energy in this shell equals half the final

* ' Electrician; June 25, 1886, p. liO.
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electric energy on the whole journey ; the electric energy in

the shell is greater, but ultimately becomes the same.] In
practical cases this energy would be mostly, perhaps wholly

dissipated in conductors.

(f) If a uniformly distribut(?d impressed force act alter-

natingly longitudinally within an iniinitely long circular

cylindrical portion of a dielectric, the axis is the place of

reflexion of the primary wave inward, and the reflected wave
cancels the outward primary wave when

Ji(/ifl/t") = ;

so that there is no external disturbance, except at first.

(^) There is a similar result when the vorticity of impressed

force takes the place of impressed force in (/).
(A) If the alternating impressed force act uniformly and

longitudinally in a thin conducting-tube of radius a, with air

within and without, then

J^i(na/v) =
destroys the external field and makes the conduction-current

depend upon the impressed force only. And if we put a

barrier at distance x to serve as a perfect reflector, that is, a

tube of infinite conductivity,

Jo(/u-/r) =
makes th6 electric force of the field in the inner tube to be

the exact negative of the impressed foice ; so that there is no
conduction-current. The electromagnetic held is in sta-

tionary vibration. If the inner tube be situated at one of

the nodal surfaces of electric force, the vibrations mount up
infinitely.

(i) If, in case (/t), the impressed force act circidarly about

the axis of the inner tube (which may be replaced by a
solenoid of small depth),

Jj(,u?/0 =
destroys the external field, and

J,(n.r/r) =
makes the electric force of the field the negative of the

impressed force, and so destroys the conduction-current.

(J) We can also destroy the longitudinal force of the field

in a conductor without destroying the external field. Let it

be a wire of steady resistance in a dielectric, and the impressed
force in it be

e = Co cos Hid- cos /tt

])er unit length. Then in = )i/c makes e bo the force of the
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flux, in the wire ; so that the current is Ke, if K be the con-

ductance of unit length.

These examples are mostly selected from a paper I am
now writing on the subject of electromagnetic waves, which

I hope to be permitted to publish in this Journal.

If the electric and magnetic energies, and the dissipation of

energy, in a given system be bounded in their distribution, it

is clear that the resistance-operator is a rational function of /;.

But should the field be boundless, as when conductors are

contained in an infinitely extended dielectric, then just as

complete solutions in infinite series of normal solutions may
become definite integrals by the infinite extension, so may the

resistance-operator become irrational. We may also have to

modify the meaning of the sinusoidal R' from representing

mean resistance only, on account of the never-ceasing outward
transfer of energy so long as the impressed force continues.

9. Returning to a finite combination represented by V= ZC,
there are at least three kinds of induction-balances possible.

First, true balances of similar systems, where we balance one
combination against another which either copies it identically

or upon a reduced scale, without any reference to the manner
of variation of the impressed force. Along with these we may
naturally include all cases in which the Z of a combination, in

virtue of peculiar internal relations, reduces to a simpler form
representing another combination, equivalent so far as V and
C are concerned. The telephone may be employed with great

advantage, and is, in fact, the only proper thing to use, espe-

cially for the observation of phenomena.
There are, next, the sinusoidal current-balances. These are

also true, in being independent of the time, so that the telephone

may be used ; but are of course of a very special character

otherwise. Here any combination is made equivalent to a

mere coil if L' be positive, or to a condenser if S' be positive

[§§3 and 4], and so may be balanced by one or the other.

But intermittences of current cannot be safely taken to

represent sinusoidality, and large errors may result from an
assumed equivalence.

In the third kind of balances it is the impulsive inductance

that is balanced against some other imj)ulsive inductance,

positive or negative as the case may be ; or perhaps the

im})ulsive inductance of a combination is made to vanish, by
equating the electric and magnetic energies in it when its

state is steady. The rule that the impulsive balance in a

Christie arrangement without nmtual induction between the

four sides is given l)y equating to zero the coefficient of p in

the expansion of ZjZj— Z0Z3 in pt)wers of />, where Zj »S:c. are
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the resistance-operators of the four sides*, is in agreement
with the rule derived from (24) or (25) above, to make the

impulsive inductance of one comljinntion vanish. Impulsive,

or " kick ''' balances, naturally require a galvanometer. Even
then, however, the method is sometimes unsatisfactory, when
the ojiposing influences which make up the impulse are not

sufhciently simultaneous, as has been pointed out by Lord
llayleighf.

There is also the striking method of cumulation of impulses

(Miij)loyed by Ayrton and PerrvJ. employing false resistance-

b;ilances. It seems complex, and of rather difficult theory
;

but, just as a "svatch is a complex piece of mechanism, and is

yet thoroughly practical, so perhaps the secohmmeter may
have a brilliant career before it.

Several interesting papers relating to the comparison of

inductances and permittances have appeared lately. It is

usually impulsive balances that are in question, probably

because it is not the observation of phenomena that is required,

but a direct, even if rough, measurement of the inductance or

permittance concerned, often under circumstances that do not

well admit of the use of the telejdione. Only one of these

jiapers, however, contains anything really novel, scientiiically,

viz. that of Mr. W. H. Preece, F.li.S.§. who concludes, from

his latest researches, that the '' coefficient of self-induction " of

copi)er telegraph-circuits is nearly zero, the results he gives

being several hundred times smaller than the formula derived

from electromagnetic principles asserts it to be. Here is

work for the physicist.

10. To equate the expressions for the electric and magnetic

energies of a combination is. I find, in simple cases, the easiest

and most direct way of furnishing the condition that the

impulsive intluctance shall vanish. Thus, if there be but one

condenser and one coil, SV"-=LC"- is the condition, S and L
l)eing the ]iermittance and the inductance respectively, V the

potential -difference of the condenser, and C the current in the

coil. The relation between V and C will be, of course,

dependent upon the resistances concerni'd||. But in complex

cases, and to obtain the value of the impulsive inductance

when it is not zero, equation (24) is most useful.

* "On the Self-Induction of Wires," Pait \l., riiil. Mag. Feb. 1887.

t ' Electrical Moasurenients,' p. Go.

J .Touru. ISoc. Tel. Engineers ami Electricians, 1887.

§ B.A. Meeting, 1SS7 :
" On the Coeilieienl of Self-induction of Iron

and (^>pper Wire^.''

II
If the condeu.^er tihunts the coil, nmliing V = KC, we get the case

brought before the S. T. E. & E. by Mr. Suiupuer, with developmeuta.
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The following illustnition of the properties of Z and Zy' is

a complex one, but I choose it because of its comprehensive

character, and because it leads to some singular extreme
cases, interesting both mathematically and in the physical

interpretation of the apparent anomalies. Let the combination

be a telegraph -circuit, say a pair of parallel copper wires, of

length I ; resistance R, permittance S, inductance L, and
leakage-conductance K, all per unit length, and here to be

considered strictly constants, or independent of p. Let the

two wires be joined through an arrangement whose resistance-

operator is Zi at the distant end 13 ; then the resistance-

operator at the beginning A of the circuit is given by*

^^ (R+ ljp)l{ (tan ml)lml} + Zi ^^.
l + (K-l-S/>)/Zi{(tanm/)/(m/)f'

'
' ^ ^

'^ -m2=(R + Ljo)(K+Sp) (33)

Take Zi= for the present, or short-circuit at B. This

makes
Z=(R + L2^)Z(tanmOM . . . (34)

and the steady resistance at A is therefore

Zg= R/(tan?»y/)//»o^j (3*^)

if —
?>?o^

= RK. Also, differentiating (34) to p, and then

making p= 0, we find

r, , T ijtan?;?i//T RS\ ,, 9 ,/t- RS\ ,„^.
Z^'=Ij^=\l~—^[h-^j + ^UQ<?m^l[l.-\--^\ . (3G)

represents the impulsive inductance.

If we put S= in (3G) we make the arrangement electro-

magnetic, and then Lq is positive. If we put L = 0, we make
it electrostatic, and Lq is negative, or Sq, the impulsive per-

"

mittance, is positive. It is to be noticed that there is no con-

fusion when both energies are |)i'esent ; that is, there are no
terms in Z^,' containing products of real permittances and
inductances, which is clearly a general property of resistance-

operators, otherwise the two energies would not be inde-

pendent.

We may make L„ vanish by special relations. Thus, if there

be no leakage, or K= 0, (3H) is

L,= L^--^RZ.RS/-; (37)

so that the electromagnetic must be one third of the electro-

static time-constant to make the " extra-current ^' and the

static charge balance. (The length of the circuit required for

* " On the Self-IucUiction of Wires," Tart l\., Phil. Mag. Nov. 168G.
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this result may be roughly stilted as about GO kilometres if it

be a siiif^le copper wire of 6 ohms per kilometre, 4 metres

high, with return through the ground ; but it varies con-

siderably, of course.)

But iit' leakage bo now added, it will increase the relative

importance of the magnetic energy, so that the length of the

circuit requires to be increased to produce a balance. This

goes on until K reaches the value RS/L, when, as an exami-

nation of (36) will show, the length of the circuit needs to be

infinitely great. The same formula also shows that if K be

still greater, Lq cannot be made to vani.-h at all, being then

always positive.

11. Now let the circuit be infinitely long. Equation {So)

reduces to the irrational form

Z=±(R+ Lp)^(K + Sp)-^ . . . (38)

with ambiguity of sign. Of course the positive sign must 1)6

taken. The negative appears to refer to disturbances coming
from an infinite distance, which are out of the question in our
problem, as there can be no reflexion from an intinite distance.

But equation (o<S) may be obtained directly in a way which
is very instructive as regards the structure of resistance-

operators. Since the circuit is infinitely long, Z cannot be

altered by cutting-off from the beginning, or joining on, anv
length. Now first add a coil of resistance R, and inductance

L, in sequence, and a condenser of conductance Kj and pcr-

n)ittanee S,, in bridge, at A, the begiuning of the circuit.

The effect is to increase Z to Zg, where

Z,= \K, + S,p+{Jl, + L,p + Z)-'\-'; . . (39)

i. e. the reciprocal of the new Z2, or the new conductance-

operator, equals the sum of the conductance-operators of the

two branches in parallel, one the conducting condenser, the

other the coil and circuit in sequence. (oD) gives the qua-

dratic

Z,'^+{lX, + L,p)Z,= (R, + L,p)(K, + ^,p)-\ . (40)

Now choose R,, Li, Kj, Si in exact proportion to R. L, K, and
S, and then make the former set infinitely small. The result

is that we have added to the original circuit a small piece of

the same type, so that Zo and Z are identical, and that the

coefhcient of the first power of Zo in (40) vanishes. Therefore

(40) becomes

Z = (R+L;OHK + S^O"* (-11)

This fullv serves to find the sinusoidal solution. DifFeren-
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tiating it, we find

corroborating the previous result as to the vanishing of Lq
when the circuit is infinitely long by equality of RS and KL
and the positivity of Lq when KL > RS.

12. Now, in this singular case, we have, by (41) and (42),

Z= Lr, Lo=0, (43)

if u = (LS)~^, the speed of transmission of disturbances along
the circuit. The resistance-operator has reduced to an absolute

constant, and the current and potential-difference are in the

same phase, altogether independent of the frequency of alter-

nations, or indeed of the manner of variation. The quantity

Lu, or L X 30 ohms, approximately, if the dielectric be air, is

strictly, and without any reservation, the impedance of the

circuit at A, but it is only exceptionally the resistance.

Make Y=f{t), at A, an arbitrary function of the time;
then, if V^ and C^ are the potential-difi'erence and the current

at distance .v from A at time t, respectively, we shall have

V,=/«-./.)e—
I

or all disturbances originating at A are transmitted un-
distorted along the circuit at the speed v, attenuating at

a rate indicated by the exponential function. (I have else-

where* fully developed the properties of this non-distortional

circuit, and only mention such as are necessary to understand
the peculiarities connected with the present subject-matter.)

The electric and magnetic energies are always equal, not only
on the whole, but in any part of the circuit ; this accounts for

the disappearance of Lq, and the bringing of Vj. and C, to the

same phase, as we should expect from § 4. But in the present

case Zq, or Lr, or R', for they are all equal, is only the resistance

when the steady state due to the steady V at A is arrived at

(asymptotically) , or the effective resistance at a given frequency
when V is sinusoidal, and sufficient time has elapsed to have
allowed V^. and C^ to become sinusoidal to such a distance

from A that we can neglect the remainder of the circuit

into which greatly attenuated disturbances are still being
transmitted.

13. Now, since the impedance is unaltered by joining on
at A any length of circuit of the same type, and is a constant,

* " Electromagnetic Induction and its Propagation," Arts. xL. to L.,
' Electrician,' 1887.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 151. Dec. 1887. 2 L
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it follows that the impedance at A of a nou-distortional circuit

as above described, but oifinite length, stopping at B, where

x=l, with a resistance of amount Li; inserted at B, is also a

constant, viz. the same Ly. To corroborate, take RS= KL
and Zi= Lu in the full formula (32). The result is Zi= Li".

The interpretation in this case is that all disturbances sent

from A are absorbed completely by the resistance at B imme-
diately on arrival, so that the finite circuit behaves as if it

were infinitely long. The permanent state due to a steady V
at A is arrived at in the time Ijv. The impedance and the

resistance then become identical.

14. If, in the case of § 12^ we further specialize by taking

11= 0, K= 0, producing a perfectly insulated circuit of no
resistance, the impedance is, as before, Lu ; but no part of it

is resistance, or ever can be, in spite of the identity of phase

of V and C. However long we may keep on a steady Y at

A, we keep the im])ressed force working at the same rate, the

energy being entirely employed in increasing the electric and
magnetic energies at the front of the wave, which is unat-

tenuated, and cannot return.

But if we cut the circuit at B, at a finite distance I, and
there insert a resistance Lr, the eftect is that, as soon as the

front of the wave reaches B, the inserted resistance imme-
diately becomes the resistance of the whole combination

;

or the impedance instantly becomes the resistance, without

change of value.

15. As a last example of singularity, substitute a short-

circuit for the terminal resistance Lr just mentioned. Since
there is now no resistance in any part of the system, if we
make the state sinusoidal everywhore, by V sinusoidal at A,
U' must vanish, or Y and C be in perpendicular phases, due
to the infinite series of to-and-fro reflexions. We now have,
by (32),

^
pll/v ^ 7ll/V ^ '

if ??/27r= frequency, and R' has disappeared.

If, on the other hand, Y be steady at A, the current in-

creases without limit, every reflexion increasing it by the
amount Y/Lr at A or at B (according to which end the re-

flexion takes place at), which increase then extends itself to

B or A at speed r. The magnetic energy mounts up infi-

nitel}'. On the other hand, the electric energy does not,

fluctuating ])erpetually between when the circuit is un-
charged, and ^!S/V* when fully charged. The impedance of
the circuit to the impressed force at A is Lf for the time 2//t>
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after starting it ; then ^Lu for a second period 2//u; then ^Lu
for a third period, and so on.

It will have been observed that I have, in the last four para-

graphs, used the terra impedance in a wider sense than in § 3,

where it is the ratio of the amplitude of the impressed force

to the amplitude of the flux produced at the place of impressed

force when sufficient time has elapsed to allow the sinusoidal

state to be reached, Avhen that is possible. The justification

for the extension of meaning is that, since in the non-distor-

tional circuit of infinite length, or of finite length with a
terminal resistance to take the place of the infinite extension,

we have nothing to do with the frequency of alternations, or

with waiting to allow a special state to be established, it is

quite superfluous to adhere to the definition of the last sen-

tence ; and we may enlarge it by saying that the impedance
of a combination is simply the ratio of the force to the flux,

when it happens to be a constant, w^hich is very exceptional

indeed. 1 may add that R, L, K, and S need not be constants,

as in the above, to produce the propagation of waves without

tailing. All that is required is B/L= K/S, and Lr= constant;

so that II and L may be functions of x. The speed of the

current, and the rate of attenuation, now vary from one part

of the circuit to another.

16. In conclusion, consider the application of the resistance-

operator to normal solutions. If we leave a combination to

itself without impressed force, it will subside to equilibrium

(when there is resistance) in a manner determined by the

normal distributions of electric and magnetic force, or of

charges of condensers and currents in coils ; a normal system
being, in the most extended sense, a system that, in subsiding,

remains similar to itself, the subsidence being represented by
the time-factor e^*, where p is a root of the equation Z= 0. It

is true that each part of the combination will usually have a

distinct resistance-operator ; but the resistance-operators of

all parts involve, and are contained in, the same characteristic

function, which is merely the Z of any part cleared of frac-

tions. It is sometimes useful to remember that wc should

clear of fractions, for the omission to do so may lead to the

neglect of a whole series of roots ; but such cases are excep-

tional and may be foreseen ; whilst the employment of a

resistance-operator rather than the characteristic function is

of far greater general utility, both for ease of manipulation

and for physical interpretation.

Given a combination containing energy and left to itself, it

is upon the distribution of the energy that the manner of sub-

sidence depends, or upon the distribution of the electric and
2 L 2
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magnetic forces in those parts of the system where the per-

mittivity and the inductivity are finite, or are reckoned finite

for the })urj)oses of calculation. Thus conductors, if they be

not also dielectric, have only to be considered as regards the

magnetic force, whilst in a dielectric "sve must consider both

the electric and the magnetic force. [The failure of Max-
well's general equations of propagation arises from the impos-

sibility of expressing the electric energy in terms of his

potential function. The variables should always be capable

of expressing the energy.] Now the internal connexions of a

system determine wliat ratios the variables chosen should

bear to one another in passing from place to place in order

that the resultant system should be normal ; and a constant

multiplier will fix the size of the normal system. Thus, sup-

posing n and w are the normal functions of potential-difference

and current, which are in most problems the most practical

variables, the state of the whole system at time t will be

represented by

V= 2A«6P', C= 2Aw;eP^; . . . (46)

V being the real potential-difference at a place where the

corres})onding normal potential-difference is ti, and C the

real current where the normal current is w, the summation
extending over all the j^ roots of the characteristic equation.

The size of the systems, settled by the A's (one for each p)
are to be found by the conjugate property of the vanishing of

the mutual energy-difference of any pair o^p systems, applietl

to the initial distributions of V and C.

17. To find the effect of impressed force is a frequently

recurring problem in practical applications ; and here the

resistance-operator is specially useful, giving a general solu-

tion of great simplicity. Thus, suppose we insert a steady

impressed force g at a place where the resistance-operator is

Z, producing e=ZG thereafter. Find C in terms of <' and Z.

The following demonstration a])])ears quite comprehensive.

Convert the problem into a case of subsidence first, by sub-

stituting a condenser of permittance 8, and initial charge St',

for the impressed force. 13y making S infinite later we arrive

at the effect of the steady e. In getting the subsidence solu-

tion we have only to deal with the energy of the condenser,

so that a knowledge of the internal connexions of the system
is quite sujierfluous.

The resistance-ojierator of the condenser being (Sjd)"', that

of the combination, when wo use tlie condenser, is Zj, where

Z,= (S;,)-'-hZ (47)

Let V and C bo the potential-difierence and the current,
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respectively, at time t after insertion of the condenser, and due
entirely to its initial charge. Equations (46) above express

them, if ?< and u* have the special ratio proper at the condenser,

given by io=-^pu, (48)

because the current equals the rate of decrease of its charge.

Initially, we have g= 2Au and SAyr= 0. So, making use of

the conjugate property^, we have

^eu=-2[Vp-1p)A, (49)

if Up be the electric and Tp the magnetic energy in the normal
system. But the following property of the resistance-operator

is also true *, 77

T,-U,= ^^o^ (50)

that is, dZJdj) is the impulsive inductance in the p system at

a place where the resistance-operator is Zj, p being a root of

Zi= ; just as dZ^/dp with/)= is the impulsive inductance

(complete) at the same place. Using (50) in (49) gives

A=-{Seu)^(^o-'^) (51)

Now use (48) in (51) and insert the resulting A in the second

of (46), and there results

C=^^^^'' (52)

v^'here the accent means differentiation to j). This is the com-

plete subsidence solution. Now increase S infinitely, keeping

€ constant. Zj ultimately becomes Z ; but, in doing so, one

root of Zi= becomes zero. We have, by (47), and remem-
bering that Zi= 0,

pZ,'=-{Sp)-'+pZ'=::Z+pZ' ; . . . (53)

so, when S = co andZ= 0, we have pZi=pZ' for all roots ex-

cept the one just mentioned, in which case p tends to zero and

Z' is finite, making in the limit y>Zi'= Zo, by (53), where Zq is

the p= value of Z, or the steady resistance. Therefore,

finally, g _ /?

where the summation extends over the roots of Z= 0, shows

the manner of establishment of the current by the impressed

force e. The use of this equation (5 I), even in comparatively

elementary problems, leads to a considerable saving of labour,

whilst in oases involving partial dilfcrcntinl equations it is

invaluable*. To extend it to show the rise of the current at

* " Oil the Self-Iuduction of ^Vires,'' Phil. Mag. Oct. 1686.
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any other part of the system than where the impressed force

is, it is necessary to know the connexions, so that we may
know the ratio of the current in a normal system at the new
place to that at the old ; inserting this ratio in the summa-
tion, and modifying the external Z^ to suit the new place,

furnishes the complete solution there. Or, use the more
general resistance-operator Z^^, such that <?^=Z^^Cy, connect-

ing the im])ressed force at any place :c with the current at

another ])lace y.

18. When the initial current is zero, as happens when there

is self-induction without permittance at the place of e, and in

other cases, (54) gives

Zo~^-i^Z'' ^^^>

showing that the normal systems may ])e imagined to be
arranged in parallel, the resistance of any one being {—j)7J).

To express the impulsive inductance Z^' in terms of the
normal Z's, multiply (54) by e and take the complete time-
integral. We obtain

j.(c-i-)A =2(U-T)=-2-^„ . . (56)

remembering (29). Or, using (26),

Yo'=2 L (57)
P ^

In electrostatic problems the roots of Z = are real and
negative, as is also the case in electromagnetic problems.

There are never any oscillatory results in either case, and the

vanishing of Z' is then accompanied by vanishing of the cor-

responding normal functions, to prevent the oscillations which

seem on the verge of occurring by the repetition of a root

which Z'= t) implies. When both energies are jiresent, the

real parts of the imaginary roots are always compelled to be

negative by the positivity of U, T, and of Q the dissipativity.

When Z is irrational, it is })robable that the complete solu-

tion corresj)onding to (54) might be inunediately derived

from Z. In the case of (41), however, the application is not

obvious, although there is no ditliculty in passing from the

(51) solution to the corresj)onding iletinite integrals Avhich

arise when the length of the circuit is inlinitely increased.

October 15, 1887.

* In Piirt III. of " On the Self-Induction of Wires '' I employed the
Coiidenscr Method, with application to a special kind of combination

;

but, as we have seen from the above proof, (o4) is true for any electro-

static and electnimagnetic combination provided it be tiuite.
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LXIII. On the Division of Space with Minimum Partitional

Area. By Sir William Thomson*.

1. ri^HIS problem is solved in foam, and the solution is

-1- interestingly seen in the multitude of film-enclosed

cells obtained by blowing air through a tube into the middle
of a soap-solution in a large open vessel. I have been led to

it by endeavours to understand, and to illustrate. Green's
theory of " extraneous pressure " which gives, for light tra-

versing a crystal, Fresnel's wave-surface, with Fresnel's sup-
position (strongly supported as it is by Stokes and Rayleigli)

of velocity of propagation dependent, not on the distortion-

normal, but on the line of vibration. It has been admirably
illustrated, and some elements towards its solution beautifully

realized in a manner convenient for study and instruction,

by Plateau, in the first volume of his Statique des Liquides
souniis aux seides Forces Moleculaires.

2. The general mathematical solution, as is well known, is

that every interface between cells must have constant cur-

vature! throughout, and that where three or more interfaces

meet in a curve or straight line their tangent-planes through
any point of the line of meeting intersect at angles such that

equal forces in these planes, perpendicular to their line of

intersection, balance. The minimax problem would allow any
number of interfaces to meet in a line ; but for a pure minimum
it is obvious that not more than three can meet in a line, and
that therefore, in the realization by the soap-film, the equi-

librium is necessarily unstable if four or more surfaces meet
in a line. This theoretical conclusion is amply confirmed by
observation, as we see at every intersection of films, whether
interfacial in the interior of groups of soap-bubbles, large or

small, or at the outer bouuding-surface of a group, never more
than three films, but, wherever there is intersection, always
just three fdms, meeting in a line. The theoretical conclusion

as to the angles for stable equilibrium (or pure minimum
solution of the mathematical problem) therefore becomes,
simplv, that every angle of meeting of film-surfaces is exactly
120°."

3. The rhombic dodecahedron is a polyhedron of plane sides

between which every angle of meeting is 120°; and space can

* Commimicated by the Author.

t By "curvature" of a surface I mean sum of curvatures in mutually
perpendicular normal sections at any point; not Gauss's " curvatura

intefi'ra," whicli is the product of the curvatui-e in the two " principal

normal sections,"' or sections of <i:reatest and least curvature. (See
Thomson and Tait'a ' Natural Philosophy,' part i. §§ 130, 13t).)
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be filled with (or divided into) equal and similar rhombic
dodecahedrons. Hence it might seem that the rhombic
dodecahedron is the solution of our problem for the case

of all the cells equal in volume, and every part of the boundary
of the group either infinitely distant from the place considered,

or so adjusted as not to interfere with the homogeneousness
of the interior distribution of cells. Certainly the rhombic
dodecahedron is a solution of the minimax, or equilihrium-

prohlem ; and certain it is that no other plane-sided poly-

hedron can be a solution.

4. But it has seemed to me, on purely theoretical con-
sideration, that the tetrahedral angles of the rhombic dodeca-
hedron*, giving, when space is divided into such figures,

twelve plane films meeting in a point (ns twelve planes from
the twelve edges of a cube meeting in the centre of the cube)

are essentially unstable. That it is so is proved experi-

mentally by riateau (vol. i. § 182, fig. 71) in his well-known
beautiful experiment with his cubic skeleton frame dipped in

soap-solution and taken out. His fig. 71 is reproduced here in

fig. 1. Instead of twelve j^/a«e films stretched inwards from
the twelve edges and meeting in the centre of the cube, it

shows twelve films, of which eight are slightly curved and four

are planef, stretched from the twelve edges to a small central

plane quadrilateral film with equal curved edges and four

angles each of 109° 28'. Each of the plane films is an
isosceles triangle with two equal curved sides meeting at

a corner of the central curvilinear square in a plane perpen-

dicular to its plane. It is in the ])lane through an edge and
the centre of the cube. The angles of this plane curvilinear

triangle are respectively 109° 28', at the point of meeting of

the two curvilinear sides : and each of the two others half of

this, or 54° 44'.

5. I find that l)y blowing gently upon the Plateau cube
into any one of the scpiare apertures through which the little

central quadrilateral tihn is seen as a line, this film is caused

* The rhombic dodecahedron has six tetrahedral angles and eight tri-

hedral angles. At eacli t'jtrahedral angle the plane faces cut one another
successively at 1:?0-', -while each is perpendicular to tlie one remote from
it; and the angle between successive edges is cos~'ii, or 70° 32'. The
obtuse angles ( 10U° 28') of the rhombs meet in the trihedral angles of the
solid tigure. The whole figure may be regarded as composed of six square
pyramids, each with its alti-niate slant faces perpendicular to one another,
placed on six squares forming the sides of a cube. The long diao^onal

of each rhombic face thus made up of two sides of pyramids couteriuiuous
in the short diagonal, is v'2 times the short diagonal.

t 1 see it inadvertently stated by Plateau that lUl the twelve films are
" legerement conrbees."
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to contract. If I stop blowing before Fig- !•

it contracts to a point, it springs back
to its primitive size and shape. If I

blow still very gently but for a little

more time, the quadrilateral contracts

to a point, and the twelve films meeting
in it innned lately draw out a fresh little

quadrilateral film similar to the former,

but in a plane jierpendicular to its plane

and to the direction of the blast. Thus,

again and again, may the fihns be trans-

formed so as to render the little central

curvilinear square parallel to one or

other of the three pairs of square aper-

tures of the cubic frame. Thus we
see that the twelve plane films meeting
in the centre of the cube is a confisura-

tion of unstable equilibrium which may
be fallen from in three different ways.

6. Suppose now space to be filled

with equal and similar ideal rhombic
dodecahedrons. Draw the short diagonal of every rhombic
face, and fix a real wire (infinitely thin and perfectly stiff)

along each. This fills space with Plateau cubic frames.

Fix now, ideally, a very small rigid globe at each of the

points of space occupied by tetrahedral angles of the dodeca-
hedrons, and let the faces of the dodecahedrons be realized by
soap-films. They will be in stahle equilibrium, because of the
little fixed globes ; and the equilibrium would bo stable without
the rigid diagonals which we require only to help the imagina-
tion in what follows. Let an exceedingly small force, like

gravity*, act on all the films everywhere perpendicularly to

one set of parallel faces of the cubes. If this force is small

enough it will not tear away th(; films from the globes ; it

will only produce a very slight bending from the plane
rhombic sha])e of each film. Now annul the little globes.

The films will instantly jump (each set of twelve which meet
in a point) into the Plateau configuration (fig. 1), with the
little curve-edged square in the plane perpendicular to the
determining force, which may now be annulled, as we no
longer require it. The rigid edges of the cubes may also be
now annulled, as we have done with them also ; because each
is (as we see by symmetry) pulled witJi equal forces in o{)po-

site directions, and therefore is not required for the equi-

* To do for every point of meeting of twelve tilma what is done by
blowing ill tlie experiment of § 5.

.
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librium, and it is clear that the equiUbrium is stable without
them*.

* The corresponding two-dimensional problem is much more easily
imngined; and may probably be realized by aid of moderately simple
appliances.

IJutween a level surface of soap-solution and a horizontal plate of glass
fixed at a centimetre or two above it, imagine verticul film-partitions to
bo placed along the sides of the squares indicated in the drawing (titr. 2) :

Fig. ±
these will rest in stable equilibrium if thick enough wires are fixed ver-

tically through the corners of tlie squares. Now draw away these wires

downwards into the liquid: the equilibrium in the square formation

becomes unstable, and the films instantly run into the lu'xagonal forma-

tion sliowu in tlie diagram ; provided tlie s(juare of glass is provided with
vertical walls (lor which slips of wood are convenient), as shown in plan

by the black border of the diagram. These walls are necessary t • main-
tain the inequality of pull in dilVerent directions whieh the inequality of

the fiides of the hexagons implies. 1\\ inspection of the diagram we see

that the pull is T d pi'r unit area on either of the pair of vertical walls

which are perpendicular to the short sides of the liexagons; and on either

of the other pair of walls '2 cos otVx T a ; where T deuotes tlie null of the

film per unit breadth, and a the ^ide of a square in the original tormation.

Hence the I'atio of the pulls per unit of area in the two principal directions

is as 1 to r7-52.
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7. We have now space divided into equal and similar tetra-

kaidecahedral cells by the soap-film ; each bounded by

(1) Two small plane quadrilaterals parallel to one another
;

(2) Four large plane quadrilaterals in planes perpendicular

to the diagonals of" the small ones
;

(3) Eight non-plane hexagons, each with two edges common
with the small quadrilaterals, and four edges common with

the largo quadrilaterals.

The films seen in the Plateau cube show one complete

small quadrilateral, four halves of four of the large quadri-

laterals, and eight halves of eight of the hexagons, belonging

to six contiguous cells ; all mathematically correct in every

part (supposing the film and the cube-frame to be infinitely

thin). Thus we see all the elements required for an exact

construction of the complete tetrakaidecahedron. By making
a clay model of what we actually see, we have only to

complete a symmetrical figure by symmetrically completing

each half-quadrilateral and each half-hexagon, and putting

the twelve properly together, with the complete small quadri-

lateral, and another like it as the far side of the 14-faced

figure. We thus have a correct solid model.

8. Consider now a cubic portion of space containing a

large number of such cells, and of course a large but a

comparatively small number of partial cells next the boundary.

Wherever the boundary is cut by film, fix stiff wire ; and

remove all the film from outside, leaving the cubic space

divided stably into cells by films held out against their tension

by the wire network thus fixed in the faces of the cube. If

the cube is chosen with its six faces parallel to the three pairs

of quadrilateral films, it is clear that the resultant of the

whole pull of film on each face will be perpendicular to the

face, and that the resultant pulls on the two pairs of faces

parallel to pairs of the greater quadrilaterals are equal to one

another and less than the resultant pull on the pair of faces

parallel to the smaller quatlrilaterals. Let now the last-

mentioned pair of faces of the cube be allowed to yield to

the pull inwards, while the other two pairs are dragged out-

wards against the pulls on them, so as to keep the enclosed

volume unchanged ; and let the wirework fixture on the faces

be })roperly altered, shrunk on two pairs of faces, and extended

on the other \rA\v of faces, of the cube, which now becomes a

square cage with distance between floor and ceiling less than

the side of the square. Let the exact configuration of the

wire everywhere be always so adjusted that the cells through-

out the interior remain, in their altered configuration, equal

and similar to one another. We may thus diminish, and if we
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please annul, the difference of pull per unit area on the three

pairs of sides of the cage. The respective shrinkage-ratio

and extension-ratio, to exactly equahze the pulls per unit area

on the three principal planes, (and therefore on all planes), are

2~^, 2°, 2% as is easily seen from what follows.

9. While the equahzation of pulls in the three principal

directions is thus produced, work is done by the film on the

moving wire-work of the cage, and the total area of film is

diminished hy an amount equal to W/T, if W denote the

whole work done, and T the pull of the film per unit breadth.

The change of shape of the cage being supposed to be per-

formed infinitely slowly, so that the film is always in eqni-

hbrium throughout, the total area is at each instant a mini-

mum, subject to the conditions

(1) That the volume of each cell is the given amount;

(2) That every part of the wire has area edged by it ; and

(3) That no portion of area has any free edge.

10. Consider now the figure of the cell (still of course a

tetrakaidecahedron) when the pulls in the three principal

directions are equalized, as described in § 8. It must be

perfectly isotropic in respect to these three directions. Hence
the pair of small quadrilaterals must have become enlarged

to equahty with the two pairs of large ones, wliich must have

become smaller in the deformational process described in

§ 8. Of each hexagon three edges coincide with edges of

quadrilateral faces of one cell ; and each of the three others

coincides with edges of three of the quadrilaterals of one of

the contiguous cells. Hence the 36 edges of the isotropic

tetrakaidecahedron are equal and similar plane arcs ; each of

course symmetrical about its middle point. Every angle of

meeting of edges is essentially 109° 28' (to make trihedral

angles between tangent planes of the films meeting at 120°).

Symmetry shows that the quadrilaterals are still plane

figures ; and therefore, as each angle of each of them is

109° 28', the change of direction from end to end of each arc-

edge is 19^ 28'. Hence each would be simjdy a circular arc

of 19° 28', if its curvature were equal throughout ; and it

seems from the complete mathematical investigation of §§ 16,

17, 18 below, that it is nearly so, but not exactly so even to a

first ajiproximation.

Of tlu^ three films whii-li moot in each edge, in three

adjacent cells, one is quadrilateral and two are hexagonal.

11. By symmetry we see that there are three straight lines

in each (non-plane) hexagonal film, being its three long dia-

gonals ; and that those three lines, and therefore the six

anguhir points of the hexagon, are all in one plane. The arcs
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composing its edges are not in this plane, but in planes making,

as we shall see (§ 12), angles of 54° 44' with it. For three

edges of each hexagon, the planes of the arcs bisect the angle

of 109° 28' between the planes of the six corners of contiguous

hexagons : and for the other three edges are inclined on the

outside of its plane of corners, at angles equal to the supple-

ments of the angles of 125° 16' between its plane of corners

and the planes of contiguous quadrilaterals.

12. The planes of corners of the eight hexagons consti-

tute the faces of an octahedron which we see, bj symmetry,

must be a regular octahedron (eight equilateral triangles in

planes inclined 109° 28' at every common edge) . Hence these

planes, and the planes of the six quadrilaterals, constitute a

plane-faced tetrakaidecahedron obtained by truncating the six

corners * of a regular octahedron each to such a depth as to

reduce its eight original (equilateral triangular) faces to equi-

lateral equiangular hexagons. An orthogonal projection of this

figure is shown in fig. 3. It is to be remarked that space

can be filled with such figures. For brevity we shall call it

a plane-faced isotropic tetrakaidecahedron.

13. Given a model of the plane-faced isotropic tetrakaideca-

hedron, it is easy to construct approximately a model of the

minimal tetrakaidecaliedron, thus :—Place on each of the six

square faces a thin plane disk having the proper curved arcs of

19^ 28' for its edges. Draw the three long diagonals of each

hexagonal face. Fill up by little pieces of wood, properly cut,

the three sectors of 60° from the centre to the overhanging

X^
Fio-. 3. Fiff. 4.

edges of the adjacent quadrilaterals. Hollow out symmetrically

the other three sectors, and the thing is done. The result is

shown in orthogonal projection, so far as the edges are con-

cerned, in fig. 4 ; and as the orthogonal projections are equal

and similar on three planes at right angles to one another,

* This figure (but with probably indefinite extents of the truncation)

is given in books on mineralogy as representing a natural crystal of red

oxide of copper.
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this diagram suffices to allow a perspective drawing from any
point of view to be made by " descriptive geometry."

14. No shading could show satisfactorily the delicate cur-

vature of the hexagonal faces, though it may be fairly well

seen on the solid model made as described in § 12. But it is

shown beautifully, and illustrated in great perfection, by
making a skeleton model of 36 wire arcs for the 36 edges
of the complete figure, and dipjiing it in soap solution to

fill the faces with film, which is easily done for all the faces

but one. The curvature of the hexagonal film on the two
sides of the plane of its six long diagonals is beautifully shown
by reflected light. I have made these 36 arcs by cutting

two circles, 6 inches diameter, of stiff wire, each into 18 parts

of 20° (near enough to 19° 28'). It is easy to ])ut them
together in proper positions and solder the corners, by aid of

simple devices for holding the ends of the three arcs together

in proper positions during the soldering. The circular cur-

vature of the arcs is not mathematically correct, but the error

due to it is, no doubt, hardly perceptible to the eye.

15. But the true form of the curved edges of the quadri-
lateral plane films, and of the non-plane sufaces of the hexa-
gonal films, may be shown with mathematical exactness by
t-aking, instead of Plateau's skeleton cube, a skeleton square

cage with four parallel edges each 4 centimetres long: and
the other eight, constituting the edges of two squares each

Fisr.

v/2 times as long, or 5'66 contim. Dipped in soap-solution

and taken out it always unambiguously gives the central
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quadrilateral in the plane perpendicular to the four short

edges. It shows with mathematical accuracy (if we suppose

the wire edges infinitely thin) a complete quadrilateral, four

half-quadrilaterals, and four half-hexagons of the minimal
tetrakaidecahedron. The two principal views are represented

in figs. 5 and 6.

1(3. The mathematical problem of calculating the forms of

the plane arc-edges, and of the curved surface of the hexa-

gonal faces, is easily carried out to any degree of approxima-
tion that may be desired ; though it would be very laborious,

and not worth the trouble, to do so further than a first ap-
proximation, as given in § 17 below. But first let us state

the rigorous mathematical problem ; which by symmetry
becomes narrowed to the consideration of a 60° sector BOB'
of our non-plane hexagon, bounded by straight lines C B, B',

and a slightly curved edge B E B', in a plane, Q, through

B B', inclined to the plane BOB' at an angle of tan~' \/2, or

54° 44'. The plane of the curved edge I call Q, because it is

the plane-of the contiguous quadrilateral. The mathematical
problem to be solved is to jind the surface of zero cxirvatxire

edged hy BOB' and cuttimj at 120° the ]dane Q all along the

intersectional curve (fig. 7). It is obvious that this problem is
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determinate and has only one solution. Taking C A for axis

of X ; and z perpendicular to the plane BOB': and regarding

z as a i'unction of x, y, to be determined for finding the form
of the surface, Me have, as the analytical expression of the

conditions

and

when £:= (rt— 0-) v^ 2

17, The required surface deviates so little from the plane

BOB' that we get a good approximation to its shape by
neglecting dz^jda:'^, dz/dx . dz/dy, and dz'/dy"^, in (1) and (2),

which thus become

V*'^=0 (3),

and

-^ =^ - -v/^ =-094735, when x=a-zl^2, . (4),
dx z

' K /I

V^ denoting {d/dxf+{d/dyy. The general solution of (3),

in polar coordinates {r, (j)) for the plane {x,y), is

S(Acosm^ + Bsin???^)?''", .... (5),

where A, B, and m are arbitrary constants. The symmetry
of our problem requires B = 0, and 7n='d . (2/ + 1), where i is

any integer. AVe shall not take more than two terms. It

seems not probable that advantage could be gained by taking

more than two, unless we also fall back on the rigorous equa-

tions (1) and (2), keeping dz'^/dx- &c. in the account, which

would require each coefficient A to be not rigorously constant

but a function of r. At all events we satisfy ourselves with

the approximation yielded by two terms, and assume

c=Ar3cos 3<^ + A'r^cosl'<^ .... ((>);

with two coefficients A, A' to be determined so as to satisfy

(4) for two points of the curved Qi.\(i,o, which, for simplicity,

we shall take as its middle, E (0 = 0); and end, B ((^= 30°).

Now remark that, as c is small, even at E, where it is

greatest, we have, in (4), x==,a or i-^^a sec
<f>.

Thus, and
sul)stiluting for dc/dx its expression in polar (;•,

(f))
coor-

dinates, which is

d: dz . dz . , ._.

7 =7-cos<^ r7sm</>. . . . (7),
dx dr ^ rd(p ^ ^ "
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we find, from (4) with (6),

(by case = 0) A+ 3a*'A'= -031578a-2 . . . (8),

(and bycase</)= 30°) A-«y4a«A' = -031578.|.a-2 . (9);

whence

A'=- i.g^r X -031578. «-« = -9 X -0001735.0-8

= - -001561. a-8,

A=i(3-6f) X -0315 78. a-2= 209 X -0001735.0-2

= •036261. a- ;

and for required equation of the surface we have (taking

a=l for brevity)

r= -03626 . r^ cos 30--OO1561 r» cos 9(/) 1 .

= -03626. r^ (cos 3<^- -043. r-« cos 90) ] • ' ^ >

18. To find the equation of the curved edge BEB', take, as

in (4),

x=l— z^^2= l^^,yy\ievei ^ denotes z>,y'l . . (11).

Substituting in this, for z, its value by (10), with for r its

approximate value ;?ec 0, we find

1= 4l ("03626 sec^ cos 30- -001561 sec^ cos 90) . (12)

as the equation of the orthogonal projection of the edge, on
the plane BCB', with

AN'=2/= tan0; and XP= ^ . . . (13).

The diagram was drawn to re])resent this projection roughly,

as a circular arc, the projection on BCB' of the circular arc of
20° in the plane Q, which, before making the mathematical

investigation, I had taken as the form of the arc-edges of the

plane quadrilaterals. This would give 1/35 of CA, for the

sagitta, AE ; which we now see is somewhat too great. The
equation (12), with y= 0, gives for the sagitta

AE = -0245xCA (14),

or, say, 1/41 of CA. The curvature of the projection at any
point is to be found by expressing sec^ cos 30 and sec® cos 90
in terms of y= tan0 and taking d'/dy- of the result.

By taking x/(3/2) instead of v/(l/2) in (12), we have the

equation of the arc itself in the plane Q.
19. To judge of the accuracy of our approximation, let us

find the greatest inclination of the surface to the plane BCB'.
For the tangent of the inclination at (r, 0) we have

(cP +^"^^y= -lO88-'-'-'(l-2x-129.r«sec60 + -129V--')i (15).

rial. May. S. 5. Vol. 24. No. 151. Dec. 1887. 2 M
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The greatest values of this will be found at the curved bound-

ing edge, for which r= sec <\>. Thus we find

i =-0948, and therefore inclination= 5° 25' at E
|^

^ ^ ''

i=-1892, „ „ „ =10°43'atB->

Hence we see that the inaccuracy due to neglecting the

square of the tangent of the inclination in the mathematical
work cannot be large. The exact value of the inclination at

E is tan-' (- V2) -120°, or 5° 16', which is less by 9' than

its value by (16).

LXIV. On the Application of the Deci-ampere or the Centi-

ampere Balance to the Determitiation of the Electromotive

Forces of Voltaic Cells. By Sir "W^ILLIAM Thomson, F.E.S.*

THE method described in this paper for the determination,

in absolute measure, of the electromotive forces of vol-

taic cells, consists in the use of one of my standard ampere-
balances instead of the tann-ent-fjalvanometer in the method
given in the following statement, which I quote from Kohl-
rausch's ' Physical Measurements,' pp. 223, 224, 230:—" The
only methods a})plicable to inconstant elements, of which the

electromotive force varies with the current-strength, is to bring

the current to zero by opposing an equal electromotive force.

PoggendorfTs method, which is very convenient, as it involves

no measurement of internal resistance, requires the use of a

galvanoscojx', G, a galvanometer, T, and a rheostat, II, and,

in addition, that of an auxiliary battery, S, of constant electro-

motive force, greater than either of those which are to be

compared. The arrangement of the experiment is shown in

the figure. In the left division of the

circuit are the galvanoscope G, and
the electromotive force E to be mea-
sured ; in the right, the auxiliary

battery S and the galvanometer T.

E and S are so placed that their

similar jioles are turned towards each
other. In the middle part of the cir-

cuit, which is common to both batteries, is the rheostat R.
"As much rheostat resistance AV must now be intercalated

Fiff. 1.

* Couuminicatod by the Author, boinp- n paper read nt the Manchester
Meeting of the ihilish Associnlioii, with adiUlious.
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as will cause the current in E G to vanish, and the current-

strength J in T must then be observed If J = current-

strenoth in T, the electromotive force of the batterj E is

E = WJ."
The deci-ampere balance, or, when a sufficient number of

battery-cells is avaihible, the centi-ampere balance, answers

Vk'ell for the current measurements here required. An arrange-

ment of the circuit which is convenient for most purposes is

shown in the diagram (fig. 2) ; but it may be remarked that

STANDARD RESISTANCE
(VWWWVW/WAAAAAAAA/VWWVVVl

-CELL TESTED

OH QUAOT ELECTB

% <

J

Hill I

Fig. 2.

the reversing-keys there shown may be replaced by ordinarv

make-break keys. Referring to the diagram, a battery of a suf-

ficient number of cells is joined in circuit through a reversing-

key with a rheostat, a deci-ampere balance, and a standard

resistance. The poles of the cell to be tested are connected in

circuit with a key and a sensitive mirror-galvanometer to tlie

two ends of the standard resistance in such a way that both

the battery and the cell to be tested tend to send a current in

the same direction through that resistance. Care should l)o

taken that the circuit of the cell to bo tested is well insulatotl,

and that both it and the standard resistance aro free from
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other electromotive force. When, as in the case of Clark-

standard cells, the cell is incapable of maintaining a current,

a high-resistance galvanometer or an additional resistance

should be included in its circuit. If very great sensibility is

not required, a quadrant-electrometer may in such cases be

substituted for the galvanometer. The standard resistance

must be of such a form that no sensible error is introduced

through heating by the passage of the current. A good plan

is to wind well-insulated platinoid Avire in one layer on the

outside of a brass or copper cylindrical vessel which can be

filled with water. The temperature of the water, when it is

nearly the same as that of the air outside, will be very ap-

proximately the temperature of the coil. For still greater

accuracy the cylinder may be fitted with a jacket and im-
mersed in a vessel of Avater, and appliances introduced for

changing the water in each part and keeping account of its

temperature. For use with the deci-ampere balance, a pla-

tinoid resistance of two ohms is sufficient for any single cell.

A resistance of two ohms, made of insulated platinoid Avire one

millimetre in diameter, and Avound on a brass tube capable

of holding half a litre of Avater and simply exposed to the air

outside, Avill carry a current of one ampere for an hour Avith-

out changing its resistance more than a tenth per cent. The
water should be stirred Avheu the readings are taken, and, if

necessary, the change of resistance can be approximateh'

allowed for by taking its temperature. To measure by means
of the deci-ampere balance an electromoti\e force of from
one to two volts, a battery of tAvo small secondary cells or four

Daniell cells, a resistance of two ohms such as has just been

described, Avith the other appliances as indicated in the figure,

are all that is necessary.

The method has been applied in my laboratory by Mr.
Thomas Gray for the measurement of the electromotive forces

of standard and other cells, and has been found very con-

venient. The results obtained for four Clark-standard cells

set up by Mr. J. T. Bottomley in March last Avere almost

identical Avith one another, and gave 1*439 Rayleigb, or

1*442 legal, volts at 11° C. The variation of the electro-

motive force of these cells Avith temperature has not y^i been
determined ; but assuuu'ng the aveiagc value obtained for this

variation by Lord l\ayleigh, namely a fall of '077 percent,

per degree centigrade rise of temperature, and correcting to

15° C, Avo obtain slightly under l"4ol) Eayleigh volts at that

temperature. This result is interesting as shoAving a difierence

of less than -jV.th per rent. IVom that obtained by Lord Eayleigh
for similar cells, Avhieh Avas 1*435 at 15° C.
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LXV. Notices respecting New Books.

A Treatise on the Integral Calculus.—Part I. Containing an
elementary account of ElJiptic Integrals and applications to Plane

Curves, lolth numerous Examples. Bg Ralph A. Egberts, M.A.
Dublin: Hodges, 1887; pp. viu+ 368.

1\ TR. ROBEETS, who has written a number of papers on subjects
^ ^ intimately connected with the Calculus, has now embodied some
of these results, with the necessary elementary details, in the present

treatise. He has not seen fit to introduce his work to his readers

with any forewords, so we are left to infer that he considers such

a work is required to meet a want not met by existing treatises.

The contents, so far, do not differ materially from those of Dr.

Williamson's treatise, but the treatment is different, and the illus-

trations and examples are very full and important. The main
difference is in the amount of space (Chapter v.) devoted to the

discussion of Elliptic Integrals ; here onr author is specially strong.

We have noticed but few typographical or other errors, and as the

whole discussion is admirably conducted throughout, we need only

append the headings of the chapters. These are :—Elementary
Integrals, Integration of Rational Functions, Integration by Ration-
alization, Integration by Successive Reduction, Elliptic Integrals,

Definite Integrals, Areas of Plane Curves, and Rectification of

Plane Curves. From the titlepage we gather that at least another
volume is to follow. The book is of handy form and clearly

printed.

LXVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

INFLUENCE OF MAGNETISM ON THE THERMOELECTEIC BEHAVIOUR
OF BISMUTH. BY DR. GIOVANNI PIETRO GRIMALDI.

T^HE remarkable influence which magnetism exerts on the elec-
-*- trical resistance of bismuth led me to suppose that it would
not be uninteresting to investigate whether the thermoelectric be-
haviour of bismuth in the magnetic field was different to what it is

usually.

In this preliminary note I give the results hitherto obtained.

The experiment was made as follows :—A cylinder of bismuth, 5
centim. in length and 1 centim. in diameter, with copper wires sol-

dered at the ends, was placed equatorially between the poles of a
Faraday's electromagnet. The solderings were immersed in two
baths of such a form that they could be close to the poles of the
magnet. One of the baths was full of melting snow, and the other
of water at the ordinary temperature, which flowed from a large
reservoir.

The bismuth-copper couple was introduced into a circuit of cop-
per wire of about 2 milliin. in diameter, \\hich remained constant.
In this circuit two copper- wire couples of about the same E.M.F.
as the couple under experiment were arranged in opposition. The
circuit also contained a Wiedemann's galvanometer (Edelmann's
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large pattern) astaticized as completely as possible, and whose coils

were of greatest sensitiveness for thermoelectric currents. The
deflections were read with a telescope on a scale a metre in length

divided in millimetres, and arranged at a distance of about two
metres from the mirror of the galvanometer.

The current due to the difference between the electromotive force

of the bismuth-copper couple and the compensating-couple was
so weak as to produce a deflection of a few centimetres onlv in

the scale of the telescope ; but either of the batteries would have
sent the spot of light off the scale.

The galvanometer was at a distance of about twenty metres from
the electromagnet.

By means of two keys, one in the thermoelectric circuit A and
one in the magnetizing current B, arranged near the telescope,

either of the two circuits could be opened or closed.

Opening first the circuit A, I investigated the influence of the

electromagnet on the galvanometer, which, notwithstanding the

distance of the two apparatus, was sufTiciently apparent, and then
tried the position at which the least action was exerted. It was
thus found that the deflection of the needle when the electromagnet
was excited was only two millim. It remained constant for the
entire duration of the experiment. This was made as follows.

The galvanometer being at zero, the circuit A was first closed

;

then the circuit B was opened, and the deflection of the galvano-
meter read off (first reading). Then A was opened to avoid
induction-currents, which, notwithstanding the most minute pre-

cautions, were sufficiently apparent ; then B was closed, and imme-
diately afterwards A, to make the second reading: then A being
opened, and afterwards B, A was again closed, and the third read-
ing made. Lastly, it was ascertained if the needle returned to zero

of the scale, those experiments being rejected in which this was
not the case. The difference between the second reading and
the mean of the first and third, which generally were but little

different, corrected for the above-mentioned influence of the elec-

tromagnet on the galvanometer, measured the intensity of the
phenomenon I investigated. INIany measurements were lost owing
to the action on the galvanometer of carriages passing in the
neighbouring street, an influence which made itself more felt when
the galvanometer was arranged in a room of the laboratory, than
when it was on the first floor in the courtyard.

With a magnetizing current of twelve Bunsen's elements, freshly

filled, the following result was obtained :—The thermoelectric force

of bismuth ii'ith iryiect to copper lais consuh'rabli/ icea/ifitrif hif miiq-

netism ; the difference between the second reading and the mean of

the first and third, whieh. as mentioned alcove, measuivd the inten-

sity of the said diminution, amounted ultimately to 45 millim. of

the scale.

In order to be cei-fain that the phenomenon observed was solely

due to lh(> influence in (piestion, and was not caused by any dis-

turbing iuflueiiees, I made the following experiment.

Adjusting both the solderings of the bismuth-copper coujile to
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zero, so as to annul the electromotive force, I left the bismuth

cyliuder iu the same position as before between the poles of the

eiectromagnet, and then weakened the compensating-pile so as to

have in the circuit a current of about the same intensity as in the

first experiment. Experimenting then as in the first case, I found

that the magnetism exerted no influence on the intensity of the

thermoelectric current.

In these preliminary experiments I made no measurements which

would enable me to give definite values of the variation found. In

order to furnish an approximate idea, I may mention that in the

conditions in which 1 experimented the diminution of the thermo-

electric electromotive force was about -^L-. The variations in ques-

tion are perhaps of the same order of magnitude as those found by

Eighi for the electrical resistj^nce.

In a more complete investigation of the phenomenon, which I

hope presently to carry out, 1 shall examine the relation between

the intensity of the magnetic field and the thermoelectric power of

pure and commercial bismuth in various states of aggregation, and

of the alloys of bismuth.

I propose to make an analogous investigation on antimoBy.

—

Rendiconti della B. Accademia del Lincei, February 1887.

ON THE ACTION OF LIGHT ON A MIXTURE OF HYDEOGEN
AND CHLORINE. BY E. PRINGSHEIM.

The author sums up as follows the results of his investigation:—
(1) The proof attempted by Bunsen and Eoscoe that in the

photochemical combination of chlorine and hydrogen, an amount of

work is done by light for which an equivalent quantity of light

disappears does not hold. The proof for that assertion lies in the

fact that the quantity of the hydrochloric acid formed is propor-

tional to the intensity of the light.

(2) The first apparent action of light on chlorine and hydrogen
consists in a sudden increase of volume of the gaseous mixture,

which as suddenly disappears ; the magnitude of this increase is

proportional to the intensity of Ihe acting light, but is independent

of the condition o£ the induction and of the quantity of hydro-

chloric acid formed.

(3) This sudden increase of volume is produced by a sudden
dissociation of the molecules, which goes on at the moment of

chemical change.

(4) In this, no hydrochloric acid is formed in the first case, but

an intermediate substance.

(5) The slow formation of hydrochloric acid by light takes place

solely with moist chlorine and hydrogen ; dry gas is not affected by

light which is not very intense.

(6) Under the influence of strong sources of light or great heat,

dry hydrogen and chlorine gases explode as well as nu)ist.

(7) The intermediate product which the photochemical indica-

tion produces, and the assumption of which completely ex]ilains

this phenomenon, arises very probably from decomposiiion of

aqueous vapour.—Wiedemann's AtDudcu, November 1887.
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